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Sarah Jane Snowden, Kristin Pratt, Courtney LeMay, Kimberly Kirchdorfer, 
Meredith Weber, Darwin Rivera, Matt Montavon; Director, Local/Regional 
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COST: $160 million
PROJECTED COMPLETION: Prior to 2018 football season
FUNDING: The project will be funded entirely by athletic revenues, 
gifts and bond proceeds from a future bond issue. No university 
funds, state funds or student fees will be required to complete 
this project.
CONSTRUCTION TIMELINE: The project is underway with full design 
and construction scheduled to begin shortly after the conclusion 
of the 2016 football season. 
ADDITIONAL CAPACITY: The project will increase the stadium 
capacity by approximately 4,849 with additions in the north 
end zone. The seats were strategically planned based on the 
demonstrated demand for suite and club areas that currently are 
at more than 98 percent occupancy. In addition, the first designed 
standing-room only area in the stadium is being created in the 
north end.
PROJECTED REVENUE: The renovation and north end zone addition 
is projected to bring in an additional $204 million over 20 years.
Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium will soon be changing to better 
meet the needs of Razorback fans. The University of Arkansas Board 
of Trustees approved plans to move forward with a stadium renovation 
and north end zone addition for the Home of the Razorbacks.
The renovation and addition will enhance the game day experience 
for every fan. In addition to the new suites, clubs and loge boxes 
in the north end, all fans will benefit from a north concourse 
connecting the east and the west grandstands and a new video 
board in the south end. 
NORTH END ZONE - The north addition will include new suites, loge 
boxes, club seats and club areas. The east and west concourses will 
connect to allow the flow of patrons around the stadium, as well as 
provide new concessions and restrooms. Additional and expanded 
entrances will improve patron flow. A new game day locker room, 
training room, and pre/post game support rooms will be added for 
the football team.
STADIUM UPDATES - New public elevators will be installed at the 
northeast and northwest corners to service the existing east and 
west suites, club areas, and upper level seating. Existing suites and 
club areas will be renovated and updated. A new video board will be 
added at the south end of the stadium. Security and safety systems 
will be enhanced.
FRANK BROYLES ATHLETIC CENTER - The Broyles Center will be 
affected by the larger north end zone project, and will be rebuilt 
in the new north end. The Broyles Center will still house the 
administrative offices, along with space that can be used for 
ticketing, merchandise, and Razorback history and traditions. 
STADIUM
RENOVATION
For more information on the Donald W. Reynolds Razorback 
Stadium Renovation and North End Zone Addition visit DWRRS.com.
QUICK FACTS
CLUB VIEW
NORTH INTERNAL VIEW
STADIUM OVERVIEW
JERRY AND GENE JONES FAMILY
STUDENT-ATHLETE SUCCESS CENTER
There is no debate about the most influential newcomer to 
Razorback Athletics in 2015-16. Opened for the start of the academic 
year, the Jerry and Gene Jones Family Student-Athlete Success 
Center was officially dedicated on September 19 with members of 
the Jones Family, Vice Chancellor and Director of Athletics Jeff 
Long, Arkansas Governor Asa Hutchinson, Southeastern Conference 
Commissioner Greg Sankey and hundreds of Razorback student-
athletes looking on.
The 55,000 square-foot facility dedicated to the development of 
more than 460 Razorback student-athletes was made possible  
by a $10.65 million gift from the  
Jones family. The Jones Success  
Center addresses the academic, 
 nutritional, personal and  
professional development  
of our student-athletes and creates an integrated academic support 
program focused on the graduation of all student-athletes at the 
University of Arkansas.  
The Student-Athlete Success Center is the home of the Bogle 
Academic Center and provides student-athletes with multiple 
learning environments including academic advising and course 
preparation, leadership training through the Razorback Leadership 
Academy and career planning and service learning. It also houses 
the Sports Nutrition Center, serving the fueling needs of student-
athletes competing in 19 sports. 
SEBASTIAN TRETOLA
Arkansas led the conference with 40 student-athletes on the SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll in 2015 and leads  
the league with 100 honorees since coach Bielema took over in 2013.
 The 40 honorees is the most by an SEC football program since coach Bielema joined the league.
 Arkansas is the only SEC program with 30-plus student-athletes on the SEC Fall Academic Honor each of the last two years.
Long, long after they forget who built the 
building, they will remember the builders of 
men and women. This is a men and women 
builder and is the spirit behind this. This is 
about love, the love I have for this state and the 
love I have for the Razorbacks.
JERRY JONES
“
201520142013
28 32 40
100
SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll Players
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UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
NAME: University of Arkansas
LOCATION: Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701
ENROLLMENT: 26,754
FOUNDED: 1871
COLORS: Cardinal and White
CHANCELLOR (ALMA MATER, YEAR):  Dr. Joseph E. Steinmetz 
 (Central Michigan, 1977)
UA SYSTEM PRESIDENT:  Dr. Donald R. Bobbitt (Arkansas, 1980)
NCAA FACULTY ATHLETICS REPRESENTATIVE:  Dr. Sharon Hunt (Arkansas, 1973)
BOARD OF TRUSTEES (TERM EXPIRES):
 Reynie Rutledge - Chairman (Searcy, 2017) 
 David H. Pryor - Vice Chairman (Fayetteville, 2019) 
 Morril Harriman - Secretary (Little Rock, 2024)
 Mark Waldrip - Assistant Secretary (Moro, 2020) 
 Ben Hyneman (Jonesboro, 2018)
 John Goodson (Texarkana, 2021)
 Stephen Broughton, M.D. (Pine Bluff, 2022)
 C.C. “Cliff” Gibson III (Monticello, 2023) 
 Sheffield Nelson (Little Rock, 2025)
 Kelly Eichler (Little Rock, 2026)
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
PHONE: (479) 575-6533 • FAX: (479) 575-4904
WEBSITE: ArkansasRazorbacks.com
NICKNAME: Razorbacks
NATIONAL AFFILIATION: National Collegiate Athletic Association 
 (NCAA Bowl Subdivision)
CONFERENCE AFFILIATION: Southeastern Conference (Western Division)
VICE CHANCELLOR AND DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS:
 Jeff Long (Ohio Wesleyan, 1982)
SENIOR ASSOCIATE AD/ADMINISTRATION AND SPORTS PROGRAMS/SWA: 
Julie Cromer Peoples (Missouri State, 1993)
SENIOR ASSOCIATE AD/INTERNAL OPERATIONS:
 Matt Trantham (Centenary College, 1990)
SENIOR ASSOCIATE AD/DEVELOPMENT & ADMINISTRATION:    
 Jon Fagg (Arizona, 1990)
SENIOR ASSOCIATE AD/BUSINESS OPERATIONS & CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER:
 Clayton Hamilton (Arkansas, 1994)
SENIOR ASSOCIATE AD/EXTERNAL OPERATIONS AND STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS:
Chris Freet (UC Santa Barbara, 2002)
COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE
OFFICE: (479) 575-2751 • FAX: (479) 575-7481
ASSISTANT AD/COMMUNICATIONS:
*Patrick Pierson 
ASSOCIATE COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTORS:
David Beall
 Jeri Thorpe
ASSISTANT COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTORS:
Joy Ekema-Agbaw
 Zach Lawson
 *John Thomas
COMMUNICATIONS ASSISTANTS:
Brent Hull
 *Brandon Langlois
SECRETARY: Mary Lynn Gibson
MAILING ADDRESS: Communications Office, P.O. Box 7777, 
 Fayetteville, AR 72702
OVERNIGHT ADDRESS: Communications, 350 N. Razorback Rd., 
 Fayetteville, AR  72701
*Football contact
FOOTBALL FACILITIES
FAYETTEVILLE, ARK.: Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium 
 (72,000/Synthetic PowerBlade 2.5)
 PRESS BOX PHONE: (479) 575-6622
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.: War Memorial Stadium (54,120/Field Turf)
PRESS BOX PHONE: (501) 663-0514
ARLINGTON, TEXAS: AT&T Stadium (71,815/Matrix Field Turf)
FOOTBALL STAFF
HEAD COACH (ALMA MATER, YEAR): Bret Bielema (Iowa, 1992)
 CAREER RECORD (SEASONS): 86-44, .662 (11th)
 RECORD AT ARKANSAS (SEASONS): 18-20 (4th)
 BOWL APPEARANCES: 9
OFFENSIVE COORDINATOR/QUARTERBACKS: Dan Enos (Michigan State, 1991)
DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR/SECONDARY: Robb Smith (Allegheny College, 1997)
OFFENSIVE LINE: Kurt Anderson (Michigan, 2001)
RUNNING BACKS: Reggie Mitchell (Central Michigan, 1984)
LINEBACKERS: Vernon Hargreaves (Connecticut, 1986)
DEFENSIVE BACKS: Paul Rhoads (Missouri Western, 1989)
TIGHT ENDS: Barry Lunney Jr. (Arkansas, 1996)
DEFENSIVE LINE/SPECIALISTS: Rory Segrest (Alabama, 1996)
WIDE RECEIVERS: Michael Smith (Kansas State, 1995)
GRADUATE ASSISTANT COACHES:
 Brey Cook (Arkansas, 2014), Offense
 Alfred Davis (Arkansas, 2012), Defense
 Taylor Reed (Central Arkansas, 2015), Offense
 Mark Sheridan (Albion, 2013), Defense
QUALITY CONTROL COACHES:
 Tanner Burns (Ole Miss, 2012), Special Teams
 David Parker (Arkansas, 2015), Defense
 John Roberts (Alma College, 2010), Offense
HEAD STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING: Ben Herbert
ASSISTANT AD OF FOOTBALL OPERATIONS: Mark Taurisani
DIRECTOR OF VIDEO: Matthew Engelbert
DIRECTOR OF HIGH SCHOOL/NFL RELATIONS: Bobby Allen
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETIC TRAINING: Matt Summers
DIRECTOR OF RECRUITING: E.K. Franks
2016 PREVIEW
BASE OFFENSE: Multiple
BASE DEFENSE: 4-3
LETTERMEN RETURNING: 53 (22 offense, 28 defense, 3 specialists)
LETTERMEN LOST: 22 (16 offense, 6 defense, 0 specialists)
STARTERS RETURNING: 16 (5 offense, 9 defense, 2 specialists)
STARTERS LOST: 8 (6 offense, 2 defense, 0 specialists)
2015 REVIEW
2015 RECORD: 8-5 (4-3 Home, 3-1 Road, 1-1 Neutral)
SEC RECORD/FINISH: 5-3/T-3rd West
BOWL GAME: W, 45-23 vs. Kansas State in 2016 AutoZone Liberty Bowl
HISTORY
FIRST SEASON: 1894
ALL-TIME RECORD (PCT.)/SEASONS: 702-480-40 (.591)/122
ALL-TIME CONFERENCE RECORD (PCT.)/SEASONS: 336-298-18 (.529)/102
 SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE: 87-103-2 (.458)/24
 SOUTHWEST CONFERENCE: 249-195-16 (.559)/78
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS: 1; 1964 (Football Writers Association of America
 & Helms Athletic Foundation)
CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS: 13 (Southwest Conference); 
 1936, 1946, 1954, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1964, 1965, 1968, 1975, 1979, 1988, 1989
SEC WESTERN DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIPS: 4; 1995, 1998, 2002, 2006
BOWL APPEARANCES/RECORD (PCT.): 41/15-23-3 (.402)
CONFERENCE AFFILIATIONS (SEASONS): 
 Southeastern Conference (1992-Present)
 Southwest Conference (1915-1991)
ALL-AMERICA SELECTIONS: 55 players, 64 times
ALL-CONFERENCE SELECTIONS (FIRST TEAM ONLY): 215 players, 286 times
ALL-SEC (FIRST TEAM ONLY): 43 players, 50 times
ALL-SWC (FIRST TEAM ONLY): 172 players, 236 times
QUICK FACTS
16
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ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NO  NAME POS  HT  WT  CL/EXP RS/HARDSHIP HOMETOWN (HS/OTHER)
3 McTelvin Agim DL 6-3 289 Fr./HS  Texarkana, Texas (Hope HS)
8 Austin Allen QB 6-1 209 Jr./2L ‘13 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
20 Troy Allison WR 6-1 193 So./SQ ‘14 McGregor, Texas (McGregor HS)
19 Anthony Antwine TE 6-4 222 Jr./2L ‘13 Plano, Texas (Plano Senior HS)
37 Toby Baker P 6-3 215 Sr./1L ‘12 Memphis, Tenn. (Memphis University HS)
97 Tevin Beanum DL 6-4 251 Jr./2L ‘13 Forrest City, Ark. (Forrest City HS)
40 Jamario Bell TE 6-5 252 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Junction City, Ark. (Junction City HS)
17 Kofi Boateng WR 6-1 183 Fr./HS  Arlington, Texas (Lamar HS)
53 Ben Brasuell LB 6-1 218 Fr./HS  Benton, Ark. (Benton HS)
44 Austin Cantrell TE 6-4 269 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Roland, Okla. (Roland HS)
41 Austin Capps DL 6-4 309 Fr./HS  Star City, Ark. (Star City HS)
46 Damani Carter FB 6-0 241 So./1L  Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
18 Cameron Colbert WR 6-1 208 So./1L ‘14 Little Rock, Ark. (Pulaski Academy)
20 De’Andre Coley DB 6-1 214 Jr./2L ‘13 Miami, Fla. (Northwestern HS)
29 Jared Collins DB 5-11 173 Sr./3L ‘12 Tulsa, Okla. (Booker T. Washington HS)
1 Jared Cornelius WR 5-11 212 Jr./2L  Shreveport, La. (Evangel Christian Academy)
13 Nate Dalton DB 6-3 190 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Baton Rouge, La. (Cypress Falls HS)
39 Juan Day RB 6-1 214 So./1L ‘14 North Little Rock, Ark. (North Little Rock HS)
98 Daytrieon Dean DL 6-3 281 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Fort Smith, Ark. (Northside HS)
2 DJ Dean DB 5-11 199 Sr./3L  Newton, Texas (Newton HS)
49 Robert Decker LS 6-0 249 Jr./SQ  Greenwich, Conn. (Greenwich HS/UConn)
26 Matt Dodson DB 5-10 208 Jr./SQ ‘13 McKinney, Texas (Boyd HS)
22 Deon Edwards DB 6-1 205 Fr./HS  Clermont, Fla. (Lake Minneola HS)
51 Brooks Ellis LB 6-2 245 Sr./3L  Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
56 Matt Emrich LS/H 6-3 198 Sr./3L ‘12 El Dorado, Ark. (El Dorado HS)
86 Tobias Enlow WR 6-1 200 Fr./HS  North Little Rock, Ark. (North Little Rock HS)
35 Dwayne Eugene LB 6-1 235 Jr./2L  Marrero, La. (Archbishop Rummel HS)
16 Cornelius Floyd DB 5-11 176 Jr./2L  Miami, Fla. (Gulliver Prep)
51 Hjalte Froholdt OL 6-4 318 So./1L  Svendborg, Denmark (IMG Academy [Fla.])
62 Johnny Gibson OL 6-4 344 So./1L ‘14 Dumas, Ark. (Dumas HS)
11 Will Gragg TE 6-4 254 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Dumas, Ark. (Dumas HS)
18 Derrick Graham DL 6-4 240 R-Fr./RS  Gainesville, Fla. (Hardee Senior HS)
23 Dre Greenlaw LB 6-0 226 So./1L  Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
7 Briston Guidry DL 6-3 294 Fr./HS  Metairie, La. (Archbishop Rummel HS)
89 Grayson Gunter TE 6-6 232 Fr./HS  Madison, Miss. (Madison Central HS)
27 Khalia Hackett LB 6-2 223 Jr./2L  Douglasville, Ga. (South Paulding HS)
91 Elias Hale DL 6-5 217 Fr./HS  Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
64 Jake Hall OL 6-5 266 So./1L ‘14 Springdale, Ark. (Har-Ber HS)
67 Tyler Hall OL 6-4 296 Fr./HS  Maumelle, Ark. (Maumelle HS)
6 T.J. Hammonds RB 5-10 197 Fr./HS  Little Rock, Ark. (Robinson HS)
71 Jackson Hannah OL 6-2 282 So./SQ ‘14 Bentonville, Ark. (Bentonville HS)
8 De’Jon Harris LB 6-0 255 Fr./HS  Harvey, La. (John Ehret HS)
45 Josh Harris LB 5-10 239 So./1L ‘14 Pine Blu , Ark. (Watson Chapel HS)
4 Keon Hatcher WR 6-2 207 Sr./3L ‘15 Owasso, Okla. (Owasso HS)
69 Dylan Hays OL 6-3 294 Fr./HS  Little Rock, Ark. (Little Rock Christian)
9 Cole Hedlund K 5-10 171 So./1L ‘14 Argyle, Texas (Argyle HS)
55 Jake Heinrich OL 6-4 295 Fr./HS  Urbandale, Iowa (Urbandale HS)
26 Justice Hobbs RB 5-10 220 Fr./HS  Farmington, Ark. (Farmington HS)
81 Cody Hollister WR 6-4 209 Sr./2L ‘12 Bend, Ore. (Mountain View HS/Arizona Western)
78 Bijhon Jackson DL 6-2 335 Jr./2L  El Dorado, Ark. (El Dorado HS)
74 Colton Jackson OL 6-6 300 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Conway, Ark. (Conway HS)
44 Kendrick Jackson LB 6-1 255 So./1L  Haynesville, La. (Haynesville HS)
4 Alexy Jean-Baptiste LB 6-2 231 Fr./HS  Pompano Beach, Fla. (Coconut Creek HS)
8 Blake Johnson P 6-0 193 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Long Beach, Calif. (Los Alamitos HS)
32 Hayden Johnson FB 6-3 248 Fr./HS  Columbia, Mo. (Rock Bridge HS)
94 Taiwan Johnson DL 6-2 284 Sr./2L ‘12 Manvel, Texas (Manvel HS)
41 Chris Jones FB 5-11 249 Jr./2L ‘13 DeQueen, Ark. (DeQueen HS)
10 Jordan Jones WR 6-1 184 Fr./HS  Smackover, Ark. (Smackover HS)
39 Byron Keaton DB 5-10 183 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Camden, Ark. (Fairview HS)
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ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NO  NAME POS  HT  WT  CL/EXP RS/HARDSHIP HOMETOWN (HS/OTHER)
15 Cole Kelley QB 6-7 258 Fr./HS  Lafayette, La. (Teurlings Catholic HS)
87 Jack Kraus TE 6-5 252 So./1L ‘14 Bentonville, Ark. (Bentonville HS)
19 Giovanni LaFrance LB 6-1 255 Fr./HS  New Orleans, La. (Saint Augustine HS)
55 Jeremiah Ledbetter DL 6-3 280 Sr./1L ‘12 Orlando, Fla. (Gainesville HS [Ga.]/Hutchinson CC [Kan.])
99 Brandon Lewis DL 6-4 274 Sr./3L ‘12 Memphis, Tenn. (Ridgeway HS)
28 Josh Liddell DB 6-1 210 Jr./2L  Pine Blu , Ark. (Dollarway Senior HS)
42 Connor Limpert K 6-1 176 Fr./HS  Allen, Texas (Allen HS)
18 Jack Lindsey QB 6-3 184 Fr./HS  Fayetteville, Ark. (Springdale HS)
24 Ryder Lucas DB  6-0 190 So./1L ‘14 The Woodlands, Texas (The Woodlands College Park HS)
43 George Madden LS 6-1 230 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Blanchard, Okla. (Blanchard HS)
73 Deion Malone OL 6-3 296 Jr./JC  Batesville, Miss. (South Panola HS/Northwest CC [Miss.])
90 Ke’Tyrus Marks DL 6-2 303 Jr./1L  West Palm Beach, Fla. (Suncoast HS)
42 Jonathan Marshall DL 6-4 299 Fr./HS  Shepherd, Texas (Shepherd HS)
84 D’Vone McClure WR 6-2 219 Fr./HS  Rixey, Ark. (Jacksonville HS)
48 Adam McFain K 6-0 187 Sr./2L ‘12 Greenwood, Ark. (Greenwood HS)
31 Connor McPherson RB 5-7 208 Jr./SQ ‘13 The Woodlands, Texas (College Park HS)
79 Jalen Merrick OL 6-4 327 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Oak Hill, Fla. (New Smyrna Beach HS)
38 Reid Miller DB 5-9 197 So./1L  Hollidaysburg, Pa. (IMG Academy [Fla.])
7 Damon Mitchell RB 6-2 215 Jr./1L ‘13 Egg Harbor City, N.J. (Cedar Creek HS)
80 Drew Morgan WR 6-0 193 Sr./3L  Greenwood, Ark. (Greenwood HS)
31 Grant Morgan LB 5-11 220 Fr./HS  Greenwood, Ark. (Greenwood HS)
85 Cheyenne O’Grady TE 6-4 251 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
2 Rafe Peavey QB 6-1 203 So./RS ‘14 Bolivar, Mo. (Bolivar HS)
16 La’Michael Pettway WR 6-2 216 R-Fr/RS ‘15 Nashville, Ark. (Nashville HS)
34 Tyler Phillips LB 6-1 232 R-Fr./RS ‘15 North Little Rock, Ark. (North Little Rock HS)
14 Carson Proctor QB 6-4 211 Fr./HS  Vero Beach, Fla. (Vero Beach HS)
1 Ryan Pulley DB 5-11 198 So./1L  Fort Myers, Fla. (Island Coast HS)
72 Frank Ragnow OL 6-5 319 Jr./2L  Chanhassen, Minn. (Chanhassen HS)
76 Paul Ramirez OL 6-6 299 Jr./JC  Rialto, Calif. (Rialto HS/San Bernardino Valley CC [Calif.])
9 Santos Ramirez DB 6-2 205 So./1L ‘14 Shreveport, La. (Evangel Christian Academy)
10 Randy Ramsey LB 6-4 228 So./1L ‘15 Fort Lauderdale, Fla. (Dillard HS)
50 Jake Raulerson OL 6-4 301 Jr./TR ‘13 Celina, Texas (Celina HS/Texas)
3 Dominique Reed WR 6-3 175 Sr./1L ‘13 Camden, Ark. (Fairview HS/Co eyville CC [Kan.])
47 Matt Reynolds LB 6-1 211 Jr./SQ ‘13 McKinney, Texas (McKinney HS)
30 Kevin Richardson II DB 6-0 178 Jr./2L ‘13 Jacksonville, Ark. (Jacksonville HS)
96 Karl Roesler DL 6-1 256 Jr./2L ‘13 Louisville, Ky. (St. Xavier HS)
75 Zach Rogers OL 6-1 306 So./1L  Carrollton, Texas (Hebron HS)
82 Luke Rossi WR 5-11 197 So./1L ‘14 Edmond, Okla. (North HS)
70 Dan Skipper OL 6-10 319 Sr./3L  Arvada, Colo. (Ralston Valley HS)
25 Micahh Smith DB 6-0 195 Fr./HS  Marshall, Texas (Marshall HS)
52 T.J. Smith DL 6-3 285 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Moultrie, Ga. (Colquitt County HS)
61 Cooper Sone OL 6-2 277 R-Fr./SQ ‘15 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
83 Jeremy Sprinkle TE 6-6 256 Sr./3L ‘12 White Hall, Ark. (White Hall HS)
13 Deon Stewart WR 5-11 164 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Highland, Ark. (Highland HS)
5 Ty Storey QB 6-2 212 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Charleston, Ark. (Charleston HS)
91 Michael Taylor II DL 6-3 245 So./JC  Orlando, Fla. (The First Academy/Riverside City College [Calif.])
5 Henre’ Toliver DB 6-1 185 Jr./2L  Marrero, La. (Archbishop Rummel HS)
9 Ricky Town QB 6-3 214 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Thousand Oaks, Calif. (St. Bonaventure HS/USC)
11 Britto Tutt DB 6-2 177 So./JC  Augusta, Ga. (Academy of Richmond County/Ventura College [Calif.])
33 Dee Walker LB 6-2 208 Fr./HS  Moultrie, Ga. (Colquitt County HS)
24 Kody Walker RB 6-2 240 Sr./3L ‘11, ‘12 Je erson City, Mo. (Je erson City HS)
60 Brian Wallace OL 6-6 335 So./1L ‘14 Florissant, Mo. (Christian Brothers College HS)
86 Armon Watts DL 6-5 293 So./1L ‘14 St. Louis, Mo. (Christian Brothers College HS)
21 Devwah Whaley RB 5-11 216 Fr./HS  Beaumont, Texas (Central HS)
21 Josh Williams LB 6-1 249 Sr./2L  Fort Lauderdale, Fla. (Dillard HS/Dodge City CC [Kan.])
22 Rawleigh Williams III RB 5-10 226 So./1L  Dallas, Texas (Bishop Lynch HS)
6 JaMichael Winston DL 6-4 260 Sr./3L ‘12 Pritchard, Ala. (Vigor HS)
48 Deatrich Wise Jr. DL 6-5 271 Sr./3L ‘12 Carrollton, Texas (Hebron HS) 
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NUMERICAL ROSTER
NO  NAME POS  HT  WT  CL/EXP RS/HARDSHIP HOMETOWN (HS/OTHER)
1 Jared Cornelius WR 5-11 212 Jr./2L  Shreveport, La. (Evangel Christian Academy)
1 Ryan Pulley DB 5-11 198 So./1L  Fort Myers, Fla. (Island Coast HS)
2 DJ Dean DB 5-11 199 Sr./3L  Newton, Texas (Newton HS)
2 Rafe Peavey QB 6-1 203 So./RS ‘14 Bolivar, Mo. (Bolivar HS)
3 McTelvin Agim DL 6-3 289 Fr./HS  Texarkana, Texas (Hope HS)
3 Dominique Reed WR 6-3 175 Sr./1L ‘13 Camden, Ark. (Fairview HS/Co eyville CC [Kan.])
4 Keon Hatcher WR 6-2 207 Sr./3L ‘15 Owasso, Okla. (Owasso HS)
4 Alexy Jean-Baptiste LB 6-2 231 Fr./HS  Pompano Beach, Fla. (Coconut Creek HS)
5 Ty Storey QB 6-2 212 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Charleston, Ark. (Charleston HS)
5 Henre’ Toliver DB 6-1 185 Jr./2L  Marrero, La. (Archbishop Rummel HS)
6 T.J. Hammonds RB 5-10 197 Fr./HS  Little Rock, Ark. (Robinson HS)
6 JaMichael Winston DL 6-4 260 Sr./3L ‘12 Pritchard, Ala. (Vigor HS)
7 Briston Guidry DL 6-3 294 Fr./HS  Metairie, La. (Archbishop Rummel HS)
7 Damon Mitchell RB 6-2 215 Jr./1L ‘13 Egg Harbor City, N.J. (Cedar Creek HS)
8 Austin Allen QB 6-1 209 Jr./2L ‘13 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
8 De’Jon Harris LB 6-0 255 Fr./HS  Harvey, La. (John Ehret HS)
8 Blake Johnson P 6-0 193 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Long Beach, Calif. (Los Alamitos HS)
9 Cole Hedlund K 5-10 171 So./1L ‘14 Argyle, Texas (Argyle HS)
9 Santos Ramirez DB 6-2 205 So./1L ‘14 Shreveport, La. (Evangel Christian Academy)
9 Ricky Town QB 6-3 214 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Thousand Oaks, Calif. (St. Bonaventure HS/USC)
10 Jordan Jones WR 6-1 184 Fr./HS  Smackover, Ark. (Smackover HS)
10 Randy Ramsey LB 6-4 228 So./1L ‘15 Fort Lauderdale, Fla. (Dillard HS)
11 Will Gragg TE 6-4 254 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Dumas, Ark. (Dumas HS)
11 Britto Tutt DB 6-2 177 So./JC  Augusta, Ga. (Academy of Richmond County/Ventura College [Calif.])
13 Nate Dalton DB 6-3 190 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Baton Rouge, La. (Cypress Falls HS)
13 Deon Stewart WR 5-11 164 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Highland, Ark. (Highland HS)
14 Carson Proctor QB 6-4 211 Fr./HS  Vero Beach, Fla. (Vero Beach HS)
15 Cole Kelley QB 6-7 258 Fr./HS  Lafayette, La. (Teurlings Catholic HS)
16 Cornelius Floyd DB 5-11 176 Jr./2L  Miami, Fla. (Gulliver Prep)
16 La’Michael Pettway WR 6-2 216 R-Fr/RS ‘15 Nashville, Ark. (Nashville HS)
17 Kofi Boateng WR 6-1 183 Fr./HS  Arlington, Texas (Lamar HS)
18 Cameron Colbert WR 6-1 208 So./1L ‘14 Little Rock, Ark. (Pulaski Academy)
18 Derrick Graham DL 6-4 240 R-Fr./RS  Gainesville, Fla. (Hardee Senior HS)
18 Jack Lindsey QB 6-3 184 Fr./HS  Fayetteville, Ark. (Springdale HS)
19 Anthony Antwine TE 6-4 222 Jr./2L ‘13 Plano, Texas (Plano Senior HS)
19 Giovanni LaFrance LB 6-1 255 Fr./HS  New Orleans, La. (Saint Augustine HS)
20 Troy Allison WR 6-1 193 So./SQ ‘14 McGregor, Texas (McGregor HS)
20 De’Andre Coley DB 6-1 214 Jr./2L ‘13 Miami, Fla. (Northwestern HS)
21 Devwah Whaley RB 5-11 216 Fr./HS  Beaumont, Texas (Central HS)
21 Josh Williams LB 6-1 249 Sr./2L  Fort Lauderdale, Fla. (Dillard HS/Dodge City CC [Kan.])
22 Deon Edwards DB 6-1 205 Fr./HS  Clermont, Fla. (Lake Minneola HS)
22 Rawleigh Williams III RB 5-10 226 So./1L  Dallas, Texas (Bishop Lynch HS)
23 Dre Greenlaw LB 6-0 226 So./1L  Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
24 Ryder Lucas DB  6-0 190 So./1L ‘14 The Woodlands, Texas (The Woodlands College Park HS)
24 Kody Walker RB 6-2 240 Sr./3L ‘11, ‘12 Je erson City, Mo. (Je erson City HS)
25 Micahh Smith DB 6-0 195 Fr./HS  Marshall, Texas (Marshall HS)
26 Matt Dodson DB 5-10 208 Jr./SQ ‘13 McKinney, Texas (Boyd HS)
26 Justice Hobbs RB 5-10 220 Fr./HS  Farmington, Ark. (Farmington HS)
27 Khalia Hackett LB 6-2 223 Jr./2L  Douglasville, Ga. (South Paulding HS)
28 Josh Liddell DB 6-1 210 Jr./2L  Pine Blu , Ark. (Dollarway Senior HS)
29 Jared Collins DB 5-11 173 Sr./3L ‘12 Tulsa, Okla. (Booker T. Washington HS)
30 Kevin Richardson II DB 6-0 178 Jr./2L ‘13 Jacksonville, Ark. (Jacksonville HS)
31 Connor McPherson RB 5-7 208 Jr./SQ ‘13 The Woodlands, Texas (College Park HS)
31 Grant Morgan LB 5-11 220 Fr./HS  Greenwood, Ark. (Greenwood HS)
32 Hayden Johnson FB 6-3 248 Fr./HS  Columbia, Mo. (Rock Bridge HS)
33 Dee Walker LB 6-2 208 Fr./HS  Moultrie, Ga. (Colquitt County HS)
34 Tyler Phillips LB 6-1 232 R-Fr./RS ‘15 North Little Rock, Ark. (North Little Rock HS)
35 Dwayne Eugene LB 6-1 235 Jr./2L  Marrero, La. (Archbishop Rummel HS)
37 Toby Baker P 6-3 215 Sr./1L ‘12 Memphis, Tenn. (Memphis University HS)
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NO  NAME POS  HT  WT  CL/EXP RS/HARDSHIP HOMETOWN (HS/OTHER)
38 Reid Miller DB 5-9 197 So./1L  Hollidaysburg, Pa. (IMG Academy [Fla.])
39 Juan Day RB 6-1 214 So./1L ‘14 North Little Rock, Ark. (North Little Rock HS)
39 Byron Keaton DB 5-10 183 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Camden, Ark. (Fairview HS)
40 Jamario Bell TE 6-5 252 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Junction City, Ark. (Junction City HS)
41 Austin Capps DL 6-4 309 Fr./HS  Star City, Ark. (Star City HS)
41 Chris Jones FB 5-11 249 Jr./2L ‘13 DeQueen, Ark. (DeQueen HS)
42 Connor Limpert K 6-1 176 Fr./HS  Allen, Texas (Allen HS)
42 Jonathan Marshall DL 6-4 299 Fr./HS  Shepherd, Texas (Shepherd HS)
43 George Madden LS 6-1 230 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Blanchard, Okla. (Blanchard HS)
44 Austin Cantrell TE 6-4 269 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Roland, Okla. (Roland HS)
44 Kendrick Jackson LB 6-1 255 So./1L  Haynesville, La. (Haynesville HS)
45 Josh Harris LB 5-10 239 So./1L ‘14 Pine Blu , Ark. (Watson Chapel HS)
46 Damani Carter FB 6-0 241 So./1L  Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
47 Matt Reynolds LB 6-1 211 Jr./SQ ‘13 McKinney, Texas (McKinney HS)
48 Adam McFain K 6-0 187 Sr./2L ‘12 Greenwood, Ark. (Greenwood HS)
48 Deatrich Wise Jr. DL 6-5 271 Sr./3L ‘12 Carrollton, Texas (Hebron HS) 
49 Robert Decker LS 6-0 249 Jr./SQ  Greenwich, Conn. (Greenwich HS/UConn)
50 Jake Raulerson OL 6-4 301 Jr./TR ‘13 Celina, Texas (Celina HS/Texas)
51 Brooks Ellis LB 6-2 245 Sr./3L  Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
51 Hjalte Froholdt OL 6-4 318 So./1L  Svendborg, Denmark (IMG Academy [Fla.])
52 T.J. Smith DL 6-3 285 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Moultrie, Ga. (Colquitt County HS)
53 Ben Brasuell LB 6-1 218 Fr./HS  Benton, Ark. (Benton HS)
55 Jake Heinrich OL 6-4 295 Fr./HS  Urbandale, Iowa (Urbandale HS)
55 Jeremiah Ledbetter DL 6-3 280 Sr./1L ‘12 Orlando, Fla. (Gainesville HS [Ga.]/Hutchinson CC [Kan.])
56 Matt Emrich LS/H 6-3 198 Sr./3L ‘12 El Dorado, Ark. (El Dorado HS)
60 Brian Wallace OL 6-6 335 So./1L ‘14 Florissant, Mo. (Christian Brothers College HS)
61 Cooper Sone OL 6-2 277 R-Fr./SQ ‘15 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
62 Johnny Gibson OL 6-4 344 So./1L ‘14 Dumas, Ark. (Dumas HS)
64 Jake Hall OL 6-5 266 So./1L ‘14 Springdale, Ark. (Har-Ber HS)
67 Tyler Hall OL 6-4 296 Fr./HS  Maumelle, Ark. (Maumelle HS)
69 Dylan Hays OL 6-3 294 Fr./HS  Little Rock, Ark. (Little Rock Christian)
70 Dan Skipper OL 6-10 319 Sr./3L  Arvada, Colo. (Ralston Valley HS)
71 Jackson Hannah OL 6-2 282 So./SQ ‘14 Bentonville, Ark. (Bentonville HS)
72 Frank Ragnow OL 6-5 319 Jr./2L  Chanhassen, Minn. (Chanhassen HS)
73 Deion Malone OL 6-3 296 Jr./JC  Batesville, Miss. (South Panola HS/Northwest CC [Miss.])
74 Colton Jackson OL 6-6 300 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Conway, Ark. (Conway HS)
75 Zach Rogers OL 6-1 306 So./1L  Carrollton, Texas (Hebron HS)
76 Paul Ramirez OL 6-6 299 Jr./JC  Rialto, Calif. (Rialto HS/San Bernardino Valley CC [Calif.])
78 Bijhon Jackson DL 6-2 335 Jr./2L  El Dorado, Ark. (El Dorado HS)
79 Jalen Merrick OL 6-4 327 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Oak Hill, Fla. (New Smyrna Beach HS)
80 Drew Morgan WR 6-0 193 Sr./3L  Greenwood, Ark. (Greenwood HS)
81 Cody Hollister WR 6-4 209 Sr./2L ‘12 Bend, Ore. (Mountain View HS/Arizona Western)
82 Luke Rossi WR 5-11 197 So./1L ‘14 Edmond, Okla. (North HS)
83 Jeremy Sprinkle TE 6-6 256 Sr./3L ‘12 White Hall, Ark. (White Hall HS)
84 D’Vone McClure WR 6-2 219 Fr./HS  Rixey, Ark. (Jacksonville HS)
85 Cheyenne O’Grady TE 6-4 251 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
86 Tobias Enlow WR 6-1 200 Fr./HS  North Little Rock, Ark. (North Little Rock HS)
86 Armon Watts DL 6-5 293 So./1L ‘14 St. Louis, Mo. (Christian Brothers College HS)
87 Jack Kraus TE 6-5 252 So./1L ‘14 Bentonville, Ark. (Bentonville HS)
89 Grayson Gunter TE 6-6 232 Fr./HS  Madison, Miss. (Madison Central HS)
90 Ke’Tyrus Marks DL 6-2 303 Jr./1L  West Palm Beach, Fla. (Suncoast HS)
91 Elias Hale DL 6-5 217 Fr./HS  Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS)
91 Michael Taylor II DL 6-3 245 So./JC  Orlando, Fla. (The First Academy/Riverside City College [Calif.])
94 Taiwan Johnson DL 6-2 284 Sr./2L ‘12 Manvel, Texas (Manvel HS)
96 Karl Roesler DL 6-1 256 Jr./2L ‘13 Louisville, Ky. (St. Xavier HS)
97 Tevin Beanum DL 6-4 251 Jr./2L ‘13 Forrest City, Ark. (Forrest City HS)
98 Daytrieon Dean DL 6-3 281 R-Fr./RS ‘15 Fort Smith, Ark. (Northside HS)
99 Brandon Lewis DL 6-4 274 Sr./3L ‘12 Memphis, Tenn. (Ridgeway HS)
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MCTELVIN AGIM, FR., DL
• Phil Steele No. 11 freshman defensive lineman in the nation
• Lindy’s No. 7 Fab Freshman in the country
AUSTIN ALLEN, JR., QB
• Manning Passing Academy Counselor
TOBY BAKER, SR., P
• Ray Guy Award Watch List
JARED CORNELIUS, JR., WR
• Paul Hornung Award Watch List
BROOKS ELLIS, SR., LB
• Butkus Award Watch List
• Wuer el Trophy Watch List
• Athlon All-SEC Third Team
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team
• Phil Steele No. 17 inside linebacker in the nation
• Sporting News SEC Top Scholar
HJALTE FROHOLDT, SO., OL
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team
BRISTON GUIDRY, FR., DL
• Phil Steele No. 52 freshman defensive lineman in the nation
KEON HATCHER, SR., WR
• Phil Steele No. 47 draft eligible wide receiver
DREW MORGAN, SR., WR
• Biletniko  Award Watch List
• Media All-SEC Third Team
• Athlon All-SEC Third Team
• Phil Steele No. 39 draft eligible wide receiver
FRANK RAGNOW, JR., OL
• Rimington Trophy Watch List 
• Phil Steele All-SEC Fourth Team
• Phil Steele No. 14 center in the nation
DOMINIQUE REED, SR., WR
• Phil Steele All-SEC Second Team
• Phil Steele No. 41 draft eligible wide receiver
DAN SKIPPER, SR., OL
• Outland Trophy Watch List
• Lindy’s All-America Second Team
• Athlon All-America Third Team
• Media All-SEC First Team
• Athlon All-SEC First Team
• ESPN All-SEC Team
• Lindy’s All-SEC First Team
• Phil Steele All-SEC First Team
• Sporting News All-SEC Team
• Lindy’s best run blocker in the SEC
JEREMY SPRINKLE, SR., TE
• John Mackey Award Watch List
• Media All-SEC Third Team
• Athlon All-SEC Third Team
• Lindy’s All-SEC Third Team
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team
• Phil Steele No. 5 tight end in the nation
• Athlon Top 15 Breakout Players in the nation
HENRE’ TOLIVER, JR., DB
• Phil Steele All-SEC Fourth Team
KODY WALKER, SR., RB
• Doak Walker Award Watch List
DEVWAH WHALEY, FR., RB
• Phil Steele No. 7 freshman running back in the nation
RAWLEIGH WILLIAMS III, SO., RB
• Doak Walker Award Watch List
DEATRICH WISE JR., SR., DL
• Chuck Bednarik Award Watch List
• Bronko Nagurski Trophy Watch List
• Athlon All-SEC Second Team
• Media All-SEC Third Team
• Lindy’s All-SEC Third Team
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team
• Allstate AFCA Good Works Team Nominee
• Phil Steele No. 9 defensive end in the nation
PRESEASON HONORS
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A consensus preseason All-SEC first team selection and Outland Trophy 
Watch List member, DAN SKIPPER enters his senior season with 34 
consecutive starts on the offensive line. Arkansas has led the SEC in 
fewest sacks allowed each of his three seasons.
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The University of Arkansas captivated the college football world by naming 
Bret Bielema the 32nd head coach in Razorback history on December 2012. Since 
arriving in Fayetteville, Bielema, who enters his fourth season on The Hill, has in 
turn captivated the passionate Razorback fan base and the state with the culture 
he is creating and the standards he is holding the program to.
Throughout his head coaching career, Bielema has won three conference 
championships and coached 13 first-team All-Americans, numerous award 
winners, 39 NFL Draft picks and NFL superstars. Among the NFL players coached 
by Bielema are three-time Defensive Player of the Year J.J. Watt, Super Bowl 
winning quarterback Russell Wilson and No. 1 overall draft pick and eight-time 
Pro Bowler Joe Thomas.
Backed by his “Five Edges” to success, Bielema represented the qualities 
Arkansas was looking for: a leader of young men who holds student-athletes 
responsible both on and o  the field and a coach who has a proven record of 
winning championships.
Bielema’s recruitment philosophy of building a program on “uncommon” men 
have yielded record-setting results in the classroom. Arkansas posted a 2.94 
team GPA in the spring of 2015, the highest recorded mark on record. Helping 
build the record-setting team GPA were 40 student-athletes on the Southeastern 
Conference (SEC) Fall Academic Honor Roll, good for the most in the conference. 
During Bielema’s three seasons, Arkansas leads the SEC with 100 student-athletes 
on the SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll, while the 40 honorees in 2015 is the most by 
one school since he joined the league. 
In 2015, Arkansas’ o  the field success was accompanied by on the field 
results to the tune of winning six of its last seven games and finishing in a tie 
for third place in the SEC West with a 5-3 mark. The Razorbacks displayed the 
resolve of their head coach by bouncing back from a tough start to pick up three 
SEC road wins and two overtime victories in conference action. Arkansas’ wins 
at Tennessee, Ole Miss and LSU marked the first time in program history that 
the Razorbacks won three road games against teams that finished in the final 
Associated Press Top 25 poll. 
Arkansas’ surge in late October through November set up a Liberty Bowl matchup 
with Kansas State and one of Bielema’s mentors head coach Bill Snyder. For the 
second-straight year the Razorbacks capped the season with a win in front of a large 
contingent of Arkansas fans, defeating Kansas State 45-23. With the win, Bielema 
became the first coach in program history to win back-to-back bowl games while 
Arkansas is the only SEC West team to win a bowl game each of the last two years. 
A key ingredient in Arkansas’ success in 2015 was its balance and e iciency on 
o ense. The Razorbacks led the SEC in scoring in conference games (34.4) while 
reaching 50+ points four times during the final six regular season games, breaking 
the previous program single-season record of three set in 1910, 1916 and 2007. 
Arkansas was the only school in the SEC and one of eight nationally to have both 
a 3,000-yard passer and 1,000-yard rusher during the regular season. Brandon 
Allen’s 30 touchdowns through the air and Alex Collins’ program record 20 scores 
on the ground made them the only duo in the nation to hit those statistical peaks.
Individual records and postseason accolades stacked up during and after 
the 2015 season, highlighted by junior tight end Hunter Henry winning the John 
Mackey Award. A consensus first-team All-American, Henry led all FBS tight ends 
with 739 yards receiving, as Arkansas became the first program to have two 
players win the John Mackey Award. Collins became just the third player in SEC 
history to start his career with three straight seasons of 1,000-yards rushing en 
route to earning All-America third team honors from Athlon. Paving the way for 
Collins was senior o ensive lineman Sebastian Tretola, who was the co-recipient 
of the Jacobs Blocking trophy as the SEC’s top blocker. Tretola was named a 
first-team All-American by Sports Illustrated and a second-team All-American by 
three other outlets. 
Bielema is building Arkansas into a pro-style football program that prepares 
players for the NFL. He has had 39 draft picks in 10 seasons, good for the 
second-most among current head coaches with 10 years or less experience. 
Since Bielema’s arrival, a total of 14 Razorbacks have been selected in the NFL 
Draft which ranks as the fourth-most among SEC programs during that span. After 
having four defensive players chosen in the 2015 NFL Draft – the school’s most 
since 1989 – Arkansas saw five o ensive players find NFL homes during the 2016 
draft. The five o ensive players taken were the second-most from one school in 
the 2016 NFL Draft. 
Henry was not only the first Razorback taken in the 2016 NFL Draft but also 
the first tight end selected when he went in the second round to the San Diego 
Chargers. Jonathan Williams (Bu alo Bills) and Collins (Seattle Seahawks) became 
just the second running back duo since Arkansas greats Darren McFadden and Felix 
Jones in 2008 to be picked in the top five rounds of the same NFL Draft when they 
both went in the fifth round. Less than 30 picks after Collins, both Tretola (Tennessee 
Titans) and Allen (Jacksonville Jaguars) came o  the board in the sixth round to 
round out the program’s most o ensive players taken in the same draft since 2008. 
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Arkansas closed 2014 and its second season 
under Bielema by winning three of its final four 
games against traditional powers LSU, Ole Miss and 
Texas. The victories marked the first time in school 
history the Hogs have defeated those three teams 
in the same season. The Razorbacks finished 7-6 
with a 31-7 victory over Texas in the AdvoCare V100 
Texas Bowl, marking Arkansas’ first winning season 
since 2011.
Bielema has always prided himself on a balanced 
o ensive attack and that is exactly what the 
Razorbacks accomplished in 2014. Running backs 
Williams and Collins were the only FBS teammates 
to rush for more than 1,000 yards each and both 
players finished in the top five of the SEC in rushing 
totals. Allen threw for 20 touchdowns, the sixth-
most in a single season in school history, and his 
five interceptions, were the fewest by a Razorback 
quarterback since 1992.
Arkansas was the SEC’s most improved defense 
in 2014, allowing just 19.2 points per game. With an 
11.9 points per game improvement from the previous 
season, the Razorbacks had the seventh-most 
improved defense in the nation. Arkansas became 
the first unranked team in college football history to 
post back-to-back shutouts over ranked opponents 
after blanking No. 20 LSU and No. 8 Ole Miss. 
Senior linebacker and consensus first-team All-SEC 
selection Martrell Spaight was the first Razorback to 
ever lead the SEC with 128 total tackles.
In his first season at Arkansas 
(2013), the Razorbacks had 
five student-athletes named 
Freshmen All-Americans: 
Collins, o ensive linemen 
Denver Kirkland and Dan 
Skipper, Henry and defensive tackle Darius Philon. 
Collins was named the SEC Freshman of the Year 
after he became the second Razorback freshman to 
rush for more than 1,000 yards in a season. Collins 
and Darren McFadden are the only Razorbacks in 
school history to accomplish this feat and the only 
two Razorbacks to be named SEC Freshman of 
the Year.
In Bielema’s eight seasons as head coach at 
Wisconsin, he had 17 players earn All-America 
honors, including 11 first-team All-Americans. He 
also coached two Outland Trophy winners, one 
Doak Walker Award recipient, one winner of the 
Johnny Unitas Golden Arm Award and one Lott 
IMPACT Trophy winner as well as finalists for 
numerous other individual awards, including the 
Heisman Trophy. In his final six years at Wisconsin, 
21 Badgers were taken in the NFL Draft, including 
three in the first round.
Bielema, who served as Wisconsin’s defensive 
coordinator for two seasons before becoming 
head coach, was on sta  as UW compiled a 55-6 
record at Camp Randall Stadium in his nine years. 
The Badgers won their first 16 home games under 
Bielema, the second-longest home winning streak 
in school history.
In 2012, Bielema guided Wisconsin to its third 
straight Big Ten championship and the Badgers 
became the first team to represent the Big Ten in 
three straight Rose Bowls since Michigan qualified 
following the 1976-78 seasons. In his final game at 
Wisconsin, Bielema led the Badgers to a 70-31 win 
over No. 14 Nebraska in the Big Ten Championship 
Game. Wisconsin became the second team to score 
70 points in a conference championship game, 
matching the number scored by Texas in the 2005 
BIELEMA QUICK FACTS
PERSONAL
BORN: Jan. 13, 1970
HOMETOWN: Prophetstown, Ill.
FAMILY: Wife, Jen
COACHING RECORD AT ARKANSAS: 18-20 (4th Year)
CAREER HEAD COACHING RECORD: 86-44 (.662)
EDUCATION
Iowa - Bachelor’s in Marketing, 1992
JOINED UA STAFF: Dec. 4, 2012
Years of Collegiate Head Coaching Experience/Years at UA: 11/4
Years of Collegiate Coaching Experience/Years at UA: 23/4
COACHING HISTORY
2013-Pres. ...........................................Arkansas (Head Coach)
2006-12  ............................................. Wisconsin (Head Coach)
2004-05  .................... Wisconsin (Def. Coord./Linebackers)
2002-03  ............................Kansas State (Co-Def. Coord./LB)
1996-2001  ................................................... Iowa (Linebackers)
1994-95  ..........................................Iowa (Graduate Assistant)
PLAYING HISTORY
1989-92  .............................................. Iowa (Defensive Tackle)
POSTSEASON EXPERIENCE
HEAD COACH
Arkansas ....................................................... 2016 Liberty Bowl
  2014 Texas Bowl
Wisconsin .......................................................... 2013 Rose Bowl
  2012 Rose Bowl
  2011 Rose Bowl
  2009 Champs Sports Bowl
  2008 Champs Sports Bowl
  2008 Outback Bowl
  2007 Capital One Bowl
ASSISTANT COACH
Wisconsin ............................................2006 Capital One Bowl
  2005 Outback Bowl
Kansas State ................................................. 2004 Fiesta Bowl
  2002 Holiday Bowl
Iowa ..................................................................2001 Alamo Bowl
  1997 Sun Bowl
  1996 Alamo Bowl
  1995 Sun Bowl
PLAYER
Iowa ......................................................................1991 Rose Bowl
  1991 Holiday Bowl
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Big 12 Championship Game. Wisconsin also had two 
200-yard rushers in the same game for the first time 
in school history.
Also during the 2012 season, running back 
Montee Ball broke the NCAA career records for total 
touchdowns and rushing touchdowns. Ball finished 
his career with 82 total touchdowns, breaking the 
previous record of 78, and 76 rushing touchdowns, 
besting the old record of 73. As a team, the Badgers 
finished in the top 25 in the country in rushing 
o ense, total defense, scoring defense, rushing 
defense, pass e iciency defense and pass defense.
In 2011, the Badgers won the inaugural Big Ten 
Championship Game, defeating Michigan State 
42-39 to advance to the Rose Bowl for the second 
straight season. Wisconsin, winners of the Leaders 
Division, finished the season with an 11-3 record and 
recorded 11 regular-season victories for just the third 
time in school history, all under Bielema’s watch.
Wisconsin’s high-powered o ense ranked sixth in 
the country in scoring in 2011 behind quarterback 
Wilson and Ball. They became the first teammates 
in FBS history to throw at least 30 touchdowns 
and run for at least 30 scores in the same season. 
Ball, a first-team All-American, was a finalist for 
the Heisman Trophy and tied Barry Sanders’ FBS 
record for touchdowns scored in a season with 39. 
He also broke Sanders’ NCAA single-season scoring 
record with 236 points. O ensive linemen Peter 
Konz and Kevin Zeitler also earned first-team 
All-America recognition.
In 2010, the Badgers won a share of the 12th Big 
Ten Championship in school history and its first since 
1999. UW tied a school record with seven conference 
victories and earned its first trip to the Rose Bowl 
since 1999. Wisconsin nearly became the first team 
in FBS history to have three running backs gain 1,000 
yards in the same season as James White finished 
with 1,052 yards, John Clay had 1,012 and Ball ran 
for 996.
Wisconsin players took home several national 
awards in 2010, including the Outland Trophy (Gabe 
Carimi), the Lott IMPACT Trophy (J.J. Watt) and the 
Unitas Golden Arm Award (Scott Tolzien). Carimi, 
Clay, Lance Kendricks, John Mo itt and Watt were 
all named All-Americans, giving Wisconsin its most 
All-America honorees since 1999.
Wisconsin’s success under Bielema translated 
to the classroom as well with 131 academic all-
conference selections in seven seasons. UW had 
a school-record 25 members of the football team 
honored as Academic All-Big Ten in 2012, breaking 
the previous record of 22 set in 2009 and matched 
in 2010. Before 2009, the school record was 19, set in 
Bielema’s second season.
Bielema guided Wisconsin to a 12-1 overall record 
and 7-1 mark in the Big Ten during his rookie year in 
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YEAR-BY-YEAR COLLEGIATE HEAD COACHING RECORD
YEAR  OVERALL  CONFERENCE  BOWL  FINAL RANKING
2006  12-1  7-1, T2nd in Big Ten  Capital One, def. No. 12 Arkansas 17-14  No. 7
2007  9-4  5-3, 4th in Big Ten  Outback, lost to No. 16 Tennessee 21-17  No. 24
2008  7-6  3-5, T6th in Big Ten  Champs Sports, lost to Florida St. 42-13 --
2009  10-3 5-3, T4th in Big Ten  Champs Sports, def. No. 14 Miami (Fla.) 20-14  No. 16
2010  11-2 7-1, T1st in Big Ten  Rose, lost to No. 3 TCU 21-19  No. 7
2011  11-3 6-2, 1st in Big Ten^  Rose, lost to No. 6 Oregon 45-38  No. 10
2012  8-5  4-4, 1st in Big Ten^  Rose, lost to No. 8 Stanford 20-14* --
2013 3-9 0-8, 7th West -- --
2014 7-6 2-6, 7th West Texas, def. Texas 31-7 --
2015 8-5 5-3, T-3rd West Liberty, def. Kansas State 45-23 --
TOTALS  86-44 44-36
^Won Big Ten Championship Game
*Did not coach Wisconsin in Rose Bowl, and loss is not refl ected in record
GROWING UP & FAMILY
Bret was born in Silvis, Ill., and the family lived in Moline, part of the Quad Cities, before moving to a farm outside 
Prophetstown, which is 35 miles from Davenport, Iowa. 
Bret is the son of Arnie and Marilyn Bielema and he was born on Jan. 13, 1970. His parents have been married for more 
than 50 years. His hometown is Prophetstown, Ill., which has a population of 2,000 people.
Bret’s father (Arnie) ran a hog farm and worked at the Genesco Co-Op, while his mother (Marilyn) directed 
a day care center.  The Bielema family’s 2,500 hogs outnumbered the human population of their hometown of 
Prophetstown (2,000). 
Bret’s mother (Marilyn) has battled cancer and she is where he says he gets his toughness. While at Wisconsin, Bret 
organized Football 101 for Women, an annual fundraising event to heighten the awareness of and raise funds to battle 
breast cancer. Through the instruction of Bret and his assistants, 300 women were exposed to the game’s fundamentals 
— with all proceeds benefi ting the Madison affi liate of the Susan G. Komen for the Cure. Bret and his staff have continued 
the Football 101 for Women fundraiser here at Arkansas.
BRET BIELEMA
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2006. Wisconsin capped that record-setting season 
with a 17-14 win over Arkansas in the 2007 Capital 
One Bowl. No previous Wisconsin team had won 
more than 11 games in a season. In addition, Bielema 
became just the third rookie head coach in NCAA 
FBS history to pilot his team to 12 victories. His efforts 
were rewarded when he was named the 2006 Dave 
McClain Big Ten Coach of the Year.
Bielema was Wisconsin’s defensive coordinator 
in 2004 and 2005, a period in which the program 
produced a 19-6 record under Barry Alvarez. The 
2004 Badgers were ranked sixth nationally in scoring 
defense and ninth in total defense. The 2005 club, 
which earned Wisconsin’s first shutout since 1999, 
finished its 10-win season with a 24-10 victory over No. 
7 Auburn in the 2006 Capital One Bowl, limiting the 
high-powered Tigers to just 236 yards of total offense.
Bielema was co-defensive coordinator at Kansas 
State under Bill Snyder in 2002 and 2003. The Wildcats 
were 22-6 during Bielema’s time in Manhattan and 
finished in the top 10 nationally both seasons in 
scoring and total defense. The Wildcats won its first 
Big 12 title in 2003. Among Bielema’s standout players 
at Kansas State were first-team All-American Josh 
Buhl, 2003 NFL second-round draft pick Terry Pierce 
and All-Big 12 second team selection Bryan Hickman.
Prior to his years at Kansas State, Bielema spent nine 
seasons as an assistant coach at his alma mater, Iowa, 
where he worked for head coaches Hayden Fry and 
Kirk Ferentz. The 1997 Hawkeyes posted three shutouts 
and ranked No. 4 nationally in scoring defense.
Bielema lettered from 1989-92 at Iowa after 
joining the program as a walk-on. He earned a 
scholarship after his first year and was a member 
of Iowa’s 1990 Big Ten championship team. A starter 
as a junior in 1991, he was a team co-captain as a 
senior. Bielema signed a free agent contract with the 
Seattle Seahawks and later completed his playing 
career with the Milwaukee Mustangs of the Arena 
Football League.
A 1992 graduate of Iowa with a degree in marketing, 
Bielema married his wife, Jen, on March 10, 2012.
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FOOTBALL  
Bret’s mother (Marilyn) saw something in him at a very early age; 
a drive to be successful. When he was in the third grade she went 
to a parent-teacher conference where his teacher told her Bret says 
he’s going to be a pro football player and don’t you ever doubt him.
Bielema played college football as a defensive lineman at the 
University of Iowa under legendary coach Hayden Fry from 1988 
to 1992, serving as a team captain his senior season. 
THE MENTORS: Hayden Fry, Kirk Ferentz, Bill Snyder, Barry Alvarez
BIELEMA VS. ALL OPPONENTS
Akron ..........................................................................................1-0
Alabama .........................................................0-3
Arkansas ....................................................................................1-0
Arizona St. .................................................................................1-0
Auburn ........................................................... 1-2
Austin Peay ...............................................................................1-0
Buffalo ........................................................................................1-0
Bowling Green ..........................................................................1-0
Cal-Poly ......................................................................................1-0
Fresno St.  ................................................................................2-0
Florida ........................................................... 0-1
Florida St.  .................................................................................0-1
Georgia .......................................................................................0-1
Hawaii .........................................................................................1-0
Illinois .........................................................................................4-1
Indiana ...................................................................................... 7-0
Iowa ............................................................................................ 3-2
Kansas St.  .................................................................................1-0
Louisiana ...................................................................................1-0
LSU ................................................................ 2-1
Marshall .....................................................................................1-0
Miami (Fla.) ...............................................................................1-0
Michigan ................................................................................... 3-2
Michigan St.  ............................................................................3-4
Minnesota ................................................................................. 7-0
Mississippi St.  ...............................................0-3
Missouri .......................................................... 1-1
Nebraska.................................................................................... 2-1
Nicholls ......................................................................................1-0
Northern Iowa ..........................................................................1-0
Northern Illinois .....................................................................4-0
Northwestern ........................................................................... 2-1
Ohio St.  ...................................................................................... 1-5
Ole Miss ......................................................... 2-1
Oregon........................................................................................0-1
Oregon St.  ................................................................................. 1-1
Purdue .......................................................................................5-0
Penn St.  .................................................................................... 2-3
Rutgers.......................................................................................0-1
Samford .....................................................................................1-0
San Diego St.  ...........................................................................1-0
San Jose St.  .............................................................................1-0
South Carolina .........................................................................0-1
South Dakota ............................................................................1-0
Southern Miss ..........................................................................1-0
Tennessee .................................................................................. 1-1
Texas ...........................................................................................1-0
TCU................................................................ 0-1
Texas A&M......................................................0-3
Texas Tech .................................................................................. 1-1
The Citadel ................................................................................1-0
Toledo .........................................................................................0-1
UAB ..............................................................................................1-0
UNLV ...........................................................................................3-0 
Utah St.  .....................................................................................1-0
UTEP ...........................................................................................2-0
UT Martin ...................................................................................1-0
Washington St.  ........................................................................1-0
Western Illinois ........................................................................1-0
Wofford.......................................................................................1-0
2016 opponents in bold
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Dan Enos enters his second season as Arkansas’ 
off ensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach. 
Enos came to Fayetteville on Jan. 22, 2015, after 
spending the previous five seasons as head coach at 
Central Michigan. He boasts more than 20 years of 
experience coaching skill position players and over 
10 years of play-calling experience, including all five 
years at Central Michigan.
In his first season on The Hill, Enos helped 
Arkansas lead the SEC in scoring in conference 
games, averaging 34.4 points per conference game. 
The Razorbacks scored 50+ points four times over 
the final six regular season games, breaking the 
previous program single-season record of three set 
in 1910, 1916 and 2007. 
The Razorback off ense was wildly successful 
primarily due to the incredible balance between 
the passing and rushing attacks. Arkansas was the 
only school in the SEC and one of eight nationally to 
have both a 3,000-yard passer and 1,000-yard rusher 
during the regular season.
Under the direction of Enos in 2015, quarterback and 
Manning Award finalist Brandon Allen became the third 
player in program history to throw for 3,000 yards in a 
season and became the Razorbacks’ all-time leader in 
touchdown passes (64).  Behind a program-best three 
400-yard games, Allen finished his senior campaign 
with 3,440 yards passing and 30 touchdowns. He went 
on to be drafted by the Jacksonville Jaguars in the sixth 
round of the 2016 NFL Draft.
Enos has tutored and developed many NFL stars, 
including off ensive tackle Eric Fisher, who became 
the first Mid-American Conference player to be 
selected No. 1 overall in the NFL Draft in 2013 by 
the Kansas City Chiefs. Enos also coached standout 
quarterback Drew Stanton and running back Javon 
Ringer at Michigan State. He was named one of 
Rivals.com’s Top 25 recruiters in the nation in 2009.
Hired as Central Michigan’s head coach in 2010, 
Enos led the Chippewas to bowl eligibility in each of 
his final three seasons. CMU passed for over 3,000 
yards in four of his five seasons as head coach.
Ryan Radcliff  was Enos’ first starting quarterback 
at Central Michigan. Under Enos’ tutelage, Radcliff 
became one of the best quarterbacks in CMU history 
as he passed for 9,917 yards and 63 touchdowns 
during his career. The signal-caller ranks second in 
school history in every major passing category.
Enos also helped develop wide receiver Titus 
Davis, who finished his career as one of the best wide 
outs in school history. He became the first player in 
Football Bowl Subdivision history to catch at least 
eight touchdown passes in each of his four collegiate 
seasons – all under Enos. Davis finished his career in 
2014 as the school’s all-time leader in career receiving 
yards (3,705), career touchdown receptions (37) and 
single-season touchdown receptions (13).
The 2014 season saw Central Michigan lead the 
MAC and rank eighth nationally in time of possession, 
controlling the clock for an average of 33:24 per 
game. The Chippewas were also very eff icient in the 
passing game, ranking third in the MAC and 18th 
nationally with a 149.55 passing eff iciency rating. 
Quarterback Cooper Rush set an FBS bowl record 
with seven passing touchdowns in the 2014 Popeye’s 
Bahamas Bowl. Rush also passed for a school-record 
493 yards in the contest.
In each of his final two seasons at CMU, Enos 
helped the Chippewas rank in the top half of the 
MAC in passing eff iciency, third down conversion 
percentage and time of possession.
The Chippewas had a memorable 2012 campaign 
under Enos, winning its third bowl game in school 
history. Senior wide receiver Cody Wilson finished his 
career with 42 consecutive games with a reception 
and junior running back Zurlon Tipton rushed for 
1,492 yards, the fourth-best single-season mark in 
school history.
Prior to Central Michigan, Enos spent four seasons 
in a variety of off ensive roles at Michigan State. He 
served as the Spartans’ running backs coach from 
2007 to 2009 and coached quarterbacks in 2006.
At Michigan State, Enos was the position coach 
for three NFL running backs – Ringer, Edwin Baker 
and Jehuu Caulcrick. Ringer was selected in the fifth 
round of the 2009 NFL Draft by the Tennessee Titans. 
Baker was a seventh round draft pick by the San 
Diego Chargers in 2012 and Caulcrick played for the 
Buff alo Bills in 2010.
Ringer led the nation in carries (390), scoring 
(132 points) and touchdowns (22) and ranked fourth 
in rushing (125.9 yards per game) in 2008 and was 
named a consensus first-team All-American.
In 2006, Enos mentored Stanton, who earned team 
MVP honors after accounting for 2,252 total yards 
and 17 touchdowns as a senior. Following the season, 
Stanton was selected by the Detroit Lions in the 
second round of the NFL Draft.
Prior to that, Enos spent two years as quarterbacks 
coach at Cincinnati. In 2004, Enos helped senior Gino 
Guidugli finish his career as the school’s all-time 
leading passer with 11,453 career yards, including 2,633 
passing yards and 26 passing touchdowns as a senior.
Enos also spent time at North Dakota State 
(off ensive coordinator and quarterbacks, 2003), 
Western Michigan (quarterbacks, 2000-02), Missouri 
State (off ensive coordinator and quarterbacks, 1999), 
Southern Illinois (quarterbacks and wide receivers, 
1997-98), Northern Michigan (off ensive coordinator 
and off ensive backs, 1996) and Lakeland College 
(off ensive coordinator, quarterbacks and wide 
receivers, 1994-95). He served as a graduate assistant 
on Michigan State’s staff  from 1991 to 1993.
A standout quarterback at Michigan State from 
1987-90, Enos started two seasons and earned a 16-7-1 
record (.688) as a starter, leading the Spartans to two 
bowl victories. He still ranks No. 13 in school history 
in passing yards (3,837) and completions (297). His 
.621 completion percentage still ranks fourth-best in 
Spartan history.
Enos graduated from Michigan State with a 
degree in business administration in 1991 and earned 
his master’s in sports administration in 2006. The 
Dearborn, Mich. native is married to his wife, Jane. 
The couple has two children, Lia and Alex.
DAN ENOS
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ENOS QUICK FACTS
PERSONAL
COACHING DUTIES: Offensive Coordinator/Quarterbacks
BORN: July 1, 1968
FAMILY: Wife, Jane; Daughter, Lia; Son, Alex
EDUCATION
Michigan State - B.S. in business administration, 1991
 M.S in sports administration, 2006
JOINED UA STAFF: Jan. 22, 2015
Years of Collegiate Experience/Years At UA: 26/2
Recruiting Territory: Michigan, Missouri
COACHING HISTORY
2015-Pres.  ...... Arkansas (Off. Coordinator/Quarterbacks)
2010-14 ..................................Central Michigan (Head Coach)
2007-09 .............................. Michigan State (Running Backs)
2006 .......................................Michigan State (Quarterbacks)
2004-05..........................................Cincinnati (Quarterbacks)
2003 ....North Dakota State (Off. Coordinator/Quarterbacks)
2000-02........................... Western Michigan (Quarterbacks)
1999 .........Missouri State (Off. Coordinator/Quarterbacks)
1997-98 ....... Southern Illinois (Quarterbacks/Wide Receivers)
1996 .....Northern Michigan (Off. Coordinator/Offensive Backs)
1994-95 .......Lakeland College (Off. Coordinator/QBs/WRs)
1991-93 ........................Michigan State (Graduate Assistant)
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
1987-90 ....................................Michigan State (Quarterback)
POSTSEASON EXPERIENCE
HEAD COACH
C. Michigan ................................................2014 Bahamas Bowl
  2012 Little Caesars Pizza Bowl
ASSISTANT COACH
Arkansas ....................................................... 2016 Liberty Bowl
Michigan State ..............................................2010 Alamo Bowl
  2009 Capital One Bowl
  2007 Champs Sports Bowl
Cincinnati ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,2004 Fort Worth Bowl
Michigan State ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1993 Liberty Bowl
PLAYER
Michigan State ...............................1990 John Hancock Bowl
  1989 Aloha Bowl
  1989 Gator Bowl
  1988 Rose Bowl
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Robb Smith enters his third season as defensive 
coordinator and secondary coach.
Last season, Smith’s defense was among the 
best in the nation against the run, holding 12 of 13 
opponents below their season rushing average. 
Allowing only 116.46 yards per game on the ground, 
Arkansas ranked second in the Southeastern 
Conference and 12th nationally in rushing defense.
Most notably, the Razorback defense did not 
allow a running back to rush for more than 100 yards 
in regulation, which included both LSU’s Leonard 
Fournette (91) and Heisman Trophy winner Derrick 
Henry (95) from national champion Alabama. 
Fournette and Henry averaged 162.75 and 147.93 
yards rushing per game respectively.
Under Smith’s direction, Arkansas has held its 
opponent to 28 points or less in 19 of 26 games 
played. The Razorbacks are 13-6 when allowing 28 
points or less since Smith joined the program.
In 2014, Smith’s first season on The Hill, the 
Arkansas defense ranked No. 10 in both scoring 
defense (19.2 points per game) and total defense 
(323.4 yards per game). It was the first time since 
Arkansas joined the SEC in 1992 that the Razorbacks 
had finished in the top 10 in either statistic.
In that same year, the Arkansas defense posted 
an improvement of 11.6 points allowed per game, the 
largest turnaround in the SEC and the seventh-best 
improvement in the nation. Arkansas became the 
first unranked team in college football history to post 
back-to-back shutouts of ranked opponents when the 
Razorbacks blanked No. 20 LSU and No. 8 Ole Miss.
Under Smith’s leadership and vision, Martrell 
Spaight became one of the best linebackers in the 
nation in 2014. Despite starting just two games the 
previous year, Spaight became a consensus first-
team All-SEC linebacker and was the first Razorback 
in school history to lead the SEC with 128 total 
tackles. Spaight was selected by the Washington 
Redskins in the fifth round of the 2015 NFL Draft.
The Razorbacks had four defensive players 
chosen in the 2015 NFL Draft – the most in one 
year since 1989. Smith was also the college position 
coach for Devin McCourty, Logan Ryan and Duron 
Harmon, three members of the secondary for the 
New England Patriots’ Super Bowl XLIX team.
Smith spent the 2013 season as linebackers 
coach for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers after 14 years 
of collegiate coaching experience, which included 
four seasons at Rutgers University where he was 
defensive coordinator and secondary coach in 2012.
In 2013 with the Buccaneers, Smith coached 
second-year linebacker Lavonte David. David was 
named a first-team All-Pro that season, one of just 
12 defensive players in the NFL recognized on the 
first-team defense, after he started all 16 games 
and recorded 144 tackles, including 6.0 sacks, 
five interceptions, 10 passes defensed, two forced 
fumbles and one fumble recovery. Since sacks 
became an off icial statistic in 1982, David was the 
first linebacker in NFL history and third player to 
register at least 100 tackles with at least six sacks 
and five or more interceptions in a season, joining 
Rodney Harrison in 2000 and Dave Duerson in 1986.
The 2012 season saw Rutgers claim its first 
conference title since 1961 and the fifth in school 
history. The Scarlet Knights finished the year ranked 
fourth in the nation in points allowed per game (14.2), 
sixth in rush yards allowed per game (95.2), 10th in 
total defense (311.6 yards per game) and tied for third 
in rushing touchdowns allowed (6). Rutgers allowed 
just 91 points against seven Big East opponents, 
ranking as the eighth-lowest total in conference 
history. The defense held opponents to 95.2 rushing 
yards per game, only the third time in school history 
the Scarlet Knights kept the opponent average 
below 100 yards.
While at Rutgers, Smith coached linebacker 
Khaseem Greene who became an All-American 
and was selected in the fourth round of the 2013 
NFL Draft by the Chicago Bears. As a junior in 
2011, Greene switched from safety to weak side 
linebacker. He led the Big East Conference with 
141 tackles, 3.5 sacks and two forced fumbles. As 
a senior in 2012, Greene recorded 136 tackles, 
including 12 for loss with six sacks, six forced 
fumbles, two interceptions and three fumble 
recoveries with two returned for touchdowns. He 
was named the Big East Defensive Player of the 
Year and was named a first-team All-American 
by ESPN. 
Prior to 2012, Smith served in various capacities 
on the Rutgers staff  including special teams 
coordinator and linebackers coach in 2011, special 
teams coordinator and cornerbacks coach in 
2010 and special teams coordinator and outside 
linebackers coach in 2009.
Under Smith’s guidance, Rutgers became one 
of the best special teams units in college football. 
The Scarlet Knights ranked in the top 10 in blocked 
punts each of his three years coordinating the unit. 
Rutgers led the country in 2010 with nine blocked 
punts, tied for second in 2011 with nine and ranked 
eighth in 2009 with five. While Smith was at Rutgers, 
the Scarlet Knights led the nation with 31 blocked 
kicks. They were also one of the best in the nation 
in punt and kick returns for touchdowns, tying for 
fifth with five punt return touchdowns and tying for 
ninth with four kickoff  return touchdowns. Their nine 
combined special teams touchdowns tied for the 
fifth-highest total in the NCAA during that time.
Before going to Rutgers, Smith worked at the 
University of Maine as assistant head coach and 
defensive coordinator (2006-08), special teams 
and linebackers coach (2005) and defensive 
backs coach (2002-04). Under Smith, Maine 
boasted one of the top defenses in the FCS, 
highlighted by the 2006 team that ranked first 
in rush defense, second in total defense, third in 
sacks and fourth in scoring defense.
A 1997 graduate of Allegheny (Pa.) College with a 
bachelor’s degree in economics, Smith was a three-
year letterwinner at strong safety. He began his 
coaching career as a graduate assistant with Iowa 
from 1999-2001 and earned his master’s degree in 
communication studies from Iowa in 2002.
Smith and his wife Amy have two children: 
Charlie and Jack.
ROBB SMITH
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SMITH QUICK FACTS
PERSONAL
COACHING DUTIES: Defensive Coordinator/Secondary
BORN: May 10, 1975
FAMILY: Wife, Amy; Sons, Charlie and Jack
EDUCATION
Allegheny College – B.S. in economics, 1997
Iowa – M.S. in communication studies, 2002
JOINED UA STAFF: Feb. 8, 2014
Years Of Collegiate Experience/Years At UA: 17/3
Years Of NFL Experience: 1
Recruiting Territory: Central and West Florida
COACHING HISTORY
2014-Pres. ...... Arkansas (Defensive Coordinator/Secondary)
2013 ...........................Tampa Bay Buccaneers (Linebackers)
2012 .............. Rutgers (Defensive Coordinator/Secondary)
2011 .............. Rutgers (Special Teams Coord./Linebackers)
2010 ............ Rutgers (Special Teams Coord./Cornerbacks)
2009 ............... Rutgers (Special Teams Coord./Outside LB)
2006-08 .............. Maine (Asst. HC/Defensive Coordinator)
2005 ..............................Maine (Special Teams/Linebackers)
2002-04 ............................................ Maine (Defensive Backs)
1999-2001 ....... Iowa (Quality Control/Def. Grad. Assistant)
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
1993-97 ......................................... Allegheny College (Safety)
POSTSEASON EXPERIENCE
ASSISTANT COACH
Arkansas ....................................................... 2016 Liberty Bowl
  2014 Texas Bowl
Rutgers...........................................2012 Russell Athletic Bowl
  2011 New Era Pinstripe Bowl
  2009 St. Petersburg Bowl
Maine ...................................................... 2008 FCS First Round
  2002 FCS Quarterfi nal
Iowa ..................................................................2001 Alamo Bowl
PLAYER
Allegheny College ................... 1996 Division III First Round
  1994 Division III First Round
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Kurt Anderson joined the Arkansas staff  as 
off ensive line coach on Jan. 9, 2016. Anderson takes 
over a Razorback off ensive line unit that has helped 
pave the way for four 1,000-yard rushers in the last 
three seasons after spending the last three years with 
the Buff alo Bills as assistant off ensive line coach.
This past season, the Bills led the NFL in rush yards 
per game (152.0) and yards per rush (4.8), and were fifth 
in the AFC in total off ense (360.9). Anderson served as 
the team’s primary off ensive line coach for the first six 
weeks of the season, the organization’s first under head 
coach Rex Ryan. Center Eric Wood and left guard Richie 
Incognito were both named to the Pro Bowl, anchoring 
the NFL’s 12th-youngest off ensive line while paving the 
way for Pro Bowl running back LeSean McCoy. McCoy 
was one of three Buff alo players to rush for 500-plus 
yards in 2015, marking the first time that feat has been 
accomplished by the Bills since 1962.
Prior to joining the Bills, Anderson spent five 
seasons at Eastern Michigan University, primarily 
as the run game coordinator (2010-12). His time at 
Eastern Michigan started in 2008 as the tight ends 
coach before moving to the off ensive line and run 
game coordinator where the ground attack saw 
immediate results. The Eagles posted the 14th-best 
run game in the nation in 2011, after accumulating 
2,620 yards and 16 touchdowns on the ground. It 
marked just the second time in program history that 
Eastern Michigan had rushed for more than 2,000 
yards in back-to-back seasons (2010, 11).
A native of Chicago, Anderson joined Eastern 
Michigan after a two-year stint at his alma mater 
Michigan. While on staff  with the Wolverines, 
Anderson spent the 2007 campaign as a graduate 
assistant coach for the off ensive line, helping develop 
All-America tackle and the overall No. 1 pick in the 
2006 NFL Draft Jake Long. In 2006, Anderson was the 
defensive quality control assistant coach. He helped 
develop current NFL players Lamar Woodley and 
Alan Branch.
Prior to his stint at Michigan, Anderson was an 
assistant coach at Indiana State where he worked 
with the off ensive tackles and tight ends.
A standout along the off ensive line at the 
University of Michigan, Anderson graduated in 
2001 with a degree in sport management and 
communication from the Division of Kinesiology. 
Anderson was a two-year letterwinner (2000-01) 
as the starting center and received the Hugh 
R. Rader Jr. Memorial Award as the team’s top 
off ensive lineman and was selected All-Big Ten 
honorable mention following the 2001 season. As a 
player and coach, Anderson has been involved in 
seven bowl games, highlighted by Michigan’s 1998 
Rose Bowl win that sealed the program’s national 
championship.
Anderson and his wife Jennifer have five children: 
sons Hawken and Torin, daughter Dagny and twins 
Odin and Raina.
KURT ANDERSON
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ANDERSON QUICK FACTS
PERSONAL
COACHING DUTIES: Offensive Line
BORN: August 8, 1978
FAMILY: Wife, Jennifer; Sons, Hawken, Odin and Torin; 
Daughters, Dagny and Raina
EDUCATION
Michigan - B.S. in sport management/communication, 
2001
JOINED UA STAFF: Jan. 9, 2016
Years of Collegiate Experience/Years At UA: 9/1
Years Of NFL Experience: 3
Recruiting Territory: Illinois, East Texas, OL nationally
COACHING HISTORY
2016-Pres.  .....................................Arkansas (Offensive Line)
2013-15 ............................ Buffalo Bills (Asst. Offensive Line)
2008-12 ......Eastern Michigan (Offensive Line/Tight Ends)
2006-07 ................................. Michigan (Graduate Assistant)
2005 ............ Indiana State (Offensive Tackles/Tight Ends)
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
1997-2001.......................................................Michigan (Center)
POSTSEASON EXPERIENCE
ASSISTANT COACH
Michigan ..............................................2008 Capital One Bowl
  2007 Rose Bowl
PLAYER
Michigan ............................................................1998 Rose Bowl
  1999 Citrus Bowl
  2000 Orange Bowl
  2001 Citrus Bowl
  2002 Citrus Bowl
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Vernon Hargreaves enters his second season 
on The Hill after being named linebackers coach 
on Jan. 20, 2015. He joined the Arkansas staff 
with 30 years of collegiate coaching experience, 
including the previous 17 years at the Football Bowl 
Subdivision level. 
In those 17 seasons, Hargreaves’ teams advanced 
to 14 bowl games, including two appearances in the 
BCS National Championship while at Miami. As the 
Hurricanes’ linebackers coach, he helped Miami win 
the 2001 national championship and was the position 
coach for NFL stars Jonathan Vilma, Dan Morgan and 
D.J. Williams.
During his first season at Arkansas, Hargreaves 
helped develop Brooks Ellis and Dre Greenlaw into 
one of the SEC’s top duos at linebacker in 2015. Ellis 
led the team in tackles with 102, which tied for ninth 
in the SEC. Greenlaw finished fifth nationally among 
FBS freshmen and tops among SEC rookies with 95 
tackles and earned multiple freshman All-America 
honors for his eff orts. Ellis and Greenlaw combined 
for 150 tackles over the last nine games. The duo 
finished the season as one of six pairs of teammates 
to rank in the SEC’s top 20 in total tackles. 
Prior to Arkansas, Hargreaves spent the previous 
two seasons at Houston where he coached 
linebackers. In 2014, he helped the Cougars finish 8-5, 
including a thrilling come-from-behind victory over 
Pittsburgh in the Lockheed Martin Armed Forces 
Bowl. The Cougars ranked second in The American 
Conference and 11th nationally with 30 forced 
turnovers and 15th nationally in scoring defense, 
allowing just 20.6 points per game.
In 2013, Hargreaves helped Houston rank as the 
third-most improved defense nationally after allowing 
just 21.8 points per game, 14.2 points per game lower 
than the previous season. Houston led the nation 
with 43 turnovers created and also led the country 
in turnover margin.
Prior to Houston, Hargreaves served as the 
special teams coordinator and defensive ends 
coach at South Florida. The Bulls finished second 
nationally in tackles for loss and fourth nationally 
in sacks during the 2011 season, in large part due 
to the outstanding play of Hargreaves’ defensive 
ends. He helped South Florida claim its fourth bowl 
victory in school history with a win in the 2010 
Meineke Car Care Bowl over Clemson.
In his first season at USF in 2011, Hargreaves 
guided a unit that helped the defense rank 17th in 
total defense, 22nd in scoring defense and 22nd 
in rushing defense. The Bulls led the league in 
tackles for loss and ranked fourth in the Big East 
in sacks.
Hargreaves also spent three seasons as the special 
teams coordinator and defensive ends coach at East 
Carolina from 2007 to 2009. He helped defensive 
end C.J. Wilson earn back-to-back Conference USA 
Defensive Player of the Year awards in 2008 and 
2009. Wilson was selected by the Green Bay Packers 
in the 2010 NFL Draft and started at defensive end for 
the Packers in Super Bowl XLV. The Pirates played in 
a bowl game in all three seasons Hargreaves was on 
the coaching staff .
From 1998 to 2005, Hargreaves was the linebackers 
coach at Miami, where he helped lead the Hurricanes 
to a BCS National Championship title in 2001 
and another BCS National Championship game 
appearance in 2002. At Miami, Hargreaves helped 
mold Vilma, Morgan, Williams, Rocky McIntosh 
and Nate Webster into NFL linebackers. Seven of 
his linebackers at Miami were selected in the NFL 
Draft, including Morgan who won the Butkus Award, 
Nagurski Trophy and the Bednarik Award in 2000.
In 2003, Hargreaves tutored Vilma and Williams, 
who finished as two of the 11 semifinalists for the 
Butkus Award. Vilma finished the season as a first-
team All-American and finalist for the Butkus Award.
The 2001 Hurricanes were one of the best defensive 
units in the history of college football, allowing just 
9.4 points per game and only 138.2 passing yards 
per contest. Hargreaves helped Miami to a perfect 
12-0 season, culminating in the 2002 BCS National 
Championship game win over Nebraska.
During the 2000 campaign, Hargreaves helped 
Morgan make the switch from outside linebacker to 
middle linebacker. The position change was wildly 
successful, as Morgan became the first player to 
ever sweep the Butkus, Nagurski and Bednarik 
Awards in the same season and was a consensus 
All-American selection.
His first coaching position was at his alma mater, 
Connecticut, where he spent 13 seasons coaching 
outside linebackers (1985-89) and inside linebackers 
(1989-97). There he mentored Paul Duckworth, who 
became the 15th Huskie to ever be selected in the 
NFL Draft.
Hargreaves finished his playing career at 
Connecticut in 1983 where he was a two-time 
All-American. He earned all-conference honors twice 
during his career and was selected a team captain 
as a senior. His 393 career tackles still ranks sixth 
all-time in school history. Hargreaves was named a 
member of UConn’s 100th anniversary team.
The New Haven, Connecticut, native earned his 
bachelor’s degree in sociology from Connecticut in 
1986. He and his wife, Jackie, have three children: 
Carina, Vernon III and Chanelle. Vernon III played 
cornerback at Florida from 2013-15 and was selected 
by the Tampa Bay Buccaneers as the 11th pick in the 
first round of the 2016 NFL Draft.
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HARGREAVES QUICK FACTS
PERSONAL
COACHING DUTIES: Linebackers
BORN: April 8, 1962
FAMILY: Wife, Jackie; Daughters, Carina and Chanelle; 
 Son, Vernon III
EDUCATION
Connecticut - B.S. in sociology, 1986
JOINED UA STAFF: Jan. 20, 2015
Years of Collegiate Experience/Years At UA: 32/2
Recruiting Territory: Dallas, South Florida
COACHING HISTORY
2015-Pres.  ......................................... Arkansas (Linebackers)
2013-14 ..................................................Houston (Linebackers)
2010-12 ..............South Florida (Special Teams Coord./DEs)
2007-09 ............ East Carolina (Special Teams Coord./DEs)
2006 ..........................................................FIU (Defensive Ends)
1998-2005 ................................................ Miami (Linebackers)
1985-97 ..........................................Connecticut (Linebackers)
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
1980-83 ............................................Connecticut (Linebacker)
POSTSEASON EXPERIENCE
ASSISTANT COACH
Arkansas ....................................................... 2016 Liberty Bowl
Houston ............................................2014 Armed Forces Bowl
  2013 BBVA Compass Bowl
South Florida ............................2010 Meineke Car Care Bowl
  2009 Liberty Bowl
  2008 Liberty Bowl
  2007 Hawai’i Bowl
Miami .............................................................. 2005 Peach Bowl
  2004 Peach Bowl
  2004 Orange Bowl
  2003 Fiesta Bowl (BCS Nat’l Title)
  2002 Rose Bowl (BCS Nat’l Title)
  2001 Sugar Bowl
  2000 Gator Bowl
  1998 MicronPC Bowl
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Barry Lunney Jr., a former Arkansas starting 
quarterback, is entering his fourth season as tight 
ends coach at his alma mater.
Over the past three seasons, Lunney helped 
develop Hunter Henry into the best tight end in 
the nation. 
After earning All-SEC second team honors in 2013 
and 2014, Henry won the John Mackey Award as the 
nation’s top tight end and was a consensus first-team 
All-American as a junior in 2015. He led all Football 
Bowl Subdivision tight ends with 739 receiving 
yards on 51 receptions – each career highs – and 
hauled in three touchdown passes during the 2015 
season. In addition, Henry and tight end mate Jeremy 
Sprinkle combined for a league-best 1,128 receiving 
yards and eight touchdowns. The 1,128 receiving 
yards are the most by an Arkansas tight end corps in 
program history.
During his career, Henry hauled in 116 passes for 
1,661 yards and nine touchdowns. He is one of only 
eight tight ends in SEC history to reach the triple-digit 
mark in receptions while playing in the conference. 
A fellow Arkansas native, Henry was selected with 
the 35th overall pick by the San Diego Chargers in the 
second round of the 2016 NFL Draft. 
Lunney also oversaw the transition of AJ Derby from 
quarterback to tight end. Derby finished fifth in the 
SEC with 303 receiving yards during the 2014 season 
and was a sixth round draft choice of the New England 
Patriots despite playing the position for less than a year.
Lunney serves as the team’s primary recruiter in 
the state of Arkansas. The Razorbacks landed four of 
the top five in-state prospects in 2016, after signing 
10 players from the Natural State in the 2015 class, 
the most in-state signees since 2008. Arkansas’ 2015 
class also featured the nation’s best class of tight 
ends. In his first season coaching the Razorback tight 
ends, Lunney led Henry to second-team All-SEC, 
Freshman All-America and SEC All-Freshman Team 
recognition. Henry made 28 receptions for 409 yards 
and a team-high-tying four touchdowns, including 
two at No. 15 LSU in the season finale. Henry’s 
receiving yards ranked third in the nation among 
freshman tight ends, and he was the only freshman 
tight end in the SEC with a 100-yard receiving game, 
a number he hit with 109 yards vs. No. 10 Texas A&M. 
Henry also led SEC tight ends and ranked third in the 
conference by gaining a first down on 78.6 percent of 
his receptions.
Before returning to the Razorbacks, Lunney 
served as the off ensive coordinator and 
quarterbacks coach at Bentonville High School from 
2005-13.
In his eight years at Bentonville, the Tigers won 
78 games, including 25 straight in 2010-11, played 
in four state championship games, claiming state 
titles in 2008 and 2010, and won six straight 7A West 
Conference crowns from 2007-12. Bentonville played 
in three straight 7A state championship games and 
won at least 12 games in four of his last five seasons.
Bentonville quarterback Dallas Hardison broke 
the Arkansas state single-season completion 
percentage record in 2010 and bettered the record 
in 2011 under the direct guidance of Lunney. In 
2011 and 2012, the Tigers won their first 12 games 
to advance to the state championship game with 
an off ense that averaged 42.5 and 36.8 points per 
game, respectively.
The 2010 Bentonville team finished the season 
13-0 and won the 7A state championship. The off ense 
averaged 47.0 points per game and scored at least 40 
points nine times, including 49 points in the semifinal 
round and the state championship game.
Lunney’s first state title at Bentonville came in 
2008 as the Tigers won 12 games for the first time 
since 2001. The off ense averaged 30.2 points per 
game and scored more than 30 points in seven of 
13 games.
Before moving to the high school coaching 
ranks, Lunney compiled seven years of collegiate 
coaching experience.
Lunney spent two seasons as the co-off ensive 
coordinator and quarterbacks coach at San Jose 
State. During his tenure, the off ense produced six 
all-conference performers, and tight end Courtney 
Anderson was selected by the Oakland Raiders in 
the 2004 NFL Draft. In 2003, the Spartans ranked 
17th in the NCAA in passing off ense and quarterback 
Scott Rislov ranked third in the WAC in passing 
eff iciency and total off ense.
Prior to that, Lunney spent three seasons at 
Tulsa, first working with quarterbacks in 2000 and 
2001 and then moving to wide receivers in 2002. In 
2000, quarterback Josh Blankenship ranked fifth in 
the WAC in total off ense and receiver Don Shoals 
led the conference and ranked 11th in the NCAA in 
receptions per game.
His coaching career began with two seasons as 
a graduate assistant at Arkansas. In 1998, Arkansas 
won its first eight games and rose to No. 9 in the 
national rankings on the way to sharing the SEC 
Western Division title and earning a berth in the 
Citrus Bowl. Lunney served as the Razorbacks’ 
running backs coach for the bowl game and 
throughout the spring of 1999. Arkansas spent the 
majority of the 1999 season in the top 25 of the 
national rankings and finished the year with a 27-6 
win over No. 14 Texas in the Cotton Bowl.
As a player for the Razorbacks, Lunney lettered 
from 1992-95, starting 40 games at quarterback, 
and was a team captain on the 1995 team that 
played in the SEC Championship Game for the first 
time in school history. In his first game as the 
starting quarterback, he led Arkansas to an upset 
win at No. 4 Tennessee. He left Arkansas holding 
school career records for passing yards, passing 
touchdowns, pass completions, pass attempts and 
total off ense plays. Lunney also played baseball at 
Arkansas. He was drafted by the Montreal Expos 
out of high school in 1992 and by the Minnesota 
Twins in 1996 and played one season of minor 
league baseball in the Twins organization.
Lunney graduated from Arkansas in 1996 with 
a bachelor’s degree in kinesiology. He and his 
wife, Janelle, have two sons, Luke and Levi. His 
grandfather, John lettered at Arkansas from 1946-49. 
His father, Barry Sr., recently retired after 28 years as 
a high school football coach in Arkansas, winning 
eight state championships at Bentonville HS and 
Fort Smith Southside HS.
BARRY LUNNEY JR.
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LUNNEY JR. QUICK FACTS
PERSONAL
COACHING DUTIES: Tight Ends
BORN: September 11, 1974
FAMILY: Wife, Janelle; Sons, Luke and Levi
EDUCATION
Arkansas - B.S. in kinesiology, 1996
JOINED UA STAFF: Jan. 15, 2013
Years Of Collegiate Experience/Years At UA: 11/4
Recruiting Territory: Arkansas
COACHING HISTORY
2013-Pres.  ............................................ Arkansas (Tight Ends)
2005-12 ........Bentonville HS (Off. Coordinator/Quarterbacks)
2003-04 ....San Jose State (Co-Off. Coordinator/Quarterbacks)
2002 ...................................................... Tulsa (Wide Receivers)
2000-01 ................................................... Tulsa (Quarterbacks)
1998-99 ............... Arkansas (Graduate Assistant - Offense)
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
1992-95 .............................................. Arkansas (Quarterback)
POSTSEASON EXPERIENCE
ASSISTANT COACH
Arkansas ....................................................... 2016 Liberty Bowl
  2014 Texas Bowl
  2000 Cotton Bowl
  1999 Florida Citrus Bowl
PLAYER
Arkansas ....................................................1995 CarQuest Bowl
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Reggie Mitchell was named Arkansas’ running 
backs coach on Feb. 12, 2016. A coaching veteran with 
over 30 years of experience, Mitchell spent the last six 
seasons at Kansas where he was the running backs 
coach and the program’s recruiting coordinator the 
last two years.
Over his career, Mitchell has coached or recruited 
33 players that have been selected in the NFL Draft, 
including six first round picks.
Under Mitchell’s guidance, Kansas running back 
James Sims completed his career third on the KU 
all-time rushing chart with 3,592 yards and 34 
touchdowns. He became the first player in Kansas 
history to rush for back-to-back 1,000-yard seasons 
(2012-13), highlighted by leading the Big 12 in rush 
yards per game (112.6) in 2012. Sims’ 2012 performance 
led to All-Big 12 second team accolades before 
earning first team All-Big 12 honors as a senior in 
2013 when he followed his breakout season with 1,110 
yards. In 2012, Simms made up half of Kansas’ All-Big 
12 backfield, as Tony Pierson was also recognized by 
the Associated Press and league head coaches after 
totaling over 1,000 yards from scrimmage.
Prior to returning to Kansas, Mitchell was the 
assistant head coach/recruiting coordinator/running 
backs coach at Illinois (2005-09). He spent five years 
in Champaign, Illinois, helping the Illini win Big Ten 
rushing titles in 2006 and 2007, while the off ense 
recorded consecutive seasons with 5,000 yards 
of total off ense. The 2006 Illini led the Big Ten and 
ranked 10th in the NCAA with 188.8 rushing yards per 
game while the 2009 squad was 18th nationally at 
over 200 yards per contest on the ground.
In 2007 at Illinois, Mitchell’s running backs room 
featured eventual NFL first round pick Rashard 
Mendenhall (Pittsburgh Steelers, 2008), who set 
school records for single-season rushing yards (1,681) 
and rushing touchdowns (17) en route to being 
named the Big Ten Off ensive Player of the Year.
Mitchell was at Michigan State from 1999-2004, 
mentoring the wide receivers in 1999 and the running 
backs for five seasons. He also served as the Spartans’ 
recruiting coordinator from 2000-04. While in East 
Lansing, Michigan, Mitchell tutored two NFL first-
round draft picks in wide receiver Plaxico Burress 
(Pittsburgh Steelers, 2000) and running back T.J. 
Duckett (Atlanta Falcons, 2002), plus recruited a third 
in wide receiver Charles Rogers, the No. 2 selection 
overall by the Detroit Lions in the 2003 NFL Draft.
In 2001, Duckett rushed for 1,420 yards – the fifth-best 
single-season total in school history. Duckett, MSU’s 
fifth all-time leading rusher with 3,379 career yards, 
became the first Spartan running back to be drafted 
in the first round (No. 18 overall) since Lorenzo White 
(Houston Oilers) in 1988. In 1999, Mitchell coached the 
wide receivers, including Burress, who set then-MSU 
single-season records for receptions (66), receiving 
yards (1,142) and touchdown catches (12).
The first of Mitchell’s three straight Big Ten stops 
came at Minnesota where he coached the running 
backs in 1997 and 1998.
Mitchell worked with the Jayhawk defensive 
lineman during his first stint at Kansas, focusing on 
the defensive ends from 1991-94. He then switched 
to the off ensive side of the ball to coach running 
backs in 1995 and 1996. While Mitchell was at KU, the 
Jayhawks played in the 1992 and 1995 Aloha Bowls. 
KU produced four winning seasons in his tenure, after 
recording just one in the previous 11 years.
He began his coaching career at Central Michigan 
(1983) before heading to Ferris State (1984), Michigan 
(1985), Western Michigan (1986) and Kent State (1987) 
before establishing himself at Kansas.
A four-year starter as a running back at Central 
Michigan from 1978-81, Mitchell rushed for 2,394 
yards in his career and helped the Chippewas 
win back-to-back Mid-America Conference (MAC) 
titles in 1979 and 1980. He rushed for 1,068 yards 
as a senior.
Mitchell earned a bachelor’s degree in parks and 
recreation from Central Michigan in 1984. He has 
four children, son Kaeman and daughters Karena, 
Jennifer and Deborah.
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MITCHELL QUICK FACTS
PERSONAL
COACHING DUTIES: Running Backs
BORN: September 16, 1960
FAMILY: Son, Kaeman; Daughters, Karena and Jennifer
EDUCATION
Central Michigan - B.S. in parks and recreation, 1984
JOINED UA STAFF: Feb. 12, 2016
Years of Collegiate Experience/Years At UA: 35/1
Recruiting Territory: Dallas/Fort Worth, St. Louis
COACHING HISTORY
2016-Pres.  .................................... Arkansas (Running Backs)
2010-15 ...............................................Kansas (Recruiting/RBs)
2005-09 ................................................. Illinois (Asst. HC/RBs)
1999-2004 ................ Michigan State (Recruiting/RBs/WRs)
1997-98 ........................................Minnesota (Running Backs)
1988-96 ...........................................Kansas (RBs/DEs/DL/WRs)
1987 ............................................. Kent State (Wide Receivers)
1986 ................................Western Michigan (Running Backs)
1985  ....................................... Michigan (Graduate Assistant)
1984 ...........................................Ferris State (Wide Receivers)
1983 ............................Central Michigan (Student Assistant)
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
1978-81 .............................. Central Michigan (Running Back)
POSTSEASON EXPERIENCE
ASSISTANT COACH
Illinois ................................................................2008 Rose Bowl
Michigan State .............................................2003 Alamo Bowl
  2001 Silicon Valley Classic
  2000 Citrus Bowl
Kansas .............................................................. 1995 Aloha Bowl
  1992 Aloha Bowl
Michigan ..........................................................1986 Fiesta Bowl
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Paul Rhoads joined the Arkansas staff  as defensive 
backs coach on Feb. 24, 2016. Rhoads comes to 
Fayetteville after spending the last 16 years as either 
a head coach or defensive coordinator at Iowa State, 
Pittsburgh and Auburn, including the last seven 
seasons as Iowa State’s head coach.
Over his coaching career, Rhoads has been a part 
of nine bowl games and has mentored six defensive 
backs that have been selected in the NFL Draft, 
highlighted by seven-time Pro Bowl selection and 
2009 AFC Defensive Player of the Year Darrelle Revis. 
Revis was the 14th overall pick by the New York Jets 
in 2007 after playing for coach Rhoads when he was 
the defensive coordinator at Pittsburgh.
In his seven seasons at Iowa State, Rhoads led 
the Cyclones to three bowl game appearances. He 
recorded four wins over ranked opponents, including 
three on the road — half of the school’s all-time road 
victories over ranked teams.
Taking over a program that had gone a combined 
8-27 the previous three seasons, Rhoads’ success 
in his first season at Iowa State was underscored 
by his place as the first Cyclone football coach to 
win seven games in his initial campaign since 1907 
and the first ISU coach since 1931 to post a winning 
record in his initial season. His first season as head 
coach was highlighted by the program’s first win at 
Nebraska in 32 years and a victory over Minnesota 
in the Insight Bowl.
In addition, the Cyclones registered six Big 12 
road victories under Rhoads. Prior to his arrival, the 
Cyclones had won just nine conference road games 
in the previous 17 seasons. Under Rhoads’ direction, 
four linebackers garnered All-Big 12 first team honors, 
while two also received All-America accolades.
A native of Ankeny, Iowa, Rhoads is no stranger to 
the SEC. Prior to returning to Iowa State, he spent the 
2008 season as the defensive coordinator at Auburn 
under former head coach Tommy Tuberville, where 
his defense ranked 18th nationally in scoring, allowing 
18.0 points per game and 178.8 yards passing to rank 
22nd nationally.
From 2000-07, Rhoads served as defense 
coordinator at Pittsburgh for eight seasons. Five of 
his defenses ranked in the nation’s top 30 for scoring 
and three in the NCAA’s top 12 for fewest yards 
allowed. Additionally, 14 of his Panther defenders 
earned All-Big East first team acclaim. In 2006, 
The Sporting News named him the Big East’s best 
defensive coordinator. His 2004 defense ranked ninth 
nationally with 17 interceptions and four defensive 
touchdowns, helping propel the Panthers to a Big 
East Conference championship and an appearance 
in the 2005 Tostitos Fiesta Bowl. Rhoads had five 
players selected to NFL drafts, including Revis (2007, 
Jets), Bernard “Josh” Lay (2006, New Orleans Saints), 
Shawntae Spencer (2004, San Francisco 49ers), 
Torrie Cox (2003, Tampa Bay Buccaneers), Ramon 
Walker (2002, Houston Texans).
Under Rhoads’ guidance, Revis was a two-time All-
American, two-time All-Big East selection and a 2006 
Jim Thorpe Award semifinalist. Revis has spent a 
majority of his career with the Jets while also spending 
one season with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and one 
with the New England Patriots. In 2014, Revis helped 
the Patriots win Super Bowl XLIX before returning 
to the Jets in 2015 as the highest-paid cornerback 
in NFL history with a five-year $70 million contract. 
Revis has made over $125 million in his career. 
During Rhoads’ first stint at Iowa State (1995-99), 
he served as the secondary coach his last four years 
after coaching the inside linebackers in 1995. He also 
assisted with the Cyclones’ special teams.
Prior to Iowa State, Rhoads spent three years at 
Pacific (1992-94). In his first three seasons he served 
as the defensive backs coach. The Tigers’ defense 
ranked 20th nationally, allowing just 152 yards 
passing per game in 1993. In his final season, Rhoads 
coordinated the Tigers’ pass defense.
Rhoads began his coaching career as a graduate 
assistant at Ohio State (1991) and Utah State (1989-90), 
working with the secondary at both schools.
A three-year letterwinner as a defensive back 
at Missouri Western, Rhoads earned a bachelor’s 
degree in economics in 1989. He and his wife Vickie 
have two sons: Jake and Wyatt.
PAUL RHOADS
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RHOADS QUICK FACTS
PERSONAL
COACHING DUTIES: Defensive Backs
BORN: February 2, 1967
FAMILY: Wife, Vickie; Sons, Jake and Wyatt
EDUCATION
Missouri Western - B.S. in economics, 1989
JOINED UA STAFF: Feb. 24, 2016
Years of Collegiate Experience/Years At UA: 28/1
Recruiting Territory: Houston
COACHING HISTORY
2016-Pres.  ................................. Arkansas (Defensive Backs)
2009-15 ............................................. Iowa State (Head Coach)
2008 ........................... Auburn (Defensive Coordinator/DBs)
2000-07 ........................Pittsburgh (Defensive Coordinator)
1995-99 ........................... Iowa State (Defensive Backs/ILBs)
1992-94 ......................Pacifi c (Pass Game Coordinator/DBs)
1991 .......................................Ohio State (Graduate Assistant)
1989-90 ............................... Utah State (Graduate Assistant)
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
1986-88 ..........................Missouri Western (Defensive Back)
POSTSEASON EXPERIENCE
HEAD COACH
Iowa State .....................................................2012 Liberty Bowl
  2011 Pinstripe Bowl
  2009 Insight Bowl
ASSISTANT COACH
Pittsburgh ..................................................... 2005 Fiesta Bowl
  2003 Continental Tire Bowl
  2002 Insight Bowl
  2001 Citrus Bowl
  2000 Insight Bowl
Ohio State............................................1992 Hall of Fame Bowl
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Rory Segrest, who has several years of coaching 
experience at the college and NFL level, enters his 
third season as defensive line and specialists coach.
In his second season on The Hill, Segrest helped 
the Razorbacks rank second in the Southeastern 
Conference and 12th nationally in rushing defense 
(116.46). He also helped develop Deatrich Wise Jr. 
into one of the SEC’s best pass rushers during the 
2015 season. The SEC leader with eight sacks during 
conference play, Wise tallied 31 tackles, including 
10.5 for loss, in 13 games played. He recorded seven 
sacks over the last four regular-season contests, 
which paced the SEC and ranked second nationally 
during that stretch. Under Segrest’s direction, kicker 
Cole Hedlund tied a school record with 58 made PATs 
during the season. Segrest also coached punter Toby 
Baker into a Ray Guy Award nominee.
During his first season in 2014, Segrest helped the 
Razorbacks rank in the top 10 in both scoring and 
total defense for the first time since Arkansas joined 
the SEC in 1992. The Razorback defense became the 
first unit in college football history to shutout back-to-
back ranked opponents as an unranked team when 
Arkansas blanked No. 20 LSU and No. 8 Ole Miss. 
Arkansas finished No. 2 in the SEC and No. 12 nationally 
with just 114.6 rushing yards allowed per game.
Segrest was the position coach for Trey Flowers, 
who finished his career with 47.5 career tackles for loss, 
second-most in school history. Two of his four starters 
earned second-team All-SEC honors, including 
Flowers and Darius Philon and both were selected in 
the 2015 NFL Draft. Flowers went in the fourth round to 
the New England Patriots while Philon was selected in 
the sixth round by the San Diego Chargers.
Segrest also coached the Razorback specialists, 
kickoff  and kickoff  return units in 2014. Under his 
direction, Arkansas improved from the No. 67 kickoff  
return unit in 2013 to No. 5 in the nation and second 
in the SEC averaging 23.84 yards per kickoff  return in 
2014. Punter Sam Irwin-Hill finished the campaign as 
one of the nation’s hottest specialists, landing 18 punts 
inside the 20 in the final five games of the season as 
Arkansas defeated LSU, Ole Miss and Texas. It was the 
first time in program history the Razorbacks defeated 
those three schools in the same season.
In the AdvoCare V100 Texas Bowl in Houston, nose 
guard Taiwan Johnson, a Houston native, scored his 
first career touchdown, recovering a fumble in the 
end zone.
Segrest came to Arkansas after his second stint on 
the Samford coaching staff , where he was the team’s 
defensive line coach and special teams coordinator 
from 2011-13. He previously coached at Samford from 
2002-05 when he was defensive line coach, special 
teams coordinator and recruiting coordinator.
Samford finished the 2013 season ranked 18th in 
the final coaches poll after earning the program’s 
first FCS playoff  berth since 1992. Fabian Truss 
was named to the AFCA FCS Coaches’ All-America 
Team as an all-purpose player as he ranked second 
nationally in kickoff  return average at 32.1 yards per 
return. The Samford defense also led the SoCon in 
sacks and tackles for loss.
In 2012, Samford defensive lineman Nick Williams 
was named first-team all-conference and finished 
second in the Southern Conference and 36th 
nationally (FCS) with seven sacks. Williams was 
drafted by the Pittsburgh Steelers in the seventh 
round of the NFL Draft. Samford’s defense tied for 
first in the SoCon and finished 27th in the FBS in 
sacks with 27. Additionally, Samford ranked 29th in 
the FCS in total defense.
Segrest’s special teams units also had success in 
2012 finishing sixth in kickoff  returns with a 24.91 yards 
per return average and first in the SoCon in kickoff 
coverage. Punt returner Riley Hawkins finished first in 
the SoCon and 14th in the FCS in punt return average, 
and Truss finished 13th in the FCS in kick return 
average. Kicker Cameron Yam was named first-team 
All American as well as first-team all-conference.
In 2011, Samford’s special teams improved in every 
category over the previous season. The kickoff  return 
unit was ranked 12th in the FCS, Truss ranked seventh 
in the FCS in kick return average and the punt return 
unit was ranked 19th in the FCS. Redshirt freshman 
punter Greg Peranich ranked 24th in the FCS and 
was named to the SoCon All-Freshman Team. Yam 
ranked second in the FCS in field goals, connecting 
on 23-of-28, and was tied for eighth in total scoring.
Segrest returned to Samford after coaching with 
the Philadelphia Eagles from 2006-10. While with the 
Eagles, Segrest was the special teams quality control/
assistant defensive line coach (2006-07), special 
teams coordinator (2007-09) and defensive line coach 
(2009-10). In 2006 and 2010, the Eagles won the NFC 
East and made it to the NFC Championship game in 
2008. Segrest also coached in the 2009 Pro Bowl.
In 2009 and 2010, the Eagles’ defensive line units 
ranked second and fourth, respectively, in the NFL 
in sacks by defensive linemen. They ranked third 
(2010) and ninth (2009) in the league in tackles for 
loss by defensive linemen. In 2010, they were ranked 
second in the NFL in quarterback knockdowns and 
hurries by defensive linemen. Segrest also coached 
two-time Pro Bowler Trent Cole (2007, 2009) while 
with the Eagles.
Philadelphia’s special teams finished third in 
the NFL in 2008 in field goals made and Pro Bowl 
kicker David Akers broke franchise records with 
33 field goals and 144 points scored. Akers set his 
career high that year with 17 touchbacks. Punter Sav 
Rocca set a franchise record with his single-season 
net punt average of 37.9. Rocca and Akers were both 
named NFL’s Special Teams Player of the month.
Segrest’s previous coaching stops include 
Southeast Missouri State where he began in 
1999 and added recruiting coordinator duties for 
2000-01. He was also the defensive graduate 
assistant at Auburn University from 1997-99 working 
with the defensive line and special teams units.
His coaching career began under Gene Stallings 
as a student assistant at Alabama in 1994 after 
his playing career was cut short by an injury. He 
was a member of the Crimson Tide’s 1992 National 
Championship Team and was also awarded the 
team’s 1995 Co-Leadership Award. Collegiately, 
Segrest has been part of seven bowl games as 
either a player or coach.
A native of Waycross, Ga., and a graduate of 
Waycross High School, he earned his bachelor’s 
degree in health-care management from Alabama 
in 1996 where he met his wife, Jackie. They have 
one son, James.
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SEGREST QUICK FACTS
PERSONAL
COACHING DUTIES: Defensive Line/Specialists
BORN: May 20, 1973
FAMILY: Wife, Jackie; Son, James
EDUCATION
Alabama – B.S. in health care management, 1996
JOINED UA STAFF: Jan. 8, 2014
Years Of Collegiate Experience/Years At UA: 18/3
Years of NFL Experience: 5
Recruiting Territory: Georgia
COACHING HISTORY
2014-Pres. ...............Arkansas (Defensive Line/Specialists)
2011-2013 ..........Samford (Def. Line/Special Teams Coord.)
2009-10 .......................Philadelphia Eagles (Defensive Line)
2007-08 ....Philadelphia Eagles (Special Teams Coordinator)
2006 ......Philadelphia Eagles (Special Teams QC/Asst. DL)
2002-05 ............Samford (Def. Line/Special Teams Coord.)
2001 ...Southeast Missouri State (Off. Tackles/TE/Recruiting Coord.)
2000 ......Southeast Missouri State (Def. Line/Recruiting Coordinator)
1999 ..................Southeast Missouri State (Defensive Line)
1997-98 ..................................... Auburn (Graduate Assistant)
1996 ....................Alabama (Strength and Conditioning GA)
1994-95 ........................ Alabama (Student Assistant Coach)
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
1991-93 .....................................Alabama (Offensive Lineman)
POSTSEASON EXPERIENCE
ASSISTANT COACH
Arkansas ....................................................... 2016 Liberty Bowl
  2014 Texas Bowl
Samford ...................................................2013 FCS First Round
Philadelphia ...................................2011 NFC Wild Card Round
  2010 NFC Wild Card Round
  2009 NFC Championship Game
  2009 Pro Bowl
  2007 NFC Divisional Round
Auburn .............................................................1998 Peach Bowl
Alabama ...................................................... 1997 Outback Bowl
  1995 Citrus Bowl
PLAYER
Alabama ............................................................1993 Gator Bowl
  1993 Sugar Bowl (Nat’l Champions)
  1991 Blockbuster Bowl
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Michael Smith, a record-setting receiver at Kansas 
State who went on to earn a reputation as one of the 
best recruiters in college football, enters his fourth 
season as Arkansas’ wide receivers coach.
Smith, who was named one of the top 10 recruiters 
in the Big 12 Conference in 2012 by Rivals, spent the 
first 11 years of his coaching career at Kansas State. 
He also coached running backs at Rice in 2006 before 
moving to Arizona, where he coached running backs 
in 2007 and inside receivers in 2008. He returned to 
Kansas State in 2009 as the Wildcats’ wide receivers 
coach before joining the Arkansas staff  in 2013.
Since his arrival in 2014, Smith has been very 
instrumental in making Arkansas a top choice for 
high school football players from Louisiana. Six 
players have signed with Arkansas from the Pelican 
State from the last two recruiting classes, which is 
more than the classes from 2012-14 combined. 
Last year for the Razorbacks, Smith’s wide 
receivers unit totaled 22 touchdowns and more than 
2,000 yards, despite numerous injuries throughout 
the year. In addition, 10 diff erent receivers started 
at least one game in the 2015 season and 14 players 
caught at least one pass.
Known for getting the most out of each of his 
players, Smith was able to coach Drew Morgan into 
one of the top receivers in the conference. Morgan 
opened the 2015 campaign as the No. 3 or No. 4 wide 
receiver, but went on to total three 100-yard receiving 
games during SEC play away from home and lead the 
conference with 10 touchdown catches during the 
regular season. Arkansas’ leading receiver, Morgan 
finished with 63 receptions for 843 yards. 
In 2014, the wide receivers unit made big 
improvements from year one. Keon Hatcher had a 
breakout season, leading the team with 43 receptions 
for 558 yards (13.0 avg.) and six touchdowns. The 
position group caught 106 passes on the season, 29 
more than the previous season.
When Smith arrived at Arkansas in 2013, he took 
over a group that had seen four wide receivers 
selected in the last two NFL Drafts. Javontee Herndon 
enjoyed a breakout senior season, leading the team 
with 31 receptions and 437 yards and tying for the 
team lead with four receiving touchdowns.
At Kansas State, Smith helped the Wildcats capture 
their second Big 12 title and play in the Fiesta Bowl in 
2012, as the Wildcats posted an 11-2 record and finished 
the year ranked No. 12 in the AP poll. Chris Harper led 
the Wildcats with 58 receptions for 857 yards and 
three touchdowns and earned second-team All-Big 
12 honors. In 2011, true freshman Tyler Lockett earned 
All-America honors as a kick returner and made an 
immediate impact at the wide receiver position. He set 
the Big 12 and Kansas State single-season record for 
kickoff -return average at 35.2 yards per return.
In 2009, Smith coached All-American Brandon 
Banks, who set school and Big 12 records in kickoff  
returns as well as leading the squad in receptions. Banks 
led the Big 12 and was eighth nationally with his average 
of 174.8 all-purpose yards per game and ranks fourth 
in school history with 3,828 career all-purpose yards. 
At wide receiver, Banks also led the team in receptions 
(56) and receiving yards (705) and also ranks ninth in 
Kansas State history with 123 career receptions and 10th 
in career receiving yards with 1,754.
Smith helped lead Arizona to a 2008 Las Vegas 
Bowl win over BYU while he mentored Mike Thomas, 
who became the Pac-10 career receptions record 
holder with 259 grabs.
At Rice, Smith helped the Owls to a 7-6 record 
in 2006, advancing to their first bowl game in 45 
seasons. He coached senior Quinton Smith to 1,096 
yards in 2006, making him only the sixth Owls’ 
running back to eclipse the 1,000-yard mark.
Smith has coached three of the top 10 career 
rushing leaders in Kansas State history in Darren 
Sproles, Eric Hickson and Mike Lawrence. He also 
directed a running back to the single-season rushing 
record in three of his last five seasons at Kansas State 
during his first tenure, including Sproles, a first team 
All-American. Sproles surpassed the mark during 
the 2003 season with 1,986 yards, which ranked 
as the 10th-best rushing total in NCAA history. At 
the conclusion of the 2003 regular season, Sproles 
finished fifth in Heisman Trophy voting and was the 
runner-up for the Doak Walker Award.
A second-team All-Big 12 pick in 2002, Sproles 
rushed for 1,465 yards and 17 touchdowns. Sproles 
concluded his four-year career as the Big 12’s leader in 
all-purpose yards with 6,812 and the Wildcats’ career 
rushing leader with 4,979 yards, a record he still holds 
today. In 2001, Josh Scobey set the single-season 
rushing record with 1,263 yards and also broke the 
school’s career rushing touchdown record with 31.
After his playing career, Smith returned to Kansas 
State as a student assistant. As a graduate assistant 
in 1995 and 1996, Smith assisted Greg Peterson 
with the receivers and helped tutor wideouts Kevin 
Lockett and Mitch Running, who became just the fifth 
receiving tandem in Big Eight history to snag at least 
50 passes in the same season.
Throughout his coaching career, Smith has been 
the position coach for 12 NFL players, including the 
Pro Bowler Sproles.
As a player, Smith was one of the Big Eight’s all-time 
great receivers. He concluded his playing career as the 
Big Eight’s second-leading receiver with 179 receptions, 
trailing just All-American Hart Lee Dykes. The total of 
179 catches ranked 40th in NCAA history at the time.
Smith was named a third-team All-American in 
1991, honorable mention All-American in 1989 and a 
two-time All-Big Eight selection (1989 and 1991). He 
played for the Kansas City Chiefs in 1992.
His career total of 2,457 receiving yards was third-
best in Big Eight history behind Dykes and 1972 
Heisman Trophy winner Johnny Rodgers. The total 
was bolstered by nine 100-yard receiving games, 
which was a school record at the time. He led the Big 
Eight as a sophomore in 1989 and was seventh in the 
nation with 70 catches for 816 yards.
Smith graduated from Kansas State in 1995 with a 
bachelor’s degree in social science. He and his wife, Karyn, 
have four children: Kylie, Kenzie, Kason and Kamryn. Kylie 
is an outfielder on the Razorback softball team.
MICHAEL SMITH
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SMITH QUICK FACTS
PERSONAL
COACHING DUTIES: Wide Receivers
BORN: November 21, 1970
FAMILY: Wife, Karyn; Daughters, Kylie, Kenzie, Kamryn;
 Son, Kason
EDUCATION
Kansas State - B.S. in social science, 1995
JOINED UA STAFF: Jan. 17, 2013
Years Of Collegiate Experience/Years At UA: 23/4
Recruiting Territory: Louisiana
COACHING HISTORY
2013-Pres.  ................................... Arkansas (Wide Receivers)
2009-12 .................................. Kansas State (Wide Receivers)
2008 .....................................Arizona (Inside Wide Receivers)
2007 ..................................................Arizona (Running Backs)
2006 .........................................................Rice (Running Backs)
1997-2005...............................Kansas State (Running Backs)
1995-96 ...........................Kansas State (Graduate Assistant)
1993 ...................... Kansas State (Student Assistant Coach)
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
1988-91 ..................................... Kansas State (Wide Receiver)
POSTSEASON EXPERIENCE
ASSISTANT COACH
Arkansas ....................................................... 2016 Liberty Bowl
  2014 Texas Bowl
Kansas State ...................................................2013 Fiesta Bowl
  2012 Cotton Bowl
  2010 Pinstripe Bowl
Arizona ....................................................2008 Las Vegas Bowl
Rice .....................................................2006 New Orleans Bowl
Kansas State ................................................. 2004 Fiesta Bowl
  2002 Holiday Bowl 
  2001 Insight Bowl
  1999 Holiday bowl
  1998 Alamo Bowl
  1997 Fiesta Bowl
  1997 Cotton Bowl 
  1995 Holiday Bowl
  1993 Copper Bowl
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A critical piece to head coach Bret Bielema’s 
vision for the Arkansas football program, Ben 
Herbert enters his fourth season as head strength 
and conditioning coach. In just three years, Herbert’s 
passion and relentless desire to get the best out of 
his student-athletes has impacted results in the 
weight room and on the field. 
With a focus on preparing Arkansas student-
athletes for the next level, Herbert has helped 
develop 14 Razorbacks who were selected in the 
last three NFL Drafts, good for the fourth-most in the 
SEC during that span.
Herbert has worked with four All-Americans and 
15 All-SEC selections since arriving in Fayetteville, 
including 2015 John Mackey Award winner Hunter 
Henry as the nation’s top tight end and off ensive 
lineman Sebastian Tretola who was the recipient of 
the Jacobs Blocking Trophy presented to the SEC’s 
best blocker in 2015. 
The results of Herbert’s training regimens have 
been evident in the latter stretches of each of the 
last two seasons, as Arkansas closed the 2015 
campaign by winning six of its last seven games and 
three of its last four in 2014. Included in those late 
season surges are a pair of dominating bowl wins 
over Texas (Texas Bowl) and Kansas State (Liberty 
Bowl) in which the Razorbacks outscored their 
opponents by a combined 76-30 margin. Arkansas 
is the only SEC West program to win a bowl game 
in 2014 and 2015.
Herbert helped grow the 2014 and 2015 Arkansas 
starting off ensive lines into the largest in any level of 
football, including the NFL. Behind their devastating 
off ensive lines, the Razorbacks became the only 
FBS team with a pair of 1,000-yard rushers in 2014 
and the only SEC program in 2015 with a 3,000-yard 
passer and 1,000-yard rusher. In addition, Arkansas 
has given up the fewest sacks during each of the 
last three seasons.  
Herbert joined the Razorbacks after spending 11 
seasons working in strength and conditioning at 
Wisconsin, including the last four as head strength 
and conditioning coach. He started his career as an 
intern during the 2002 season following his playing 
days at Wisconsin and was promoted to assistant 
strength and conditioning coach in 2003. He was 
involved in all aspects of sports conditioning for the 
football team during his time with the Badgers.
In his 15 total seasons at Wisconsin, he was 
part of 14 bowl appearances and five Big Ten 
championships. The Badgers claimed three straight 
Big Ten titles and became the first Big Ten team to 
appear in three straight Rose Bowls since Michigan 
following the 1976-78 seasons by making the trip to 
Pasadena following the 2010, 2011 and 2012 seasons.
During his time with Wisconsin, Herbert helped 
develop 41 NFL draft picks, including six first round 
selections. Defensive end J.J. Watt and off ensive 
tackle Gabe Carmini were both taken in the first 
round of the 2011 draft, and off ensive guard Kevin 
Zeitler was picked 27th overall by the Cincinnati 
Bengals in 2012. The Badgers also produced five 
national individual award winners, including 2012 
Doak Walker Award recipient Montee Ball, 28 
All-America honors and 48 All-Big Ten first team 
selections in his 11 seasons on staff  in Madison.
Wisconsin’s work with Herbert was evident in 
the fourth quarters of games, when the Badgers 
outscored opponents 435-309 from 2009-12. The 
team’s strength and conditioning work also was 
apparent late in the season, as Wisconsin was 15-5 
in games played in the month of November or later 
during Herbert’s four years as head strength and 
conditioning coach. The Badgers also outscored its 
opponents 856-442 in games played in November, 
December and January.
Herbert was a four-year letterman on the defensive 
line at Wisconsin, which won two Rose Bowls during 
his time as a student-athlete. He holds the Wisconsin 
bowl record for most tackle for loss and sacks 
yardage and is tied for the school’s bowl record for 
sacks after collecting 2.0 sacks for 20 yards lost in the 
2000 Rose Bowl victory over Stanford.
In 2015, Herbert earned the profession’s highest 
honor when he was named Master Strength and 
Conditioning Coach (MSCC) by the Collegiate 
Strength and Conditioning Coaches association 
(CSCCa). At age 35, Herbert became the youngest 
coach to ever earn the MSCC honor.
A native of Pittsburgh, Herbert earned his 
bachelor’s degree from Wisconsin in 2002. He is 
a certified member of the National Strength and 
Conditioning Association (NSCA) and the CSCCa.
Herbert and his wife, Kelly, have two sons, Charlie 
and Thomas.
BEN HERBERT
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HERBERT QUICK FACTS
PERSONAL
COACHING DUTIES: Head Strength 
and Conditioning Coach
BORN: Nov. 30, 1979
FAMILY: Wife, Kelly; Sons, Charlie and Thomas
EDUCATION
Wisconsin - B.S. in history, 2002
JOINED UA STAFF: Dec. 18, 2012
Years of Collegiate Experience/Years At UA: 15/4
COACHING HISTORY
2013-Pres.  .................................................................... Arkansas 
  (Head Strength & Conditioning Coach)
2009-12 .........................................................................Wisconsin 
  (Head Strength & Conditioning Coach)
2003-08 ........................................................................Wisconsin 
  (Asst. Strength & Conditioning Coach)
2002 ..............................................................................Wisconsin 
  (Strength & Conditioning Intern)
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
1998-2001 ............................ Wisconsin (Defensive Lineman)
POSTSEASON EXPERIENCE
COACH
Arkansas ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,2015 Liberty Bowl
  2014 Texas Bowl
Wisconsin ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 2013 Rose Bowl
  2012 Rose Bowl
  2011 Rose Bowl
  2009 Champs Sports Bowl
  2008 Champs Sports Bowl
  2008 Outback Bowl
  2007 Capital One Bowl
  2006 Capital One Bowl
  2005 Outback Bowl
  2003 Music City Bowl
  2002 Alamo Bowl
PLAYER
Wisconsin ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,2000 Sun Bowl
  2000 Rose Bowl
  1999 Rose Bowl
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MARK TAURISANI
ASSISTANT AD 
OF FOOTBALL OPERATIONS
Mark Taurisani enters his fourth season at Arkansas. 
He was promoted to Assistant AD of Football Operations 
in 2014 and sits on the athletic department’s senior and 
executive staff s.
As Assistant AD of Football Operations, Taurisani 
oversees every aspect of the Razorback football team 
including team travel, budget, personnel, staff ing, day-to-day operations, football-
related events and bowl game travel. He also serves as the football program’s 
liaison to university administration and all other units within the athletic 
department.
Taurisani has served as a member of the Rose Bowl Advisory Committee since 2010.
Throughout his career, Taurisani has coordinated nine bowl trips, including 
Arkansas’ trips to the 2014 Texas Bowl, 2016 Liberty Bowl and three consecutive 
Rose Bowls at Wisconsin. He also organized trips to the Outback Bowl, Capital 
One Bowl and two Champs Sports Bowls.
Prior to Arkansas, Taurisani spent seven seasons working in football operations 
at Wisconsin, including the last three as the Badgers’ director of football operations. 
He also served as football operations coordinator for two seasons after being a 
football operations assistant in 2006 and 2007.
Taurisani spent the summer of 2005 as a training camp assistant with the Seattle 
Seahawks. In that role, he helped with setup and operational duties, transportation 
and scheduling.
A native of Utica, New York, Taurisani graduated from SUNY Fredonia with a 
bachelor’s degree in sociology/sports in 2003. At SUNY Fredonia, he was a captain 
on the baseball team and was a first-team all-conference performer. He earned a 
master’s degree in sport administration from Louisville in December 2005.
E.K. FRANKS
DIRECTOR OF RECRUITING
E.K. Franks is in his third season as Arkansas’ director 
of recruiting. 
For the second straight year, the Razorbacks’ signing 
class ranked in the top 25. The 2016 class, which included 
four in-state signees and was highlighted by the 11th-best 
player overall nationally, checked in at No. 24 in the ESPN 
team rankings. The Razorbacks’ 20-person class also 
featured four prospects from Texas – including the nation’s sixth-best running back 
by ESPN – and two from Florida. 
In Franks’ first year, the Razorbacks’ signing class was one of the best in 
program history, ranking No. 21 in the ESPN team rankings.
The 2015 class included 10 players from Arkansas – the most since 2008. Under 
Franks, the Razorbacks were also very successful in Florida, signing five prospects. 
It was the second-most Floridians in one class for Arkansas since joining the SEC 
in 1992. Overall, the 2015 class included seven four-star signees.
Franks came to Fayetteville with 10 years of collegiate experience, most recently 
serving as associate head coach and running backs coach at Southeastern 
Louisiana. He has coached or trained multiple professional athletes, including Wes 
Welker, Terence Newman and Darren Sproles, and also has extensive recruiting 
ties to Texas, Florida, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Kansas and Mississippi. He worked 
with Coach Bielema during stints at Wisconsin and Kansas State.
Franks has a keen eye for talent and a diverse background. He has experience 
as an assistant coach, strength coach, academic counselor and director of minority 
relations. In addition, he is active in youth programs and community service 
outreach, serving on the board of the Kansas-based non-profit S.A.F.E., Success 
Achieved in Future Environments, which helps mentor youth through athletics.
At Southeastern Louisiana, he tutored Xavier Roberson to multiple All-America 
honors as a sophomore running back and kick returner. In 2012, Roberson and 
Rasheed Harrell teamed to make up one of the top freshmen running back duos in 
the country under Franks’ leadership. Before Southeastern Louisiana, Franks spent 
two seasons as defensive line coach and head strength coach at Delta State. There, 
he coached a pair of first-team All-Gulf South Conference selections in 2011.
Franks was a defensive graduate assistant at Wisconsin for two seasons while 
Coach Bielema was the Badgers’ defensive coordinator. Prior to Wisconsin, Franks 
coached the defensive line at Texas State for the 2003 season and was an academic 
counselor and director of minority relations at Kansas State from 2001-03.
His first collegiate coaching experience came at Kansas State, where he was 
a strength and conditioning coach for the football team during the 2000 season 
and 2001 off season. His first coaching position was at Heritage High School in 
Oklahoma City, where he tutored defensive backs and was a strength coach for 
the school from 1996-2000.
The Kansas native earned his bachelor’s degree in 2000 and a master’s degree 
in adult education from Kansas State in 2002.
BOBBY ALLEN
DIRECTOR OF HIGH SCHOOL 
AND NFL RELATIONS
Bobby Allen is in his 19th year on the staff  at Arkansas 
and fourth as director of high school and NFL relations.
Allen served two separate stints as defensive 
coordinator for the Razorbacks in 1998 and 2000. 
He has also coached the defensive line, linebackers, 
cornerbacks and free safeties. In 1998, Allen directed 
a Razorback defensive unit that ranked sixth nationally in rushing defense, 10th 
in turnover margin and 13th in scoring defense. In 2000, Allen helped guide a 
Razorback defense that allowed just 292.1 yards per game to lead the SEC and 
rank 12th nationally in total defense.
During the 2011 season, he oversaw a defensive tackles group that contributed 
132 tackles, led by Byran Jones’ 47 that ranked eighth on the team. The position 
group also added 9.5 tackles for loss and 11 quarterback hurries. Jones was named 
to the SEC All-Freshman Team. The defense ranked second in the SEC in sacks 
with an average of 2.85 per game that tied for eighth nationally.
Under Allen’s guidance, the Razorback secondary ranked among the best units 
in the nation in defending the pass in 2007. Arkansas led the SEC and was second 
in the nation in pass eff iciency defense with a rating of 97.8 and ranked second in 
the SEC with 20 interceptions, including 11 by Allen’s cornerback unit. In addition, 
Michael Grant and Jerell Norton ranked in the top four of the conference’s passes 
defended category.
Allen began his coaching career at Colorado, where he served as a graduate 
assistant during the 1983 and 1984 seasons. After helping Minnesota to an 
Independence Bowl berth as a defensive secondary graduate assistant in 1985, 
Allen landed his first full-time position at Drake where he was the defensive 
coordinator from 1986-88.
Allen was a standout prep quarterback at Seneca Valley High School in 
Gaithersburg, Maryland, and earned the Washington, D.C., area Player of the Year 
award as a senior. He also excelled in baseball and basketball. Allen went on 
to earn three varsity letters while playing three positions — kicker, quarterback 
and outside linebacker — at Virginia Tech. He earned his bachelor’s degree in 
marketing from Virginia Tech in 1983.
Allen is married to the former Marcela Garcia. The couple has one daughter, 
Daniela, and three sons, Christian, Brandon and Austin. Brandon recently finished 
his collegiate career as Arkansas’ all-time leader with 64 touchdown passes while 
starting his final 34 games as a Razorback.  Brandon became the fifth Razorback 
selected in the 2016 NFL Draft when he was taken by the Jacksonville Jaguars in 
the sixth round with the 201st overall pick. Austin is currently a junior quarterback 
for Arkansas.
FOOTBALL STAFF
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MATTHEW ENGELBERT
DIRECTOR OF VIDEO
Matthew Engelbert, who has 28 years of collegiate 
experience, is in his fourth season as Arkansas’ director 
of video.
Engelbert oversees the video department responsible 
for ensuring the Razorback coaches and student-
athletes are able to utilize video to study themselves and 
opponents. He is also responsible for making video of 
recruits available to the coaching staff .
Engelbert has been instrumental in bringing to Fayetteville college football’s first 
virtual reality technology that utilizes real practice footage. Arkansas was one of just a 
handful of schools to adopt the system from STRIVR Labs, Inc., prior to the 2015 season. 
Engelbert has trained his staff , coaches and student-athletes to use the technology 
most eff ectively so the Razorbacks earn a competitive advantage on the field.
The first 24 years of Engelbert’s career were spent at Iowa, where he earned 
conference and national recognition for leading the Hawkeyes’ video department 
to a premier level. He was named Big Ten Conference Video Coordinator of the 
Year three times, most recently in 2010-11, when he also was recognized as the 
National Video Coordinator of the Year.
Engelbert oversaw many technological upgrades during his time at Iowa. In 
2011, he headed a Big Ten committee to develop an improved standard of acquiring 
game video. The Hawkeyes were one of the first college football programs in the 
country to shoot in high definition beginning with the 2011 season. He also had 
Iowa ahead of the curve in 1999 when it was the first program in the nation to use 
Beta SX and in 2004 when the Hawkeyes adopted Smart Acquisition Technology 
that allowed for shooting video directly to portable drives and eliminated most 
tapes. In addition, he also created the Iowa Football Fan Fest.
In his 24 seasons at Iowa, the Hawkeyes claimed three Big Ten championships, 
won 166 games and advanced to 16 bowl games, including two Orange Bowls 
and one Rose Bowl. During that time, Iowa also produced 36 All-Americans, nine 
consensus first-team All-Americans and 77 NFL Draft picks.
Engelbert earned his bachelor’s degree in sports management from Iowa in 
1993. He and his wife Dana, have two sons, Colin and Andrew.
PETER WEIDEN
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
OF FOOTBALL OPERATIONS
Peter Weiden is in his fourth season as the assistant 
director of football operations for the Razorbacks and 
seventh season with Coach Bielema. 
His duties include coordinating advance team travel, 
student-athlete housing on and off  campus, senior 
banquet, community outreach, training table meals and 
representing the football program on the athletic department diversity committee. 
As the Director of Arkansas Football Summer Camps, he has oversight of the 
camp budget and organizes all aspects of the camps. 
Prior to Arkansas, Weiden spent three years on the Wisconsin football staff , 
including two seasons as the assistant director of football operations. His 
responsibilities included advance team travel, coordinating community service 
appearances with the players, organizing the senior banquet and running 
summer football.
Weiden also spent time working with the Baltimore Ravens in multiple 
capacities, including an operations internship during the 2007 season.
Originally from Madison, Wisconsin, Weiden received his master’s in sports 
administration from the University of Wisconsin - La Crosse and bachelor’s degree 
in sports management from St. Cloud State University.
BREY COOK
GRADUATE ASSISTANT – OFFENSE
Brey Cook is in his first season as off ensive graduate 
assistant at his alma mater after lettering for the 
Razorbacks from 2011-14. 
Cook started 30 of 48 career games played on the 
off ensive line, including his final 25 as a Razorback. 
As a senior, he participated in more than 850 
snaps, tallied more than 40 knockdowns and blocked 
for running backs Alex Collins and Jonathan Williams, who were the only FBS 
teammates to each rush for 1,000-plus yards in the 2014 season. The Razorback 
off ensive line also led the SEC in fewest sacks allowed with 14.
During his junior campaign, Cook played a pivotal role on an off ensive line 
that helped Collins become the 10th true freshman in SEC history to rush for 
1,000 yards. The off ensive line also broke the single-season school record by only 
allowing 8.0 sacks. Arkansas led the SEC and tied for second in the NCAA with an 
average of 0.67 sacks allowed per game. 
Cook, a native of Springdale, Arkansas, earned his bachelor’s degree in 
communication from Arkansas in 2014. He was named to the SEC Academic 
Honor Roll for his work in the classroom in the fall of 2011 and 2013.
ALFRED DAVIS
GRADUATE ASSISTANT — DEFENSE
Alfred Davis is in his third season as defensive 
graduate assistant at his alma mater after lettering for 
the Razorbacks from 2009-12.
Davis has worked closely with the defensive line 
during his two seasons in Fayetteville. Last season, 
the Razorbacks’ front four helped the defense hold 12 
of 13 opponents below their season rushing average. 
Arkansas allowed only 116.46 yards rushing per game, which ranked second in the 
SEC and 12th nationally.
During his first season as a graduate assistant, the Arkansas defense posted 
one of its best seasons ever. He helped the Razorbacks finish in the top 10 in both 
scoring and total defense for the first time since Arkansas joined the SEC in 1992. 
Davis also worked with two NFL Draft selections - Trey Flowers (4th round, New 
England) and Darius Philon (6th round, San Diego).
As a player, Davis appeared in 49 games, including the final 44 of his career, 
with 16 starts and collected 78 tackles, 5.0 for loss with 1.0 sack, two quarterback 
hurries, one pass breakup and one forced fumble. He made eight starts in his 
senior season and recorded 38 tackles, including 2.5 for loss, two quarterback 
hurries, one forced fumble and one pass breakup.
As a junior, Davis played in all 13 games and recorded 14 tackles while helping 
lead Arkansas to an 11-2 final record and a No. 5 ranking in the final AP poll of the 
year, the Razorbacks’ first top-five finish since 1977. The 11 wins matched the most 
in school history and Arkansas finished the season with a win in the Cotton Bowl. 
In 2010, he made seven starts in 13 appearances and finished the season with 
24 tackles, including 2.0 for loss with 1.0 sack while Arkansas won 10 games and 
made the program’s first BCS appearance with an invitation to the Allstate Sugar 
Bowl. Davis also played in the Liberty Bowl as a freshman.
After his playing career, Davis interned at Fayetteville High School in 2012 and 
was a volunteer coach for the Fayetteville HS football team in 2013.
Davis, a native of College Park, Georgia, earned his bachelor’s degree in 
sports management with a minor in communication in 2012. He was named 
to the SEC Academic Honor Roll in 2010, 2011 and 2012 as well as the Athletic 
Department Honor Roll in the fall of 2009 and the Athletic Director’s List in the 
fall of 2012. He was also nominated for the 2013 Brad Davis SEC Community 
Service Postgraduate Scholarship.
TAYLOR REED
GRADUATE ASSISTANT — OFFENSE
Taylor Reed enters his first season at Arkansas as 
off ensive graduate assistant. 
He joins the Razorbacks after lettering at Central 
Arkansas at quarterback from 2013-15. During his career 
with the Bears, he completed 189 of 277 passes for 1,798 
yards and 14 touchdowns in 22 games.
Reed began his college career in 2011 at the University 
of Memphis, where he started 9 of 11 games, threw for 1,690 yards and 10 touchdowns. 
Following the season, he transferred to the University of Arkansas. Reed sat out the 
2012 season due to NCAA transfer rules and went on to join Central Arkansas in 
August 2013.
A native of El Dorado, Arkansas, Reed graduated from Central Arkansas with a 
bachelor’s degree in business administration.
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CORY BICHEY
ASSISTANT 
STRENGTH & 
CONDITIONING 
COACH 
PRICE HOLMES
ASSISTANT 
STRENGTH & 
CONDITIONING 
COACH 
KIERO SMALL
ASSISTANT 
STRENGTH & 
CONDITIONING 
COACH 
TENARIUS WRIGHT
ASSISTANT 
STRENGTH & 
CONDITIONING 
COACH 
STRENGTH & CONDITIONING
MARK SHERIDAN
GRADUATE 
ASSISTANT — 
DEFENSE
Mark Sheridan enters his 
first season at Arkansas as 
defensive graduate assistant. 
Before arriving in 
Fayetteville, Sheridan spent 
the 2015 season as defensive graduate assistant at 
Purdue, where he worked primarily with the secondary. 
Sheridan joined the Boilermakers’ staff  after serving 
as cornerbacks coach at his alma mater Albion College 
during the 2014 season. He was a four-year letterwinner 
at safety for the Britons from 2010-13 and elected team 
captain by his teammates as a senior in 2013. Sheridan 
also helped Albion to MIAA conference championships 
in both 2011 and 2013. 
A native of Ann Arbor, Michigan, Sheridan earned 
his bachelor’s degree in exercise science from Albion 
in 2013. 
TANNER BURNS
QUALITY CONTROL 
— SPECIAL TEAMS
Tanner Burns is in his 
third season as a quality 
control coach working with 
Arkansas’ special teams.
Last season, Burns helped 
coach Toby Baker into a Ray 
Guy Award nominee, which goes to the nation’s best 
punter. Baker showed tremendous accuracy as he 
placed 23 punts inside the 20-yard line. Baker also 
boomed six punts 50-plus yards, allowed only 125 
yards on 18 returns and did not have a punt blocked. In 
addition, Arkansas made 58 of 58 PAT attempts, which 
ranked second in the SEC. Cole Hedlund, who was 
responsible for all 58 PAT kicks, was 9 of 9 against UT 
Martin, which tied the program record.
In 2014, Burns was instrumental in helping the 
Razorbacks’ special teams improve in several areas. 
Arkansas finished fifth nationally in kickoff  return 
average (25.71 yards per return) and led the SEC in 
punt return coverage (3.06 yards allowed per return). 
Burns worked with punter Sam Irwin-Hill, who 
earned SEC Special Teams Player of the Week honors 
for the Nov. 22 win against Ole Miss. In that game, 
Irwin-Hill punted six times for 243 yards (40.5 avg.) 
and landed three inside the 20. Irwin-Hill dropped 18 
of his 26 punts (69.2 percent) inside the 20 during the 
final five games of the season.
Burns spent the 2013 season as a coaching intern 
with the Oakland Raiders. He was an integral part 
of the Raiders’ special teams, assisting with quality 
control, scouting reports and game plans. As a team, 
Oakland ranked second in the AFC and tied for third 
in the NFL with an average of 47.8 yards per punt.
Burns wrapped up his collegiate playing career at 
Ole Miss, where he played free safety and contributed 
on special teams and was elected team captain. 
He began his collegiate career at San Jose State 
and was an honorable mention All-WAC selection 
as a sophomore in 2009 after starting all 12 games 
and leading the team with 96 tackles in addition to 
recording two interceptions, one pass breakup, four 
forced fumbles and one fumble recovery.
The San Jose, California, native graduated from the 
University of Mississippi with a bachelor’s degree in 
general studies while minoring in history, sociology 
and parks and rec management.
JOHN ROBERTS
QUALITY CONTROL 
— OFFENSE
John Roberts enters his 
second season as a quality 
control coach for the 
Razorbacks’ off ense.
During his first season 
in Fayetteville, Roberts 
worked primarily with wide receivers. He assisted 
with a group that helped the Razorbacks rank 
second in the SEC with 465.5 yards per game by 
hauling in 148 passes for more than 2,000 yards and 
22 touchdowns.
Prior to Arkansas, he served as a quality control 
coach and graduate assistant at Central Michigan 
from 2010-14.
In 2014, Roberts assisted a Central Michigan 
off ense that eff iciently controlled the football game. 
The Chippewas off ense ranked third in the MAC 
and 18th nationally in pass eff iciency (149.55) and 
led the MAC in time of possession (33:24). Central 
Michigan won seven games and advanced to 
its second bowl game in three years -- the 2014 
Bahamas Bowl.
Roberts served as an off ensive graduate 
assistant for Central Michigan during the 2012 
season. Wide receiver Cody Wilson finished his 
career with 42 consecutive games with a reception 
and running back Zurlon Tipton rushed for 1,492 
yards, ranking him fourth in the school’s record 
book. The Chippewas won the Little Caesars Bowl, 
the third bowl victory in program history.
Roberts was a four-year letterwinner at wide 
receiver at Alma College where he never had a 
losing season during his career. 
The Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, native graduated 
from Alma College with a bachelor’s degree in 
business administration in 2010. He earned his 
master’s degree in sport administration from 
Central Michigan in 2013. 
DAVID PARKER
QUALITY CONTROL 
— DEFENSE
David Parker enters his 
first season as a quality 
control coach for the 
Razorbacks’ defense. 
Parker served on the 
Arkansas football staff  as a 
student assistant from 2012-15, working primarily with 
running backs as well as the off ensive and special 
teams scout teams. He also assisted with the creation 
of weekly opponent scouting reports.
Parker graduated from Arkansas in 2015 with a 
bachelor’s degree in political science.
DANIEL BUSH
ASSISTANT 
RECRUITING 
COORDINATOR/
DIRECTOR OF 
PERSONNEL 
TARA SPEER
ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANT TO 
RECRUITING 
RECRUITING 
DANIELLE 
BRASWELL
RECRUITING 
OPERATIONS 
ASSISTANT
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FOOTBALL STAFF
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TYLER TERRY
ASSISTANT VIDEO 
COORDINATOR
ASHLEY DOUCET
POST PRODUCTION 
ASSISTANT
BRANDON KESSLER
GRADUATE 
ASSISTANT
JAKE ROSCH
DIRECTOR OF 
FOOTBALL 
EQUIPMENT 
OPERATIONS
RYAN ROBERTSON
EQUIPMENT 
MANAGER 
TYLER RENARD
GRADUATE 
ASSISTANT 
CHRIS JOHNSON
ASSOCIATE 
DIRECTOR OF 
ACADEMICS
LIZ REYES
ASSISTANT 
DIRECTOR OF 
ACADEMICS 
JL JENNINGS
ACADEMIC 
COUNSELOR 
SCOTTY THURMAN JR.
GRADUATE 
ASSISTANT
AMELIA DURKEE
GRADUATE 
ASSISTANT 
CHRISTINE SCHEETS
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 
OF EDUCATIONAL 
ENRICHMENT SERVICES 
VIDEO
EQUIPMENT 
ACADEMICS 
MATT SUMMERS
DIRECTOR OF 
ATHLETIC TRAINING
 
CHRIS HAULER
ASSISTANT 
ATHLETIC TRAINER
TIM RIDNER
ASSISTANT 
ATHLETIC TRAINER
TONY PRESSLEY
GRADUATE 
ASSISTANT 
ATHLETIC TRAINER 
CHASE WEBB
ASSISTANT 
ATHLETIC TRAINER
ATHLETIC TRAINING
KARLA HORSFALL
DIRECTOR OF 
SPORTS NUTRITION 
JACOB CLARK
GRADUATE 
ASSISTANT
 
KATIE RAINES
GRADUATE 
ASSISTANT
SPORTS NUTRITION
CLARINDA CARR 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANT TO 
HEAD COACH
LAURIE HICKS 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANT TO 
ASSISTANT COACHES
STAFF
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SOPHOMORE (2015) 
Saw action in three games … Went 1-of-3 passing for 35 yards and one touchdown 
… vs. UT Martin (Oct. 31): Tossed the first touchdown of his career on a 35-yard 
completion to tight end Jeremy Sprinkle.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Saw action in five games … Went 8-of-16 passing for 153 yards and one rushing 
touchdown … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6): Was 4-of-9 passing for 72 yards, including 
a game-long 24-yard toss and ran in a 5-yard score in the final frame … vs. No. 8 
Ole Miss (Nov. 22): Replaced injured brother Brandon Allen in the third quarter, 
going 3-of-5 passing for 65 yards and a then career-long 33-yard pass in the 
shutout over the Rebels.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Led Fayetteville High School to back-to-back 7A state championships and was 
named MVP of both championship games … Selected as Arkansas’ 2012 Gatorade 
Player of the Year following senior season … Rated the 17th-ranked pro-style 
quarterback in the country and No. 3 player in Arkansas by 247Sports, and No. 3 
player in the state according to Rivals … Named all-state as a senior, completing 
233-of-366 passes for 3,593 yards and 29 touchdowns, and added 200 yards and 
10 touchdowns rushing to lead Fayetteville to a 10-3 mark and the state title … 
Selected for the Semper Fidelis All-American Bowl following senior campaign, 
playing with fellow Arkansas signee Alex Collins, and started for the East Team … 
Completed 270-of-420 passes, a 64.3 percent completion rate, for 4,150 yards and 
46 touchdowns against just 11 interceptions as a junior … Rushed for 300 yards 
and six touchdowns while leading the Bulldogs to a 12-2 record and the state 
crown … Was an active member of FCA, a local youth group and also worked 
with local Boys & Girls Clubs … Coached by Daryl Patton … Received multiple 
scholarship off ers before choosing Arkansas.
PERSONAL
Born on Aug. 21, 1994 … Son of Bobby and Marcela Allen … Older brother 
Brandon was a quarterback for Arkansas, and father is the Razorbacks’ director 
of high school and NFL relations … Supply chain management major … Two-
time Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree (2014, 15) after making the 2013-14 
First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
CAREER STATS
 PASSING RUSHING
 GS COMP ATT PCT YDS TD INT LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
2014 5/0 8 16 50.0 153 0 1 33 7 4 0.6 1 7
2015 3/0 1 3 33.3 35 1 0 35 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOTAL 8/0 9 19 47.4 188 1 1 35 7 4 0.6 1 7
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 PASSING RUSHING
 GS COMP ATT PCT YDS TD INT LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
UTEP 1/0 0 2 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOL - DID NOT PLAY -
TxTECH - DID NOT PLAY -   
vs TAMU - DID NOT PLAY -   
at TEN - DID NOT PLAY -   
at ALA - DID NOT PLAY -   
AUB - DID NOT PLAY -   
UTM 1/0 1 1 100.0 35 1 0 35 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MISS - DID NOT PLAY -  
at LSU - DID NOT PLAY -   
MSU - DID NOT PLAY -   
MIZZ 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs KSU - DID NOT PLAY - 
TOTAL 3/0 1 3 33.3 35 1 0 35 0 0 0.0 0 0
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 PASSING RUSHING
 GS COMP ATT PCT YDS TD INT LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
at AUB - DID NOT PLAY - 
NICH 1/0 4 9 44.4 72 0 1 24 4 18 4.5 1 7
at TxTECH - DID NOT PLAY -   
NIU 1/0 1 1 100.0 16 0 0 16 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TAMU - DID NOT PLAY -   
ALA - DID NOT PLAY -   
UGA 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
UAB 1/0 0 1 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MSU - DID NOT PLAY -   
LSU - DID NOT PLAY -   
MISS 1/0 3 5 60.0 65 0 0 33 3 -14 -4.7 0 0
at MIZZ - DID NOT PLAY -   
vs TEX - DID NOT PLAY – 
TOTAL 5/0 8 16 50.0 153 0 1 33 7 4 0.6 1 7
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015) 
Moved to wide receiver during the season … Worked with the scout team and did 
not appear in any games.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A three-year starter at quarterback … Played under head coach Tim Seward … 
Accounted for 10,359 yards and 91 total touchdowns during his career … Threw for 
2,919 yards, 32 touchdowns and rushed for 567 yards as a senior … Named to the 
Waco Tribune Super Centex Team and the Texas Sports Writers’ All-State Team as 
a junior and senior … Was also first-team all-district as a sophomore, junior and 
senior … Earned all-state honors in track as a freshman and junior … Named first-
team all-district and all-region in baseball as a junior and senior.
PERSONAL
Born on July 12, 1995 … Son of Paul and Robbie Allison … Recreation and sport 
management major … 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree.
Junior | Quarterback 
6-1 | 209 
Fayetteville, Ark. | Fayetteville HS 8
AUSTIN ALLEN
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Sophomore | Wide Receiver 
6-1 | 193 
McGregor, Texas | McGregor HS 20
TROY ALLISON
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SOPHOMORE (2015)
Played in 12 games, mostly on special teams … Made one start … Did not record 
any statistics … at No. 19 Ole Miss (Nov. 7): Made first career start at wide receiver.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Participated in all 13 contests, mostly on special teams … Recorded one tackle and 
one reception … at No. 6 Auburn (Aug. 30): Made a tackle on kickoff  coverage in 
his first career game … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6): Hauled in his first career reception 
for 15 yards.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Recorded 697 total yards at Plano Senior High School … Made 15 receptions for a 
total of 173 yards during his junior year … Caught 24 passes for a total of 524 yards 
and one touchdown during his senior season … Averaged 17.87 receiving yards per 
game over varsity career … Coached by Jaydon McCullough.
PERSONAL
Born on Dec. 1, 1994 … Son of Byron and Kara Richmond … Criminal justice major.
JUNIOR (2015) 
» Ray Guy Award Nominee
Awarded a scholarship after the regular season, prior to the 2016 AutoZone Liberty 
Bowl … Played in 13 games … Was responsible for 43 of the team’s 44 punts … 
44 punts were the fewest by any team in the SEC … Finished with a 41.2 average 
… Pinned 23 of his 43 punts inside the 20-yard line, including 13 of his last 22 … 
23 punts downed inside the 20 was the third most in program history for a single 
season since 1997 … Boomed six of his punts 50+ yards and only recorded two 
touchbacks … 5 of 6 50+ yard punts came in SEC play … 16 of 43 punts were fair 
caught … Allowed only 125 yards on 18 returns (6.9 avg.) … Did not have a punt 
blocked … at No. 8 Alabama (Oct. 10): Punted a career-high 10 times for 402 yards 
… 10 punts tied for the third most in program history for a single game, while 402 
yards ranked fifth … Landed five punts inside the 20-yard line … vs. Auburn (Oct. 
24): Placed four punts inside the 20 … Boomed a career-long 52-yard punt … at No. 
19 Ole Miss (Nov. 7): Placed all three punts inside the 20 … vs. Mississippi State 
(Nov. 21): Averaged 45.8 yards on four punts with a long of 51 … 3 of 4 punts were 
fair caught … vs. Missouri (Nov. 27): Averaged 42.7 yards a punt with 3 of 6 downed 
inside the 20. 
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Appeared in two games … vs. UAB (Oct. 25): Punted once for 36 yards in 
Arkansas’ homecoming victory.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2013)
Did not appear in any games.
FRESHMAN (2012)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Started at quarterback and punter as a senior, leading Memphis University School 
to a district title and earning all-state accolades at punter … Was 96-of-187 passing 
for 1,400 yards and 12 touchdowns and left as the school’s record holder for career 
punt average at 39.55 … Earned all-state recognition and was the runner-up for 
Mr. Football in Tennessee while breaking the school’s single-season punt average 
record at 42.02 as a junior … Helped lead the Owls to state titles in 2009 and 2010 
… Coached by Bobby Alston … Also played basketball and soccer.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 18, 1993 … Son of Alicia and Donald Baker… Finance major … Three-
time Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll (2013, 14, 15).
CAREER STATS
 GP NO YDS AVG LONG BLKD TB FC 50+ INSIDE 20
2014 2 1 36 36.0 36 0 0 0 0 0
2015 13 43 1,772 41.2 52 0 2 16 6 23
TOTAL 15 44 1,808 41.1 52 0 2 16 6 23
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GP NO YDS AVG LONG BLKD TB FC 50+ INSIDE 20
UTEP 1 1 35 35.0 35 0 0 0 0 1
TOL 1 1 38 38.0 38 0 0 0 0 0
TxTECH 1 1 49 49.0 49 0 0 0 0 0
vs TAMU 1 3 109 36.3 50 0 1 2 1 2
at TEN 1 5 209 41.8 50 0 0 2 2 2
at ALA 1 10 402 40.2 49 0 0 7 0 5
AUB 1 4 170 42.5 52 0 0 1 1 4
UTM 1 2 80 40.0 50 0 1 0 1 1
at MISS 1 3 115 38.5 42 0 0 0 0 3
at LSU 1 2 87 43.5 45 0 0 1 0 1
MSU 1 4 183 45.8 51 0 0 3 1 0
MIZZ 1 6 256 42.7 47 0 0 0 0 3
vs KSU 1 1 39 39.0 39 0 0 0 0 1
TOTAL 13 43 1,772 41.2 52 0 2 16 6 23
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Junior | Tight End 
6-4 | 222 
Plano, Texas | Plano Senior HS 19
ANTHONY ANTWINE
Senior | Punter 
6-3 | 215
Memphis, Tenn. | Memphis University School 37
TOBY BAKER
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SOPHOMORE (2015)
Started 8 of 13 games played … Collected 30 tackles … Ranked fifth on the team in 
tackles for loss with 7.0 … Tied for second on the team in sacks with 2.0 … His 2.0 
sacks came against SEC opponents … at Tennessee (Oct. 3): Led the defense with 
a career-high 2.0 tackles for loss and his first career sack … Paced the defensive 
line with five tackles … Recovered a fumble at Arkansas’ 9-yard line, which ended 
the Volunteers’ scoring chance with 5:28 remaining in the first half … Helped halt 
Tennessee’s next possession with an assisted tackle on third down, setting the 
stage for the Razorbacks to tie the game with a field goal just before halftime … 
vs. Missouri (Nov. 27): Collected a career-high six tackles and 1.5 tackles for loss.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Participated in 12 games … Completed first collegiate season with 11 tackles, 
2.0 tackles for loss, one forced fumble and four quarterback hurries … at No. 6 
Auburn (Aug. 30): Tallied one tackle and a forced fumble … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 
6): Posted three tackles and 0.5 for loss … at No. 17 Missouri (Nov. 28): Recorded 
two tackles, 1.5 for loss.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Ranked as the No. 8 player in Arkansas by Rivals and the No. 9 player in the state 
by 247Sports … Tallied 76 tackles, 7.5 for loss with 3.5 sacks, two fumble recoveries 
and one forced fumble as a senior while helping Forest City High School advance 
to the 5A state playoff s and finish with a winning record for the first time since 
2009 … First season of high school football was junior year, recording 50 tackles, 
including 5.0 sacks, and recovered three fumbles for the Mustangs … Volunteered 
at local animal shelter while in high school … Coached by Rich Trail.
PERSONAL
Born on Feb. 5, 1995 … Son of Kevin Beanum and Sandra Angelucci … Kinesiology 
major … 2014 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree after making the 2013-14 First-
Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2014 12/0 4 7 11 2.0-4 0.0-0 1 1-0 0-0 4 0
2015 13/8 11 19 30 7.0-27 2.0-12 0 1-0 0-0 1 1
TOTAL 25/8 15 26 41 9.0-31 2.0-12 1 2-0 0-0 5 1
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/1 0 2 2 0.5-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOL 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TxTECH 1/0 1 3 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 1 3 4 0.5-2 0.5-2 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TEN 1/1 3 2 5 2.0-11 1.0-8 0 1-0 0-0 0 0
at ALA 1/0 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
AUB 1/1 1 1 2 1.0-6 0.0-0 0 0.0 0-0 1 0
UTM 1/1 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0.0 0-0 0 0
at MISS 1/1 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
at LSU 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MSU 1/1 0 3 3 0.5-2 0.5-2 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MIZZ 1/1 3 3 6 1.5-3 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs KSU 1/0 1 0 1 1.0-2 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/8 11 19 30 7.0-27 2.0-12 0 1-0 0-0 1 1
FRESHMAN (2015)
Transitioned from defensive line to tight end during 2016 spring workouts … 
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus four-star prospect by Rivals, ESPN, Scout and 247Sports … Ranked the 
172nd-best player in the nation, the No. 17 defensive end and second-best player in the 
state of Arkansas by Scout … Listed at No. 238 in the Rivals250, the No. 4 player in 
Arkansas and No. 11 weak side defensive end in the country according to Rivals … ESPN 
ranks him at No. 274 in the ESPN 300, the No. 24 defensive end nationally and the No. 
4 player from Arkansas … Ranked the No. 4 player in Arkansas and No. 15 strong side 
defensive end in the nation by 247Sports … The No. 219 player nationally, No. 13 strong 
side defensive end and No. 4 player in Arkansas according to 247Composite, a combined 
index of national recruiting rankings … Ranked as the No. 4 player in the Natural 21 by 
HawgSports.com … Named to the Associated Press Arkansas Super Team at defensive 
end in 2014 … Earned Arkansas Class 2A region 8 all-state honors … Recognized on 
All-ArkansasVarsity.com’s first team as a senior … Helped lead Junction City to the 
Arkansas class 2A state championship in 2014 … The Junction City defense shut out 
six opponents en route to a perfect 13-0 record … Totaled 76 tackles, including 12.0 for 
loss, seven sacks and one fumble recovery as a senior … Also caught nine passes for 
131 yards (14.6 avg.) and two touchdowns on off ense … As a junior, tallied 93 tackles, 
including 15.0 for loss, and four sacks … Posted 81 tackles, including 12.0 for loss and 
two interceptions as a sophomore in 2012 … Won three state championships during his 
high school career … Also played basketball and track … Coached by David Carpenter 
… Chose Arkansas over Louisville, Auburn, Tennessee, Ole Miss and Mississippi State.
PERSONAL
Born on June 5, 1996 … Son of Helen Bell … Recreation and sport management major.
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Junior | Defensive Lineman 
6-4 | 251 
Forrest City, Ark. | Forrest City HS 97
TEVIN BEANUM
Redshirt Freshman | Tight End 
6-5 | 252 
Junction City, Ark | Junction City HS 40
JAMARIO BELL
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FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A four-star recruit by 247Sports who ranked as the No. 7 tight end prospect in the 
nation and the No. 4 prospect in Oklahoma … ESPN gave him a grade of 79, the 
ninth-best tight end in the nation and No. 7 player in the state … Rivals rated him as a 
three-star recruit and the ninth-best prospect in Oklahoma … A three-star prospect 
by Scout that ranked as the No. 26 tight end in the nation … Ranked as the No. 7 
player in Oklahoma and No. 17 tight end in the nation by 247Composite, a combined 
index of national recruiting rankings … Earned Southwest Times Record All-Area 
Oklahoma MVP honors as a senior … Named Oklahoma Coaches Association All-
State at defensive end in 2014 … Played tight end and H-back in high school and 
rushed 95 times for 600 yards (6.3 avg.) and nine rushing touchdowns as a senior … 
Also caught 14 passes for 270 yards (19.3 avg.) and one touchdown … Helped Roland 
win the 3A-8 district title and advance to the quarterfinals of the 2014 Oklahoma 
Class 3A state playoff s with an 11-2 record in 2014 … Posted 41 carries for 334 yards 
(8.1 avg.) and nine rushing touchdowns during his junior season … Tallied nine 
receptions for 268 yards (29.8 avg.) and two touchdowns in 2013 … Also played 
defensive end and totaled 141 tackles, including 51.0 for loss, and 31 sacks during 
his junior and senior campaigns … Helped Roland win its first playoff  game in 34 
years as a sophomore … Finished his career as Roland High School’s all-time leader 
in sacks … Checked in at No. 8 on The Oklahoman’s Super 30 list of the state’s top 
recruits prior to his senior season … Coached by Jeff  Streun … Also participated 
in basketball and track and field … Two-time state champion in the shot put as a 
sophomore and junior … Chose Arkansas over Oklahoma and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Dec. 9, 1995 … Son of Kevin and LaDonna Cantrell … Kinesiology major.
FRESHMAN (2015)
Participated against UTEP (Sept. 5) … Did not record any statistics. 
HIGH SCHOOL
Coached by Daryl Patton … Earned American Family Insurance ALL-USA state 
football team honors at defensive end as a senior in 2015 … Helped Fayetteville 
High School finish as the state runner-up in 2014 and win the state championship 
in 2012 … Also played baseball and was a track and field athlete.
PERSONAL
Born on Feb. 21, 1997 … Son of Michael Carter and Charlene Johnson-Carter … 
Dad was a track athlete at Baylor from 1972-77 and is currently a professor at 
the University of Missouri … Mom is a professor at the University of Arkansas … 
Has four siblings, Vince Carter, Jared Carter, Vene’ Baggett and Alona Lacefield 
… Vince played football at Oklahoma from 2001-04 and was an All-American and 
two-time All-Big 12 selection at center … Communication major.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Participated in two games, mostly on special teams … Did not record 
any statistics.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Played three seasons at Pulaski Academy under head coach Kevin Kelley … 
Collected 888 total receiving yards on 57 catches and tallied 10 total touchdowns 
… Averaged 35.5 yards per game over career and 15.6 yards per catch.
PERSONAL
Born on Oct. 4, 1995 … Son of Robert and Dionne Colbert … Biology major.
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Saw action in all 13 games … Made 10 tackles, including five solo stops.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Saw action in 11 games … Recorded 12 tackles on the season … vs. No. 8 Ole Miss 
(Nov. 22): Posted a career-high five tackles in Arkansas’ shutout.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Ranked as the No. 52 safety in the country by ESPN … Helped Northwestern 
High School advance to the second round of the 6A state playoff s as a senior 
where the Bulls fell to the eventual state champions and ended their season with 
a 9-3 record … Recorded 68 tackles, including six sacks, one interception and 12 
pass breakups as the defense held opponents to an average of 12.3 points per 
game and allowed seven points or less in seven games, including two shutouts 
… As a junior, Northwestern’s defense allowed 20 points per game in an 8-2 
campaign … Also ran track, where he was a member of the state runner-up team 
in 2012 boasting a 10.6 100-meter dash time and took the baton for the second 
leg of the 4×100 relay … Coached by Stephen Field … Selected the Razorbacks 
over TCU.
PERSONAL
Born on March 11, 1995 … Son of Matthew Spikes and Yvonne Coley … 
Communication major.
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Redshirt Freshman | Tight End 
6-4 | 269 
Roland, Okla. | Roland HS 44
AUSTIN CANTRELL
Sophomore | Fullback  
6-0 | 241 
Fayetteville, Ark. | Fayetteville HS 46
DAMANI CARTER
Sophomore | Wide Receiver   
6-1 | 208  
Little Rock, Ark. | Pulaski Academy 18
CAMERON COLBERT
Junior | Defensive Back   
6-1 | 214 
Miami, Fla. | Northwestern HS 20
DE’ANDRE COLEY
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JUNIOR (2015)
Started all 13 contests to extend his streak to 23 … Led the team in pass breakups 
for the second straight season with nine, which tied for 11th in the SEC … Recorded 
44 tackles, which ranked fourth among Arkansas defensive backs … Forced one 
fumble and collected one interception … Has made at least two tackles in 31 
of 37 career games played … vs. Texas Tech (Sept. 19): Picked up his second 
career interception, despite wearing a cast on his right hand … vs. Auburn (Oct. 
24): Made a season-high six tackles … Broke up a pass on third-and-9 during 
the Tigers final possession of the fourth overtime … at No. 19 Ole Miss (Nov. 7):
Matched his season high with six tackles and broke up one pass. 
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Started in 12 of 13 games he participated in … Finished the season with 53 tackles, 
4.0 for a loss and one sack for minus-18 yards … Tallied one forced fumble and 
13 pass breakups, tied for the conference lead and tied for 12th nationally … vs. 
Northern Illinois (Sept. 20): Tallied six tackles, four solo, and two pass breakups 
in Arkansas’ victory over the Huskies … vs. No. 6 Texas A&M (Sept. 27): Posted 
six tackles and one batted down pass … vs. No. 20 LSU (Nov. 15): Recorded seven 
stops and a career-high four pass breakups in the Razorbacks’ shutout over the 
Tigers … at No. 17 Missouri (Nov. 28): Collected a career-high 10 tackles, eight solo, 
and forced one fumble.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2013)
Appeared in 11 games with starts in the final two games of the season, vs. 
Mississippi State and at No. 15 LSU … Recorded 27 tackles, including 1.0 for loss, 
and led the team with five special teams tackles … Registered two pass breakups, 
one interception and one forced fumble … vs. No. 14 South Carolina (Oct. 12):
Recorded two tackles and first career pass breakup … at No. 1 Alabama (Oct. 19):
Made three tackles, all solo, that included 1.0 for loss … vs. No. 8 Auburn (Nov. 2):
Recorded two tackles and one forced fumble … vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 23):
Made first career start and recorded five tackles, one pass breakup and first career 
interception …vs. No. 15 LSU (Nov. 29): Recorded a season-high six tackles.
FRESHMAN (2012)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Made an impact in all three phases at Booker T. Washington High School and was 
ranked the 63rd-best cornerback prospect in the nation by 247Sports … During his 
senior season, he made 79 tackles while catching 11 passes for 227 yards and two 
touchdowns, rushing 17 times for 203 yards and two touchdowns and returning five 
punts for 92 yards … Made 21 tackles and intercepted three passes while helping 
Booker T. Washington to the 2010 5A state championship … The Hornet defense did 
not allow its opponent to score in 7 of 14 games and allowed just 114 total points 
during the 13-1 season … Coached by Darrell Hall … Chose the Razorbacks after also 
receiving interest from Kansas, Oklahoma and Oklahoma State.
PERSONAL 
Born on May 10, 1994 … Son of Mickey and Valoria Collins … Named an Academic 
Champion after posting a 4.0 GPA in the fall of 2012 … Recreation and sport 
management major … Three-time Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll (2013, 14, 15) after 
making the 2012-13 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2013 11/2 13 14 27 1.0-1 0.0-0 1 0-0 1-0 0 2
2014 13/12 39 14 53 4.0-23 1.0-18 1 0-0 0-0 0 13
2015 13/13 29 15 44 0.5-2 0.0-0 1 0-0 1-0 0 9
TOTAL 37/27 81 43 124 5.5-26 1.0-18 3 0-0 2-0 0 24
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/1 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOL 1/1 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TxTECH 1/1 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 1 2 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TEN 1/1 3 1 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 1 0-0 0-0 0 1
at ALA 1/1 3 0 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
AUB 1/1 1 5 6 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 2
UTM 1/1 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MISS 1/1 5 1 6 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
at LSU 1/1 2 3 5 0.5-2 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 2
MSU 1/1 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 2
MIZZ 1/1 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
vs KSU 1/1 4 0 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0 
TOTAL 13/13 29 15 44 0.5-2 0.0-0 1 0-0 1-0 0 9
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
at AUB 1/1 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
NICH 1/1 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TxTECH 1/0 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
NIU 1/1 4 2 6 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 2
vs TAMU 1/1 4 2 6 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
ALA 1/1 3 2 5 1.0-3 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UGA 1/1 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UAB 1/1 3 1 4 3.0-20 1.0-18 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
at MSU 1/1 3 0 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
LSU 1/1 5 2 7 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 4
MISS 1/1 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 3
at MIZZ 1/1 8 2 10 0.0-0 0.0-0 1 0-0 0-0 0 1
vs TEX 1/1 3 1 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
TOTAL 13/12 39 14 53 4.0-23 1.0-18 1 0-0 0-0 0 13
2013 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UL-LAF 1/0 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
SAMFORD 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
SoMISS 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at RUTG - DID NOT PLAY –   
TAMU 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at FLA 1/0 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
SoCAR 1/0 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
at ALA 1/0 3 0 3 1.0-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
AUB 1/0 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MISS 1/0 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MSU 1/1 1 4 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-0 0 1
at LSU 1/1 2 4 6 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 11/2 13 14 27 1.0-1 0.0-0 1 0-0 1-0 0 2
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Senior | Defensive Back 
5-11 | 173 
Tulsa, Okla. | Booker T. Washington HS 29
JARED COLLINS
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Started 6 of 9 games played … Missed four games with a broken arm … Caught 24 
passes for 393 yards and three touchdowns … Turned seven rushes into 112 yards 
and two TDs … Scored a touchdown in four of the last five games … Only player in 
the SEC and one of three players in the country with a 40-yard reception, 40-yard 
run and 40-yard punt return … Recorded a catch in 8 of 9 games, including seven 
multi-reception contests … Had nine plays of 20+ yards with six coming through 
the air, two on punt returns and one on the ground … Returned seven punts for 
93 yards, good for an average of 13.3 … vs. UTEP (Sept. 5): Had two catches for 
75 yards, highlighted by a 58-yard touchdown reception which was the second-
longest pass play of the season … vs. Toledo (Sept. 12): Had a punt return for a 
touchdown (59 yards) called back due to a penalty, resulting in a 43-yard return 
… Also had four receptions for 41 yards … vs. Texas Tech (Sept. 19): Broke his 
arm at the end of a 34-yard reception in the first quarter … at No. 19 Ole Miss 
(Nov. 7): Caught a 30-yard touchdown pass to close Arkansas’ first drive of the 
second half to highlight four catches for 76 yards … at No. 9 LSU (Nov. 14): Broke 
the game open with a 69-yard touchdown run to help Arkansas hold onto The 
Golden Boot for the second straight year … The 69-yard run was the third-longest 
of the season by a Razorback … vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 21): Set career-bests 
with five receptions for 81 yards … Made it three straight games with a score with 
a 9-yard TD catch to end the first half … vs. Kansas State (Jan. 2): Recorded 
two catches for 35 yards and had two rushes for 27 yards, including a 14-yard 
touchdown, in Liberty Bowl win.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Appeared in all 13 contests … Recorded 212 yards on 18 receptions with a 
long catch of 38 yards in first collegiate campaign … Took over punt-return 
duties and tallied 91 yards on nine returns … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6): Registered 
first career catch and score on a 38-yard toss, tallying 51 yards on the day … 
at No. 1 Mississippi State (Nov. 1): Hauled in 39 yards on two receptions, 
including a game-long 23-yard catch … vs. No. 17 Missouri (Nov. 28): Recorded a 
35-yard punt return to the Tigers’ 31-yard line, setting up an Arkansas touchdown 
on the ensuing drive. 
HIGH SCHOOL
A three-star prospect according to ESPN, Rivals and Scout … Ranked as the No. 23 
prospect from Louisiana and the No. 89 wide receiver in the nation by Rivals … The 
No. 47 prospect in the state according to 247Sports … Helped Evangel Christian 
Academy win the District 1-3A championship and advance to the Louisiana 
Division II state semifinals during his senior season … In 2013, he had 71 receptions 
for 1,189 yards and 16 touchdowns … The team achieved winning seasons during 
Cornelius’ career finishing 10-2 in 2013 and 12-3 in 2012 … Tallied 90 receptions for 
1,585 yards and 18 touchdowns in 2012 … Coached by Byron Dawson and Phillip 
Dees … Chose Arkansas over off ers from Missouri, Tennessee, Houston, TCU and 
San Diego State … Enrolled in January 2014 and participated in spring practices.
PERSONAL
Born on March 27, 1996 … Son of Shannon and Sylvia Cornelius … Recreation and 
sport management major.
CAREER STATS
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG PRET YDS AVG TD LNG
2014 13/0 18 212 11.8 2 38 9 91 10.1 0 35
2015 9/6 24 393 16.4 3 58 7 93 13.3 0 43
TOTAL 22/6 42 605 14.4 5 58 16 184 11.5 0 43
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG PRET YDS AVG TD LNG
UTEP 1/1 2 75 37.5 1 58 2 12 6.0 0 13
TOL 1/0 4 41 10.3 0 13 1 43 43.0 0 43
TxTECH 1/1 1 34 34.0 0 34 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TAMU - DID NOT PLAY –
at TEN - DID NOT PLAY –
at ALA - DID NOT PLAY –
AUB - DID NOT PLAY –
UTM 1/0 4 33 8.3 0 11 1 33 33.0 0 33
at MISS 1/0 4 76 19.0 1 30 0 0 0.0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 2 18 9.0 0 11 0 0 0.0 0 0
MSU 1/1 5 81 16.2 1 19 0 0 0.0 0 0
MIZZ 1/1 0 0 0.0 0 0 1 5 5.0 0 5
vs KSU 1/1 2 35 17.5 0 26 2 0 0.0 0 6
TOTAL 9/6 24 393 16.4 3 58 7 93 13.3 0 43
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG PRET YDS AVG TD LNG
at AUB 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
NICH 1/0 2 51 25.5 1 38 2 0 0.0 0 0
at TxTECH 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
NIU 1/0 2 15 7.5 1 10 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/0 2 22 11.0 0 15 0 0 0.0 0 0
ALA 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
UGA 1/0 4 38 9.5 0 14 0 0 0.0 0 0
UAB 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MSU 1/0 2 39 19.5 0 23 2 11 5.5 0 7
LSU 1/0 1 18 18.0 0 18 2 13 6.5 0 9
MISS 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MIZZ 1/0 2 13 6.5 0 7 2 40 20.0 0 35
vs TEX 1/0 3 16 6.3 0 11 1 27 27.0 0 27
TOTAL 13/0 18 212 11.8 2 38 9 91 10.1 0 35
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Junior | Wide Receiver 
5-11 | 212 
Shreveport, La. | Evangel Christian Academy 1
JARED CORNELIUS
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star prospect that transitioned from quarterback to defensive 
back … Named the No. 43 cornerback and No. 69 recruit in Texas by Rivals … 
Pegged the No. 48 safety and No. 100 recruit from Texas by ESPN … 247Composite, 
a combined index of national recruiting rankings, rated him three stars and listed 
him as the No. 90 cornerback in the nation and No. 124 recruit in Texas … As 
a senior, he tallied 30 tackles, four interceptions and nine pass breakups … 
Was a first-team All-District selection in 2014 … Played quarterback as a junior, 
passing for 516 yards and five touchdowns … Helped Cypress Falls win the 2014 
consolation bracket at the state 7-on-7 tournament … Coached by Kirk Eaton … 
Also participated in baseball and track and field … Selected the Razorbacks over 
Oklahoma, Michigan, Kentucky, Kansas and several others.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 13, 1996 … Son of Nathaniel Dalton Sr. and Roxanne Mulkey … 
Undecided on a major.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Appeared in one game … vs. UT Martin (Oct. 31): Made his Razorback debut … 
Tallied 17 yards on four carries in the fourth quarter.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Was a three-star prospect according to ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports … The 
No. 3 prospect from Arkansas and the No. 40 running back in the nation according 
to Rivals … Had a scouting grade of 85 and was ranked No. 8 in Arkansas and 
the No. 61 running back in the country by 247Sports … Named to the Hawgs247 
all-state team … North Little Rock finished the 2013 season 10-3, won the 
conference title and advanced to the semifinal round of the Arkansas 7A state 
playoff s … Rushed 39 times for 320 yards and had three touchdowns, in addition 
to catching four passes for 85 yards and one touchdown in three games before 
sustaining an injury … In 2012, North Little Rock had another winning season of 
10-2, including going undefeated in conference play, and made another trip to the 
state semifinals behind Day’s 915 rushing yards and 13 touchdowns … Coached by 
Brad Bolding … Chose Arkansas following his junior season.
PERSONAL
Born on Jan. 17, 1996 … Son of Roosevelt and Wynola Day … Recreation and sport 
management major.
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
An early enrollee who was a consensus three-star prospect by Rivals, ESPN, 
Scout and 247Sports … Named the No. 8 player in the Natural 21 by HawgSports.
com … Ranked the No. 9 best player in the state of Arkansas and the 38th-best 
strong side defensive end in the nation by Rivals … ESPN listed him as the No. 87 
defensive tackle and Scout as the No. 118 defensive end in the nation … Earned 
three stars by 247Composite, a combined index of national recruiting rankings 
… Recognized as the 2014 Dan Hampton Award winner given to the Arkansas 
high school defensive lineman of the year by the Little Rock Touchdown Club 
… Named to the Associated Press Arkansas Super Team as a senior … Earned 
All-ArkansasVarsity.com second team honors at defensive line … Helped lead 
Northside to a seven-win improvement in 2014, a 10-4 record and the second 
round of the Arkansas class 7A playoff s … Posted 73 tackles, including 9.0 for 
loss, two sacks and one fumble recovery as a senior … Totaled 50 tackles and six 
sacks in his junior campaign … Coached by Mike Falleur … Graduated high school 
with a 4.0 GPA and was a member of the National Honor Society … Selected the 
Razorbacks over off ers from Ole Miss, Oklahoma State and others.
PERSONAL
Born on June 30, 1997 … Son of Donald and Valerie Dean … First name pronounced 
Day-tree-on … Industrial engineering major … 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor 
Roll honoree.
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Redshirt Freshman | Defensive Back 
6-3 | 190 
Baton Rouge, La. | Cypress Falls HS 13
NATE DALTON
Sophomore | Running Back 
6-1 | 214 
North Little Rock, Ark. | North Little Rock HS 39
JUAN DAY
Redshirt Freshman | Defensive Lineman 
6-3 | 281 
Fort Smith, Ark. | Northside HS 98
DAYTRIEON DEAN
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
JUNIOR (2015)
Finished the season as the active team leader in career interceptions with four 
… Experienced action in 12 games and made eight starts … Started 13 straight 
games before missing the UT Martin game (Oct. 31) due to injury … Tied for ninth 
on the team in tackles with 35. … Tied for the team lead in interceptions with two 
… Notched three pass breakups … Returned seven punts for 93 yards … vs. Texas 
Tech (Sept. 19): Made one interception and tallied two solo stops … at No. 19 
Ole Miss (Nov. 7): Tallied five tackles, including three solo stops … Broke up a 
fourth-down pass to end the Rebels’ potential game-winning drive … at No. 9 LSU 
(Nov. 14): Recorded a career-high six tackles, including a half sack … Picked off 
LSU’s Brandon Harris in the end zone with 3:26 left in the fourth quarter to close 
the door and help Arkansas hold onto The Golden Boot for the second straight year.
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Started 6 of 13 games he appeared in … Tallied 23 tackles, five breakups and 
two interceptions … Held punt return duties, racking-up 121 yards on 11 returns, 
including a season-long 63-yard scamper … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6): Collected first-
career interception and recorded a career-long 63-yard kickoff  return in Arkansas’ 
73-7 home opener … at Texas Tech (Sept. 13): Registered three tackles and one 
pass breakup in Arkansas’ non-conference victory … vs. No. 20 LSU (Nov. 15):
Posted three tackles and batted down a pass in Arkansas’ shutout over the Tigers 
… at No. 17 Missouri (Nov. 28): Recorded second career interception in the 
Razorbacks’ regular-season finale.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Appeared in all 12 games as a true freshman and started the final two games vs. 
Mississippi State and at No. 15 LSU … Finished the year with nine tackles and four 
pass breakups … vs. Southern Miss (Sept. 14): Made his first career tackle and 
pass breakup in Arkansas’ 24-3 win … at Ole Miss (Nov. 9): Recorded two tackles 
and one pass breakup … vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 23): Registered a pair of 
tackles and one pass breakup … at No. 15 LSU (Nov. 29): Ended season with a 
career-high three tackles and one pass breakup.
HIGH SCHOOL
Was an impact player on both sides of the ball at Newton High School, playing 
cornerback and quarterback … Named district MVP after leading the Eagles to 
the semifinal round of the state playoff s and a 13-1 final record … Recorded 34 
tackles, four interceptions and one forced fumble and also passed for 1,062 yards 
and 11 touchdowns while rushing for 1,014 yards and 20 touchdowns … Made 46 
tackles and five interceptions while passing for 1,280 yards and eight touchdowns 
and rushed for 672 yards and eight touchdowns as a junior … Coached by W.T. 
Johnston … Selected Arkansas over off ers from Baylor and Utah.
PERSONAL
Born on Jan. 28, 1995 … Son of Dale and Beverly Dean … Journalism major.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2013 12/2 5 4 9 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 4
2014 13/6 11 12 23 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 2-9 0 5
2015 12/8 21 14 35 1.5-4 0.5-2 0 0-0 2-0 0 3
TOTAL 37/16 37 30 67 1.5-4 0.5-2 0 0-0 4-9 0 12
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP PRET YDS TD LNG
UTEP 1/1 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOL 1/1 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 0 0 0
TxTECH 1/1 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0 1 45 0 45
at TEN 1/1 2 3 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 12 0 12
at ALA 1/1 3 0 3 1.0-2 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0 2 11 0 11
AUB 1/1 3 2 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0 1 4 0 4
UTM - DID NOT PLAY –
at MISS 1/1 3 2 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 7 0 7
at LSU 1/0 1 5 6 0.5-2 0.5-2 0 0-0 1-0 0 0 1 14 0 14
MSU 1/0 3 1 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MIZZ 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vs KSU 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 12/8 21 14 35 1.5-4 0.5-2 0 0-0 2-0 0 3 7 93 0 45
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
at AUB 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
NICH 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-9 0 0
at TxTECH 1/0 1 2 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
NIU 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/0 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
ALA 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UGA 1/0 0 3 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UAB 1/1 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
at MSU 1/1 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
LSU 1/1 1 2 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
MISS 1/1 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MIZZ 1/1 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-0 0 1
vs TEX 1/1 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/6 11 12 23 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 2-9 0 5
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Senior | Defensive Back 
5-11 | 199 
Newton, Texas | Newton HS 2
DJ DEAN
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN AT ARKANSAS (SPRING 2015)
Joined the Razorbacks as a walk-on and participated in spring workouts.
FRESHMAN AT CONNECTICUT (FALL 2013)
Walk-on who joined the team in the fall.
HIGH SCHOOL
Earned three letters in high school … Helped Greenwich High School finish as the 
state runner-up during his junior and senior seasons … Earned All-Fairfield County 
Interscholastic Conference first team honors as a senior after being named to the 
second team as a junior … Coached by Rich Albonizio … Also lettered in baseball 
and rugby. 
PERSONAL
Born on March 8, 1995 … Son of Mark and Carolyn Decker … Has one sister, Cate 
… Finance major.
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Saw action in Arkansas’ 63-28 win over UT Martin (Oct. 31) … Did not record 
any statistics.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Saw action in Arkansas’ 73-7 home-opening win over Nicholls (Sept. 6) … Did not 
record any statistics.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Recorded 89 solo tackles at McKinney Boyd High School … Made 10.0 tackles for 
loss during his senior year when the Broncos earned a 6-5 record and a berth 
in the 10-5A bi-district playoff s … Averaged 6.8 tackles per game over career … 
Coached by Don Drake.
PERSONAL
Born on July 3, 1994 … Son of Scott and Julianne Dodson … Marketing major … 
Two-time Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree (2014, 15).
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Junior | Defensive Back 
5-10 | 208 
Mckinney, Texas | Boyd HS 26
MATT DODSON
Junior | Long Snapper 
6-0 | 249 
Greenwich, Conn. | Greenwich HS/UConn 49
ROBERT DECKER
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
JUNIOR (2015)
» CoSIDA Academic All-America second team
» CoSIDA Academic All-District
» Butkus Award Watch List
» Wuerff el Trophy Watch List
Started all 13 games to run his streak to 18 straight … Eclipsed the 100-tackle mark in a 
season for the first time of his career … Led the team with 102 tackles, which tied for ninth 
in the SEC … 67 of 102 tackles came against SEC opponents, highlighted by a pair of double 
figure performances … Averaged 7.85 tackles per game, which tied for 10th in the SEC … Led 
the team in tackles four times … Tied for second on the team in tackles for loss with 8.0 … 
Added 1.5 sacks … Had 8+ tackles six times, highlighted by three double-digit tackle eff orts … 
One of two SEC defenders to log 15+ tackles in a conference game twice … Combined for 150 
tackles with Dre Greenlaw over the last nine games … The duo of Ellis and Greenlaw finished 
as one of six pairs of teammates to rank in the SEC’s top 20 in total tackles … vs. Texas Tech 
(Sept. 19): Equaled a career-high and led the team with 12 tackles, including six solo … at 
No. 8 Alabama (Oct. 10): Set career-bests with 13 solo tackles, 15 total stops and 2.5 tackles 
for a loss as Arkansas limited Alabama to its second-lowest rushing total of the year … vs. 
UT Martin (Oct. 31): Collected his third career interception along with eight tackles … at 
No. 9 LSU (Nov. 14): Made six stops with a half-sack and recovered a fumble that helped 
Arkansas take a 21-0 lead … vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 21): Became the second player in 
the SEC to register 15 tackles in a conference game twice in 2015 … vs. Missouri (Nov. 27): 
Led Arkansas in tackles (6) for the second straight game and third time in SEC action.
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Started and participated in 11 games, missing only the Georgia and UAB contests due to 
injury … Posted 72 tackles, 5.5 for a loss and 0.5 sacks … Ranked second on the team in 
tackles with 72 … Tied for a team-leading two interceptions and posted the second-most 
pass breakups for a non-defensive back (5) … Forced two fumbles … at No. 6 Auburn 
(Aug. 30): Collected eight tackles, including a career-high 2.5 tackles for loss … at Texas 
Tech (Sept. 13): Registered eight tackles, broke-up a career-high four passes and forced 
a fumble in the non-conference road win … vs. No. 7 Alabama (Oct. 11): Posted eight 
tackles, six solo and a quarterback hurry … at No. 1 Mississippi State (Nov. 1): Returned 
to action after missing two games due to injury, recording a career-high 12 tackles and 
notched his first career interception … vs. No. 8 Ole Miss (Nov. 14): Registered six tackles 
and collected his second interception of the season in the Razorbacks’ 30-0 shutout.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Saw action in all 12 games and started the last four games as a true freshman … 
Totaled 33 tackles, 2.0 for loss, with 0.5 sack, and one pass breakup … vs. Southern 
Miss (Sept. 14): Tallied first career tackle in the 24-3 win … vs. No. 8 Auburn (Nov. 
2): Made first career start and registered six tackles, including 0.5 for loss with 0.5 
sack … at Ole Miss (Nov. 9): Had a career-high 11 tackles and one pass breakup … 
vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 23): Made three tackles and 0.5 tackle for loss … at No. 
15 LSU (Nov. 29): Ended season with 10 tackles, including 1.0 for loss.
HIGH SCHOOL
Helped lead Fayetteville High School to back-to-back 7A state championships in his last 
two years and was named the state’s Defensive Player of the Year in each … Ranked as 
the No. 4 player in Arkansas by Rivals and 247Sports, and was rated 24th in the country 
at his position by 247Sports and 42nd by Rivals … Named to the all-state team as a 
senior despite missing the first two games after he registered 114 tackles, 16.0 for loss 
with 4.0 sacks, four forced fumbles, two pass breakups and one fumble recovery on the 
way to the state title … Following his junior season, he was also named the Little Rock 
Touchdown Club’s 7A Player of the Year after recording 86 tackles, 22.5 for loss with 13.5 
sacks, 19 quarterback hurries, two forced fumbles and two pass breakups at linebacker 
as the Bulldogs finished 12-2 and won the state title … As a sophomore, he recorded 87 
tackles, 43 assists, five tackles for loss, five pass breakups and two forced fumbles as a 
safety for the Class 7A state runners-up … Named the 2010 Arkansas Democrat-Gazette 
Sophomore Defensive Player of the Year as a sophomore … He served as student body 
treasurer at Fayetteville and also was a member of FCA and the National Honor Society 
… Coached by Daryl Patton … Chose Arkansas over multiple other off ers.
PERSONAL
Born on Jan. 15, 1995 … Son of Kelly and Shelley Ellis … Late grandfather, David Lashley, was a 
letterwinner on the off ensive and defensive line at Arkansas from 1951-53 … Pre-professional 
exercise science major with a minor in biology … Traveled to Belize with biology classmates 
during the summer prior to his senior season … Two-time Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll 
honoree (2014, 15) after making the 2013-14 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2013 12/4 12 21 33 2.0-3 0.5-1 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
2014 11/11 29 43 72 5.5-13 0.5-4 2 0-0 2-63 2 5
2015 13/13 45 57 102 8.0-26 1.5-12 0 1-4 1-28 5 3
TOTAL 36/28 86 121 207 15.5-42 2.5-17 2 1-4 3-91 7 9
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/1 1 6 7 1.0-2 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
TOL 1/1 2 5 7 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TxTECH 1/1 6 6 12 0.5-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
vs TAMU 1/1 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TEN 1/1 2 4 6 0.5-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at ALA 1/1 13 2 15 2.5-4 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
AUB 1/1 1 8 9 0.5-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
UTM 1/1 5 3 8 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-28 1 1
at MISS 1/1 4 4 8 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 2 4 6 0.5-1 0.5-1 0 1-4 0-0 0 0
MSU 1/1 3 12 15 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MIZZ 1/1 3 3 6 1.5-6 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 2 1
vs KSU 1/1 1 0 1 1.0-11 1.0-11 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/13 45 57 102 8.0-26 1.5-12 0 1-4 1-28 5 3
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
at AUB 1/1 6 2 8 2.5-4 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
NICH 1/1 1 3 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TxTECH 1/1 4 4 8 1.0-2 0.0-0 1 0-0 0-0 0 4
NIU 1/1 0 4 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 3 4 7 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
ALA 1/1 2 6 8 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
UGA - DID NOT PLAY – 
UAB - DID NOT PLAY – 
at MSU 1/1 6 6 12 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-27 0 0
LSU 1/1 1 4 5 0.5-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MISS 1/1 2 4 6 1.0-2 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-36 0 1
at MIZZ 1/1 3 3 6 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TEX 1/1 1 3 4 0.5-4 0.5-4 1 0-0 0-0 1 0
TOTAL 11/11 29 43 72 5.5-13 0.5-4 2 0-0 2-63 2 5
2013 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UL-LAF 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
SAMFORD 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
SoMISS 1/0 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at RUTG 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TAMU 1/0 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at FLA 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
SoCAR 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at ALA 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
AUB 1/1 1 5 6 0.5-1 0.5-1 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MISS 1/1 7 4 11 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
MSU 1/1 1 2 3 0.5-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 2 8 10 1.-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 12/4 12 21 33 2.0-3 0.5-1 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Senior | Linebacker 
6-2 | 245 
Fayetteville, Ark. | Fayetteville HS 51
BROOKS ELLIS
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
JUNIOR (2015)
Served as the holder on field goals and extra points for all 13 games … Helped 
the team convert a perfect 58 of 58 PAT attempts and 9 of 15 field goal attempts. 
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Saw action in all 13 games as the Razorbacks’ holder … Was an important aspect 
of the PAT and field goal units as sophomore kicker Adam McFain went 20 of 20 on 
PAT attempts and knocked through a season-long 49-yard field goal.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2013)
Saw action in all 12 games as Arkansas’ holder … Was a crucial element of the 
field goal and PAT units as kicker Zach Hocker capped one of the most impressive 
careers in SEC history … Hocker was named second-team All-SEC after he was 
one of 34 kickers in the country perfect on PATs, and was 13 of 15 on field goal 
attempts with a long of 54 yards.
FRESHMAN (2012)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
In his three years playing for El Dorado High School, the Wildcats put together 
a record of 37-3 and won the 6A state championship each year … Started at 
wide receiver and long snapper as a senior, helping El Dorado to a 13-1 final 
record … Played soccer and broke the state record for goals scored in a career 
… Recognized as academic all-conference his final three years … Coached by 
Scott Reed.
PERSONAL
Born on May 17, 1994 … Son of Lou Anne and Marc Emrich … Agricultural business major. 
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Saw action in 9 of 13 games with one start … Totaled 14 tackles … at No. 8 Alabama 
(Oct. 10): Collected two tackles in his first career start at linebacker … vs. Auburn 
(Oct. 24): Recorded a career-high six tackles in the four-overtime win. 
FRESHMAN (2014)
Saw action in all 13 contests … Tallied six tackles as a true freshman … Played 
mostly on special teams, picking up two tackles on kickoff  coverage … vs. Nicholls 
(Sept. 6): Posted three tackles in Arkansas’ home-opening win.
HIGH SCHOOL
A three-star according to ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports … Received a grade of 
86 from Scout and was ranked as the No. 32 prospect from Louisiana and the No. 
69 safety prospect in the country by 247Sports … Was a team captain and three-
year starter … Led Archbishop Rummel High School to back-to-back Division I state 
championships in 2012 and 2013 … During his three seasons, the Raiders put together 
a 36-5 record, including 16-0 in 2012 … Recorded 73 tackles, five fumble recoveries and 
two interceptions in his senior season … Collected 94 tackles, three fumble recoveries, 
three interceptions and scored two touchdowns as a junior … In first season as a 
starter, he made 74 tackles, four interceptions, three fumble recoveries and scored 
three touchdowns for a 10-2 season that ended in the quarterfinal round of the state 
playoff s … A member of the basketball and track and field teams … Volunteered with 
the Special Olympics and helped special needs children learn to swim working with 
JoJo’s Hope … Coached by Jay Roth … Chose Arkansas after receiving off ers from 
Arizona, Tulane, Western Kentucky and South Alabama.
PERSONAL
Born on June 11, 1996 … Son of Dwayne and Natasha Eugene … Management major 
… 2014-15 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Saw action in one game ... Made a career-high three tackles against UT Martin (Oct. 31).
FRESHMAN (2014)
Appeared in nine games as a true freshman cornerback … Registered four tackles 
and one pass breakup on the year … Saw action on special teams, tallying two 
tackles on kickoff  coverage.
HIGH SCHOOL
Earned a three-star rating as a versatile athlete who excelled at wide receiver 
and cornerback in high school … Scout ranked him as the No. 85 cornerback in 
the country, while 247Sports Composite rankings tabbed him as the 133rd-best 
wide receiver in the nation … Recorded 45 tackles, including 25 solo, and seven 
interceptions with two of those returned for touchdowns while helping Gulliver 
Prep advance to the regional semifinal round of the 4A state playoff s in his senior 
year … Named to the all-state academic team and earned first-team all-state 
honors and first team All-Dade honors … Made 40 tackles and two interceptions, 
scoring a total of four touchdowns, including two on kickoff  returns, to help lead 
the Raiders to the regional finals as a junior … Also participated in basketball and 
track and field … Coached by Earl Sims … Chose the Razorbacks over Oklahoma, 
Virginia, Cincinnati, UCF and Pittsburgh.
PERSONAL
Born on Jan. 1, 1995 … Son of Nelson and Audrey Floyd.
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Junior | Defensive Back  
5-11 | 176
Miami, Fla. | Gulliver Prep 16
CORNELIUS FLOYD
Junior | Linebacker 
6-1 | 235 
Marrero, La. | Archbishop Rummel HS 35
DWAYNE EUGENE
Senior | Long Snapper/Holder
6-3 | 198 
El Dorado, Ark. | El Dorado HS 56
MATT EMRICH
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
FRESHMAN (2015)
Transitioned to the off ensive line during 2016 spring workouts … Made three 
tackles in 10 games played at defensive tackle.
HIGH SCHOOL
An early enrollee who was a five-star prospect according to PrepStar … Named 
to the PrepStar Top 150 Dream Team and ranked the No. 122 player in the country 
by the publication … A four-star prospect by Rivals, ESPN, Scout and 247Sports 
… Listed as the No. 90 overall player in the Top247, No. 13 defensive tackle in the 
nation and No. 5 player in Florida by 247Sports … Ranked as the No. 98 overall 
player in the nation according to the ESPN 300 … ESPN also listed him as the No. 
13 defensive tackle in the nation and the 19th-best player in the state of Florida … 
Checked in at No. 221 in the Rivals 250 and ranked the No. 20 defensive tackle 
nationally and the No. 37 best player in Florida … Rated the best defensive tackle 
in Florida by Scout and the No. 28 defensive tackle in the nation … 247Composite, 
a combined index of national recruiting rankings, lists him as the No. 143 player 
in the nation, No. 15 defensive tackle and No. 7 player in Florida … Posted 55 
tackles, including 12.0 for loss, and 10 sacks during his senior season … Helped 
IMG Academy finish 10-1 in just its second season of varsity football … Coached 
by Chris Weinke … Also participated in track and field … Chose Arkansas over 
numerous off ers, including Alabama, Ohio State, Notre Dame, Michigan, Penn 
State, Michigan State, Louisville, Kentucky and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Aug. 20, 1996 … Son of Hans and Lisa Froholdt … First name is pronounced 
Yell-duh … Last name is pronounced Fro-holt … Kinesiology major … Started 
playing football his sophomore year of high school as a foreign exchange student 
in Ohio … 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Participated in three games … Did not record any statistics.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Attended Dumas High School … Coached by Mark Courtney.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 30, 1995 … Son of Johnny and Irene Gibson … Computer science major.
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
An early enrollee who was a consensus four-star prospect by Rivals, ESPN, Scout 
and 247Sports … Was the top rated player in the state of Arkansas, No. 4 tight end 
and No. 123 overall prospect in the nation according to Scout … Ranked No. 218 
in the ESPN 300, the third-best player in Arkansas and No. 6 tight end nationally 
by ESPN … Rivals listed him as the No. 5 player in Arkansas and No. 7 tight end 
in the country … 247Composite, a combined index of national recruiting rankings, 
ranked him No. 3 in Arkansas, No. 8 at tight end and the 205th-best player in 
the nation … Ranked No. 5 in the HawgSports.com Natural 21 … Earned second 
team All-ArkansasVarsity.com honors in 2014 … Caught 42 passes for 452 yards 
(10.8 avg.) and two touchdowns as a senior at Dumas … Played his junior season 
at Pine Bluff  HS and recorded 47 receptions for 517 yards (11.0 avg.) and seven 
touchdowns … Helped Pine Bluff  win the Arkansas Class 6A state championship 
in 2013 … Coached by Mark Courtney at Dumas and by Bobby Bolding at Pine 
Bluff  … Also played basketball and baseball … Selected Arkansas over off ers from 
Alabama, Auburn, Florida State, Georgia, LSU, Notre Dame, Oklahoma, Oregon, 
Penn State, Tennessee, Texas, USC, Ole Miss, Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma State, 
Washington, TCU, North Carolina, Michigan State, Louisville and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 23, 1996 … Son of Kelvin and Tenita Gragg … Recreation and 
sport management major … Brother, Chris, played tight end at Arkansas from 
2008-12, was a seventh round selection of the Buff alo Bills in the 2013 NFL Draft 
and currently plays for the Bills … Cousin, Jarius Wright, played wide receiver at 
Arkansas from 2008-11, was an All-SEC First Team honoree in 2011 and currently 
plays for the Minnesota Vikings.
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Redshirt Freshman | Tight End 
6-4 | 254 
Dumas, Ark. | Dumas HS 11
WILL GRAGG
Sophomore | Offensive Lineman   
6-4 | 318  
Svendborg, Denmark | IMG Academy [Fla.] 51
HJALTE FROHOLDT
Sophomore | Offensive Lineman 
6-4 | 344 
Dumas, Ark. | Dumas HS 62
JOHNNY GIBSON
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star recruit by Rivals, ESPN, Scout and 247Sports … Ranked the 
No. 61 outside linebacker in the nation by Scout and the No. 6 outside linebacker in 
the state of Florida … 247Composite, a combined index of national recruiting rankings, 
rated him three stars and listed him as the No. 65 outside linebacker in the nation … 
The No. 76 outside linebacker in the nation and No. 140 player in Florida according 
to 247Sports … Selected to the FACA All-District team … Chosen to play in the South-
Central Florida All-Star Football Classic … As a senior, made 32 tackles, including 
3.0 for loss, in limited time due to injury … Helped Hardee win its district and reach 
the Regional Finals in Florida’s class 5A with an 11-2 overall record in 2013 … Totaled 
51 tackles, including 7.0 for loss, and four interceptions as a junior … Coached by 
Buddy Martin … Also played basketball … Chose Arkansas over off ers from Florida, 
Nebraska, Mississippi State, Georgia Tech, Iowa State and several others.
PERSONAL
Born on Nov. 4, 1995 … Son of Earnest Graham and Sylvia McIntyre and brother of 
Earnest “P.J.” Graham … Agricultural business major.
FRESHMAN (2015)
» FWAA Freshman All-American
» Sporting News Freshman All-American
» Athlon SEC Defensive Freshman of the Year 
» Athlon All-Freshman first team 
» Coaches’ SEC All-Freshman Team 
» Two-Time SEC Freshman of the Week (Oct. 26 & Nov. 16)
Played in all 13 games and started 11 contests … Only player to win SEC Freshman 
of the Week twice … Finished fifth nationally among FBS freshmen and tops among 
SEC rookies with 95 tackles … Ranked 17th in the SEC in total tackles … Led Arkansas 
in tackles five times … Had a team-high 46 solo tackles … Also added 3.5 tackles for 
loss, one sack and two forced fumbles … Made a team-high 69 tackles in SEC action 
… Averaged 9.8 tackles in SEC road games … Put together four double-digit tackle 
performances … Combined for 150 tackles with Brooks Ellis over the last nine games 
… The duo of Greenlaw and Ellis finished as one of six pairs of teammates to rank in 
the SEC’s top 20 in total tackles … vs. Texas Tech (Sept. 19): Made his first career 
start and made nine tackles, including six solo … at Tennessee (Oct. 3): Produced a 
team-best 10 tackles with eight coming in the first half … Started a string of six straight 
games with at least eight tackles … at No. 8 Alabama (Oct. 10): Six of his eight tackles 
were of the solo variety … vs. Auburn (Oct. 24): Made 12 tackles in the second half and 
overtime periods combined en route to a season-high 16 stops, which was the most 
by a Razorback in 2015 ... Named SEC Freshman of the Week for the first time … vs. 
UT Martin (Oct. 31): Became the only Razorback in 2015 to post back-to-back games 
with double figure tackles with 10 stops … at No. 9 LSU (Nov. 14): Produced his fourth 
double figure tackle performance over a six-game span with a team-best 12 tackles 
to lead an Arkansas defense that held LSU 218 yards below its season average … 
Recorded first career sack in the second quarter and forced a fumble on the play which 
eventually resulted in a 21-0 Arkansas lead ... Picked up his second SEC Freshman of the 
Week honor after Arkansas’ win in Baton Rouge retained The Golden Boot.
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star recruit by Rivals, ESPN, Scout and 247Sports … Listed as 
the No. 35 safety in the country and sixth-best player in Arkansas by Rivals … Also 
listed as the sixth-best player in the Natural 21 by HawgSports.com … 247Sports 
ranked him as the No. 12 player in Arkansas and No. 56 safety nationally … Top 
safety in the state of Arkansas according to Scout … Earned a three-star ranking by 
247Composite, a combined index of national recruiting rankings … Was named the 
All-NWA Media Football Player of the Year as a senior … Named to the Associated 
Press Arkansas Super Team at defensive back in 2014 … Earned All-ArkansasVarsity.
com first team honors at defensive back … Tabbed all-state and all-conference 
honors … Totaled 119 tackles, including 4.0 for loss, four interceptions, 10 pass 
breakups and two fumble recoveries as a senior, helping Fayetteville High School 
reach the Arkansas Class 7A state championship game … Also caught 11 passes for 
240 yards (21.8 avg.) and three touchdowns on off ense … Posted another 100-tackle 
season as a junior, tallying 108 stops, including 4.0 for loss, three interceptions, 
four pass breakups, one forced fumble and a fumble recovery in 2013 … Started 
as a sophomore and helped Fayetteville win the class 7A state championship … 
Coached by Daryl Patton … Also participated in track and field … Chose Arkansas 
over off ers from Georgia, Washington State and others.
PERSONAL
Born on May 25, 1997 … Son of Brian and Nanci Early … Kinesiology major.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2015 13/11 46 49 95 3.5-20 1.0-14 2 0-0 0-0 1 1
TOTAL 13/11 46 49 95 3.5-20 1.0-14 2 0-0 0-0 1 1
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/0 2 3 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOL 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TxTECH 1/1 6 3 9 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 2 3 5 1.0-3 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TEN 1/1 5 5 10 1.0-2 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
at ALA 1/1 6 2 8 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
AUB 1/1 4 12 16 0.5-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
UTM 1/1 6 4 10 0.0-0 0.0-0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MISS 1/1 4 5 9 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 4 8 12 1.0-14 1.0-14 1 0-0 0-0 0 0
MSU 1/1 1 3 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MIZZ 1/1 4 1 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs KSU 1/1 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/11 46 49 95 3.5-20 1.0-14 2 0-0 0-0 1 1
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Redshirt Freshman | Linebacker 
6-4 | 240 
Gainesville, Fla. | Hardee Senior HS 18
DERRICK GRAHAM
Sophomore | Linebacker 
6-0 | 226 
Fayetteville, Ark. | Fayetteville HS 23
DRE GREENLAW
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Played in all 13 games and made one start … Recorded a tackle during six appearances 
… Totaled 12 tackles and two quarterback hurries … vs. UTEP (Sept. 5): Made a career-
high seven tackles and had two quarterback hurries during the season opener.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Appeared in 11 games as a true freshman … Tallied 10 tackles and forced one 
fumble … at No. 6 Auburn (Aug. 30): Recorded a career-high five tackles and 
added a forced fumble in the season opener.
HIGH SCHOOL
A three-star prospect according to ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports … ESPN 
ranked him as the No. 52 linebacker in the country and the No. 63 overall prospect 
from Georgia … Registered 85 tackles, including four for loss, leading South 
Paulding High School to the 2013 playoff s for the first time in school history … 
The Spartans advanced to the second round of the 5A state playoff s and finished 
with a 10-2 record after consecutive six-win seasons … Throughout his career, he 
recorded 165 tackles, six for loss, 1.5 sacks and five interceptions … Coached by 
Ed Kostner … Chose Arkansas after receiving off ers from Georgia Tech, Kentucky, 
Cincinnati and East Carolina.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 29, 1995 … Son of Stan and Gladys Hackett … Communication major.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Appeared in one contest, and had one tackle … vs. UT Martin (Oct. 31): Posted 
one tackle in the fourth quarter. 
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A three-star recruit ranked as the No. 6 prospect in Arkansas by ESPN … Ranked 
as the seventh-best prospect out of Arkansas and the No. 35 strongside defensive 
end in the country by 247Sports … In 2013, he helped lead Har-Ber High School 
to the quarterfinal round of the 7A state playoff s and an 8-4 record by making 
67 tackles, including 3.5 sacks, two forced fumbles, two pass breakups and one 
fumble recovery … Named to the all-state team and the Outstanding Lineman in 
7A-West … As a junior, he collected 50 tackles, including 2.5 for loss, and forced 
three fumbles as the Wildcats won seven games and advanced to the second 
round of the state playoff s … Coached by Chris Wood … Chose Arkansas after 
receiving off ers from Cincinnati and ULM.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 26, 1995 … Son of Jeff  and Heather Hall … Finance major … 2014-15 
First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Did not participate in any games. 
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Attended Bentonville High School, and played under head coach Barry Lunney Sr.
PERSONAL
Born on April 17, 1996 … Son of Wendy and Todd Hannah … Kinesiology major … 
2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Saw action in 12 games … Made eight tackles, including 1.0 for loss … Forced one 
fumble … vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 21): Forced a fumble on a kickoff  in the third 
quarter that led to a Razorback touchdown.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Attended Watson Chapel High School where he was named to the All-Southeast 
Arkansas team as a senior … Made 142 tackles with five sacks and two interceptions 
in 2013 … Played under head coach George Shelton.
PERSONAL
Born on Dec. 4, 1995 … Son of Jackie and Letrece Harris … Father, Jackie, played 
12 seasons as a tight end in the NFL with Green Bay, Tampa Bay, Tennessee and 
Dallas … Finance major … 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree.
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Junior | Linebacker 
6-2 | 223 
Douglasville, Ga. | South Paulding HS 27
KHALIA HACKETT
Sophomore | Offensive Lineman
6-5 | 266 
Springdale, Ark. | Har-Ber HS 64
JAKE HALL
Sophomore | Offensive Lineman 
6-2 | 282 
Bentonville, Ark. | Bentonville HS 71
JACKSON HANNAH
Sophomore | Linebacker 
5-10 | 239 
Pine Bluff, Ark. | Watson Chapel HS 45
JOSH HARRIS
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
SENIOR (2015)
Extended his streak to 19 consecutive games with a reception for a first down, 
dating back to 2013, before suff ering a season-ending foot injury in the second 
game … Totaled 13 receptions for 198 yards and two touchdowns in his two games 
played, both of which he started … Led the SEC in receiving yards through the first 
two weeks and was tied for second in receptions … Hauled in 10 of his 13 receptions 
in the first half for 160 yards … 10 of 13 catches resulted in a first down … vs. UTEP 
(Sept. 5): Eclipsed 100-yards receiving for the second time in his career with six 
catches for 106 yards and two touchdowns …  Marked his first career multi-TD game 
… Caught the first two pass completions of the season and had five catches for 99 
yards and two scores in the first half … vs. Toledo (Sept. 12): Equaled a career-high 
with seven receptions for 92 yards … Five of the catches went for a first down.
JUNIOR (2014)
Appeared in all 13 contests and made 12 starts … Caught a pass and converted a 
first down in 17 consecutive games dating back to 2013 … Recorded 43 receptions 
for a team-leading 558 yards and six touchdowns … Added 112 yards rushing on five 
attempts … Saw action on special teams with kickoff  return duties, tallying 139 total 
yards on six attempts, averaging 23.2 per return … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6): Rushed 
for an 82-yard touchdown on the first play from scrimmage and caught a career-
long touchdown pass of 50 yards while registering a career-long 47-yard kickoff  
return … vs. Northern Illinois (Sept. 20): Totaled six receptions for a career-high 
107 yards and one touchdown in the non-conference victory … at No. 1 Mississippi 
State (Nov. 1): Tallied a career-high tying seven receptions for 50 yards … vs. No. 
8 Ole Miss (Nov. 22): Registered two receptions for 58 yards, including a 25-yard 
touchdown catch … vs. Texas (Dec. 29): Made four receptions for 41 yards and a 
touchdown in Arkansas’ AdvoCare V100 Texas Bowl victory.
SOPHOMORE (2013)
Played in 10 games and made six starts … Totaled 27 receptions for 346 yards and 
two touchdowns and 11 rushes for 140 yards … Returned nine kicks for 198 yards and 
averaged 12.7 yards per rush, 12.8 yards per catch and 22.0 yards per kick return … 
vs. Louisiana (Aug. 31): Made a season-long 27-yard reception in Arkansas’ season-
opening victory … vs. No. 10 Texas A&M (Sept. 28): Made first career start and 
caught two passes for 27 yards and one touchdown, had one carry for nine yards 
and returned two kicks for 51 yards … vs. No. 14 South Carolina (Oct. 12): Rushed 
twice for a season-high 69 rushing yards and returned two kickoff s for 43 yards … 
vs. No. 8 Auburn (Nov. 2): Caught four passes for 50 yards and one touchdown in 
addition to two carries for 10 yards … at Ole Miss (Nov. 9): Made three catches for 58 
yards and had one 10-yard rush … at No. 15 LSU (Nov. 29): Ended the season with a 
career-high tying seven receptions for a season-high 84 receiving yards.
FRESHMAN (2012) 
Appeared in 10 games and ended the season with three receptions for 21 yards and 
one touchdown in addition to two tackles … at No. 12 South Carolina (Oct. 12):
Tallied three receptions and first career touchdown, a six-yard catch that tied the 
game at 7-7 in the first quarter … vs. No. 8 LSU (Nov. 29): Recorded a pair of tackles.
HIGH SCHOOL
Came to Arkansas fresh off  consecutive 1,000-yard receiving seasons … Ranked 
as the No. 4 prospect in Oklahoma and the No. 45 receiver in the country by 
247Sports, the No. 5 overall prospect in the state by Rivals, the No. 20 wide receiver 
in America by SuperPrep and the 46th-best wide receiver in the nation by Scout 
… Caught 100 passes for 1,610 yards and 21 touchdowns his senior season and 
was named first-team all-state and the district’s co-Off ensive Player of the Year … 
Helped lead Owasso High School to the Oklahoma Class 6A state semifinals, a run 
through the bracket that included a four-overtime victory over the No. 1 team in the 
state, and a 9-4 record … Made 75 receptions for 1,075 yards and nine touchdowns 
as the Rams advanced to the 2010 state semifinals for the first time since 2006 
and finished the season 8-5 … Coached by Bill Patterson … Chose Arkansas over 
Oklahoma and Oklahoma State.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 11, 1994 … Son of Delilah Paul … Sociology major.
CAREER STATS
 RECEIVING RUSHING
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
2012 10/0 3 21 7.0 1 12 0 0 0.0 0 0
2013 10/6 27 346 12.8 2 43 11 140 12.7 0 50
2014 13/12 43 558 13.0 6 50 5 112 22.4 1 82
2015 2/2 13 198 15.2 2 38 1 0 0.0 0 0
TOTAL 35/20 86 1,123 13.1 11 50 17 252 14.8 1 82
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 RECEIVING RUSHING
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
UTEP 1/1 6 106 17.7 2 38 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOL 1/1 7 92 13.1 0 26 1 0 0.0 0 0
TxTECH - DID NOT PLAY –
vs TAMU - DID NOT PLAY –
at TEN - DID NOT PLAY –
at ALA - DID NOT PLAY –
AUB - DID NOT PLAY –
UTM - DID NOT PLAY –
at MISS - DID NOT PLAY –
at LSU - DID NOT PLAY –
MSU - DID NOT PLAY –
MIZZ - DID NOT PLAY –
vs KSU - DID NOT PLAY – 
TOTAL 2/2 13 198 15.2 2 38 1 0 0.0 0 0
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 RECEIVING RUSHING
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
at AUB 1/1 1 17 17.0 0 17 0 0 0.0 0 0
NICH 1/1 1 50 50.0 1 50 1 82 82.0 1 82
at TxTECH 1/1 2 22 11.0 0 16 2 16 8.0 0 9
NIU 1/1 6 107 17.8 1 44 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 3 35 11.7 0 15 0 0 0.0 0 0
ALA 1/1 3 58 19.3 0 26 0 0 0.0 0 0
UGA 1/1 5 36 7.2 1 10 0 0 0.0 0 0
UAB 1/0 4 35 8.8 0 11 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MSU 1/1 7 50 7.1 0 15 0 0 0.0 0 0
LSU 1/1 2 25 12.5 0 14 0 0 0.0 0 0
MISS 1/1 2 58 29.0 1 33 1 12 12.0 0 12
at MIZZ 1/1 3 24 8.0 1 12 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TEX 1/1 4 41 10.3 1 17 1 2 2.0 0 2
TOTAL 13/12 43 558 13.0 6 50 5 112 22.4 1 82
2013 GAME-BY-GAME
 RECEIVING RUSHING
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
UL-LAF 1/0 1 27 27.0 0 27 0 0 0.0 0 0
SAMFORD - DID NOT PLAY –
SoMISS - DID NOT PLAY –
at RUTG 1/0 4 45 11.3 0 18 2 19 9.5 0 11
TAMU 1/1 2 27 13.5 1 15 1 9 9.0 0 9
at FLA 1/1 4 26 6.5 0 11 1 9 9.0 0 9
SoCAR 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 2 69 34.5 0 50
at ALA 1/1 0 0 0.0 0 0 1 8 8.0 0 8
AUB 1/0 4 50 12.5 1 20 2 10 5.0 0 5
at MISS 1/1 3 58 19.3 0 22 1 10 10.0 0 10
MSU 1/1 2 29 14.5 0 16 1 6 6.0 0 6
at LSU 1/0 7 84 12.0 0 43 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOTAL 10/6 27 346 12.8 2 43 11 140 12.7 0 50
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Senior | Wide Receiver 
6-2 | 207 
Owasso, Okla. | Owasso HS 4
KEON HATCHER
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REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Played in all 13 contests … Handled both PAT and field goal duties … Made 58 of 58 
PAT kick attempts … Was one of only four SEC kickers to be perfect on PAT kicks 
(min. 50 attempts) … 58 made PATs ranked second in the conference and tied the 
school record, while 58 attempts were the third-most in a season by a Razorback … 
Converted 9 of 15 field goal attempts … vs. UTEP (Sept. 5): Booted through both field 
goal attempts from 19 and 27 yards … vs. Auburn (Oct. 24): Made his only field goal 
attempt, a 25-yarder that gave Arkansas a 24-21 lead with 1:07 left in the fourth quarter 
… vs. UT Martin (Oct. 31): Made 9 of 9 PATs … 9 PATs in a game tied a program record 
as well as the SEC lead … at No. 19 Ole Miss (Nov. 7): Converted 1 of 2 field goal 
attempts, including a season long 45-yarder. 
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A vital part of Argyle High School’s 2013 Texas 3A D2 state championship team … 
Named a Parade All-American and All-USA first team by USA Today … Won the Chris 
Sailer Award presented to the National Placekicker of the Year … A three-star prospect 
according to ESPN, Rivals, 247Sports and Scout … Ranked as the No. 3 kicker in the 
country by 247Sports … Argyle ran through a perfect 16-0 season and the 3A D2 state 
title in 2013 … Holds the national record with 25 made field goals in a season from 
his sophomore year and with 56 career made field goals … Made 157 straight PATs, 
including a perfect 101-for-101 in 2013 … As a senior, he was 24 of 30 on field goals with 
a long of 57 yards and led the country in kick scoring with 168 points … His junior year, 
he made 7 of 10 field goal attempts for Argyle’s 11-2 team that advanced to the third 
round of the state playoff s … As a sophomore, he was 25 for 30 on field goal attempts, 
breaking the national record for single-season made field goals, and the Eagles ended 
their 14-2 season with an appearance in the state championship game … Also played 
soccer … Coached by Todd Rogers … Chose the Razorbacks over Texas A&M.
PERSONAL
Born on March 15, 1995 … Son of John and Julie Hedlund … Recreation and sport 
management major … 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree after making 
the 2014-15 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
CAREER STATS
 GS FGM-FGA LNG PATs PTs
2015 13 9-15 45 58 85
TOTAL 13 9-15 45 58 85
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS FGM-FGA LNG PATs PTs
UTEP 1 2-2 27 6 12
TOL 1 1-2 25 1 4
TxTech 1 1-2 22 3 6
vs. TAMU 1 0-0 0 3 3
at TEN 1 1-2 26 3 6
at ALA 1 0-0 0 2 2
AUB 1 1-1 25 5 8
UTM 1 0-0 0 9 9
at MISS 1 1-2 45 6 9
at LSU 1 1-1 25 4 7
MSU 1 0-1 0 6 6
MIZZ 1 0-0 0 4 4
vs KSU 1 1-2 26 6 9
TOTAL 13 9-15 45 58 85
JUNIOR (2015)
Missed a majority of the season due to a broken foot … Played in five games … 
Recorded four receptions for 65 yards … vs. Toledo (Sept. 12): Had four catches 
for 65 yards, including three that went for first downs … All four receptions were 
over 10 yards.
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Appeared in all 13 games and started seven … Registered 13 receptions for 137 
yards and one touchdown … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6): Notched first touchdown as 
a Razorback in the home-opening win … vs. Northern Illinois (Sept. 20): Hauled 
in a career-high three receptions for 34 yards … vs. UAB (Oct. 25): Made two 
receptions for 36 yards, including a career-long 18-yard catch.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN AT ARIZONA WESTERN CC (2013)
A three-star prospect and ranked as the No. 20 junior college wide receiver in 
the country by ESPN … Ranked as the No. 17 junior college prospect in Arizona 
and the No. 27 junior college wide receiver in the nation by 247Sports … In 2013, 
Hollister was a first-team all-conference selection after leading the team with 69 
receptions for 934 yards and five touchdowns … Coached by Tom Monnick.
FRESHMAN AT NEVADA (2012)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Helped lead Mountain View High School to the 5A state championship and was 
named first-team all-state in his senior season … Caught 12 passes for 146 yards in 
the state championship game, giving the city of Bend its first state title since 1940 
… Finished the 2011 season with 64 receptions for 1,038 yards and 15 touchdowns 
… As a junior, he caught 72 passes for 1,270 yards and 15 touchdowns while 
helping Mountain View advance to the semifinal round of the state playoff s … 
Coached by Steve Turner … Also received scholarship off ers from Wyoming and 
Troy … Was involved with FCA and Athletes for Orphans while in high school in 
addition to playing basketball and baseball.
PERSONAL
Born on Nov. 18, 1993 … Son of Matt and Jennifer Connolly and Evan and Kathy 
Hollister … Twin brother, Jacob, is a senior tight end at Wyoming … Earned his 
undergraduate degree in marketing in May 2016 … Two-time Fall SEC Academic 
Honor Roll honoree (2014, ’15).
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Sophomore | Kicker 
5-10 | 171 
Argyle, Texas | Argyle HS 9
COLE HEDLUND
Senior | Wide Receiver 
6-4 | 209 
Bend, Ore. | Mountain View HS/Arizona Western 81
CODY HOLLISTER
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SOPHOMORE (2015)
Played in 12 games … Recorded a tackle during five of his 12 appearances on 
the Razorbacks’ front four … Totaled seven tackles, including 1.5 for loss, and one 
quarterback hurry.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Played in all 13 games as a true freshman at the defensive tackle position … Registered 
nine tackles, 1.0 tackles for loss and a batted-down pass … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6):
Posted three tackles, including 1.0 for loss in the home-opening win … vs. UAB (Oct. 
25): Recorded a career-high tying three tackles in the homecoming victory.
HIGH SCHOOL
Ranked as the No. 1 prospect from Arkansas by ESPN and 247Sports Composite 
rankings … 247Sports Composite ranked him as the No. 5 defensive tackle in the 
country, while ESPN tabbed him as the nation’s No. 6 defensive tackle and Scout 
ranked him as the No. 4 defensive tackle prospect in the country … Participated in 
the 2014 US Army All-American Bowl, recording two tackles to help the West to a 
28-6 win … Helped lead El Dorado High School to a 6A state championship and a 
13-1 record as a sophomore, recording 47 tackles, including eight for loss and two 
sacks … During his junior season he recorded 67 tackles, including 12 for loss and 
six sacks, and earned all-state honors … Helped lead El Dorado to another state 
title in 2013, the school’s fourth in five years, by recording 61 tackles, including 14 
for loss, with one interception … Finished high school with 175 career tackles … 
Named to the Hawgs247 all-state team for the Class of 2014 and was twice named 
academic all-conference … Coached by Scott Reed … Received numerous off ers 
and chose Arkansas over Alabama and Ole Miss.
PERSONAL
Born on Nov. 6, 1995 … Son of Anthony and Michelle Jackson … Recreation and 
sport management major.
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman. 
HIGH SCHOOL
A four-star prospect who is ranked as the fifth-best player in Arkansas by 247Sports 
… Earned a three star rating by Rivals, ESPN and Scout … Rivals ranks him as the 
No. 7 player in Arkansas and the No. 55 off ensive tackle in the nation … Ranked the 
top off ensive tackle in the Natural State and the No. 50 tackle nationally by Scout 
… 247Composite ranked him as the seventh-best player in Arkansas, a combined 
index of national recruiting rankings … Is the No. 7 player in Arkansas according to 
HawgSports.com’s Natural 21 … Named to the Associated Press Arkansas Super 
Team in 2014 … Earned all-state honors at off ensive line … Recognized as one 
of four off ensive linemen on the All-ArkansasVarsity.com first team … Helped 
Conway win 11 games in 2014, including a perfect 8-0 mark in conference play and 
the conference championship … Coached by Clint Ashcraft … Also participated in 
basketball and track and field.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 5, 1996 … Son of Lloyd and Debbie Jackson … Recreation and sport 
management major … 2015-16 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
FRESHMAN (2015)
Appeared in 11 contests and started at fullback at Ole Miss (Nov. 7) … Also 
contributed on special teams … Tallied one tackle at Tennessee (Oct. 3).
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star prospect by Rivals, ESPN, Scout and 247Sports … Ranked 
the No. 44 player in Louisiana by Rivals … Named the No. 31 inside linebacker 
in the nation and No. 49 Louisiana prospect by ESPN … Scout ranked him the 
second-best middle linebacker in Louisiana … 247Composite, a combined index 
of national recruiting rankings, rated him the No. 43 inside linebacker in the 
country and the No. 56 prospect from Louisiana … Helped lead Haynesville to a 
13-1 overall record and the 2014 Louisiana class 1A state championship, the 17th 
state title in school history … Earned first-team all-state honors and was named 
Class 1A Outstanding Defensive Player of the Year by the Louisiana Sports Writers 
Association … Recognized as The Times All-Area Defensive Player of the Year … 
Also earned all-district honors in 2012-14 … Totaled 118 tackles, 24 for loss, two 
sacks and two interceptions as a senior … Also won the state championship in 
2013 … Coached by David Franklin … Chose Arkansas over off ers from Arizona, 
Hawaii, Memphis, Louisiana Tech, Southern Miss and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Nov. 5, 1996 … Son of Gwendolyn Jackson … Recreation and sport 
management major. 
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Earned three stars from Rivals, Scout and ESPN … Ranked the No. 2 punter 
nationally … Rivals ranks him the third-best specialist in the country … 247Sports 
ranked him as the No. 6 punter/kicker nationally … Selected as one of just two 
punters to play in the 2015 U.S. Army All-American Bowl in San Antonio, Texas 
… Named All-CIF Southern Section First Team at punter … Earned California 
Division I All-State First Team honors from MaxPreps … Named Punter of the 
Year by OCVarsity.com … Earned Long Beach Press Telegram Dream Team first 
team honors as both a junior and senior … Two-time first team All-Sunset League 
linebacker and earned his team’s defensive player of the year award as both a 
junior and senior … Helped Los Alamitos finish 9-2 with a 5-0 mark in league play 
and the Sunset League championship … Punted 28 times for 1,039 yards (37.1 avg.) 
with a long of 63 in 2014 … Landed punts inside the 20 (42.9 percent) as a senior … 
Booted 52 punts for 1,889 yards (36.3 avg.) with 15 landing inside the 20 and a long 
of 54 in 2013 … As a sophomore, punted 42 times for 1,617 yards (38.5) including a 
career long 70 yarder … Also played linebacker and safety, totaling 156 tackles and 
seven sacks in his final two varsity seasons … Ranked second on the team with 72 
total tackles as a senior and earned first-team all-league honors at linebacker … 
Coached by John Barnes … Also played lacrosse … Selected Arkansas over off ers 
from Colorado, Duke and Oregon State.
PERSONAL
Born on March 8, 1997 … Son of Todd and Michelle Johnson … Political science major.
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Redshirt Freshman | Offensive Lineman 
6-6 | 300 
Conway, Ark. | Conway HS 74
COLTON JACKSON
Junior | Defensive Lineman 
6-2 | 335 
El Dorado, Ark. | El Dorado HS 78
BIJHON JACKSON
Sophomore | Linebacker 
6-1 | 255 
Haynesville, La. | Haynesville HS 44
KENDRICK JACKSON
Redshirt Freshman | Punter  
6-0 | 193  
Long Beach, Calif. | Los Alamitos HS 8
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JUNIOR (2015)
Started all 13 games to run his streak to 26 straight … Totaled 28 tackles, including 
5.0 for loss and 1.5 sacks … Added one fumble recovery, one quarterback hurry 
and two pass breakups … Had a tackle in 10 of 13 contests … 28 tackles tied for 
fourth among Arkansas defensive linemen … Recorded a tackle for loss in three 
straight games … vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 21): Notched a career-high eight 
tackles … Recovered a fumble at the 8:59 mark in the third quarter, which set the 
off ense up for a seven play, 35-yard touchdown drive.
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Moved inside to nose guard during fall camp and started in all 13 contests … 
Posted 26 tackles, 8.0 tackles for loss and 4.5 sacks … Registered two fumble 
recoveries, including one for a touchdown … Finished tied for third on the team 
with 4.5 sacks … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6): Posted career highs in sacks (2.5) and 
tackles for loss (3) … at Texas Tech (Sept. 13): Recorded first career fumble 
recovery in the Razorbacks’ road win … at No. 17 Missouri (Nov. 29): Collected 
four tackles, all solo, including two for a loss of 17 yards and a sack … vs. Texas 
(Dec. 29): Recovered a Longhorn fumble for his first career touchdown in 
Arkansas’ AdvoCare V100 Texas Bowl win.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2013)
Saw action in three games at defensive end … Made collegiate debut in Arkansas’ 
34-14 season-opening victory vs. Louisiana … vs. No. 14 South Carolina (Oct. 12): 
Recorded three tackles.
FRESHMAN (2012) 
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Rated as Scout’s 34th-best defensive end in the country and Rivals ranked him as 
the 37th-best defensive end in the nation and the 59th overall prospect in Texas, 
while 247Sports tabbed him as the No. 55 prospect in the state … Totaled 86 tackles 
with 11.0 sacks and one forced fumble as a senior while helping lead the Manvel 
High School to the Texas 4A Division 2 state championship game … Recorded 
61 tackles with 7.0 sacks and one forced fumble his junior season where Manvel 
advanced to the quarterfinals of the state playoff s bracket … Coached by Kirk 
Martin … Chose the Razorbacks over Michigan State, Nebraska and Texas A&M.
PERSONAL
Born on April 6, 1994 … Son of Taiwan and Dimitria Johnson … Journalism major.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2013 3/0 1 3 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
2014 13/13 15 11 26 8.0-45 4.5-35 0 2-0 0-0 1 0
2015 13/13 12 16 28 5.0-16 1.5-4 0 1-15 0-0 1 2
TOTAL 29/26 28 30 58 13.0-61 6.0-39 0 3-15 0-0 2 2
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/1 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOL 1/1 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TxTECH 1/1 1 2 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TEN 1/1 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
at ALA 1/1 2 2 4 1.5-4 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
AUB 1/1 3 2 5 1.0-5 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UTM 1/1 1 0 1 1.0-3 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MISS 1/1 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MSU 1/1 2 6 8 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 1-15 0-0 0 1
MIZZ 1/1 0 2 2 0.5-1 0.5-1 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
vs KSU 1/1 2 0 2 1.0-3 1.0-3 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/13 12 16 28 5.0-16 1.5-4 0 1-15 0-0 1 2
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
at AUB 1/1 2 1 3 1.0-5 1.0-5 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
NICH 1/1 2 2 4 3.0-24 2.5-22 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TxTECH 1/1 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 1-0 0-0 0 0
NIU 1/1 1 1 2 1.0-4 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
ALA 1/1 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UGA 1/1 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UAB 1/1 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MSU 1/1 1 1 2 1.0-3 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
LSU 1/1 1 2 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MISS 1/1 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MIZZ 1/1 4 0 4 2.0-9 1.0-8 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TEX 1/1 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 1-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/13 15 11 26 8.0-45 4.5-35 0 2-0 0-0 1 0
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Senior | Defensive Lineman   
6-2 | 284   
Manvel, Texas | Manvel HS 94
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SOPHOMORE (2015)
Appeared in six contests, providing depth at fullback and contributing on special teams 
… Logged one tackle against UT Martin (Oct. 31), at No. 19 Ole Miss and at No. 9 LSU 
(Nov. 14).
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Saw action in four contests at running back … Did not record any statistics.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Was a two-year starter for DeQueen High School, as well as a three-year member of the 
varsity track team … During the 2012 season, he compiled 603 rushing yards, 11 rushing 
touchdowns and 63 receiving yards … Coached by Sam Goodwin and Stephen Sloan.
PERSONAL
Born on Aug. 26, 1994 … Son of Chandra Ponce … Social work major … Two-time 
Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree (2014, 15).
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Named a three-star prospect by 247Sports… Listed as the No. 135 cornerback in 
the nation and No. 21 recruit in Arkansas by 247Sports… Pegged as the No. 170 
cornerback and No. 27 prospect in Arkansas by 247Composite, a combined index 
of national recruiting rankings… Earned a two-star rating from Rivals… Notched 
four interceptions as a senior, tying him for fourth on Camden Fairview’s single-
season record book and collected six interceptions in his career, tying him for 
second-most all time in Cardinal history… Played at Camden Fairview, the same 
high school as fellow Razorback Dominique Reed… Coached at Camden Fairview 
HS by Cecil Ray Cossey.
PERSONAL
Born on March 26, 1997 … Son of Edwin and Valerie Keaton … Finance major.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Played in 11 contests, mostly on special teams … Did not record any statistics.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman. 
HIGH SCHOOL
Earned three stars by ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports … Rivals ranked him 
as the No. 7 prospect from Arkansas, and ESPN ranked him eighth in Arkansas 
and the nation’s No. 31 tight end … Named to the Hawgs247 all-state team for the 
Class of 2014 … Helped lead Bentonville High School to three straight 7A state 
championship games … Caught 12 passes for 137 yards and two touchdowns 
while grading at 84 percent blocking and registering 40 knockdown blocks for 
the 2013 state championship team that finished 11-2 … Caught 19 passes for 242 
yards and three touchdowns and had 72 knockdown blocks during his junior year 
… Recorded 112 receiving yards, one touchdown and 42 knockdowns during his 
sophomore year … Led the Tigers to a 36-4 record over his three years … An 
honor-roll student all four years and also played basketball while volunteering 
with the Boys and Girls Club of Bentonville … Coached by Barry Lunney Sr. … 
Committed to Arkansas following his junior season.
PERSONAL
Born on May 12, 1995 … Son of Paul and Christine Kraus … Business economics 
major … 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree after making the 2014-15 
First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
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Junior | Fullback 
5-11 | 249 
DeQueen, Ark. | DeQueen HS 41
CHRIS JONES
Redshirt Freshman | Defensive Back 
5-10 | 183  
Camden, Ark. | Camden Fairview HS 39
BYRON KEATON
Sophomore | Tight End 
6-5 | 252 
Bentonville, Ark. | Bentonville HS 87
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JUNIOR (2015)
Played in all 13 games with 12 starts … Took over as a starter on the defensive line in 
the second game of the season and never relinquished that role … Finished tied for 
fourth on the team in tackles with 55 … Ranked fourth on the team in tackles for loss 
with 7.5 and tied for second in sacks with 2.0 … Made at least 0.5 tackles behind the line 
of scrimmage in seven contests … Credited with four or more tackles in 8 of 13 games 
… vs. UTEP (Sept. 5): Led the team with a career-high eight tackles, including 0.5 for 
loss in his debut … vs. Auburn (Oct. 24): Recorded six tackles, a season-high total in 
league play … Collected 2.5 tackles for loss, which tied for the most by a Razorback in 
a game during the season … Notched a sack for a 9-yard loss to force a punt late in the 
third quarter.
SOPHOMORE AT HUTCHINSON CC (2014)
An early enrollee who earned a four-star rating from Rivals, ESPN and Scout … Ranked 
No. 15 in Rivals’ Top JUCO 100 and the No. 1 strong side defensive end … ESPN rated 
him No. 32 in the ESPN JC50 and the No. 4 junior college defensive tackle in the 
country … Coached by Rion Rhoades … Enrolled early and will participate in team 
activities during the spring semester … Chose Arkansas over Florida, Georgia, Miami, 
Oklahoma State and others … Finished his junior college career with 144 total tackles 
and 22.5 career sacks … His 22.5 career sacks ranks second in Blue Dragons history … 
Posted 15.5 sacks, the second-highest single-season total in school history … Earned 
second-team NJCAA All-American honors and first-team all-conference recognition … 
Totaled 78 tackles, including 24.5 for loss … Also posted seven quarterback hurries, two 
fumble recoveries and blocked two kicks … vs. Hudson Valley CC (Dec. 6): Earned 
defensive MVP honors in the 2014 Salt City Bowl with 10 total tackles and three sacks.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN AT HUTCHINSON CC (2013)
Helped lead the Blue Dragons to an 8-4 record, a second-place finish in the 
Jayhawk Conference and a victory in the Salt City Bowl … Earned first team 
all-conference honors at defensive end … Finished second on the team with 73 
tackles … Also added 13.0 tackles for loss, seven sacks and 13 quarterback hurries.
FRESHMAN AT HUTCHINSON CC (2012)
Redshirted at Hutchinson [Kan.] CC.
HIGH SCHOOL
Played nose guard his senior season at Gainesville (Ga.) HS after moving from 
Orlando, Florida … Helped the Red Elephants finish 12-2, including a regional 
championship … Led Gainesville to the Georgia class AAA state semifinals … 
Coached by Bruce Miller … Also played basketball and baseball.
PERSONAL
Born on June 2, 1994 … Son of Weldon and Sharon Ledbetter … Sociology major … 
Father, Weldon, played running back at Oklahoma from 1979-82 and was selected 
in the seventh round of the 1983 NFL Draft by the Tampa Bay Buccaneers … Cousin, 
Isaac Byrd, played wide receiver at Kansas and was a sixth round selection by the 
Tennessee Titans in the 1997 NFL Draft.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2015 13/12 24 31 55 7.5-27 2.0-14 0 0-0 0-0 3 1
TOTAL 13/12 24 31 55 7.5-27 2.0-14 0 0-0 0-0 3 1
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/0 3 5 8 0.5-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOL 1/1 3 3 6 1.0-2 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TxTECH 1/1 1 3 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 3 1 4 2.0-7 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TEN 1/1 1 4 5 0.5-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 1
at ALA 1/1 3 2 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
AUB 1/1 2 4 6 2.5-11 1.0-9 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UTM 1/1 1 2 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
at MISS 1/1 3 1 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 0 3 3 0.5-3 0.5-3 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MSU 1/1 1 2 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MIZZ 1/1 1 1 2 0.5-2 0.5-2 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
vs KSU 1/1 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/12 24 31 55 7.5-27 2.0-14 0 0-0 0-0 3 1
JUNIOR (2015)
Participated in four contests … Did not record any statistics.
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Participated in 11 contests … Tallied seven tackles, including 2.5 for loss, and two 
quarterback hurries on the season … vs. Northern Illinois (Sept. 20): Recorded a 
pair of tackles in the non-conference win … vs. No. 20 LSU (Nov. 15): Registered 
two tackles in Arkansas’ shutout over the Tigers.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2013)
Saw action in all 12 games and totaled 13 tackles, with 2.5 for loss and a half-sack, 
one fumble recovery and one pass breakup … vs. Louisiana (Aug. 31): Made his 
collegiate debut with one tackle in the season-opening win … vs. Samford (Sept. 
7): Made two tackles, including 0.5 for loss, in the win … vs. No. 8 Auburn (Nov. 
2): Recorded two tackles, including 0.5 for loss with 0.5 sack … at No. 15 LSU 
(Nov. 29): Ended the season with one tackle and one fumble recovery.
FRESHMAN (2012)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Named an all-state performer in 2011 after recording 74 tackles, 11 sacks, six forced 
fumbles, four quarterback hurries, one fumble recovery and one blocked field goal 
while helping Ridgeway High School to the quarterfinal round of the 5A state 
playoff s … Made 11 sacks during his junior season as the Roadrunners won 13 
games before falling in the state semifinals … Played basketball for Ridgeway, 
which was considered one of the best teams in Tennessee … Coached by Duron 
Sutton … Was teammates with current Razorback Cordale Boyd … Chose Arkansas 
after also receiving interest from Mississippi State, Ole Miss, Auburn and Clemson.
PERSONAL
Born on Nov. 27, 1993 … Son of Keith and Crystal Lewis … Recreation and sport 
management major … 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree.
RETURNING PLAYERS
78
Senior | Defensive Lineman 
6-3 | 280 
Orlando, Fla. | Gainesville HS [Ga.]/Hutchinson CC [Kan.] 55
JEREMIAH LEDBETTER
Senior | Defensive Lineman 
6-4 | 274 
Memphis, Tenn. | Ridgeway HS 99
BRANDON LEWIS
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Played in all 13 games and made 10 starts … Started the final seven contests of 
the season … Ranked sixth on the team in tackles with 52 … Tallied 1.5 tackles for 
loss, forced one fumble and broke up three passes … Tied for the team lead in 
interceptions with two … Logged at least eight tackles in three games … Totaled 
23 tackles, including 1.0 for loss, and one interception during his last four games 
… at No. 8 Alabama (Oct. 10): Pulled down his first career interception in the 
first quarter … vs. Auburn (Oct. 24): Made a career-high nine tackles, forced one 
fumble and broke up two passes … Broke up a fourth-down pass during the fourth 
overtime to end the game and help Arkansas clinch the victory … at No. 9 LSU 
(Nov. 14): Made eight tackles, including four solo stops … vs. Mississippi State 
(Nov. 21): Followed up with nine tackles, including six of the solo variety … vs. 
Missouri (Nov. 27): Notched his second interception of the season on fourth-
and-10 at the 1:10 mark in the fourth quarter … vs. Kansas State (Jan. 2): Credited 
with five tackles and one pass breakup in the 2016 AutoZone Liberty Bowl.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Saw action in 12 games and started two at strong safety as a true freshman … 
Registered 12 tackles and one pass breakup on the year … vs. Northern Illinois 
(Sept. 20): Recorded four tackles in the non-conference win … vs. No. 8 Ole Miss 
(Nov. 22): Notched his first career start and registered three tackles in Arkansas’ 
second-consecutive shutout win … vs. Texas (Dec. 29): Posted two tackles in the 
Razorbacks’ AdvoCare V100 Texas Bowl victory.
HIGH SCHOOL
Ranked as a three-star prospect by 247Sports and ESPN … Ranked No. 3 overall 
in Arkansas and as the No. 38 safety in the country by 247Sports … Played on 
both sides of the ball, seeing action at safety, running back and quarterback … 
Led Dollarway High School to an undefeated conference season, the 2-4A title 
and the semifinal round of the state playoff s playing quarterback in 2013 … As a 
senior, he completed 44 of 58 passes for 1,257 yards and 15 touchdowns while also 
rushing 112 times for 1,278 yards and 21 touchdowns … Tallied 45 tackles, three 
interceptions and five pass breakups … In his junior season, he made 50 tackles 
and four interceptions while contributing 1,500 rushing yards, 300 receiving 
yards and 13 total touchdowns … As a sophomore, he recorded 45 tackles and 12 
interceptions in addition to 800 rushing yards and 10 touchdowns … Coached by 
Cortez Lee … Chose Arkansas over many off ers, including Boise State.
PERSONAL
Born on Feb. 15, 1996 … Son of James and Vickie Ann Liddell … Recreation and 
sport management major … 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2014 12/2 4 8 12 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
2015 13/10 28 24 52 1.5-2 0.0-0 1 0-0 2-0 0 3
TOTAL 25/12 32 32 64 1.5-2 0.0-0 1 0-0 2-0 0 4
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/1 0 3 3 0.5-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOL 1/1 2 4 6 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TxTECH 1/1 3 0 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TEN 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at ALA 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-0 0 0
AUB 1/1 4 5 9 0.0-0 0.0-0 1 0-0 0-0 0 2
UTM 1/1 1 2 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MISS 1/1 2 2 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 4 4 8 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MSU 1/1 6 3 9 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MIZZ 1/1 1 0 1 1.0-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-0 0 0
vs KSU 1/1 4 1 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
TOTAL 13/10 28 24 52 1.5-2 0.0-0 1 0 2-0 0 3
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Participated in six contests, mostly on special teams … Made four tackles … 
Returned one kickoff  for eight yards.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Attended College Park High School in The Woodlands, Texas, and played under 
head coach Richard Carson … Collected 83 solo tackles and 95 total tackles 
during his varsity career … Averaged 3.4 tackles per game and added one sack 
and three interceptions over three years on varsity.
PERSONAL
Born on Aug. 9, 1995 … Son of Mike and Dana Lucas … Recreation and sport 
management major … 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree.
RETURNING PLAYERS
80
Junior | Defensive Back 
6-1 | 210 
Pine Bluff, Ark. | Dollarway Senior HS 28
JOSH LIDDELL
Sophomore | Defensive Back 
6-0 | 190 
The Woodlands, Texas | College Park HS 24
RYDER LUCAS
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A four-year varsity football letterman as starting defensive end, right guard and 
long snapper … Selected as team captain for the Lions … Named a finalist for 
the 2015 Army All American Game at long snapper … Aided the Lions to the 2013 
Oklahoma 3A State Football Championships as a junior … Made all but one punt 
snaps without a miss or blocked punt and was named the Overall Player of the 
Game in game six and Defensive Player of the Game in game seven during junior 
campaign … Helped Blanchard HS to the 2012 Oklahoma 3A State Championship 
as a sophomore, while being named the Off ensive Player of the Game in the 
semi-final contest … Made all punt snaps without a miss or blocked punt as a 
sophomore … Coached by Jeff  Craig … Also earned varsity letters in wrestling, 
power lifting and track and field … Placed fifth at the 2014 Oklahoma Power Lifting 
State Championship.
PERSONAL
Born on June 7, 1996 … Son of George and Laura Madden … Recreation and sport 
management major.
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Participated against UT Martin (Oct. 31) ... Did not record any statistics.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Saw action in two contests … Did not record any statistics.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Was a three-year contributor at Suncoast and was selected to play in the Florida-
Georgia All-Star Game and the Palm Beach County-Treasure Coast All-Star Game 
following his senior season ... An all-district honoree after breaking Suncoast High 
School’s single-season sacks record with 19 as a senior during a 60-tackle season 
... As a junior, made 38 tackles, recovered two fumbles and forced one fumble for 
the Chargers ... Made 47 tackles, including seven sacks, and forced three fumbles 
his sophomore season ... Coached by Jim Clark … Chose Arkansas over multiple 
off ers, including Wake Forest.
PERSONAL
Born on Oct. 25, 1994 ... Son of Keith Marks and Theresa Tarver … Communication 
major … Two-time Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree (2014, 15) after making 
the 2013-14 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
JUNIOR (2015)
Played in three games … Kicked off  twice for 115 yards … Rushed for three yards on 
a fake field goal attempt at Tennessee (Oct. 3). 
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Participated in nine games on kickoff  and field goal duties … Was 7 of 10 on field goal 
attempts, including a career-long 49-yarder … Averaged 60.3 yards on 45 kickoff s 
… Went 20 of 20 on PAT attempts … vs. UAB (Oct. 25): Knocked through a career-
long 49-yard field goal in Arkansas’ homecoming victory … vs. No. 8 Ole Miss (Nov. 
22): Split the uprights a career-high three times on four attempts in the Razorbacks’ 
second-consecutive shutout.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2013)
Did not appear in any games.
FRESHMAN (2012)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Was 14 of 17 on field goals and 69 of 72 on PAT attempts as a senior … Helped 
Greenwood High School to consecutive 5A state championships his final two 
years, including a perfect 14-0 season as a senior in 2011 … Left Greenwood 
holding the state record for most points in a season by a kicker with 111 in 2011 … 
Was 6 of 9 on field goals and 62 of 64 on PAT attempts as a junior … Played soccer 
and was named to the all-conference team in 2009, 2010, and 2011 and the all-state 
team in 2012 … Coached by Rick Jones.
PERSONAL
Born on April 9, 1994 … Son of Karen and Dana McFain … Earned the John 
Ozment Outstanding Junior Award for excellence in scholarship, leadership and 
work experience given annually by the Walton College of Business Supply Chain 
Management department … Supply chain management major … Three-time Fall 
SEC Academic Honor Roll (2013, 14, 15).
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Did not appear in any games.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Did not appear in any games.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Played under head coach Richard Carson … Gained 1,200 yards as a running back 
and averaged 6.9 yards per carry on 175 touches, adding 18 total touchdowns over 
three years at College Park High School.
PERSONAL
Born on Feb. 26, 1995 … Son of Brian and Leslie … Finance major.
RETURNING PLAYERS
81
Senior | Kicker 
6-0 | 187 
Greenwood, Ark. | Greenwood HS 48
ADAM MCFAIN
Redshirt Freshman | Long Snapper
6-1 | 230 
Blanchard, Okla. | Blanchard HS 43
GEORGE MADDEN
Junior | Running Back 
5-7 | 208 
The Woodlands, Texas | College Park HS 31
CONNOR MCPHERSON
Junior | Defensive Lineman 
6-2 | 303 
West Palm Beach, Fla. | Suncoast HS 90
KE’TYRUS MARKS
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
An early enrollee who was a consensus four-star recruit by Rivals, ESPN, Scout and 
247Sports … Checked in at No. 203 in the Rivals250, the 14th-best off ensive guard in the 
nation and 35th-best player in Florida … Scout listed him as the No. 12 off ensive guard 
nationally, the No. 31 recruit in Florida and No. 257 prospect overall … ESPN ranked him 
No. 272 in the ESPN 300 and graded him as the No. 20 off ensive guard nationally and the 
No. 51 prospect in Florida … The No. 15 off ensive guard and No. 37 player in the state of 
Florida according to 247Sports … 247Composite, a combined index of national recruiting 
rankings, listed him as the No. 15 off ensive guard, No. 32 player in Florida and No. 243 
prospect in the nation … Named to the All-USA Florida football team at off ensive line by 
USA Today … Coached by Lance Jenkins … Also participated in basketball, weightlifting 
and track and field … Chose Arkansas over numerous off ers, including Alabama, LSU, 
Ohio State, Florida, Florida State, Georgia, South Carolina, Oklahoma, Wisconsin, Ole 
Miss, Mississippi State, Miami, Michigan State, Tennessee, Kentucky and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 7, 1996 … Son of John and Freda Merrick … Recreation and sport 
management major.
FRESHMAN (2015)
Played in 12 games, mostly on special teams … Made two tackles.
HIGH SCHOOL
Transferred to IMG Academy from Hollidaysburg HS for senior campaign … 
Enrolled early with the Razorbacks and participated in team activities during the 
spring semester … Helped IMG Academy finish 10-1 in just its second season of 
varsity football … Posted 83 tackles, two interceptions, three forced fumbles and 
seven pass breakups as a senior … Tallied 94 tackles, two interceptions and 10 
forced fumbles in his junior campaign at Hollidaysburg … Saw action on both sides 
of the ball as a sophomore, tallying 32 carries for 431 rushing yards and 40 tackles 
and five pass breakups … Played at IMG Academy with fellow Razorback Hjalte 
Froholdt and was coached by Chris Weinke … Also played baseball and basketball.
PERSONAL
Born on Dec. 13, 1996 … Son of Robert and Marybeth Miller … Business economics 
major … 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree.
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Moved to running back during the off season … Saw action in 13 games with one 
start … Caught six passes for 84 yards and one touchdown … Rushed four times for 
29 yards … vs. Auburn (Oct. 24): Completed an 11-yard throwback pass to senior 
quarterback Brandon Allen for a key first down in the second overtime of the 54-46 
victory … vs. UT Martin (Oct. 31): Scored his first career touchdown on a 49-yard 
pass from Brandon Allen … at No. 19 Ole Miss (Nov. 7): Started at wide receiver.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Moved to wide receiver in the off season and appeared in four contests … Recorded 
six rushes for 58 yards … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6): Tallied a career-high 36 yards 
rushing on three attempts, including a game-long 13-yard run … vs. UAB (Oct. 
25): Recorded a career-long 15-yard rush.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted at quarterback as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Ranked as the No. 11 dual-threat quarterback in the nation and the No. 12 overall 
prospect in New Jersey by 247Sports … Rivals pegged him 15th in the nation at 
his position and 20th in New Jersey … In his senior season, he passed for 2,025 
yards and 22 touchdowns and rushed for 1,027 yards and 21 touchdowns to lead 
Cedar Creek High School to 11 wins and an appearance in the NJSIAA South Group 
2 championship game … Played quarterback and safety as a junior, passing for 
859 yards and nine touchdowns and rushing for 937 yards and 12 touchdowns 
while adding 43 tackles, three interceptions and 12 pass breakups on defense … 
Coached by Tim Watson … Selected Arkansas over Georgia Tech and Rutgers.
PERSONAL
Born on July 9, 1994 … Son of April Bell … English/journalism major.
CAREER STATS
 RECEIVING RUSHING
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
2014 4/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 6 58 9.7 0 15
2015 13/1 6 84 14.0 1 49 4 29 7.3 0 15
TOTAL 17/1 6 84 14.0 1 49 10 87 8.7 0 15
RETURNING PLAYERS
82
Sophomore | Defensive Back 
5-9 | 197 
Hollidaysburg, Pa. | IMG Academy [Fla.] 38
REID MILLER
Junior | Running Back 
6-2 | 215 
Egg Harbor City, N.J. | Cedar Creek HS 7
DAMON MITCHELL
Redshirt Freshman | Offensive Lineman 
6-4 | 327 
Oak Hill, Fla. | New Smyrna Beach HS 79
JALEN MERRICK
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
JUNIOR (2015)
» Associated Press All-SEC second team
» Athlon All-SEC second team
» Phil Steele All-SEC second team
» Biletnikoff  Award Watch List 
» Athlon SEC Breakout Player of the Year runner-up
Opened the season as the No. 3 or No. 4 wide receiver and went on to lead the team 
in receptions (63), yards (843) and touchdown catches (10) … Started 10 of 13 games 
… Ranked in the top 10 in the SEC in receptions (T-6th), yards (9th) and TDs (2nd) … 
Tied for second in the SEC and 17th nationally in TD receptions while his 10 scores 
equaled the third-most in program single-season history … Led the SEC with eight 
receiving touchdowns in conference play, including four on the road … Reached the 
end zone in seven contests … Became the first Razorback since 2011 to have three 
100-yard receiving games in SEC play in a single-season … First player in program 
history with back-to-back 100-yard receiving games in SEC play away from home … 
His 63 receptions are good for the third-best total in program single-season history 
… Hauled in five receptions for 52 yards and three touchdowns in overtime — all 
FBS-bests … Tied for second in the SEC with 43 catches for first downs and tied 
for third with 24 grabs of 15+ yards … vs. UTEP (Sept. 5): Scored Arkansas’ first 
touchdown of the season on a 26-yard pass from Brandon Allen on the game’s first 
drive … vs. No. 14 Texas A&M (Sept. 26): Hauled in eight receptions for a career-best 
155 yards and a touchdown … Seven of the catches went for 10+ yards, including six 
for first downs, as his 155-yards receiving was the most by a Razorback since 2012 … 
at Tennessee (Oct. 3): Followed up with his second straight 100-yard receiving game 
that included five catches for 110 yards, including a 52-yarder … All five receptions 
went for first downs … vs. Auburn (Oct. 24): Hauled in four of his six catches in 
overtime, highlighted by the eventual game-winning 25-yard touchdown on the first 
play of the fourth overtime …. Also caught the first TD of overtime for the Razorbacks 
… at No. 19 Ole Miss (Nov. 7): Set a career-high with nine receptions for 122 yards 
and tied the program single-game record with three touchdowns … Six of his catches 
came in the second half and overtime with all resulting in a first down, including two 
for touchdowns … Final TD catch came in overtime before the game-winning two-
point conversion … vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 21): Made it five SEC games with a TD 
reception during a seven-catch performance for 84 yards … vs. Kansas State (Jan. 
2): Led Arkansas in receptions (8) for the eight time on the year and receiving yards 
for the fifth time (92) during the 45-23 win in the AutoZone Liberty Bowl. 
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Appeared in all 13 games at wide receiver … Tallied 181 yards on 10 receptions, 
including a career-long 44-yard reception … vs. UAB (Oct. 25): Notched one 
reception for a career-long 44 yards … vs. No. 8 Ole Miss (Nov. 22): Tallied a 
career-high 51 receiving yards on three catches.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Saw action in 10 games at wide receiver and on special teams … Did not record 
any statistics.
HIGH SCHOOL
Helped lead Greenwood High School to two undefeated seasons, two state 
championships in diff erent classifications, and was named MVP of both 
championship games … Ranked as the No. 7 player in Arkansas by Rivals and as the 
No. 13 prospect in the state by 247Sports … Won the Landers Award as the state’s best 
high school player following his senior season in which he contributed on off ense 
and defense to Greenwood’s 6A state championship and 15-0 record … Named the 
state’s Off ensive Player of the Year after making 83 receptions for 1,122 yards and 14 
touchdowns and 82 rushes for 764 yards and 19 touchdowns … Recorded 73 tackles, 
20.5 for loss with 2.5 sacks, three interceptions, three forced fumbles and two pass 
breakups on defense as a junior in 2012 … Caught 85 passes for 1,400 yards and 25 
touchdowns while adding 89 tackles, 4.5 sacks, and four interceptions, returning two 
for touchdowns for the 14-0 5A state champions … Involved in FCA, assisted with 
Special Olympics and was a member of the Future Business Leaders of America … 
Coached by Rick Jones … Selected Arkansas over multiple off ers, including Auburn.
PERSONAL
Born on Dec. 2, 1994 … Son of Matt Morgan and Annie Shaw … Brother Grant is a freshman 
on the team … Management major … 2013-14 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
CAREER STATS
 RECEIVING RUSHING
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
2013 10/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
2014 13/0 10 181 18.1 1 44 0 0 0.0 0 0
2015 13/10 63 843 13.4 10 52 4 20 5.0 0 9
TOTAL 36/10 73 1,024 14.0 11 52 4 20 5.0 0 9
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 RECEIVING RUSHING
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
UTEP 1/0 1 26 26.0 1 26 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOL 1/0 5 77 15.4 0 28 0 0 0.0 0 0
TxTECH 1/1 4 45 11.3 1 24 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 8 155 19.4 1 38 0 0 0.0 0 0
at TEN 1/1 5 110 22.0 0 52 1 8 8.0 0 8
at ALA 1/1 4 15 3.8 1 7 0 0 0.0 0 0
AUB 1/1 6 56 9.3 2 25 1 3 3.0 0 3
UTM 1/1 2 14 7.0 0 10 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MISS 1/0 9 122 13.6 3 31 1 0 0.0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 1 19 19.0 0 19 1 9 9.0 0 9
MSU 1/1 7 84 12.0 1 20 0 0 0.0 0 0
MIZZ 1/1 3 28 9.3 0 15 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs KSU 1/1 8 92 11.5 0 30 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOTAL 13/10 63 843 13.4 10 52 4 20 5.0 0 9
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 RECEIVING RUSHING
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
at AUB 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
NICH 1/0 1 22 22.0 1 22 0 0 0.0 0 0
at TxTECH 1/0 1 8 8.0 0 8 0 0 0.0 0 0
NIU 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
ALA 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
UGA 1/0 1 18 18.0 0 18 0 0 0.0 0 0
UAB 1/0 1 44 44.0 0 44 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MSU 1/0 1 5 5.0 0 5 0 0 0.0 0 0
LSU 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
MISS 1/0 3 51 17.0 0 28 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MIZZ 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TEX 1/0 2 33 16.5 0 24 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOTAL 13/0 10 181 18.1 1 44 0 0 0.0 0 0
RETURNING PLAYERS
83
Senior | Wide Receiver 
6-0 | 193 
Greenwood, Ark. | Greenwood HS 80
DREW MORGAN
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Earned four stars by Rivals, ESPN and 247Sports and earned four stars by 
247Composite, a combined index of national recruiting rankings … Named the 
top recruit in the Natural State and the No. 2 tight end in the nation by both Rivals 
and 247Sports … Rivals ranked him as the No. 90 overall prospect in the Rivals100 
… Ranked as the 130th-best player in the Top247 by 247Sports … ESPN listed him 
as the third-best tight end in the nation and the 193rd-best player in the ESPN 
300 … The No. 2 player in the HawgSports.com Natural 21 rank of prospects from 
Arkansas … Was invited to play in the Semper Fidelis All-American Bowl … Named 
to the 2014 Associated Press Super Team for the state of Arkansas … Earned 
All-ArkansasVarsity.com First Team honors at tight end … Earned all-state honors 
at tight end in Arkansas Class 7A West … Helped lead Fayetteville High School 
to a 13-3 record and the Arkansas class 7A state championship game in 2014 … 
Caught 41 passes for 766 yards (18.7 avg.) and 11 touchdowns as a senior … Tallied 
45 receptions for 884 yards (19.6 avg.) and 14 touchdowns as a junior … High 
school teammate of fellow Razorback Dre Greenlaw … Coached by Daryl Patton 
… Chose Arkansas over off ers from Texas, Oklahoma, Ole Miss, Mississippi State 
and several others.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 20, 1996 … Son of Jessika O’Grady and the late Larry Marks, who was 
a three-year letterman in men’s basketball at Arkansas from 1988-90 … Recreation 
and sport management major.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Did not appear in any games.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A four-star recruit that was rated as the No. 8 quarterback prospect by Tom 
Lemming … ESPN ranked him as the No. 4 prospect from Missouri and the 
No. 10 quarterback in the nation … Earned the No. 10 ranking among pro-style 
quarterbacks nationally from 247Sports, while Rivals ranked him as the No. 2 
prospect from Missouri and the No. 4 dual-threat quarterback in the country … 
He participated in the 2014 Under Armour All-America Game, finishing 7-of-11 
passing for 71 yards and leading two scoring drives … Led Bolivar High School to 
an undefeated regular season during his senior year … Bolivar won 12 consecutive 
games in 2013, including an 11th-straight Central Ozark Conference championship 
and the Missouri Class 4, District 7 title … The Liberators were the first team to 
go 12-0 in school history, and the quarterfinals were the farthest the team had 
advanced in 11 years … In his senior season, he earned first-team all-state honors 
after he was 127-of-185 passing for 2,294 yards and 16 touchdowns and had 187 
carries for 1,557 rushing yards and 27 touchdowns … Had three additional winning 
seasons at Bolivar, finishing 9-3 his junior year, 9-2 his sophomore year and 8-1 on 
the freshman team … During his junior and sophomore seasons, he was 191-of-288 
passing for 3,696 yards and 38 touchdowns and had 156 carries for 1,040 yards 
and 26 touchdowns … An All-Central Ozarks Conference and all-district selection 
each of his three years as the starter and was also named the Central Ozarks 
Conference MVP … Coached by Lance Roweton … Chose Arkansas after receiving 
numerous off ers, including Auburn, Missouri, Ole Miss and Kentucky … Enrolled in 
January 2014 and participated in spring practices.
PERSONAL
Born on Dec. 5, 1995 … Son of Jack and Rachael Peavey … Management major … 
2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree after making the 2014-15 First-Year 
SEC Academic Honor Roll.
FRESHMAN (2015) 
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Earned four stars according to ESPN, who ranked him the No. 8 player in Arkansas 
and the No. 60 wide receiver in the nation … Rated a three-star prospect by Rivals, 
Scout and 247Sports … Listed as the No. 9 player in the Natural State and No. 55 
wide receiver according to 247Sports … Three-star prospect that ranked No. 8 
in Arkansas and No. 45 nationally at his position by 247Composite, a combined 
index of national recruiting rankings … Ranked No. 10 in the state by Rivals and 
checked in at No. 10 on the Natural 21 by HawgSports.com … Earned Associated 
Press Arkansas Super Team honors at defensive back in 2014 … Named first team 
All-ArkansasVarsity.com at wide receiver as a senior … Recognized twice on the 
Arkansas class 4A all-state team … Was named a finalist for the 4A Off ensive Player 
of the Year … Helped Nashville win its region and advance to the state quarterfinals 
in 2014 … Caught 54 passes for 913 yards (16.9 avg.) and 18 touchdowns as a senior 
… Also played defensive back and posted 45 tackles and eight interceptions … 
As a junior, he hauled in 56 passes for 1,056 yards (18.8 avg.) and 15 touchdowns 
… Recorded 14 tackles, two interceptions and one fumble recovery on defense … 
Coached by Billy Dawson … Also participated in basketball and track and field 
… Chose Arkansas over off ers from Alabama, Auburn, LSU, Ohio State, Ole Miss, 
Nebraska, Louisville and others.
PERSONAL
Born on March 20, 1997 … Son of Michael and Linda Pettway … Criminal justice 
major … Cousin, Kamryn Pettway, is a junior fullback at Auburn … Cousin, D.J. 
Pettway, was a defensive lineman at Alabama from 2011-15. 
RETURNING PLAYERS
84
Redshirt Freshman | Tight End 
6-4 | 251 
Fayetteville, Ark. | Fayetteville HS 85
CHEYENNE O’GRADY
Sophomore | Quarterback 
6-1 | 203 
Bolivar, Mo. | Bolivar HS 2
RAFE PEAVEY
Redshirt Freshman | Wide Receiver 
6-2 | 216 
Nashville, Ark. | Nashville HS 16
LA’MICHAEL PETTWAY
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Named a three-star prospect by 247Sports … Ranked No. 20 in Arkansas in 
HawgSports’ post-season Natural 21 rankings … Ranked the No. 28 Arkansas 
recruit and No. 131 safety in nation by 247Sports … Pegged the No. 127 safety 
and No. 24 prospect in Arkansas by 247Composite, a combined index of national 
recruiting rankings … Logged 114 tackles, including 22 for a loss, and five sacks as 
a senior … Also added one interception, eight pass breakups and one defensive 
touchdown … Appeared at Nike’s The Opening camp where he recorded one of 
the nation’s top scores of 143.00 in the SPARQ competition, which tests prospects 
in speed, agility, power and vertical jumps … Coached by Brad Bolding.
PERSONAL
Born on Oct. 10, 1996 … Son of Tanya Phillips … Journalism major.
FRESHMAN (2015)
Appeared in 10 of 13 games with one start … Collected 10 tackles and posted one 
interception … Finished the season as one of only nine true freshman defensive 
backs in the SEC to record an interception … vs. UT Martin (Oct. 31): Tallied a 
season-high four tackles and started at cornerback in the homecoming win … vs. 
Kansas State (Jan. 2): Sealed the Liberty Bowl win with an interception at the 4:31 
mark in the fourth quarter. 
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star prospect by Rivals, ESPN, Scout and 247Sports … Listed 
as the No. 73 cornerback in the nation by Scout … Pegged the No. 116 cornerback 
and No. 178 recruit in Florida by 247Sports … Earned the No. 119 cornerback 
ranking and the No. 185 prospect in Florida by 247Composite, a combined index 
of national recruiting rankings … ESPN ranked him the No. 192 recruit in Florida 
and No. 120 athlete … Named team MVP and was a finalist for the News-Press 
Defensive Player of the Year in 2014 … Earned second team all-state honors at 
defensive back as chosen by newspaper editors and reporters … Saw action on 
both sides of ball as a senior, tallying 29 total tackles, two interceptions and 16 
pass breakups while hauling in 25 receptions for 410 yards and seven touchdowns 
… In 2014, Island Coast HS won its district and advanced to the 5A Regional Finals, 
finishing the season with a 10-3 record … Coached by Wayne Blair … Selected 
Arkansas over Arizona, Indiana, Michigan State and Louisville.
PERSONAL
Born on Dec. 31, 1995 … Son of Bruce and Linda Wade … Recreation and sport 
management major … Cousin, Tyrell Johnson, is a junior wide receiver at Arizona.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2015 10/1 6 4 10 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-8 0 2
TOTAL 10/1 6 4 10 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-8 0 2
RETURNING PLAYERS
86
Redshirt Freshman | Linebacker 
6-1 | 232
North Little Rock, Ark. | North Little Rock HS 34
TYLER PHILLIPS
Sophomore | Defensive Back  
5-11 | 198  
Fort Myers, Fla. | Island Coast HS 1
RYAN PULLEY
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Started all 13 games at right guard … Allowed two sacks on the season to help Arkansas 
lead the SEC in fewest sacks allowed for the third straight season … Didn’t commit a 
penalty over the final nine games and didn’t allow a sack over the last seven contests … 
Earned an 80 percent off ensive grade or better in six games … Played over 900 snaps at 
right guard to earn an average grade of 78 percent … Totaled 54 knockdowns … Paved 
the way for running back Alex Collins to run for over 1,500 yards and become just the 
third player in SEC history with three straight 1,000-yard campaigns to begin his career … 
Collins tied for the SEC lead with 10 100-yard rushing games, equaling Darren McFadden’s 
program single-season record … Arkansas led the SEC with five 200-yard rushing games 
in league play and had a total of eight on the year … vs. Texas Tech (Sept. 19): Registered 
a career and team-high 10 knockdowns and posted an 85 percent grade as Arkansas put 
together the first of its eight 200-yard rushing performances … vs. No. 14 Texas A&M 
(Sept. 26): Followed 10 knockdown performance with a team-best eight more and an 80 
percent grade … at Tennessee (Oct. 3): Put together third straight game with at least an 
80 percent grade, helping pave the way for 250 yards rushing on 50 carries for Arkansas’ 
first win in Knoxville since 1992 … vs. UT Martin (Oct. 31): Season-best 91 percent grade 
came during an off ensive performance that featured nearly 600 yards of total off ense and 
nine touchdowns … at No. 19 Ole Miss (Nov. 7): Posted an off ensive line grade of 85 
during a career-high 87 snaps, helping Arkansas score 50-plus points for the third straight 
game during its overtime win … at No. 9 LSU (Nov. 14): Put together an 82 percent grade 
with four knockdowns as Arkansas ran for 299 yards on 40 carries, highlighted by TD runs 
of 80 and 69 yards, respectively, for the two longest rushing TDs of the season against LSU.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Saw action in nine contests as a true freshman center … Named to the Coaches All-SEC 
Freshman team and Sporting News All-True Freshman team … Participated in more 
than 200 snaps, averaging a grade of 70 percent and was only flagged twice … Blocked 
for RBs Alex Collins and Jonathan Williams, who were the only FBS teammates to each 
rush for 1,000-plus yards in the 2014 season … Helped protect QB Brandon Allen as the 
off ensive line led the SEC with 14 sacks allowed … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6): Tallied five 
knockdown blocks in the home-opening win … at Texas Tech (Sept. 13): Registered 
three knockdowns, paving the way for Arkansas to post over 400 yards on the ground 
in the non-conference road victory … at No. 1 Mississippi State (Nov. 1): Earned a 
season-high off ensive line grade of 89 percent against the top-ranked Bulldogs.
HIGH SCHOOL
Given four stars from ESPN, Scout and 247Sports … Ranked as the No. 3 prospect from 
Minnesota by ESPN, 247Sports and Rivals … According to 247Sports Composite ranking, 
he had a grade of 89 and was the country’s 24th-best off ensive tackle … One of two 
2014 Army All-American Bowl nominees from Minnesota and also was invited to the 
Off ense-Defense All-American Bowl following his senior season … During his career 
at Chanhassen High School, was twice named all-state, all-metro and all-conference 
… Also played defense and accrued 102 tackles, including 14 sacks, and two fumble 
recoveries … In his senior year, he helped the Storm to a school-record seven-game 
win streak from week three to the quarterfinal round of the sectional playoff s … Played 
basketball and contested the shot put and discus throw and was a captain on all three 
teams … An honor-roll student … Coached by Bill Rosberg … Chose Arkansas over off ers 
from Minnesota, Florida State, Ohio State, Vanderbilt and Wisconsin.
PERSONAL
Born on May 17, 1996 … Son of Jon and Marty Ragnow … Recreation and sport 
management major … 2014-15 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Started 3 of 12 games played … Totaled 35 tackles and one interception … 22 of 
35 tackles were solo stops … Recorded a tackle in 11 of 12 contests … vs. No. 14 
Texas A&M (Sept. 26): Made the first start of his career … Had three tackles and 
broke up two passes … at Tennessee (Oct. 3): Tallied a career-high seven tackles, 
all solo, in his second career start … at No. 8 Alabama (Oct. 10): Earned his third 
straight start … Recorded his first career interception with 2:26 left in the first half, 
which set up a Razorback touchdown three plays later.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman … Earned the special teams scout team award.
HIGH SCHOOL
Three-star prospect according to ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports … Earned a 
scouting grade of 88 and ranked as the No. 28 prospect from Louisiana and the No. 49 
safety in the nation by 247Sports … Rivals ranked him 26th in Louisiana and the No. 
50 cornerback in the country … Named first-team all-state, first-team all-district and 
first-team all-city as a senior after making 88 tackles and 10 interceptions and helping 
Evangel Christian to a 10-2 record that included an undefeated season in district play 
… The Eagles won the District 1-3A championship and advanced to the Division II 
state semifinals … As a junior, he made 76 tackles, four interceptions and 10 pass 
breakups and was a first-team all-state selection … In his sophomore year he recorded 
33 tackles and grabbed two interceptions … Also played basketball and ran track … 
Volunteered with the elderly at nursing homes in Shreveport and earning recognition 
on the Principal’s List for his work in the classroom … Coached by Byron Dawson … 
Chose Arkansas over off ers from LSU, Baylor, Memphis, Southern Miss and Air Force.
PERSONAL
Born on April 22, 1996 … Son of Lakenyo Louis … Recreation and sport management major.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2015 12/3 22 13 35 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-18 0 3
TOTAL 12/3 22 13 35 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-18 0 3
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/0 1 4 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOL 1/0 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TxTECH 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 2
at TEN 1/1 7 0 7 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at ALA 1/1 3 1 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-18 0 0
AUB 1/0 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UTM - DID NOT PLAY –
at MISS 1/0 3 1 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
at LSU 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MSU 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MIZZ 1/0 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs KSU 1/0 1 2 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 12/3 22 13 35 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0 1-18 0 3
RETURNING PLAYERS
88
Sophomore | Defensive Back 
6-2 | 205 
Shreveport, La. | Evangel Christian Academy 9
SANTOS RAMIREZ
Junior | Offensive Line
6-5 | 319 
Chanhassen, Minn. | Chanhassen HS 72
FRANK RAGNOW
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
FRESHMAN (2014)
Appeared in seven games on defense and special teams, and started once as a true 
freshman… Accrued eight tackles, including 0.5 for a loss… vs. Northern Illinois 
(Sept. 20): Earned first start and recorded two tackles in the non-conference rout of 
the Huskies … vs. No. 7 Georgia (Oct. 18): Tallied two solo tackles … vs. UAB (Oct. 
25): Posted a career-high four tackles and 0.5 for a loss in the homecoming win.
HIGH SCHOOL
Played cornerback, safety, linebacker and defensive end in high school … ESPN, 
Rivals and 247 Composite rated him with three stars … Registered 83 tackles, 
including 34 for loss with 25 sacks, and four forced fumbles to help lead Dillard 
to eight wins in 2013, an undefeated mark in conference play and a spot in the 
regional semifinal round of the Florida 6A state playoff s … Helped the Panthers 
to six wins and the regional quarterfinal round of the state playoff s during junior 
season … Coached at Dillard by Lorenzo Davis … Chose Arkansas over off ers from 
Kentucky, North Carolina State, Cincinnati, Rutgers and Illinois.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 7, 1995 ... son of Anna Enewetoks … Recreation and sport 
management major.
JUNIOR (2015)
Burst onto the scene after the first month of the season … Started 6 of 12 games played … 
Scored a touchdown in six straight games, including all four SEC road games … Finished 
third on the team in receptions (28) and receiving yards (535) … Found the end zone 
seven times, including six TDs through the air … Finished second in the SEC in yards per 
reception (19.11), good for 19th nationally … Tied for second in the SEC with four catches 
of 50+ yards … Ran for 20 or more yards after the catch on four of his six TD receptions … 
Turned 21 of his 28 receptions into first downs … Recorded a catch in each of the final 10 
games of the season … Returned 10 kickoff s for 222 yards, all of which came over the final 
four games … at Tennessee (Oct. 3): Turned his lone reception into a 33-yard touchdown 
that included 22 yards after the catch … at No. 8 Alabama (Oct. 10): Had three grabs 
for 77 yards, highlighted by a 54-yard TD … vs. Auburn (Oct. 24): Extended TD streak 
to three games with a 11-yard run for a score to go along with four catches for 47 yards 
… vs. UT Martin (Oct. 31): Hauled in Brandon Allen’s longest pass of the year, a 71-yard 
touchdown … at No. 19 Ole Miss (Nov. 7): Set season-highs for receptions (7), receiving 
yards (105) and touchdown receptions (2) … Final TD grab came with 53 seconds left in 
the fourth quarter to force overtime … at No. 9 LSU (Nov. 14): Turned a three-yard grab 
into a 52-yard touchdown to extend his TD streak to six games … Finished with three 
catches for 83 yards and had a season-best 40-yard kickoff  return … vs. Mississippi 
State (Nov. 21): Put together second straight game with over 160 all-purpose yards 
thanks to 104 yards on kickoff  returns and two receptions for 58 yards.
REDSHIRT SOPHOMORE AT COFFEYVILLE CC (2014)
A four-star recruit by ESPN and 247Sports … Ranked No. 25 in the ESPN JC50 and 
the No. 6 junior college wide receiver in the nation by ESPN … 247Sports ranked 
him No. 28 among all junior college players and the No. 4 junior college wide 
receiver … A three-star prospect by Rivals and Scout … Listed as the No. 46 junior 
college player by Scout … Coached by Aaron Flores … Selected Arkansas over 
off ers from Auburn, Florida, Texas, Oklahoma, Arizona State and others … Helped 
lead Coff eyville to a 9-3 record and a berth in the Heart of Texas Bowl … Named 
NJCAA All-American honorable mention in 2014 … Earned first team All-Jayhawk 
Conference honors and was named team MVP … Led the team in receptions (61), 
receiving yards (1,157) and receiving touchdowns (18) … Set the school record for 
receiving yards and touchdown receptions … at Iowa Western CC (Aug. 30):
Set season highs with 10 receptions for 189 yards (18.9 avg.) and also caught two 
touchdowns … vs. Iowa Central CC (Sept. 27): Caught eight passes for 148 yards 
(18.5 avg.) and three touchdowns … vs. Highland CC (Oct. 25): Hauled in seven 
passes for 143 yards (20.4 avg.) including a season-high four touchdown receptions.
SOPHOMORE AT COFFEYVILLE CC (2013)
Redshirted at Coff eyville (Kan.) CC.
FRESHMAN AT COFFEYVILLE CC (2012)
Earned second team All-Jayhawk Conference honors as a true freshman … Led the 
team in receptions (46), receiving yards (813) and receiving touchdowns (10) … His 
starting quarterback was former Razorback tight end AJ Derby … at Hutchinson 
CC (Nov. 4): Tied the single-game school record with 13 receptions and also 
totaled 184 receiving yards and two touchdowns.
HIGH SCHOOL
A two-star prospect coming out of high school and the No. 25 player in Arkansas 
according to 247Sports … Finished his career with 2,186 receiving yards and 26 
touchdown receptions, both school records … Helped Fairview reach the Arkansas 
class 5A state semifinals in 2011 … Recorded 46 receptions for 1,070 yards and 14 
touchdowns as a senior … The 14 touchdowns were the most in a single season in 
school history … Set the school record with 1,116 receiving yards as a junior in 2010 … 
Also participated in track and field and triple jumped 49 feet … Coached by Buck James
PERSONAL
Born on Aug. 1, 1993 … Son of Dewayne and Alice Reed … Sociology major.
CAREER STATS
 RECEIVING RUSHING KICK RETURN
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG RET YDS TD LNG
2015 12/6 28 535 19.1 6 71 4 24 6.0 1 11 10 222 0 40
TOTAL 12/6 28 535 19.1 6 71 4 24 6.0 1 11 10 222 0 40
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 RECEIVING RUSHING KICK RETURN
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG RET YDS TD LNG
UTEP 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOL - DID NOT PLAY –
TxTECH 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/0 2 9 4.5 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
at TEN 1/0 1 33 33.0 1 33 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
at ALA 1/0 3 77 25.7 1 54 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AUB 1/1 4 47 11.8 0 19 3 25 8.3 1 11 0 0 0 0
UTM 1/1 1 71 71.0 1 71 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
at MISS 1/0 7 105 15.0 2 24 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 3 83 27.7 1 52 0 0 0.0 0 0 3 79 0 40
MSU 1/1 2 58 29.0 0 52 1 -1 -1.0 0 0 5 104 0 35
MIZZ 1/1 4 37 9.3 0 15 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
vs KSU 1/1 1 15 15.0 0 15 0 0 0.0 0 0 2 39 0 23
TOTAL 12/6 28 535 19.1 6 71 4 24 6.0 1 11 10 222 0 40
RETURNING PLAYERS
90
Senior | Wide Receiver 
6-3 | 175 | Camden, Ark. 
Camden Fairview HS/Coffeyville CC [Kan.] 3
DOMINIQUE REED
Sophomore | Linebacker  
6-4 | 228 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. | Dillard HS 10
RANDY RAMSEY
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Did not appear in any games.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Did not appear in any games.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Had a game-winning interception against Mansfield Legacy and recorded his first 
touchdown against Plano West his senior year … During the year, he compiled 
88 tackles, including 46 solo, two pass breakups, one forced fumble and two 
interceptions … Had 116 tackles, one pass breakup, one forced fumble and one 
interception in his junior season … Was given the Distinguished Student award 
for McKinney Independent School District senior year … Coached by Jeff  Smith.
PERSONAL
Born on Dec. 27, 1994 … Son of Eric and Kathy Reynolds … Mechanical engineering 
major … Two-time Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree (2014, 15).
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Saw action in all 13 games and started each of the last five contests … Finished 
seventh on the team in tackles with 44 … 22 of 44 tackles were solo stops … Made 
one interception and broke up three passes … Totaled 33 tackles, including two 
double-digit performances, since being inserted into the starting lineup at Ole 
Miss … at No. 19 Ole Miss (Nov. 7): Notched a career-high 10 tackles in his first 
career start … vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 21): Matched a career-high in tackles 
with 10 … Pulled down his first career interception and broke up a career-high 
three passes.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Appeared in all 13 contests in sub packages and on special teams … Posted 
eight tackles and one quarterback hurry on the year … at Texas Tech (Sept. 13): 
Recorded a pair of tackles in the non-conference road win … vs. Northern Illinois 
(Sept. 6): Posted two tackles against the Huskies.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Recorded more than 2,000 all-purpose yards and 17 touchdowns off ensively, while 
also adding eight interceptions playing defense as a senior … Showed his speed 
while playing wide receiver, quarterback, running back, safety and returner of 
both punts and kickoff s for Jacksonville High School as a senior … Tallied more 
than 1,000 all-purpose yards and nine touchdowns on off ense as a junior, plus 
seven interceptions on defense … A two year all-state athlete, he was named to 
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette’s 2012-13 All-Arkansas Preps team and earned first-
team all-conference recognition three times … Competed in basketball, baseball 
and track while at Jacksonville … Coached by Rick Russell.
PERSONAL
Born on Nov. 4, 1994 … Son of Kevin and Sanci Richardson … Sociology major.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2014 13/0 5 3 8 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
2015 13/5 22 22 44 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-0 0 3
TOTAL 26/5 27 25 52 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-0 1 3
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/0 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOL 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TxTECH 1/0 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TEN 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at ALA 1/0 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
AUB 1/0 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UTM 1/0 1 3 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MISS 1/1 7 3 10 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 2 5 7 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MSU 1/1 6 4 10 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-0 0 3
MIZZ 1/1 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs KSU 1/1 3 2 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/5 22 22 44 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0 1-0 0 3
RETURNING PLAYERS
92
Junior | Linebacker 
6-1 | 211 
McKinney, Texas | McKinney HS 47
MATT REYNOLDS
Junior | Defensive Back 
6-0 | 178 
Jacksonville, Ark. | Jacksonville HS 30
KEVIN RICHARDSON II
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
SOPHOMORE (2015)
Played in all 13 games … Totaled 15 tackles, including 3.0 for loss, and one sack ... 
vs. UTEP (Sept. 5): Recorded a career-high three tackles … vs. No. 14 Texas A&M 
(Sept. 26): Picked up his first career sack … at No. 19 Ole Miss (Nov. 7): Had two 
tackles, highlighted by a big stop on third-and-1 at the end of third quarter that led 
to an early fourth quarter lead for Arkansas.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2014)
Saw action in 12 contests … Collected three tackles on the season … vs. No. 10 
Georgia (Oct. 18): Posted a season-high two tackles.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
The backbone for St. Xavier High School his sophomore through senior seasons 
where the Tigers were state-runner up three years in a row … Ranked by 
Maxpreps.com as the No. 4 defensive end in the state of Kentucky … Collected 
many accolades throughout career at St. Xavier including being named all-state 
and all-district three years straight … Named US Army All-American alternate his 
senior season, played in the Kentucky-Tennessee Border Bowl and was named 
Defensive MVP of the Best of the Bluegrass All-Star Game.
PERSONAL
Born on July 21, 1995 … Son of Karl and Lora Roesler … Grandfather Karl Roesler 
started for three years as a center at Notre Dame … Father Karl Roseler Jr., also 
played football for Notre Dame … Uncle played baseball for the Cincinnati Reds … 
Pre-business major … Two-time Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree (2014, 15).
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2015 13/0 4 11 15 3.0-18 1.0-9 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/0 4 11 15 3.0-18 1.0-9 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
FRESHMAN (2015)
Saw action in three contests … Did not record any statistics.
HIGH SCHOOL
An early enrollee who was a four-star prospect ranked as the fourth-best center 
in the nation by Scout … Earned a four-star rating and named the No. 32 off ensive 
guard by ESPN … Rivals listed him as a three star prospect and the No. 50 recruit 
in Texas … Earned three stars and was pegged the No. 26 off ensive guard and 
No. 50 Texas prospect by 247Composite, a combined index of national recruiting 
rankings … 247Sports rated him as a three-star prospect, the No. 27 off ensive 
guard and No. 50 recruit in Texas … As a junior, he helped Hebron HS advance to 
the second round of the Texas Class 5A Division II playoff s … Part of an off ensive 
line that paved the way for Hawk running back Treyvon Hughes to rush for 1,445 
yards in 2013 … Coached by Brian Brazil … Also participated in track and field … 
Enrolled early and will participate in team activities during the spring semester … 
Selected Arkansas over Baylor, Oklahoma, Texas, Texas Tech and UCLA.
PERSONAL
Born on Dec. 23, 1996 … Son of Randy and Kellie Rogers … Criminal justice major 
… 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Played in 12 games, mostly on special teams … Made one start … Recorded five 
tackles on special teams … vs. Auburn (Oct. 24): Started at wide receiver, but did 
not record any statistics. 
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Attended North High School in Edmond, Oklahoma … Broke nearly every receiving 
record in two seasons under head coach Scott Burger … Totaled 64 receptions 
for 913 yards and nine touchdowns as a senior, earning all-district most valuable 
player and all-conference honors … Holds the school record for most receiving 
yards in a season (913), in a game (168) and most touchdown receptions in a 
season (9) … Named All-Edmond Off ensive Player of the Year by the Edmond Sun, 
team MVP and first team Big-All City by The Oklahoman … As a junior, tallied 30 
receptions for 634 yards and scored eight touchdowns.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 11, 1995 … Son of John and Faith Rossi … Journalism major … 2015 
Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree.
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Junior | Defensive Lineman 
6-1 | 256 
Louisville, Ky. | Saint Xavier HS 96
KARL ROESLER
Sophomore | Wide Receiver 
5-11 | 197 
Edmond, Okla. | North HS 82
LUKE ROSSI
Sophomore | Offensive Lineman 
6-1 | 306 
Carrollton, Texas | Hebron HS 75
ZACH ROGERS
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
JUNIOR (2015)
» Coaches All-SEC second team
» ESPN.com All-SEC team
» Athlon All-SEC second team
» Associated Press All-SEC second team
» Phil Steele All-SEC third team
» SEC Off ensive Lineman of the Week (Nov. 16)
Started all 13 games at right tackle … Finished second on the team with a 83 
percent off ensive grade over 900 snaps … Earned a 80 percent grade or better 
in a team-best 12 games, including the final seven … Graded the highest on the 
off ensive line four times … Helped the Arkansas off ensive line lead the SEC in 
fewest sacks allowed for the third straight year … Didn’t commit a penalty over 
the final nine games … Had 53 knockdowns with four of top five totals coming 
in SEC action … Paved the way for running back Alex Collins to run for over 
1,500 yards and become just the third player in SEC history with three straight 
1,000-yard campaigns to begin his career … Collins tied for the SEC lead with 10 
100-yard rushing games, equaling Darren McFadden’s program single-season 
record … Arkansas led the SEC with five 200-yard rushing games in league play and 
had a total of eight on the year … vs. Texas Tech (Sept. 19): Had eight knockdowns 
and posted an 86 percent grade as Arkansas put together the first of its eight 200-
yard rushing performances … at Tennessee (Oct. 3): Produced a team-high 10 
knock downs and sixth straight 80 percent-plus grade, helping pave the way for 
250 yards rushing on 50 carries for Arkansas’ first win in Knoxville since 1992 … 
vs. Auburn (Oct. 24): Earned a season and team-best 90 percent grade with eight 
knockdowns as Arkansas had over 200 yards on the ground and in the air en route 
to seven touchdowns in a win … at No. 9 LSU (Nov. 14): Team-best 86 percent grade 
with five knockdowns as Arkansas ran for 299 yards on 40 carries, highlighted by 
TD runs of 80 and 69 yards, respectively, for the two longest rushing TDs of the 
season against LSU … Named SEC Off ensive Lineman of the Week on Nov. 16.
SOPHOMORE (2014)
» Associated Press All-SEC honorable mention
Appeared and started in all 13 contests at left tackle … Participated in more than 
700 snaps and recorded a blocked kick … Led the off ensive line with a grade of 
80 percent in more than 50 snaps … Blocked for RBs Alex Collins and Jonathan 
Williams, who were the only FBS teammates to each rush for 1,000-plus yards in 
the 2014 season … Helped protect QB Brandon Allen as the off ensive line led the 
SEC with 14 sacks allowed … at Texas Tech (Sept. 13): Earned SEC Off ensive 
Lineman of the Week after he recorded a season-high 10 knockdowns as the 
Razorbacks posted over 400 rushing yards in the road win … vs. No. 7 Alabama 
(Oct. 11): Graded out at a season-high tying 84 percent off ensive grade … vs. 
No. 20 LSU (Nov. 15): Posted seven knockdowns and didn’t allow a sack in the 
Razorbacks’ shutout over the Tigers … vs. No. 17 Missouri (Nov. 29): Recorded 
a blocked kick.
FRESHMAN (2013)
Played in all 12 games and started the last eight at off ensive guard and blocked a 
school-record three field goal attempts … Named a Freshman All-American after 
blocking as Alex Collins became the second freshman in school history and 10th 
true freshman in SEC history to rush for 1,000 yards … The only player in the SEC 
and one of eight nationally to have at least three blocked kicks … His blocked 
field goals total tied for the 2nd-highest single-season total in SEC history and 
for the 8th-highest single-season total in NCAA history … Only 22 teams in the 
country had more blocked kicks, including punts, than Skipper … The off ensive 
line also allowed the Razorbacks to produce eight individual 100-yard rushing 
performances and rush for more than 200 yards as a team nine times … Alex Collins 
and Jonathan Williams became the second Razorback duo to each reach at least 
900 rushing yards in one season, joining Darren McFadden and Felix Jones from 
2006 and 2007 … The off ensive line also broke the single-season school record by 
only allowing 8.0 sacks … Arkansas led the SEC and tied for second in the NCAA 
with an average of 0.67 sacks allowed per game … The Razorbacks’ average of 
one sack allowed for every 37.63 pass attempts was the best in the conference 
and seventh in the nation …  vs. Texas A&M (Sept. 28): Made the first start of his 
career and helped the off ense gain 483 yards … vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 23): 
Started at guard as the Razorbacks rushed for 225 yards and also blocked a field 
goal, his third blocked kick of the season, a school record.
HIGH SCHOOL
Rated as the No. 32 off ensive tackle in the country by Scout, the No. 4 prospect in 
Colorado and the No. 46 off ensive tackle in the country by Rivals, and the state’s 
No. 5 prospect and the country’s 47th off ensive tackle by 247Sports … Earned 5A 
all-state recognition as a senior, helping Ralston Valley High School average 35.8 
points per game while advancing to the semifinal round of the state playoff s, and 
after the season was selected to play in the Off ense-Defense All-American Bowl … 
His junior season, the Mustangs put together a 10-2 record and advanced to the 
quarterfinal round of the state playoff s … A member of student government all four 
years in high school, where he contributed more than 100 hours of community 
service and served his senior year as student body president … A member of 
the National Honor Society and volunteered for a program to mentor incoming 
freshmen … Coached by Matt Loyd … Received numerous scholarship off ers and 
chose Arkansas over Ole Miss, Tennessee, Ohio State and Michigan.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 20, 1994 … Son of Ken and Brigid Skipper … Biology major … Two-
time Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree (2014, 15) after making the 2013-14 
First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Senior | Offensive Lineman 
6-10 | 319 
Arvada, Colo. | Ralston Valley HS 70
DAN SKIPPER
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Named a three-star recruit by Rivals, ESPN, Scout and 247Sports … Pegged the 
No. 69 strong-side defensive end, No. 148 prospect in Georgia by 247Composite, 
a combined index of national recruiting rankings … Listed as the No. 134 and No. 
142 defensive end by Scout and ESPN, respectively … Earned first team all-region 
honors in 2014 … Transferred from North Stanly HS in New London, North Carolina 
to Colquitt County HS before his senior campaign … As a senior, he helped Colquitt 
County to a Class 6A state title after an undefeated 15-0 season … Posted 46 total 
tackles, 17 quarterback hurries, 15 tackles for loss and four sacks as a senior … 
Earned all-state, all-conference and all-county honors as a junior at North Stanly 
HS … Tallied 45 tackles, six sacks and three fumble recoveries in 2013 … Coached 
by Rush Propst … Also competed in basketball, cross country and track and field 
… Finished top 10 in the shot put at the state track meet in 2013 … Member of the 
National Honor Society … Chose the Razorbacks over Missouri, Vanderbilt, North 
Carolina, Wake Forest and others.
PERSONAL
Born on April 19, 1997 … Son of Frederick and Avis Smith … Accounting major … 
Cousin, Trelonnie Owens, was an all-ACC basketball player at Wake Forest in the 
1990s … 2015-16 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Played at Fayetteville High School in Fayetteville, Arkansas … Coached by Daryl Patton.
PERSONAL
Born on Nov. 4, 1997 … Son of Jeff  and Sarah Sone … Is interested in pursuing a 
career as a sports agent.
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Redshirt Freshman | Offensive Lineman 
6-2 | 277 
Fayetteville, Ark. | Fayetteville HS 61
COOPER SONE
Redshirt Freshman | Defensive Lineman 
6-3 | 285 
Moultrie, Ga. | Colquitt County HS 52
T.J. SMITH
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
JUNIOR (2015)
Led all SEC tight ends with six receiving touchdowns, good for a tie for ninth in the 
FBS … Finished with 27 receptions for 389 yards … Equaled the program single-
game record and tied for the most touchdowns by an FBS tight end in 2015 with 
three against Mississippi State … All six touchdowns came over the final seven 
games of the season … Ranked 12th among FBS tight ends with at least 20 catches 
with 14.4 yards per reception average … Hauled in a catch in 10 of 13 games … 
Had 16 receptions of at least 10 yards, including seven of 20 yards or more … vs. 
UTEP (Sept. 5): Hauled in two receptions for 60 yards, highlighted a season-long 
42-yard catch … at No. 8 Alabama (Oct. 10): Led Arkansas with four receptions 
for 41 yards … vs. Auburn (Oct. 24): Scored first career touchdown on a 23-yard 
pass in the second quarter and had a clutch catch for a two-point conversion in 
the third overtime … vs. UT Martin (Oct. 31): Made it two straight games with a 
touchdown, hauling in QB Austin Allen’s first career TD on a 35-yard pass in the 
fourth quarter … vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 21): Caught a career-high six passes 
while becoming just the second player in program history with three touchdown 
receptions in an SEC game … Scored a touchdown in the second, third and fourth 
quarters … vs. Kansas State (Jan. 2): Finished with four catches for a career-high 
81 yards and a touchdown, including grabs of 41 and 20 yards, respectively … Last 
reception of the season was a six-yard touchdown.
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Participated in all 13 contests at tight end and on special teams … Recorded 84 
receiving yards on seven catches and one touchdown … Also led the special teams 
with nine tackles … vs. Northern Illinois (Sept. 20): Notched one reception for 16 
yards in the non-conference victory … vs. No. 6 Texas A&M (Sept. 27): Registered 
one reception for 13 yards … vs. UAB (Oct. 25): Recorded first career touchdown 
in Arkansas’ homecoming win over the Blazers … vs. No. 20 LSU (Nov. 15): Caught 
one reception for a season-long 17 yards in the shutout win over the Tigers.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2013)
Saw action in all 12 games and started twice … Caught four passes for 68 yards and 
gained one yard on one rush … vs. Louisiana (Aug. 31): Made collegiate debut in 
Arkansas’ season-opening win and contributed 22 receiving yards on two catches 
… vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 23): Hauled in a career-long, 44-yard reception.
FRESHMAN (2012)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A versatile two-way standout for White Hall, playing tight end and defensive end 
… Ranked as the No. 5 overall prospect in Arkansas and the 15th-best tight end in 
the country by 247Sports and as the No. 7 overall prospect in the state by Rivals 
… Caught 45 passes for 841 yards and six touchdowns and made 92 tackles, 
including 14 sacks, in helping the Bulldogs win the 2011 5A Southeast Conference 
championship and reach their first state semifinal in 20 years … Named to the 2011 
Arkansas Super Team by the Associated Press and was a three-sport All-Southeast 
Arkansas selection by The Commercial, being honored in football, basketball and 
baseball … Selected to play in the 2012 Arkansas High School Association All-Star 
Game … Tallied 73 tackles, 25 for loss with 15 sacks as a junior and also made 10 
catches for 227 yards and three touchdowns … Coached by Mike Vaughn … Chose 
Arkansas over Mississippi State, Purdue, Kansas and Louisville.
PERSONAL
Born Aug. 10, 1994 … Son of Billy and Shelia Sprinkle … Brother, Daniel, is a pitcher 
at Auburn ... Brother, Aaron, was an off ensive lineman at Ouachita Baptist … 
Earned his undergraduate degree in recreation and sport management in May 
2016 … Two-time Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree (2013, ’14).
CAREER STATS
 RECEIVING RUSHING
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
2013 12/2 4 68 17.0 0 44 1 1 1.0 0 1
2014 13/0 7 84 12.0 1 17 0 0 0.0 0 0
2015 13/7 27 389 14.4 6 42 1 4 4.0 0 4
TOTAL 38/9 38 541 14.2 7 44 2 5 2.5 0 4
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 RECEIVING RUSHING
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
UTEP 1/1 2 60 30.0 0 42 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOL 1/1 1 5 5.0 0 5 0 0 0.0 0 0
TxTECH 1/1 1 11 11.0 0 11 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 2 15 7.5 0 11 0 0 0.0 0 0
at TEN 1/1 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
at ALA 1/1 4 41 10.3 0 21 0 0 0.0 0 0
AUB 1/0 1 23 23.0 1 23 0 0 0.0 0 0
UTM 1/1 2 67 33.5 1 35 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MISS 1/0 4 39 9.8 0 12 0 0 0.0 0 0
at LSU 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
MSU 1/0 6 47 7.8 3 19 0 0 0.0 0 0
MIZZ 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs KSU 1/0 4 81 20.3 1 41 1 4 4.0 0 4
TOTAL 13/7 27 389 14.4 6 42 1 4 4.0 0 4
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 RECEIVING RUSHING
 GS REC YDS AVG TD LNG ATT YDS AVG TD LNG
at AUB 1/0 1 10 10.0 0 10 0 0 0.0 0 0
NICH 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
at TxTECH 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
NIU 1/0 1 16 16.0 0 16 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/0 1 13 9.0 0 13 0 0 0.0 0 0
ALA 1/0 1 6 6.0 0 6 0 0 0.0 0 0
UGA 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
UAB 1/0 1 15 15.0 1 15 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MSU 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
LSU 1/0 1 17 17.0 0 17 0 0 0.0 0 0
MISS 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MIZZ 1/0 1 7 7.0 0 7 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TEX 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOTAL 13/0 7 84 12.0 1 17 0 0 0.0 0 0
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Senior | Tight End 
6-6 | 256 
White Hall, Ark. | White Hall HS 83
JEREMY SPRINKLE
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star recruit by Rivals, ESPN, Scout and 247Sports … ESPN 
listed him as the No. 9 prospect in Arkansas and the No. 67 wide receiver in the 
nation … Scout ranked him as the No. 71 wide receiver in the country and No. 
2 wide out in the Natural State … Listed as the No. 10 recruit in Arkansas and 
the No. 90 wide receiver nationally by 247Sports … Earned a three-star rating by 
247Composite, a combined index of national recruiting rankings … Ranked as the 
No. 12 player in the Natural 21 by HawgSports.com … Named to the Associated 
Press Arkansas Super Team as a defensive back in 2014 … Earned all-state honors 
in Arkansas Class 4A region 3 … Named All-ArkansasVarsity.com second team at 
wide receiver … Helped Highland win its third district title in four years in 2014 … 
Broke the 1,000-yard plateau as a senior with 49 receptions for 1,005 yards (20.5 
avg.) and 11 touchdowns as a senior … Also made 42 tackles, three interceptions 
and forced a fumble on defense … Caught 36 passes for 757 yards (21.0 avg.) and 
eight touchdowns in 2013 … Totaled 42 tackles and six interceptions as a junior 
… Coached by Spencer Hill … Also participated in track and field … Won the state 
championship in the triple jump in 2014 … Chose Arkansas over Oregon, Ole Miss 
and Louisville among others.
PERSONAL
Born on May 23, 1997 … Son of Chrissy Stewart … Recreation and sport 
management major.
FRESHMAN (2015)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
An early enrollee who was a consensus four-star prospect by Rivals, ESPN, 
Scout and 247Sports … Was the No. 6 pro-style quarterback in the nation, No. 3 
player in Arkansas and No. 165 in the Rivals250 according to Rivals … 247Sports 
ranks him the No. 9 pro-style quarterback, No. 3 player in Arkansas and No. 236 
overall prospect in the Top247 … Ranked the No. 4 player in Arkansas and No. 
16 quarterback in the nation by Scout … ESPN listed him as the No. 7 player in 
Arkansas and No. 19 pocket passer quarterback in the country … HawgSports.com 
ranked him at No. 3 in the Natural 21 … Led Charleston to back-to-back perfect 
seasons and Arkansas Class 3A state championships, earning State Championship 
MVP as both a junior and senior … Also won a state championship as a freshman 
linebacker in 2011 … Ended his career with 29 consecutive wins … Finished his 
varsity career with 12,856 passing yards and 154 touchdown passes … The 12,856 
passing yards ranks third in Arkansas all-time and the 154 touchdown passes is 
the second-most by any player in state history … Became just the eighth player in 
Arkansas high school history to pass for over 10,000 career yards, joining former 
Razorback quarterback Brandon Allen on the list … Also ranks among Arkansas’ 
all-time high school leaders with 897 completions (2nd), 1,370 pass attempts 
(3rd) and a 66.0 completion percentage (3rd) … Named to the 2015 Parade All-
American First Team at quarterback … Earned back-to-back Gatorade Arkansas 
Football Player of the Year and Wendy’s High School Football Player of the Year 
honors for Arkansas … Named MaxPreps Mr. Football for the state of Arkansas and 
earned MaxPreps Small School All-American first team honors … Recognized as 
the 2014 winner of the Landers Award, given to the state’s best prep football player 
… Named to the 3A all-state team three consecutive years … Earned Farm Bureau 
Insurance 3A Off ensive Player of the Year and the Arkansas Democrat Gazette’s 
Outstanding Player of the Year … Finished his senior season completing 294 of 447 
passes (65.7 percent), for 4,159 yards and 53 touchdowns while adding 724 rushing 
yards and 20 rushing touchdowns … Totaled 73 touchdowns as a senior, the fourth-
most in a single season in state history … Went 268-of-408 (65.6 percent) passing 
for 4,241 yards and 52 touchdowns as a junior … Also rushed for 180 yards and six 
touchdowns in 2013 … Started as a sophomore and completed 328 of 503 passes 
(65.2 percent) for 4,397 yards and 48 touchdowns and rushed for 316 yards and 
seven touchdowns … Coached by Greg Kendrick … Also was an all-state basketball 
and baseball player … Chose Arkansas over off ers from Alabama, Auburn, Louisville 
and others.
PERSONAL
Born on May 29, 1996 … Son of Shane and Dianna Storey … Kinesiology major 
… Cousin, Carrie Parker, lettered in women’s basketball for the Razorbacks from 
1994-97 … 2015 Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree.
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Redshirt Freshman | Wide Receiver 
5-11 | 164 
Hardy, Ark. | Highland HS 13
DEON STEWART
Redshirt Freshman | Quarterback 
6-2 | 212 
Charleston, Ark. | Charleston HS 5
TY STOREY
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SOPHOMORE (2015)
Played in all 13 games and made 10 starts … Started each of the last four contests 
… Finished fourth on the team and second among defensive backs in tackles with 
55 … 43 of 55 tackles were solo stops, good for fourth most on the team … Tallied 
4.0 tackles for loss … Ranked second on the team in pass breakups with eight … 
Hauled in one interception … Had four or more tackles in 8 of 13 contests … vs. 
UTEP (Sept. 5): Opened the season with four tackles, including 2.0 for loss, and 
an interception in the third quarter … vs. Toledo (Sept. 12): Collected a career-
high eight tackles, including 1.0 for loss, and broke up a career-high two passes 
… vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 21): Credited with a career-high tying eight tackles.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Appeared in 11 contests with one start at cornerback as a true freshman … Registered 
18 tackles and a sack … Tallied two interceptions for 46 yards and one pass breakup 
… at Texas Tech (Sept. 13): Totaled three tackles and one interception in the non-
conference win over the Red Raiders … vs. Northern Illinois (Sept. 20): Posted 
three tackles and a pass breakup in the victory … vs. No. 7 Alabama (Oct. 11): Served 
as the primary defender for Heisman finalist Amari Cooper, limiting him to only two 
receptions for 22 yards … vs. No. 10 Georgia (Oct. 18): Recorded a pair of tackles 
and a sack for a loss of four yards … vs. Texas (Dec. 29): Returned an interception 
46 yards in the Razorbacks’ AdvoCare V100 Texas Bowl victory over the Longhorns.
HIGH SCHOOL
A four-star with a scout grade of 90 and ranked as the No. 18 prospect from 
Louisiana and the No. 27 cornerback in the country by 247Sports … Rivals ranked 
him as the No. 20 recruit from Louisiana and the nation’s 42nd-best cornerback 
… Part of the Archbishop Rummel team that claimed back-to-back Division I state 
championships in 2012 and 2013 … Made 10 interceptions in high school, including 
interceptions to clinch consecutive three-point victories in the quarterfinal and 
semifinal rounds of the state playoff s as a senior … Made 25 tackles and two 
interceptions, earning All-District 9-5A honors as a junior … Also played basketball 
and helped team advance to the state quarterfinals his junior season … Recorded 
42 tackles with three interceptions as a sophomore … An honor-roll student and 
volunteered at the local Senior Center… Coached by Jay Roth … Chose Arkansas 
after receiving numerous off ers, including Oklahoma, Nebraska, Arizona State, 
Kentucky and Louisville.
PERSONAL
Born on Oct. 21, 1996 … Son of Henry and Patricia Toliver … Recreation and sport 
management major.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2014 11/4 11 7 18 1.0-4 1.0-4 0 0-0 2-46 0 1
2015 13/10 43 12 55 4.0-14 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-12 0 8
TOTAL 24/14 54 19 73 5.0-18 1.0-4 0 0-0 3-58 0 9
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/0 4 0 4 2.0-7 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-12 0 0
TOL 1/1 5 3 8 1.0-3 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 2
TxTECH 1/1 1 2 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/1 3 0 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TEN 1/1 5 1 6 1.0-4 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
at ALA 1/0 5 0 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
AUB 1/1 2 2 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UTM 1/1 4 0 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MISS 1/0 3 0 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 4 1 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 2
MSU 1/1 5 3 8 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MIZZ 1/1 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
vs KSU 1/1 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
TOTAL 13/10 43 12 55 4.0-14 0.0-0 0 0 1-12 0 8
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
at AUB 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
NICH 1/0 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TxTECH 1/1 3 0 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-0 0 0
NIU 1/0 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
vs TAMU 1/1 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
ALA 1/1 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UGA 1/1 1 1 2 1.0-4 1.0-4 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UAB - DID NOT PLAY –
at MSU - DID NOT PLAY –
LSU 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MISS 1/0 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MIZZ 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TEX 1/0 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 1-46 0 0
TOTAL 11/4 11 7 18 1.0-4 1.0-4 0 0-0 2-46 0 1
FRESHMAN (FALL 2015)
Transferred to Arkansas … Redshirted as a true freshman.
FRESHMAN AT SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (SPRING 2015)
Enrolled at USC in the spring of 2015 after graduating a semester early from high school.
HIGH SCHOOL
A four-star prospect from Thousand Oaks, California … Was the No. 79 overall recruit in 
the country, the No. 6 pro-style quarterback, and the No. 14 player in the state of California 
per 247Sports … Ranked the No. 124 player in the nation, No. 10 overall quarterback, No. 
24 player in the region and No. 15 player in California by ESPN … Earned an 83 grade 
from ESPN … Made 2014 Prep Star All-American Dream Team, Cal-Hi Sports All-State 
third team, Tacoma News Tribune Western 100, Orange County Register Fab 15 second 
team, Ventura County Star All-County and All-Marmonte League first team as a senior 
quarterback at St. Bonaventure High … Completed 192 of 290 passes for 2,639 yards and 
28 touchdowns with just three interceptions in 2014 … Did not throw an interception in 
his first eight games … Was Cal-Hi Sports All-State Junior third team, All-County, All-CIF 
and All-League while throwing for 2,500 yards and 30 touchdowns as a junior in 2013 … 
Made Cal-Hi Sports All-State Sophomore first team in 2012 … Threw for 2,040 yards with 
76 touchdowns during his three-year career as a starter … Received off ers from USC, 
Alabama, Florida State, Georgia, Miami (FL) and others.
PERSONAL
Born on June 26, 1996 … Son of Rick and Mimi Town … Communication major … Dad 
played football and baseball at St. Mary’s College … Has a younger brother, Ryan.
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Junior | Defensive Back 
6-1 | 185 
Marrero, La. | Archbishop Rummel HS 5
HENRE’ TOLIVER
Redshirt Freshman | Quarterback  
6-3 | 214 
Thousand Oaks, Calif. | St. Bonaventure HS/USC 9
RICKY TOWN
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
JUNIOR (2015)
Earned a sixth year of eligibility from the NCAA and SEC prior to the start of the 
season after his first two seasons were cut short due to injury … Participated in 
nine contests and started once … His 90 carries, 394 yards and six touchdowns 
were each career season highs and ranked second on the team … Played in each 
of the first two games before suff ering an injury that sidelined him for the next four 
contests … Rushed for 366 yards and five touchdowns through the final seven 
games of the season … vs. Auburn (Oct. 24): Carried the ball eight times for 32 
yards and scored two touchdowns in his first game back from injury … His two 
touchdown runs came in the second and third overtimes … Caught the go-ahead 
and eventual-game winning two-point conversion pass in the fourth overtime … 
at No. 9 LSU (Nov. 14): Set career highs with 88 yards rushing, including a 28-yard 
rush and 17 attempts.
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Participated in all 13 contests and started once at fullback … Accrued 31 carries 
for 149 yards and one touchdown … Hauled in three catches for 15 yards … vs. 
Nicholls (Sept. 6): Rushed eight times for a season-high 37 yards in the home-
opening win … at Texas Tech (Sept. 13): Contributed to Arkansas’ 438-yard 
rushing performance with 30 yards on six carries and a long rush of 11 yards … vs. 
No. 7 Alabama (Oct. 11): Started and caught three passes for 15 yards … vs. UAB 
(Oct. 25): Registered six carries for 32 yards and a touchdown in the homecoming 
win over the Blazers.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2013)
Saw action in eight games … vs. No. 14 South Carolina (Oct. 12): Rushed twice 
for 10 yards … vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 23): Tallied four carries for 22 yards and 
a season-long 14-yard carry.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2012)
Played in each of the first two games before suff ering an injury and was granted 
a medical hardship … vs. Jacksonville State (Sept. 1): Scored the Razorbacks’ 
first points of the season on a 1-yard touchdown rush in the 49-24 win … vs. ULM 
(Sept. 8): Started and caught one pass for five yards.
FRESHMAN (2011)
Played in each of the first three games and collected 68 yards and five touchdowns 
on 20 rushes before missing the rest of the season due to injury … At the time 
of his injury, his five rushing touchdowns were tied for the most in the NCAA 
among true freshmen and fourth in the SEC … Granted a medical hardship … 
vs. Missouri State (Sept. 3): Scored a 1-yard touchdown on his first collegiate 
carry and finished the season-opening win with 33 yards and two touchdowns on 
nine carries … vs. New Mexico (Sept. 10): Scored two more touchdowns the next 
week as he rushed the ball 10 times for 32 yards and the two scores … vs. Troy 
(Sept. 17): Scored a 3-yard rushing touchdown on his only carry.
HIGH SCHOOL
Rated as the No. 4 overall recruit in the state of Missouri and the 32nd-best running 
back prospect in the country, according to Rivals … The Jeff erson City High School 
running back put together two straight 1,000-yard seasons, totaling 1,554 yards 
and 16 touchdowns in 2009 and 1,004 yards and 16 touchdowns as a senior in 
2010 … Coached by Ted Lepage, Jeff erson City earned a berth in the Class Six State 
Tournament … Scout recognized him as the No. 51 running back in the country … 
Named second-team all-state by the Associated Press and Missouri Sportswriters 
and Sportscasters Association following his senior campaign … Selected the 
Razorbacks after also considering Missouri.
PERSONAL
Born on July 19, 1992 … Son of Twila Walker … Sociology major … Two-time Fall 
SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree (2014, 15).
CAREER STATS
 RUSHING RECEIVING
 GS ATT YDS AVG TD LNG REC YDS AVG TD LNG
2011 3/0 20 68 3.4 5 9 0 0 0.0 0 0
2012 2/1 1 1 1.0 1 1 1 5 5.0 0 5
2013 8/0 6 32 5.3 0 14 0 0 0.0 0 0
2014 13/1 31 149 4.8 1 11 3 15 5.0 0 6
2015 9/1 90 394 4.4 6 28 1 4 4.0 0 4
TOTAL 35/3 148 644 4.4 13 28 5 24 4.8 0 6
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 RUSHING RECEIVING
 GS ATT YDS AVG TD LNG REC YDS AVG TD LNG
UTEP 1/0 5 11 2.2 1 3 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOL 1/0 5 17 3.4 0 11 0 0 0.0 0 0
TxTECH - DID NOT PLAY –
vs TAMU - DID NOT PLAY –
at TEN - DID NOT PLAY – 
at ALA - DID NOT PLAY –
AUB 1/0 8 32 4.0 2 11 0 0 0.0 0 0
UTM 1/0 8 57 7.1 0 21 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MISS 1/1 15 49 3.3 1 8 1 4 4.0 0 4
at LSU 1/0 17 88 5.2 0 28 0 0 0.0 0 0
MSU 1/0 7 7 1.0 0 3 0 0 0.0 0 0
MIZZ 1/0 14 77 5.5 1 22 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs KSU 1/0 11 56 5.1 1 10 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOTAL 9/1 90 394 4.4 6 28 1 4 4.0 0 4
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 RUSHING RECEIVING
 GS ATT YDS AVG TD LNG REC YDS AVG TD LNG
at AUB 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
NICH 1/0 8 37 4.6 0 9 0 0 0.0 0 0
at TxTECH 1/0 6 30 5.0 0 11 0 0 0.0 0 0
NIU 1/0 3 16 5.3 0 9 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
ALA 1/1 0 0 0.0 0 0 3 15 5.0 0 6
UGA 1/0 3 15 5.0 0 6 0 0 0.0 0 0
UAB 1/0 6 32 5.3 1 11 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MSU 1/0 4 19 4.8 0 8 0 0 0.0 0 0
LSU 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
MISS 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
at MIZZ 1/0 1 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
vs TEX 1/0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
TOTAL 13/1 31 149 4.8 1 11 3 15 5.0 0 6
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Senior | Running Back 
6-2 | 240 
Jefferson City, Mo. | Jefferson City HS 24
KODY WALKER
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Saw action in three contests … Did not record any statistics.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A four-star prospect and played in the 2014 US Army All-American Bowl … Ranked 
as the top overall prospect in Missouri, the No. 2 off ensive tackle in the nation 
and the 37th-best overall prospect by 247Sports … ESPN.com and Rivals ranked 
him as the country’s No. 9 off ensive tackle and the second-best prospect from 
Missouri … Pegged as the No. 96 overall prospect in the country, and 126th on the 
ESPN 300 … Helped Christian Brothers High School reach a 9-3 overall record, 
including an undefeated record in district play, and advance to the third round 
of the 2013 Class 6A state playoff s … Named first-team all-state and first-team 
All-Metro Catholic Conference as a senior … Earned first-team all-conference, 
second-team all-district and second-team all-metro after helping lead the Cadets 
to an 11-1 record and the quarterfinal round of the state playoff s in his junior season 
… Also participated in the shot put and discus for the track and field team and 
volunteered at the Center of Creative Arts at the YMCA … Coached by Scott Pingel 
… Chose Arkansas after receiving numerous off ers including Alabama, Missouri, 
Georgia, Iowa, Michigan State and Nebraska.
PERSONAL
Born on Feb. 3, 1996 … Son of Brian and Leslie Wallace … Sociology major.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2015)
Saw action in 11 games … Made two tackles.
FRESHMAN (2014)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
A three-star prospect according to ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports … Received 
a scouting grade of 85 from 247Sports and a grade of 78 from ESPN … Ranked as 
the No. 10 prospect from Missouri and the No. 61 defensive tackle in the country 
by ESPN … Ranked 54th among the nation’s defensive tackles … Helped Christian 
Brothers High School to a record of 9-3 in 2013, including an undefeated season 
in district play … Christian Brothers also advanced to the third round of the Class 
6A state playoff s as he tallied 66 tackles, including 14.5 for loss with five sacks … 
As a junior, he recorded 57 tackles, including five for loss with four sacks, and one 
fumble recovery as the Cadets finished 11-1 and advanced to the quarterfinal round 
of the state playoff s … Also played basketball and soccer … Coached by Scott 
Pingel … Chose Arkansas over numerous off ers, including Missouri, Kentucky, 
Cincinnati and Wisconsin.
PERSONAL
Born on July 22, 1996 … Son of Dereck Watts and Glenda Williams … Recreation 
and sport management major … 2014-15 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
JUNIOR (2015)
Started the first two games at middle linebacker and played in five games before 
suff ering a season-ending injury at Tennessee (Oct. 3) … Second on the team in 
tackles through first two games with 14 of his 16 on the year ... Also had 1.5 tackles 
for loss … vs. UTEP (Sept. 5): Finished second on the team with seven tackles, 
including one for loss, and recovered a fumble on punt return coverage in the fourth 
quarter … vs. Toledo (Sept. 12): Posted second straight game with seven tackles … 
One of six Razorbacks with back-to-back games with seven tackles in 2015. 
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Appeared in all 13 contests and started twice at middle linebacker … Posted 29 
tackles, including 1.5 for loss and a sack … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6): Registered 
three tackles, including a sack in the home-opening win … vs. No. 10 Georgia 
(Oct. 18): Started in place of an injured Brooks Ellis and recorded a career-high 14 
tackles against the Bulldogs … vs. No. 8 Ole Miss (Nov. 22): Tallied three tackles 
in Arkansas’ shutout over the Rebels.
FRESHMAN AT DODGE CITY CC (2013)
Transferred to Arkansas for the 2014 season after playing his freshman year at 
Dodge City Community College … An honorable mention all-conference performer 
in 2013 for the Conquistadors … Led Dodge City with 85 tackles, including 
four tackles for loss and 0.5 sack, and recovered two fumbles … Coached by 
Gary Thomas.
HIGH SCHOOL
His senior year at Dillard High School, he helped lead the Panthers to the 5A state 
playoff s while collecting 50 tackles, including 20 tackles for loss and six sacks, 
from his defensive end position … As a junior playing linebacker and defensive 
end, he collected 50 tackles, including three sacks … Coached by Lorenzo Davis.
PERSONAL
Born on Oct. 4, 1993 … Grandson of Mildred Wilcher … Recreation and sport 
management major. 
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2014 13/2 9 20 29 1.5-7 1.0-7 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
2015 5/2 5 11 16 1.5-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 18/4 14 31 45 3.0-8 1.0-7 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
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Sophomore | Defensive Lineman 
6-5 | 293 
St. Louis, Mo. | Christian Brothers College HS 86
ARMON  WATTS
Sophomore | Offensive Line 
6-6 | 335 
Florissant, Mo. | Christian Brothers College HS 60
BRIAN WALLACE
Senior | Linebacker 
6-1 | 249
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. | Dillard HS/Dodge City CC [Kan.] 21
JOSH WILLIAMS
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
FRESHMAN (2015)
» Coaches SEC All-Freshman Team
Played in seven games … Rushed 56 times for 254 yards and one touchdown … 
His 56 rushes and 254 yards ranked first and second respectively among SEC 
freshmen running backs … One of three SEC freshmen running backs to rush for 
100 yards in a single game and one of two to do it against an SEC opponent … Left 
in the third quarter of the Auburn game (Oct. 24) with a neck injury and missed 
the rest of the season … vs. No. 14 Texas A&M (Sept. 26): Scored his first career 
touchdown on a 3-yard run in the fourth quarter that extended the Razorbacks’ 
lead 21-13 … at Tennessee (Oct. 3): Tallied 100 yards, including a career-high 44 
yard run on the first play of the second quarter that set up a 33-yard Dominique 
Reed touchdown reception two plays later to tie the game 14-14 … The 44-yard run 
was the third-longest by a Razorback during the season.
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star prospect by Rivals, ESPN, Scout and 247Sports … 
247Sports ranks him as the No. 33 running back in the nation and the No. 57 player 
in the state of Texas … The 42nd-best running back and the 64th-best player in 
Texas according to Rivals … Scout listed him as the No. 44 running back nationally 
and the No. 54 player in Texas … 247Composite, a combined index of national 
recruiting rankings, rated him three stars, the No. 44 running back in the nation 
and the No. 72 prospect in Texas … Named a finalist for the 2014 Tom Landry 
Award, given annually to the best high school football player in North Texas … 
Was a semifinalist for Dave Campbell’s Mr. Texas Football Award given annually to 
the best high school football player in Texas … Finished his career as the school’s 
all-time leader in career rushing yards (5,023), rushing touchdowns (62), total 
yards (5,627) and total touchdowns (71) … Set two single-season school records 
as a senior, rushing for 2,814 yards and 37 touchdowns … Led the state with 2,814 
rushing yards on 341 attempts (8.3 avg.) … Also caught 15 passes for 198 yards (13.2 
avg.) and five touchdowns … Finished the 2014 season ranked second in school 
history with 3,116 total yards and 44 total touchdowns … Totaled 143 carries for 
767 rushing yards (5.3 avg.) and seven rushing touchdowns as a junior … Posted 
26 receptions for 269 yards (10.3 avg.) and one touchdown in 2013 … Rushed for 
1,191 yards on 191 carries (6.2 avg.) and 14 touchdowns as a sophomore … Caught 
11 passes for 137 yards (12.5 avg.) and three touchdowns in 2012 … Coached by 
Ben Dasch … Also participated in track and field … Chose Arkansas over Ole Miss, 
Oklahoma State, Stanford and Duke.
PERSONAL
Born on Aug. 28, 1996 … Son of Rawleigh and Kim Williams and brother of Brian 
and Alyssa … Finance major … 2015-16 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll.
CAREER STATS
 RUSHING RECEIVING
 GS ATT YDS AVG TD LNG REC YDS AVG TD LNG
2015 7/0 56 254 4.5 1 44 5 26 5.2 0 10
TOTAL 7/0 56 254 4.5 1 44 5 26 5.2 0 10
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 RUSHING RECEIVING
 GS ATT YDS AVG TD LNG REC YDS AVG TD LNG
UTEP 1/0 16 45 2.8 0 8 1 -1 -1.0 0 -1
TOL 1/0 1 4 4.0 0 4 1 6 6.0 0 6
TxTECH 1/0 8 31 3.9 0 8 2 20 10 0 10
vs TAMU 1/0 8 46 5.8 1 19 0 0 0 0 0
at TEN 1/0 14 100 7.1 0 44 1 1 1.0 0 1
at ALA 1/0 5 10 2.0 0 8 0 0 0.0 0 0
AUB 1/0 4 18 4.5 0 8 0 0 0.0 0 0
UTM - DID NOT PLAY –
at MISS - DID NOT PLAY –
at LSU - DID NOT PLAY –
MSU - DID NOT PLAY –   
MIZZ - DID NOT PLAY –   
vs KSU - DID NOT PLAY – 
TOTAL 7/0 56 254 4.5 1 44 5 26 5.2 0 10
RETURNING PLAYERS
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Sophomore | Running Back 
5-10 | 226 
Dallas, Texas | Bishop Lynch HS 22
RAWLEIGH WILLIAMS III
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
JUNIOR (2015)
Elected team captain by his teammates … Started on the defensive line for six 
games while seeing action in all 13 contests … Totaled 21 tackles, including 1.0 
for loss … Made a stop in 11 of 13 games … Recorded a quarterback hurry in three 
straight games. 
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Participated in all 13 contests and started 12 at defensive end … Logged 26 tackles, 
including 2.0 for a loss on the season … Also added two quarterback hurries and 
a batted down pass … at No. 6 Auburn (Aug. 30): Posted four tackles, including 
1.0 for a loss in the season-opener … vs. Nicholls (Sept. 6): Registered five 
tackles in the home-opening win … vs. UAB (Oct. 25): Recorded three stops in 
the homecoming victory … at No. 17 Missouri (Nov. 28): Tallied three tackles, 
including 1.0 for a loss and a quarterback hurry.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2013)
Saw action in all 12 games … Recorded four tackles, one forced fumble, one 
interception and one quarterback hurry … vs. Louisiana (Aug. 31): Made one 
interception in his collegiate debut in the season-opening win … vs. Southern 
Miss (Sept. 14): Recorded two tackles and one forced fumbled in the win … vs. 
No. 10 Texas A&M (Sept. 28): Logged one quarterback hurry in the first SEC 
game of the season.
FRESHMAN (2012)
Redshirted as a true freshman.
HIGH SCHOOL
Ranked as the 51st-best defensive end in the country by Scout, while 247Sports 
ranked him as the 50th-best weakside defensive end in the nation … In his senior 
season, he made 103 tackles, including 29 for loss with 17 sacks, while helping 
lead Vigor High School to the 5A state championship game … Named a first-team 
all-state performer and selected to participate in the Alabama/Mississippi All-Star 
Game following the season … Missed his entire junior season due to an injury … 
Coached by Kerry Stevenson … Was teammates with former Razorback Darius 
Philon … Also received interest from South Carolina, Mississippi State, Michigan 
State and Clemson, among others.
PERSONAL
Born on Aug. 24, 1993 … Son of George McCovery and Victoria Winston … Earned 
his undergraduate degree in recreation and sport management in May 2016 … 
Two-time Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree (2013, 14).
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2012 2/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
2013 12/0 3 1 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 1 0-0 1-0 1 0
2014 13/12 15 11 26 2.0-6 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 1
2015 13/6 9 12 21 1.0-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 3 0
TOTAL 40/18 27 24 51 3.0-7 0.0-0 1 0-0 1-0 5 1
2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/1 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOL 1/1 2 2 4 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TxTECH 1/1 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/0 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TEN 1/0 1 1 2 1.0-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at ALA 1/1 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
AUB 1/0 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
UTM 1/0 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
at MISS 1/0 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at LSU 1/1 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MSU 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MIZZ 1/0 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs KSU 1/1 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/6 9 12 21 1.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 3 0
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
at AUB 1/1 4 0 4 1.0-4 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
NICH 1/1 3 2 5 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TxTECH 1/1 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
NIU 1/1 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/0 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
ALA 1/1 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UGA 1/1 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UAB 1/1 2 1 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MSU 1/1 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
LSU 1/1 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MISS 1/1 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MIZZ 1/1 3 0 3 1.0-2 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
vs TEX 1/1 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/12 15 11 26 2.0-6 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 1
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Senior | Defensive Lineman 
6-4 | 260 
Pritchard, Ala. | Vigor HS 6
JAMICHAEL WINSTON
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JUNIOR (2015)
» SEC Community Service Team
» Phil Steele All-SEC third team
» SEC Co-Defensive Lineman of the Week (Nov. 30)
Played in all 13 contests … Led the team, tied for sixth in the SEC and ranked 39th 
nationally in sacks (8.0), all of which came in SEC play … Led the SEC in sacks 
during conference play (8.0) … Registered 4.5 sacks against ranked opponents, 
good for second in the SEC and tied for sixth nationally … Led the SEC and tied 
for 10th nationally in sacks per game against ranked opponents (1.13) … Recorded 
a sack in each of the last four regular-season contests, totaling seven over that 
stretch … Paced the SEC and ranked second nationally in sacks during the month 
of November (7.0) … Forced three fumbles, including one in each of the last two 
regular-season contests … 19 of his 31 tackles came in the last five games of the 
season … Tied with teammate and linebacker Brooks Ellis for the team lead in 
quarterback hurries (5) … Led all Razorback defensive linemen in pass breakups 
(3) … at Tennessee (Oct. 3): Helped the defense hold the Volunteers to a 35-yard 
field goal in the second quarter by forcing an incomplete pass on third down with 
a quarterback hurry … Forced a fumble for the first time in his career on third 
down at the 8:32 mark in the fourth quarter which forced Tennessee to punt from 
its own 7-yard line … at No. 8 Alabama (Oct. 10): Corralled his first sack of the 
season for an 11-yard loss on a first-and-10 play in the third quarter, eventually 
leading to a punt three snaps later … Helped the defense hold Heisman Trophy 
winner Derrick Henry to below 100 yards rushing … at No. 19 Ole Miss (Nov. 7):
Logged a sack for a 7-yard loss on second down with 22 seconds left in the fourth 
quarter, helping halt the Rebels’ potential game-winning drive and force overtime 
… at No. 9 LSU (Nov. 14): Had career highs in tackles (6), tackles for loss (2.5) 
and sacks (2.5) … His 2.5 sacks all came on third-down passing plays and were 
the third-most by any player in an SEC game during the season and the most 
by a Razorback in an SEC contest since Trey Flowers had 3.5 at Auburn 2012 … 
Helped the defense hold LSU’s high-powered run game to just 59 yards rushing 
… vs. Mississippi State (Nov. 21): Set a career high in tackles (7) for the second 
straight game … Notched a sack and forced a fumble that was recovered by fellow 
defensive lineman Taiwan Johnson, setting the Razorback off ense up for a seven 
play, 35-yard touchdown drive with 6:50 to go in the third quarter … vs. Missouri 
(Nov. 27): Credited with 2.0 sacks, extending his sack streak to four games … 
Forced a fumble for the second straight game and third time of the season … Had 
a pair of quarterback hurries on third-down snaps that resulted in incomplete 
passes, forcing the Tigers to punt each time.
SOPHOMORE (2014)
Saw action in 10 contests and started once at defensive end … Logged 13 tackles, 
including 3.0 for a loss and 2.0 sacks and added three quarterback hurries … 
at No. 6 Auburn (Aug. 30): Posted a pair of tackles in the season opener … vs. 
Northern Illinois (Sept. 20): Registered two stops in the non-conference victory 
… vs. No. 20 LSU (Nov. 15): Tallied three tackles, including 1.5 sacks for a loss of 
14 yards in Arkansas’ shutout over the Tigers.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN (2013)
Played in all 12 games, and totaled 17 tackles, including 3.0 for loss with 2.0 
sacks, one fumble recovery and two quarterback hurries …vs. Louisiana (Aug. 
31): Opened the season with one tackle, including 0.5 sack, and two quarterback 
hurries in Arkansas’ win … vs. Samford (Sept. 7): Made two tackles in the victory 
… vs. Southern Miss (Sept. 14): Posted two stops in the non-conference victory 
… vs. No. 10 Texas A&M (Sept. 28): Made a career-high six tackles, including 0.5 
sack, in the SEC opener … vs. No. 14 South Carolina (Oct. 12): Registered 1.0 sack 
and one fumble recovery.
FRESHMAN (2012)
Recorded two tackles, 1.0 for loss with 1.0 sack … Took medical redshirt after 
suff ering a season-ending injury … vs. Jacksonville State (Sept. 1): Made his 
collegiate debut in the season-opening 49-24 win, and made two tackles, 1.0 for 
loss with 1.0 sack for a loss of 21 yards.
HIGH SCHOOL
Committed to the Razorbacks prior to his senior season … Was the 31st-ranked 
defensive end in the country by Scout, the No. 38 weakside defensive end in 
the nation according to Rivals and the 30th-best weakside defensive end in the 
country by 247Sports … Recorded 113 tackles, including 12 for loss with 10 sacks, 
two forced fumbles, two quarterback hurries and one blocked field goal in 2011 
while helping Hebron High School into the state playoff s … Following his senior 
campaign, he was named District 8-5A Defensive Player of the Year … In his junior 
season, he totaled 40 tackles, including seven sacks … Coached by David Brazil 
… Chose the Razorbacks after also receiving off ers from Texas A&M, Vanderbilt, 
Arizona, Purdue and Wake Forest.
PERSONAL
Born on July 26, 1994 … Son of Deatrich and Sheila Wise … Father was drafted 
in the ninth round of the 1988 NFL Draft by the Seattle Seahawks and also spent 
time with the New Orleans Saints and the CFL’s British Columbia Lions … Earned 
his undergraduate degree in kinesiology in May 2016 … 2012-13 First-Year SEC 
Academic Honor Roll.
CAREER STATS
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
2012 2/0 2 0 2 1.0-21 1.0-21 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
2013 12/1 6 11 17 3.0-17 2.0-16 0 1-0 0-0 2 0
2014 10/1 5 8 13 3.0-23 2.0-19 0 0-0 0-0 3 0
2015 13/0 17 14 31 10.5-52 8.0-43 3 0-0 0-0 5 3
TOTAL 37/2 30 33 63 17.5-113 13.0-99 3 1-0 0-0 10 3
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Senior | Defensive Lineman 
6-5 | 271 
Carrollton, Texas | Hebron HS 48
DEATRICH WISE JR.
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2015 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UTEP 1/0 0 2 2 0.5-2 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOL 1/0 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1
TxTECH 1/0 1 0 1 1.0-2 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
vs TAMU 1/0 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at TEN 1/0 1 0 1 1.0-5 0.0-0 1 0-0 0-0 1 0
at ALA 1/0 1 1 2 1.0-11 1.0-11 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
AUB 1/0 0 3 3 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UTM 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MISS 1/0 1 1 2 1.0-7 1.0-7 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
at LSU 1/0 3 3 6 2.5-17 2.5-17 0 0-0 0-0 1 2
MSU 1/0 5 2 7 1.5-2 1.5-2 1 0-0 0-0 0 0
MIZZ 1/0 2 0 2 2.0-6 2.0-6 1 0-0 0-0 2 0
vs KSU 1/0 2 0 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 13/0 17 14 31 10.5-52 8.0-43 3 0-0 0-0 5 3
2014 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
at AUB 1/0 1 1 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
NICH - DID NOT PLAY –
at TxTECH 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
NIU 1/0 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
vs TAMU 1/1 1 0 1 1.0-4 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
ALA 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UGA 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
UAB 1/0 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
at MSU 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
LSU 1/0 1 2 3 1.5-14 1.5-14 0 0-0 0-0 1 0
MISS - DID NOT PLAY –
at MIZZ - DID NOT PLAY –
vs TEX 1/0 0 1 1 0.5-5 0.5-5 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 10/1 5 8 13 3.0-23 2.0-19 0 0-0 0-0 3 0
2013 GAME-BY-GAME
 GS UA A ToT TFL-YDS SCK-YDS FF FR-YDS INT-YDS QBH BRUP
UL-LAF 1/0 0 1 1 0.5-3 0.5-3 0 0-0 0-0 2 0
SAMFORD 1/0 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
SoMISS 1/0 0 2 2 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at RUTG 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TAMU 1/1 2 4 6 0.5-3 0.5-3 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at FLA 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
SoCAR 1/0 1 0 1 1.0-10 1.0-10 0 1-0 0-0 0 0
at ALA 1/0 0 1 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
AUB 1/0 1 1 2 1.0-1 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at MISS 1/0 0 0 0 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
MSU 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
at LSU 1/0 1 0 1 0.0-0 0.0-0 0 0-0 0-0 0 0
TOTAL 12/1 6 11 17 3.0-17 2.0-16 0 1-0 0-0 2 0
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HIGH SCHOOL
An early enrollee who earned a five-star rating from 247Sports and a 
four-star rating from ESPN, Rivals and Scout ... Tabbed the No. 1 player in the state 
of Arkansas by ESPN, 247Sports and Rivals ... Ranked the No. 11 overall player in the 
country by ESPN, the No. 18 overall by 247Sports, the No. 44 overall by Scout and the 
No. 50 overall by Rivals ... Pegged as the No. 2 defensive end prospect by 247Sports, the 
No. 3 defensive end prospect by ESPN and the No. 7 defensive end prospect by Scout ... 
Four-star ESPN ranking came with a grade of 89 ... Has been clocked at 4.59 in the 40-
yard dash ... Practiced with Arkansas in January before taking part in Under Armour All-
America game ... 2015 ALL-USA Arkansas Football Defensive Player of the Year ... Three-
time all-state selection ... Named the 2015 Gatorade Arkansas Football Player of the Year 
and Hooten’s Arkansas Football Farm Bureau Class 5A Defensive Player of the Year 
... Chosen as the 5A South Outstanding Lineman and Sports Illustrated’s High School 
Athlete of the Month for November ... Named this year’s Arkansas Democrat-Gazette 
All-Arkansas Preps Defensive Player of the Year ... Selected to the MaxPreps 2015 
Football Medium Schools All-America first team ... Garnered MaxPreps 2015 
Football All-America second team honors ... Earned the prestigious 2015 Paul Eells 
award, given annually to an Arkansas high school football player who best exhibits 
perseverance, determination, courage and resolve in the face of adversity ... As a 
senior, tallied 77 tackles, including 13 for loss, 24 sacks, eight quarterback hurries, 
and nine pass breakups to help Hope to a 9-3 record and the Class 5A quarterfinals 
under head coach Jay Turley ... Also rushed for 184 yards and eight touchdowns on 
21 carries, caught eight passes for 97 yards and one touchdown and averaged 50 
yards on seven kickoff  returns ... Participated in The Opening at Nike Headquarters in 
Beaverton, Oregon, which is considered the most prestigious summer showcase for 
high school football prospects ... Recorded 72 tackles, 22 sacks, 13 pass knockdowns, 
six forced fumbles and three fumble recoveries as a junior ... Named the Arkansas 
Democrat-Gazette’s Sophomore Defensive Player of the Year in 2013 after recording 
77 tackles, including 32 for loss and 16 sacks. Also a two-time defending state shot 
put champ ... Ran an 11.6 second 100-meters in the 2015 state district track meet ... 
Has a 345 pound bench press, 335 power clean, 530 squat and 315 incline ... Chose 
Arkansas over Alabama, Auburn, Baylor, Clemson, LSU, Mississippi State, Missouri, 
Notre Dame, Oklahoma, Ole Miss, Stanford, TCU, Texas, Texas A&M, Washington State 
and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 25, 1997 ... Son of Deanna Giddens, who is a nurse ... Aunt 
Jayme Dunnings is also a nurse ... Has two sisters, Dominecia and Taneka ... 
Kinesiology major.
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star recruit by ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports ... Ranked 
as a top 100 player in the state of Texas by ESPN, (No. 84), 247 Sports (No. 92) 
and Rivals (No. 93) ... Tabbed the No. 90 wide receiver in the class of 2016 and 
No. 13 at the position in the state of Texas by Scout ... ESPN ranked him as the No. 
96 wide receiver in the nation with a grade of 78 ... Set an Arlington city record 
for career touchdown receptions with 27 ... Two-time All-District 4-6A first team 
selection as a junior and senior ... Finished senior season with 46 receptions for 
782 yards and 11 touchdowns ... Helped lead the Vikings to an 11-2 record and 
to the Class 6A Division II regionals under head coach Laban DeLay ... Had a 
pair of 100-yard receiving games on the year ... Hauled in 66 receptions for 1,023 
yards and 15 touchdowns as a junior ... Named honorable mention 6A All-State 
by the Texas Associated Press Sports Editors (APSE) ... Also ran for 158 yards and 
two touchdowns on only 14 carries to help Lamar to an 8-4 record and second 
round playoff  appearance ... Chose Arkansas over Ole Miss, Wisconsin, Texas 
Tech, Houston, Washington, Arizona State, Cal, North Carolina, Maryland, Purdue, 
Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas State, Illinois, Colorado, Boston College and others. 
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 11, 1997 ... Son of Gabriel and Latonia Boateng. 
HIGH SCHOOL
A four-star recruit by ESPN, Scout and 247Sports ... Ranked as the No. 173 overall 
player in the class and No. 19 defensive tackle by Scout ... Tabbed a top 300 player by 
247Sports at No. 223 and the No. 2 player in the state of Arkansas ... Consensus top 
four player in the state and the top defensive tackle ...  Four-star ESPN ranking came 
with a grade of 80 ... Named to the All-Arkansas Preps first team and Hawgs247 
Class of 2016 All-State squad in 2015 ... Earned Defensive MVP honors at the U.S. 
Army All-American Combine from 247Sports in 2015 ... Totaled over 350 tackles, 
including more than 60 for loss, and 24 sacks the last three seasons at Star City ... 
Collected 122 tackles, including 26 for loss, and eight sacks to help Star City to a 
9-4 record in 2015 under head coach Jeff  Furneaux ... Also played on the off ensive 
line at Star City with 113 pancake blocks ... Followed breakout sophomore season 
with 129 tackles and nine sacks as a junior ... Named an Arkansas Democrat-Gazette 
Super Sophomore after recording 117 tackles, including 21 for loss and seven sacks 
... Blocked four kicks and two punts over his career ... Started every game after being 
called up from junior high in 2012 ... Won a Class 4A state title in baseball as a junior 
while batting .415 with five home runs and 31 RBI ... Hit .421 as a junior and .471 as a 
freshman ... Chose Arkansas over Ole Miss, Mississippi State and Louisville.
PERSONAL
Born on Aug. 21, 1997 ... Son of Thea and the late Greg Capps ... Has a younger 
sister, Mary Catherine ... His uncle Reece Parham, aunt Susie Chastain Parham and 
cousin Adam Parham all graduated from the University of Arkansas.
Freshman | Defensive Lineman
6-3 | 289
Texarkana, Texas | Hope HS 3
MCTELVIN AGIM
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Freshman | Defensive Lineman
6-4 | 309
Star City, Ark.  | Star City HS 41
AUSTIN CAPPS
Freshman | Wide Receiver 
6-1 | 183
Arlington, Texas | Lamar HS 17
KOFI BOATENG 
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HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star by ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports ... Ranked as a top 
75 safety in the class by ESPN, 247Sports and Scout with a best of No. 49 by ESPN 
... Tabbed the No. 113 player in the state of Florida by ESPN ... Listed as the No. 115 
player in the state by 247Sports ... Three-star ESPN ranking came with a grade 
of 77 ... Named Daily Commercial All-Area Defensive Player of the Year ... Earned 
Class 7A Associated Press All-State third team honors ... Finished senior year with 
115 total tackles, including 13 for loss, three pass breakups and one interception 
... Helped lead Lake Minneola and head coach Walter Banks to a 6-4 record ... As 
a junior, had 73 tackles, including 10 for loss, one sack and one interception in 
only eight games ... Tallied 64 total tackles, including one for loss, one sack and 
seven interceptions as a sophomore ... Has a 34-inch vertical jump ... Also played 
basketball ... Chose Arkansas over South Carolina, Missouri, Louisville, North 
Carolina State, South Florida and Indiana.
PERSONAL
Born on Dec. 5, 1997 ... Son of Dwayne Edwards and Lisa Jordan.
HIGH SCHOOL
A four-star recruit by ESPN, 247Sports and Rivals ... Earned three stars from 
Scout ... Ranked a top 150 player in the class at No. 143 by ESPN with a grade 
of 82 ... A top 40 overall defensive tackle with a best of No. 13 by Rivals ... Listed 
as the No. 9 player in the state of Louisiana by ESPN and Rivals and the No. 32 
player in the state by 247Sports ... A consensus top 50 defensive tackle with a 
best of No. 13 by Rivals ... Amassed 244 tackles, including 37 for loss, 25.5 sacks 
two fumble recoveries and one forced fumble in three seasons at Archbishop 
Rummel ... Earned all-state honors as a senior, junior and sophomore ... Finished 
senior season with 91 total tackles, including seven for loss, nine sacks and seven 
quarterback hurries and helped his team to the LHSAA state championship ... Also 
had two fumble recoveries and blocked one field goal ... Named to The Advocate’s 
Super Dozen and the 2015 ALL-USA Louisiana Football first team ... As a junior, 
tallied 77 tackles, 10 tackles for loss and 10 sacks ... Helped his team to an 11-2 
record and reach the LHSAA state semifinals ... Named to The Times-Picayune 
Large Schools All-Metro team ... Collected 76 tackles, including 20.5 for loss, and 
nine sacks en route to helping the Raiders capture the 2013 state championship 
... Has been clocked at 4.9 in the 40-yard dash ... Chose Arkansas over Alabama, 
Arizona State, Louisville, LSU, Miami (FL), Mississippi State, Ole Miss, Penn State, 
Tennessee and Texas A&M.
PERSONAL
Born on Oct. 11, 1996 ... Son of Sandra Williams.
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star recruit by ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports ... Ranked 
the No. 62 tight end in the class and the No. 2 tight end in the state of Mississippi 
by Scout ... ESPN ranked him as the No. 34 tight end in the class and the No. 34 
player in the state with a grade of 73 ... Tabbed the No. 33 player tight end in the 
class and the No. 26 player in the state by 247Sports ... Finished senior season with 
27 receptions for 406 yards and five touchdowns in eight games ... Helped lead 
the Jaguars to a 9-6 record and the 6A state semifinals under head coach Brad 
Peterson ... Named a preseason top 125 senior by The Clarion Ledger ... Reeled in 
21 passes for 232 yards as a junior and had five catches for 66 yards as a freshman 
... Has been clocked at 4.58 in the 40-yard dash ... Also played basketball, helping 
lead Madison Central to the Mississippi Class 6A state championship game in 
each of the past two seasons ... Chose Arkansas over Mississippi State, Southern 
Miss, Memphis, Louisiana Tech, Tulane, Louisiana-Monroe and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Nov. 13, 1997 ... Son of Bubba and Donna Gunter ... His father Bubba played 
football at Ole Miss from 1989-91.
HIGH SCHOOL
Consensus four-star recruit by ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports ... Consensus 
national top 250 overall ranking by every recruiting service, with a best of No. 
205 by Scout ... National top 20 athlete ranking by Rivals, Scout and 247 Sports, 
with a best of No. 13 by 247 Sports ... No. 2 overall ranking in the state of Arkansas 
by ESPN and Rivals and No. 3 by 247 Sports ... Earned 2015 ALL-USA Arkansas 
Football first team honors ... Named to the 2015 All-Arkansas Preps second team 
as a running back ... Chosen as Hawgs247 Class of 2016 All-State running back ... 
As a senior, had 27 receptions for 662 yards and six touchdowns, while rushing 
100 times for 1,404 yards and 22 touchdowns ... Selected as the THV11 Red Zone 
Player of the Week after running four times for 65 yards and four touchdowns 
in Robinson HS’s 43-13 win over Clinton on Oct. 16, 2015 ... As a junior, had 42 
receptions for 1,109 yards and 11 touchdowns, while rushing 66 times for 835 yards 
and six touchdowns ... Chosen as a Scout Top Performer after rushing for 301 yards 
on 13 carries in Robinson HS’s 59-20 victory over Baptist Prep on Sept. 25, 2015 ... 
Carried the ball 52 times for 675 yards and eight touchdowns, while hauling in 11 
receptions for 225 yards and four touchdowns as a sophomore ... Coached by Todd 
Eskola at Robinson HS ... Chose Arkansas over Georgia, Vanderbilt, Oklahoma 
State, TCU, Arizona, Arizona State, Duke and others.
PERSONAL
Born on April 24, 1998 ... Son of Theron Hammonds and Nikkita Neely ... Full name 
is Theron JaQuwn Hammonds.
Freshman | Defensive Lineman 
6-3 | 294
Metairie, La. | Archbishop Rummel HS 7
BRISTON GUIDRY 
Freshman | Running Back
5-10 | 197
Little Rock, Ark. | Robinson HS 6
T.J. HAMMONDS 
Freshman | Defensive Back
6-1 | 205
Clermont, Fla. | Lake Minneola HS 22
DEON EDWARDS
Freshman | Tight End 
6-6 | 232
Madison, Miss. | Madison Central HS 89
GRAYSON GUNTER
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HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star recruit by ESPN, 247Sports, Rivals and Scout ... Ranked as 
a top 30 inside linebacker nationally by ESPN and 247Sports ... Rated the No. 38 
overall prospect in the state of Louisiana by 247Sports ... Has a verified 40 time of 4.82 
according to Scout ... Led John Ehret High School to the state championship game 
and a 12-3 record in 2015 under head coach Corey Lambert and position coach Bryan 
Crayton ... Was named the Off ensive Player of the Year on The New Orleans Advocate 
All-Metro Team for large schools ... Named All-District 8-5A following the 2015 season 
... Recorded 83 tackles, including 14 for loss to lead the defense as a senior ... The 
versatile athlete also rushed for 1,058 yards, had 374 receiving yards and threw for 
another 495 yards ... He also saw time as the kicker and punter ... Also plays basketball 
and track ... Chose Arkansas over Oregon, Arizona State, Colorado, Memphis, Western 
Kentucky, Arkansas State, Louisiana Tech, Southern Miss and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Nov. 1, 1997 ... Son of Lee and Trenise Murphy ... Full name is De’Jon Raiheem 
Harris ... Nickname “Scoota” was given to him by his mother when he was a baby.
HIGH SCHOOL
A four-star recruit by ESPN, 247Sports and Scout ... Consensus top 30 off ensive 
guard in the class with a best of No. 11 by 247Sports ... Ranked as the No. 1 player 
in the state of Iowa by 247Sports, the No. 2 player in the state by ESPN and Rivals 
... Tabbed a top 300 player by 247Sports at No. 235 ... Scout ranked him has the 
No. 222 overall player and the No. 2 off ensive guard in the state of Iowa ... Four-
star ESPN ranking came with a grade of 80 ... A four-year starter at Urbandale 
HS ... Helped the J-Hawks reach the state playoff s all four years ... Also helped the 
J-Hawks finish in the top 10 of Class 4A in yards rushing the last three seasons ... 
Helped Urbandale to a 7-4 record and the first round of the IAHSAA state playoff  
under head coach Sam Anderson as a senior ... Averaged an off ensive grade of 
91.5 percent, tallied 35 pancake blocks and did not allow a sack in three games 
played ... Missed the last seven games with an arm injury ... Earned a spot on the 
West squad in the Semper Fi All-American game but did not play due to injury 
... Participated in Nike’s The Opening Regional in Chicago ... Part of an off ensive 
line that allowed the J-Hawks to rush for 2,720 yards and 32 touchdowns in 2014 .. 
Participated in the Sound Mind Sound Body Football Academy in Detroit (June 11, 
2015) ... Was the Off ensive Line MVP of the Cleveland Rivals.com Camp (April 26, 
2015) and was named the 13th best off ensive lineman performer in the country to 
attend one of the 16 events ... Has been clocked at 5.3 in the 40-yard dash ... Bench 
pressed 405 pounds ... Also competed in track and field and wrestling ... Earned 
fifth-place in Class 3A wrestling as a heavyweight and second-place in the 4A shot 
put ... Chose Arkansas over Oregon, Cal, Duke, Illinois, Iowa State, Kansas State, 
Louisville, Illinois and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 9, 1997 ... Son of Don and Gerri Heinrich.
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star recruit by ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports ... Rated as 
the No. 64 recruit in the state of Florida by Rivals ... Ranked as the No. 35 outside 
linebacker in the country and with a scout grade of 78 by ESPN ... Scout listed him as 
the No. 52 outside linebacker in the class of 2016 and the No. 7 player at the position 
in the state of Florida ... Tabbed the No. 88 overall outside linebacker and No. 152 
player in the state of Florida by 247Sports ... Finished with a three-star rating and 
No. 46 outside linebacker ranking by 247Composite, a combined index of national 
recruiting rankings ... Listed as the No. 27 safety in the class of 2016 by Rivals ... 
Selected to play in the 2016 International Bowl at AT&T Stadium in Arlington, Texas 
for the United States U-19 USA team ... Recorded a sack and three tackles in the Team 
USA 33-0 win over Canada ... Named to the All-Broward County Class 5A-4A-3A-2A 
first team ... Collected seven sacks as a senior and 11 as a junior at Coconut Creek 
High School under head coach Kareem Reid ... Caught a 44-yard touchdown his 
senior season and had one interception ... Chose Arkansas over Miami, Louisville, 
Wisconsin, North Carolina, Maryland, West Virginia, North Carolina State, Kentucky, 
Oregon State, Indiana, Cincinnati, Wake Forest, South Florida, Temple, UCF and USF.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 4, 1997 ... Son of Alis and Rose Jean-Baptiste ... Has four siblings, 
Alex, Alix, Edeline, and Alexandro ... His cousin Peniel Jean played defensive back 
at Wisconsin from 2010-14. 
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star recruit by ESPN, 247Sports, Rivals and Scout ... Rated 
the No. 15 player in the state of Missouri and the No. 4 fullback in the class by 
ESPN with a grade of 73 ... Rivals ranked him the No. 10 player in the state and 
the No. 4 fullback in the class ... Tabbed the No. 1 player in the state and the No. 
3 fullback in the class by Scout ... Pegged the No. 16 player in the state and the 
No. 76 defensive end in the class by 247Sports ... Finished senior season with 
two touchdown catches and 137 receiving yards under head coach A.J. Ofodile 
... Also registered 50 tackles, including eight for loss, 12 sacks and two pass 
breakups ... Earned Missouri Media All-State Class 6 first team defensive line 
honors ... Earned first-team all-state honors from the Missouri Football Coaches 
Association ... As a junior, tallied 280 yards rushing and 161 yards receiving, found 
the end zone nine times on the ground, caught one touchdown pass ... Defensively, 
recorded 60 tackles, including 10 for loss and eight sacks ... Rushed for 100 yards 
and five touchdowns, tallied 70 yards receiving and passed for 90 yards and 
two touchdowns as a sophomore ... Earned All-Central District honors from the 
Missouri Sportswriters and Sportscasters Association ... Also collected 85 tackles 
with 33 of the solo variety and six sacks ... Helped lead the Bruins to an 8-6 record 
and the MSHSAA state championship under then-head coach Justin Conyers ... 
Also played baseball, basketball and ice hockey.
PERSONAL
Born on July 17, 1997 ... Son of Jim and Leah Johnson.
Freshman | Linebacker 
6-2 | 231
Pompano Beach, Fla. | Coconut Creek HS 4
ALEXY JEAN-BAPTISTE
Freshman | Fullback
6-3 | 248
Columbia, Mo. | Rock Bridge HS 32
HAYDEN JOHNSON
Freshman | Offensive Lineman 
6-4 | 295
Urbandale, Iowa | Urbandale HS 55
JAKE HEINRICH
Freshman | Linebacker 
6-0 | 255
Harvey, La. | John Ehret HS 8
DE’JON HARRIS 
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HIGH SCHOOL
Four-star recruit by ESPN ... Consensus national top 100 wide receiver ranking by 
ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports, with a best of No. 63 by ESPN ... No. 4 overall 
ranking in the state of Arkansas by 247 Sports and No. 5 by ESPN and Rivals ... Named 
to the 2015 All-Arkansas Preps first team as a wide receiver ... Chosen as Hawgs247 
Class of 2016 All-State wide receiver ... As a senior, had 36 receptions for 721 yards 
and 11 touchdowns ... Saw time at quarterback in the Wildcat off ense, completing 8 of 
16 passes for 149 yards and one touchdown, while rushing 21 times for 150 yards and 
one touchdown ... Also had 19 tackles and four interceptions as a defensive back in 
his senior season ... As a junior, had 31 receptions for 779 yards and nine touchdowns 
... As a sophomore, had 25 receptions for 687 yards and 10 touchdowns ... Caught four 
passes for 137 yards and one touchdown in the 2014 3A Arkansas State Championship 
game ... Coached by Brian Strickland at Smackover HS ... Chose Arkansas over Tulsa.
PERSONAL
Born on Jan. 20, 1998 ... Son of Adrian Jones and Cashonna Moore.
HIGH SCHOOL
A four-star recruit by ESPN with a grade of 80 ... Earned a three-star rating from 
247Sports, Rivals and Scout ... A consensus top 100 quarterback in the country with a 
best of No. 16 by ESPN ... No. 2 quarterback in the state of Louisiana by Scout ... ESPN 
ranked him as the No. 28 player in the state of Louisiana ... Tabbed the No. 51 player 
in the state of Louisiana by 247Sports and No. 54 by Scout ... As a senior, passed for 
3,203 yards and 28 touchdowns while completing 219 of 384 passes in helping the 
Rebels and head coach Sonny Charpentier to a 10-4 record and the state semifinals 
... Also rushed 118 times for 286 yards and eight touchdowns ... A Louisiana Sports 
Writers Association 2015 Class 4-A honorable mention ... Participated in the 2015 
Rivals Quarterback Challenge at Cedar Hill HS in Cedar Hill, Texas ... Helped lead his 
team to a 9-2 record and the state quarterfinals as a junior, throwing for 2,980 yards 
and 27 touchdowns thanks to four 300-plus yard passing games ... Also rushed for 
18 yards and three touchdowns ... Had six games with three-plus touchdown passes, 
including a six-touchdown performance in the Rebels’ 65-35 win over Northside HS 
(Nov. 7, 2014) ... Named to the 2014 District 5-4A All District Team, All-State first team, 
All-Acadian first team, and earned Off ensive MVP acclaim  ... Has been clocked 
at 4.9 in the 40-yard dash ... Also played basketball, averaging 19 points and 10 
rebounds as a junior ... Chose Arkansas over Colorado State, Kentucky, Louisiana 
Tech, Louisiana, Oklahoma State, Southern Miss and Tulane.
PERSONAL
Born on Oct. 27, 1997 ... Son of Roger and Sheri Kelley ... Dad played at Louisiana-
Monroe and his brother Lance played at Louisiana.
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star recruit by ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports ... Rated as the 
No. 23 inside linebacker in the class of 2016 by 247Sports ... Ranked as the No. 32 
outside linebacker in the nation by ESPN ... Listed as the No. 54 inside linebacker 
in the country and No. 1 inside linebacker in the state of Louisiana by Scout ... 
Earned an ESPN scout grade of 78 as the No. 36 player in the state of Louisiana 
... A consensus top 50 player in the state of Louisiana by ESPN, 247Sports (No. 
42) and Rivals (No. 50) ... Registered over 250 tackles in his two years at Saint 
Augustine, earning All-District honors both seasons ... Named to the New Orleans 
Advocate Large School All-Metro second team as a senior ... Totaled 99 tackles, 
including 73 solo, eight tackles for loss and five sacks during his senior season at 
Saint Augustine under head coach Al Jones ... Put together five double-digit tackle 
performances during the 11-game season while also rushing for 128 yards and 
four touchdowns ... Had 88 tackles, 12 tackles for loss, five sacks and two forced 
fumbles as a junior after a 76-tackle sophomore campaign ... Selected Arkansas 
over Louisville, Texas Tech, Oklahoma State, Arizona State, Cal, Utah and others.
PERSONAL
Born on April 26, 1997 ... Son of Garland LaFrance and Brandi Green.
SOPHOMORE AT NORTHWEST CC (2015)
An early enrollee who was a three-star recruit according to ESPN, 247Sports and 
Scout ... Rated the No. 5 junior college off ensive guard with a grade of 76 by ESPN 
... 247Sports ranked him No. 112 among all junior college players and the No. 7 
junior college off ensive guard ... Named to the 2015 MACJC All-State first team 
and the NJCAA Region 23 All-Region team ... Played for head coach Jack Wright 
... Started 12 games at right tackle ... Helped Northwest [Miss.] C.C. finish 11-1 and 
win the NJCAA national championship this season, the school’s first title since 
1992 ... Helped the off ense surpass the 40-point plateau six times this season as 
the Rangers averaged 38.7 points per game ... Part of an off ensive line that allowed 
the Rangers to rush for 2,282 yards and pass for 3,488 yards, averaging 480.8 
yards per game – the ninth-highest total among NJCAA teams ... Also helped pave 
the way for running back Justin Crawford who led the NJCAA in yards rushing 
with 1,610 ... Chose Arkansas over Mississippi State, Memphis, East Carolina and 
Southern Miss.
FRESHMAN AT NORTHWEST CC (2014)
Started in all 10 games at right tackle ... Part of an off ensive line that blocked for 
running back Justin Crawford who led the NJCAA in yards rushing (1,551).
HIGH SCHOOL
Played for head coach Lance Pogue at South Panola HS ... Helped the Tigers to 
a 13-2 record and the Class 6A Region 1 title as a senior ... Named to the 2013 
All-Gridiron second team ... Also received first-team all-district and second-team 
all-state honors ... Participated in the Mississippi-Alabama All-Star Game.
PERSONAL
Born on Nov. 3, 1995 ... Son of Sturleen Hoskins and Charles Malone ... Has two 
siblings, Ketrick and Shaquito ... Nickname is “Deion.”
Freshman | Linebacker
6-1 | 255
New Orleans, La. | Saint Augustine HS 19
GIOVANNI LAFRANCE 
Junior | Offensive Lineman 
6-3 | 296 | Batesville, Miss. 
South Panola HS/Northwest CC [Miss.] 73
DEION MALONE
Freshman | Wide Receiver 
6-1 | 184
Smackover, Ark. | Smackover HS 10
JORDAN JONES
Freshman | Quarterback
6-7 | 258
Lafayette, La. | Teurlings Catholic HS 15
COLE KELLEY
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HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star recruit by ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports ... Ranked as 
the No. 17 strong-side defensive end in the country and the No. 374 overall recruit by 
247Sports ... Top 50 player in the state of Texas by 247Sports and No. 77 by ESPN ... 
Rated as the No. 57 defensive end by ESPN and No. 59 by Scout ... Labeled the No. 11 
defensive end in the state of Texas by Scout ... Finished with a three-star rating as the 
No. 30 strong-side defensive end in the nation No. 93 ranking in the state of Texas 
by 247Composite, a combined index of national recruiting rankings ... Earned 4A All-
State second team honors from Texas Associated Press Sports Editors as a senior 
in 2015 under the guidance of head coach Chip Keel ... Also named the District 8-4A 
Division II Defensive MVP ... Produced 71 tackles, 21 tackles for loss and 10 sacks as 
a junior ... Named to the 8-4A All-District second team in 2014 ... Earned District 22-
3A Newcomer of the Year as a sophomore after 22 of his 39 tackles went for a loss, 
highlighted by five sacks ... Four-year letterwinner in basketball at Shepherd under 
head coach Jeremy Bennett ... Earned 23-4A All-District second team honors as a 
junior ... Scored over 1,100 points and grabbed more than 800 rebounds in his career 
... Has collected 28 career double-doubles ... Qualified for regionals in the shot put ... 
Chose Arkansas over Oklahoma State, TCU, Nebraska and others. 
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 16, 1997 ... Son of John and Wynee Marshall ... Cousin Cedric Reed 
played at Texas and is currently with the Buff alo Bills ... Relative Cedric Hardman 
was the ninth overall pick of the 1970 NFL Draft by the San Francisco 49ers and is 
currently the franchise’s all-time leader with 112.5 sacks.
SOPHOMORE AT SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY CC (2015)
Earned California Community College Football Coaches Association All-America 
first team honors and American Division-Mountain Conference All-Conference 
honors ... A three-star recruit according to Scout and 247Sports ... Rated the No. 
7 junior college off ensive guard, the No. 13 junior college player in the state of 
California and the No. 60 overall junior college player in the class by 247Sports ... 
Helped San Bernardino [Calif.] Valley CC to a 9-2 record and berth in the Golden 
State Bowl under head coach John Shipp ... Part of an off ensive line that helped 
the Wolverines average 210.2 yards rushing and 256.8 yards passing per game ... 
Helped the Wolverines surpass the 40-point plateau six times as they averaged 41.4 
points per game ... Chose Arkansas over Louisville, Arizona, Indiana and Purdue.
FRESHMAN AT SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY CC (2014)
Started all 10 games at off ensive tackle ... Helped his team to a 6-4 overall record 
... Helped the off ense surpass the 40-point plateau six times as the Wolverines 
averaged 36.2 points per game ... Part of an off ensive line that paved the way for a 
rushing attack that averaged 183.5 yards per game.
HIGH SCHOOL
Played at Rialto High School ... Also played basketball and wrestled.
PERSONAL
Born on April 4, 1995 ... Son of Pascual and Evangelina Ramirez ... Has older two 
siblings, Pascual and Jocelyn.
SOPHOMORE AT TEXAS (2015)
Played in 11 games … Helped block for quarterbacks Jerrod Heard and Tyrone 
Swoopes, who each threw for 500 yards or more … Earned his bachelor’s 
degree in finance in just three years … Will pursue a master’s degree in business 
administration at Arkansas … Chose Arkansas over Michigan, UCLA, Stanford and 
North Carolina after announcing his decision to transfer.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN AT TEXAS (2014)
Played in 12 games with five starts (four at center/one at right tackle) against BYU, 
UCLA, Kansas, Baylor and Arkansas ... First-team Academic All-Big 12 choice ... 
Saw action as a reserve against North Texas, Oklahoma, Iowa State, Texas Tech, 
West Virginia, Oklahoma State and TCU ... Earned his first career start against 
BYU ... Helped the off ense rush 190 yards against Baylor … Started at right tackle 
against Arkansas in the Texas Bowl.
FRESHMAN AT TEXAS (2013)
Redshirted as a true freshman ... Earned off ensive scout team player of the week 
for his performance leading up to the Oklahoma game.
HIGH SCHOOL 
Coached by Bill Elliot at Celina HS ... Two-time 3A All-State selection ... Played 
both off ense and defense all four years, primarily at right tackle and nose guard ... 
Participated in the 2013 U.S. Army All-American Bowl ... Rated No. 54 overall and 
the No. 5 off ensive tackle in the nation by MaxPreps ... Rated No. 113 overall and 
the No. 9 off ensive tackle in the nation by ESPN ... Listed No. 127 overall and the 
No. 11 defensive end in the nation by Rivals.com ... Tabbed No. 172 overall and the 
No. 3 center in the nation by 247Sports.com ... Ranked the No. 18 defensive end in 
the nation by FoxSports.com ... Listed No. 9 on the Austin American-Statesman’s 
Fab 55 (state’s top prospects) ... Selected first-team 3A All-State by the Associated 
Press as a senior ... Unanimous selection for District 10-3A Defensive Lineman of 
the Year ... Also named all-county ... Registered 26 pancakes and allowed only one 
sack in 2012, while also recording 67 tackles ... Invited to Nike’s 2012 The Opening 
... Named preseason honorable mention 3A player of the year, first-team 3A All-
State, and Defensive MVP by Dave Campbell’s Texas Football ... Selected second-
team 3A All-State on off ense and honorable mention on defense by the Associated 
Press as a junior ... Selected to the 2011 U.S. Air Force Junior All-America team ... 
Tabbed first-team All-District 10-3A on both off ense and defense ... Also named all-
county ... Registered 65 tackles on defense ... Helped Celina to an 11-1 record and 
an appearance in the regional finals in 2011 ... Recorded nine tackles, two sacks, 
one INT, two PBU and five pancakes against Prestonwood Christian that year ... 
First-team all-district on both off ense and defense as a sophomore ... Totaled 54 
tackles ... First-team all-district on defense as a freshman ... Notched 27 tackles.
Junior | Offensive Lineman
6-4 | 301
Celina, Texas | Celina HS/Texas 50
JAKE RAULERSON
Freshman | Defensive Lineman 
6-4 | 299
Shepherd, Texas | Shepherd HS 42
JONATHAN MARSHALL 
Junior | Offensive Lineman 
6-6 | 299 | Rialto, Calif.  
Rialto HS/San Bernardino Valley CC [Calif.] 76
PAUL RAMIREZ
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HIGH SCHOOL
A three-star recruit by 247Sports and Scout ... Tabbed the No. 153 safety in the class 
and the No. 288 player in the state of Texas ... Had a breakout senior campaign, 
tallying a team-leading 123 tackles, including three for loss, three interceptions, one 
forced fumble, two fumble recoveries and seven pass breakups ... Helped lead the 
Mavericks to an 11-2 record and an appearance in Texas Class 5A Division II (fourth-
largest of 10 divisions) regional finals under head coach Clint Harper ... Collected 76 
tackles, including four for loss, one sack, one interception and five pass breakups 
as a junior to help Marshall to a 7-5 record and an appearance in Texas Class 5A 
Division II area finals ... As a sophomore, had 37 stops and three pass breakups ... 
Also participated in powerlifting and track ... Chose Arkansas over Northwestern 
(La.) State, Lamar, Texas State, Sam Houston State and Stephen F. Austin.
PERSONAL
Born on June 6, 1998 ... Son of Stacy Carter and Tomiko Smith.
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN AT RIVERSIDE CITY COLLEGE (2015)
Helped Riverside finish 8-3 in 2015 by tallying 50 tackles, including 11.5 for loss, 
four sacks and one pass breakup under head coach Tom Craft … Had at least two 
tackles in all 11 contests and recorded six or more stops three times … Notched 
eight tackles, including 1.5 for loss, and one sack in the Tigers’ 38-18 win against 
Saddleback … Four games later, recorded four tackles, all for loss, and a season-
high two sacks to help Riverside defeat LA Harbor 55-7 … Closed the year with a 
season-high nine tackles, including one for an 8-yard loss in the first round of the 
California Community College Athletic Association (CCCAA) Southern California 
Regional Championships … Prior to Riverside, attended Coff eyville Community 
College in Kansas, after running track and redshirting in football for one semester 
at North Carolina Central in 2014.
PERSONAL
Born on March 30, 1996 … Son of Michael and Cheryl Taylor … Has two younger 
brothers, Marseille and Taylor … Business major. 
FRESHMAN AT VENTURA COLLEGE (2015)
Played in 10 games for Ventura College, helping the team finish 8-3 as co-champions 
of the National Northern Conference … All-Northern Conference first team selection 
… Hauled in a team-best four interceptions … Finished year with 40 tackles, four 
interception and one fumble recovery for a touchdown … Also registered six pass 
breakups and closed year with at least six tackles in three of last four games … 
Coached by Steve Mooshagian.
HIGH SCHOOL
Excelled on both sides of the ball at Academy of Richmond County … Racked up 
more than 1,000 all-purpose yards as a senior on off ense … Also led team with five 
interceptions … Scored a touchdown four diff erent ways throughout season, returning 
an interception and a kickoff  for a score, while also finding the end zone twice on the 
ground and seven times through the air … Finished senior season with 40 receptions 
for 697 yards and seven touchdowns … Carried the ball 37 times for 300 yards and two 
scores for an 8.1 yards per carry average.
PERSONAL
Born on March 18, 1997 … Son of Lurline Tutt and Jerry Cullars … Has two siblings, 
Britavious Garcia and Zabrya Tutt … Cousin Deon Grant played 12 seasons in the NFL 
… Civil engineering major. 
HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus three-star recruit by ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports ... Ranked as 
a top 100 outside linebacker in the class by every recruiting service with a best of 
No. 57 by Rivals ... Rivals also ranked him as the No. 58 player in the state of Georgia 
... ESPN ranked him as the No. 64 player in the state of Georgia with a grade of 74 
... Tabbed No. 6 outside linebacker in the state of Georgia and No. 84 overall at 
the position by Scout ... Registered 96 tackles, nine tackles for loss, five sacks and 
one forced fumble ... Totaled 13 tackles, including 10 solo, in the GHSA 5A State 
Championship to help lead Colquitt County to a convincing 30-13 win and a perfect 
15-0 record under head coach Rush Propst ... Had double figure tackles in each of 
the last three games in the playoff s ... Also part of a GHSA 5A State Championship 
team as a junior that posted a 15-0 record ... Played with current Arkansas freshman 
defensive tackle T.J. Smith ... Chose Arkansas over Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisville, 
Nebraska, Iowa, Indiana, Colorado State, Kansas, UCF and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 26, 1997 ... Son of Demetrius Walker Sr. and Pheadra Walker ... Full 
name is Demetrius Walker II.
Freshman | Linebacker 
6-2 | 208
Moultrie, Ga. | Colquitt County HS 33
DEE WALKER
Sophomore | Defensive Back
6-2 | 177 | Augusta, Ga. 
Academy of Richmond County/Ventura College [Calif.] 11
BRITTO TUTT
Freshman | Defensive Back
6-0 | 195
Marshall, Texas | Marshall HS 25
MICAHH SMITH
Sophomore | Defensive Lineman
6-3 | 245 | Orlando, Fla.
The First Academy | Riverside City College [Calif.] 91
MICHAEL TAYLOR II
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HIGH SCHOOL
A consensus four-star recruit by ESPN, Rivals, Scout and 247Sports ... Selected 
Arkansas live on ESPN during the Under Armour All-America game ... Ran for 47 
yards on 12 carries in the 27-0 Team Highlight win over Team Armour ... Rated as 
the No. 3 running back in the nation by 247Sports with a grade of 94 ... ESPN 300 
prospect at No. 70 overall and the No. 6 running back in the class ... Also rated 
as the No. 11 player in the state of Texas by ESPN ... Finished with a No. 3 overall 
running back ranking and the No. 15 player in the state of Texas by 247Composite, 
a combined index of national recruiting rankings ... Consensus top seven running 
back in the class of 2016 by every recruiting service ... Tabbed as the No. 2 running 
back in the state of Texas and the No. 117 overall prospect by Scout ... Earned the 
No. 5 running back ranking and No. 167 overall by Rivals ... Finished at No. 14 in 
the American-Statesman Fabulous 55 of Texas’ top recruits ... Ran for over 2,500 
yards in two seasons ... Earned All-District 22-5A first team honors as a senior ... 
Rushed for 1,701 yards and 23 touchdowns as a senior at Central High School under 
head coach Toby Foreman ... Chose Arkansas over Alabama, Ole Miss, Georgia, 
Tennessee, Texas A&M, Mississippi State, Texas, Oklahoma, Baylor, TCU, Notre 
Dame, Stanford, Texas Tech, Houston, Miami (FL), Missouri, Arizona State, Memphis 
and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Nov. 3, 1997 ... Son of Steven and Mary Haynes ... Has six siblings.
HIGH SCHOOL
Finished senior season with 102 tackles, including three sacks, six pass breakups 
and two forced fumbles … Helped lead Benton HS to a 9-3 record and the 6A state 
semifinals under head coach Scott Neathery … As a junior, helped lead the Panthers 
to a 12-1-1 record and the 6A state championship … Named to the 2015 Farm Bureau 
Awards watch list … Participated in the 2015 Dallas Nike Combine in Arlington, 
Texas, posting an 88.59 rating with a 29.9 vertical, 4.43 shuttle and 37 power ball … 
As a junior, collected 73 tackles, including 15 for loss, two interceptions … Also had 
six fumble recoveries, including two returned for touchdowns … Has been clocked 
at 4.65 in the 40-yard dash … Also played baseball for Benton HS.
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 30, 1997 … Son of Toney and Dawn Brasuell … Has two older siblings, 
Luke and Molly … Great uncle, Jackie Brasuell, played on the Razorbacks’ 1964 
national championship football team … Uncle, Dale Brasuell, played football at 
Arkansas in 1977 under former head coach Lou Holtz … Accounting major.
HIGH SCHOOL
Suff ered an ACL injury in preseason and missed his entire senior year in 2015 … 
Hauled in 16 of 17 targets for 185 yards and two touchdowns as a junior in 2014. 
PERSONAL
Born on Sept. 4, 1998 … Son of Chris and Tia Griff in … Has seven brothers … Younger 
brother of Farod Jackson who played football at Arkansas from 2004-07.
HIGH SCHOOL
Ranked the No. 8 player in the state of Arkansas by 247Sports … Helped Fayetteville 
finish 13-2 overall and win the state championship in 2015 after a runner-up finish in 
2014… Totaled 61 tackles, 7.0 for loss, a team-high 8.0 sacks, 22 quarterback hurries, 
three forced fumbles, one pass breakup, and one blocked field goal as a senior … 
Racked up seven sacks as a junior … Chose Arkansas over California, Air Force, 
Army and others.
PERSONAL
Born on May 2, 1997 … Son of Casey and Kiersten Hale … Has two brothers Izzy and 
Kai, and one sister Karstin … Nephew of Ryan Hale who played football at Arkansas 
from 1995-98 … Business major. 
HIGH SCHOOL
Ranked the No. 32 prospect in the state of Arkansas and the No. 169 off ensive tackle 
in the class by 247Sports … Started at off ensive tackle for Maumelle HS during his 
senior season under head coach David Farr … As a junior, helped Maumelle to a 
10-1-1 record and the second round of the 5A state playoff s … Part of an off ensive 
line that allowed the Hornets to total 31 touchdowns … Helped pave the way for a 
backfield that rushed for 1,397 yards while averaging 116.4 yards per game.
PERSONAL
Born on July 12, 1998 … Son of Phil and Joan Hall … Father played basketball at 
Marquette … Kinesiology major.
Freshman | Running Back 
5-11 | 216
Beaumont, Texas | Central HS 21
DEVWAH WHALEY
Freshman | Linebacker
6-1 | 218 | North Little Rock, Ark.
North Little Rock HS 53
BEN BRASUELL
Freshman | Defensive Lineman
6-1 | 200 | North Little Rock, Ark.
North Little Rock HS 86
TOBIAS ENLOW
Freshman | Defensive Lineman
6-5 | 217
Fayetteville, Ark. | Fayetteville HS 91
ELIAS HALE
Freshman | Offensive Lineman
6-4 | 296
Maumelle, Ark. | Maumelle HS 67
TYLER HALL
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HIGH SCHOOL
Ranked the No. 15 off ensive guard in the state of Arkansas and the No. 69 off ensive 
guard in the class by 247Sports … Also earned a grade of 83 from 247Sports and 
finished as the No. 14 off ensive guard in the State of Arkansas by 247Composite, 
a combined index of national recruiting rankings … Played on both the off ensive 
and defensive lines at Little Rock Christian Academy … As a senior, helped Little 
Rock Christian Academy to a 12-1 record and to the 5A state semifinals under head 
coach Jeff  Weaver … Named to the All-Arkansas Varsity second team defense … 
Defensively, recorded 93 tackles and five sacks … Has been clocked at 5.0 in the 
40-yard dash.
PERSONAL
Born on May 14, 1997 … Son of Cindy and David Hays … Has two brothers, Tyler 
and Logan, and two sisters, Cara and Courtney … Courtney played volleyball at the 
University of Arkansas at Little Rock from 2006-08 … Business major.
HIGH SCHOOL
Highlighted by seven 100-yard games, rushed for 1,538 yards and 20 touchdowns 
as a senior in 2015 … Added 307 receiving yards and two touchdowns … Named to 
the Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette All-NWADG team ... Named Northwest 
Arkansas Newcomer of the Year as a sophomore in 2013 after rushing for 908 yards 
and five touchdowns, leading Farmington to a 6-4-1 record and a third-place finish 
in the 4A-1 Conference … Three-time KURM Dream Team selection.
PERSONAL
Born on Oct. 9, 1997 … Son of Shane Hobbs and Tara Speer … Has three siblings: 
older sister Jordyn, younger sister Chloe and younger brother Cade. 
HIGH SCHOOL
Ranked the No. 35 kicker in the class by ESPN with a grade of 73 … A four-year 
letterwinnner at Allen HS under head coach Tom Westerberg … As a senior, earned 
All-County first team special teams honors, was named to the All-District 6A second 
team and was selected as a Kohl’s High School All-American honorable mention 
… Helped the Eagles to a 14-1 record and the Texas 6A D1 state semifinals … Made 
84 of 87 PAT attempts for a conversion rate of 96.55 … Booted through 19 of 24 field 
goals with a long of 48 … As a junior, converted seven of seven PAT attempts … 
Made 28 of 31 PAT attempts and one of four field goal attempts as a sophomore … 
In his freshman season, made 36 of 43 PAT attempts and three of four field goals.
PERSONAL
Born on Oct. 17, 1997 … Son of Lisa and the late Scott Limpert … Has one sister, 
Nicole … Recreation and sport management major.
HIGH SCHOOL
As a senior, completed 201 of 365 passes for 2,226 yards, which ranked second 
in the Arkansas 7A West Conference … Tossed 16 touchdown passes and rushed 
for a pair of touchdowns while throwing just six interceptions … Led Springdale to 
its first playoff  appearance since 2011 under first-year head coach Zak Clark, who 
spent the previous five seasons as an assistant at Fayetteville High School.
PERSONAL
Born on May 6, 1998 … Part of a long line of Razorbacks … Son of Lyndy and 
Laura Lindsey … Lyndy was a four-year letterwinner at Arkansas from 1988-91 … 
Grandson of former Razorback great Jim Lindsey, who was a captain on the 1964 
national championship team … Nephew of Springdale head coach Zak Clark, who 
lettered at Arkansas from 2000-01 … Has two younger brothers, Sam and Link, and 
a younger sister Libby. 
HIGH SCHOOL
Earned all-state honors after catching 58 passes for 944 yards and nine touchdowns 
as a senior in 2011 … Also rushed 36 times for 293 yards and three touchdowns … 
Added 234 yards on eight kickoff s … Twice named to the All-Arkansas Baseball 
Team by the Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette … Was a second-team 
Rawlings High School All-America selection and first-team all-southeast region by 
Rawlings … Also named to the 2012 Louisville Slugger Pre-Season High School 
All-America team … Signed to play baseball for the Razorbacks in 2011, but was 
selected by the Cleveland Indians in the fourth round of the 2012 MLB Draft … 
Played four seasons in the Indians’ minor league system.
PERSONAL
Born on Jan. 22, 1994 … Son of Cynthia and Robert McClure … Has six siblings: 
DeShone, Dmon, Damon, Broderick, Robert and Nakeisha … DeShone played 
basketball overseas and for the Texas Legends, the NBA Development League 
aff iliate for the Dallas Mavericks … Communications major. 
Freshman | Offensive Lineman
6-3 | 294
Little Rock, Ark. | Little Rock Christian 69
DYLAN HAYS
Freshman | Running Back
5-10 | 220
Farmington, Ark. | Farmington HS 26
JUSTICE HOBBS
Freshman | Quarterback
6-3 | 184
Fayetteville, Ark. | Springdale HS 18
JACK LINDSEY
Freshman | Kicker
6-1 | 176
Allen, Texas | Allen HS 42
CONNOR LIMPERT
Freshman | Wide Receiver
6-2 | 219
Rixey, Ark. | Jacksonville HS 84
D’VONE MCCLURE
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HIGH SCHOOL
Tabbed the No. 22 player in the state of Arkansas and the No. 71 inside linebacker in 
the class by 247Sports … A three-year letterwinner at Greenwood HS … Named the 
2015 Arkansas Democrat-Gazette Defensive Player of the Year, Southwest Times 
Record Player of the Year and earned Arkansas Democrat-Gazette All-Prep honors 
as a senior … Selected to the All-Arkansas Varsity first team defense … Finished the 
season with 149 tackles, including 25 for loss, three sacks, four pass deflections and 
two fumble recoveries … Also had 11 receptions for 283 yards and five touchdowns 
… Helped Greenwood HS to a 12-1 record and the 6A state championship where 
he tallied 13 tackles … Earned All-State honors as a junior … Logged 80 tackles, 
including 10 for loss, one sack, three interceptions and three fumble recoveries … 
Also caught six passes for 122 yards and two touchdowns, helping the Bulldogs 
to a 7-5 record and the second round of the 6A state playoff s … As a sophomore, 
registered 88 tackles, including 17 for loss, two quarterback hurries, two forced 
fumbles, three interceptions and one pass breakup … Also had 16 receptions for 
202 yards and six touchdowns … Coached by head coach Rick Jones … Chose 
Arkansas over Air Force, Central Arkansas, Tulsa and others.
PERSONAL
Born on Jan. 23, 1998 … Son of Matt Morgan and Annie Shaw … Younger brother 
of current Arkansas wide receiver Drew Morgan … Also has two younger sisters, 
Paige and MJ, and a younger step brother, Braden … Pre-med biochemistry major. 
HIGH SCHOOL
Helped Vero Beach to an undefeated season in 2015 under head coach Lenny 
Jankowski … Completed 180 of 280 passes for 2,515 yards and 23 touchdowns 
as a senior … Received honorable mention on The Associated Press Florida All-
State Football Class 8A team and received first-team honors on the Florida High 
School Football Class 8A 2015 Elite Team … Named the Florida Athletics Coaches 
Association 8A Player of the Year.
PERSONAL
Born on July 29, 1997 … Son of Donald and Allison Proctor … Has two older siblings, 
Collier and Anderson … Uncle Burke Collins (1991), grandfather Jack Altman Collins 
(1959-1961), and great grandfather Jack Allison Collins (1934-36) played football at 
the University of Texas. 
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Freshman | Linebacker
5-11 | 220
Greenwood, Ark. | Greenwood HS 11
GRANT MORGAN
Freshman | Quarterback
6-4 | 211 
Vero Beach, Fla. | Vero Beach HS 14
CARSON PROCTOR
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AT A GLANCE
Arkansas went 8-5 (5-3 SEC) and won six of its last seven games, including a 
45-23 decision over Kansas State in the 2016 AutoZone Liberty Bowl. It was the 
41st bowl appearance in school history. With the win, Arkansas became the only 
SEC West program to win a bowl game each of the last two seasons (2014, 2015). 
In addition, it was the Razorbacks’ third consecutive bowl win, the longest bowl 
winning streak in program history. At 8-5 (5-3 SEC), Arkansas posted a winning 
record in SEC play and its most overall wins in a single season since 2011. The 
Razorbacks played nine teams in the regular season that earned a bowl bid, 
including seven that won its bowl game. Arkansas’ opponents combined for a 
100-52 record. 
ROAD WARRIORS
Highlighted by back-to-back wins at No. 19 Ole Miss and No. 9 LSU, Arkansas went 
3-1 in true road games in 2015. All three road wins came against SEC programs 
that finished in the final Associated Press Top 25 poll.
UNPRECEDENTED OFFENSE
The Razorbacks led the SEC in scoring in conference games, averaging 34.4 
points per conference game. Arkansas averaged 46.3 points over the last seven 
games, nearly 10 points more than any other SEC program over its final seven 
games. The Razorbacks scored 50+ points four times over the final six regular 
season games, breaking the previous program single-season record of three set 
in 1910, 1916 and 2007. Arkansas scored a touchdown in 26 of its last 29 quarters 
and points in 28 of 29. 
BALANCE BREEDS SUCCESS
The Razorback off ense was wildly successful primarily due to the incredible 
balance between the passing and rushing attacks. Arkansas was the only school 
in the SEC and one of eight nationally to have both a 3,000-yard passer and 1,000-
yard rusher during the regular season. Arkansas has produced a 1,000-yard rusher 
each of the last three seasons under head coach Bret Bielema, four total during 
that span. 
PRO-STYLE U
Arkansas’ pro-style off ense produced some of the best statistics in program 
history and landed several players on All-America and national award lists. 
The Razorbacks were joined by Stanford as the only two programs to have a 
semifinalist for the Manning Award (quarterback), Doak Walker Award (running 
back) and John Mackey Award (tight end).
ON ANOTHER LEVEL
In the month of November, Brandon Allen was simply lights out. He paced the 
SEC with 14 touchdown passes (third-most nationally) and a 179.21 passer rating 
(fifth-best nationally). His 14 touchdown passes were the most by an SEC 
quarterback in the month of November since Tyler Bray  (Tennessee) tossed 14 in 
2012, while his 179.21 passer rating was the best since Aaron Murray’s (Georgia) 
215.80 in 2012.
Allen led the SEC with a 161.40 passer rating on third down. He also directed the 
Razorback off ense to a 46.88 third down conversion percentage, which was tops 
in the SEC and ranked 15th nationally.
Allen finished his senior campaign with 3,440 yards passing and 30 touchdowns. 
With 406 passing yards against Mississippi State, Allen became only the fourth 
player in school history to surpass 7,000 career passing yards. With 7,463 career 
passing yards, Allen ranks third all-time in school history. He made 38 career 
starts at quarterback for his career, including his final 34 games – the longest 
streak for an Arkansas quarterback since joining the SEC in 1992. He also finished 
second in program history in career pass completions (583), second in attempts 
(1,016) and third in completion percentage (57.4).
AC3 RUNS INTO RECORD BOOKS
Alex Collins entered the 2015 season 14th in school history with 2,126 career yards 
rushing after joining Darren McFadden as the only Razorbacks to ever begin their 
careers with back-to-back 1,000-yard seasons. He then used a school record-tying 
10 100-yard rushing eff orts to help total 1,577 yards rushing as a junior, soaring to 
second all-time in program history in career rushing yards with 3,703. He became 
only the third player in SEC history to open his career with three consecutive 
1,000-yard seasons on the ground, accompanying McFadden and Georgia great 
Herschel Walker.
 
Collins’ 10 100-yard rushing performances – which led the SEC along with Heisman 
Trophy winner Derrick Henry – also included five 150-yard performances to equal 
McFadden’s mark set in 2007. Overall, he racked up 1,577 yards on the ground to 
rank 12th among FBS running backs.
In the 2016 AutoZone Liberty Bowl, Collins found the end zone for the 20th time on 
the season to break Arkansas’ single-season record that was set in 1969.
 
Collins also ended the 2015 campaign and his collegiate career ranked second in 
100-yard games (17) and fourth in rushing touchdowns (36).
2015 SEASON NOTES
DOMINIQUE REED burst onto the scene after the first month of the 
season, scoring a touchdown in six straight games, including all four SEC 
road games.
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UNDER 100
The Razorbacks held 12 of their 13 opponents below their season rushing average. 
Arkansas’ defense did not allow a running back to rush for more than 100 yards in 
regulation. Most notably, the Razorbacks held both LSU’s Leonard Fournette (91) 
and Heisman Trophy winner Derrick Henry (95) of national champion Alabama 
below 100 yards rushing. The nation’s two leading rushers averaged 162.75 and 
147.93 yards respectively. 
28 OR LESS
Arkansas has held its opponent to 28 points or less in 19 of 26 games played under 
defensive coordinator Robb Smith. The Razorbacks are 13-6 when allowing 28 
points or less since Smith joined the program prior to the 2014 season.
THE BUFFET BUSTERS
All five starters of the off ensive line were featured on the cover of the 2015 
media guide. The five-man front line weighed in at more than 1,600 pounds 
and was the largest off ensive line of any NFL or Power 5 team for the second 
straight season. 
PROTECTING THE PRECIOUS JEWEL
The Razorback off ensive line led the SEC in fewest sacks allowed for the third 
straight year (14.0). Arkansas also was one of only 12 teams nationally that allowed 
14.0 or fewer sacks. Arkansas has not allowed a sack in 15 of 38 games played 
under head coach Bret Bielema. All five starting off ensive lineman finished the 
season with an overall grade of at least 72 percent. Senior left guard Sebastian 
Tretola led the way with a grade of 77 percent over 901 plays. 
THE BEST TIGHT END IN THE NATION
Hunter Henry led all FBS tight ends with 739 receiving yards on 51 receptions – 
each career highs – and hauled in three touchdown passes during the 2015 season 
en route to winning the John Mackey Award and being named a consensus first 
team All-American. Henry earned first team All-America nods from four of the five 
outlets used to determine which players receive consensus status – American 
Football Coaches Association (AFCA), Associated Press (AP), Sporting News and 
the Walter Camp Football Foundation (WCFF). The Football Writers Association of 
America (FWAA) was the only outlet to not name Henry first team All-America as 
the organization did not name a tight end to either of its teams.
TEAM CAPTAINS 
The players voted and elected their own team captains prior to the season. Despite 
suff ering a season-ending injury prior to the vote, senior running back Jonathan 
Williams was elected by his teammates along with senior quarterback Brandon 
Allen, junior linebacker Brooks Ellis and junior defensive lineman JaMichael 
Winston. With Williams not on the field for every game, Arkansas presented the 
fourth captaincy to another player most weeks. Arkansas’ rotating captains during 
the 2015 season are listed below. 
2015 SEASON NOTES
2015 CAPTAINS
Game Captains
UTEP ................................. Brandon Allen, Jonathan Williams, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston
TOLEDO ............................ Brandon Allen, Jonathan Williams, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston 
TEXAS TECH .................... Brandon Allen, Jonathan Williams, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston
vs. Texas A&M ..........................Brandon Allen, Hunter Henry, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston 
at Tennessee ...........................Brandon Allen, Rohan Gaines, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston 
at Alabama .......................Brandon Allen, Sebastian Tretola, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston 
AUBURN ........................... Brandon Allen, Jonathan Williams, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston
UT MARTIN ................................Brandon Allen, Rohan Gaines, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston
at Ole Miss ........................Brandon Allen, Sebastian Tretola, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston
at LSU ................................. Brandon Allen, DeMarcus Hodge, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston
MISSISSIPPI ST. .............. Brandon Allen, Jonathan Williams, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston
MISSOURI  ....................... Brandon Allen, Jonathan Williams, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston
vs. Kansas St.................. Brandon Allen, Jonathan Williams, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston
Despite suffering a season-ending foot injury prior to the vote, senior 
running back JONATHAN WILLIAMS was elected by his teammates 
as one of four team captains for the 2015 season. 
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BRANDON ALLEN, SR., QB
PRESEASON
• Manning Award Watch List
• Johnny Unitas Golden Arm Award Watch List
• Manning Passing Academy Counselor
REGULAR SEASON
• Manning Award Stars of the Week (Sept. 8)
• Manning Award Quarterback of the Week (Sept. 11)
• William V. Campbell Trophy Semifinalist (Sept. 24)
• CFPA National Performer of the Week (Nov. 8)
• SEC Off ensive Player of the Week (Nov. 9)
• Davey O’Brien “Great 8” QBs of the Week (Nov. 9)
• Manning Award Stars of the Week (Nov. 9)
• AutoNation National Off . Player of the Week (Nov. 10)
• Manning Award Quarterback of the Week (Nov. 12)
• Manning Award Stars of the Week (Nov. 23)
• Manning Award Quarterback of the Week (Nov. 25)
POSTSEASON
• Manning Award Finalist (Dec. 2)
• Athlon All-SEC Second Team (Dec. 14)
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team (Dec. 17)
• Senior Bowl - South Team
• NFL Scouting Combine
TOBY BAKER, JR., P
REGULAR SEASON
• Ray Guy Award Nominee (Oct. 30)
ALEX COLLINS, JR., RB
PRESEASON
• Coaches’ All-SEC Second Team 
• Media All-SEC Second Team
• Phil Steele All-SEC Second Team
• Athlon All-SEC Second Team
• Maxwell Award Watch List
REGULAR SEASON
• Doak Walker Award Semifinalist (Nov. 18)
POSTSEASON
• Coaches’ All-SEC Second Team (Dec. 8)
• Sports Illustrated All-America Hon. Mention (Dec. 10)
• Athlon All-SEC Second Team (Dec. 14)
• Associated Press All-SEC Second Team (Dec. 14)
• Athlon All-America Third Team (Dec. 16)
• Phil Steele All-America Fourth Team (Dec. 17)
• Phil Steele All-SEC Second Team (Dec. 17)
• NFL Scouting Combine
JARED COLLINS, JR., DB
PRESEASON
• Athlon All-SEC Third Team
BROOKS ELLIS, JR., LB
PRESEASON
• Butkus Award Watch List
• Wuerff el Trophy Watch List
REGULAR SEASON
• CoSIDA Academic All-District (Nov. 5)
POSTSEASON
• CoSIDA Academic All-America Second Team (Dec. 3)
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team (Dec. 17)
ROHAN GAINES, SR., DB
PRESEASON
• Coaches’ All-SEC Third Team
DRE GREENLAW, FR., LB
REGULAR SEASON
• SEC Freshman of the Week (Oct. 26)
• SEC Freshman of the Week (Nov. 16)
POSTSEASON
• Coaches’ SEC All-Freshman Team (Dec. 10)
• Athlon SEC Defensive Freshman of the Year (Dec. 14)
• Sporting News Freshman All-American (Dec. 16)
• Athlon All-Freshman First Team (Dec. 23)
• FWAA Freshman All-American (Jan. 11)
KEON HATCHER, SR., WR
PRESEASON
• Athlon All-SEC Fourth Team
HUNTER HENRY, JR., TE
PRESEASON
• ESPN.com All-America First Team
• Athlon All-America First Team
• Sports Illustrated All-America Second Team
• Lindy’s All-America Second Team
• Phil Steele All-America Fourth Team
• ESPN.com All-SEC First Team
• Athlon All-SEC First Team
• Coaches’ All-SEC Second Team
• Media All-SEC Second Team
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team
• John Mackey Award Watch List
REGULAR SEASON
• John Mackey Award Midseason Watch List (Oct. 14)
• John Mackey TE of the Week Honorable Mention (Nov. 11)
• John Mackey Award Semifinalist (Nov. 16)
• John Mackey Award Finalist (Nov. 23)
POSTSEASON
• USA Today All-America First Team (Dec. 8)
• Coaches’ All-SEC First Team (Dec. 8)
• USA Today All-SEC Team (Dec. 9)
• John Mackey Award Winner (Dec. 9)
• ESPN.com All-SEC Team (Dec. 9)
• Walter Camp All-America First Team (Dec. 10)
• Sports Illustrated All-America Second Team  (Dec. 10)
• Associated Press All-America First Team  (Dec. 13)
• ESPN.com All-America Team (Dec. 14)
• Associated Press All-SEC First Team (Dec. 14)
• Athlon All-SEC First Team (Dec. 14)
• Sporting News All-America First Team (Dec. 15)
• AFCA All-America Team (Dec. 16)
• Athlon All-America First Team (Dec. 16)
• Phil Steele All-America First Team (Dec. 17)
• Phil Steele All-SEC First Team (Dec. 17)
• NFL Scouting Combine
2015 AWARDS & HONORS
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Junior HUNTER HENRY became the second Razorback to ever win the John Mackey Award, 
given annually to the nation’s top tight end. Henry led all FBS tight ends with 739 
receiving yards and posted 51 receptions. Arkansas is the only program to have two players win 
the John Mackey Award.
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DENVER KIRKLAND, JR., OL
PRESEASON
• Sporting News All-America First Team
• Athlon All-America Fourth Team
• Coaches’ All-SEC Second Team
• Media All-SEC Second Team
• Phil Steele All-SEC Second Team
• Athlon All-SEC Second Team
• Outland Trophy Watch List
POSTSEASON
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team (Dec. 17)
• NFL Scouting Combine
DREW MORGAN, JR., WR
REGULAR SEASON
• Biletnikoff  Award Watch List
POSTSEASON
• Associated Press All-SEC Second Team (Dec. 14)
• Athlon All-SEC Second Team (Dec. 14)
•  Athlon SEC Breakout Player of the Year Runner-Up 
(Dec. 14)
• Phil Steele All-SEC Second Team (Dec. 17)
MITCH SMOTHERS, SR., OL
PRESEASON
• Rimington Trophy Watch List
REGULAR SEASON
• SEC Off ensive Lineman of the Week (Nov. 2)
DAN SKIPPER, JR., OL
PRESEASON
• Coaches’ All-SEC Second Team
• Media All-SEC Second Team
• Phil Steele All-SEC Second Team
• Athlon All-SEC Second Team
REGULAR SEASON
• SEC Off ensive Lineman of the Week (Nov. 16)
POSTSEASON
• Coaches’ All-SEC Second Team (Dec. 8)
• ESPN.com All-SEC Team (Dec. 9)
• Athlon All-SEC Second Team (Dec. 14)
• Associated Press All-SEC Second Team (Dec. 14)
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team (Dec. 17)
SEBASTIAN TRETOLA, SR., OL
PRESEASON
• Athlon All-America Second Team
• ESPN.com All-SEC First Team
• Athlon All-SEC First Team
• Coaches’ All-SEC Third Team
• Media All-SEC Third Team
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team 
• Outland Trophy Watch List
REGULAR SEASON
• SEC Off ensive Lineman of the Week (Oct. 5)
POSTSEASON
• Jacobs Blocking Trophy (Dec. 8)
• Coaches’ All-SEC First Team (Dec. 8)
• ESPN.com All-SEC Team (Dec. 9)
• Sports Illustrated All-America First Team (Dec. 10)
• Associated Press All-America Second Team (Dec. 13)
• Associated Press All-SEC First Team (Dec. 14)
• Athlon All-SEC First Team (Dec. 14)
• Sporting News All-America Second Team (Dec. 15)
• Athlon All-America Second Team (Dec. 16)
• Phil Steele All-SEC First Team (Dec. 17)
• Senior Bowl - South Team
• NFL Scouting Combine 
TAIWAN JOHNSON, JR., DL
PRESEASON
• Athlon All-SEC Fourth Team
JONATHAN WILLIAMS, SR., RB
PRESEASON
• Media All-SEC Second Team
• Athlon All-SEC Second Team
• Coaches’ All-SEC Third Team
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team
• Maxwell Award Watch List
POSTSEASON
• Senior Bowl - South Team
• NFL Scouting Combine
RAWLEIGH WILLIAMS III, FR., RB
POSTSEASON
• Coaches’ SEC All-Freshman Team (Dec. 10)
DEATRICH WISE JR., JR., DE
REGULAR SEASON
• SEC Co-Defensive Lineman of the Week (Nov. 30)
POSTSEASON
• SEC Community Service Team (Dec. 2)
• Phil Steele All-SEC Third Team (Dec. 17)
OFFENSIVE LINE
REGULAR SEASON
• Joe Moore Award Honor Roll (Sept. 8)
• Joe Moore Award Semifinalists (Nov. 16)
• Joe Moore Award Finalist (Nov. 30)
2015 AWARDS & HONORS
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Senior offensive lineman SEBASTIAN TRETOLA was a co-recipient of the Jacobs Blocking Trophy, 
given annually to the SEC’s best blocker and voted on by the league’s coaches. The left guard 
also earned first team All-America honors from Sports Illustrated.
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GAME 1
SEPT. 5, 2015 | FAYETTEVILLE, ARK.
DONALD W. REYNOLDS 
RAZORBACK STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 67,708 | TV: ESPNU
FAYETTEVILLE, ARK. — With new off ensive coordinator 
Dan Enos calling the plays for the first time since leaving 
his job as head coach at Central Michigan, quarterback 
Brandon Allen was at his best — and most eff icient — in 
leading No. 18 Arkansas to a 48-13 win over UTEP in the 
season opener.
Allen threw for a career-high 308 yards and 
matched his best with four touchdown passes, doing 
so while completing 14 of 18 passes.
Keon Hatcher caught two of Allen’s touchdown 
passes, finishing with six catches for 106 yards, but it 
was Allen who shined the brightest while extending 
his streak of pass attempts without an interception 
to 108.
That’s the second-best streak of his career, 
following a stretch of 116 passes without an 
interception last season.
Aaron Jones led the Miners with 15 carries for 70 
yards rushing, but UTEP was unable to overcome a 
series of second-half miscues in the blowout loss.
The Miners were outgained 490-204 in total 
yardage, with quarterback Mack Leftwich finishing 
9-of-14 passing for 120 yards. The sophomore, 
however, opened the second half by throwing an 
interception, and UTEP’s next two drives ended with 
poor snaps on punt attempts, leading to quality field 
position for Arkansas.
Following the interception and first of the bad 
snaps, Arkansas needed only two plays to score a 
pair of touchdowns to open the second half.
Alex Collins, who finished with 127 yards rushing on 12 
carries, had the first from 7 yards out, while Kody Walker 
ran in from 3 yards out to put the Razorbacks up 42-10.
Allen threw for touchdowns on each of Arkansas’ 
first four drives of the game, including a perfectly 
placed 38-yard touchdown pass to Hatcher late in 
the second quarter. He also connected with Drew 
Morgan and Jared Cornelius for scores during 
the half, in which he finished 10-of-13 passing for 
256 yards.
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS UTEP ARKANSAS
FIRST DOWNS 13 18 
RUSHES-YARDS (NET) 34-58 34-182
PASSING YDS (NET) 146 308
Passes Att-Comp-Int 19-14-1 20-14-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS 53-204 54-490
Fumble Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards 1-2 2-12
Kickoff Returns-Yards 6-130 2-55
Interception Returns-Yards 0-0 1-12
Punts (Number-Avg) 3-46.7 1-35
Fumbles-Lost 3-2 0-0
Penalties-Yards 2-15 6-68
Possession Time 30:41 29:19
Third-Down Conversions 7 of 14 5 of 11
Fourth-Down Conversions 0 of 2 2 of 2
Red-Zone Scores-Chances 3-3 5-5
Sacks By: Number-Yards 0-0 1-6
RUSHING
Arkansas - Alex Collins 12-127; R. Williams 16-45; Kody 
Walker 5-11; Brandon Allen 1-(-1).
UTEP - Aaron Jones 15-70; Autrey Golden 2-8; Kavika 
Johnson 9-7; Jaquan White 1-4; J. Laufasa 3-1; Treyvon 
Hughes 2-(-5)., TEAM 2-(-27).
PASSING
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 14-18-0 308; Austin Allen 0-2-0 0. 
UTEP - Mack Leftwich 9-14-1 120; Ryan Metz 3-3-0 19; Kavika 
Johnson 2-2-0 7.
RECEIVING
Arkansas - Keon Hatcher 6-106; Jared Cornelius 2-75; 
Jeremy Sprinkle 2-60; Hunter Henry 2-42; Drew Morgan 
1-26; R. Williams 1-(-1).
UTEP - Aaron Jones 6-83; Darrin Laufasa 2-17; Hayden 
Plinke 1-13; Warren Redix 1-9; Autrey Golden 1-7; J. Laufasa 
1-6; Jaquan White 1-6; Donovan Walker 1-5.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 F
UTEP 0 10 3 0 13
Arkansas 14 14 17 3 48
1ST QUARTER
11:35 AR - Drew Morgan 26 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 7-75, 3:25.
04:11 AR - Keon Hatcher 20 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 8-79, 3:47.
2ND QUARTER
12:51 UTEP - Jay Mattox 38 yd field goal, 11-45, 6:20.
11:17 AR - Jared Cornelius 58 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 3-70, 1:34.
08:56 UTEP - Autrey Golden 10 yd run (Jay Mattox 
kick), 5-75, 2:21.
05:17 AR - Keon Hatcher 38 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 6-75, 3:39.
3RD QUARTER
14:42 AR - Alex Collins 7 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
1-7, 0:06.
12:57 AR - Kody Walker 3 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
1-3, 0:04.
08:38 AR - Cole Hedlund 19 yd field goal, 5-47, 2:08.
03:01 UTEP - Jay Mattox 44 yd field goal, 11-55, 5:37.
4TH QUARTER
06:30 AR - Cole Hedlund 27 yd field goal, 7-5, 3:28.
NO. 18 ARKANSAS 48, UTEP 13
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GAME 2
SEPT. 12, 2015 | LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
WAR MEMORIAL STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 49,591 | TV: SECN ALT.
LITTLE ROCK, ARK. — Arkansas fell to Toledo 16-12 
at War Memorial Stadium in Little Rock, Arkansas.
Brandon Allen had another impressive day. He 
finished the game 32-of-53 with 412 yards through 
the air. The 412 passing yards was the third highest 
single-game total in Razorback history.
However, Allen and the off ense struggled to put 
points on the board. His one interception came in 
the third quarter when Toledo picked him off  in the 
back of the endzone after his intended receiver 
fell down.
Alex Collins had 54 of Arkansas’ 103 yards on the 
ground, totaling 20 carries and one touchdown. 
Hunter Henry caught eight passes for 117 yards, 
the third 100-yard receiving game of his career.
Defensively, Henre’ Toliver led the team with eight 
total tackles and had one tackle for loss. 
Toledo scored first on a 5-yard pass from Phillip 
Ely, a transfer from Alabama, to Corey Jones that 
gave the Rockets a 6-0 lead after a failed two point 
conversion attempt. 
Arkansas responded in the second quarter with a 
21-yard run by Collins to cap an eight-play, 89-yard drive 
that gave the Razorbacks their only lead of the afternoon.
Toledo kicked a field goal with 1:06 left in the half to 
take a 9-7 lead into halftime.
After Arkansas stalled on its first drive of the second 
half, the Razorback defense forced a three-and-out. 
Jared Cornelius had a long punt return for a touchdown 
but a penalty called the return back and an interception 
left the Razorbacks with an empty drive. 
The Rockets extended their lead to 16-7 later in the 
third quarter after a Jones-Moore 11 yard run. 
Arkansas kicked a field goal and Toledo took an 
intentional safety, giving the Razorbacks one more 
chance with 52 seconds left in the game. Allen led 
the off ense down to the Rockets’ 16-yard line where 
Toledo’s defense stood strong, keeping Arkansas out 
of the endzone as time expired.
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS TOLEDO ARKANSAS
FIRST DOWNS 15 30 
RUSHES-YARDS (NET) 24-81 31-103
PASSING YDS (NET) 237 412
Passes Att-Comp-Int 38-21-0 53-32-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS 62-318 84-515
Fumble Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards 1-28 1-43
Kickoff Returns-Yards 5-323 3-184
Interception Returns-Yards 1-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg) 4-36.8 2-19.0
Fumbles-Lost 1-0 1-0
Penalties-Yards 8-55 9-85
Possession Time 22:05 37:55
Third-Down Conversions 7 of 17 5 of 13
Fourth-Down Conversions 2 of 3 1 of 3
Red-Zone Scores-Chances 2-3 1-5
Sacks By: Number-Yards 0-0 0-0
RUSHING
Arkansas - Alex Collins 20-54; Brandon Allen 3-23; Kody 
Walker 5-17; Damon Mitchell 1-5; Rawleigh Williams 1-4; 
Keon Hatcher 1-0.
Toledo - Damion Jones-Moore 11-68; Marc Remy 9-33; 
Phillip Ely 1-3; Corey Jones 1-(-5); Team 2-(-18).
PASSING
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 32-53-1-412. 
Toledo - Phillip Ely 21-38-0-237.
RECEIVING
Arkansas - Hunter Henry 8-117; Keon Hatcher 7-92; Drew 
Morgan 5-77; Cody Hollister 4-65; Jared Cornelius 4-41; 
Alex Collins 2-9; Rawleigh Williams 1-6; Jeremy Sprinkle 1-5.
Toledo - Corey Jones 8-61; Marc Remy 4-16; Cody Thompson 
2-30; Jon’Vea Johnson 2-26; ROBERTS, Michael 2-20; Alonzo 
Russell 1-32; Di. Johnson 1-27; Kishon Wilcher 1-25.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 F
Toledo 6 3 7 0 16
Arkansas 0 7 0 5 12
1ST QUARTER
06:59 TOLEDO - Corey Jones 5 yd pass from Phillip 
Ely (Cody Thompson pass intercepted), 6-25, 1:10.
2ND QUARTER
07:53 AR - Alex Collins 21 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
8-89, 3:47.
01:06 TOLEDO - Jameson Vest 38 yd field goal, 8-45, 
1:44.
3RD QUARTER
05:09 TOLEDO - Damion Jones-Moore 11 yd run 
(Jameson Vest kick), 10-80, 4:09.
4TH QUARTER
09:30 AR - Cole Hedlund 25 yd field goal, 21-73, 10:39.
00:52 AR - Team safety 16 - 12.
TOLEDO 16, NO. 18 ARKANSAS 12
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GAME 3
SEPT. 19, 2015 | FAYETTEVILLE, ARK.
DONALD W. REYNOLDS 
RAZORBACK STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 73,334 | TV: ESPN2
FAYETTEVILLE, ARK. — The Razorbacks got the 
ground game rolling again behind the 170-yard eff ort 
from Alex Collins on 28 carries, but it wasn’t enough 
in a 35-24 loss to Texas Tech at Donald W. Reynolds 
Razorback Stadium.
Freshman running back Rawleigh Williams III was 
able to grind out 31 yards on eight carries. 
Brandon Allen had another eff icient day from the 
pocket, completing 16 of 21 passes for 196 yards with 
two touchdowns. 
Arkansas started the day with its first three-
and-out series of the season. Texas Tech went 
77 yards in eight plays to take a 7-0 lead early in 
the game.
Arkansas bounced back and was able to tie 
the game at 21 just before halftime with a 24-yard 
touchdown reception by Drew Morgan.
Arkansas kept it a one-possession game until the 
beginning of the fourth quarter. After a 22-yard field 
goal from Cole Hedlund to cut the Texas Tech lead 
to four, Tech drove 83 yards on nine plays to expand 
their lead to 35-24. 
The two teams combined for over 900 yards of 
off ense and just one punt.
Hunter Henry scored on a 7-yard pass from Allen 
in the second quarter. 
Texas Tech outgained the Razorbacks 486-424 in 
total yardage but Arkansas was able to control the 
ball most of the game by possessing it for 36:43.
Arkansas’ defense did force two interceptions 
but was not able to force Texas Tech to punt the 
entire game. 
Morgan led all Razorback receivers with four 
receptions for 45 yards.
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS TEXAS TECH ARKANSAS
FIRST DOWNS  24  23
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)  27-171  43-228
PASSING YDS (NET)  315  196
Passes Att-Comp-Int  31-27-2  21-16-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS  58-486  64-424
Fumble Returns-Yards  0-0  0-0
Punt Returns-Yards  0-0  0-0
Kickoff Returns-Yards  4-63  3-58
Interception Returns-Yards  1-0  2-0
Punts (Number-Avg)  0-0.0  1-49.0
Fumbles-Lost  0-0  1-1
Penalties-Yards  4-31  5-43
Possession Time  23:17  36:43
Third-Down Conversions  7 of 10  7 of 11
Fourth-Down Conversions  0 of 0  0 of 0
Red-Zone Scores-Chances  3-4  3-4
Sacks By: Number-Yards  0-0  0-0
RUSHING
Arkansas - Alex Collins 28-170; Rawleigh Williams 8-31; 
Brandon Allen 6-22; Damon Mitchell 1-5.
Texas Tech - Washington, De. 11-75; Mahomes, P. 10-58; 
Stockton, J. 4-45; Team 2-(-7).
PASSING
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 16-21-1-196.
Texas Tech - Mahomes, P. 26-30-2-243; Grant, Jakeem 
1-1-0-72. 
RECEIVING
Arkansas - Drew Morgan 4-45; Hunter Henry 4-32; Kendrick 
Edwards 2-32; Rawleigh Williams 2-20; Jared Cornelius 1-34; 
Jojo Robinson 1-13; Jeremy Sprinkle 1-11; Alex Collins 1-9.
Texas Tech - Grant, Jakeem 8-75; Davis, Reginald 5-115; 
Sadler, Ian 5-57; Batson, Cameron 3-29; Washington, De. 
3-16; White, Quinton 2-12; Stockton, J. 1-11. 
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 F
Texas Tech 14 7 7 7 35
Arkansas 7 14 3 0 24
1ST QUARTER
10:45 TTU - Davis, Reginald 3 yd pass from Mahomes, 
P. (Barden, Michael kick), 8-77, 2:39.
03:06 AR - Alex Collins 1 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
7-60, 4:10.
00:21 TTU - Mahomes, P. 1 yd run (Barden, Michael 
kick), 8-75, 2:45.
2ND QUARTER
08:18 AR - Hunter Henry 7 yd pass from Brandon Allen 
(Cole Hedlund kick), 12-81, 7:03.
07:52 TTU - Davis, Reginald 72 yd pass from Grant, 
Jakeem (Barden, Michael kick), 2-85, 0:26.
01:03 AR - Drew Morgan 24 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 11-75, 6:49.
3RD QUARTER
10:31 TTU - Mahomes, P. 2 yd run (Barden, Michael 
kick), 11-77, 4:29.
02:00 AR - Cole Hedlund 22 yd field goal, 15-75, 8:31.
4TH QUARTER
13:09 TTU - Stockton, J. 22 yd run (Barden, Michael 
kick), 9-83, 3:51.
TEXAS TECH 35, ARKANSAS 24
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GAME 4
SEPT. 26, 2015 | ARLINGTON, TEXAS
AT&T STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 67,339 | TV: ESPN
ARLINGTON, TEXAS — Arkansas fell to Texas A&M at 
AT&T Stadium in Arlington, Texas, in overtime for the 
second year in a row. 
Brandon Allen went 20 of 25 through the air, a 
season-high completion percentage (.800), for 225 
yards and one touchdown and one interception. 
Alex Collins ran for 151 yards on 26 carries and one 
touchdown. Freshman running back and North Texas 
native Rawleigh Williams III ran for 46 yards on eight 
carries and one touchdown as well. 
Arkansas outgained Texas A&M in total yardage 
457 to 423.
The Razorback rush defense was stout by only 
allowing the Aggies to 65 rushing yards on 20 carries. 
The defense was able to get into the backfield and record 
two sacks while also picking up five tackles for loss. 
Arkansas got on the board first late in the first 
quarter on a 17-yard touchdown strike from Allen to 
Drew Morgan. Texas A&M quickly responded on a 
44-yard catch and run touchdown by Christian Kirk 
to tie the game at seven early into the second quarter. 
Texas A&M was able to get a 23-yard field goal 
before half to send it into halftime, 10-7 Texas A&M. 
The Aggies came out to start the second half 
on a 6:56 drive that resulted in a 22-yard field goal 
and gave the Aggies a 13-7 lead. Arkansas was able 
to answer on a 4-yard touchdown run by Collins to 
take a 14-13 lead. The Hogs got the ball back and 
scored early in the fourth quarter on a Rawleigh 
Williams 3-yard touchdown run to extend the lead 
to 21-13. 
With 4:11 left in the game, Texas A&M started on 
its own 15-yard line. The Aggies drove 85 yards in 1:21 
to make it 21-19. A&M went for two and converted on 
a Josh Reynolds reception from Kyle Allen to tie the 
game 21-21. Texas A&M got the ball back with 1:04 left 
in the game after forcing a fumble. Aggie kicker Taylor 
Bertolet missed a 38-yard field goal to send the game 
to overtime.
In overtime, Texas A&M got the ball first and 
went 25 yards in two plays capped off  by a 20-yard 
touchdown strike to Christian Kirk from Kyle Allen to 
take a 28-21 lead. Arkansas got the ball and the game 
came down to a fourth-and-4 situation. Brandon 
Allen’s pass to Drew Morgan was broken up by 
De’Vaunte Harris to end the game. 
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS TEXAS A&M ARKANSAS
FIRST DOWNS  17  25
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)  20-65 42-232
PASSING YDS (NET)  358 225
Passes Att-Comp-Int  21-28-0 20-25-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS  48-423 67-457
Fumble Returns-Yards  0-0  0-0
Punt Returns-Yards  0-0  1-45
Kickoff Returns-Yards  4-77  2-43
Interception Returns-Yards  1-7 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg)  4-48.8 3-36.3
Fumbles-Lost  0-0  1-1
Penalties-Yards  7-52  11-93
Possession Time  20:32  39:28
Third-Down Conversions  2 of 9 5 of 10
Fourth-Down Conversions  1 of 1  0 of 2
Red-Zone Scores-Chances  4-4  3-4
Sacks By: Number-Yards  2-13  2-13
RUSHING
Arkansas - Alex Collins 26-151; Rawleigh Williams 8-46; 
Brandon Allen 8-35.
Texas A&M - Tra Carson 8-28; Kyler Murray 5-27; Christian 
Kirk 1-5; Kyle Allen 6-5.
PASSING
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 20-25-1-225.
Texas A&M - Kyle Allen 21-28-0-358.
RECEIVING
Arkansas - Drew Morgan 8-155; Jojo Robinson 4-25; Hunter 
Henry 3-15; Jeremy Sprinkle 2-15; Dominique Reed 2-9; 
Damon Mitchell 1-6.
Texas A&M - Christian Kirk 8-173; Tra Carson 8-61; Josh 
Reynolds 3-106; R. Seals-Jones 1-11; Jeremy Tabuyo 1-7.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 OT F
Texas A&M 0 10 3 8 7 28
Arkansas 7 0 7 7 0 21
1ST QUARTER
01:08 AR - Drew Morgan 17 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 11-86, 7:15.
2ND QUARTER
14:48 TAMU - Christian Kirk 44 yd pass from Kyle 
Allen (Taylor Bertolet kick), 4-97, 1:20.
05:33 TAMU - Taylor Bertolet 23 yd field goal, 6-80, 
2:03.
3RD QUARTER
08:04 TAMU - Taylor Bertolet 22 yd field goal, 14-65, 
6:56.
04:17 AR - Alex Collins 4 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
7-77, 3:47.
4TH QUARTER
14:12 AR - Rawleigh Williams 3 yd run (Cole Hedlund 
kick), 8-80, 3:59.
02:50 TAMU - Tra Carson 2 yd run (Josh Reynolds 
pass from Kyle Allen), 5-85, 1:21.
OVERTIME
15:00 TAMU - Christian Kirk 20 yd pass from Kyle 
Allen (Taylor Bertolet kick), 2-25, 0:00.
TEXAS A&M 28, ARKANSAS 21 (OT)
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GAME 5
OCT. 3, 2015 | KNOXVILLE, TENN.
NEYLAND STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 101,265 | TV: ESPN2
KNOXVILLE, TENN. — The Razorbacks went to 
Knoxville, Tennessee and beat the Volunteers, 24-20, 
in front of a 100,000-plus person crowd.
Brandon Allen went 11 of 24 in the air for 219 yards 
and one touchdown. 
Alex Collins led the way on the ground for the 
Hogs with 154 yards on 27 carries. True freshman 
Rawleigh Williams III recorded the first 100-yard 
game of his career with 100 rushing yards on 
14 carries. 
Drew Morgan had a big day with 110 yards 
receiving with five catches, topping the 100-yard 
plateau for the second consecutive week.
Arkansas’ defense was led by freshman linebacker 
Dre Greenlaw. Greenlaw recorded 10 tackles, one 
tackle for loss and one quarterback hurry. Defensive 
lineman Tevin Beanum had five tackles, one sack, 
two tackles for loss, and one fumble recovery. 
Tennessee started the game with a 96-yard kickoff  return 
for a touchdown. Arkansas stalled on its first possession 
and Tennessee got the ball back with a 7-0 lead. 
Tennessee proceeded to drive 89 yards in 3:23 
on 11 plays to take a 14-0 lead early in the game. 
Arkansas responded with a 75-yard drive of its 
own on four plays capped off  with a Collins 4-yard 
touchdown run. 
Early in the second, Allen found Dominique Reed 
for a 33-yard touchdown reception. It was Reed’s first 
as a Razorback.
The Vols and Hogs traded field goals later in the 
second to send the game into halftime tied at 17. 
Arkansas was able to take its first drive in the 
second half down the field and score on a 1-yard run 
by Alex Collins to take a 24-17 lead. 
The Razorback defense only gave up 90 yards in 
the second half and was able to hold Tennessee to a 
lone field goal, giving Arkansas a 24-20 victory. 
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS ARKANSAS TENNESSEE
FIRST DOWNS  23  19
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)  50-275 33-133
PASSING YDS (NET)  219 232
Passes Att-Comp-Int  24-11-0 37-20-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS  74-494 70-365
Fumble Returns-Yards  0-0  0-0
Punt Returns-Yards  1-12 3-35
Kickoff Returns-Yards  2-39 3-141
Interception Returns-Yards  0-0  0-0
Punts (Number-Avg)  5-41.8 4-46.5
Fumbles-Lost  0-0  2-1
Penalties-Yards  3-20 4-39
Possession Time  35:18 24:42
Third-Down Conversions  6 of 15 7 of 16
Fourth-Down Conversions  1 of 2 1 of 2
Red-Zone Scores-Chances  3-6 2-4
Sacks By: Number-Yards  1-8  0-0
RUSHING
Arkansas - Alex Collins 27-154; Rawleigh Williams 14-100; 
Brandon Allen 6-23; Drew Morgan 1-8; Adam McFain 1-3.
Tennessee - J. Hurd 19-90; A. Kamara 7-36; J. Dobbs 7-7.
PASSING
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 11-24-0-219.
 
Tennessee - Dobbs, J. 20-36-0-232; Jennings, J. 0-1-0-0.
RECEIVING
Arkansas - Drew Morgan 5-110; Hunter Henry 3-62; 
Dominique Reed 1-33; Kendrick Edwards, 1-13; Rawleigh 
Williams 1-1.
Tennessee - Kamara, A. 4-40; Hurd, J. 3-51; Pearson, V. 3-30; 
Malone, J. 3-17; Smith, J. 2-34; Williams, P. 2-19; Jennings, J. 
2-10;  Wolf, Et. 1-31.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 F
Arkansas 7 10 7 0 24
Tennessee 14 3 3 0 20
1ST QUARTER
14:48 UT - Berry, Ev. 96 yd kickoff  return (Medley, A. 
kick).
08:06 UT - Dobbs, J. 7 yd run (Medley, A. kick), 11-89, 
3:23.
05:57 AR - Collins, A. 4 yd run (Hedlund, C. kick), 4-75, 
2:09.
2ND QUARTER
14:03 AR - Reed, D. 33 yd pass from Allen, B. (Hedlund, 
C. kick), 4-80, 1:31.
09:54 UT - Medley, A. 35 yd field goal, 14-58, 4:09.
00:00 AR - Hedlund, C. 26 yd field goal, 9-60, 1:27.
3RD QUARTER 
09:12 AR - Collins, A. 1 yd run (Hedlund, C. kick), 
10-80, 5:42.
06:41 UT - Medley, A. 45 yd field goal, 8-49, 2:26.
ARKANSAS 24, TENNESSEE 20
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GAME 6
OCT. 10, 2015 | TUSCALOOSA, ALA.
BRYANT-DENNY STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 101,821 | TV: ESPN
TUSCALOOSA, ALA. — No. 8 Alabama defeated 
Arkansas 27-14 at Bryant-Denny Stadium.
For the fifth time this season, Arkansas limited 
its opponent to their lowest scoring output of the 
year, but struggled to find its rhythm on off ense. The 
Razorbacks manufactured just 220 yards of total 
off ense to Alabama’s 396.
Defensively, junior linebacker Brooks Ellis led the 
way for the Razorbacks, posting a career-high 15 
tackles (13 solo), including 2.5 for loss.
Alabama out-gained Arkansas 204-77 in the 
first half, but the Razorbacks led 7-3 due to quality 
defense and a timely turnover. 
In Alabama’s first two drives, the Crimson Tide 
marched inside the Arkansas 10 both times. But the 
Razorback defense held strong, allowing only a field 
goal on the opening drive.
On Alabama’s third possession, Arkansas 
defensive back Josh Liddell intercepted Jake Coker 
at the Arkansas 31. However, the Razorbacks were 
unable to capitalize on the turnover.
With 2:26 remaining in the half, redshirt freshman 
Santos Ramirez picked off  Coker, and the Razorbacks 
took over at the Alabama 12-yard line. This time, 
Arkansas made the Crimson Tide pay. 
Senior quarterback Brandon Allen found junior 
wide receiver Drew Morgan wide open in the middle 
of the end zone for an easy 4-yard touchdown pass.
The defensive battle continued for the first 13 and 
a half minutes of the third quarter, but momentum 
quickly shifted Alabama’s way when Coker threw an 
81-yard touchdown pass to freshman wide receiver 
Calvin Ridley to give the Crimson Tide a 10-7 lead with 
1:39 remaining in the quarter.
Alabama followed up with scoring drives on three 
of its next four possessions to extend its lead 27-7.
With 2:44 left in the contest, Arkansas put 
together a five-play, 74-yard drive that resulted in 
a 54-yard touchdown pass to junior wide receiver 
Dominique Reed.
But that would be all for the Razorbacks as the 
Crimson Tide went on to win 27-14.
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS ARKANSAS ALABAMA
FIRST DOWNS  10 22
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)  25-44 46-134
PASSING YDS (NET)  176 262
Passes Att-Comp-Int  32-15-1 33-24-2
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS  57-220 79-396
Fumble Returns-Yards  0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards  2-11 3-39
Kickoff Returns-Yards  2-31 2-38
Interception Returns-Yards  2-18 1-20
Punts (Number-Avg)  10-40.2 5-45.2
Fumbles-Lost  1-0 0-0
Penalties-Yards  7-44 6-56
Possession Time  26:07 33:53
Third-Down Conversions  5 of 16 7 of 16
Fourth-Down Conversions  0 of 1 0 of 0
Red-Zone Scores-Chances  1-1 4-5
Sacks By: Number-Yards  2-18 3-16
RUSHING
Arkansas - Alex Collins 12-26; Rawleigh Williams III 5-10; 
Brandon Allen 7-6; Toby Baker 1-2.
Alabama - Derrick Henry 27-95; Kenyan Drake 7-29; Jake 
Coker 7-17; TEAM 2-(-3); Damien Harris 3-(-4).
PASSING
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 15-32-1-176
Alabama -  Jake Coker 24-33-2-262
RECEIVING
Arkansas - Jeremy Sprinkle 4-41; Drew Morgan 4-15; 
Dominique Reed 3-77; Hunter Henry 1-18; Jojo Robinson 
1-15; Kendrick Edwards 1-6; Alex Collins 1-4.
Alabama - Calvin Ridley 9-140; Kenyan Drake 5-37; R. 
Mullaney 4-25; O.J. Howard 3-17; A. Stewart 2-38
Hale Hentges 1-5.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 F
Arkansas 0 7 0 7 14
Alabama 3 0 7 17 27
1ST QUARTER
07:09 UA - Adam Griff ith 24 yd field goal, 13-80, 5:31.
2ND QUARTER
01:29 AR - Drew Morgan 4 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 3-12, 0:57.
3RD QUARTER
01:39 UA - Calvin Ridley 81 yd pass from Jake Coker 
(Adam Griff ith kick), 1-81, 0:11.
4TH QUARTER
12:49 UA - R. Mullaney 3 yd pass from Jake Coker 
(Adam Griff ith kick), 7-43, 2:34.
10:07 UA - Adam Griff ith 35 yd field goal, 4-4, 1:45.
02:44 UA - Derrick Henry 1 yd run (Adam Griff ith kick), 
4-16, 2:05.
01:37 AR - Dominique Reed 54 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 5-74, 1:07.
NO. 8 ALABAMA 27, ARKANSAS 14
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GAME 7
OCT. 24, 2015 | FAYETTEVILLE, ARK.
DONALD W. REYNOLDS 
RAZORBACK STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 72,008 | TV: SEC NETWORK
FAYETTEVILLE, ARK. — Behind an electric crowd of 
72,008 and a clutch performance by senior quarterback 
Brandon Allen, Arkansas downed Auburn, 54-46, in four 
overtimes at Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium.
On two occasions, Arkansas’ fate came down to 
one play. Allen answered the call on both. The second 
was the game winner — a 25-yard strike to junior 
wide receiver Drew Morgan followed by a successful 
two-point conversion in the fourth overtime.
Allen finished the day 19-of-31 with 233 yards, three 
touchdowns and one interception while running 
back Alex Collins grounded out 105 yards and one 
touchdown on 25 carries.
Arkansas wasted little time finding the end zone 
on the game’s opening drive. Two rushes by Collins 
and three first-down grabs by Hunter Henry for 52 
yards helped set up an end around to Dominique 
Reed for an 11-yard score.
Arkansas went up 14-0 when Allen guided 
the Razorbacks on a 10-play, 60-yard drive that 
ended in a 23-yard scoring toss to junior tight end 
Jeremy Sprinkle.
A 7-yard rushing touchdown by Collins at the 2:14 
mark in the third quarter broke a 14-14 tie and also 
moved Collins into sole possession of 10th place on 
the school’s career rushing touchdowns list.
With a tied game down the stretch Arkansas took 
a 24-21 lead with a 25-yard Cole Hedlund field goal 
with 1:07 remaining in the game. However, Auburn 
moved the ball into Arkansas territory and kicker 
Daniel Carson booted through a 41-yard field goal to 
tie things up again and ultimately send it to overtime.
In the first overtime, Auburn got the ball first, went 
25 yards on three plays and capped its drive with a 
2-yard touchdown run by Peyton Barber. For Arkansas, 
on fourth and three and the game on the line, Allen 
zipped a 6-yard touchdown pass to Morgan while 
Hedlund followed with the PAT to even the score.
Both teams exchanged touchdowns in the second 
and third overtimes and were also successful on the 
two-point conversion in the third.
On the first play of the fourth overtime, Allen 
connected with Morgan for a 25-yard go-ahead 
touchdown pass that would be the game winner.
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS AUBURN ARKANSAS
FIRST DOWNS  22 29
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)  52-162 49-213
PASSING YDS (NET)  254 244
Passes Att-Comp-Int  34-19-0 32-20-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS  86-416 81-457
Fumble Returns-Yards  0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards  0-0 1-4
Kickoff Returns-Yards  3-81 1-7
Interception Returns-Yards  1-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg)  6-36.2 4-42.5
Fumbles-Lost  1-0 2-0
Penalties-Yards  2-25 3-25
Possession Time  27:09 32:51
Third-Down Conversions   8 of 17 9 of 16
Fourth-Down Conversions   2 of 3 2 of 2
Red-Zone Scores-Chances  6-6 6-6
Sacks By: Number-Yards  1-9 1-9
RUSHING
Arkansas - Alex Collins 25-105; Kody Walker 8-32; 
Dominique Reed 3-25; Damon Mitchell 2-19; Rawleigh 
Williams 4-18; Brandon Allen 6-11; Drew Morgan 1-3.
Auburn - Peyton Barber 37-120; Kerryon Johnson 7-31; 
Jason Smith 1-9; Ricardo Louis 1-8; Jeremy Johnson 1-1; 
Stanton Truitt 2-(-1); Sean White 3-(-6).
PASSING
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 19-31-1-233; Damon Mitchell 
1-1-0-11.
Auburn -  Sean White 19-32-0-254; TEAM 0-2-0-0. 
RECEIVING
Arkansas - Drew Morgan 6-56; Hunter Henry 5-68; 
Dominique Reed 4-47; Alex Collins 3-39; Jeremy Sprinkle 
1-23; Brandon Allen 1-11.
Auburn - Ricardo Louis 6-79; Melvin Ray 3-55; Jason Smith 
2-54; Tony Stevens 2-18; Gray King 2-13; Kamryn Pettway 1-12; 
Kerryon Johnson 1-11; Peyton Barber 1-11; Marcus Davis 1-1.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 1OT 2OT 3OT 4OT F
Auburn 0 7 7 10 7 7 8 0 46
Arkansas 7 7 7 3 7 7 8 8 54
1ST QUARTER
11:33 AR - Dominique Reed 11 yd run (Cole Hedlund 
kick), 7-75, 3:27.
2ND QUARTER
14:22 AR - Jeremy Sprinkle 23 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 10-60, 4:37.
00:30 AU - Peyton Barber 1 yd run (Daniel Carlson 
kick), 16-96, 6:03.
3RD QUARTER
09:09 AU - Jason Smith 9 yd run (Daniel Carlson kick), 
13-75, 5:51.
02:14 AR - Alex Collins 7 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
8-69, 4:05.
4TH QUARTER
06:54 AU - Jeremy Johnson 1 yd run (Daniel Carlson 
kick), 12-93, 5:07.
01:07 AR - Cole Hedlund 25 yd field goal, 13-67, 5:47.
00:04 AU - Daniel Carlson 41 yd field goal, 8-50, 1:03.
1ST OVERTIME 
15:00 AU - Peyton Barber 2 yd run (Daniel Carlson 
kick), 3-25, 0:00.
15:00 AR - Drew Morgan 6 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 7-25, 0:00.
2ND OVERTIME
15:00 AR - Kody Walker 3 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
3-25, 0:00.
15:00 AU - Peyton Barber 2 yd run (Daniel Carlson 
kick), 6-25, 0:00.
3RD OVERTIME
15:00 AU - Peyton Barber 1 yd run (Melvin Ray pass 
from Sean White), 5-25, 0:00.
15:00 AR - Kody Walker 4 yd run (Jeremy Sprinkle 
pass from Brandon Allen), 6-25, 0:00.
4TH OVERTIME
15:00 AR - Drew Morgan 25 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Kody Walker pass from Brandon Allen), 1-25, 
0:00.
ARKANSAS 54, AUBURN 46 (4OT)
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GAME 8
OCT. 31, 2015 | FAYETTEVILLE, ARK.
DONALD W. REYNOLDS 
RAZORBACK STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 64,206 |
TV: SEC NETWORK
FAYETTEVILLE, ARK. — Behind a career-high 
five-touchdown performance and a 173-yard outing 
by junior running back Alex Collins, Arkansas took 
down UT Martin 63-28 in Saturday’s Homecoming 
aff air at Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium.
The win improved Arkansas’ record to 4-4.
With his impressive performance, Collins 
surpassed Cedric Cobbs (26) for fifth in program 
history with 28 rushing touchdowns for his career. 
The Fort Lauderdale, Florida, native also moved 
into fourth place on the school’s all-time rushing 
list with 3,086 yards, surpassing Felix Jones’ total of 
2,956 set from 2005-07. Additionally, Collins broke 
the 100-yard rushing barrier for the 13th time in his 
career, which tied Jones for fourth in the school 
record books.
Arkansas outgained UT Martin in the first half by 
10 yards. Interceptions by Rohan Gaines and Brooks 
Ellis proved to be diff erence makers.
Brandon Allen, who was 11-of-15 for 186 yards 
and one touchdown in the first half, marched the 
Razorbacks down the field on their first scoring 
chance, capping the 10-play, 75-yard drive with 
a 2-yard touchdown run by Collins. It was the 
second week in a row that Arkansas scored on its 
opening drive.
Allen finished the day 14-of-19 with 265 yards and 
two touchdowns.
The senior signal caller moved past both Casey 
Dick (5,856) and Matt Jones (5,857) for career passing 
yards and is now fourth all-time with 6,057.
At the half, the Razorbacks led 35-14.
Arkansas would eventually add four more 
touchdowns to its ledger, ending its scoring with a 
35-yard touchdown pass from sophomore 
quarterback Austin Allen to Jeremy Sprinkle at the 
14:08 mark in the fourth quarter.
Defensively, Dre Greenlaw paced the Razorbacks 
in tackles for the fourth time in six starts with 10, and 
the Razorbacks had two interceptions in a game for 
the third time this season.
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS UT MARTIN ARKANSAS
FIRST DOWNS  25 22
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)  23-169 36-291
PASSING YDS (NET)  380 300
Passes Att-Comp-Int  44-30-2 20-15-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS  67-519 56-591
Fumble Returns-Yards  0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards  0-0 1-33
Kickoff Returns-Yards  8-118 2-45
Interception Returns-Yards  0-0 2-42
Punts (Number-Avg)  4-33.8 2-40.0
Fumbles-Lost  1-1 0-0
Penalties-Yards  4-27 3-25
Possession Time  31:27 28:43
Third-Down Conversions  6 of 11 3 of 7
Fourth-Down Conversions  0 of 1 2 of 2
Red-Zone Scores-Chances  2-2 5-5
Sacks By: Number-Yards  1-7 0-0
RUSHING
Arkansas - Alex Collins 16-173; Kody Walker 8-57; Denzell 
Evans 6-48; Juan Day 4-17; Brandon Allen 2-(-4).
UT-Martin - Trent Garland 11-55; Jaimiee Bowe 4-33; Najee 
Ray 7-30; Jarod Neal 1-21.
PASSING
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 14-19-0-265; Austin Allen 1-1-0-35.
UT-Martin - Jarod Neal 30-43-1-380; William Tanner 0-1-1-0.
RECEIVING
Arkansas -  Jared Cornelius 4-33; Damon Mitchell 3-66; 
Jeremy Sprinkle 2-67; Hunter Henry 2-55; Drew Morgan 
2-14; Dominique Reed 1-71; Alex Collins 1--6.
UT-Martin - Caylon Weathers 6-111; Rod Wright 6-84; 
Najee Ray 6-59; William Tanner 4-27; Kyle Kerrick 3-28; 
CJ McElrath 1-31; Ben Axline 1-12; James Ratliff 1-11; Brett 
Thompson 1-9; Rodari Houston 1-8.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 F
UT Martin 0 14 7 7 28
Arkansas 7 28 21 7 63
1ST QUARTER
10:20 AR - Alex Collins 2 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
10-75, 4:40.
2ND QUARTER
14:18 AR - Alex Collins 6 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
4-66, 1:42.
10:05 AR - Alex Collins 5 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
6-28, 2:43.
07:23 UTM - Jaimiee Bowe 26 yd run (Jackson Redditt 
kick), 6-86, 2:42.
06:15 AR - Damon Mitchell 49 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 3-75, 1:08.
03:48 AR - Alex Collins 3 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
2-12, 0:49.
01:28 UTM - Najee Ray 21 yd run (Jackson Redditt 
kick), 6-78, 2:20.
3RD QUARTER
12:11 UTM - Trent Garland 1 yd run (Jackson Redditt 
kick), 6-83, 2:49.
11:10 AR - Dominique Reed 71 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 3-75, 1:01.
06:01 AR - Brandon Allen 3 yd run (Cole Hedlund 
kick), 8-63, 4:09.
00:18 AR - Alex Collins 63 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
2-70, 0:53.
4TH QUARTER
14:08 AR - Jeremy Sprinkle 35 yd pass from Austin 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 1-35, 0:08.
02:42 UTM - Ben Axline 12 yd pass from Jarod Neal 
(Jackson Redditt kick), 9-80, 4:15.
ARKANSAS 63, UT MARTIN 28 
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GAME 9
NOV. 7, 2015 | OXFORD, MISS. 
VAUGHT-HEMINGWAY STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 60,680 | TV: CBS
OXFORD, MISS. — Behind the arm of senior quarterback 
Brandon Allen and his career-high 442 passing yards 
and six touchdowns, Arkansas took down No. 19 Ole 
Miss 53-52 at Vaught-Hemingway Stadium.
Tied 38-38 with 10:30 left in the contest, Ole Miss 
forced the Razorbacks to punt for the first time in their 
previous five drives and the Rebels took advantage 
of the stop. Ole Miss quarterback Chad Kelly led the 
Rebel off ense 81 yards down the field in six plays, 
capping the drive with an 18-yard go-ahead scoring 
toss to junior wide receiver Quincy Adeboyejo.
But Allen and the Razorbacks responded. The senior 
signal caller connected with Dominique Reed for a 17-
yard game-tying touchdown with 53 seconds left.
After the Rebels turned it over on downs on the 
ensuing possession, the Razorbacks attempted a 
47-yard game-winning field goal, but it was blocked 
by Ole Miss defensive back Tony Bridges, sending 
the contest to overtime.
It took the Rebels just three plays to find the 
end zone in the first overtime period to take a 
52-45 lead.
Facing a fourth-and-25, tight end Hunter Henry 
reeled in a 14-yard pass from Allen, then flipped the 
ball backwards as he was being tackled. Running 
back Alex Collins picked it up and ran it 26 yards to 
the Ole Miss 11 for a first down, extending the game.
Two plays later, Allen connected with junior wide 
receiver Drew Morgan in the end zone for Morgan’s 
third touchdown reception of the contest.
Head coach Bret Bielema decided to go for 
two. Allen was sacked on the initial attempt, but a 
facemask penalty against Ole Miss would give the 
Razorbacks another chance.
On the second two-point conversion attempt, 
Allen dove into the end zone on a 1-yard keeper to 
lift the Razorbacks to a 53-52 victory.
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS ARKANSAS OLE MISS
FIRST DOWNS  35 31
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)  39-163 32-222
PASSING YDS (NET)  442 368
Passes Att-Comp-Int  45-33-0 34-24-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS 84-605 66-590
Fumble Returns-Yards  0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards  1-7 3-3
Kickoff Returns-Yards  2-35 6-108
Interception Returns-Yards  0-0 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg)  3-38.3 3-44.7
Fumbles-Lost  3-0 0-0
Penalties-Yards  2-20 4-22
Possession Time  41:03 18:57
Third-Down Conversions  7 of 13 6 of 10
Fourth-Down Conversions  1 of 2 0 of 1
Red-Zone Scores-Chances  5-5 7-7
Sacks By: Number-Yards  1-7 2-19
RUSHING
Arkansas - Alex Collins 17-108; Kody Walker 15-49; Brandon 
Allen 6-6; Drew Morgan 1-0.
Ole Miss - Chad Kelly 11-110; Jaylen Walton 13-76; Jordan 
Wilkins 4-27; Akeem Judd 4-9.
PASSING
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 33-45-0-442.
Ole Miss - Chad Kelly 24-34-0-368.
RECEIVING
Arkansas - Drew Morgan 9-122; Dominique Reed 7-105; 
Hunter Henry 6-60; Jared Cornelius 4-76; Jeremy Sprinkle 
4-39; Alex Collins 1-35; Kody Walker 1-4; Damon Mitchell 1-1.
Ole Miss - L. Treadwell 7-132; Markell Pack 5-76; Cody Core 
3-48; Q. Adeboyejo 3-37; Evan Engram 3-35; Jaylen Walton 
2-17; D. Stringfellow 1-23.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 OT F
Arkansas 7 10 14 14 8 53
Ole Miss 7 10 14 14 7 52
1ST QUARTER
04:46 AR - Drew Morgan 31 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 6-73, 3:12.
01:32 OM - Jaylen Walton 3 yd run (Gary Wunderlich 
kick), 9-77, 3:08.
2ND QUARTER
07:28 AR - Dominique Reed 15 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 10-59, 5:23.
05:05 OM - Chad Kelly 11 yd run (Gary Wunderlich 
kick), 9-78, 2:17.
00:43 AR - Cole Hedlund 45 yd field goal, 9-47, 4:22.
00:00 OM - Gary Wunderlich 37 yd field goal, 5-55, 
0:43.
3RD QUARTER
13:09 OM - D. Stringfellow 23 yd pass from Chad Kelly 
(Gary Wunderlich kick), 6-60, 1:44.
09:13 AR - Jared Cornelius 30 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 7-82 3:49.
07:38 OM - Chad Kelly 3 yd run (Gary Wunderlich 
kick), 6-75, 1:35.
02:14 AR - Kody Walker 3 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
11-83, 5:18.
4TH QUARTER
12:20 AR - Drew Morgan 10 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 7-72, 3:06.
10:30 OM - L. Treadwell 17 yd pass from Chad Kelly 
(Gary Wunderlich kick), 6-83, 1:44.
04:55 OM - Q. Adeboyejo 18 yd pass from Chad Kelly 
(Gary Wunderlich kick), 6-81 2:34.
00:53 AR - Dominique Reed 17 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 8-75, 4:02.
OVERTIME 
15:00 OM - Chad Kelly 8 yd run (Gary Wunderlich 
kick), 3-25, 0:00.
15:00 AR - Drew Morgan 9 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Brandon Allen rush), 6-25, 0:00.
ARKANSAS 53, NO. 19 OLE MISS 52 (OT)
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GAME 10
NOV. 14, 2015 | BATON ROUGE, LA. 
TIGER STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 101,699 | TV: ESPN
BATON ROUGE, LA. — In front of an electric crowd of 
101,699, Arkansas knocked off  No. 9 LSU 31-14 at Tiger 
Stadium, keeping the Golden Boot for the second 
straight year.
The win improved the Razorbacks to 6-4 overall 
and 4-2 in league play, making them bowl eligible for 
the second consecutive season.
Arkansas manufactured 440 yards of total off ense 
and limited LSU to 330. Credit the defense, which 
sacked LSU quarterback Brandon Harris five times 
and harassed him into throwing one interception. 
Senior quarterback Brandon Allen finished the day 
completing nine of his 16 passes for 141 yards and a 
touchdown, while Arkansas also grounded out 299 
rushing yards. Junior running back Alex Collins was 
responsible for a bulk of the damage with 141 yards on 
16 carries, followed by Kody Walker with 88.
With his production, Collins surpassed Dickey 
Morton (3,317) for third in program history with 3,335 
rushing yards for his career. The Fort Lauderdale 
native has now eclipsed the 100-plus yard mark on 
the ground in 8-of-10 games this season, which is the 
second-most in a single season in program history 
behind Darren McFadden’s 10 in 2007.
The Razorbacks jumped out to an early 7-0 lead 
with 8:06 left in the first quarter after Allen threw a 
52-yard touchdown pass to junior wide receiver 
Dominique Reed. 
After holding LSU scoreless on the ensuing 
possession, Collins exploded for a season-long 
80-yard touchdown run, putting him over 100 yards on 
the ground for an SEC-leading eighth time this year.
The Razorbacks got the ball back after Greenlaw 
forced a fumble that was recovered and returned to the 
LSU 11 by Brooks Ellis. It took Collins just two plays to 
break through into the end zone and extend Arkansas’ 
lead to 21-0 at the 3:55 mark in the second quarter.
With just over 10 minutes remaining and Arkansas 
holding a 24-14 lead, sophomore wide receiver Jared 
Cornelius broke off  a career-long 69-yard touchdown 
run to make it 31-14.
Looking to trim the deficit, LSU marched down to 
the Arkansas 11, but junior defensive back DJ Dean 
picked off  LSU’s Harris in the end zone to essentially 
close the door.
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS ARKANSAS LSU
FIRST DOWNS  17  20
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)  40-299  30-59
PASSING YDS (NET)  141  271
Passes Att-Comp-Int  16-9-1  35-21-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS  56-440  65-330
Fumble Returns-Yards  1-4  0-0
Punt Returns-Yards  1-14  1--3
Kickoff Returns-Yards  3-79  6-132
Interception Returns-Yards  1-0  1-23
Punts (Number-Avg)  2-43.5  6-44.3
Fumbles-Lost  1-1  1-1
Penalties-Yards  2-20  7-46
Possession Time  29:43  30:17
Third-Down Conversions  3 of 10  6 of 14
Fourth-Down Conversions  1 of 3  1 of 2
Red-Zone Scores-Chances  2-2  2-3
Sacks By: Number-Yards  5-37  2-10
RUSHING
Arkansas - Alex Collins 16-141; Kody Walker 17-88; Jared 
Cornelius 2-71; Drew Morgan 1-9; Team 1-(-2); Brandon Allen 
3-(-8). 
LSU - L. Fournette 19-91; Derrius Guice 2-6; Darrel Williams
1-6; Brandon Harris 8-(-44).
PASSING
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 9-16-1-141.
LSU - Brandon Harris 21-35-1-271.
RECEIVING
Arkansas - Dominique Reed 3-83; Hunter Henry 3-21; Jared 
Cornelius 2-18; Drew Morgan 1-19.
LSU - Malachi Dupre 8-109; John Diarse 4-42; L. Fournette 
3-36; Colin Jeter 2-37; Travin Dural 2-30; Trey Quinn 1-11; 
Darrel Williams 1-6.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 F
Arkansas 7 14 3 7 31
LSU 0 7 7 0 14
1ST QUARTER
08:06 AR - Dominique Reed 52 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 5-67, 2:20.
2ND QUARTER
14:42 AR - Alex Collins 80 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
4-91 , 1:25.
03:55 AR - Alex Collins 5 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
2-11 , 0:54.
00:24 LSU - Malachi Dupre 5 yd pass from Brandon 
Harris (Trent Domingue kick), 9-92, 3:22.
3RD QUARTER
11:10 LSU - L. Fournette 2 yd run (Trent Domingue 
kick), 8-67, 3:42.
05:33 AR - Cole Hedlund 25 yd field goal, 10-48, 5:27.
4TH QUARTER
10:18 AR - Jared Cornelius 69 yd run (Cole Hedlund 
kick), 2-80, 0:57.
ARKANSAS 31, NO. 9 LSU 14
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GAME 11
NOV. 21, 2015 | FAYETTEVILLE, ARK. 
DONALD W. REYNOLDS 
RAZORBACK STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 71,936 | TV: ESPN
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. — In a scoring frenzy that 
featured several ties and lead changes, Arkansas 
fell 51-50 to Mississippi State at Donald W. Reynolds 
Razorback Stadium.
Despite the setback, Brandon Allen turned in 
another incredible performance. The senior signal 
caller had scoring throws of 20, 5, 9, 3, 39, 10 and 18 
yards, and finished 30-of-43 passing for 406 yards, 
becoming just the second player in SEC history to 
throw seven touchdowns in a league game.
Allen broke his own single-game passing 
touchdown record of six that he set earlier this season 
at Ole Miss. His seven touchdown passes also gave 
him 63 for his career, snapping the school record of 
62 set by Ryan Mallett.
Jeremy Sprinkle and Hunter Henry, the SEC’s 
leading tight end corps, hauled in five of Allen’s 
seven touchdown passes. Sprinkle paced the 
Razorbacks with three touchdown receptions while 
Henry reeled in two touchdowns on a team-high 129 
yards receiving.
Defensively, five Razorbacks tallied eight or 
more tackles. Junior linebacker Brooks Ellis had a 
career-high 15 stops while sophomore defensive 
back Kevin Richardson recorded 10 tackles and made 
his first career interception.
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS MISSISSIPPI STATE ARKANSAS
FIRST DOWNS  32 24
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)  35-123 29-73
PASSING YDS (NET)  508 406
Passes Att-Comp-Int  51-38-1 43-30-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS  86-631 72-479
Fumble Returns-Yards  0-0 1-15
Punt Returns-Yards  1-7 0-0
Kickoff Returns-Yards  5-100 6-119
Interception Returns-Yards  0-0 1-0
Punts (Number-Avg)  1-35.0 4-45.8
Fumbles-Lost  2-2 2-0
Penalties-Yards  3-30 1-9
Possession Time  27:51 32:09
Third-Down Conversions  8 of 13 8 of 14
Fourth-Down Conversions  1 of 2 0 of 1
Red-Zone Scores-Chances  6-6 6-7
Sacks By: Number-Yards  0-0 2-4
RUSHING
Arkansas - Alex Collins 19-53; Jared Cornelius 1-9; Kody 
Walker 7-7; Brandon Allen 1-5; Dominique Reed 1-(-1).
Mississippi State - B.Holloway 14-63; Dak Prescott 15-46; 
Ashton Shumpert 3-22; Team 3-(-8). 
PASSING 
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 30-43-0-406.
Mississippi State - Dak Prescott 38-50-1-508; Gabe Myles 
0-1-0-0. 
RECEIVING
Arkansas - Hunter Henry 7-129; Drew Morgan 7-84; Jeremy 
Sprinkle 6-47; Jared Cornelius 5-81; Alex Collins 3-7; 
Dominique Reed 2-58.
Mississippi State - Fred Ross 10-154; D.Wilson 10-93; 
B.Holloway 4-101; Fred Brown 4-39; Gabe Myles 3-69; D. 
Hutcherson 3-18; Gus Walley 2-10; Joe Morrow 1-12; Malik 
Dear 1-12.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 F
Mississippi State 14 17 0 20 51
Arkansas 7 14 21 8 50
1ST QUARTER
10:16 AR - Drew Morgan 20 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 11-75, 4:44.
07:31 MS - B.Holloway 38 yd pass from Dak Prescott 
(Westin Graves kick), 8-77, 2:45.
03:37 MS - Dak Prescott 4 yd run (Westin Graves 
kick), 7-65, 2:48.
2ND QUARTER
14:13 AR - Jeremy Sprinkle 5 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 9-59, 4:24.
11:47 MS - Westin Graves 21 yd field goal, 9-72, 2:26.
07:35 MS - Fred Brown 8 yd pass from Dak Prescott 
(Westin Graves kick), 9-78, 2:46.
04:44 MS - Fred Ross 55 yd pass from Dak Prescott 
(Westin Graves kick), 4-74, 1:27.
00:52 AR - Jared Cornelius 9 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 10-78, 3:52.
3RD QUARTER
12:00 AR - Jeremy Sprinkle 3 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 6-23, 3:00.
11:39 AR - Hunter Henry 39 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 1-39, 0:10.
06:56 AR - Hunter Henry 18 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 5-40, 2:03.
4TH QUARTER
12:54 MS - Dak Prescott 3 yd run (Westin Graves 
kick), 11-74, 3:21.
06:58 MS - D.Wilson 10 yd pass from Dak Prescott 
(Westin Graves kick failed), 13-68, 4:13.
05:33 AR - Jeremy Sprinkle 10 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Brandon Allen pass from Jared Cornelius), 
3-65, 1:25.
03:05 MS - Fred Ross 14 yd pass from Dak Prescott 
(Westin Graves kick), 6-82, 2:28.
MISSISSIPPI STATE 51, ARKANSAS 50
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
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GAME 12
NOV. 27, 2015 | FAYETTEVILLE, ARK. 
DONALD W. REYNOLDS 
RAZORBACK STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 72,496 | TV: CBS
FAYETTEVILLE, ARK. — Highlighted by junior 
running back Alex Collins’ 130 rushing yards and 
three touchdowns, Arkansas rolled past Missouri, 
28-3, on Senior Day at Donald W. Reynolds 
Razorback Stadium.
The Razorbacks manufactured 310 yards of total 
off ense while holding the Tigers to just 171 yards.
Collins’ 130 yards rushing marked his sixth 100-yard 
game in SEC action, equaling Darren McFadden’s 
program record set in 2007. He leads the SEC with 
nine 100-yard rushing games this season, and his 17 
touchdowns are tied for second-most in Arkansas 
single-season history and fourth-most currently in 
the FBS. Collins also moved past Ben Cowins for 
sole possession of fourth in Arkansas history with 33 
career rushing touchdowns.
The Razorbacks took a 21-3 advantage over the 
Tigers into halftime. Collins found the end zone three 
times in the first half on runs of 4, 7 and 25 yards 
while the defense held Missouri to just 93 yards of 
total off ense, surrendering only a 35-yard field goal.
Arkansas extended its lead 28-3 when junior 
running back Kody Walker capped a five-play 
34-yard drive with a 9-yard touchdown run at the 
2:33 mark in the third quarter.
Defensively, the Razorbacks held strong 
throughout the second half, forcing four punts, 
one turnover on downs and one interception while 
allowing just 78 yards en route to a 28-3 victory.
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS MISSOURI ARKANSAS
FIRST DOWNS  8 19
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)  25-88 52-208
PASSING YDS (NET)  83 102
Passes Att-Comp-Int  27-91 17-11-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS  52-171 69-310
Fumble Returns-Yards  0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards  4-11 1-5
Kickoff Returns-Yards  4-53 2-42
Interception Returns-Yards  1-0 1-0
Punts (Number-Avg)  8-40.2 6-42.7
Fumbles-Lost  3-0 2-0
Penalties-Yards  2-18 1-5
Possession Time  19:45 40:15
Third-Down Conversions  1 o f13 6 of 14
Fourth-Down Conversions  1 of 3 1 of 1
Red-Zone Scores-Chances  1-2 3-3
Sacks By: Number-Yards  1-9 3-9
RUSHING
Arkansas-Alex Collins 30-130; Kody Walker 14-77; Jared 
Cornelius 2-5; Brandon Allen 5-(-2); Team 1-(-2).
Missouri-Ish Witter 6-33; Tyler Hunt 7-24; Drew Lock 7-17; R. 
Hansbrough 5-14.
PASSING 
Arkansas-Brandon Allen 11-17-1-102.
Missouri-Drew Lock 9-27-1-83. 
RECEIVING
Arkansas-Dominique Reed 4-37; Drew Morgan 3-28; Hunter 
Henry 2-28; Damon Mitchell 1-11; Alex Collins 1-(-2).
Missouri-Wesley Leftwich 3-49; R. Hansbrough 3-(-1); J’Mon 
Moore 2-27; Cam Hilton 1-8.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 F
Missouri 0 3 0 0 3
Arkansas 7 14 7 0 28
1ST QUARTER
00:02 AR - Alex Collins 4 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
11-53, 7:06.
2ND QUARTER 
08:07 AR - Alex Collins 7 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
9-84, 5:19.
06:09 MIZ - Andrew Baggett 35 yd field goal, 7-63, 
1:58.
00:39 AR - Alex Collins 25 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
12-79, 5:30.
3RD QUARTER 
02:15 AR - Kody Walker 9 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
5-34, 2:33.
ARKANSAS 28, MISSOURI 3 
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GAME 13
JAN. 2, 2016 | MEMPHIS, TENN. 
LIBERTY BOWL | MEMORIAL STADIUM
ATTENDANCE: 61,136 | TV: ESPN
MEMPHIS, TENN. – Alex Collins ran for 185 yards 
and three touchdowns and Arkansas capped its late-
season surge with a 45-23 victory over Kansas State 
in the AutoZone Liberty Bowl.
Ranked 18th to open the season, Arkansas 
stumbled through a 1-3 start that knocked the 
Razorbacks out of the Top 25. Arkansas (8-5) turned 
things around and won six of its last seven games.
Collins overwhelmed Kansas State’s defense in 
front of a sellout crowd of 61,136, the fourth-largest 
crowd in the game’s 57-year history.
Kansas State (6-7) finished a season below .500 
for the first time since Bill Snyder began his second 
stint as coach in 2009.
Brandon Allen was 20-of-26 for 315 yards with 
one touchdown and one interception. Kansas State’s 
Kody Cook, starting at quarterback for the first time, 
went 12-of-24 for 163 yards with a touchdown.
Collins had touchdown runs of 22 yards and 13 
yards in the first 17 minutes. He also had a 68-yard 
burst on his first kickoff  return of the season, which 
set up Jared Cornelius’ 13-yard touchdown on an 
end around.
Kansas State trailed 31-23 late in the third quarter 
and appeared ready to make a stop when Arkansas 
knocked out the Wildcats with a one-two punch.
Facing third-and-13, Allen found All-America tight 
end Hunter Henry down the left sideline for a 43-yard 
completion. On the next play, Collins spun away from 
a couple of defenders, eluded the grasp of a third 
and dragged a couple more into the end zone for a 
14-yard touchdown.
The game pitted two friends and former colleagues 
against each other. Arkansas coach Bret Bielema 
worked as an assistant coach on Snyder’s Kansas 
State staff  from 2002-03. 
GAME STATISTICS
TEAM STATS KANSAS STATE ARKANSAS
FIRST DOWNS  13 30
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)  22-79 42-254
PASSING YDS (NET)  163 315
Passes Att-Comp-Int  25-12-1 26-20-1
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS  47-242 68-569
Fumble Returns-Yards  0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards  1-3 2-0
Kickoff Returns-Yards  8-114 6-125
Interception Returns-Yards  1-0 1-8
Punts (Number-Avg)  4-43.2 1-39.0
Fumbles-Lost  0-0 1-0
Penalties-Yards  4-25 2-20
Possession Time  22:30 37:30
Third-Down Conversions  3 of 10 6 of 10
Fourth-Down Conversions  0 of 0 0 of 0
Red-Zone Scores-Chances  4-4 6-6
Sacks By: Number-Yards  2-9 2-14
RUSHING 
Arkansas - Alex Collins 23-185; Kody Walker 11-56; Jared 
Cornelius 2-27; Jeremy Sprinkle 1-4; Brandon Allen 2-(-9); 
Team 3-(-9).
Kansas State - Charles Jones 6-40; Kody Cook 12-19; 
Winston Dimel 1-10; Dalvin Warmack 2-8; Justin Silmon 1-2.
PASSING 
Arkansas - Brandon Allen 20-26-1-315.
Kansas State - Kody Cook 12-24-0-163; Joe Hubener 0-1-1-0.
RECEIVING
Arkansas - Drew Morgan 8-92; Hunter Henry 5-92; Jeremy 
Sprinkle 4-81; Jared Cornelius 2-35; Dominique Reed 1-15.
Kansas State - Deante Burton 4-33; Zach Reuter 3-27; 
Dalvin Warmack 2-27; Winston Dimel 1-48; D. Heath 1-15; 
Kyle Klein 1-13.
SCORING SUMMARY
 1 2 3 4 F
Kansas State 10 3 10 0 23
Arkansas 14 10 7 14 45
1ST QUARTER
11:38 KS - Winston Dimel, 10 yd run (M. McCrane kick), 
4-27, 1:52.
08:15 AR - Alex Collins 22 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
6-72, 3:16.
03:50 KS - M. McCrane 36 yd field goal, 8-46, 4:18.
02:22 AR - Jared Cornelius 13 yd run (Cole Hedlund 
kick), 3-24, 1:17.
2ND QUARTER
13:05 AR - Alex Collins 13 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
8-64, 3:04.
02:08 AR - Cole Hedlund 26 yd field goal, 9-55, 4:59.
00:21 KS - M. McCrane 21 yd field goal, 8-49, 1:41.
3RD QUARTER
12:44 KS - Winston Dimel 48 yd pass from Kody Cook 
(M. McCrane kick), 4-74, 2:10.
07:54 AR - Jeremy Sprinkle 6 yd pass from Brandon 
Allen (Cole Hedlund kick), 9-82, 4:42. 
01:46 KS - M. McCrane 32 yd field goal, 11-47, 6:02.
4TH QUARTER
12:04 AR - Alex Collins 14 yd run (Cole Hedlund kick), 
8-78, 4:34.
04:46 AR - Kody Walker 10 yd run (Cole Hedlund 
kick), 9-80, 5:38. 
ARKANSAS 45, KANSAS STATE 23
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
RESULTS (8-5, 5-3 SEC)
DATE  OPPONENT RESULT SCORE OVERALL CONF TIME ATTEND
Sep 5  UTEP W 48-13 1-0 0-0 3:03 67,708
Sep 12  TOLEDO L 12-16 1-1 0-0 3:43 49,591
Sep 19  TEXAS TECH L 24-35 1-2 0-0 3:09 73,334
Sep 26 * vs. #14 Texas A&M L (OT) 21-28 1-3 0-1 3:19 67,339
Oct 3 * at Tennessee W 24-20 2-3 1-1 3:22 101,265
Oct 10 * at #8 Alabama L 14-27 2-4 1-2 3:31 101,821
Oct 24 * AUBURN W (4OT) 54-46 3-4 2-2 4:05 72,008
Oct 31  UT MARTIN W 63-28 4-4 2-2 3:19 64,206
Nov 7 * at #18 Ole Miss W (OT) 53-52 5-4 3-2 3:50 60,680
Nov 14 * at #9 LSU W 31-14 6-4 4-2 3:09 101,699
Nov 21 * MISSISSIPPI STATE L 50-51 6-5 4-3 3:40 71,936
Nov 27 * MISSOURI W 28-3 7-5 5-3 3:06 72,496
Jan 2  vs. Kansas State W 45-23 8-5 5-3 3:22 61,136
*SEC conference game
TEAM STATISTICS
  ARKANSAS OPPONENT
SCORING 467 356
   Points Per Game 35.9 27.4
   Points Off Turnovers 73 27
FIRST DOWNS 305 261
   Rushing 129 90
   Passing 167 158
   Penalty 9 13
RUSHING YARDAGE 2,565 1,514
   Yards gained rushing 2,773 1,819
   Yards lost rushing 208 305
   Rushing Attempts 512 403
  Average Per Rush 5.0 3.8
   Average Per Game 197.3 116.5
   TDs Rushing 31 25
PASSING YARDAGE 3,486 3,577
   Comp-Att-Int 246-374-8 280-436-11
   Average Per Pass 9.3 8.2
   Average Per Catch 14.2 12.8
   Average Per Game 268.2 275.2
   TDs Passing 31 18
TOTAL OFFENSE 6,051 5,091
   Total Plays 886 839
   Average Per Play 6.8 6.1
   Average Per Game 465.5 391.6
KICK RETURNS: #-Yards 38-782 62-1210
PUNT RETURNS: #-Yards 14-186 18-125
INT RETURNS: #-Yards 11-80 8-50
KICK RETURN AVERAGE 20.6 19.5
PUNT RETURN AVERAGE 13.3 6.9
INT RETURN AVERAGE 7.3 6.2
FUMBLES-LOST 15-3 14-7
PENALTIES-Yards 55-477 57-441
   Average Per Game 36.7 33.9
PUNTS-Yards 44-1,772 52-2,176
   Average Per Punt 40.3 41.8
   Net punt average 36.5 36.7
KICKOFFS-Yards 77-4,549 68-4,204
   Average Per Kick 59.1 61.8
   Net kick average 39.8 40.4
TIME OF POSSESSION/Game  34:23  25:37
3RD-DOWN Conversions 75/160 75/170
   3rd-Down Pct 47% 44%
4TH-DOWN Conversions 12/21 9/20
   4th-Down Pct 57% 45%
SACKS BY-Yards 20-125 14-92
MISC YARDS 3 8
TOUCHDOWNS SCORED 62 44
FIELD GOALS-ATTEMPTS 9-15 16-22
ON-SIDE KICKS 0-1 0-0
RED-ZONE SCORES (49-59) 83% (46-53) 87%
RED-ZONE TOUCHDOWNS (41-59) 69% (33-53) 62%
PAT-ATTEMPTS (58-58) 100% (40-41) 98%
ATTENDANCE 471,279 365,465
   Games/Avg Per Game 7/67,326 4/91,366
   Neutral Site Games  2/64,238
SCORE BY QUARTERS
 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH OT TOTAL
Arkansas 91 149 114 75 38 467
Opponents 68 94 75 83 36 356
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING
 GP ATT GAIN LOSS NET AVG TD LONG AVG/G
Alex Collins 13 271 1,643 66 1,577 5.8 20 80 121.3
Kody Walker 9 90 410 16 394 4.4 6 28 43.8
Rawleigh Williams 7 56 259 5 254 4.5 1 44 36.3
Jared Cornelius 9 7 112 0 112 16.0 2 69 12.4
Brandon Allen 13 56 199 92 107 1.9 1 22 8.2
Denzell Evans 6 6 49 1 48 8.0 0 31 8.0
Damon Mitchell 13 4 29 0 29 7.2 0 15 2.2
Dominique Reed 12 4 25 1 24 6.0 1 11 2.0
Drew Morgan 13 4 20 0 20 5.0 0 9 1.5
Juan Day 1 4 18 1 17 4.2 0 9 17.0
Jeremy Sprinkle 13 1 4 0 4 4.0 0 4 0.3
Adam McFain 3 1 3 0 3 3.0 0 3 1.0
Toby Baker 13 1 2 0 2 2.0 0 2 0.2
Keon Hatcher 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
TEAM 7 6 0 26 -26 -4.3 0 0 -3.7
TOTAL 13 512 2,773 208 2,565 5.0 31 80 197.3
Opponents 13 403 1,819 305 1,514 3.8 25 38 116.5
PASSING
 G EFFIC CMP-ATT-INT PCT YDS TD LONG AVG/G
Brandon Allen 13 166.48 244-370-8 65.9 3,440 30 71 264.6
Austin Allen 3 241.33 1-3-0 33.3 35 1 35 11.7
Damon Mitchell 13 192.40 1-1-0 100.0 11 0 11 0.8
TOTAL 13 167.15 246-374-8 65.8 3,486 31 71 268.2
Opponents 13 141.71 280-436-11 64.2 3,577 18 81 275.2
RECEIVING
 G NO YDS AVG TD LONG AVG/G
Drew Morgan 13 63 843 13.4 10 52 64.8
Hunter Henry 13 51 739 14.5 3 51 56.8
Dominique Reed 12 28 535 19.1 6 71 44.6
Jeremy Sprinkle 13 27 389 14.4 6 42 29.9
Jared Cornelius 9 24 393 16.4 3 58 43.7
Keon Hatcher 2 13 198 15.2 2 38 99.0
Alex Collins 13 13 95 7.3 0 22 7.3
Damon Mitchell 13 6 84 14.0 1 49 6.5
Jojo Robinson 5 6 53 8.8 0 15 10.6
Rawleigh Williams 7 5 26 5.2 0 10 3.7
Cody Hollister 5 4 65 16.2 0 22 13.0
Kendrick Edwards 5 4 51 12.8 0 16 10.2
Brandon Allen 13 1 11 11.0 0 11 0.8
Kody Walker 9 1 4 4.0 0 4 0.4
TOTAL 13 246 3,486 14.2 31 71 268.2
Opponents 13 280 3,577 12.8 18 81 275.2
TOTAL OFFENSE
 G PLAYS RUSH PASS TOTAL AVG/G
Brandon Allen 13 426 107 3,440 3,547 272.8
Alex Collins 13 271 1,577 0 1,577 121.3
Kody Walker 9 90 394 0 394 43.8
Rawleigh Williams 7 56 254 0 254 36.3
Jared Cornelius 9 7 112 0 112 12.4
Denzell Evans 6 6 48 0 48 8.0
Damon Mitchell 13 5 29 11 40 3.1
Austin Allen 3 3 0 35 35 11.7
Dominique Reed 12 4 24 0 24 2.0
Drew Morgan 13 4 20 0 20 1.5
Juan Day 1 4 17 0 17 17.0
Jeremy Sprinkle 13 1 4 0 4 0.3
Adam McFain 3 1 3 0 3 1.0
Toby Baker 13 1 2 0 2 0.2
TEAM 7 6 -26 0 -26 -3.7
TOTAL 13 886 2,565 3,486 6,051 465.5
Opponents 13 839 1,514 3,577 5,091 391.6
2015 TEAM & INDIVIDUAL STATS
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SCORING
                          | - - - - - - - - - - - - PATS - - - - - - - - - - - |
 TD  FGS   KICK RUSH RCV PASS  DXP SAF POINTS
Alex Collins 20 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 120
Cole Hedlund 0 9-15 58-58 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 85
Drew Morgan 10 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 60
Dominique Reed 7 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 42
Kody Walker 6 0-0 0-0 0-0 1 0-0 0 0 38
Jeremy Sprinkle 6 0-0 0-0 0-0 1 0-0 0 0 38
Jared Cornelius 5 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1-1 0 0 30
Hunter Henry 3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 18
Keon Hatcher 2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 12
Brandon Allen 1 0-0 0-0 1-1 1 2-2 0 0 10
Damon Mitchell 1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 6
Rawleigh Williams 1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 6
Team 0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0-0 0 1 2
Jared Collins 0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0
Total 62 9-15 58-58 1-1 3 3-3 0 1 467
Opponents 44 16-22 40-41 0-0 2 2-3 0 0 356
PUNT RETURNS
 NO. YDS AVG TD LONG
Jared Cornelius 7 93 13.3 0 43
DJ Dean 7 93 13.3 0 45
TOTAL 14 186 13.3 0 45
Opponents 18 125 6.9 0 29
KICK RETURNS
 NO. YDS AVG TD LONG
Eric Hawkins 10 223 22.3 0 30
Dominique Reed 10 222 22.2 0 40
Jojo Robinson 8 154 19.2 0 23
Jared Cornelius 3 50 16.7 0 18
Alex Collins 2 74 37.0 0 68
Ryder Lucas 1 8 8.0 0 8
Rawleigh Williams 1 17 17.0 0 17
Damon Mitchell 1 23 23.0 0 23
Alex Voelzke 1 4 4.0 0 4
Dwayne Eugene 1 7 7.0 0 7
TOTAL 38 782 20.6 0 68
Opponents 62 1210 19.5 1 96
FUMBLE RETURNS
 NO. YDS AVG TD LONG
Brooks Ellis 1 4 4.0 0 4
Taiwan Johnson 1 15 15.0 0 15
TOTAL 2 19 9.5 0 15
Opponents 0 0 0.0 0 0
INTERCEPTIONS
 NO. YDS AVG TD LONG
Josh Liddell 2 0 0.0 0 0
DJ Dean 2 0 0.0 0 0
Kevin Richardson 1 0 0.0 0 0
Ryan Pulley 1 8 8.0 0 8
Jared Collins 1 0 0.0 0 0
Santos Ramirez 1 18 18.0 0 18
Rohan Gaines 1 14 14.0 0 14
Henre’ Toliver 1 12 12.0 0 12
Brooks Ellis 1 28 28.0 0 28
TOTAL 11 80 7.3 0 28
Opponents 8 50 6.2 0 23
ALL PURPOSE
 G RUSH REC PR KOR IR TOT AVG/G
Alex Collins 13 1,577 95 0 74 0 1746 134.3
Drew Morgan 13 20 843 0 0 0 863 66.4
Dominique Reed 12 24 535 0 222 0 781 65.1
Hunter Henry 13 0 739 0 0 0 739 56.8
Jared Cornelius 9 112 393 93 50 0 648 72.0
Kody Walker 9 394 4 0 0 0 398 44.2
Jeremy Sprinkle 13 4 389 0 0 0 393 30.2
Rawleigh Williams 7 254 26 0 17 0 297 42.4
Eric Hawkins 8 0 0 0 223 0 223 27.9
Jojo Robinson 5 0 53 0 154 0 207 41.4
Keon Hatcher 2 0 198 0 0 0 198 99.0
Damon Mitchell 13 29 84 0 23 0 136 10.5
Brandon Allen 13 107 11 0 0 0 118 9.1
DJ Dean 12 0 0 93 0 0 93 7.8
Cody Hollister 5 0 65 0 0 0 65 13.0
Kendrick Edwards 5 0 51 0 0 0 51 10.2
Denzell Evans 6 48 0 0 0 0 48 8.0
Brooks Ellis 13 0 0 0 0 28 28 2.2
Santos Ramirez 12 0 0 0 0 18 18 1.5
Juan Day 1 17 0 0 0 0 17 17.0
Rohan Gaines 13 0 0 0 0 14 14 1.1
Henre’ Toliver 13 0 0 0 0 12 12 0.9
Ryan Pulley 10 0 0 0 0 8 8 0.8
Ryder Lucas 6 0 0 0 8 0 8 1.3
Dwayne Eugene 9 0 0 0 7 0 7 0.8
Alex Voelzke 12 0 0 0 4 0 4 0.3
Adam McFain 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 1.0
Toby Baker 13 2 0 0 0 0 2 0.2
Team 7 -26 0 0 0 0 -26 -3.7
TOTAL 13 2,565 3,486 186 782 80 7,099 546.1
Opponents 13 1,514 3,577 125 1210 50 6,476 498.2
PUNTING
 NO. YDS AVG LONG TB FC I20 BLKD
Toby Baker 43 1772 41.2 52 2 16 23 0
Team 1 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 1
TOTAL 44 1,772 40.3 52 2 16 23 1
Opponents 52 2,176 41.8 60 4 11 13 1
FIELD GOALS
  FGM-FGA PCT 01-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-99 LG BLK
Cole Hedlund    9-15 60.0 1-1 7-9 0-1 1-4 0-0 45 4
Total 9-15 60.0 1-1 7-9 0-1 1-4 0-0 45 4
FIELD GOAL SEQUENCE
 ARKANSAS OPPONENTS
UTEP (19),(27) (38),(44)
Toledo 41,(25) 26,(38)
Texas Tech (22),37 22
Texas A&M - (23),(22),38
Tennessee (26),22 28,(35),(45)
Alabama - (24),25,48,(35)
Auburn (25) (41)
UT Martin - -
Ole Miss (45),47 (37)
LSU (25) -
Mississippi State 29 (21)
Missouri - (35)
Kansas State (26),46 (36),(21),(32)
Numbers in (parentheses) indicate field goal was made.
KICKOFFS
 NO. YDS AVG TB OB RETN NET YDLN
Lane Saling 70 4,245 60.6 11 1 
Cole Hedlund 4 128 32.0 0 0   
Adam McFain 2 115 57.5 0 0  
Matt Emrich 1 61 61.0 0 1   
TOTAL 77 4,549 59.1 11 2 1,210 39.8 25
Opponents 68 4,204 61.8 27 1 782 40.4 24
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
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  | - - - - - - - - - - - TACKLES - - - - - - - - - - - | SACKS | - - - - - - - - - - - PASS DEF - - - - - - - - - - | | - - - - - - FUMBLES - - - - - - | BLOCKED
NO PLAYER GP SOLO AST TOTAL TFL/YDS NO-YARDS INT-YDS BRUP QBH RCV-YDS FF KICK SAF
51 Brooks Ellis 13 45 57 102 8.0-26 1.5-12 1-28 3 5 1-4 . . .
23 Dre Greenlaw 13 46 49 95 3.5-20 1.0-14 . 1 1 . 2 . .
26 Rohan Gaines 13 44 23 67 1.5-3 . 1-14 1 . . . . .
55 Jeremiah Ledbetter 13 24 31 55 7.5-27 2.0-14 . 1 3 . . . .
5 Henre’ Toliver 13 43 12 55 4.0-14 . 1-12 8 . . . . .
28 Josh Liddell 13 28 24 52 1.5-2 . 2-0 3 . . 1 . .
30 Kevin Richardson 13 22 22 44 . . 1-0 3 . . . . .
29 Jared Collins 13 29 15 44 0.5-2 . 1-0 9 . . 1 . .
9 Santos Ramirez 12 22 13 35 . . 1-18 3 . . . . .
2 DJ Dean 12 21 14 35 1.5-4 0.5-2 2-0 3 . . . . .
48 Deatrich Wise 13 17 14 31 10.5-52 8.0-43 . 3 5 . 3 . .
97 Tevin Beanum 13 11 19 30 7.0-27 2.0-12 . 1 1 1-0 . . .
94 Taiwan Johnson 13 12 16 28 5.0-16 1.5-4 . 2 1 1-15 . . .
93 DeMarcus Hodge 13 15 13 28 8.0-32 1.0-6 . . . . . . .
6 JaMichael Winston 13 9 12 21 1.0-1 . . . 3 . . . .
21 Josh Williams 5 5 11 16 1.5-1 . . . . 1-0 . . .
89 Mitchell Loewen 10 3 12 15 1.5-9 1.5-9 . . 4 . . . .
96 Karl Roesler 13 4 11 15 3.0-18 1.0-9 . . . . . . .
35 Dwayne Eugene 9 3 11 14 . . . . . . . . .
27 Khalia Hackett 13 2 10 12 . . . . 2 . . . .
1A Ryan Pulley 10 6 4 10 . . 1-8 2 . . . . .
20 De’Andre Coley 13 5 5 10 . . . . . . . . .
15 Willie Sykes 12 4 5 9 . . . . . . . . .
45 Josh Harris 12 6 2 8 1.0-2 . . . . . 1 . .
78 Bijhon Jackson 12 3 4 7 1.5-5 . . . 1 . . . .
83 Jeremy Sprinkle 13 2 4 6 . . . . . 1-0 . 1 .
13 Davyon McKinney 13 3 2 5 . . . . . 1-0 . . .
82 Luke Rossi 12 3 2 5 . . . . . . . . .
2B Ryder Lucas 6 1 3 4 . . . . . . . . .
91 Hjalte Froholdt 10 1 2 3 . . . . . 1-0 . . .
16 Cornelius Floyd 1 1 2 3 . . . . . . . . .
41 Chris Jones 6 2 1 3 . . . . . . . . .
7 Damon Mitchell 13 2 . 2 1.0-14 . . . . . . . .
38 Reid Miller 12 1 1 2 . . . . . . . . .
46 Alex Voelzke 12 . 2 2 . . . . . . . . .
32 Drew Gorton 13 1 1 2 . . . . . . . . .
86 Armon Watts 11 2 . 2 . . . . 1 . . . .
72 Frank Ragnow 13 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . .
57 Nick Thomas-Smith 4 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . .
17 Jojo Robinson 5 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . .
69 Cordale Boyd 11 . 1 1 . . . . . . . . .
70 Dan Skipper 13 1 . 1 . . . . . . . 1 .
95 Jake Hall 1 . 1 1 . . . . . . . . .
42 Lane Saling 13 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . .
44 Kendrick Jackson 11 . 1 1 . . . . . . . . .
TM Team 7 . . . . . . . . . . . 1
 TOTAL 13 453 432 885 69-275 20-125 11-80 43 27 7-19 8 2 1
 Opponents 13 480 468 948 60.0-195 14-92 8-50 40 30 3-0 11 5 .
DEFENSIVE STATISTICS
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DEATRICH WISE JR. registered a sack in each of Arkansas’ fi nal four SEC 
games in 2015 and fi nished with a league-best eight sacks in conference play. 
The only player to win SEC Rookie of the Week twice in 2015, DRE GREENLAW
fi nished fi fth nationally among FBS freshmen with 95 tackles. 
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 FINAL SCORE BY QUARTER FIRST DOWNS RUSHING PASSING TOTAL OFFENSE PUNTING FUMBLES PENALTY THIRD TOTAL
GAME SCORE 1 2 3 4 & OT RU PA PN TOT ATT YDS TD C-A-I YDS TD ATT YDS NO-AVG NO-LOST NO-YDS DOWNS TOP
UTEP 13 0 10 3 0 4 9 0 13 34 58 1 14-19-1 146 0 53 204 3-46.7 3-2 2-15 7-14 30:41
Arkansas 48 14 14 17 3 7 11 0 18 34 182 2 14-20-0 308 4 54 490 1-35.0 0-0 6-68 5-11 29:19
Toledo 16 6 3 7 0 4 10 1 15 24 81 1 21-38-0 237 1 62 318 4-36.8 1-0 8-55 7-17 22:05
Arkansas 12 0 7 0 5 9 20 1 30 31 103 1 32-53-1 412 0 84 515 2-19.0 1-0 9-85 5-13 37:55
Texas Tech 35 14 7 7 7 9 14 1 24 27 171 3 27-31-2 315 2 58 486 0-0.0 0-0 4-31 7-10 23:17
Arkansas 24 7 14 3 0 12 10 1 23 43 228 1 16-21-1 196 2 64 424 1-49.0 1-1 5-43 7-11 36:43
Texas A&M 28 0 10 3 15 3 11 3 17 20 65 1 21-28-0 358 2 48 423 4-48.8 0-0 7-52 2-9 20:32
Arkansas 21 7 0 7 7 13 11 1 25 42 232 2 20-25-1 225 1 67 457 3-36.3 1-1 11-93 5-10 39:28
Arkansas 24 7 10 7 0 12 10 1 23 50 275 2 11-24-0 219 1 74 494 5-41.8 0-0 3-20 6-15 35:18
Tennessee 20 14 3 3 0 8 11 0 19 33 133 1 20-37-0 232 0 70 365 4-46.5 2-1 4-39 7-16 24:42
Arkansas 14 0 7 0 7 1 8 1 10 25 44 0 15-32-1 176 2 57 220 10-40.2 1-0 7-44 5-16 26:07
Alabama 27 3 0 7 17 12 8 2 22 46 134 1 24-33-2 262 2 79 396 5-45.2 0-0 6-56 7-16 33:53
Auburn 46 0 7 7 32 8 13 1 22 52 162 6 19-34-0 254 0 86 416 6-36.2 1-0 2-25 8-17 27:09
Arkansas 54 7 7 7 33 14 14 1 29 49 213 4 20-32-1 244 3 81 457 4-42.5 2-0 3-25 9-16 32:51
UT Martin 28 0 14 7 7 5 19 1 25 23 139 3 30-44-2 380 1 67 519 4-33.8 1-1 4-27 6-11 31:17
Arkansas 63 7 28 21 7 12 10 0 22 36 291 6 15-20-0 300 3 56 591 2-40.0 0-0 3-25 3-7 28:43
Arkansas 53 7 10 14 22 9 25 1 35 39 163 1 33-45-0 442 6 84 605 3-38.3 3-0 2-20 7-13 41:03
Ole Miss 52 7 10 14 21 12 18 1 31 32 222 4 24-34-0 368 3 66 590 3-44.7 0-0 4-22 6-10 18:57
Arkansas 31 7 14 3 7 10 7 0 17 40 299 3 9-16-1 141 1 56 440 2-43.5 1-1 2-20 3-10 29:43
LSU 14 0 7 7 0 8 11 1 20 30 59 1 21-35-1 271 1 65 330 6-44.3 1-1 7-48 6-14 30:17
Mississippi St. 51 14 17 0 20 10 21 1 32 35 123 2 38-51-1 508 5 86 631 1-35.0 2-2 3-30 8-13 27:51
Arkansas 50 7 14 21 8 2 21 1 24 29 73 0 30-43-0 406 7 72 479 4-45.8 2-0 1-9 8-14 32:09
Missouri 3 0 3 0 0 5 3 0 8 25 88 0 9-27-1 83 0 52 171 8-40.2 3-0 2-18 1-13 19:45
Arkansas 28 7 14 7 0 12 6 1 19 52 208 4 11-17-1 102 0 69 310 6-42.7 2-0 1-5 6-14 40:15
Kansas St. 23 10 3 10 0 2 10 1 13 22 101 1 12-25-1 163 1 47 242 4-43.2 0-0 4-25 3-10 22:30
Arkansas 45 14 10 7 14 16 14 0 30 42 254 5 20-26-1 315 1 68 569 1-39.0 1-0 2-20 6-10 37:30
GAME-BY-GAME OFFENSIVE STARTERS
OPPONENT LT LG C RG RT TE TE/WR/FB QB RB WR WR 
UTEP Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Sprinkle B. Allen A. Collins Hatcher Cornelius
Toledo Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Sprinkle B. Allen A. Collins Hatcher Hollister 
Texas Tech Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Sprinkle B. Allen A. Collins Morgan Cornelius 
vs. Texas A&M Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Sprinkle B. Allen A. Collins Morgan Edwards 
at Tennessee Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Sprinkle B. Allen A. Collins Morgan Edwards
at Alabama Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Sprinkle B. Allen A. Collins Morgan Robinson 
Auburn Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Rossi (WR) B. Allen A. Collins Morgan Reed
UT Martin Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Sprinkle B. Allen A. Collins Morgan Reed 
at Ole Miss Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry K . Jackson (FB) B. Allen Walker Mitchell Antwine 
at LSU Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Cornelius (WR) B. Allen A. Collins Morgan Reed 
Mississippi State Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Cornelius (WR) B. Allen A. Collins Morgan Reed 
Missouri Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Cornelius (WR) B. Allen A. Collins Morgan Reed 
Kansas State Kirkland Tretola Smothers Ragnow Skipper Henry Cornelius (WR) B. Allen A. Collins Morgan Reed
GAME-BY-GAME DEFENSIVE STARTERS
OPPONENT DE DT DT DE SLB/CB MLB WLB CB FS SS CB 
UTEP Winston Hodge T. Johnson Beanum Hackett Josh Williams Ellis J. Collins Liddell Gaines DJ Dean
Toledo Winston Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Toliver (CB) Josh Williams Ellis J. Collins Liddell Gaines DJ Dean
Texas Tech Winston Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Toliver (CB) Ellis Greenlaw J. Collins Liddell Gaines DJ Dean 
vs. Texas A&M Beanum Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Toliver (CB) Ellis Greenlaw J. Collins Ramirez Gaines DJ Dean 
at Tennessee Beanum Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Toliver (CB) Ellis Greenlaw J. Collins Ramirez Gaines DJ Dean
at Alabama Winston Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Eugene Ellis Greenlaw J. Collins Ramirez Gaines DJ Dean 
Auburn Beanum Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Toliver (CB) Ellis Greenlaw J. Collins Liddell Gaines DJ Dean
UT Martin Beanum Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Pulley (CB) Ellis Greenlaw J. Collins Liddell Gaines Toliver 
at Ole Miss Beanum Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Richardson (CB) Ellis Greenlaw J. Collins Liddell Gaines DJ Dean 
at LSU Winston Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Richardson (CB) Ellis Greenlaw J. Collins Liddell Gaines Toliver 
Mississippi State Beanum Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Richardson (CB) Ellis Greenlaw J. Collins Liddell Gaines Toliver 
Missouri Beanum Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Richardson (CB) Ellis Greenlaw J. Collins Liddell Gaines Toliver 
Kansas State Winston Hodge T. Johnson Ledbetter Richardson (CB) Ellis Greenlaw J. Collins Liddell Gaines Toliver
2015 GAME-BY-GAME STATISTICS
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SEASON/CAREER STARTS
OFFENSE 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 TOT CONS
Brandon Allen, QB, Sr. 13 13 11 1 - 38 34
Anthony Antwine, WR, So. 1 - - - - 1 0
Alex Collins, RB, Jr. 12 2 - - - 14 4
Jared Cornelius, WR, So. 6 - - - - 6 4
Kendrick Edwards, WR, So. 2 - - - - 2 0
Keon Hatcher, WR, Sr. 2 11 6 - - 19 0
Cody Hollister, WR, Jr. 1 7 - - - 8 0
Hunter Henry, TE, Jr. 13 10 7 - - 30 20
Kendrick Jackson, FB, Fr. 1 - - - - 1 0
Denver Kirkland, OL, Jr. 13 13 8 - - 34 34
Damon Mitchell, WR, So. 1 - - - - 1 0
Drew Morgan, WR, Jr. 10 - - - - 10 4
Frank Ragnow, OL, So. 13 - - - - 13 13
Dominique Reed, WR, Jr. 6 - - - - 6 4
Jojo Robinson, WR, R-Fr. 1 - - - - 1 0
Luke Rossi, WR, R-Fr. 1 - - - - 1 0
Dan Skipper, OL, Jr. 13 13 8 - - 34 34
Mitch Smothers, OL, Sr. 13 13 4 - 4 34 26
Jeremy Sprinkle, TE, Jr. 7 - 2 - - 9 0
Sebastian Tretola, OL, Sr. 13 11 - - - 24 24
Kody Walker, RB, Jr. 1 1 - 1 - 3 0
Jonathan Williams, RB, Sr. - 11 11 2 - 25 0
DEFENSE 2015 2014 2013 2012 TOT CONS 
Tevin Beanum, DL, So. 8 - - - 8 0
Jared Collins, DB, Jr. 13 12 2 - 27 23
D.J. Dean, DB, Jr. 8 7 1 - 16 0
Brooks Ellis, LB, Jr. 13 11 4 - 28 18
Dwayne Eugene, LB, So. 1 - - - 1 0
Rohan Gaines, DB, Sr. 13 10 5 11 39 13
Dre Greenlaw, LB, Fr. 11 - - - 11 11
Khalia Hackett , LB, So. 1 - - - 1 0
DeMarcus Hodge, DL, Sr. 13 - - - 13 13
Taiwan Johnson, DL, Jr. 13 13 - - 26 26
Jeremiah Ledbetter, DL, Jr. 12 - - - 12 12
Brandon Lewis, DL, Jr. - - 1 - 1 0
Josh Liddell, DB, So. 10 2 - - 12 7
Mitchell Loewen, DL, Sr. - - 8 (TE) - 8 0
Dayvon McKinney, DB, Sr. - 1 - 2 3 0
Ryan Pulley, DB, Fr. 1 - - - 1 0
Santos Ramirez, DB, R-Fr. 3 - - - 3 0
Kevin Richardson, DB, So. 5 - - - 5 5
Henre’ Toliver, DB, So. 10 4 - - 14 4
Josh Williams, LB, Jr. 2 2 - - 4 0
Deatrich Wise Jr., DL, Jr. - 1 1 - 2 0
JaMichael Winston, DL, Jr. 6 12 - - 18 1
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ARKANSAS SCORING DRIVES
 NO. OF TOTAL DRIVE TYPE OF SCORE DRIVE SCORING
OPPONENT PLAYS YARDS TIME SCORE QTR/TIME START PLAY
UTEP 7 75 3:25 TD 1st/11:35 AR 25 Morgan 26-yd rec.
UTEP 8 79 3:47 TD 1st/4:11 AR 21 Hatcher 20-yd rec.
UTEP 3 70 1:34 TD 2nd/11:17 AR 30 Cornelius 58-yd rec.
UTEP 6 75 3:39 TD 2nd/5:17 AR 25 Hatcher 38-yd rec.
UTEP 1 7 0:06 TD 3rd/14:42 UT 07 A. Collins 7-yd rush
UTEP 1 3 0:04 TD 3rd/12:57 UT 03 Walker 3-yd rush
UTEP 5 47 2:08 FG 3rd/8:38 UT 49 Hedlund 19-yd field goal
UTEP 7 5 3:28 FG 4th/6:30 UT 15 Hedlund 27-yd field goal
Toledo 8 89 3:47 TD 2nd/7:53 AR 11 A. Collins 21-yd rush
Toledo 21 73 10:39 FG 4th/9:30 AR 19 Hedlund 25-yd field goal
Toledo - - - SAF 4th/0:52 - TEAM Safety
Texas Tech 7 60 4:10 TD 1st/3:06 AR 40 A. Collins 1-yd rush
Texas Tech 12 81 7:03 TD 2nd/8:18 AR 19 Henry 7-yd rec.
Texas Tech 11 75 6:49 TD 2nd/1:03 AR 25 Morgan 24-yd rec.
Texas Tech 15 75 8:31 FG 3rd/2:00 AR 20 Hedlund 22-yd field goal
Texas A&M 11 86 7:15 TD 1st/1:08 AR 14 Morgan 17-yd rec.
Texas A&M 7 77 3:47 TD 3rd/4:17 AR 23 A. Collins 4-yd rush
Texas A&M 8 80 3:59 TD 4th/14:12 AR 20 R. Williams III 3-yd rush
Tennessee 4 75 2:09 TD 1st/5:57 AR 25 A. Collins 4-yd rush
Tennessee 4 80 1:31 TD 2nd/14:03 AR 20 D. Reed 33-yd rec.
Tennessee 9 60 1:27 FG 3rd/0:00 AR 31 Hedlund 26-yd field goal
Tennessee 10 80 5:42 TD 3rd/9:12 AR 20 A. Collins 1-yd rush
Alabama 3 12 0:57 TD 2nd/1:29 AL 12 D. Morgan 4-yd rec.
Alabama 5 74 1:07 TD 4th/1:37 AR 26 D. Reed 54-yd rec.
Auburn 7 75 3:27 TD 1st/11:33 AR 25 D. Reed 11-yd rush
Auburn 10 60 4:37 TD 2nd/14:22 AR 40 J. Sprinkle 23-yd rec.
Auburn 8 69 4:05 TD 3rd/2:14 AR 31 A. Collins 7-yd rush
Auburn 13 67 5:47 FG 4th/1:07 AR 25 Hedlund 25-yd field goal
Auburn 7 25 - TD 1OT AU 25 D. Morgan 6-yd rec.
Auburn 3 25 - TD 2OT AU 25 K . Walker 3-yd rush
Auburn 6 25 - TD 3OT AU 25 K . Walker 4-yd rush
Auburn 1 25 - TD 4OT AU 25 D. Morgan 25-yd rec.
UT Martin 10 75 4:40 TD 1st/10:20 AR 25 A. Collins 2-yd rush
UT Martin 4 66 1:42 TD 2nd/14:18 AR 34 A. Collins 6-yd rush
UT Martin 6 28 2:43 TD 2nd/10:05 UTM 28 A. Collins 5-yd rush
UT Martin 3 75 1:08 TD 2nd/6:15 AR 25 D. Mitchell 49-yd rec.
UT Martin 2 12 0:49 TD 2nd/3:48 UTM 12 A. Collins 3-yd rush
UT Martin 3 75 1:01 TD 3rd/11:10 AR 25 D. Reed 71-yd rec.
UT Martin 8 63 4:09 TD 3rd/6:01 AR 37 B. Allen 3-yd rush
UT Martin 2 70 0:53 TD 3rd/0:18 AR 30 A. Collins 63-yd rush
UT Martin 1 35 0:08 TD 4th/14:08 UTM 35 J. Sprinkle 35-yd rec.
Ole Miss 6 73 3:12 TD 1st/4:46 AR 27 D. Morgan 31-yd rec.
Ole Miss 10 59 5:23 TD 2nd/7:28 AR 41 D. Reed 15-yd rec.
Ole Miss 9 47 4:22 FG 2nd/0:43 AR 25 Hedlund 45-yd field goal
Ole Miss 7 82 3:49 TD 3rd/9:13 AR 18 J. Cornelius 30-yd rec.
Ole Miss 11 83 5:18 TD 3rd/2:14 AR 17 K . Walker 3-yd rush
Ole Miss 7 72 3:06 TD 4th/12:20 AR 28 D. Morgan 10-yd rec.
Ole Miss 8 75 4:02 TD 4th/0:53 AR 25 D. Reed 17-yd rec.
Ole Miss 6 25 - TD 1OT OM 25 D. Morgan 9-yd rec.
LSU 5 67 2:20 TD 1st/8:06 AR 33 D. Reed 52-yd rec.
LSU 4 91 1:25 TD 2nd/14:42 AR 9 A. Collins 80-yd rush
LSU 2 11 0:54 TD 2nd/3:55 LSU 11 A. Collins 5-yd rush
LSU 10 48 5:27 FG 3rd/5:33 AR 44 Hedlund 25-yd field goal
LSU 2 80 0:57 TD 4th/10:18 AR 20 J. Cornelius 69-yd rush
Mississippi State 11 75 4:44 TD 1st/10:16 AR 25 D. Morgan 20-yd rec.
Mississippi State 9 59 4:24 TD 2nd/14:13 AR 41 J. Sprinkle 5-yd rec.
Mississippi State 10 78 3:52 TD 2nd/0:52 AR 22 J. Cornelius 9-yd rec.
Mississippi State 6 23 3:00 TD 3rd/12:00 MS 23 J. Sprinkle 3-yd rec.
Mississippi State 1 39 0:10 TD 3rd/11:39 MS 39 H. Henry 39-yd rec.
Mississippi State 5 40 2:03 TD 3rd/6:56 MS 40 H. Henry 18-yd rec.
Mississippi State 3 65 1:25 TD 4th/5:33 AR 35 J. Sprinkle 10-yd rec.
Missouri 11 53 7:06 TD 1st/0:02 AR 47 A. Collins 4-yd rush
Missouri 9 84 5:19 TD 2nd/8:07 AR 16 A. Collins 7-yd rush
Missouri 12 79 5:30 TD 2nd/0:39 AR 21 A. Collins 25-yd rush
Missouri 5 34 2:33 TD 3rd/2:15 MZ 34 K . Walker 9-yd rush
Kansas State 6 72 3:16 TD 1st/8:15 AR 28 A. Collins 22-yd rush
Kansas State 3 24 1:17 TD 1st/2:22 KS 24 J. Cornelius 13-yd rush
Kansas State 8 64 3:04 TD 2nd/13:05 AR 36 A. Collins  13-yd rush
Kansas State 9 55 4:59 FG 2nd/2:08 AR 36 Hedlund 26-yd field goal
Kansas State 9 82 4:42 TD 3rd/7:54 AR 18 J. Sprinkle 6-yd rec.
Kansas State 8 78 4:34 TD 4th/12:04 AR 22 A. Collins 14-yd rush
Kansas State 9 80 5:38 TD 4th/4:46 AR 20 K . Walker 10-yd rush
OPPONENT SCORING DRIVES
 NO. OF TOTAL DRIVE TYPE OF SCORE DRIVE SCORING
OPPONENT PLAYS YARDS TIME SCORE QTR/TIME START PLAY
UTEP 11 45 6:20 FG 2nd/12:51 UT 35 Mattox 38-yd field goal
UTEP 5 75 2:21 TD 2nd/8:56 UT 25 Golden 10-yd rush
UTEP 11 55 5:37 FG 3rd/3:01 UT 19 Mattox 44-yd field goal
Toledo 6 25 1:10 TD 1st/6:59 AR 25 C. Jones 5-yd rec.
Toledo 8 45 1:44 FG 2nd/1:06 TOL 34 Vest 38-yd field goal
Toledo 10 80 4:09 TD 3rd/5:09 TOL 20 Jones-Moore 11-yd rush
Texas Tech 8 77 2:39 TD 1st/10:45 TTU 23 R. Davis 3-yd rec.
Texas Tech 8 75 2:45 TD 1st/0:21 TTU 25 Mahomes 1-yd rush
Texas Tech 2 85 0:26 TD 2nd/8:18 TTU 15 R. Davis 72-yd rec.
Texas Tech 11 77 4:29 TD 3rd/10:31 TTU 23 Mahomes 2-yd rush
Texas Tech 9 83 3:51 TD 4th/13:09 TTU 17 Stockton 22-yd rush
Texas A&M 4 97 1:20 TD 2nd/14:48 TAMU 3 Kirk 44-yd rec.
Texas A&M 6 80 2:03 FG 2nd/5:33 TAMU 14 Bertolet 23-yd field goal
Texas A&M 14 65 6:56 FG 3rd/8:04 TAMU 31 Bertolet 22-yd field goal
Texas A&M 5 85 1:21 TD 4th/2:50 TAMU 15 Carson 2-yd rush
Texas A&M 2 25 - TD 1OT AR 25 Kirk 20-yd rec.
Tennessee 0 0 0:12 TD 1st/14:48 - Ev. Berry 96-yd kickoff ret.
Tennessee 11 89 3:23 TD 1st/8:06 UT 11 J. Dobbs 7-yd rush
Tennessee 14 58 4:09 FG 2nd/9:54 UT 25 A. Medley 35-yd field goal
Tennessee 8 49 2:26 FG 3rd/6:41 UT 24 A. Medley 45-yd field goal
Alabama 13 80 5:31 FG 1st/7:09 AL 13 Griffith 24-yd field goal
Alabama 1 81 0:11 TD 3rd/1:39 AL 19 C. Ridley 81-yd rec.
Alabama 7 43 2:34 TD 4th/12:49 AR 43 Mullaney 3-yd rec.
Alabama 4 -4 1:45 FG 4th/10:07 AR 13 Griffith 35-yd field goal
Alabama 4 16 2:05 TD 4th/2:44 AR 16 Henry 1-yd rush
Auburn 16 96 6:03 TD 2nd/0:30 AU 04 Barber 1-yd rush
Auburn 13 75 5:51 TD 3rd/9:09 AU 25 J. Smith 9-yd rush
Auburn 12 93 5:07 TD 4th/6:54 AU 07 J. Johnson 1-yd rush
Auburn 8 50 1:03 FG 4th/0:04 AU 26 Carlson 41-yd field goal
Auburn 3 25 - TD 1OT AR 25 Barber 2-yd rush
Auburn 6 25 - TD 2OT AR 25 Barber 2-yd rush
Auburn 5 25 - TD 3OT AR 25 Barber 1-yd rush
UT Martin 6 86 2:42 TD 2nd/7:23 UTM 14 Bowe 26-yd rush
UT Martin 6 78 2:20 TD 2nd/1:28 UTM 22 Ray 21-yd rush
UT Martin 6 83 2:49 TD 3rd/12:11 UTM 17 Garland 1-yd rush
UT Martin 9 80 4:15 TD 4th/2:42 UTM 20 Axline 12-yd rec.
Ole Miss 9 77 3:08 TD 1st/1:32 OM 23 Walton 3-yd rush
Ole Miss 9 78 2:17 TD 2nd/5:05 OM 22 Kelly 11-yd rush
Ole Miss 5 55 0:43 FG 2nd/0:00 OM 25 Wunderlich 37-yd field goal
Ole Miss 6 60 1:44 TD 3rd/13:09 OM 40 Stringfellow 23-yd rec.
Ole Miss 6 75 1:35 TD 3rd/7:38 OM 25 Kelly 3-yd rush
Ole Miss 6 83 1:44 TD 4th/10:30 OM 17 Treadwell 17-yd rec.
Ole Miss 6 81 2:34 TD 4th/4:55 OM 19 Adeboyejo 18-yd rec.
Ole Miss 3 25 - TD 1OT OM 25 Kelly 8-yd rush
LSU 9 92 3:22 TD 2nd/0:24 LSU 8 Dupre 5-yd rec.
LSU 8 67 3:42 TD 3rd/11:10 LSU 33 Fournette 2-yd rush
Mississippi State 8 77 2:45 TD 1st/7:31 MS 23 Holloway 38-yd rec.
Mississippi State 7 65 2:48 TD 1st/3:37 MS 35 Prescott 4-yd rush
Mississippi State 9 72 2:26 FG 2nd/11:47 MS 25 Graves 21-yd field goal
Mississippi State 9 78 2:46 TD 2nd/7:35 MS 22 Brown 8-yd rec.
Mississippi State 4 74 1:27 TD 2nd/4:44 MS 26 Ross 55-yd rec.
Mississippi State 11 74 3:21 TD 4th/12:54 MS 26 Prescott 3-yd rush
Mississippi State 13 68 4:13 TD 4th/6:58 MS 32 Wilson 10-yd rec.
Mississippi State 6 82 2:28 TD 4th/3:05 MS 18 Ross 14-yd rec.
Missouri 7 63 1:58 FG 2nd/6:09 MZ 20 Baggett 35-yd field goal
Kansas State 4 27 1:52 TD 1st/11:38 AR 27 Dimel 10-yd rush
Kansas State 8 46 4:18 FG 1st/3:50 KS 35 McCrane 36-yd field goal
Kansas State 8 49 1:41 FG 2nd/0:21 KS 47 McCrane 21-yd field goal
Kansas State 4 74 2:10 TD 3rd/12:44 KS 26 Dimel 48-yd rec.
Kansas State 11 47 6:02 FG 3rd/1:46 KS 38 McCrane 32-yd field goal 
2015 SCORING DRIVES
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ARKANSAS SCORING DRIVES
 ARKANSAS OPPONENTS
YARDAGE TD FG TD FG
No Drive - - 1 -
Negative Yds. - - - 1
0-9 2 1 - -
10-19 3 - 1 -
20-29 8 - 7 -
30-39 3 - - -
40-49 1 3 1 6
50-59 3 - - 5
60-69 8 2 4 2
70-79 21 2 14 1
80-89 12 - 12 2
90-99 1 - 4 -
TOTALS 62 8 44 17
GAME-OPENING DRIVES
  ARKANSAS   OPPONENTS
OPPONENT PTS 1STD YDS PTS 1STD YDS
UTEP 7 4 75 0 1 15
Toledo 0 2 33 0 2 41
Texas Tech 0 0 3 7 4 77
vs. Texas A&M 0 1 27 0 1 18
at Tennessee 0 2 22 7 5 89
at Alabama 0 1 19 3 4 80
Auburn 7 4 75 0 1 24
UT Martin 7 4 75 0 2 27
at Ole Miss 0 3 27 0 1 14
at LSU 0 1 28 0 0 -10
Mississippi State 7 5 75 7 4 77
Missouri 0 0 -2 0 0 2
Kansas State 0 0 6 7 1 27
TOTALS 28 27 463 31 26 481
SECOND HALF-OPENING DRIVES
  ARKANSAS   OPPONENTS
OPPONENT PTS 1STD YDS PTS 1STD YDS
UTEP 7 0 7 0 0 0
Toledo 0 1 18 0 0 2
Texas Tech 3 5 75 7 4 77
vs. Texas A&M 7 4 77 3 3 65
at Tennessee 7 4 80 3 2 49
at Alabama 0 1 26 0 2 24
Auburn 0 0 5 7 5 75
UT Martin 7 1 75 7 4 83
at Ole Miss 7 4 82 7 3 60
at LSU 3 3 48 7 4 67
Mississippi State 7 1 23 0 0 0
Missouri  0 0 6 0 2 32
Kansas State 7 4 82 7 3 74
TOTALS 55 28 604 48 32 608
DRIVE SUPERLATIVES
 ARKANSAS OPPONENTS
Most Plays/Result 21 vs. Toledo/Touchdown 17 vs. Toledo/Missed FG
Most Yards/Result 91 at LSU/Touchdown 97 vs. Texas A&M/Touchdown
Most Time/Result 10:39 vs. Toledo/Field Goal 6:56 vs. Texas A&M/Field Goal
THREE-AND-OUTS
 ARKANSAS OPPONENTS
 THREE-AND-OUTS/DRIVES THREE-AND-OUTS/DRIVES
UTEP 0/9 3/10 
Toledo 0/10 3/9
Texas Tech 2/8 1/8
vs. Texas A&M 1/9 2/10
at Tennessee 3/12 2/10
at Alabama 7/14 3/15
Auburn 1/13 6/14
UT Martin 0/11 3/12
at Ole Miss 0/12 1/12
at LSU 1/11 3/11
Mississippi State 4/13 2/12
Missouri 5/11 7/11
Kansas State 1/11 3/10
TOTALS 25/144 39/144
NON-OFFENSIVE SCORES
ARKANSAS (1) OPPONENTS (1)
TEAM Safety (vs. Toledo) Evan Berry 96-yd kickoff return (at Tennessee)
100-YARD RUSHING GAMES
 2015 2014 2013 TOTAL
Alex Collins 10 3 4 17
Jonathan Williams - 5 4 9
Rawleigh Williams III 1 - - 1
200-YARD RUSHING GAMES
 2015 2014 2013 TOTAL
Alex Collins - 1 - 1
100-YARD RECEIVING GAMES
 2015 2014 2013 TOTAL
Hunter Henry 2 1 1 - 4
Drew Morgan 3 - - - 3
Keon Hatcher 1 1 - - 2
Dominique Reed 1 - - - 1
Jonathan Williams - - - 1 1
200-YARD PASSING GAMES
 2015 2014 2013 TOTAL
Brandon Allen 7 4 2 13
SPECIAL TEAMS TACKLES
 TOTAL KO PUNT
De’Andre Coley           10     10      0
Kevin Richardson          9      7      2
Willie Sykes              8      8      0
Jared Collins             6      6      0
Jeremy Sprinkle           6      5      1
Khalia Hackett            5      5      0
Santos Ramirez            5      3      2
Luke Rossi                5      5      0
Dwayne Eugene             4      3      1
Ryder Lucas               4      4      0
Josh Harris               3      3      0
Chris Jones               3      3      0
Brooks Ellis              3      0      3
Dre Greenlaw              2      2      0
Drew Gorton               2      0      2
Ryan Pulley               2      2      0
Davyon McKinney           2      2      0
Alex Voelzke              2      2      0
Nick Thomas-Smith         1      1      0
Kendrick Jackson          1      1      0
Lane Saling               1      1      0
Damon Mitchell            1      1      0
Cordale Boyd              1      0      1
Reid Miller               1      1      0
Mitchell Loewen           1      1      0
Hjalte Froholdt           1      0      1
Josh Liddell              1      0      1
DJ Dean                   1      1      0
Rohan Gaines              1      0      1      
Henre’ Toliver            1      0      1
TOTAL                   93 77 16
2015 MISCELLANEOUS STATISTICS
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ARKANSAS 20-YARD PLUS PLAYS
YARDS TYPE PLAYER(S) OPPONENT
80* Rush Alex Collins LSU
71* Pass Dominique Reed from Brandon Allen UT Martin
70 Rush Alex Collins UTEP
69* Rush Jared Cornelius LSU
68 KR Alex Collins Kansas State
63* Rush Alex Collins UT Martin
58* Pass Jared Cornelius from Brandon Allen UTEP
54* Pass Dominique Reed from Brandon Allen Alabama
52* Pass Dominique Reed from Brandon Allen LSU
52 Pass Dominique Reed from Brandon Allen Mississippi State
52 Pass Drew Morgan from Brandon Allen Tennessee
51 Pass Hunter Henry from Brandon Allen Tennessee
49* Pass Damon Mitchell from Brandon Allen UT Martin
45 PR DJ Dean Texas A&M
45 Pass Hunter Henry/Alex Collins from Brandon Allen Ole Miss
44 Rush Rawleigh Williams Tennessee
43 Pass Hunter Henry from Brandon Allen Kansas State
43 PR Jared Cornelius Toledo
42 Pass Jeremy Sprinkle from Brandon Allen UTEP
40 KR Dominique Reed LSU
39* Pass Hunter Henry from Brandon Allen Mississippi State
38* Pass Keon Hatcher from Brandon Allen UTEP
38 Pass Drew Morgan from Brandon Allen Texas A&M
38 Pass Hunter Henry from Brandon Allen UTEP
37 Pass Hunter Henry from Brandon Allen UT Martin
36 Rush Alex Collins Kansas State
35* Pass Jeremy Sprinkle from Austin Allen UT Martin
35 KR Dominique Reed Mississippi State
34 Pass Jared Cornelius from Brandon Allen Texas Tech
33 PR Jared Cornelius UT Martin
33* Pass Dominique Reed from Brandon Allen Tennessee
32 Pass Jeremy Sprinkle from Brandon Allen UT Martin
31* Pass Drew Morgan from Brandon Allen Ole Miss
31 Pass Drew Morgan from Brandon Allen Texas A&M
31 Rush Denzell Evans UT Martin
30 Pass Drew Morgan from Brandon Allen Kansas State
30 KR Eric Hawkins UTEP
30* Pass Jared Cornelius from Brandon Allen Ole Miss
29 Rush Alex Collins Tennessee
28 Pass Drew Morgan from Brandon Allen Toledo
28 INT Brooks Ellis UT Martin
28 KR Dominique Reed Mississippi State
28 Rush Kody Walker LSU
26 Pass Jared Cornelius from Brandon Allen Kansas State
26 Pass Hunter Henry from Brandon Allen Ole Miss
26* Pass Drew Morgan from Brandon Allen UTEP
26 Pass Keon Hatcher from Brandon Allen Toledo
26 Rush Alex Collins UTEP
26 Rush Alex Collins Texas Tech
25 Rush Alex Collins Tennessee
25 KR Eric Hawkins Toledo
25* Rush Alex Collins Missouri
25* Pass Drew Morgan from Brandon Allen Auburn
25 KR Eric Hawkins UTEP
24 Pass Dominique Reed from Brandon Allen Ole Miss
24 Rush Alex Collins UT Martin
24* Pass Drew Morgan from Brandon Allen Texas Tech
23 KR Dominique Reed Kansas State
23 Rush Alex Collins Ole Miss
23 Pass Jared Cornelius from Brandon Allen Ole Miss
23 KR Damon Mitchell UT Martin
23 Pass Hunter Henry from Brandon Allen Auburn
23* Pass Jeremy Sprinkle from Brandon Allen Auburn
23 KR Eric Hawkins Missouri
23 KR Jojo Robinson Texas A&M
22* Rush Alex Collins Kansas State
22 KR Eric Hawkins Toledo
22 Rush Brandon Allen Ole Miss
22 KR Eric Hawkins UT Martin
22 KR Dominique Reed LSU
22 Pass Hunter Henry from Brandon Allen Ole Miss
22 Pass Alex Collins from Brandon Allen Auburn
22 KR Jojo Robinson Texas Tech
22 Rush Alex Collins Texas Tech
22 Rush Kody Walker Missouri
22 Pass Cody Hollister from Brandon Allen Toledo
21 Pass Drew Morgan from Brandon Allen Texas A&M
21 Pass Dominique Reed from Brandon Allen Ole Miss
21 KR Eric Hawkins Toledo
21 Pass Jared Cornelius from Brandon Allen Ole Miss
21 Rush Kody Walker UT Martin
21 Pass Jeremy Sprinkle from Brandon Allen Alabama
* touchdown scored on play
ARKANSAS LONG PLAYS BY YARDS
 NO TD
100+ 0 0
90-99 0 0
80-89 1 1
70-79 2 1
60-69 3 2
50-59 6 3
40-49 9 1
30-39 18 6
20-29 56 9
TOTAL 84 22
ARKANSAS LONG PLAYS BY TYPE
 NO TD
Rushing 23 6
Passing 50 17
Punt returns 3 0
Kick returns 18 0
Interceptions 1 0
Fumble returns 0 0
Other 0 0
TOTAL 95 23
ARKANSAS 20-YARD PLUS PLAYS BY PLAYER
PLAYER NO. TD R P KR PR IR FR
Alex Collins 18 5 16 1 1 0 0 0
Dominique Reed 13 4 0 8 5 0 0 0
Drew Morgan 12 5 0 12 0 0 0 0
Hunter Henry 10 1 0 10 0 0 0 0
Jared Cornelius 9 3 1 6 0 2 0 0
Jeremy Sprinkle 7 2 0 7 0 0 0 0
Eric Hawkins 7 0 0 0 7 0 0 0
Jojo Robinson 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
Keon Hatcher 3 2 0 3 0 0 0 0
Kody Walker 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
Damon Mitchell 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
Brandon Allen 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cody Hollister 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Brooks Ellis 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Denzell Evans 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Rawleigh Williams 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Hunter Henry/Alex Collins 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
DJ Dean 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
TOTAL 95 23 23 50 18 3 1 0
ARKANSAS LONGEST PLAYS OF THE YEAR
TYPE YDS PLAY
Rushing 80 Alex Collins at LSU (11/14/2015)
Rushing Touchdown 80 Alex Collins at LSU (11/14/2015)
Passing 71 Dominique Reed from Brandon Allen vs UT Martin (10/31/2015)
Passing Touchdown 71 Dominique Reed from Brandon Allen vs UT Martin (10/31/2015)
Punt Return 45 DJ Dean vs. Texas A&M (9/26/2015)
Kick Return 68 Alex Collins vs Kansas State (1/2/2016)
Interception Return 28 Brooks Ellis vs UT Martin (10/31/2015)
Fumble Return 15 Taiwan Johnson vs. Mississippi State (11/21/2015)
Punt 52 Toby Baker vs. Auburn (10/24/2015)
Field Goal 45 Cole Hedlund vs Ole Miss (11/7/2015)
2015 LONG PLAYS
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WESTERN DIVISION
 SEC PCT. PF PA OVERALL PCT. PF PA HOME AWAY N VS. DIV.  T-10 T-25 STREAK
Alabama 7-1 .875 252 139 14-1 .933 526 227 6-1 4-0 4-0 5-1 5-0 8-1 W12
Ole Miss 6-2 .750 258 210 10-3 .769 531 294 6-1 3-2 1-0 5-1 1-0 5-2 W3
Arkansas 5-3 .625 275 241 8-5 .615 467 356 4-3 3-1 1-1 3-3 1-0 2-2 W2
LSU 5-3 .625 212 198 9-3 .750 394 291 6-1 2-2 1-0 3-3 1-1 3-2 W2
Texas A&M 4-4 .500 161 175 8-5 .615 361 286 5-2 1-2 2-1 2-4 0-1 2-2 L2
Mississippi St. 4-4 .500 210 208 9-4 .692 447 302 4-3 4-1 1-0 2-4 0-1 0-4 W1
Auburn 2-6 .250 177 229 7-6 .538 357 338 3-4 2-2 2-0 1-5 0-1 1-3 W1
EASTERN DIVISION
 SEC PCT. PF PA OVERALL PCT. PF PA HOME AWAY N VS. DIV.  T-10 T-25 STREAK
Florida 7-1 .875 189 108 10-4 .714 325 256 6-1 3-1 1-2 6-0 1-2 2-4 L3
Tennessee 5-3 .625 250 183 9-4 .692 457 260 5-2 2-2 2-0 5-1 0-1 2-2 W6
Georgia 5-3 .625 183 159 10-3 .769 314 223 6-1 3-1 1-1 4-2 0-0 0-2 W5
Vanderbilt 2-6 .250 106 184 4-8 .333 182 252 3-3 1-5 0-0 2-4 0-2 0-4 L2
Kentucky 2-6 .250 140 221 5-7 .417 296 329 4-4 1-3 0-0 2-4 0-0 1-0 L1
Missouri 1-7 .125 73 149 5-7 .417 163 194 3-3 1-4 1-0 1-5 0-0 0-2 L2
South Carolina 1-7 .125 161 243 3-9 .250 263 330 2-4 0-5 1-0 1-5 0-3 0-4 L5
NOTES:  vs. Top 10 and Top 25 - Record vs. teams in Top 10 and Top 25 (AP, Coaches’) when game was played; Teams listed in alphabetical order unless tie-breaker applicable
2015 SEC RECAP
RAZORBACKS IN THE SEC & NATIONAL RANKINGS
CATEGORY STAT SEC RANK  NCAA RANK
3rd Down Conversion Pct. ....................... 0.469 ............................. 1 .............................. 15
3rd Down Conversion Pct. Defense ......... 0441 ...........................12 ............................ 102
4th Down Conversion Pct.  ....................... 0.571 ............................ 4 ..............................42
4th Down Conversion Pct. Defense ....... 0.450 ............................ 5 ..............................38
Blocked Kicks .......................................................2 ............................ 6 ..............................43
Blocked Kicks Allowed .......................................5 ...........................13 ............................ 120
Blocked Punts .......................................................1 ............................ 6 ..............................28
Blocked Punts Allowed .......................................1 ............................ 7 ...............................61
Completion Pct. .......................................... 0.658 ............................ 3 ...............................17
Fewest Penalties .............................................. 55 ............................ 2 ................................9
Fewest Penalties Per Game ........................4.23 ............................ 2 ................................8
Fewest Penalty Yards .................................... 477 ............................ 2 ................................9
Fewest Pentaly Yards Per Game .............36.69 ............................. 1 ................................6
First Downs Defense ...................................... 261 ...........................10 ............................. 68
First Downs Offense ......................................305 ............................ 3 ..............................29
Fumbles Lost ........................................................3 ............................. 1 .................................1
Fumbles Recovered ............................................7 ............................8 ............................. 88
Kickoff Return Defense ..............................19.52 ............................8 ..............................33
Kickoff Returns ........................................... 20.58 ............................8 ..............................79
Net Punting ...................................................36.52 ............................ 9 ..............................87
Passes Had Intercepted ................................... 8 ............................ 4 .............................. 14
Passes Intercepted ............................................ 11 ............................ 9 ...............................71
Passing Offense ...........................................268.2 ............................ 3 ..............................32
Passing Yards Allowed ............................... 275.2 ...........................14 ............................. 116
Passing Yards Per Completion ..................14.17 ............................ 2 ...............................12
Punt Return Defense ....................................6.94 ............................ 3 ..............................43
Punt Returns .................................................13.29 ............................ 4 .............................. 15
Red Zone Defense ...................................... 0.868 ...........................14 ............................. 90
Red Zone Offense ........................................ 0.831 ............................8 ..............................76
Rushing Defense .......................................... 116.5 ............................ 2 ...............................12
Rushing Offense ........................................... 197.3 ............................ 4 ..............................34
Sacks Allowed .................................................1.08 ............................. 1 ................................9
Scoring Defense .............................................27.4 ...........................12 ............................. 68
Scoring Offense ............................................. 35.9 ............................ 2 ..............................27
Tackles For Loss Allowed ............................4.62 ............................ 2 .............................. 10
Team Passing Effi ciency ...........................167.15 ............................. 1 ................................5
Team Sacks ......................................................1.54 ...........................12 ............................ 102
Team Tackles For Loss ................................... 5.3 ...........................12 ............................. 96
Time Of Possession ....................................34:23 ............................. 1 ................................3
Total Defense................................................ 391.6 ............................11 ............................. 58
Total Offense ............................................... 465.5 ............................ 2 ..............................29
Turnover Margin ............................................0.54 ............................ 4 ..............................28
Turnovers Gained .............................................. 18 ............................ 9 ..............................78
Turnovers Lost .................................................... 11 ............................ 2 ................................3
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2015 SEC BOWL RESULTS
Advocare V100 Texas Bowl
LSU 56, Texas Tech 27
Dec. 29 • 71,307 • Houston, Texas
Birmingham Bowl
Auburn 31, Memphis 10
Dec. 30 • 59,430 • Birmingham, Ala.
Belk Bowl
Mississippi State 51, N.C. State 28
Dec. 30 • 46,423 • Charlotte, N.C.
Franklin America Mortgage Music City Bowl
Texas A&M 21, Louisville 27
Dec. 30 • 50,478 • Nashville, Tenn.
Goodyear Cotton Bowl (CFP Semifinal)
Alabama 38, Michigan State 0
Dec. 31 • 82,812 • Arlington, Texas
Outback Bowl
Tennessee 45, Northwestern 6
Jan. 1 • 53,202 • Tampa, Fla.
Bu alo Wild Wings Citrus Bowl
Florida 7, Michigan 41
Jan. 1 • 63,113 • Orlando, Fla.
Allstate Sugar Bowl
Ole Miss 48, Oklahoma State 20
Jan. 1 • 72,117 • New Orleans, La.
TaxSlayer Bowl
Georgia 24, Penn State 17
Jan. 2 • 61,136 • Jacksonville, Fla.
Autozone Liberty Bowl
Arkansas 45, Kansas State 23
Jan. 2 •  61,136 • Memphis, Tenn.
CFP National Championship Game
Alabama 45, Clemson 40
Jan. 11 • 75,765 • Glendale, Ariz.
DAN SKIPPER is one of two returning 
linemen in the conference to earn All-SEC 
honors from the league head coaches and 
media in 2015.
2015 SEC CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
No. 2 Alabama 29, No. 18 Florida 15 
Dec. 5, 2015 • Georgia Dome • Atlanta, Ga.
Attendance: 75,320 - TV: CBS
MVP: Derrick Henry, Alabama
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2015 SEC FOOTBALL AWARDS
OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Derrick Henry, Alabama
DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Reggie Ragland, Alabama
SPECIAL TEAMS PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Evan Berry, Tennessee
FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR
Christian Kirk, Texas A&M
SCHOLAR-ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
Ryan Kelly, Alabama
JACOBS BLOCKING TROPHY
Ryan Kelly, Alabama
Sebastian Tretola, Arkansas
COACH OF THE YEAR
Jim McElwain, Florida
COACHES’ ALL-SEC TEAMS 
FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
TE Hunter Henry, Arkansas
OL Sebastian Tretola, Arkansas
OL Vadal Alexander, LSU
OL Cam Robinson, Alabama
OL John Theus, Georgia
C Ryan Kelly, Alabama
WR Laquon Treadwell, Ole Miss
WR Fred Ross, Mississippi St.
WR Pharoh Cooper, South Carolina
QB Dak Prescott, Mississippi St.
RB Derrick Henry, Alabama
RB Leonard Fournette, LSU
AP Pharoh Cooper, South Carolina
FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
DL Myles Garrett, Texas A&M
DL Jonathan Allen, Alabama
DL Jonathan Bullard, Florida
DL A’Shawn Robinson, Alabama
LB Kentrell Brothers, Missouri
LB Reggie Ragland, Alabama
LB Zach Cunningham, Vanderbilt
DB Vernon Hargreaves, Florida
DB Eddie Jackson, Alabama
DB Jalen Tabor, Florida
DB Trae Elson, Ole Miss
FIRST TEAM SPECIAL TEAMS
PK Daniel Carlson, Auburn
P Drew Kaser, Texas A&M
RS Evan Berry, Tennessee
SECOND TEAM OFFENSE
TE Evan Engram, Ole Miss
OL Dominick Jackson, Alabama
OL Shon Coleman, Auburn
OL Dan Skipper, Arkansas
OL Germain Ifedi, Texas A&M
C Ethan Pock, LSU
WR Calvin Ridley, Alabama
WR Christian Kirk, Texas A&M
WR De’Runnya Wilson, Mississippi St.
QB Chad Kelly, Ole Miss
RB Alex Collins, Arkansas
RB Jalen Hurd, Tennessee
AP Christian Kirk, Texas A&M
SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
DL Robert Nkemdiche, Ole Miss
DL Marquis Haynes, Ole Miss
DL Charles Harris, Missouri
DL Derek Barnett, Tennessee
LB Leonard Floyd, Georgia
LB Antonio Morrison, Florida
LB Skai Moore, South Carolina
DB Mike Hilton, Ole Miss
DB Dominick Sanders, Georgia
DB Tre’Davious White, LSU
DB Jamal Adams, LSU
SECOND TEAM SPECIAL TEAMS
PK Taylor Bertolet, Texas A&M
PK Adam Griff ith, Alabama
P Johnny Townsend, Florida
RS Christian Kirk, Texas A&M
FRESHMAN ALL-SEC OFFENSE
TE C.J. Conrad, Kentucky
OL William Clapp, LSU
OL Martez Ivey, Florida
OL Ross Pierschbacher, Alabama
OL Chance Hall, Tennessee
C Zack Bailey, South Carolina
WR Christian Kirk, Texas A&M
WR Calvin Ridley, Alabama
QB Kyler Murray, Texas A&M
RB Derrius Guice, LSU
RB Rawleigh Williams III, Arkansas
AP Christian Kirk, Texas A&M
FRESHMAN ALL-SEC DEFENSE
DL Arden Key, LSU
DL Terry Beckner, Missouri
DL Walter Brady, Missouri
DL Cece Jeff erson, Florida
LB Dre Greenlaw, Arkansas
LB Gerri Green, Mississippi State
LB Darrin Kirkland, Jr., Tennessee
DB Minkah Fitzpatrick, Alabama
DB Carlton Davis, Auburn
DB Marlon Humphrey, Alabama
DB Chris Westry, Kentucky
SPECIAL TEAMS
P Corey Fatony, Missouri
RS Christian Kirk, Texas A&M
AP ALL-SEC TEAMS
FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
WR Laquon Treadwell, Ole Miss
WR Pharoh Cooper, South Carolina
OL Cam Robinson, Alabama
OL Vadal Alexander, LSU
OL John Theus, Georgia
OL Sebastian Tretola, Arkansas
C Ryan Kelly, Alabama
TE Hunter Henry, Arkansas
QB Dak Prescott, Mississippi State
RB u-Derrick Henry, Alabama
RB u-Leonard Fournette, LSU
PK u-Daniel Carlson, Auburn
AP Christian Kirk, Texas A&M
FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
DL Myles Garrett, Texas A&M
DL Jon Bullard, Florida
DL Jonathan Allen, Alabama
DL A’Shawn Robinson, Alabama
LB Reggie Ragland, Alabama
LB Kentrell Brothers, Missouri
LB Zach Cunningham, Vanderbilt
CB u-Vernon Hargreaves III, Florida
CB Jalen Tabor, Florida
S Eddie Jackson, Alabama
S Dominick Sanders, Georgia
P Drew Kaser, Texas A&M
SECOND TEAM OFFENSE
WR Fredd Ross, Mississippi State
WR t-Drew Morgan, Arkansas
WR t-Calvin Ridley, Alabama
OL Dan Skipper, Arkansas
OL Kyler Kerbyson, Tennessee
OL Braden Smith, Auburn
OL Dylan Wiesman, Tennessee
C Brandon Kublanow, Georgia
TE Jake McGee, Florida
QB Chad Kelly, Ole Miss
RB Alex Collins, Arkansas
RB Jalen Hurd, Tennessee
PK Taylor Bertolet, Texas A&M
AP t-Pharoh Cooper, South Carolina
AP t-Evan Berry, Tennessee
DEFENSE
DL Robert Nkemdiche, Ole Miss
DL Jarran Reed, Alabama
DL Derek Barnett, Tennessee
DL t-Cory Johnson, Kentucky
DL t-Marquis Haynes, Ole Miss
DL t-Charles Harris, Missouri
LB Antonio Morrison, Florida
LB Skai Moore, South Carolina
LB Jalen Reeves-Maybin, Tennessee
CB Tre’Davious White, LSU
CB Mike Hilton, Ole Miss
S Trae Elston, Ole Miss
S Jamal Adams, LSU
P Johnny Townsend, Florida
OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR
u-Derrick Henry, Alabama
DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Reggie Ragland, Alabama
COACH OF THE YEAR
Jim McElwain, Florida
2015 SEC AWARD WINNERS
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36
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25
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26 27
14
28
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33 34
42
43
32
PLAYERS LEFT TO RIGHT- FIRST ROW: 1. Gary Robinson; 2. Ronnie Mac Smith; 3. Tom McKnelly; 4. Fred Marshall; 5. Jerry Welch; 6. Jim Finch; 7. Dick Hatfi eld; 8. Ken Hatfi eld; 9. Jim Lindsey; 10. 
Johnny Majors. SECOND ROW: 11. Bill Ferrell; 12. Randy Stewart; 13. Jerry Jones; 14. Mike Jordan; 15. Tommy Sain; 16. Bobby Roper; 17. Jim Williams; 18. Larry Watkins; 19. Loyd Phillips; 20. Bobby 
Burnett; 21. Lee Johnson; 22. Melvin Gibbs; 23. Glen Ray Hines; 24. Mike Bender; 25. Jim Mackenzie. THIRD ROW: 26. Lon Ferrell; 27. Merv Johnson; 28. Eddie Woodlee; 29. Martine Bercher; 30. 
Dick Cunningham; 31. Harry Jones; 32. Jimmy Johnson. FOURTH ROW:  33. Bobby Nix; 34. Richard Trail; 35. Tommy Burnett; 36. Guy Jones; 37. Joe Black; 38. Bill Gray; 39. Claud Smithey; 40. 
Jackie Brausuell; 41. Stu Berryhill; 42. Bobby Crockett; 43. Charles Daniel.
Without question, the proudest moment in the history of Arkansas Razorback football is the 1964 national championship. Head coach Frank Broyles led his 1964 team to an undefeated 10-0 
regular season record and a 10-7 Cotton Bowl victory over Nebraska.
The 1964 national championship was historic not so much for who won but for when the title was awarded.
In 1964, seven diff erent entities named a mythical national champion. The two most notable polls to fans at the time — The Associated Press and the United Press International — did not wait 
until after the bowl games to award their champion. Because of that, Alabama was named the national champ by the AP, UPI and Litkenhous groups. However, the Crimson Tide went on to lose 
21-17 to Texas in the Orange Bowl and finish 10-1 on the year.
Arkansas remained the only undefeated team in the country at 11-0 with its victory over Nebraska. Two groups who waited until after the bowl games to name their champion — The Football 
Writers Association of America and the Helms Athletic Foundation — named Frank Broyles’ Razorbacks as national champs. Notre Dame and Michigan also were honored by lesser known 
polls. Both the AP (1965) and UPI (1974) eventually changed their procedure, choosing to wait until after the bowls to announce their final polls.
1964 GAME-BY-GAME
Arkansas 14, Oklahoma State 10  |  Sept. 19, 1964 • Little Rock, Ark.
•  The Hogs earned 235 yards rushing including touchdown runs by Jim Lindsey and Bobby Burnett.
•  Arkansas staged a 64-yard game-winning drive in the third quarter to secure the victory.
Arkansas 31, Tulsa 22  |  Sept. 26, 1964 • Fayetteville, Ark.
•  Arkansas scored 31 straight points after trailing 14-0 midway through the first quarter.
•  Arkansas All-American linebacker Ronnie Caveness returned an interception for a 
touchdown and recovered a fumble in the win.
Arkansas 29, TCU 6  |  Oct. 3, 1964 • Fort Worth, Texas
•  The Razorbacks intercepted TCU six times in the victory including two thefts by defensive 
halfback Bill Gray.
•  Arkansas quarterback Fred Marshall threw for 157 yards and scored a rushing touchdown.
Arkansas 17, Baylor 6  |  Oct. 10, 1964 • Little Rock, Ark.
• Arkansas racked up 342 yards of total off ense.
•  The Hogs collected six Baylor turnovers including three interceptions and three fumble recoveries.
Arkansas 14, Texas 13  |  Oct. 17, 1964 • Austin, Texas
•  Ken Hatfield’s 81-yard punt return for a touchdown set the tone for the Arkansas victory.
•  Arkansas linebacker Ronnie Caveness tallied 25 tackles against the Longhorns.
Arkansas 17, Wichita State 0  |  Oct. 24, 1964 • Little Rock, Ark.
•  Arkansas blanked the Shockers in the first of its school-record-tying five straight shutouts.
•  Quarterback Fred Marshall ran for a score and passed to Jim Lindsey for another in the win.
Arkansas 17, Texas A&M 0  |  Oct. 31, 1964 • College Station, Texas
•  The Arkansas defense limited Texas A&M to seven yards rushing in the final 30 minutes of 
the game. 
•  Arkansas off ensive halfback Jack Brasuell scored twice on the ground in the win over the Aggies.
Arkansas 21, Rice 0  |  Nov. 7, 1964 • Fayetteville, Ark.
• Rice snapped the ball in Arkansas territory on only one play the entire game.
• Harry Jones returned an Owls’ errant pass for a 35-yard touchdown.
Arkansas 44, SMU 0  |  Nov. 14, 1964 • Fayetteville, Ark.
• Arkansas racked up 340 yards in total off ense.
•  Ken Hatfield essentially cemented his national punt return crown by returning a punt 78 
yards for a touchdown against the Ponies.
Arkansas 17, Texas Tech 0  |  Nov. 21, 1964 • Lubbock, Texas
• The Razorbacks tied a school record with their fifth straight shutout.
•  Bobby Roper blocked two Texas Tech field goal attempts and recovered a fumble in the 
regular-season finale against the Red Raiders.
Arkansas 10, Nebraska 7  |  January 1, 1965 • Cotton Bowl • Dallas, Texas
•  The Hogs’ victory coupled with a loss by Alabama in the Orange Bowl established 
Arkansas as the only undefeated team in the nation. Both The Football Writers Association 
of America and the Helms Athletic Foundation voted Arkansas the 1964 national champion.
•  Arkansas trailed 7-3 before mounting an 80-yard scoring drive in the fourth quarter to 
secure the win and the national crown.
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MCFADDEN’S HONORS
2007
• Doak Walker Award
• Heisman Trophy Runner-Up
•  Unanimous First Team All-American (AFCA, AP, 
CBSSports.com, College Football News, FWAA, 
Phil Steele, Pro Football Weekly, Rivals.com, 
Sporting News, Walter Camp)
• Walter Camp Player of the Year
• Sporting News Player of the Year
• Maxwell Award Finalist
• SEC Coaches Off ensive Player of the Year
• First Team All-SEC (AP, Coaches)
2006
• Doak Walker Award
• Heisman Trophy Runner-Up
•  Consensus First Team All-American (AFCA, AP, 
CBSSports.com, FWAA, Rivals.com, Sports Illustrated, 
Pro Football Weekly, Scout.com, Walter Camp)
• Walter Camp Player of the Year Finalist
• Associated Press SEC Off ensive Player of the Year
• SEC Coaches Off ensive Player of the Year
• First Team All-SEC (AP, Coaches)
• SEC Co-Off ensive Player of the Week (Nov. 24 vs. LSU)
2005
•  First Team Freshman All-American (FWAA, 
College Football News, ESPN.com, Rivals.com, 
Scout.com, Sporting News) 
•  SEC Freshman of the Year (AP, Coaches, College 
Football News)
• First Team All-SEC (AP, Coaches)
• ESPN.com SEC Newcomer of the Year
• College Football News All-SEC Team
• ESPN.com All-SEC Team
• Scout.com All-SEC Team
• SEC All-Freshman Team (Coaches, Sporting News)
5
DARREN MCFADDEN
Running Back
Little Rock, Ark.
2007 Walter Camp Player of the Year
 2007 Doak Walker Award 
 2007 Sporting News Player of the Year
 2007 Unanimous First Team All-American
2006 Doak Walker Award
 2006 Consensus First Team All-American 
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MCFADDEN’S QUICK HITS
• Ranks second on the SEC career rushing list with 4,590 yards. 
•  Only the second two-time winner of the Doak Walker Award (Ricky Williams, 
Texas, 1997-98).
•  One of only three players in conference history to rush for 1,000 yards in his 
freshman, sophomore and junior seasons along with former Razorback Alex 
Collins and Georgia great Herschel Walker.
•  Averaged 120.8 yards rushing per game during his career, which ranks third 
all-time in the SEC. 
•  Ranks second in the SEC in career all-purpose yards with 5,881 and third in 
career yards per game average with 154.8.
•  Ranks fourth in the SEC in single-season all-purpose yardage with 2,310 
in 2007.
•  Owns the two highest rushing totals in school history with 1,830 yards in 2007 
and 1,647 yards in 2006.
•  Rushed for 100 yards or more a school-record 22 times in 38 career games, 
including 10 of 13 games in 2007.
•  Averaged 129.8 yards per game in his career against ranked opponents (2,337 
in 18 games).
•  Boasted a rushing average of 120.8 per game in his Razorback career, including 
a 130.9 yard average in SEC games.
MCFADDEN IN THE ARKANSAS RECORD BOOK
CATEGORY STAT RANK
Rushing Attempts 785 1
Rushing Yards 4,590 1
Rushing Touchdowns 41 2
100-Yard Rushing Games 22 1
MCFADDEN’S CAREER STATISTICS 
 RUSHING RECEIVING PASSING
 G/GS ATT. YDS. TD REC. YDS. TD ATT. COMP. YDS. TD INT.
2005 11/8 176 1,113 11 14 52 0 1 2 13 0 0
2006 14/14 284 1,647 14 11 149 1 7 9 69 3 1
2007 13/12 325 1,830 16 21 164 1 6 11 123 4 0
TOTAL 38/34 785 4,590 41 46 365 2 14 22 205 7 1
KICKOFF RETURNS
 NO. YDS. TD LG
2005 12 348 0 81
2006 10 262 1 92
2007 16 316 0 33
TOTAL 38 926 1 92 
92 
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WILLIAMS’ HONORS
2010
• John Mackey Award
• Disney Spirit Award
•  Second Team All-American (Scout.com, 
Sports Illustrated)
• Third Team All-American (AP)
• First Team All-SEC (AP, Coaches)
2008
• First Team All-SEC (AP)
2007
• SEC All-Freshman Team
WILLIAMS’ CAREER STATISTICS
RECEIVING 
YEAR  G/GS REC. YDS. AVG. TD LG
2007 13/2 5 94 18.8 0 28
2008 12/8 61 723 11.9 3 76
2009 13/9 32 411 12.8 3 69
2010 13/13 54 627 11.6 4 46
TOTAL 51/32 152 1,855 12.2 10 76
WILLIAMS’ QUICK HITS
•  Named the first Mackey Award winner in 
Arkansas history after becoming the school’s 
first semifinalist in 2008. 
•  Finished the 2010 season with a team-leading 
54 receptions for 627 yards and a career-high 
four touchdowns.
•  Named to the All-SEC first team in 2010 after 
helping the Razorbacks be the only team in the 
country with a 3,000-yard passer, a 1,000-yard 
rusher and five 600-yard receivers. 
•  Finished his career with 152 receptions, at the 
time the second-highest total in school history 
and the most by a non-wide receiver, 1,855 
receiving yards, which ranked eighth on the 
school’s all-time list, and 10 touchdowns.
•  Totaled three 100-yard receiving games in 2008, 
which is the most by a non-wide receiver in a 
season in school history. 
•  Tied with tight end Hunter Henry for the most 
100-yard receiving games by a non-wide 
receiver for a career in school history with four. 
2010 John Mackey Award
2010 Disney Spirit Award
45
D.J. WILLIAMS
Tight End
Little Rock, Ark.
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HENRY’S HONORS
2015
• John Mackey Award
•  Consensus First Team All-American (AFCA, AP, 
Athlon, ESPN.com, Phil Steele, Sporting News, 
USA Today, Walter Camp)
• Second Team All-American (Sports Illustrated)
•  First Team All-SEC (AP, Coaches, Athlon, Phil 
Steele, ESPN.com, USA Today)
2014
• Second Team All-SEC (Coaches)
• ALL-SEC Honorable Mention (AP)
•  CFPA Tight End of the Week Honorable Mention (Nov. 1)
2013
•  Freshman All-American (FWAA, Sporting News, 
Athlon, Phil Steele, College Football News)
• Second Team All-SEC (AP, Athlon, Phil Steele)
• SEC All-Freshman Team
HENRY’S CAREER STATISTICS
RECEIVING 
YEAR  G/GS REC. YDS. AVG. TD LG
2013 12/7 28 409 14.6 4 52
2014 13/10 37 513 13.9 2 38
2015 13/13 51 739 14.5 3 51
TOTAL 38/30 116 1,661 14.3 9 52
HENRY’S QUICK HITS
•  Became the second Razorback to win the John 
Mackey Award — awarded annually to the most 
outstanding tight end in college football — joining 
D.J. Williams (2010) and making Arkansas the only 
school to produce multiple winners.
•  One of only eight tight ends in SEC history to 
eclipse 100-plus receptions while playing in 
the conference.
•  His 1,661 career receiving yards rank second in 
program history among tight ends.
•  Totaled four 100-yard receiving games, equaling 
Williams’ program record by a tight end.
•  93 of his 116 career receptions resulted in a first 
down or touchdown, for a conversion rate of 
80 percent.
•  Of his 1,661 career receiving yards, 635 (39 catches) 
came on third down – more than any other down.
•  His receptions on third down passing plays 
resulted in a first down or touchdown 97.4 percent 
of the time (36 first downs, two touchdowns).
•  Reeled in 62 percent of his targets (116 of 188) for 
an average of 8.8 yards per look.
•  Led all FBS tight ends with 739 yards receiving on 
51 receptions in 2015.
•  Did not drop a single pass during the 2015 season.
•  Topped SEC tight ends in first down catches each 
of his three seasons.
2015 John Mackey Award
2015 Consensus First Team All-American
84
HUNTER HENRY
Tight End
Little Rock, Ark.
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ADAMS’ HONORS
2011
• Johnny “The Jet” Rodgers Award
•  First Team All-American (Pro Football Weekly, 
FWAA, Sporting News)
•  Second Team All-American (AP, Sports Illustrated, 
Walter Camp, Phil Steele)
• First Team All-SEC (AP, Coaches)
• SEC Special Teams Player of the Year
• Paul Hornung Award Finalist
•  Best Play ESPY Award Winner for his 60-yard 
punt return touchdown vs. Tennessee
• SEC Special Teams Player of the Week (Sept. 3)
2009
• Second Team All-SEC (AP)
ADAMS’ QUICK HITS
•  Recorded four punt return touchdowns and 
averaged 16.89 yards per return in 2011.
•  His touchdown total tied the single-season SEC 
record, and his average led the conference, ranked 
second in the NCAA and was the fourth-highest 
average in school history. 
•  Tied an SEC record with two punt return 
touchdowns in a game, a feat he accomplished 
in the season opener vs. Missouri State while 
breaking the Arkansas single-game punt return 
yardage record with 174.
•  Concluded his career with five punt return 
touchdowns, tied for third in SEC history, and an 
average of 15.83 yards per punt return that ranks 
second all-time at Arkansas.
•  Ranks third on Arkansas’ all-time career receptions 
list with 164.
•  Fifth in school history with 2,410 career receiving 
yards, seven career 100-yard receiving games and 
17 career receiving touchdowns.
•  Made at least one reception in 46 games and had 
multiple receptions in 36 games in his career.
 2011 Johnny “The Jet” Rodgers Award
2011 Consensus All-American
ADAMS’ CAREER STATISTICS
 |----------------RECEIVING----------------| |--------------PUNT RETURNS--------------| |------------KICKOFF RETURNS------------|
  G/GS REC.  YDS. TD LG NO. YDS. AVG. TD NO. YDS. AVG. TD 
2008 12/7 31 377 1 33 0 0 0.0 0 1 20 20.0 0
2009 10/7 29 568 7 78 1 0 0.0 0 2 41 20.5 0
2010 12/4 50 813 6 85 16 249 15.6 1 4 63 15.8 0
2011 13/11 54 652 3 67 19 321 16.9 4 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 47/29 164 2,410 17 85 36 570 15.8 5 7 124 17.7 0
3
JOE ADAMS
Wide Receiver/Punt Returner
Little Rock, Ark.
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LUIGS’ HONORS
2007
• Rimington Trophy
• Jacobs Trophy
• Consensus First Team All-American (FWAA, CBSSports.com, College Football 
News, Phil Steele, Rivals.com, Sporting News, Walter Camp)
• Second Team All-American (AP)
• First Team All-SEC (AP, Coaches)
2006
• Rimington Trophy Finalist
• Third Team All-American (AP)
• First Team All-SEC (AP, Coaches)
2005
• SEC All-Freshman Team
LUIGS’ QUICK HITS
•  Helped Arkansas lead the SEC and rank fourth in the nation in rushing (286.5), 
rank 17th in total off ense (450.0) and 13th in scoring (37.3) in 2007. 
 •  Helped clear the way for Darren McFadden, the Heisman Trophy runner-up and 
Doak Walker Award winner, to rush for 1,830 yards and 16 touchdowns and for 
All-American Felix Jones, who ran for 1,162 yards and 11 scores in 2007.
•  In 2007, Arkansas set school records with 3,750 rushing yards on the season 
and ranked fourth in the nation, with 5,850 yards of total off ense, and in scoring 
with 485 total points and 37.3 points per game.
•  Led the off ensive line with a 90.4 percent grade average including team-leading 
averages in run (86.1 percent) and pass (96.9 percent) blocking in 2007.
•  Helped Arkansas lead the SEC and rank fourth in the nation in rushing (228.5), 
29th in total off ense (378.0) and 31st in scoring (28.9) in 2006. 
2007 Rimington Trophy 
2007 Consensus First Team All-American
63
JONATHAN LUIGS
Center
Little Rock, Ark.
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PHILLIPS’ HONORS
1966
• Outland Trophy
•  Consensus First Team All-American (AFCA, AP, 
FWAA, Sporting News, Walter Camp)
• First Team All-SWC 
1965
• Consensus First Team All-American (AFCA, AP, WC)
• First Team All-SWC
1964
• First Team All-SWC
PHILLIPS’ QUICK HITS
•  Finished his career with 304 tackles, including a 
22-tackle performance against Tulsa 
• Made 100 stops in 1965 and 97 in 1966
1966 Outland Trophy
1966 Consensus First Team All-American
1965 Consensus First Team All-American
BROOKS’ HONORS
1954
• Outland Trophy
•  Consensus First Team All-American (AFCA, AP, 
FWAA, Walter Camp)
• First Team All-SWC
BROOKS’ QUICK HITS
•  Helped the Hogs win the SWC championship with 
an 8-3 record and earn a trip to the 1955 Cotton 
Bowl against Georgia Tech
•  MVP of the south team in the Senior Bowl
1954 Outland Trophy
1954 Consensus First Team All-American 
70
LOYD PHILLIPS
Tackle
Longview, Texas
64
BILL “BUD” BROOKS
Guard/Defensive Tackle
Wynne, Ark.
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FIRST TEAM 
1929 
Wear Schoonover, End GR, NYS
1936 
Jack Robbins, QB  AABF 
1937 
Jim Benton, End NANA
1948 
Clyde Scott , TB AFCA, AP
 
1954 
Bud Brooks, OG/DT AFCA, AP, FWAA, WC
1959 
Jim Mooty, Back AP
  
1960 
Wayne Harris , LB FWAA
1961 
Lance Alworth, Back FWAA
 
1962 
Billy Moore, QB FWAA
1963 
Ronnie Caveness, LB FN
 
1964 
Ronnie Caveness, LB AFCA, AP, FWAA, NEA, SN 
1965 
Glen Ray Hines , OT AFCA, AP, FWAA, WC
Bobby Crocket, End FWAA
Loyd Phillips, DT AFCA, AP, WC
1966 
Martine Bercher, S AFCA, UPI
Loyd Phillips, DT AFCA, AP, FWAA, SN, WC
1968 
Jim Barnes, OG AP
 
1969 
Rodney Brand , C AP, FWAA, WC
Cliff Powell, LB AFCA
Chuck Dicus, End AFCA
1970 
Bruce James, DE FWAA
Dick Bumpas, DT AP
Chuck Dicus, End AFCA, AP, WC
Bill McClard, K AFCA
1971 
Bill McClard, K FWAA, SN
 
1976 
Steve Little, K/P AFCA
1977 
Leotis Harris, OG AFCA, AP, WC
Steve Little, K/P AFCA, FWAA, SN
1978 
Dan Hampton, DT AFCA
Jimmy Walker, DT FWAA
 
1979 
Greg Kolenda, OT AFCA, AP, FWAA, WC
1981  
Bruce Lahay, K/P FWAA
Billy Ray Smith Jr., DE AFCA, AP, FWAA, SN, WC
1982  
Steve Korte, OG AFCA, AP, FWAA, SN
Billy Ray Smith Jr., DE AFCA, AP, FWAA, SN, WC
1983 
Ron Faurot , DE UPI
 
1986 
Greg Horne, P AFCA
1987 
Tony Cherico, NG AFCA
 
1988 
Wayne Martin, DT AP, FWAA, SN
Kendall Trainor, K AFCA, AP, SN, WC
 
1989 
Jim Mabry, OT AFCA, AP, WC
1998 
Brandon Burlsworth, OG FN
 
2001 
Jermaine Petty, LB AAFF, AFCA
 
2002 
Ken Hamlin, FS CFN
Shawn Andrews, OT AFCA, CFN, CNNSI, 
 ESPN.com, FWAA, SN
2003 
Shawn Andrews, OT AFCA, AP, CFN, CNNSI, 
 ESPN.com, FWAA, SN, WC
2005 
Felix Jones, KR/RB CFN
 
2006 
Darren McFadden, RB AFCA, AP, CBS, FWAA, 
 PFW, SI, Scout, WC
 
2007 
Jonathan Luigs, C CBS, CFN, FWAA, 
 PS, Rivals, SN, WC
Felix Jones, KR/RB PS, Rivals, Scout, WC 
Darren McFadden, RB AFCA, AP, CBS, CFN, FWAA, 
 PFW, PS, Rivals, SN, WC 
2011 
Joe Adams, PR/AP PFW, FWAA, SN
 
2013 
Travis Swanson, C USA Today
2015 
Hunter Henry, TE AFCA, AP, Athlon, ESPN.com, 
 PS, SN, USA Today, WC
Sebastian Tretola, OG SI
A finalist for the Outland Trophy and Lombardi Award as a junior in 
2003, SHAWN ANDREWS was also named the SEC’s Offensive Player 
of the Year By College Football News and won the Jacobs Trophy as the 
SEC’s best blocker for the second straight season.
In addition to winning the 2015 John Mackey Award, HUNTER HENRY 
earned first team All-America nods from four of the five outlets used to 
determine which players receive consensus status — AFCA, Associated 
Press, Sporting News and the Walter Camp Football Foundation. 
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1929   
Wear Schoonover, End 2nd (UPI), 3rd (AP, INS) 
1937  
Jim Benton, End 2nd (ChP), 3rd (AP, CP) 
1959   
Jim Mooty, Back 3rd (NEA) 
1979   
Ish Ordonez, K 2nd (UPI) 
1998   
Brandon Burlsworth, OG 2nd (AP) 
1999   
Kenoy Kennedy, FS 3rd (AP) 
Anthony Lucas, SE 3rd (AP) 
2006   
Jonathan Luigs, C 3rd (AP) 
Stephen Parker, OG 2nd (SN) 
Tony Ugoh, OT 2nd (Rivals), 3rd (AP) 
2007   
Felix Jones, KR/RB 2rd (AP) 
Jonathan Luigs, C 2nd (AP) 
Robert Felton, OG 2nd (AP, PS, Rivals)  
2010   
D.J. Williams, TE 2nd (Scout, SI), 3rd (AP) 
2011   
Joe Adams, PR/AP 2nd (AP, PS, SI, WC), 
2012   
Cobi Hamilton, WR 3rd (AP, PS) 
2013   
Travis Swanson, C 2nd (CSM), 4th (PS) 
2015   
Alex Collins, RB 3rd (Athlon), 4th (PS) 
Hunter Henry, TE 2nd (SI) 
Sebastian Tretola, OG 2nd (AP, Athlon, SN)  
CONSENSUS ALL-AMERICANS
1948   
Clyde Scott , Back 
1954   
Bud Brooks, OG/DT
 
1965 
Glen Ray Hines, OT
Loyd Phillips, DT
 
1966 
Loyd Phillips, DT
1968 
Jim Barnes, OG 
 
1969 
Rodney Brand, C
1970 
Dick Bumpas, DT 
 
1977 
Leotis Harris, OG
Steve Little, K/P
 
1979 
Greg Kolenda, OT
1981 
Billy Ray Smith Jr., DE
 
1982 
Steve Korte, OG
Billy Ray Smith Jr., OG
 
1988 
Wayne Martin, DT
Kendall Trainor, K
 
1989 
Jim Mabry, OT
2002 
Shawn Andrews, OT 
 
2003 
Shawn Andrews, OT
2006 
Darren McFadden, RB
 
2007 
Jonathan Luigs, C
Felix Jones, KR/RB
Darren McFadden, RB
2011 
Joe Adams, PR/AP
 
2015 
Hunter Henry, TE 
 BOLD indicates Unanimous Selection 
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The 1978 SWC Outstanding Player of the Year by the Houston Post, 
DAN HAMPTON helped Arkansas reach the Fiesta Bowl and earn a No. 
10 final ranking in 1978. 
AWARD ORGANIZATION LEGEND
AABF ...................................................................................................... All-America Board of Football
AAFF ......................................................................................................... All-American FB Foundation
AFCA ........................................................................................................American FB Coaches Assoc.
AP ..................................................................................................................................Associated Press
CBS ....................................................................................................................................CBSSports.com
CFN ...................................................................................................................... College Football News 
ChP .................................................................................................................................... Charles Parker
CNNSI ..................................................................................................................CNN Sports Illustrated
CP ..........................................................................................................................................Central Press
FN .........................................................................................................................................Football News
FWAA ................................................................................. Football Writers Association of America
GR ...................................................................................................................................... Grantland Rice
INS ..............................................................................................................International News Service
NANA ........................................................................................North American Newspaper Alliance
NEA .............................................................................................. Newspaper Enterprise Association
NYS ...................................................................................................................................... New York Sun
PFW ...........................................................................................................................Pro Football Weekly
PS ............................................................................................................... Phil Steele College Football
SI ...................................................................................................................................Sports Illustrated
SN .......................................................................................................................................Sporting News
UPI ...............................................................................................................United Press International
WC ....................................................................................................................Walter Camp Foundation
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ALL-SEC SELECTIONS
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FIRST TEAM
1992  
Kirk Botkin, TE Coaches
Pete Raether, P AP
1993 
Henry Ford, DE AP, Coaches
Orlando Watters, CB Coaches
1995 
Madre Hill, RB AP, Coaches
Mark Smith, LB AP, Coaches
Steven Conley, DE Coaches
1998 
Brandon Burlsworth, OG AP, Coaches
Melvin Bradley, NG Coaches
Zac Painter, S AP, Coaches
1999 
Anthony Lucas, WR AP
Kenoy Kennedy, FS Coaches
2000 
Quinton Caver, LB AP, Coaches
2001 
Jermaine Petty, LB AP
Ken Hamlin, FS AP
2002 
Fred Talley, RB Coaches
Ken Hamlin, FS AP, Coaches
Shawn Andrews, OT AP, Coaches
 
2003 
Ahmad Carroll, CB Coaches
Cedric Cobbs, RB AP, Coaches
Shawn Andrews, OT AP, Coaches
Tony Bua, LB/FS Coaches
 
2004 
Jeb Huckeba, DE Coaches
2005 
Darren McFadden, RB AP, Coaches
2006 
Chris Houston, CB AP
Darren McFadden, RB AP, Coaches
Jamaal Anderson, DE AP, Coaches
Jonathan Luigs, C AP, Coaches
Keith Jackson , DT AP
Sam Olajubutu, LB AP, Coaches
Tony Ugoh, OT AP, Coaches
Zac Tubbs, OT Coaches
2007 
Darren McFadden, RB AP, Coaches
Felix Jones, RB/KR AP, Coaches
Jonathan Luigs, C AP, Coaches
Mitch Petrus, OG Coaches
Robert Felton, OG AP, Coaches
2008 
D.J. Williams, TE AP
 
2009 
Mitch Petrus, OG AP, Coaches
2010 
D.J. Williams, TE AP, Coaches
DeMarcus Love, OT AP, Coaches
Knile Davis, RB AP
2011 
Jake Bequette, DE Coaches
Jarius Wright, WR AP, Coaches
Joe Adams, WR/PR AP, Coaches
Tyler Wilson, QB AP, Coaches
2012 
Cobi Hamilton, WR AP, Coaches
2013 
Travis Swanson, C AP
2014 
Martrell Spaight, LB AP, Coaches
2015 
Hunter Henry, TE AP, Coaches
Sebastian Tretola, OG AP, Coaches
KEN HAMLIN left as Arkansas’ record holder for career tackles with 
381. In 2000, he became the first Razorback freshman to lead the team 
in tackles before becoming a first team All-American in 2002 and a 
two-time All-SEC first team (2001, 02) choice. 
JARIUS WRIGHT became one of three Razorback wide receivers to 
top the 1,000-yard plateau for a single season when he totaled 1,117 
receiving yards in 2011. He finished his career as Arkansas’ all-time 
leading receiver with 2,934 yards. 
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ALL-SEC SELECTIONS
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SECOND TEAM
1992 
Kirk Botkin, TE AP
Pete Raether, P Coaches
Orlando Watters, CB Coaches
1993 
Kirk Botkin, TE AP
Isaac Davis, OG Coaches
1995 
Tracy Cantlope, CB Coaches
Steven Conley , DE AP
Verl Mitchell, OG AP, Coaches
Junior Soli, NG AP, Coaches
1996 
Melvin Bradley, NG Coaches
Russ Brown, OG Coaches
C.J. McLain, DE Coaches
1997 
Melvin Bradley, NG AP, Coaches
Brandon Burlsworth, OG AP, Coaches
1998 
Melvin Bradley, NG AP
Kenoy Kennedy, FS AP
Todd Latourette, K AP, Coaches
Anthony Lucas, WR AP, Coaches
C.J. McLain, DE AP
Clint Stoerner, QB AP
1999 
David Barrett , CB AP, Coaches
Joe Dean Davenport , TE Coaches
Kenoy Kennedy, FS AP
Anthony Lucas, WR Coaches
Clint Stoerner, QB AP
Bobbie Williams, OT Coaches
2000 
Richie Butler, P AP, Coaches
2001 
Shawn Andrews, OT AP
Tony Bua, LB/FS AP
Carlos Hall, DE AP
Kenny Sandlin, C AP
Fred Talley, RB Coaches
2002 
Tony Bua, LB/FS AP, Coaches
Ahmad Carroll, CB Coaches
Fred Talley, RB AP
2003 
Tony Bua, LB/FS AP
Caleb Miller, LB AP, Coaches
Jason Peters, TE Coaches
George Wilson, SE AP
2004 
Matt Jones, QB Coaches
2005 
Keith Jackson , DT AP
Felix Jones, RB/KR Coaches
Sam Olajubutu, LB AP
Kyle Roper, C AP
2006 
Felix Jones, RB/KR AP, Coaches
Stephen Parker, OG AP
2007 
Nate Garner, OT AP, Coaches
Michael Grant, FS AP, Coaches
Marcus Harrison, DT AP
Matt Hewitt , SS AP
2008 
Jeremy Davis, P AP
Jonathan Luigs, C AP, Coaches
Malcolm Sheppard, DE AP, Coaches
Michael Smith , RB AP, Coaches
D.J. Williams, TE Coaches
2009 
Joe Adams, WR/PR AP
Ryan Mallett , QB AP, Coaches
Malcolm Sheppard, DE AP, Coaches
D.J. Williams, TE Coaches
2010 
Jake Bequette, DE AP, Coaches
Knile Davis, RB Coaches
Jerry Franklin, LB Coaches
Ryan Mallett , QB AP, Coaches
Tramain Thomas, S AP
2011 
Alvin Bailey, OG AP, Coaches
Dylan Breeding, P AP, Coaches
Jerry Franklin, LB AP, Coaches
Dennis Johnson, AP AP
2012 
Dylan Breeding, P AP, Coaches
Travis Swanson, C AP
2013 
Trey Flowers, DE Coaches
Hunter Henry, TE AP
Zach Hocker, K AP
Chris Smith, DE Coaches
Travis Swanson, C Coaches
2014 
Trey Flowers, DE Coaches
Hunter Henry, TE Coaches
Darius Philon, DT AP
Jonathan Williams, RB AP
2015 
Dan Skipper, OT AP, Coaches
Alex Collins, RB AP, Coaches
Drew Morgan, WR AP
ALL-FRESHMAN TEAM
1992 
Oscar Malone, RB
1993 
Don Struebing, C
Mark Smith , LB
1994 
Matt Wait , P
1995 
Anthony Lucas, WR
Russ Brown, OL
1996 
D.J. Cooper, DL
1997 
Randy Garner, LB
Quentin Caver, LB
1998 
Carlos Hall, DL
Orlando Green, DB
1999 
Cedric Cobbs, RB
Richie Butler, P
2000 
Richard Smith, WR
Caleb Miller, LB
Ken Hamlin, DB
2001 
Shawn Andrews, OL
Jeb Huckeba, LB
Ahmad Carroll, DB
2004 
Marcus Monk, WR
Robert Felton, OL
Matt Gilbow, OL
Jeremy Davis, P
2005 
Jonathan Luigs, OL
Casey Dick, QB
Darren McFadden, RB – Freshman of the Year
Freddie Fairchild, LB
Felix Jones, RS
2006 
Ben Cleveland, TE
Damian Williams, WR
Wendel Davis, LB
2007 
D.J. Williams, TE
Damario Ambrose, DL
Freddy Burton, LB
Alex Tejada, PK
2008 
Grant Cook, OL
Jake Bequette, DL
Zach Stadther, DL
Jerry Franklin, LB
Dennis Johnson, RS
2009 
Tenarius Wright, DL
2010 
Alvin Bailey, OL
Travis Swanson, C
Byran Jones, DL
Zach Hocker, PK
2011 
Trey Flowers, DL
Tevin Mitchell, DB
Marquel Wade, RS
2012 
A.J. Turner, LB
Otha Peters, LB
Rohan Gaines, DB
2013 
Hunter Henry, TE
Denver Kirkland, OL
Alex Collins, RB
Darius Philon, DL
2014 
Frank Ragnow, C
2015 
Dre Greenlaw, LB
Rawleigh Williams III, RB
Despite playing in just seven games 
in 2015, RAWLEIGH WILLIAMS III
helped extend Arkansas’ streak 
with an All-SEC Freshman team 
choice to 12 years.
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(First team selections only)
HB Gary Adams (1966-68)
B Lance Alworth (1960-61)
RB  Gary Anderson (1982)
S  Steve Atwater (1986, 1988)
HB  Herman Bagby (1924)
E  Alton Baldwin (1946)
G  Jim Barnes (1968)
WR  Teddy Barnes (1975)
FB  Garland Beavers (1928)
G  Mike Bender (1965)
E  Jim Benton (1936-37)
T  W.R. Benton Jr. (1934)
C  Jay Bequette (1982)
S  Martine Bercher (1966)
E  Clifford Blackburn (1924)
LB  Mike Boschetti (1970)
HB  Danny Brabham (1962)
HB  Jesse Branch (1962)
C  Rodney Brand (1968-69)
HB  Jack Brasuell (1965-66)
QB  Jon Brittenum (1965-66)
DT  Bud Brooks (1954)
DT  Dick Bumpas (1970)
DT  Earl Buckingham (1982)
TB  Bill Burnett (1969-70)
B  Bobby Burnett (1965)
TB  Tommy Burnett (1966)
S  Bo Busby (1975)
QB  Ron Calcagni (1977)
NG  Mike Campbell (1975)
E  Preston Carpenter (1955)
LB  Ronnie Caveness (1963-64)
NG  Tony Cherico (1985-87)
K  Tommy Cheyne (1975)
OG  Freddie Childress (1986, 1988)
T  John Childress (1961)
QB  George Cole (1927)
C  James Coleman (1919)
E  Jimmy Collier (1960-61)
CB  Anthoney Cooney (1989)
G  David Cooper (1967)
E  Charles Corgan (1923)
TB  Ben Cowins (1976-78)
P  Steve Cox (1979-80)
C  Elbert Crawford (1989)
QB  Steve Creekmore Sr. (1910)
E  Bobby Crockett (1965)
T  Dick Cunningham (1966)
FB  Jack Dale (1930)
QB  Gene Davidson (1917, 1919)
RB  David Dickey (1967)
E  Chuck Dicus (1968-70)
E  Jay Donathan (1957)
G  Jerry Dossey (1969)
HB  Kay Eakin (1939)
RB  Jerry Eckwood (1975)
OG  Marcus Elliott (1983-84)
T  Dan Estes (1913)
FS  Kevin Evans (1979-80)
WR  Robert Farrell (1979)
DE  Ron Faurot (1983)
QB  Joe Ferguson (1971)
RB  Ike Forte (1974-75)
LB  Lynn Garner (1968)
G  Dean Garrett (1961)
C  Melvin Gibbs (1966)
C  Bob Griffin (1951)
QB  Quinn Grovey (1988)
DT  Dan Hampton (1978)
E  Hartford Hamilton (1966-67)
OG  Ronnie Hammers (1970)
T  Dave Hanner (1950-51)
E  Harry Hansard (1921)
OG  Leotis Harris (1977)
LB  Wayne Harris (1959-60)
HB  Ken Hatfield (1964)
C  Mark Henry (1991)
T  Glen Ray Hines (1964-65)
T  Percy Hinton (1912)
C  Phil Huntly (1911)
LB  Larry Jackson (1977-78)
T  Charlie Jamerson (1921)
E  Bruce James (1970)
CB  Michael James (1991)
T  Gus Japp (1925)
G  Jim Johnson (1964)
WB  Harry Jones (1965)
E  Ronnie Jones (1971)
DE  Ivan Jordan (1973-75)
OT  Mike Kelson (1970-71)
T  Rick Kersey (1969)
OT  Greg Koch (1975)
OT  Greg Kolenda (1978-79)
OG  Steve Korte (1981-82)
C  Richard LaFargue (1975)
K  Bruce Lahay (1981)
E  Jerry Lamb (1963-64)
S  Greg Lasker (1985)
K  Steve Little (1974-75, 1977)
T  Charles Lively (1946)
DB  Vaughn Lusby (1977-78)
OT  Jim Mabry (1988-89)
QB  Fred Marshall (1964)
DB  Patrick Martin (1977)
DT  Wayne Martin (1988)
HB  Russell May (1913)
T  Jerry Mazzanti (1962)
LB  Hal McAfee (1975)
K  Bill McClard (1970-71)
QB  Lamar McHan (1951-53)
DE  Johnnie Meadors (1975)
T  John Measel (1933)
FB  Clinton Milford (1909)
OT  Alfred Mohammed (1982)
B  Billy Moore (1962)
FB  Henry Moore (1954-55)
DB  Jerry Moore (1970)
B  Jim Mooty (1958-59)
QB  Bill Montgomery (1970)
TE  Pat Morrison (1970)
TB  Dickey Morton (1972-73)
FB  Tom Murphy (1933)
FB  Gerald Nesbitt (1956-57)
K  Ish Ordonez (1979-80)
OLB Kerry Owens (1988)
OG  Limbo Parks (1985)
G  Leon Pense (1943)
T  Stanley Phillips (1909)
T  Loyd Phillips (1964-66)
LB  Cliff Powell (1968-69)
G  Tom Reed (1971-72)
E  Mike Reppond (1971)
C  Ron Revard (1971)
DT  Jon Rhiddlehoover (1973)
LB  Danny Rhodes (1971, 1973)
NG  Richard Richardson (1982)
QB  Jack Robbins (1936)
E  Bobby Roper (1965)
E  Glen Rose (1927)
E  Paul Rucker (1933)
T  Ernest Ruple (1967)
E  Floyd Sagely (1953)
S  Howard Sampson (1977)
QB  Kevin Scanlon (1979)
E  Wear Schoonover (1929)
E  Mike Schumchyk (1944)
T  Brad Scott (1926)
B  Clyde Scott (1946-48)
DT  Michael Shepherd (1988-89)
SE  James Shibest (1984, 1986)
OT  Gerald Skinner (1975-76)
T  Billy Ray Smith Sr. (1956)
DE  Billy Ray Smith Jr. (1981-82)
DB  Rollen Smith (1973)
C  Bill Spivey (1934)
OG  George Stewart (1979)
C  Randy Stewart (1965)
HB  Terry Stewart (1969)
OG-C R.C. Thielemann (1975-76)
G  Ray Trail (1962)
K  Kendall Trainor (1988)
HB  Tommy Trantham (1965-67)
G  Clyde Van Sickle (1928)
DT  Jimmy Walker (1975-78)
CB  Danny Walters (1982)
T  Jim Williams (1964-65)
LB  Rickey Williams (1987)
HB  Ben Winkelman (1921)
TE  Billy Winston (1988)
K  Todd Wright (1989)
CB  Kevin Wyatt (1984)
LB  Bert Zinamon (1983)
ALL-SWC SELECTIONS (1915-91)
LAMAR MCHAN, who led the SWC in passing in 1953, was a three-time all-SWC 
selection from 1951-53.
174
BILLY RAY SMITH SR. (left) earned first team All-Southwest Conference honors in 1956 while BILLY RAY SMITH 
JR. made the All-SWC first team in 1981 and ’82.
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NO. 12 CLYDE “SMACKOVER” SCOTT — (1946-49)
Following a glamorous career in the 1940s, the athletic department decided to 
retire No. 12. Nicknamed “Smackover” for his hometown, Clyde Scott made a name 
for himself in 1948, winning the silver medal in the hurdles at the Olympic Games 
in August and then reporting to football practice where he would earn All-America 
honors during his senior year.
Scott rushed for 1,463 yards during his career for a school record at the time. 
In 1948 he had an impressive 7.0 yards-per-carry average, gaining 670 yards 
on 95 attempts. Scott was the first Razorback athlete to win an Olympic medal 
as most of Arkansas’ track success didn’t come until 1978 with the arrival of 
John McDonnell.
When Arkansas was recruiting Steve Little, Coach Frank Broyles asked Scott if 
Little could wear his retired No. 12. Scott graciously agreed and Little went on to 
an All-American career.
NO. 77 BRANDON BURLSWORTH — (1994-98)
The athletic department did not see fit to retire another football jersey until after 
the 1998 campaign, when the No. 77 worn by Razorback All-American off ensive 
guard Brandon Burlsworth was retired.
One of the most inspiring stories in Razorback history, Burlsworth joined the 
Razorbacks in 1994 as a walk-on. Following a redshirt year, he earned a scholarship 
with his work ethic in the weight room. After serving as a backup guard for the 
1995 SEC Western Division champions, he earned a starting position in the spring 
of ’96 and never yielded it. He went on to start 34 consecutive games, concluding 
with the Florida Citrus Bowl on Jan. 1, 1999.
Burlsworth was an All-SEC off ensive guard in 1997. In 1998 he not only earned 
all-conference honors, but was named a first team All-American by The Football 
News. He was the leader of an off ensive line that helped the Razorback off ense 
score more points than it had since 1970 and produce more yards than it had since 
the 1989 season.
In the classroom, Burlsworth was equally astounding. He earned his bachelor’s 
degree in marketing management in 1997 and immediately went to work on his 
master’s in business administration. In December 1998, Burlsworth completed his 
master’s requirements to become the first Razorback football player to complete a 
master’s degree before playing in his final game.
Burlsworth was drafted in the third round by the Indianapolis Colts, but 
unfortunately would die tragically in an automobile accident less than two weeks 
later. The entire state of Arkansas was stunned and head coach Houston Nutt 
recommended that Burlsworth’s jersey be retired. Athletic director Frank Broyles 
quickly agreed.
Burlsworth’s locker remains intact as a tribute to his memory in the Arkansas 
football dressing room.
RETIRED NUMBERS
176
The ultimate honor is to have your jersey number retired, and in the 122 years the Razorbacks have been on the football field, only two players have had the honor 
bestowed upon them. Clyde Scott (No. 12) and Brandon Burlsworth (No. 77) have worn numbers no future Razorback will ever wear.
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL FOUNDATION & COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME
HONORS
177
1954 Hugo Bezdek (HC)
1962 Wear Schoonover (P) 
1971 Clyde Scott (P)
1983 Frank Broyles (HC) 
1984 Lance Alworth (P)
1987 Johnny Majors (AC) 
1992 Loyd Phillips (P)
1997 Bowden Wyatt (HC) 
1999 Chuck Dicus (P)
2000 Billy Ray Smith Jr. (P) 
2001 Barry Switzer (AC)
2003 Doug Dickey (AC) 
 Hayden Fry (AC)
2004 Wayne Harris (P) 
 Tracy Rocker (AC)
2008 Lou Holtz (HC) 
2010 Ronnie Caveness (P)
2012 Jimmy Johnson (P/AC) 
(HC) – Head Coach; (AC) – Assistant Coach; (P) - Player
ARKANSAS SPORTS HALL OF FAME
Established in January, 1959, to honor individuals who have made a 
special contribution to athletics in Arkansas.
1959 Jim Lee Howell, football
 Wear Schoonover, football 
1960 Jim Benton, football
 John Barnhill, football, college athletics
 Steve Creekmore, football, golf
1961 Hugo Bezdek , football, baseball 
1962 None
1963 Clyde Scott , football, track 
 George Cole, football, college athletics
 Russell May, football 
1964 Glen Rose, basketball, football
 Dan Estes, football 
1965 Gordon Carpenter, basketball
 Tom Murphy, basketball, football 
 J.L . Car ter, football
1966 Francis Schmidt , football 
1967 Frank Broyles, football, college athletics
1968 Howard “Red” Hickey, football 
 Gene “Sodie” Davidson, football
1970 Melvin McGaha, baseball, basketball, football
 Fred Thomsen, football
1971 Wilson Matthews, football 
 Pat Summerall, football
1972 Maurice “Footsie” Britt , football 
 Dave Hanner, football
 Boyd Cypert , college athletics 
1973 Ray Hamilton, football
 Sam Coleman, high school athletics 
1974 Jack Robbins, football
1975 Miller Barber, golf 
 Lamar McHan, football
1976 Billy Ray Smith, Sr., football 
1977 Leon “Muscles” Campbell, football
 Tom Pickell, basketball 
1978 Fred Williams, football
1979 Lance Alworth, football 
 Johnny Adams, basketball
1980 Barry Switzer, football 
1981 Clifford Shaw, officiating
 Jim Mooty, football 
 Wayne Harris, football
1982 Aubrey “Cobb” Fowler, football, track 
 Milan Creighton, football
1983 Lou Holtz , football 
 Eddie Sutton, basketball
1984 Fred Akers, football 
 Kay Eakin, football
1985 Eugene Lambert , basketball 
 Floyd Sagely, football
1986 Loyd Phillips, football 
 W. Howard Pearce, football, stadium management
1987 John McDonnell, track 
 Jim Lindsey, football
 Alton Baldwin, football 
1988 George Kok , basketball
 Dwight Sloan, football  
 Lewis Carpenter, football
1989 Ken Hatfield, football 
 Harold Horton, football
 Brad Scott , football 
 R.H. Sikes, golf
1990 Henry Moore, football 
1991 Norm DeBriyn, baseball
 Pat Foster, basketball 
 Gerald Nesbitt , football
1992 Preston Carpenter, football 
 Dan Hampton, football
1993 Sidney Moncrief, basketball 
 Buddy Bob Benson, football
1994 Joe Ferguson, football 
 Ron Brewer, basketball
 Ike Poole, football, basketball 
1995 Billy Ray Smith, Jr., football
 Chuck Dicus, football 
1996 Bill Burnett , football
 Kevin McReynolds, baseball 
 Raymond Peters, football
1997 Bill Montgomery, football 
 Billy Moore, football
 Mike Conley, track 
1998 Nolan Richardson, basketball
 Marvin Delph, basketball 
 Jimmy Johnson, football
 Firmon Bynum, football 
1999 Ronnie Caveness, football
 Jerry Jones, football 
2000 Tommy Boyer, basketball
 Bobby Burnett , football 
2001 Orville Henry, journalism
 Jerry Lamb, football 
 Ken Turner, football
2002 Steve Atwater, football
 Brandon Burlsworth, football
 Joe Kleine, basketball 
 Cliff Powell, football
2003 O’Neale Adams, football 
 Louis Schaufele, football, baseball
 Darrell Walker, basketball 
2004 Jesse Branch, football
 Bud Campbell, journalism 
 Bud Canada, football
 Steve Cox, football 
 Wayne Martin, football
2005 William “Bud” Brooks, football 
 Scott Hastings, basketball
2006 Gary Anderson, football 
 John Daly, golf
 Paul Eells, television and radio play-by-play
 Fred Grim, basketball
 Bettye Fiscus Dickey, basketball 
2007 Bobby Crockett , football
 Tom Pagnozzi, baseball 
 George Walker, football
 Jim Elder, journalism 
2008 Todd Day, basketball
 Bruce James, football 
 Jon Richardson, football
2009 Martine Bercher, football 
 R.C. Thielemann, football
 Corliss Williamson, basketball 
 Jarrell Williams, football
2010  Bill Ferrell, trainer and baseball coach
 Leotis Harris, football
 Scotty Thurman, basketball 
 1964 National Championship football team
2011 Dick Bumpas, football 
 Jerry Carlton, basketball
 Ben Cowins, football 
 Quinn Grovey, football
 Cliff Horton, football 
 Cliff Lee, baseball 
2012 Harry Jones, football 
 Lee Mayberry, basketball
 U.S. Reed, basketball 
 Bob Ford, football
 1994 National Championship basketball team
2013 Stacy Lewis, golf
 Frank O’Mara, track and field 
2014 David Bazzel, football
 Gary Blair, women’s basketball coach  
 Dennis Winston, football
2015 Pat Bradley, basketball 
 Ron Calcagni, football
 Stephen Jones, football 
 Christy Smith, basketball
 Bowden Wyatt , football coach                                    
2016 Greg Koch, football
 Fred Marshall, football                                                       
 Almer Lee, basketball
 Niall O’Shaughnessy, track                                                  
(Only inductees that coached, played or were closely affiliated 
with University of Arkansas athletics are listed)
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS SPORTS HALL OF HONOR
The University of Arkansas Sports Hall of Honor was established in 
1988 as a means of honoring the all-time great athletes and coaches 
that have done so much in establishing a tradition of excellence in 
University of Arkansas athletics. Only former Razorback letterwinners 
are allowed to vote.
1988 Lance Alworth
 John Barnhill 
 Frank Broyles
 Sidney Moncrief 
 Glen Rose 
 Clyde Scott 
1989 Jim Benton 
 George Cole 
 Wayne Harris
 Wilson Matthews 
 Kevin McReynolds 
 Wear Schoonover 
1990 Miller Barber
 Mel McGaha 
 John McDonnell 
 Loyd Phillips 
 Jack Robbins
 Jim Lee Howell 
1991 Leon Campbell
 Mike Conley 
 Norm DeBriyn
 Dan Hampton 
 Dave Hanner
 Fred Williams 
1993 Ron Brewer
 Chuck Dicus 
 Joe Ferguson
 Lamar McHan 
 Pat Summerall
1994 George Kok 
 Maurice Britt
 Bill Ferrell 
 Steve Little
 Bettye Fiscus 
 Billy Ray Smith Sr.
 Niall O’Shaughnessy 
 John Daly
1995 Bill Burnett 
 Ken Hatfield
 Eddie Sutton 
 R.H. Sikes
 Tim Lollar 
 J. William Fulbright
 Bud Brooks 
1996 Preston Carpenter
 Bob Cheyne 
 Joe Falcon
 Eugene Lambert 
 Bill Montgomery
 Billy Moore 
 Nolan Richardson
 Barry Switzer 
 Melody Sye
1997 Harold Horton 
 Jim Mooty
 Lon Farrell  
 Billy Ray Smith, Jr.
 Johnny Ray 
 Frank O’Mara
 Jim Lindsey 
 Henry Moore
 Floyd Sagely 
1998 Steve Atwater
 Marvin Delph 
 Paul Donovan
 Bev Lewis 
 Eddie Bradford
 Ike Poole 
 Steve Creekmore, Sr.
1999 Fred Akers 
 Tommy Boyer
 Ronnie Caveness  
 Jimmy Johnson
 Gordon Long 
 Gerald Nesbitt 
 Tom Pagnozzi 
 Stanley Redwine
 George Walker 
2000 Jesse Branch
 Bobby Burnett 
 Lew Carpenter 
 Delmonica DeHorney 
 Howard “Red” Hickey 
 Jeff King 
 Joe Kleine
 Tom Murphy 
 Dean Weber
2001 Alton Baldwin
 Jim Bone 
 Deena Drossin
 Pat Foster  
 Quinn Grovey
 Glen Ray Hines 
 Cliff Powell 
 Reuben Reina 
 Jarrell Williams
2002 Todd Day 
 Bobby Crockett
 Martine Bercher  
 Rick Schaeffer
 Deane Pappas 
 Amber Nicholas Shirey
 Harold E. “Sonney” Henson
 Ronnie Underwood
 Ray Hamilton 
2003 Johnny Adams
 Gary Anderson 
 Bud Canada 
 Chip Hooper 
 Fred Marshall
 Jerry Mazzanti  
 Cynthia Moore
 Scott Tabor 
 Corliss Williamson
2004 Brandon Burlsworth 
 Jerry Carlton
 Peter Doohan  
 Harry Jones
 Jerry Jones 
 Seneca Lassiter 
 Wayne Martin 
 Lee Mayberry
 Tracy Webb Rice  
2005 Dick Booth
 Bill Gray 
 Leotis Harris
 Scott Hastings  
 Steve Krueger
 Jerry Lamb 
 Jon Richardson 
 Christy Smith 
 R.C. Thielemann
2006 Scott Bull 
 Dick Bumpas
 Jay Donathan  
 Ron Hightower
 Bobby Proctor 
 Louis Schaufele 
 Martin Terry 
 Amy Yoder Begley
 Lance Harter 
2007 Jim Barnes
 Jackie Brasuell 
 Ben Cowins 
 Megan Flowers 
 Dean Garrett
 Brenden Pappas  
 Randy Stewart
 Phillip Stidham 
 Scotty Thurman
2008 Rodney Brand 
 Tommy Brasher
 Bruce James  
 Daniel Lincoln
 Ryan Lundquist 
 George McKinney 
 Gi-Gi Miller 
 Darrell Walker
 Steed White 
2009 Shawn Andrews
 Richard Bell 
 Ron Calcagni
 Veronica Campbell-Brown 
 Dr. Jim Counce 
 Alistair Cragg 
 Billy Joe Moody
 Tom Pucci  
2010 Bubba Carpenter
 Milan Creighton 
 Ike Forte
 Karen Gorham  
 Greg Koch
 Kevin Scanlon 
 U.S. Reed
 Tracy Robertson 
 Terry Don Phillips
 Erick Walder 
 Jim Williams
2011 Gary Adams 
 Steve Cox
 Jessica Koch Dailey 
 Fred Grim
 Almer Lee 
 Brison Manor Jr.
 Jessica Field Phelan 
 Godfrey Siamusiye 
 Pat Serret  
 Jimmy Walker
2012 Edrick Floreal 
 Andrew Lang
 Bruce Maxwell 
 Bruce May
 Clyde Reed 
 Ronn Reynolds
 Jodi Rittenhouse 
 Lisa Sparks
 Terry Stewart 
 Dennis Winston
2013 Charles Balentine  
 Don Christian
 Greg D’Alexander  
 Calvin Davis 
 Barry Foster 
 Edel Hackett 
 Cheryl McArton Ward  
 Dickey Morton
 Buddy Sutton  
2014 Pat Bradley
 Freddie Childress 
 Shameka Christon
 Robert Cox 
 Graham Hood
 Kenoy Kenedy 
 Stacy Lewis
 Pat Morrison 
 Louis Ramsay
2015 DeeDee Brown-Campbell  
 Niall Bruton 
 Robin Ford  
 Lynn Garner
 Derek Hood  
 Steve Korte
 Mike Loggins  
 Ron Meyer
 Kendall Trainor 
2016 Gregory Lasker
 Oliver Miller 
 Lou Holtz 
 Kendrick Moore
 Roddie Haley 
 Christin Wurth-Thomas
 Tammy Kincaid Dustin 
 Tom Pickell
 Danny Rhodes 
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OFFENSE
LINEMEN
Bud Brooks
Freddie Childress
Leotis Harris
Glen Ray Hines
Steve Korte
R.C. Thielemann
RECEIVERS
Jim Benton
Bobby Crockett
Chuck Dicus
Wear Schoonover
RUNNING  BACKS
Lance Alworth
Leon Campbell
Barry Foster
Jim Mooty
Clyde Scott
QUARTERBACKS
Joe Ferguson
Quinn Grovey
Lamar McHan
Bill Montgomery
DEFENSE
LINEMEN
Dan Hampton
Dave Hanner
Wayne Martin
Loyd Phillips
Billy Ray Smith Sr.
Billy Ray Smith Jr.
Fred Williams
LINEBACKERS
Ronnie Caveness
Wayne Harris
Cliff  Powell
Dennis Winston
SECONDARY
Steve Atwater
Alton Baldwin
Martine Bercher
Ken Hatfield
Billy Moore
KICKERS
Steve Cox
Steve Little
Pat Summerall
HONORS
JOE FERGUSON was named to Arkansas’ All-Century 
Team in 1994 after passing for 4,431 yards in three 
seasons from 1970-72.
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ALL-CENTURY TEAM
(selected by fan ballot prior to the 1994 season as part of the UA football centennial celebration)
ARKANSAS ALL-DECADE TEAMS
2000-09 OFFENSE
TE D.J. Williams
T Shawn Andrews 
G Mitch Petrus
C Jonathan Luigs 
G Robert Felton
T Tony Ugoh 
WR Marcus Monk
WR George Wilson 
QB Matt Jones
RB Darren McFadden 
RB Felix Jones
K Alex Tejada 
2000-09 DEFENSE
E Jam8al Anderson
T Marcus Harrison 
T Keith Jackson
E Jeb Huckeba 
LB Quinton Caver
LB Sam Olajubutu 
OLB Jermaine Petty
CB Ahmad Carroll 
CB Chris Houston
S Ken Hamlin 
S Tony Bua
P Jeremy Davis 
1990-99 OFFENSE
TE Kirk Botkin
T Bobbie Williams 
G Brandon Burlsworth
C Grant Garrett 
G Isaac Davis
T Chad Abernathy 
WR Anthony Lucas
WR Anthony Eubanks 
QB Clint Stoerner
RB Madre Hill 
RB Chrys Chukwuma
K Todd Wright 
1990-99 DEFENSE
E Henry Ford
T Melvin Bradley 
T Junior Soli
E Steven Conley 
LB Jamel Harris
LB Mark Smith 
OLB Darwin Ireland
CB David Barrett 
CB Orlando Watters
S Kenoy Kennedy 
S Zac Painter
P Pete Raether 
1980-89 OFFENSE
TE Billy Winston
T Jim Mabry 
G Steve Korte
C Elbert Crawford 
G Freddie Childress
T Alfred Mohammed 
WR James Shibest
QB Quinn Grovey 
RB Gary Anderson
RB James Rouse 
RB Barry Foster
K Kendall Trainor 
1980-89 DEFENSE
E Billy Ray Smith
T Wayne Martin 
NG Tony Cherico
T Michael Shepherd 
E Kerry Owens
LB Rickey Williams 
LB Bert Zinamon
CB Danny Walters 
CB Richard Brothers
S Steve Atwater 
S Greg Lasker
P Greg Horne 
1970-79 OFFENSE
TE Charles Clay
T Greg Koch 
G Leotis Harris
C R. C. Thielemann 
G George Stewart
T Greg Kolenda 
WR Chuck Dicus
WR Mike Reppond 
QB Joe Ferguson
RB Ben Cowins 
RB Dickey Morton
K Steve Little 
1970-79 DEFENSE
E Dennis Winston
T Jimmy Walker 
NG Dale White
T Dan Hampton 
E Ivan Jordan
LB Danny Rhodes 
LB Larry Jackson
CB Vaughn Lusby 
CB Louis Campbell
S Howard Sampson 
S Bo Busby
P Steve Little 
1960-69 OFFENSE
E Bobby Crockett
T Glen Ray Hines 
G Jim Barnes
C Rodney Brand 
G Jerry Dossey
T Dick Cunningham 
E Jerry Lamb
E Chuck Dicus 
B Bill Montgomery
B Jon Brittenum 
B Bill Burnett
B Bruce Maxwell 
B Lance Alworth
K Ronny South 
1960-69 DEFENSE
E Hartford Hamilton
L John Childress 
L Jimmy Johnson
L Loyd Phillips 
E Rick Kersey
LB Wayne Harris 
LB Ronnie Caveness
LB Cliff Powell 
B Gary Adams
B Tommy Trantham 
B Billy Moore
B Terry Stewart 
P Bobby Nix
1950-59
E Floyd Sagely
T Billy Ray Smith 
G Bud Brooks
C Jay Donathan 
G Dave Hanner
T Bob Griffin 
E Pat Summerall
B Lamar McHan 
B Henry Moore
B Lewis Carpenter 
B Gerald Nesbitt
B Preston Carpenter 
B Jim Mooty
1940-49
E Mike Schumchyk
T Charles Lively 
G Leon Pense
C Billy Ray Thomas 
G Theron Roberts
T Ray Peters 
E Alton Baldwin
B Clyde Scott 
B Leon Campbell
B Geno Mazzanti 
B Ross Pritchard
B Louis Schaufele 
1930-39
E Jim Benton
T W. R. Benton 
G Clifford Van Sickle
C Bill Spivey 
G John Measel
T Howard “Red” Hickey 
E Paul Rucker
B Ray Hamilton 
B Kay Eakin
B Jack Robbins 
B Jack Dale
B Tom Murphy 
1920-29
E Wear Schoonover
T Charlie Jamerson 
G Brad Scott
C Herman Boozman 
G Clyde Van Sickle
T Gus Japp 
E Glen Rose
B Herman Bagby 
B Ben Winkleman
B George Cole 
B Garland Beavers
PRE-1920
L John Shirley Wood
L Stanley Phillips 
L J. Tate McGill
L Phil C. Huntley 
L Percy Hinton
L Dan Estes 
L James Coleman
B Gene “Sodie” Davidson 
B Steve Creekmore
B Clinton C. Milford 
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 DANA X. BIBLE AWARD 
(Outstanding Player of the Year in the Southwest Conference 
as selected by Texas/Arkansas Football Magazine.)
1975 Scott Bull  QB
1979 Kevin Scanlon  QB
 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICA 
1955 George Walker  QB
1957 Jerry Ford  C
 Gerald Nesbitt  FB
1959 Wayne Harris C
1960 Joe Paul Alberty FB
1961 Lance Alworth HB
1964 Ken Hatfield HB
1965 Randy Stewart C
 Jim Lindsey WB
 Jack Brasuell HB
1968 Bob White K
1969 Bill Burnett RB
 Terry Stewart S
1978 Brad Shoup DB
1991 Mick Thomas LB
1992 Owen Kelly NG
1993 Chris Oliver OT
2003 Jerry Reith OT
2012 Dylan Breeding P
2015 Brooks Ellis LB
 ABC-TV CHEVROLET PLAYER OF THE YEAR 
1977 Larry Jackson  LB/Defense
 NATIONAL FOOTBALL FOUNDATION SCHOLAR 
1969 Terry Stewart S
1976 Bo Busby S
1978 Brad Shoup DB
 NCAA POST GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP 
1969 Terry Stewart Football
1978 Niall O’Shaughnessy Track
 Brad Shoup Football
1984 Don S. Denis Swimming
1993 Chris Oliver Football
2005 Matt Gunn Track
 HOUSTON POST AWARD 
(Outstanding Player of the Year in the Southwest Conference)
1928 Garland “Bevo” Beavers FB
1933 Tom Murphy FB
1937 Jim Benton E
1954 William “Bud” Brooks G
1960 Wayne Harris C
1962 Billy Moore QB
1964 Fred Marshall QB
1965 Bobby Crockett E
1965 Glen Ray Hines T
1969 Cliff Powell LB
1970 Dick Bumpus T
1978 Dan Hampton DT
 SPORTSMANSHIP AWARDS 
1948 Gordon Long Swede Nelson National Award
1953 Lamar McHan SWC Trophy
1957 George Walker SWC Trophy
1961 Lance Alworth SWC Trophy
1966 Jon Brittenum SWC Trophy
1970 Bill Burnett SWC Trophy
1970 Bill Burnett Kerns Tips Award
1975 Scott Bull Ft . Worth Kiwanis Award
1979 Kevin Scanlon Ft . Worth Kiwanis Award
1987 Tony Cherico Ft . Worth Kiwanis Award
1988 Jim Kremers SWC Trophy
 DELBERT SWARTZ OUTSTANDING  
 ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
1962 Lance Alworth Football
1963 Danny Brabham Football
1964 John Derdorff Track
1965 Ken Hatfield Football
1966 J. D. McConnell Basketball
1967 Ken Sharp Track
1968 Hartford Hamilton Football
1969 Bob White Football
1970 Dewitt Smith III Football
1971 Steve Walters Football
1972 Tom Reed Football
1973 Tom Reed Football
1974 Randy Jackson Tennis
1975 Rickey Medlock Basketball
1976 Tommy Cheyne Football
1977 Ray Buckner Basketball
1978 Jimmy Counce Basketball
1979 Brad Shoup Football
1980 Kevin Scanlon Football
1981 Mark Anderson Track
1982 Pat Vaughn Track
1983 Tom Moloney Track
1984 Bill Jasinski Track
1985 Mark Lee Football
1986 Chris Bequette Football
1987 Jim Kremers Baseball
1988 Shawn Baker Basketball
1989 Odis Lloyd Football
1990 Wade Hill Football
 J. FRANK BROYLES AWARD 
(UA’s Top Male Athlete)
1977 Niall O’Shaughnessy Track
1978 Tim Lollar Baseball
1979 Sidney Moncrief Basketball
1980 Steve Krueger Baseball
1981 U. S. Reed Basketball
1982 Randy Stephens Track
1983 Frank O’Mara Track
1984 Mike Conley Track
1985 Mike Conley Track
1986 Ralph Kraus Baseball
1987 Jim Kremers Baseball
1988 Joe Falcon Track
1989 Joe Falcon Track
1990 Edrick Floreal Track
1991 Quinn Grovey Football
1992 Todd Day Basketball
1993 Erick Walder Track
1994 Corliss Williamson Basketball
1995 Corliss Williamson Basketball
1996 Godfrey Siamusiye Track
1997 Robert Howard Track
1998 Robert Howard Track
1999 Brandon Burlsworth Football
2000 Melvin Lister Track
2001 Quinton Caver Football
2002 Jermaine Petty Football
2003 Alistair Cragg Track
2004 Alistair Cragg Track
2004 Wallace Spearmon Track
2005 Josphat Boit Track
2006 Darren McFadden Football
2007 Darren McFadden Football 
 GARRETT UEKMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
2014 Luke Charpentier OG/C
2015 Alex Voelzke TE
 CRIP HALL HOMECOMING PERFORMANCE BY A SENIOR AWARD
1950 Frank Fischel E
1951 Lamar McHan QB
1952 Larry Hogue FB
1953 Lamar McHan TB
1954 Bobby Proctor B
1955 Preston Carpenter HB
1956 Billy Ray Smith T
 Ronnie Underwood HB
1957 Gerald Nesbitt FB
1958 Billy Gilbow G
1959 Jim Mooty HB
1960 Wayne Harris C
1961 Lance Alworth HB
1962 Billy Moore QB
1963 Jim John E
1964 Fred Marshall QB
1965 Bobby Burnett TB
1966 Martine Bercher S
1967 Ronny South QB
1968 Max Peacock E
1969 Bruce Maxwell FB
1970 Bill Montgomery QB
1971 Bill McClard K
1972  Louis Campbell CB
 Don Wunderly DT
1973 Dickey Morton TB
 Danny Rhodes LB
1974  Jon Rhiddlehoover DT
 Billy Burns LB
1975 Scott Bull QB
1976  Harvey Hampton DT
1977  Steve Little K/P
1978 Jimmy Walker DT
1979 Robert Farrell WR
1980 Ish Ordonez K
1981 Cliff Henry S
1982 Gary Anderson RB
1983 Mark Mistler WR
1984 Danny Nutt QB
1985 Mark Calcagni QB
1986 Derrick Thomas FB
1987 Rickey Williams LB
1988 Kendall Trainor K
1989 James Rouse HB
1990 Derek Russell WR
1991 Michael James CB
1992 Pete Raether P
1993 Darwin Ireland LB
1994 Lance Ellison K
1995 Barry Lunney Jr. QB
1996 Oscar Malone TB
1997 Anthony Eubanks WR
1998 Brandon Burlsworth OG
1999 Clint Stoerner QB
2000 J.J. Jones LB
2001 Carlos Hall DE
2002 Fred Talley RB
2003 Caleb Miller LB
2004 Jeb Huckeba DE
2005 Kyle Roper C
2006 Keith Jackson DT
2007 Peyton Hillis FB
2008 Casey Dick QB
2009 Lucas Miller WR
2010 D.J. Williams TE
2011 Jarius Wright WR
2012 Cobi Hamilton WR
2013 Chris Smith DE
2014 Martrell Spaight LB
2015 Brandon Allen QB
CHISM REED OUTSTANDING SENIOR FOR LEADERSHIP AWARD
1964 Jim Johnson NG
1965 Jack Brasuell B
1966 Eddie Woodlee FB
1967 Alvin Jones DT
1968 Tommy Dixson DB
1969 Gordon McNulty DE
1970 Bobby Field DB
1971 Bobby Nichols TE
1972 Louis Campbell CB
1973 Danny Rhodes LB
1974 Jon Rhiddlehoover DT
1975 Tommy Cheyne P
1976 Bo Busby S
1977 Steve Heim OT
1978 Jimmy Walker DT
1979 Chuck Herman OG
1980 Phillip Moon OT
1981 Ronnie Trusty OT
1982 Kim Dameron WR
1983 Jim Schoolcraft TE
1984 Joe Kleine Basketball
1985 Andy Upchurch C
1986 Derrick Thomas FB
1987 Tony Cherico FB
1988 Keith Wilson Basketball
1989 Elbert Crawford C
1990 Quinn Grovey QB
1991 Arlyn Bowers Basketball
1992 Ray Lee Johnson DE
1993 Tyrone Chatman LB
1994 Jason Allen QB
1995 Barry Lunney QB
1996 Mark Smith LB
1997 Anthony Eubanks WR
1998 Grant Garrett C
1999 Marvin Caston FB
2000 Quinton Caver LB
2001 Jermaine Petty LB
2002 Fred Talley RB
2003 George Wilson WR
2004 Matt Jones QB
2005 Clarke Moore DE
2006 Brett Goode LS
2007 Weston Dacus LB
2008 Jonathan Luigs C
2009 Michael Smith RB
2010 Van Stumon FB
2011 Grant Cook OL
2012 Tyler Wilson QB
2013 Kiero Small FB
2014 Martrell Spaight LB 
2015 Brandon Allen QB
HONORS
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HONORS
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 GORDON CAMPBELL SENIOR SPIRIT AWARD 
1969 Bob Stankovich OT
1970 Steve Walters S
1971 Ronnie Jones DE
1972 Tom Reed OG
1973 Danny Rhodes LB
1974 Floyd Hogan FS
1975 Hal McAfee LB
1976 Gerald Skinner OT
1977 Howard Sampson SS
1978 Dan Hampton DT
1979 Robert Farrell WR
1980 George Stewart OG
1981 Darryl Mason TE
1982 Richard Richardson NG
1983 Bert Zinamon LB
1984 Brad Taylor QB
1985 David Bazzel LB
1986 James Shibest WR
1987 Tony Cherico NG
1988 Odis Lloyd LB
1989 Tim Horton WR
1990  Quinn Grovey QB
1991 Curtis Banks SS
1992 Scott Long DT
1993 Chris Oliver OT
1994 Dean Peevy CB
1995 Earl Scott C
1996 Scott Rivers OT
1997 Ken Anderson DE
1998 Russ Brown OG
1999 Nathan Norman FB
2000 Jeremiah Harper DB
2001 La’Zerius White OG
2002  Nathan Ball OG
2003 Bo Lacy OT
2004 DeCori Birmingham RB
2005 Vickiel Vaughn FS
2006  Desmond Sims LB
2007 Robert Felton OT
 JIM WELLONS DEDICATION AWARD 
1978 Ron Calcagni QB
1979 Kevin Scanlon QB
1980 Keith Houfek C
1981 Steve Clyde TE
1982 Tom Jones QB
1983 Milton Fields LB
1984 Mark Lee LB
1985 Mark Calcagni QB
1986 Theo Young TE
1987 Greg Thomas QB
 Chris Bequette OT
1988 John Bland QB
1989 Billy Winston TE
1991 Greg Switzer LB
1992 Gary Adams S
1993 Henry Ford DE
1994 Willie Johnson LB
1995 Spencer Brown CB
1996 Vincent Bradford LB
1997 Bill Carson LS
1998 Benji Mahan LS
1999 Joe Dean Davenport TE
2000 Randy Garner DE
2001 Josh Foliar t LB
2002 Raymond House DE
2003 Mark Bokermann OG
2004 Steven Harris WR
2005 Kyle Dickerson RB
2006 Tony Ugoh OT
2007 Robert Johnson WR
 STEVE LITTLE AWARD  
(Special Teams)
1982 Keith Burns DB
1983 Calvin Shaw LB
1984 Nathan Jones DB
1992 Todd Wright K
1994 Carl Kidd S
1995 J. J. Meadors WR
1996 Jessie Cornelius FB
1997 Matt Wait P
1998 Todd Latourette K
1999 Tony Dodson K
 Chris Akin P
2000 Michael Snowden WR
2001 D’Andre Berry SS
2002 Richie Butler P
2003 Tom Crowder WR
2004 David Carlton K
2005 Jacob Skinner P
2006 Jacob Skinner P
2007 Kevin Woods FS
 BRUCE MITCHELL AWARD  
(Toughness)
1982 Ed Jackson DE
1983 Orson Weems OT
1984 Marcus Elliott OG
1985 Greg Lasker S
1986 Derrick Thomas FB
1987 Rickey Williams LB
1988 Eric Bradford S
1989 Anthoney Cooney CB
1990 Derek Russell WR
1992 E. D. Jackson RB
1993 Darwin Ireland LB
1994  Trent Knapp LB
1995 Junior Soli NG
1996 Anthony Hicks LB
1997 Shannon Sidney WR
1998 C.J. McLain DE
1999 Jeromy Flowers DB
2000 Jim Ed Reed LB
2001 Sacha Lancaster FB
2002 Gavin Walls DE
2003 Tony Bua LB/S
2004 Marcus Whitmore LB
2005 Brandon Kennedy FB
2006 Sam Olajubutu LB
2007 Farod Jackson FB
 HAROLD HORTON AWARD  
(Loyalty)
1999 Anthony Lucas WR
2000 Rod Stinson FB
2001 Curt Davis NG
2002 Raymond House DE
2003 Caleb Miller LB
2004 Jeb Huckeba DE
2005 Kyle Dickerson RB
2006 Stephen Parker OG
2007 Nate Garner OT
 NELSON RAINEY AWARD  
(Character)
2000 Jeremiah Harper DB
2001 Kenny Sandlin OG
2002 Josh Melton C
2003 Jerry Reith OG
2004 Jeb Huckeba DE
2005 Pierre Brown LB
2006 Zac Tubbs OT
2007 Marcus Monk WR 
 BRANDON BURLSWORTH AWARD 
(Academics and one-time non-scholarship)
2001 Jerry Reith OG
2002 George Wilson S
2003 Chuck Nalley LS
2004 Tom Crowder WR
2005 Dowell Loggains QB/H
2006 Richard Bracken WR
2007 Stephen Parker OG
2008 Jeremy Davis P
2009 Lucas Miller WR
2010 Seth Armbrust SS
2011 No recipient -
2012 Seth Armbrust SS
2013 David Hurd OT
2014 Austin Jones LB
2015 Josh Harris LB
 LITTLE ROCK TD CLUB TEAM MVP 
2004 Matt Jones QB
2005 Darren McFadden RB
2006 Darren McFadden RB
2007 Darren McFadden RB
2008 DJ Williams TE
2009 Ryan Mallett QB
2010 Ryan Mallett QB
2011 Jarius Wright WR
2012 Tyler Wilson QB
2013 Trey Flowers DE
2014 Jonathan Williams RB
2015 Alex Collins RB
 PAUL EELLS AWARD 
(Perseverance, determination, courage and resolve in 
the face of adversity)
2006 Robert Johnson WR/QB
2007 Peyton Hillis RB
2008 Casey Dick QB
2009 Joe Adams WR
2010 DJ Williams TE
2011 Garrett Uekman TE
2012 Dennis Johnson RB
2013 Kiero Small RB
2014 Martrell Spaight LB
2015 Brandon Allen QB
 DAN HAMPTON AWARD 
(Best defensive lineman from an Arkansas college)
2013 Trey Flowers DE
2014 Trey Flowers DE
 WILLIE ROAF AWARD 
(Best offensive lineman from an Arkansas college)
2013 Travis Swanson C
2015 Sebastian Tretola G
 DR. LON FARRELL AWARD  
1987 Jack Gregory Magness Swimming
1988 Shawn Baker Basketball
1989 Cheryl McArton Swimming
1990 Allen Meancham Football
1991 Mary Farmer Swimming
1992 Amber Nicholas Basketball
1993 Cynthia TerPoorten Swimming
1994 Kim Mount Track
1995 Rene Pillow Track
1996 Kristen DeArmand Swimming
1997 Kelly Cook Cross Country
1998 Alicyn Hennis Soccer
1999 Louise Ostling Tennis
2000 Kimberly Mourton Soccer
2001 Julie Sloniger Volleyball
2002 Tiffany Woolley Softball
 SEC FOOTBALL LEGENDS 
1994 Lance Alworth HB
1995 Joe Ferguson QB
1996 Chuck Dicus WR
1997 Jim Benton E
1998 Clyde Scott B
1999 Bill Montgomery QB
2000 Ronnie Caveness LB
2001 Steve Atwater FS
2002 Loyd Phillips DT
2003 Wayne Harris LB
2004 Fred Marshall QB
2005 Quinn Grovey QB
2006 Cliff Powell LB
2007 Ken Hatfield DB
2008 Billy Ray Smith, Jr. LB
2009 Gary Anderson RB
2010 Frank Broyles Head Coach
2011 Leotis Harris OG
2012 Pat Summerall K/DE/TE
2013 Wayne Martin DE
2014 Jerry Lamb E
2015 Madre Hill RB
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 GORDON CAMPBELL SENIOR SPIRIT AWARD 
1969 Bob Stankovich OT
1970 Steve Walters S
 ALL-AMERICAN BOWL  
(Tampa, Fla.)
1970 Gary Adams S
1971 Bill Montgomery QB 
 Dick Bumpus T
 Bruce James (South MVP Award) E
  Pat Morrison TE
  Ronnie Jones DE
1972 David Reavis DT
1973 Brison Manor DT
1975 Tommy Harris DB
1976 Greg Koch OT
1979 Larry Jackson LB
 ALL-AMERICAN CLASSIC 
(Las Vegas, Nev.)
2003 Tony Bua FS
 Bo Lacy OT
2005 DeCori Birmingham RB
 Steven Harris WR
 ALL-AMERICAN GAME 
(Lubbock , Texas)
1961 Wayne Harris LB
1963 Jesse Branch HB
1965 Ronnie Caveness LB
1966 Jim Lindsey HB 
 Bobby Crockett E
 Glen Ray Hines T
1967 Martine Bercher HB
 Jon Brittenum QB
 Loyd Phillips T
1970 Rodney Brand C
 Cliff Powell LB
1971 Chuck Dicus E
 Jerry Moore DB
1972 Tom Mabry OT
1973 Dickey Morton TB
 ALL-STAR GRIDIRON CLASSIC 
(Orlando, Fla.)
1998 Madre Hill RB
 Todd Latourette K
 Ryan Hale NG
2002 Fred Talley RB
 Raymond House DE
 BLUE-GRAY GAME 
(Montgomery, Ala.)
1950 Buddy Brown G
 Louis Schaufele FB
1952 Buddy Sutton HB
 Lewis Carpenter FB
1953 Lamar McHan QB
 Harold Spain G
1966 Joe Black LB
 Martine Bercher S
1967 David Cooper G
 Hartford Hamilton E
 Ronny South QB
1970 Bill Montgomery QB
 Bruce James E
 Dick Bumpas (MVP Award) T
1971 Jack Morris DB
 Mike Kelson T
1972 David Reavis DT
 Jim Hodge WR
1973 Jack Ettinger WR
 Danny Rhodes LB
1974 Rollen Smith DE
1982 Phillip Boren OT
1992 Ray Lee Johnson DE
 Ron Dickerson Jr. WR
1993 Henry Ford DE
 Isaac Davis OG
 Kirk Botkin TE
1994 Carl Kidd S
1996 Mark Smith LB
1997 Anthony Eubanks WR
 David Sanders DT
 CASINO DEL SOL ALL-STAR GAME 
(Tucson, Ariz .)
2012 Broderick Green RB
2013 Jared Green DT
 COLLEGE ALL-STAR BOWL 
(Greenville, S.C.)
2014 Eric Bennett S
 David Hurd OT
 Byron Jones DT
 Jarrett Lake LB
 COLLEGE ALL-STAR GAME 
(Chicago, Ill.)
1938 Jim Benton E
 Jack Robbins QB
1949 Clyde Scott HB
 Bud Canada E
1952 Bob Griffin C
1954 Lamar McHan QB
1956 Preston Carpenter HB
 Henry Moore FB
1957 Ronnie Underwood HB
1960 Jim Mooty HB
1961 Lance Alworth HB
1963 Danny Brabham FB
1965 Ronnie Caveness LB
1966 Jim Lindsey HB
 Glen Ray Hines T
 Bobby Crockett E
1967 Harry Jones HB
 COLLEGE GRIDIRON SHOWCASE 
(Arlington, Texas)
2015 Tevin Mitchel CB
 EAST-WEST SHRINE GAME 
(Various Locations)
1938 Jim Benton E
 Dwight Sloan HB
1940 Kay Eakin QB
1941 Howard Hickey E
1946 Earl Wheeler G
1949 Ed Hamilton E
1951 Ken Jones OT
1956 Preston Carpenter HB
 Henry Moore FB
1957 Gerald Nesbitt (Offensive MVP) FB
1958 Donnie Stone HB
1963 Wesley Bryant T
1966 Loyd Phillips T
 Dick Cunningham T
1967 Ernie Ruple T
1976 R. C. Thielemann C
 Gerald Skinner T
1980 Kevin Evans FS
1985 Greg Lasker S
1989 Steve Atwater (Defensive MVP)  S
1990 Michael Shepherd DT
1998 C. J. McLain DE
1999 D. J. Cooper DT
2003 Lawrence Richardson CB
2005 Jeb Huckeba DE
2006 Houston Nutt Head Coach
 De’Arrius Howard RB
 Brandon Kennedy FB
 Kyle Roper C
 Vickiel Vaughn S
2007 Sam Olajubutu LB
 Keith Jackson DT
2008 Michael Grant FS
2012 Greg Childs WR
 Jerry Franklin LB
 Jarius Wright WR
2013 Dylan Breeding P
2014 Zach Hocker K
 Kiero Small FB
2015 AJ Derby (injured) TE
 MEDAL OF HONOR BOWL 
(Charleston, S.C.)
2014 Javontee Herndon WR
 David Hurd OL
2015 Brey Cook OL
 Cameron Jefferson OL
 Tevin Mitchel CB
 Demetrius Wilson WR
 NFLPA COLLEGIATE BOWL 
(Carson, Calif.)
2014 Kiero Small FB
2015 Braylon Mitchell LB
 NORTH-SOUTH CLASSIC 
(Houston, Texas)
2007 Keith Jackson DT
 Randy Kelly SS
 Stephen Parker OG
 NORTH-SOUTH SHRINE GAME 
(Miami, Fla.)
1957 Jay Donathan C
 George Walker QB
1967 Tommy Trantham DB
1971 Ronnie Jones DE
 Tom Mabry OT
1972 Don Wunderly DT
 Tom Reed OG
 Mike Reppond WR
 Joe Ferguson QB
1973 Danny Rhodes LB
 Jack Ettinger WR
(Pontiac, Mich.)
1976 Curtis Townsend LB
 Dennis Winston DE
 HULA BOWL 
(Honolulu, Hawaii)
1961 Lance Alworth (MVP Award) HB
1964 Wesley Bryant T
1965 Ronnie Caveness LB
 Jerry Lamb E
1966 Glen Ray Hines T 
 Jim Williams T
1967 Loyd Phillips T
 Harry Jones WB
1968 Tommy Trantham DB
1970 Rodney Brand C
 Cliff Powell LB
1971 Chuck Dicus WR
 Bill Burnett TB
1972 Mike Kelson OT
 Tom Mabry OT
1973 Tom Reed OG
 Mike Reppond WR
 Joe Ferguson QB
1974 Dickey Morton TB
 Danny Rhodes LB
1975 Floyd Hogan DB
1976 Ike Forte RB
1977 R. C. Thielemann C
1978 Steve Little K
 Patrick Martin DB
 Howard Sampson (injured) DB
 Leotis Harris (injured) G
1979 Ron Calcagni QB
 Jimmy Walker T
 Ben Cowins RB
 Lou Holtz Head Coach
1980 Greg Kolenda OT
 Robert Farrell WR
1981 Joe Shantz OT
1982 Darryl Mason TE
1983 Jessie Clark FB
1984 Ron Faurot DE
1985 Marcus Elliott OG  
 Eddie White TE
1986 Andy Upchurch C
 Kevin Wyatt CB
1987 Limbo Parks OG
1988 Tony Cherico NG
 Bryan White C
1989 Kendall Trainor K
1991 Derek Russell WR
2001 Shannon Money OT
2003 Caleb Miller LB
2005 Arrion Dixon DT
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 JAPAN BOWL 
(Tokyo, Japan)
1978 Steve Little K
 Patrick Martin DB
 Howard Sampson (injured) DB
1979 Ron Calcagni QB
 Jerry Eckwood RB
 Larry Jackson LB
 Dean Weber Athletic Trainer
1980 Kevin Scanlon QB
1982 Darryl Mason TE
 Bruce Lahay K
1983 Richard Richardson NG
 Dean Weber Athletic Trainer
1984 Mark Mistler WR
1986 Bobby Joe Edmonds RB
1987 James Shibest WR
1988 Tony Cherico NG
 Eric Whitted LB
1990 Jim Mabry T
 Michael Shepherd T
1992 Mick Thomas LB
 SENIOR BOWL 
(Mobile, Ala.)
1950 Theron Roberts G
1951 Buddy Brown G
 Buddy Rogers HB
1952 Bob Griffin C
 Fred Williams T
1953 Buddy Sutton HB
1955 Bud Brooks (MVP – South Team) G
1956 Henry Moore FB
1957 Jay Donathon C
 George Walker QB
1959 Jim Mooty HB
1961 Paul Dudley HB
1962 Danny Brabham FB
1966 Bobby Burnett TB
 Jim Lindsey WB
 Bobby Crockett E
1968 Ernie Ruple T
1969 Jim Barnes G
1971 Jerry Moore DB
1976 Richard LaFargue C
1977 Gerald Skinner T
1978 Vaughn Lusby DB
1980 Greg Kolenda OT
 Chuck Herman OG
1983 Billy Ray Smith DE
 Steve Korte OG
1989 Kendall Trainor K
1992 Ron Dickerson Jr. WR
1994 Henry Ford DE
 Isaac Davis OG
1996 Steven Conley DE
1998 Brandon Burlsworth OG
1999 Anthony Lucas WR
 David Barrett CB
 Kenoy Kennedy S
 Joe Dean Davenport TE
 Bobbie Williams OT
2000 Quinton Caver LB
 Randy Garner DE
 Boo Williams WR
2001 Carlos Hall DE
2003 Cedric Cobbs TB
2005 Matt Jones QB/WR
2007 Brett Goode LB
 Tony Ugoh OT
2008 Robert Felton OG
 Marcus Harrison DT
 Peyton Hillis FB
2009 Jonathan Luigs C
2010 Mitch Petrus OL
2011 DeMarcus Love OL
 D.J. Williams TE
2012 Joe Adams WR
 Jake Bequette DE
2013 Cobi Hamilton WR
 Tyler Wilson QB
2014 Chris Smith DE
 Travis Swanson C
2015 Martrell Spaight LB
 Trey Flowers DE
2016 Brandon Allen QB
 Sebastian Tretola OG
 Jonathan Williams RB
 TEXAS VS. THE NATION  
(El Paso, Texas)
2009 Jamar Love CB
 Jose Valdez OT
(Allen, Texas)
2013 DeQuinta Jones DT
 Ronnie Wingo Jr. RB
 Darius Winston CB
HONORS
LINEBACKER MARTRELL SPAIGHT represented Arkansas in the 2015 
Reese’s Senior Bowl and was chosen in the fifth round of the 2015 NFL 
Draft by the Washington Redskins.
186
The national leader in total QBR in 2015, BRANDON ALLEN completed 7 of 10 passes for 106 yards during the 
South All-Stars’ win in the 2015 Reese’s Senior Bowl. 
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(The Razorback Communications o ice 
welcomes corrections from authentic sources) 
*denotes team captains
A  
Abernathy, Chad 1995, ’96 ’97 ’98
Adair, Marcus 1993, ’94 ’95
Adams, Dave 1962, ’63
Adams, Gary 1966, ’67 ’68*
Adams, Gary 1989, ’90 ’91 ’92
Adams, Joe 2008, ‘09 ‘10, ‘11
Adams, Oliver 1927 ’28
Adams, O’Neale 1939, ’40 ’41
Adams, Tim 1976, ’77 ’78
Adkins, Jim 1956
Aguirre, Michael 2006, ’07 ’08
Akerfelds, Darrel 1980, ’81
Akers, Freddy 1958, ’59
Akerstrom, Anders 2004
Akin, Chris 1998, ’99
Akins, Chris 1995
Akins, Terry 1992
Alberty, Joe Paul 1958, ’59 ’60
Alberty, Brett 1987
Alcorn, E. 1923
Alcorn, Hal 1917, ’18 ’20
Alcorn, R.E. 1917, ’18 ’19 ’20
Alderson, Winston 1994, ’95 ’96
Alexander, Brother 1984, ’85
Alexander, Marion 1943
Alexander, Tim 1976, ’80
Allen, Austin 2014, ‘15
Allen, Brandon 2012, ‘13, ‘14*, ‘15*
Allen, Clint 1976
Allen, Jason 1991, ’92 ’93 ’94*
Allen, Joe 1909
Allen, Josh 2015
Allen, V.V. 1896
Allison, Robert 1939
Alworth, Lance 1959, ’60 ’61
Ambrose, Damario 2007, ’08 ‘09 ‘10
Amis, William 1921, ’22
Anderson, Gary 1979, ’80 ’81 ’82*
Anderson, Jamaal 2004, ’05 ’06
Anderson, Ken 1994, ’95 ’96 ’97*
Anderson, Kevin 1984, ’85
Anderson, Paul 1944, ’45
Andrews, Shawn 2001, ’02 ‘03
Antwine, Anthony 2014, ‘15
Apolskis, Rick 1986, ’87 ’88 ’89
Arenz, Terry 1958
Arinze, Patrick 2014
Armbrust, Seth 2009, ‘11
Armendariz, Richard 1984
Askew, Lavunce 2008, ‘09 ‘10
Atiga, Robert 2011, ‘13
Atkinson, Drexel 1948, ’49
Atteberry, Dwight 1990, ’91
Atwater, Steve 1985, ’86 ’87 ’88*
Atwood, Ralph 1937, ’38 ’39
Audas, Stan 1973, ’75
Avery, Steve 1973, ’75
Avlos, Nick 1973*
Ayers, James 1925, ’26
B 
Bach, Tommy 1957, ’58 ’59
Bagby, Herman 1923, ’24
Bailey, Alvin 2010, ‘11, ‘12
Bailey, Jack 1950
Bailey, Joe 1999
Bailey, Mitchell 2008
Bain, James 1915, ’16 ’19
Baker, Chris 2003, ’04 ’06 ’07 
Baker, Ed 1995
Baker, Kevin 2000 
Baker, Mark 1994, ’95 ’96 ’97 
Baker, Pat 1993, ’94
Baker, Toby 2015
Baker, Victor 1980
Baldridge, Joe 1949
Baldwin, Alton 1943, ’44 ’45 ’46
Baldwin, Jake 1945, ’49
Ball, Nathan 1999, ’00 ’01 ’02
Balseiro, Chris 2003, ’04 ’05
Banks, Curtis 1988, ’89 ’90 ’91
Banks, Reggie 2003, ’04
Banks, Tim 1965
Bankston, Bill 
Barker, Hubert 1940, ’41
Barnes, Charlie 1958
Barnes, David 1957
Barnes, Jim 1966, ’67 ’68*
Barnes, J.J. 1901
Barnes, Teddy 1973, ’74 ’75
Barnett , Brandon 2007, ’08, ‘09
Barnett , Robert 1957
Barrett , David 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99*
Barrow,  Bubba 1986, ’87 ’88 ’89
Barwegen, Doug 1975, ’76 ’77
Basore, George 1919, ’20 ’21
Bass, Bill 1947, ’48 ’49
Battle, Khiry 2008
Baxter, John 1979
Baxter, Robert 1979
Bayne, Louis 1944
Bazzel, David 1981, ’82 ’84 ’85*
Beachum, Rodney 1982, ’83 ’84 ’85
Beane, Colmore 1944
Beanum, Tevin 2014, ‘15
Beard, Abner H. 1900, ’02
Beard, Chip 1982
Beard, Scott Oscar 1903
Beasley, Jimmy 2000, ’01 ’02 ‘03*
Beavers, Garland 1926, ’27 ’28
Beck, Austin 2014, ‘15
Belknap, Ray 1919
Bell, Geno 1993, ’94 ’95 ’97
Bell, Mark 1987, ’88 ’89
Bell, Richard 1957, ’58*
Bemberg, Clay 2010
Bender, Mike 1964, ’65*
Bennett , Archie 1970, ’71
Bennett , Eric 2010, ‘11, ‘12, ‘13
Bennett , Richard 1955, ’56 ’57
Bennett , Ronnie 1969, ’70
Benoit , Steve 1970
Benson, Buddy Bob 1954, ’55
Benson, Ken 1989, ’90
Benson, Mike 1986, ’87
Benton, James “Jim” 1935, ’36 ’37*
Benton, Jim 1970, ’71 ’72
Benton, W.R. 1932, ’33 ’34*
Bentz, J.L . 1895
Bequette, Chris 1984, ’85 ’86 ’87*
Bequette, George 1954, ’55 ’56
Bequette, Jake 2008, ‘09 ‘10*, ‘11*
Bequette, Jay 1980, ’81 ’82
Bercher, Martine 1964, ’65 ’66
Berezansky, Chris 2008
Berner, Dennis 1967, ’68 ’69
Berry, Benny 1954, ’56
Berry, Charlie 1956
Berry, D’Andre 1998, ’99 ’00 ’01
Berry, Greg 1983
Berry, Homer 1922, ’23 ’24
Berryhill, Stuart 1964 ’65 ’66
Bettis, Evan 2008
Beutelschies, Gene 1962
Bexley, Carleton 1996
Bickerstaff, Ray 1945
Biddle, Joe 1932, ’33
Billings, Fred M. 1902
Billingsley, Mickey 1974, ’76 ’77
Binnion, Scott 1970, ’71 ’72
Biocic, Jerry 1986, ’87
Birdwell, Steve 1969, ’70 ’71
Birmingham, DeCori 2001, ’02 ’03 ’04*
Black, Charles 1932, ’33
Black, Joe 1964, ’65 ’66 
Blackburn, Claud 1924 
Blackburn, Clifford 1923, ’24
Blackmer, D. 1901
Blakely, Gervis T. 1910
Blakely, Ronnie 1961
Bland, John 1985, ’86 ’87 ’88*
Bledsoe, Fred 2004, ‘07
Blevins, Paul 1969
Bloom, John R. 1903, ’04
Boatwright, William 1897, ’98
Bobo, Donny 1976, ’77 ’78
Boepple, Emil 1932, ’33
Bogard, Jerry 1951, ’52 ’53
Bohanon, Alex 1993
Bokermann, Mark 2000, ’01 ’02 ‘03
Boles, John 1956, ’57
Bolton, Andy 1973
Bonneau, Rob 1989
Bonner, Mark 2005, ’06 ’07
Booth, Marc 1991
Boozman, H. 1924, ’25 ’26*
Boozman, John 1971, ’72
Boren, Phillip 1979, ’81 ’82 ’83
Boschetti, Mike 1968, ’69 ’70*
Botkin, Kirk 1990, ’91 ’92 ’93*
Boulware, David 1993
Boutwell, Dale 1956
Bowles, Darryl 1979, ’80 ’81 ’82
Boyd, Bill 1964
Boyd, Cordale 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Boydstun, Brian 1997
Brabham, Danny 1960, ’61 ’62
Bracey, Bill 1951
Bracken, Richard 2005
Bradford, Carl 1985, ’86 ’87
Bradford, Eddie 1952, ’53 ’54
Bradford, Eric 1985, ’86 ’87 ’88
Bradford, W. 1909, ’10 ’11 ’12 
Bradford, Mike 1978, ’80
Bradford, Vincent 1993, ’94 ’95 ’96
Bradford, William 1921
Bradley, Freddie 1991
Bradley, Melvin 1996, ’97 ’98
Bradsher, Bobby 1971
Branch, Eric 1997, ’98 ’99
Branch, Jesse 1961, ’62
Branch, Job 1984, ’85
Brand, Mike 
Brand, Rodger 1971, ’72
Brand, Rodney 1967, ’68 ’69*
Brandt, Jason 1988, ’89 ’90
Brannon, Robert 1983, ’84
Brasher, Tommy 1961, ’62 ’63
Brasuell, Jackie 1963, ’64 ’65*
Braswell, J.C. 1894
Brawner, Jim 1971, ’72
Bray, Don 1994, ’95
Brazil, Ernest 1917, ’18
Breeden, Sam 2000, ’01
Breeding, Dylan 2009, ‘10, ‘11, ‘12
Brewer, Nick 2010, ‘12
Briggs, Oscar Garner 1899
Britt , Maurice 1938, ’39 ’40
Britt , Tommy 1951
Brittenum, Jon 1963, ’65 ’66
Broadway, Ramon 2007, ’08 ‘09 ‘10*
Brooks, Chris 1998, ’99
Brooks, Jermaine 1999, ’00 ’01
Brooks, John 1991
Brooks, Sam 1994, ’96 ’97
Brooks, Wm. Bud 1952, ’53 ’54
Brothers, Richard 1985, ’86 ’87 ’88
Brown, Anthony 2005, ’06
Brown, Anthony W. 2014
Brown, Charlie 1974
Brown, Fred I. 1900, ’01*
Brown, J.R. 1986, ’87
Brown, Justin 1995, ’96
Brown, Larry 1973, ’75
Brown, Pierre 2002, ’03 ’04 ’05*
Brown, Russ 1995, ’96 ’97 ’98
Brown, Spencer 1992, ’93 ’94 ’95
Brown, Thomas 1978, ’81 ’82 
Brown, Vann 1934, ’35 ’36
Brown, Wm. Buddy 1948, ’49 ’50*
Browne, Leshon 1986
Browning, Eric 1989, ’90 ’91 ’92
Bruick, Kevin 1985
Bryan, Cameron 2009, ‘12
Bryan, Frank 1910
Bryan, Lemuel B. 1901, ’02*
Bryant, Larry Gunn 1983
Bryant, Thakkeus “Bam” 2002
Bryant, Trent 1977, ’78 ’79 ’80
Bryant, Wesley 1961, ’62 ’63
Bua, Tony 2000, ’01 ’02 ‘03*
Buckalew, Hollis 1928, ’29 ’30
Buckingham, Earl 1980, ’81 ’82
Buehner, Brian 2011, ‘12, ‘13
Bull, Scott 1972, ’74 ’75*
Bumpas, Dick 1968, ’69 ’70*
Burchfield, Mike 1977, ’78 ’79
Burks, Pete 1995, ’96
Burleson, C.H. 1943
Burlingame, Mike 1977, ’78 ’79
Burlsworth, Brandon 1995, ’96 ’97 ’98*
Burnett , Bill 1968, ’69 ’70*
Burnett , Bobby 1964, ’65*
Burnett , Tommy 1965, ’66
Burns, Billy 1972, ’73 ’74*
Burns, Keith 1980, ’81 ’82
Burns, Olan 1954, ’55 ’56
Burris, Pat 1989, ’90
Burstein, Matt 1999, ’00
Burton, Freddy 2007, ’08 ‘09 ‘10
Busby, Bo 1973, ’74 ’75 ’76
Butler, Richie 1999, ’00 ’01 ’02*
Butler, Steve 1958, ’59 ’60*
Butz, Sam 1949
Bynum, Firmon 1940, ’41
C 
Cain, Dustin 2010
Cain, Terrance 1988
Cain, Tim 1988
Calcagni, Mark 1984, ’85
Calcagni, Ron 1975, ’76 ’77 ’78*
Caldwell, Ravin 1982, ’83 ’84 ’85
Caldwell, Tracy 1990, ’91 ’92 ’93
Calvin, Carlton 1991, ’92 ’93 ’94
Cameron, Pat 1989, ’90
Campbell, Charles 1915, ’16
Campbell, Dean 1972
Campbell, Jason 2001
Campbell, Joe 1939
Campbell, Leon 1946, ’47 ’48 ’49
Campbell, Louis 1970, ’71 ’72*
Campbell, Marcus 1994, ’95 ’96 ’97
Campbell, Mike 1973, ’74 ’75*
Campbell, R. Roy 1894
Campbell, Steadman 2000, ’01
Canada, Eugene Bud 1945, ’46 ’47 ’48
Cantlope, Tracy 1992, ’93 ’94 ’95
Capshaw, Gary 1972
Carder, David 1957
Carlton, David 2001, ’02 ’03 ’04
Carpenter, J.P. 1943
Carpenter, Lewis 1950, ’51 ’52
Carpenter, Preston 1953, ’54 ’55*
Carr, Daunte 2011, ‘12, ‘13, ‘14
Carroll, Ahmad “Batman” 2001, ’02 ‘03
Carroll, J.J. 1915
Carson, Bill 1994, ’95 ’96 ’97
Carter, Bill 1969, ’70 ’71
Carter, Bubba 1983
Carter, Damani 2015
Carter, Elmo 1896, ’97
Carter, Harry 1942, ’46
Carter, Jan 1938, ’39 ’40
Carter, J.N. 1913
Caruthers, Ernie 1978
Castillo, Eric 1989
Castleberry, Mike 1983
Caston, Marvin 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99
Cato, Daryl 1939, ’40 ’41*
Cauthron, Jim 1952, ’53
Caver, Quinton 1997, ’98 ’99 ’00
Cawood, Jim Brown 1894
Caveness, Ronnie 1962, ’63 ’64*
Ceaser, Caleb 2003
Centers, Donnie 1983, ’85 ’86
Chalene, Scott 1981, ’83
Chalmers, Chris 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99
Chambers, Anthony 1985, ’86 ’87 ’88
Chambers, Joe 1929, ’30 ’32
Chapman, Johnson 1901, ’02
Charpentier, Luke 2011, ‘12, ‘13, ‘14
Chatman, Tyrone 1990, ’91 ’92 ’93*
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JAKE BEQUETTE lettered from 2008-11 and was a team captain during his last three 
seasons. An All-SEC selection in 2010 and 2011, he finished his career with 126 tackles, 
including 31 for loss and 23.5 sacks.
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Cherico, Tony 1984, ’85 ’86 ’87*
Cherry, Mike 1993, ’94
Cheyne, Bob 1973
Cheyne, Tommy 1973, ’74 ’75
Childress, Bob 1956, ’57
Childress, Freddie 1985, ’86 ’87 ’88
Childress, John 1959, ’60 ’61*
Childs, E. 1902
Childs, Greg 2008, ‘09 ‘10, ‘11
Childs, James L. 1904
Chinn, John 1932
Chipman, Marvin 1925, ’26
Christenbury, Tom 1980, ’81
Christian, Don 1955, ’56 ’57 
Chukwuma, Chrys 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99
Chunn, Del 1990
Cialone, Felice 1942
Cissell, Mickey 1960, ’61
Clabom, Joe 1945, ’48 
Clark, Elbert 1900, ’01 ’02
Clark, Jack 1940, ’41
Clark, Jessie 1981, ’82*
Clark, Leon 1994
Clark, W.H. 1930
Clark, Zak 2000, ’01
Clavelle, Marcus 1997
Clay, Billy 1960, ’63
Clay, Charles 1975, ’76 ’77 ’78
Clayton, Michael R. 1957
Cleveland, Ben 2006, ’08 ‘09 ‘10
Cleveland, Jay 1986
Clinton, Chris 2002
Clyde, Steve 1977, ’79 ’80 ’81
Coats, Jeff 1939, ’40 ’41
Cobbs, Cedric 1999, ’01 ’02 ‘03
Cochran, Maurice 1915, ’16
Cody, Russell 1967, ’68 ’69
Coe, Michael 2003, ’04 ’05
Colbert, Cameron 2015
Cole, Bob 1993
Cole, Charles 1956
Cole, George 1925, ’26 ’27
Cole, Johnny 1950, ’51 ’52
Cole, Nathan 1995, ’96 ’97 ’98
Cole, Ray 1937, ’38 ’39*
Coleman, Eusell 1925, ’26 ’27*
Coleman, James W. 1916, ’17 ’18 ’19*
Coleman, Richard 1968, ’69
Coleman, Rod 2006, ’07
Coleman, Sam 1921, ’22 ’23* ’24
Coleman, Tiquention 2013, ‘14
Coleman, Will 2012
Coley, De’Andre 2014, ‘15
Collier, Jimmy 1959, ’60 ’61
Collins, Alex 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Collins, Jared 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Collins, Kirk 1988, ’89 ’90 ’91*
Collins, Ronnie 1976
Collins, Shane 2002
Conger, Marvin 1944
Conley, Steve 1992, ’93 ’94 ’95*
Connor, Paul 1965, ’66 ’67
Cook, Brey 2011, ‘12, ‘13, ‘14*
Cook, Grant 2008, ‘09 ‘10, ‘11
Cook, Jake 1913, ’14
Cook, John D. 1954
Cooks, Mark 1995
Cooney, Anthoney 1986, ’87 ’88 ’89*
Cooney, Mike 1958
Cooper, David 1965, ’66 ’67
Cooper, D.J. 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99
Cope, Larry 
Cope, Robert 1943, ’44
Corbett , Lundy 1936
Cordell, Corkey 1970, ’71
Cordelli, Mark 1986
Corgan, Charles 1923
Cornelius, Jared 2014, ‘15
Cornelius, Jessie 1994, ’95, ’96
Cornish, Bryan 1991, ’92 ’93 ’94
Corrotto, Leo 1933
Cory, A.B. 1894
Cory, Henry J. 1894
Cotton, Delano 1962
Cotton, Kotto 1991, ’92 ’93
Counce, Dale 1945, ’46 ’47
Courtney, J.G. 1898
Covington, Pete 1956
Cowan, D’Arthur 2012, ‘13
Cowger, James 1925, ’26 ’27
Cowins, Ben 1975, ’76 ’77 ’78*
Cox, Curtis 1959, ’60
Cox, David 1968, ’69
Cox, Harold Earl 1943, ’48
Cox, Harold Eugene 1952
Cox, James 1947
Cox, Steve 1971
Cox, Steve 1979, ’80
Crabaugh, Alfred J. 1921, ’22 ’23
Crabaugh, Quentin 1927, ’28 ’29
Crafton, James 1947, ’48
Craig, Reggie 1972, ’73 ’74
Craig, Tim 2000
Crawford, Danny 1973, ’74
Crawford, Elbert 1986, ’87 ’88 ’89*
Crawford, Kerry 1985, ’86 ’87 ’88
Crawford, London 2006, ’07 ’08, ‘09
Creekmore, Steve 1908, ’09 ’10*
Creighton, Milan 1928, ’29 ’30*
Crim, Rudell 2009, ‘10
Criswell, Oliver 1933, ’34
Crocker, Patrick 1989, ’90
Crockett , Bobby 1963, ’64 ’65*
Cross, Bob 1950
Crow, Olan 1945
Crowder, Tom 2001, ’02 ‘03
Crowley, L .G. 1896
Culpepper, Oren 1954, ’55 ’56
Culwell, J.D. 1904, ’05 ’06 ’07
Cunningham, Dick 1964, ’65 ’66
Curry, Ken 1970
Curtis, De’Anthony 2008, ‘09 ‘10, ‘11
Cypert , Boyd 1910, ’11 ’12
D 
D’Appollonio, Alan 2011, ‘12, ‘13, ‘14
Dacus, Weston 2004, ’05 ’06 ’07*
Daily, Adam 1999, ’00
Daily, Marvin 1973, ’74 ’75
Dale, Jack 1928, ’29 ’30
Dalton, Dallas 1950
Dameron, Kim 1979, ’80 ’81 ’82
Danenhauer, Marcus 2015
Daniel, Charles 1963, ’64*
Danielowicz, Mark 1984, ’85
Darr, Earl 1929, ’30 ’31
Daugherty, Ray 1947
Davenport , Joe Dean 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99
Davenport , Scott 2000, ’01 ’02 ‘03
Daves, Joe Paul 1966, ’67
David, Richard 1990, ’91 ’92
Davidson, Gene 1915, ’16 ’17* ’18 ’19
Davie, Andrew 2006, ’07 ’08
Davis, Adrian 2006, ’07 ’08, ‘09
Davis, Alfred 2009, ‘10, ‘11, ‘12*
Davis, Curt 1998, ’99 ’00 ’01*
Davis, Elijah 1973, ’74 ’75 ’76
Davis, Isaac 1990, ’91 ’92 ’93
Davis, Jeff 1991
Davis, Jeremy 2004, ’06 ’07 ’08
Davis, Knile 2009, ‘10, ‘12*
Davis, Mike 1971, ’72
Davis, Vincent 1991
Davis, Wendel 2006, ’07 ’08, ‘09
Davis, Wm. Jake 1946, ’49
Davis, Raymond L. 1907, ’08 ’09 ’10
Davis, Walter 1943
Deacon, Adam 2014
Deacon, Tyler 2011, ‘12
Dean, Brian 1999
Dean, Demetrius 2012
Dean, DJ 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Deason, Jess 1955
DeBorde, Skipper 1971
Delco, Del 1992, ’93 ’95
Delmanego, Frank 1941, ’42
Deloney, Ernest D. 1905
Derby, AJ 2013, ‘14
Derry, Lee 1923, ’24
De Salvo, Henry 1947
Dew, Robert 1969
Dew, Tommy 1967, ’68 ’69
Dewey, Mark 1978, ’79
Dhonau, Lloyd 1925, ’26
Dick, Casey 2005, ’06 ’07 ’08*
Dick, Nathan 2008
Dickerson, Kyle 2002, ’03 ’04 ’05*
Dickerson, Jr., Ron 1989, ’90 ’91 ’92
Dickey, David 1966, ’67 ’68
Dickson, Earnest 1907, ’08
Dickson, Enos H. 1906
Dicus, Chuck 1968, ’69 ’70
Dingler, Lamar 1943*, ’44*
Dixon, Arrion 2001, ’02 ’03 ’04*
Dixon, Tommy 1967, ’68
Dodson, Tony 1999
Dominguez, Ray 2007, ’08 ‘09 ‘10
Donaldson, John 1935, ’37
Donathan, Jay 1955, ’56 ’57*
Donathan, Jeff 1926, ’27
Donoho, Tommy 1944
Dossey, Jerry 1967, ’68 ’69
Doughty, Dan 2002, ‘03
Douglas, Freddie 1972, ’73 ’74 ’75
Douglas, Mark 1979, ’80 ’81 ’82
Douglas, Steve 1979, ’80 ’81
Douglass, Bill 1965
Downey, Tim 1973
Drake, Randy 1972, ’73 ’74
Drover, W.H. 1910, ’11
Drummonds, Lamar 1957
Dubs, Ford 1913, ’15
Duckworth, Bobby 1977, ’78 ’79 ’80
Dudley, David 1983, ’84 ’85 ’86
Dudley, Paul 1959, ’61
Duffy, Richard 1984
Dugan, Joe 1949
Duke, Alvin C. 1946, ’47 ’48 ’49*
Dumas, Sammy 1951, ’52
Dunagin, Sean 1980
Duncan, Wm. Robert 1953
Dunkelgod, Dennis 1973
Durmon, John 2008, ‘09
E 
Eakin, Kay 1937, ’38 ’39*
Eason, Alcuin P. 1902, ’03 ’04
Eason, Darrel 1980, ’84
East , Jack 1922
Eckert , George 1948, ’49 ’50*
Eckwood, Jerry 1975, ’76 ’78
Edmonds, Bobby Joe 1983, ’84 ’85
Edmondson, Jim 1930, ’31 ’32
Edwards, Fred 1969, ’70
Edwards, George 1957
Edwards, Kendrick 2014
Edwards, Ross 1917
Edwards, T.A. 1895, ’96
Egan, Bob 1950
Eichler, John 1967, ’68 ’69
Eldson, Gus 1932, ’33 ’34
Ellington, T.E. 1905, ’06 ’07 ’08 ’09
Elliott , Jim 1977, ’78 ’79 ’80
Elliott , Marcus 1982, ’83 ’84*
Ellis, Brooks 2013, ‘14, ‘15*
Ellis, William Y. 1900, ’01
Ellison, Lance 1991, ’92 ’93 ’94
Elton, Murry 1951, ’52
Emert , Nathan 2007
Emrich, Matt 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Epp, Marlin 1958, ’59 ’60
Erwin, J.L . Buzz 1968
Erwin, Judson L. 1930, ’31 ’32
Estes, Benny 1965
Estes, Dan 1908, ’10 ’11* ’13
Ettinger, Jack 1971, ’72 ’73*
Eubanks, Anthony 1994, ’95 ’96 ’97*
Eugene, Dwayne 2014, ‘15
Evans, Caleb 2009
Evans, Denzell 2014, ‘15
Evans, Hoover 1960, ’61 ’62
Evans, Kevin 1976, ’78 ’79 ’80
Ewart , James B. 1917, ’19 ’20
F 
Fairchild, Freddie 2005, ’07
Farr, Ryan 2011
Farrell, Robert 1976, ’77 ’78 ’79
Faulkinberry, Charles 1952
Faurot , Ron 1980, ’81 ’82 ’83*
Felton, Robert 2004, ’05 ’06 ’07
Fenton, Aaron 2008
Ferguson, Jerry 1956, ’57
Ferguson, Joe 1970, ’71 ’72
Ferguson, John 1948, ’49
Ferguson, Pedro 1957
Fergusson, John Bubba 1960
Field, Bobby 1968, ’69 ’70
Fields, Johnny 1959, ’60
Fields, Milton 1980, ’81 ’82 ’83
Fillmore, Sedric 1989
Finch, James 1962, ’63 ’64*
Finney, Tom 1930
Fischel, Frank 1949, ’50 ’51
Fish, Reggie 2005, ’06 ’07 ‘09
Fishback, Herbert 1894, ’95* ’96* ’97*
Fisher Jr., Kelvin 2012
Fleming, Bert R. 1907, ’08 ’09
Fletcher, Marion 1936, ’37 ’38
Fletcher, Reed 1913
Floor, Ben 1987, ’88 ’90
Flores, Shon 1989, ’90
Flowers, Jeromy 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99
Flowers, Trey 2011, ‘12, ‘13, ‘14*
Floyd, Cornelius 2014, ‘15
Flynn, Austin 2012
Foliart , Josh 2000, ’01
Fong, John 1958
Ford, Elton 2008, ‘09 ‘10, ‘11
Ford, Henry 1943, ’44 ’45* ’46
Ford, Henry 1990, ’91 ’92 ’93
Ford, Jerry 1954, ’56 ’57
Foreman, Jim 1953
Foreman, Marshall 1984, ’85 ’86
Forrest , Micheal 1975, ’76 ’77 ’78
Forrester, Wm. Ron 1952, ’53
Forsythe, Charles 1945
Forte, Elston 2005, ’06 ’07 ’08
Forte, Ike 1974, ’75*
Forte, Robert 1940, ’41 ’42*
Forte, Rod 1984, ’85
Foster, Barry 1987, ’88 ’89
Fowler, Aubrey 1946, ’47
Fowler, Tommy 1961
Franklin, Bill 1946, ’47
Franklin, Jerry 2008, ‘09 ‘10*, ‘11*
Franklin, Kenny 1986
Franklin, Luther 1982, ’83 ’84 ’85
Frappia, L .A. 1915
Frazier, E.H. 1912, ’15
Freeland, Stuart 1971, ’72
Freeman, Grant 2008, ‘09 ‘10, ‘11
Freeman, Reggie 1975, ’76 ’77
Freeman, Stan 1978, ’79
Freeman, Wm. A. 1897, ’98 ’99 ’00
French, Keith 1971
Frieberger, John 1938, ’39 ’40
Froholdt, Hjalte 2015
Fryer, Jimmy 1970
Fuchs, Rolland 1973, ’74 ’75
Fulbright, Bill 1921, ’22 ’23 ’24
Fulbright, Jack 1918
Fulcher, Don 1975, ’76
Fulcher, Ron 1973, ’74 ’75
Fuller, Bill 1953, ’54 ’55
Fuller, Dick 1970
Fulton, Earl 1933
Furo, Sammy 1949, ’50
Futrall, Byron 1923, ’24
G 
Gaines, Rohan 2012, ‘13, ‘14, ‘15
Gallon, Jimarr 2001 ‘02
Galloway, Bob 1976
Galloway, Neal 1981 ’82
Garber, Russ 1969 ’70 ’71
Garcia, Desmond 1999 ’00
Gardner, Carnall 1927 ’28 ’29
Gardner, Ellis 1934
Gardner, Gerald 1958 ’59
Garner, Lynn 1967 ’68 ’69
Garner, Nate 2004 ’05 ’06 ’07
Garner, Randy 1997 ’98 ’99 ’00
Garlington, Tom 1951 ’52
Garrett , Dean 1959 ’60 ’61
Garrett , Grant 1995 ’96 ’97 ’98*
Garrett , Wayne 1955
Garrison, Greg 1981 ’82 ’83 ’84
Gaston, James 1959 ’60
Gatson, Carlos 1988
Gatson, Greg 2010, ‘11
Gatson, Greg 1982, ’83 ’84 ’85
Gels, Clarence 1927, ’28 ’29*
Geiser, Elvin O. 1932, ’33 ’34
Geitner, John 1999, ’00
Gentry, Williams 1926
Geoghagen, Danny 1968
Gervasi, Ray 2012, ‘13
Gibbs, Melvin 1964, ’65 ’66
Gifford, Todd 1988, ’89 ’90
Gilbert , Tyler 2011
Gilbow, Billy 1956, ’57 ’58
Gilbow, Matt 2004
Gilliam, Bobby 1953, ’54 ’55
Gilmore, George 1935, ’36 ’37
Ginn, Charles 1980, ’81 ’82
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CEDRIC COBBS lettered from 1999-2003 and left 
Arkansas as the school’s third all-time leading rusher 
with 3,018 career rushing yards. 
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Ginn, Tom 1976, ’78 ’79
Glover, Steve 1972
Goff, Jeff 1978, ’79 ’80 ’81
Gold, Paul 1917, ’18*
Golden, Colby 
Goode, Brett 2003, ’04 ’05 ’06
Goodman, John Ed 1983
Gordan, David 2009
Gordon, Minor 1916
Gordon, Nathan 1936, ’37
Gorton, Drew 2015
Gotto, Bill 1971, ’73
Grabiel, Kent 1921
Gragg, Chris 2008, ‘10, ‘11, ‘12
Gramlich, Billy 1960
Grant, Michael 2004, ’05 ’06 ’07
Graves, Cecil Buster 1951, ’52 ’53
Gray, Bill 1962, ’63 ’64*
Gray, Cord 2006, ’08
Gray, Kenneth 1949
Gray, Oscar 1992, ’93 ’95
Grayson, Wade 2007, ’08 ‘09 ‘10
Green, Broderick 2009, ‘10, ‘11
Green, Jared 2011, ‘12
Green, Jerry 1958, ’59
Green, Orlando 1998, ’99 ’00
Green, Robert 1941, ’42
Greenlaw, Dre 2015
Greenwell, Lynn 1958
Gregory, Chip 2007
Griffin, Mike 1970, ’71 ’72
Griffin, Robert 1949, ’50 ’51
Grizzle, Jim 1961, ’62 ’63*
Grooms, Richard 1988
Grovey, Quinn 1987, ’88 ’89 ’90*
Guest, Gordon 1963
Guillot , David 1984
Gullett , Ryan 2003
Gunderson, Blake 2011
Gunn, David 1986
Gunn, Johnson 1952
Gunnell, G.W. 1896
Guynes, W.M. 1910, ’11
H 
Hackett, Khalia 2014, ‘15
Haden, Jack 1933, ’34 ’35
Hagan, Chester Earl 1933
Hager, James 1946
Hale, Harver 1915, ’16
Hale, Ryan 1995, ’96 ’97 ’98*
Hales, Mike 1962
Hall, Carlos 1998, ’99 ’00 ’01*
Hall, DeAnthony 1995, ’96
Hall, George 1978, ’79 ’80 ’81
Hall, Reggie 1985, ’86 ’87 ’88
Hallum, Charles 1951, ’52 ’53
Halstead, Glenn 1944, ’49
Ham, H.H. 1897, ’99
Hamberg, Harold 1940
Hamberg, Walter 1938, ’39
Hamilton, Cobi 2009, ‘10, ‘11, 12
Hamilton, Ed 1946, ’48
Hamilton, Hartford 1965, ’66 ’67*
Hamilton, Norman 1922, ’23 ’24
Hamilton, Ray 1935, ’36 ’37
Hamilton, Sparky 1999, ’00 ’01 ’02*
Hamlin, Ken 2000, ’01 ’02
Hammers, Ronnie 1968, ’69 ’70
Hampton, Dan 1975, ’76 ’77 ’78
Hampton, Harvey 1973, ’74 ’75 ’76
Hampton, Robby 1999, ’00
Hampton, William 1975, ’76 ’77 ’78
Hanes, Bob 1965
Hanner, Dave 1949, ’50 ’51*
Hansard, Harry 1920, ’21 ’22
Hardin, T.H. 1915, ’16 ’17 ’18
Hardwick, Richard 1954
Harmon, Neil 1927
Harnish, Roger 1969, ’70
Harper, David 
Harper, Harb 1912
Harper, LaSalle 1987, ’88
Harper, Jeremiah 1997, ’98 ’99 ’00
Harrell, Gary 1967
Harrell, Derrick 1995
Harrell, Jeremy 2003, ’04 ’05 ’06
Harrinton, Leroy 1921, ’22
Harris, Albert 1986, ’87 ’89 ’90
Harris, Alex 1995, ’96 ’97
Harris, Bret 2008, ‘09, ‘11
Harris, Corey G. 2000, ’01
Harris, Elliott 2001, ’02 ’03 ’04
Harris, Harold 1998, ’99 ’01
Harris, Jamel 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99
Harris, Josh 2015
Harris, Leotis 1974, ’75 ’76 ’77*
Harris, Matt 2008, ‘09
Harris, Mike 1981, ’82 ’83
Harris, Muskie 1973, ’74 ’76 ‘77
Harris, Steven 2000, ’01 ’03 ’04*
Harris, Tommy 1972, ’73 ’74 ’75
Harris, Wayne 1958, ’59 ’60*
Harrison, Charles D. 1898, ’99 ’00
Harrison, Galloway C. 1911
Harrison, Marcus 2004, ’05 ’06 ’07*
Harrison, Ralph 1925, ’26
Harrison, Wm. Ringold 1919
Harriss, Al 1934
Harshaw, JuJu 1987, ’88 ’89
Hartsfield, Eddie 1973
Harvell, Gary 1967
Harvell, Don 
Hatcher, Keon 2012, ‘13, ‘14
Hatfield, Dick 1962, ’63 ’64*
Hatfield, Ken 1962, ’63 ’64*
Haun, Bobby 1982, ’83
Hawkins, Eric 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Hawkins, Wayman 1974, ’75
Hay, Bruce 1976, ’77 ’78
Hayden, Kenneth 1940, ’41
Hayden, W.W. 1894
Hayes, Bob 1957
Hayes, Orin 1928, ’29 ’30
Hayes, Phillip 1994, ’95 ’96
Hayes, Rockie 1982
Hayfron, Kweku 2001
Haynes, Bratton 1940, ’41
Haynes, David 1980
Haynie, Bracy 1921, ’22
Hebert , Dexter 1993, ’95
Hedgepeth, Steve 1971, ’72 ’73*
Hedlund, Cole 2015
Heim, Steve 1975, ’76 ’77
Henderson, Charles 1914
Henderson, Dematt 1899, ’00
Henderson, Ed 1948
Henderson, Gerald 1956
Henderson, Mark 1997
Henderson, Paul 1958, ’59 ’60
Hendren, Mike 1967, ’69
Henry, Cliff 1979, ’80 ’81
Henry, Hunter 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Henry, Joseph 2009
Henry, Mark 1988, ’89 ’90 ’91*
Henry, Michael 1995, ’96 ’97
Henry, Nathan 2001
Henry, Tyrone 1994, ’95
Henson, David 1987
Henson, John 2012, ‘14
Henson, Harold Elgin 1945, ’47 ’48
Heringer, Al 1995, ’97 ’98
Herman, Chuck 1977, ’78 ’79
Hermann, Troy 1957
Herndon, Javontee 2010, ‘11, ‘12, ‘13
Hewitt , Matt 2006, ’07
Hickey, Howard 1938, ’39 ’40*
Hickey, P.J. 2004
Hicks, Anthony 1993, ’94 ’95 ’96
Hicks, Jared 2002, ’03 ’04 ’05
Higgins, Mike 1994
Highsmith, Alonzo 2011, 12*
Hilburn, Sam 1962
Hile, Kevin 1994
Hill, J.W. 1903
Hill, Madre 1994, ’95 ’98*
Hill, Tom 1984, ’85
Hill, Wade 1991
Hillis, Peyton 2004, ’05 ’06 ’07
Hines, Glen Ray 1963, ’64 ’65*
Hines, Glen Ray 1989, ’90
Hines, Will 2012, ‘13
Hinson, Dock Newton 1918
Hinton, L .E. Percy 1910, ’11 ’12*
Hirschfield, Hal 1973
Hix, Billy 1948, ’49
Hixson, Guy 1907, ’08 ’09
Hobbs, Gary 1998
Hobbs, Wilburn D. 1898, ’99
Hocker, Zach 2010, ‘11, ‘12, ‘13
Hockersmith, Glen 1967, ’68
Hockersmith, Steve 1969
Hodge, DeMarcus 2012, ‘13, ‘14, ‘15
Hodge, Jim 1970, ’71 ’72*
Hoehn, Steve 1965, ’66 ’67
Hoffman, John 1945, ’46
Hogan, Brad 1993
Hogan, Floyd 1973, ’74
Hogue, David 1969, ’70 ’71*
Hogue, Larry 1950, ’51 ’52
Holderby, R.H. 1920
Holland, Kenneth 1946, ’47
Hollander, Jim 1958, ’59
Hollingsworth, Mark 1971, ’72
Hollister, Cody 2014, ‘15
Holloway, Derek 1980, ’81 ’82
Holloway, Judson 2002
Holly, Zeylon 1940
Holmes, Brandon 2000, ’01 ’02 ‘03
Holmes, Nate 2012
Holmes, O. Wendell 1928, ’30 ’31
Holmes, Price 2012, ‘13
Holmes, Tony 1986, ’87
Holt , Jack 1935, ’36 ’37
Holthoff, Corky 
Hooper, Tommy 1968
Hopkins, Terry 1969, ’70
Hopper, Tom 1969, ‘70
Hopson, E.E. 1906
Horne, Greg 1983, ’84 ’85 ’86
Horner, John 1984
Horsfall, Frank 1895, ’96 ’97
Horton, Don 1955, ’57 ’58
Horton, Harold 1960, ’61*
Horton, Julian 2010, ‘11, ‘12, ‘13
Horton, Tim 1986, ’87 ’88 ’89*
Houfek, Keith 1979, ’80*
House, Raymond 2000, ’01 ’02*
Houston, Chris 2004, ’05 ’06
Houston, Rex 1930
Howard, De’Arrius 2002, ’03 ’04 ’05
Howard, Dexter 1991, ’92 ’93
Howard, Gerald 1998, ’00 ’01 ’02
Howard, Gary 1961, ’62 ’63
Howard, Jim 1977, ’78 ’79*
Howard, Shedrick 1989
Howell, Jim Lee 1933, ’34 ’35
Hubbell, Webb 1967, ’68 
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A four-year starting quarterback, QUINN GROVEY threw 
18 touchdowns as a senior captain in 1990.
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PEYTON HILLIS lettered from 2004-07 and played in 
44 games with 29 starts. He totaled 2,624 all-purpose 
yards and scored 23 touchdowns during his career.
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Sisson, Walter 1941
Skillern, James 1915
Skinner, Gerald 1973, ’74 ’75 ’76
Skinner, Jacob 2003, ’04 ’05 ’06
Skinner, Jerol 1991
Skipper, Dan 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Slaughter, Justin 2004
Slay, T.C. 1997, ’00
Sloan, Chester C. 1898, ’99*
Sloan, Dwight 1936, ’37
Small, Kiero 2011, ‘13*
Smart , David 1985, ’86
Smith, Arlis 1917, ’20 ’21
Smith, Billy Ray Sr. 1954, ’56
Smith, Billy Ray Jr. 1979, ’80 ’81 ’82*
Smith, Calvin 1945
Smith, Carl C. 1899
Smith, Chris 2010, ‘11, ‘12, ‘13*
Smith, Clarence 1920, ’21 ’22*
Smith, Cornelius 1976, ’77
Smith, Darrell 2010
Smith, Darrell 1999
Smith, Demetrius 1990, ’91 ’93 ’94
Smith, Dewitt 1967, ’68 ’69
Smith, Elmer 1949
Smith, Emanuel 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99
Smith, Fred 1924
Smith, Gerald 1986, ’87
Smith, Hezekiah 2006, ’07
Smith, Howard 
Smith, James H. 1949, ’50 ’51
Smith, James R. 1945
Smith, Jarrette D. 1948, ’49
Smith, L .P. 1916, ’17 ’18 ’19
Smith, Mark 1986
Smith, Mark 1993, ’94 ’95 ’96*
Smith, Martin 1982
Smith, Michael 2006, ’07 ’08, ‘09*
Smith, Minor 1924, ’25 ’26
Smith, Richard 2000, ’01 ’02 ’03
Smith, Robin 1977, ‘78
Smith, Rollen 1973, ’74*
Smith, Ronnie Mac 1962, ’63 ’64*
Smith, Tim 1987
Smith, Trey 1982
Smith, Wm. Joseph 1951
Smith, Zack 1938
Smithey, Claud 1964, ’65 ’66
Smothers, Mitch 2011, ‘13, ‘14, ‘15
Snider, Zach 2005
Snowden, Michael 1996, ’97 ’98 ’00
Soli, Junior 1992, ’93 ’94 ’95
Sorahan, Ryan 2001, ’02 ‘03
Souter, Ted 1954, ’55 ’56* 
South, Ronny 1965, ’67
Southerland, William 1938
Spain, Harold 1951, ’52 ’53
Spaight, Martrell 2013, ‘14
Spangler, Shannon 1989
Spann, Dwayne 1988
Sparks, Claude 1908, ’09
Sparks, Stan 1962, ’63
Spencer, Edward 1954
Spencer, Terry 1990, ’91 ’92
Sperring, James 1951, ’52
Spillers, Ray 1934, ’35 ’36
Spivey, Bill 1933, ’34 
JIM LINDSEY helped the Razorbacks to an undefeated 
11-0 record and a national championship in 1964. A team 
captain in 1965, he went on to a seven-year professional 
football career with the Minnesota Vikings in the National 
Football League playing for legendary Coach Bud Grant 
from 1966-72.
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Spriggs, David 1974
Sprinkle, Jeremy 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Stadther, Zach 2008, ‘09 ‘10, ‘11
Stallings, Randall 1936, ’37 ’38
Stancil, William 1948, ’49
Stankovitch, Bob 1968, ’69
Stanley, Tom E. 1902, ’03 ’05
Stansberry, E.E. 1914 ,’15 ’16
Stavely, Mark 2002
Steelman, Harold 1954, ’55
Steelman, Tyler 2007
Steger, Curtis 1984
Stendel, Marvin 1950
Stevenson, James E. 1916
Stewart , Andru 2009, ‘10
Stewart , George 1978, ’79 ’80*
Stewart , Randy 1963, ’64 ’65*
Stewart , Terry 1967, ’68 ’69*
Stewart , Wayne 1986, ’87 ’88
Stiggers, Gary 1977, ’78 ’79 ’80
Stinson, Rod 1997, ’98 ’99 ’00
Stitten, John 1984, ’85 ’86 ’87
Stockdell, Cary 1968, ’69
Stockton, Harold 1948, ’50
Stoerner, Clint 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99*
Stolt , Alan 
Stone, Donnie 1956, ’57 ’58
Storey, Shane 1987
Stout, Robert 1937, ’38 ’39
Stout, Louis 1930, ’31 ’32
Stover, Donald 1912
Strain, Ray 1972
Straschinske, Ray 1990, ’91 ’92 ’93
Street , Russell 1999
Strickland, J.S. 1897
Stringer, Chris 2012, ‘14
Stringer, Tom 1951
Struebing, Don 1993
Stumon, Van 2008, ‘09 ‘10
Sykes, Willie 2015
Sullivan, Jerry 1977, ’78
Summerall, Pat 1949, ’50 ’51*
Summers, Scott 2002
Sutherland, Bruce 1978, ’81 
Sutton, John 1975
Sutton, John 1940, ’41
Sutton, Wm. Buddy 1950, ’51 ’52*
Swanson, Bill 1983
Swanson, Travis 2010, ‘11, ‘12*, ‘13*
Swartz, Anthony 1994, ’95
Swartz, Matt 2000
Switzer, Barry 1957, ’58 ’59*
Switzer, Greg 1988, ’89 ’90 ’91
T 
Tackett , Buddy 1962, ’63
Tallent, Major 1948
Talley, Fred 2000, ’01 ’02*
Tanner, Terry 1980
Tate, Austin 2010, ‘11, ‘12, ‘13
Tatum, Terry 1982, ’83 ’84 ’85
Taylor, Brad 1981, ’82 ’83 ’84
Taylor, Brad 2012, ‘13
Taylor, Jim 1971, ’72
Taylor, John 1975, ’76
Tegethoff, Carl 1981, ’82
Temple, Charlie 1949
Templeton, Mason 2004, ’05 ’06
Tejada, Alex 2007, ’08 ‘09 ‘10
Thielemann, R.C. 1973, ’74 ’75 ’76
Thomas, Barry 1982, ’83
Thomas, Bill 1943
Thomas, Brad 1973, ’74 ’75
Thomas, Billy Ray 1944, ’46 ’47 ’48
Thomas, Champ 1967
Thomas, Curtis 1991, ’93 ’94
Thomas, Derrick 1983, ’84 ’85 ’86*
Thomas, Floyd 1947
Thomas, Greg 1984, ’85 ’86 ’87*
Thomas, Mick 1989, ’90 ’91
Thomas, Robert 2011, ‘12, ‘13*
Thomas, Tramain 2008, ‘09 ‘10, ‘11
Thomas, Travis 1922, ’23 ’24
Thomas, Will 1901
Thomas, Zhamal 2009, ‘10
Thomas-Smith, Nick 2015
Thomason, George 1950, ’51 ’52
Thomason, Joe 1953, ’54 ’55
Thompson, David 2004, ’05
Thompson, Derrick 1992
Thompson, Lance 2005, ’06 ’07 ’08
Thompson, Skip 1987, ’88
Thorpe, Wilfred 1937, ’38 ’39
Thornton, DuVall 1947, ’48 ’49
Thurman, Scotty 2015
Tibbits, Joe 1941, ’42
Tidwell, Chris 1995
Tolbert , James 1979, ’80 ’81
Toliver, Henre’ 2014, ‘15
Toole, Drew 1971, ’72
Toussaint , James 2002
Towler, George F. 1898
Townsend, Curtis 1975, ’76
Trail, Ray 1960, ’61 ’62*
Trail, Richard 1964, ’65 ’66
Trainor, Kendall 1985, ’86 ’87 ’88
Trantham, Tommy 1965, ’66 ’67
Tranum, Billy 1957, ’58 ’59
Travis, Tony 1992
Tretola, Sebastian 2014, ‘15
Tribble, Russ 1973, ’75
Triesch, Conrad 1914
Troillett , Ralph 1952, ’53*
Troxell, Billy F. 1948
Troxell, Jack 1951, ’52
Trusty, Reggie 1988, ’89
Trusty, Ronnie 1980, ’81
Tubbs, Zac 2002, ’03 ’04 ’06*
Tuck, Crosby 2008
Tucker, Austin 2009, ‘10
Tunnah, B. 1910
Turner, A.J. 2012
Turner, A.S. 1911, ’13 ’14
Turner, Alan 2011, ‘12, ‘13, ‘14*
Turner, John 1970
Turner, Keith 2000, ’02
Turner, Terry 1970
U 
Uekman, Garrett 2011
Ugoh, Tony 2003, ’04 ’05 ’06*
Underwood, Ronnie 1954, ’55 ’56
Upchurch, Andy 1983, ’84 ’85*
Uptmoor, Bernard 1928, ’29 ’30
V 
Van Dover, Jimmy 1956, ’58
Van Dyke, Sammy 1984, ’85 ’86 ’87
Van Es, Wendell 
Van Poucke, M.L. 
Van Sickle, Clifford 1934, ’35 ’36*
Van Sickle, Clyde 1927, ’28 ’29
Valdez, Jose 2006, ’07 ’08
Vanderventer, James 1899
Vanvalkenburgh, Horace 1904, ’05
Vanvalkenburgh, Wm. M. 1906
Vaughn, Vickiel 2002, ’03 ’04 ’05*
Vavra, Brian 2005, ’06 ’07
Vernon, Thomas Jerry 1951
Vestal, Steve 1970
Vickers, Rick 1970
Villarreal, Ernie 1984, ’86
Vincenheller, Ashton 1897, ’98 ’99 ’00*
Vinnett , Darius 2004, ’06*
Voelzke, Alex 2012, ‘13, ‘14, ‘15
Volentine, Paul 1913
W 
Wade, Chris 2006, ’07
Wade, Marquel 2011
Wade, Vernon 1992, ’93 ’94
Wait , Matt 1994, ’95 ’96 ’97
Walker, George 1954, ’55 ’57*
Walker, George Rea 1962, ’63*
Walker, Jimmy 1975, ’76 ’77 ’78*
Walker, Kody 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Wallace, Brian 2015
Walls, Gavin 2001, ‘02*
Walls, Stephen 1990, ’91 ’92
Walston, Dave 1962, ’63
Walters, Danny 1980, ’81 ’82
Walters, Steve 1969, ’70
Ward, Bill 1950
Warren, Billy 1983, ’84
Warren, Chris 1975, ’76
Warren, Corey 2000 
Warren, Earl 1953
Warren, Robert 1952, ’53
Washburn, Jeremiah 1997, ’98 ’99
Washington, Carroll 2013, ‘14
Washington, Cedric 2003, ’04 ’05 ’06
Washington, Charles 1983, ’84 ’85 ’86
Washington, Dallas 2004, ’06 ’07 ’08
Watkins, James 1906
Watkins, Larry 1964, ’65 ’67*
Watkins, Ronald 2011
Watkins, Wayne 1952
Watkins, William 1973
Watson, Alan 1973, ’74 
Watson, John R. 1903 
Watters, Orlando 1991, ’92 ’93
Watts, Armon 2015
Weatherford, Zach 1994
Weatherton, Jr., Carl 1944
Webb, Charles W. 1902 
Webster, Tim 1968, ’69 ’70 
Weems, Orson 1981, ’82 ’83 
Welch, Charles 1923
Welch, Jerry 1962, ’63 ’64*
Wells, Ira 1983, ’84
Wells, John A. 1948
Wesley, Donte 1998 
Wessinger, Randy 1978, ’79 ’80
West, A.L. 1898
Westerman, Bruce 1990
Westphal, Benny 1973, ’75
Wewetzer, Jeff 1988, ’89
Wheat, John 1971, ’72
Wheeler, Earl 1943, ’44 ’45* ’46
Whisenhunt, Jim 1966
White, Barnabas 1974, ’76 ’77
White, Bob 1966, ’67 ’68
White, Bryan 1984, ’85 ’86 ’87
White, Dale 1975, ’76 ’77 ’78
White, Eddie 1981, ’82 ’84
White, Larry 1975, ’76
White, La’Zerius 1999, ’00 ’01*
White, Marsh 1972, ’73
White, Nathaniel 1982, ’84 ’85 ’86
White, Steed 1946, ’47
Whitfield, Billy 1957
Whitmore, Marcus 2003, ’04*
Whittaker, Leon 1947
Whitted, Erik 1984, ’85 ’86 ’87
Whitworth, Charles 1955, ’56 ’57
Wilber, Rusty 1976, ’77
Wilcoxen, Robert 1982, ’83 ’84
Wiley, Brian 2000
Wilkins, Charles 1925
Williams, Bobbie 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99
Williams, Bobby 1960
Williams, Calvin 1984, ’85
Williams, D.J. 2007, ’08 ‘09 ‘10*
Williams, Dale 1984, ’85
Williams, Damian 2006
Williams, Darrell 1959, ’60 ’61
Williams, Demetrius 2012
Williams, Desmond 2005, ’06 ’07
Williams, Eddie “Boo” 1999, ’00
Williams, Fred 1949, ’50 ’51
Williams, Gary 1978
Williams, Jarrell 1959, ’60
Williams, Jim 1963, ’64 ’65*
Williams, Jimmy 1988, ’89
Williams, John 1920
Williams, Jonathan 2012, ‘13, ‘14, ‘15*
Williams, Josh 2014, ‘15
Williams, Les 1970, ’71 ’72
Williams, Michael 1996, ’97 ’98 ’99
Williams, Patrick 1987, ’88 ’89
Williams, Paul X . 1928
Williams III, Rawleigh  2015
Williams, Ray E. 1920, ’21 ’22
Williams, Rickey 1984, ’85 ’86 ’87*
Williams, Stanley 1977, ’78
Williams, Terrell 2009, ‘10, ‘11, 12
Williams, Tom 1923
Williamson, John 1989
Wilson, Bill 1957
Wilson, Clint 1983
Wilson, Demetrius 2012, ‘14
Wilson, George 2001, ’02 ’03*
Wilson, Harry 1997, ’98
Wilson, Jeremy 1996
Wilson, Joe Bill 1954
Wilson, Richard 1980
Wilson, Tyler 2009, ‘10, ‘11*, 12*
Wilson, William 1915, ’16 ’17
Wilson, William O. 1902, ’03
Wingfield, Greg 1985
Wingo Jr, Ronnie 2009, ‘10, ‘11, 12
Winkleman, Ben 1917, ’18 ’19 ’20 ’21*
Winkleman, Charles 1924
Winston, Billy 1986, ’87 ’88 ’89
Winston, Darius 2009, ‘10, ‘11, ‘12
Winston, Dennis 1973, ’74 ’75 ’76
Winston, JaMichael 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Winston, Marc 2005
Winston, Rodney 1988, ’89 ’90
Winters, Alva 1926, ’27 ’28*
Wise Jr., Deatrich 2013, ‘14, ‘15
Wise, Floyde 1928
Wishon, Waylon 1992, ’93 ’94
Withers, Art 1937
Witty, Eldo 1924
Wood, Charles Fox 1900, ’01 ’02
Wood, Clark 1900, ’01 ’02
Wood, John Shirley 1904, ’05 ’06*
Wood, Stanley 1922
Woodbury, Derrick 1992
Woodell, Lloyd 1936, ’37 ’38*
Woodlee, Eddie 1964, ’65 ’66
Woodman, Lloyd 1954
Woods, Gary 1979
Woods, Kevin 2004, ’05 ’06 ’07*
Woods, Wayne 1956
Woolfolk, Kirk 1977, ’78 ’80
Worrell, Darren 1986, ’87 ’89
Worthington, Jim 1961, ’62
Wren, Hudson 1927, ’28
Wren, Ronnie 1974
Wright, A.E. 1908, ’09
Wright, Jarius 2008, ‘09 ‘10, ‘11*
Wright, Lindsay 1894*
Wright, Sam 1906
Wright, Shannon 1989, ’90 ’92
Wright, Tenarius 2009, ‘10, ‘11, 12*
Wright, Todd 1989 ’90 ’91 ’92
Wunderly, Don 1971 ’72*
Wyatt , Kevin 1982 ’83 ’84 ’85
Wynn, Robert 1988
Wynn, Roger 1976
Wynne, Clayton 1940, ’41 ’42*
Wynne, Tommy 1935
Y 
Yager, Richard 1991, ’92 ’93
Yarborough, Byron 1984, ’85 ’86
Yates, A.J. 1938, ’39 ’40*
Yeager, Kelly 1991, ’92 ’93
Yoder, Douglas 1972, ’73 ’74 ’75
Yoes, Oran C. 1920
Young, Charles 1949
Young, Clint 1910, ’11
Young, Henderson 1919
Young, James 1943, ’44*
Young, Michael 2004
Young, Theo 1983, ’84 ’85 ’86
Youngblood, Jim 2009
Z 
Zinamon, Berg 1980, ’81 ’82 ’83*
Zoll, Alan A. 1915, ’16
In 2015, SEBASTIAN TRETOLA was the co-recipient of the Jacobs Blocking Trophy 
while earning first team All-America honor from Sports Illustrated. He started 24 
straight games to end his career.  
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2015
Jeff Long, AD
Bret Bielema, HC 
Dan Enos, OC/QB
Robb Smith, DC/Secondary 
Sam Pittman, Assoc. HC/Rec./OL
Jemal Singleton, Special Teams/RB
Vernon Hargreaves, LB
Clay Jennings, DB 
Barry Lunney Jr., TE 
Rory Segrest , DL/Specialists
Michael Smith, WR
2014
Jeff Long, AD
Bret Bielema, HC
Jim Chaney, OC/QB
Robb Smith, DC/Secondary 
Randy Shannon, Sr. Assoc. HC/LB
Sam Pittman Assoc. HC/Rec./OL
Clay Jennings, DB
Barry Lunney Jr., TE 
Rory Segrest , DL/Specialists
Michael Smith, WR 
Joel Thomas, RB
2013
Jeff Long, AD
Bret Bielema, HC
Chris Ash, DC/Secondary
Jim Chaney, OC/QB 
Sam Pittman, Assoc. HC/Rec./OL
Charlie Partridge, Asst. HC/DL
Taver Johnson, CB
Barry Lunney Jr., TE 
Randy Shannon, LB
Michael Smith, WR 
Joel Thomas, RB
2012
Jeff Long, AD
John L. Smith, HC 
Paul Haynes*, DC/Secondary
Paul Petrino, OC/QB 
Steve Caldwell, DE/STC
Taver Johnson, Asst. HC/LB
Bobby Allen, Secondary
Kris Cinkovich, WR 
Tim Horton, RB/Rec.
Chris Klenakis, OL 
Kevin Peoples, DT
2011
Jeff Long, AD
Bobby Petrino, HC
Garrick McGee, OC/QB
Willy Robinson, DC/Secondary 
John L. Smith, OLB/STC
Bobby Allen, DT
Steve Caldwell, DE
Kris Cinkovich, WR 
Tim Horton, RB/Rec.
Reggie Johnson, ILB 
Chris Klenakis, OL
2010
Jeff Long, AD
Bobby Petrino, HC
Garrick McGee, OC/QB
Willy Robinson, DC/Secondary 
John L. Smith, STC/OLB
Bobby Allen, DT
Steve Caldwell, DE
Kris Cinkovich, WR 
Tim Horton, RB/Rec.
Reggie Johnson, ILB 
Chris Klenakis, OL
2009
Jeff Long, AD
Bobby Petrino, HC
Mike Summers, Asst. HC/OL
Paul Petrino, OC/WR
Willy Robinson, DC/S
John L. Smith, STC/OLB
Bobby Allen, DT
Kirk Botkin, DE 
Tim Horton, RB/Rec.
Reggie Johnson, ILB 
Garrick McGee, QB
2008
Jeff Long, AD
Bobby Petrino, HC
Mike Summers, Asst. HC/OL
Paul Petrino, OC/WR
Willy Robinson, DC/S
Bobby Allen, DT
Kirk Botkin, DE/ST
Tim Horton, RB/TE/Rec. 
Reggie Johnson, LB
Garrick McGee, QB 
Lorenzo Ward, Secondary
2007
Frank Broyles, AD
Houston Nutt , HC
Reggie Herring, DC/LB
David Lee, OC/QB
Mike Markuson, OL/Run Game Coord.
Alex Wood, WR/Pass Game Coord.
Bobby Allen, CB
Tim Horton, RB
Tracy Rocker, DL
James Shibest , TE/Specialists
Chris Vaughn, S
2006
Frank Broyles, AD
Houston Nutt , HC
Reggie Herring, DC/LB
Gus Malzahn, OC/WR
Mike Markuson, OL/Run Game Coord.
Alex Wood, QB/Pass Game Coord.
Bobby Allen, CB
Louis Campbell, Secondary 
Danny Nutt , RB
Tracy Rocker, DL
James Shibest , TE/Specialists
2005
Frank Broyles, AD
Houston Nutt , HC
Reggie Herring, DC/LB
Mike Markuson, OL/Run Game Coord.
Roy Wittke, QB/Pass Game Coord.
Bobby Allen, CB
Clifton Ealy, TE
Danny Nutt , RB
Tracy Rocker, DL
James Shibest , WR/Specialists
Chris Vaughn, S/Rec.
2004
Frank Broyles, AD
Houston Nutt , HC
Dave Wommack, DC/ILB
Mike Markuson, OL/Run Game Coord.
Roy Wittke, QB/Pass Game Coord.
Bobby Allen, Secondary 
Clifton Ealy, TE
Danny Nutt , RB
Tracy Rocker, DL
James Shibest , WR/Specialists
Chris Vaughn, OLB/Rec.
2003
Frank Broyles, AD
Houston Nutt , HC
Dave Wommack, DC/ILB
Mike Markuson, OL/Run Game Coord.
Roy Wittke, QB/Pass Game Coord.
Bobby Allen, CB/FS
Clifton Ealy, TE
Danny Nutt , RB
Tracy Rocker, DL
James Shibest , WR/Specialists
Chris Vaughn, OLB/SS/Rec.
2002
Frank Broyles, AD
Houston Nutt , HC
Dave Wommack, DC/CB/FS
Bobby Allen, ILB/MLB
David Lee, QB
Mike Markuson, OL
Danny Nutt , RB
George Pugh, TE/Rec.
Kacy Rodgers, DL
James Shibest , WR/Specialists
Chris Vaughn, OLB/SS
2001
Frank Broyles, AD
Houston Nutt , HC
John Thompson, DC/ILB
Bobby Allen, DL
David Lee, QB
Mike Markuson, OL
Danny Nutt , RB
George Pugh, Rec./WR
James Shibest , TE/Specialists
Chris Vaughn, OLB
Dave Wommack, Secondary
2000
Frank Broyles, AD
Houston Nutt , HC
Fitz Hill, Asst. HC/Rec. Coord./WR
Bobby Allen, Co-DC/LB
John Thompson, Co-DC/Secondary
Joe Ferguson, QB
Bill Johnson, DL
Mike Markuson, OL
Danny Nutt , RB
James Shibest , TE/Special Teams
Chris Vaughn, Bandits/Rovers
1999
Frank Broyles, AD
Houston Nutt , HC
Bobby Allen, Co-DC/ILB
Keith Burns, Co-DC/Secondary
Clifton Ealy, Bandits/Rovers
Joe Ferguson, QB
Fitz Hill, WR
Mark Hutson, TE/STC 
Bill Keopple, DL
Mike Markuson, OL
Danny Nutt , RB
1998
Frank Broyles, AD
Houston Nutt , HC
Bobby Allen, Co-DC/ILB
Keith Burns, Co-DC/Secondary
Clifton Ealy, Bandits/Rovers
Joe Ferguson, QB
Fitz Hill, WR
Mark Hutson, TE/Special Teams
Bill Keopple, DL
Mike Markuson, OL
Danny Nutt , RB
1997
Frank Broyles, AD
Danny Ford, HC
Miles Aldridge, DC/LB
Kay Stephenson, OC/RB
Louis Campbell, Asst. HC/DB
Mike Bender, OG/C
Joe Ferguson, QB
Fitz Hill, WR
Charley North, OT/TE
Jim Washburn, DL
Dennis Winston, OLB
1996
Frank Broyles, AD
Danny Ford, HC
Miles Aldridge, DC/LB
Mike Bender, OL
Louis Campbell, Asst. HC/DB
Rockey Felker, QB
Fitz Hill, WR
David Mitchell, RB
Charley North, OT/TE
Joe Pate, LB
Jim Washburn, DL
1995
Frank Broyles, AD
Danny Ford, HC
Mike Bender, OL
Louis Campbell, DB
Joe Lee Dunn, DC
Rockey Felker, QB
Fitz Hill, WR
David Mitchell, RB
Charley North, OT/TE
Joe Pate, LB
Jim Washburn, DL
1994
Frank Broyles, AD
Danny Ford, HC
Louis Campbell, DB
Rockey Felker, QB
Fitz Hill, WR
Buddy King, OT/TE
Joe Kines, Asst. HC/DC
David Mitchell, RB
Joe Pate, LB
Larry Van Der Heyden, OG/C
Jim Washburn, DL
1993
Frank Broyles, AD
Danny Ford, HC
Louis Campbell, DB
Greg Davis, QB
Rockey Felker, RB
Fitz Hill, WR
Buddy King, OT/TE
Joe Kines, Asst. HC/DC
Joe Pate, DL
Scott Smith, LB
Larry Van Der Heyden, OG/C
1992
Frank Broyles, AD
Jack Crowe, HC*
Joe Kines, DC/ILB/HC#
Louis Campbell, DB
Scott Conley, TE
Greg Davis, OC/QB
J.B. Grimes, OL
Fitz Hill, DB/LB
Houston Nutt , WR
Joe Pate, Asst. HC/DL
Ken Rucker, RB
* 1 game
# named head coach after 1st game
1991
Frank Broyles, AD
Jack Crowe, HC
Louis Campbell, DB
Scott Conley, TE
J.B. Grimes, OL
Bill Johnson, DL
Joe Kines, DC/ILB
Houston Nutt , WR
Joe Pate, Asst. HC/OLB
Ken Rucker, RB
Charlie Weatherbie, QB
1990
Frank Broyles, AD
Jack Crowe, HC
Louis Campbell, DB
Scott Conley, OLB
J.B. Grimes, OL
Bill Johnson, DL
Houston Nutt , WR
Joe Pate, DC/LB
Jerry Pullen, TE
Ken Rucker, RB
Charlie Weatherbie, QB
1989
Frank Broyles, AD
Ken Hatfield, HC
Wally Ake, ILB
Larry Beckman, OG/C
Larry Brinson, RB/FB
Dick Bumpas, DL
Jack Crowe, OC/QB
J.B. Grimes, OT/TE
Roger Hinshaw, OL
Bob Trott , DB
Richard Wilson, WR
1988
Frank Broyles, AD
Ken Hatfield, HC
Wally Ake, DL
Larry Beckman, OL
Larry Brinson, RB
Fred Goldsmith, DC/ILB
Jim Goodman, WR
Roger Hinshaw, OLB
David Lee, QB/FB
Bob Trott , DB
Ken Turner, TE/K
1987
Frank Broyles, AD
Ken Hatfield, HC
Wally Ake, DL
Larry Beckman, OL
Larry Brinson, RB
Fred Goldsmith, DC/ILB
Jim Goodman, WR
Roger Hinshaw, OLB
David Lee, QB/FB
Bob Trott , DB
Ken Turner, TE/K
1986
Frank Broyles, AD
Ken Hatfield, HC
Wally Ake, DL
Larry Beckman, OL
Larry Brinson, RB
Fred Goldsmith, DC/ILB
Jim Goodman, WR
Roger Hinshaw, OLB
David Lee, QB/FB
Bob Trott , DB
Ken Turner, TE/K
1985
Frank Broyles, AD
Ken Hatfield, HC
Wally Ake, DL
Larry Beckman, OL
Jesse Branch, WR
Larry Brinson, RB
Fred Goldsmith, DC/ILB
Roger Hinshaw, OLB
David Lee, QB/FB
Bob Trott , DB
Ken Turner, TE/K
1984
Frank Broyles, AD
Ken Hatfield, HC
Wally Ake, DL
Larry Beckman, OL
Jesse Branch, WR
Larry Brinson, RB
Fred Goldsmith, DC/ILB
Roger Hinshaw, OLB
David Lee, QB/FB
Bob Trott , DB
Ken Turner, TE/K
1983
Frank Broyles, AD
Lou Holtz, HC
Jesse Branch, OB
Pete Cordelli, WR
Harvey Hampton, DE
Rich Olson, DB
Bob Shaw, LB
Jim Strong, OT/TE
Mike Tolleson, DL
Don Lindsey, Asst. HC/DC
Ken Turner, OG/C/K
1982
Frank Broyles, AD
Lou Holtz, HC
Larry Beightol, OC/OL
Jesse Branch, WR
Sam Goodwin, OB
Don Lindsey, Asst. HC/DC
John Mitchell, DE
Rich Olson, DB
Ken Turner, TE/K
Bob Shaw, LB
1981
Frank Broyles, AD
Lou Holtz, HC
Larry Beightol, OC/OL
Jesse Branch, WR
Sam Goodwin, OB
Don Lindsey, DC/LB
John Mitchell, DE
Rich Olson, DB
Ken Turner, TE/OL/K
Fred von Appen, DL
1980
Frank Broyles, AD
Lou Holtz, HC
Larry Beightol, Asst. HC/OL
Jesse Branch, DB
Don Breaux, OB
Bob Cope, DC
Harold Horton, DL
John Konstantinos, WR
John Mitchell, DE
Ken Turner, TE/K
1979
Frank Broyles, AD
Lou Holtz, HC
Jesse Branch, WR
Don Breaux, OB
Bob Cope, DB
Harold Horton, DL
Monte Kiffin, DC/Asst. HC
John Konstantinos, TE
John Mitchell, DE
Ken Turner, OL/K
1978
Frank Broyles, AD
Lou Holtz, HC
Larry Beightol, OC
Jesse Branch, WR
Don Breaux, OB
Bob Cope, DB
Harold Horton, DL
Monte Kiffin, DC
John Mitchell, DE
Ken Turner, OL/K
1977
Frank Broyles, AD
Lou Holtz, HC
Larry Beightol, OC
Jesse Branch, WR
Don Breaux, OB
Bob Cope, DB
Harold Horton, DL
Monte Kiffin, DC
John Mitchell, DE
Ken Turner, TE/K
1976
Frank Broyles, AD/HC
Don Boyce, OL
Jesse Branch, OB
Frank Falks, DE
Bob Gatling, WR
Harold Horton, LB
Jim Johnson, DL
Bill Lewis, DB
Ken Turner, OL/K
1975
Frank Broyles, AD/HC
Don Boyce, OL
Jesse Branch, WR
Frank Falks, DE
Harold Horton, LB
Jim Johnson, DL
Pat Jones, DL
Bill Lewis, DB
Bo Rein, OC
Ken Turner, TE
1974
Frank Broyles, AD/HC
Frank Falks, DE
Harold Horton, LB
Jim Johnson, DL
Mervin Johnson, OL
Bill Lewis, DB
Gordon Norwood, QB
Ken Turner, OL
Richard Williamson, OB
1973
Frank Broyles, AD/HC
Frank Falks, DE
Harold Horton, LB
Jim Johnson, DL
Mervin Johnson, OL
Bill Lewis, DB
Don Trull, QB/WR
Ken Turner, OL
Richard Williamson, OB
ALL-TIME COACHING STAFFS
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1972
George Cole, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Buddy Bennett , DB
Raymond Berry, WR
Lon Farrell, DE
Joe Gibbs, OL
Harold Horton, LB
Mervin Johnson, DL
Ken Turner, B Team
Richard Williamson, OB
1971
George Cole, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Mervin Johnson, DL
Lon Farrell, DE
Harold Horton, LB
Buddy Bennett , DB
Don Breaux, OB
Raymond Berry, WR
Joe Gibbs, OL
1970
George Cole, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Raymond Berry, WR
Don Breaux, OB
Charley Coffey, DL
Harold Horton, LB
Marvin Johnson, OL
Bill Kinard, DB
1969
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Don Breaux, OB
Charley Coffey, DL
Harold Horton, LB
Hootie Ingram, DB
Mervin Johnson, OL
Richard Williamson, WR
Bob Ford, Asst.
1968
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Don Breaux, OB
Charley Coffey, DL
Hootie Ingram, DB
Mervin Johnson, OL
Harold Horton, LB
Richard Williamson, WR
Bob Ford, Asst.
1967
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Charley Coffey, DL
Hootie Ingram, DB
Mervin Johnson, OL
Johnny Majors, OB
Wilson Matthews, LB
Gordon Smith, OE
Bob Ford, Asst.
1966
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Charley Coffey, DL
Mervin Johnson, OL
Johnny Majors, DB
Wilson Matthews, LB
Bill Pace, OB
Gordon Smith, OE
1965
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Jim Mackenzie, Asst. HC/DC
Mervin Johnson, OL
Johnny Majors, DB
Wilson Matthews, LB
Bill Pace, OB
Barry Switzer, OE
1964
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Jim Mackenzie, Asst. HC/DC
Mervin Johnson, OL
Johnny Majors, DB
Wilson Matthews, LB
Bill Pace, OB
Barry Switzer, OE
1963
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Doug Dickey, OB
Jim Mackenzie, DL
Wilson Matthews, LB/DE
Steed White, OE/OL
Bill Pace, DB
Mervin Johnson, OL
1962
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Doug Dickey, OB
Mervin Johnson, OL
Bill Pace, DB
Jim Mackenzie, DL
Wilson Matthews, LB/DE
Steed White, OE/OL
1961
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Doug Dickey, DB
Hayden Fry, OB
Jim Mackenzie, OL
Wilson Matthews, LB
Dixie White, OL
Steed White, OE/OL
1960
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Doug Dickey, DB
Merrill Green, OB
Jim Mackenzie, DL
Wilson Matthews, LB/DE
Dixie White, OL
Steed White, OE
1959
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Doug Dickey, DB
Merrill Green, OB
Jim Mackenzie, DL
Wilson Matthews, LB/DE
Dixie White, OL
Steed White, OE
1958
John Barnhill, AD
Frank Broyles, HC
Doug Dickey, DB
Merrill Green, OB
Jim Mackenzie, DL
Wilson Matthews, LB/DE
Dixie White, OL
Steed White, OE
1957
John Barnhill, AD
Jack Mitchell, HC
George Barnhardt
Ab Bidwell
George Cole
Gene Corrotto
Bill Pace
Dixie White
Steed White
1956
John Barnhill, AD
Jack Mitchell, HC
George Barnhardt
Ab Bidwell
Bert Clark
George Cole
Gene Corrotto
Bobby Proctor
Tracy Scott
Dixie White
1955
John Barnhill, AD
Jack Mitchell, HC
George Barnhardt
Ab Bidwell
George Cole
Bobby Proctor
Tracy Scott
Dixie White
1954
John Barnhill, AD
Bowden Wyatt , HC
John Bailey
George Cafego
George Cole
Dick Hitt
LeRoy Pearce
Tracy Scott
1953
John Barnhill, AD
Bowden Wyatt , HC
John Bailey
George Cafego
George Cole
Dick Hitt
LeRoy Pearce
Tracy Scott
1952
John Barnhill, AD
Otis Douglas, HC
George Cole
Bill Ferrell
Charles Gray
Charles Hanks
Dick Humbert
Clyde Van Sickle
1951
John Barnhill, AD
Otis Douglas, HC
1950
John Barnhill, AD
Otis Douglas, HC
1949
John Barnhill, AD/HC
Bill Barnes
H.B. Brackett
George Cole
Charles Gray
Hobart Hooser
Charles McGibbony
Clyde Van Sickle
1948
John Barnhill, AD/HC
1947
John Barnhill, AD/HC
1946
John Barnhill/ AD/HC
War-Time AD
George Cole
ALL-TIME COACHING STAFFS
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Wally Ake, 1984-89
Miles Aldridge, 1996-97 
Bobby Allen, 1998-2012
Kurt Anderson, 2016-Present
Chris Ash, 2013 
John Bailey, 1953-54
Bill Barnes, 1949 
George Barnhardt, 1955-57
John Barnhill, 1946-49 (HC); 1946-69 (AD)
Larry Beckman, 1984-89
Larry Beightol, 1980-82 
Mike Bender, 1995-97
Buddy Bennett , 1971-72 
Raymond Berry, 1970-72
Ab Bidwell, 1955-57 
Bret Bielema, 2013-Present (HC)
Kirk Botkin, 2008-09 
Don Boyce, 1975-76
H.B. Brackett , 1949 
Jesse Branch, 1975-85
Don Breaux, 1968-71, 1977-80 
Larry Brinson, 1984-89
Frank Broyles, 1958-76 (HC); 1973-2007 (AD)
Dick Bumpas, 1989
Keith Burns, 1998-99 
George Cafego, 1953-54
Steve Caldwell, 2010-12 
Louis Campbell, 1990-97, 2006
Jim Chaney, 2013-14 
Kris Cinkovich, 2010-12
Charley Coffey, 1966-70 
George Cole, 1949, 1952-57; 1970-72 (AD)
Scott Conley, 1990-92 
Bob Cope, 1977-80
Pete Cordelli, 1983 
Gene Corrotto, 1956-57
Jack Crowe, 1989-92, 1990-92 (HC) 
Greg Davis, 1992-93
Doug Dickey, 1958-63 
Otis Douglas, 1950-52 (HC)
Joe Lee Dunn, 1995 
Clifton Ealy, 1998-99, 2003-05
Dan Enos, 2015-Present 
Frank Falks, 1973-76
Lon Farrell, 1971-72 
Rockey Felker, 1993-96
Joe Ferguson, 1997-2000 
Bill Ferrell, 1952
Danny Ford, 1993-97 (HC) 
Hayden Fry, 1961
Bob Gatling, 1976 
Joe Gibbs, 1971-72
Fred Goldsmith, 1984-88 
Jim Goodman, 1986-88
Sam Goodwin, 1981-82 
Charles Gray, 1949, 1952
Merrill Green, 1958-60 
J.B. Grimes, 1989-92
Harvey Hampton, 1983 
Charles Hanks, 1952
Vernon Hargreaves, 2015-Present
Ken Hatfield, 1984-89 (HC)
Paul Haynes, 2011*-12 
Reggie Herring, 2005-07
Fitz Hill, 1992-2000 
Roger Hinshaw, 1984-89
Dick Hitt , 1953-54 
Lou Holtz, 1977-83 (HC)
Harold Horton, 1968-80 
Tim Horton, 2007-12
Hobart Hooser, 1949 
Dick Humbert , 1952
Mark Hutson, 1998-99 
Hootie Ingram, 1967-69
Clay Jennings, 2014-15 
Bill Johnson, 1990-91, 2000
Jimmy Johnson, 1973-76 
Mervin Johnson, 1962-74
Reggie Johnson, 2008-11 
Taver Johnson, 2012-13
Pat Jones, 1975 
Bill Keopple, 1998-99
Monte Kiffin, 1977-79 
Bill Kinard, 1970
Joe Kines, 1991-94 
Buddy King, 1993-94
Chris Klenakis, 2010-12 
John Konstantinos, 1979-80
David Lee, 1984-88, 2001-02, 2007 
Bill Lewis, 1973-76
Don Lindsey, 1981-83 
Barry Lunney, Jr., 2013-Present
Jim Mackenzie, 1958-65 
Johnny Majors, 1964-67
Gus Malzahn, 2006 
Mike Markuson, 1998-2007
Wilson Matthews, 1958-67 
Garrick McGee, 2008-11
Charles McGibbony, 1949 
David Mitchell, 1994-96
Jack Mitchell, 1955-57 (HC) 
John Mitchell, 1977-82
Reggie Mitchell, 2016-Present
Charley North, 1995-97 
Gordon Norwood, 1974
Danny Nutt , 1998-07 
Houston Nutt , 1990-92; 1998-2007 (HC)
Rich Olson, 1981-83 
Bill Pace, 1962-66
Charlie Partridge, 2013 
Joe Pate, 1990-96
Kevin Peoples, 2011*-12 
Bobby Petrino, 2008-11 (HC)
Paul Petrino, 2008-09; 2011*-12 
LeRoy Pearce, 1953-54
Sam Pittman, 2013-15 
Bobby Proctor, 1955-56
George Pugh, 2001-02 
Jerry Pullen, 1990
Bo Rein, 1975
Paul Rhoads, 2016-Present 
Willy Robinson, 2008-11
Tracy Rocker, 2003-07 
Kacy Rodgers, 2002
Ken Rucker, 1990-92 
Tracy Scott , 1953-56
Roy Segrest, 2014-Present 
Randy Shannon, 2013-14
Bob Shaw, 1982-83 
James Shibest , 2000-07
Jemal Singleton, 2015 
Gordon Smith, 1966-67
John L. Smith, 2008-11; 2012 (HC) 
Michael Smith, 2013-Present
Robb Smith, 2014-Present 
Scott Smith, 1993
Kay Stephenson, 1997 
Jim Strong, 1983
Mike Summers, 2008-09 
Barry Switzer, 1964-65
Joel Thomas, 2013-14 
John Thompson, 2000-01
Mike Tolleson, 1983 
Bob Trott , 1984-89
Don Trull, 1973 
Ken Turner, 1972-88
Fred von Appen, 1981 
Larry Van Der Heyden, 1993-94
Clyde Van Sickle, 1949, 1952 
Chris Vaughn, 2000-05, 2007
Jim Washburn, 1994-97 
Lorenzo Ward, 2008
Charlie Weatherbie, 1990-91 
Dixie White, 1955-61
Steed White, 1957-63 
Richard Williamson, 1972-74
Richard Wilson, 1989 
Dennis Winston, 1997
Roy Wittke, 2003-05 
Dave Wommack, 2001-04
Alex Wood, 2006-07 
Bowden Wyatt , 1953-54 (HC)
*Joined Staff prior to Cotton Bowl at 
end of 2011 season
ALL-TIME COACHING STAFF ROSTER
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 ALL GAMES CONFERENCE GAMES
YEAR W L T  PCT. W L T PCT. FINISH BOWL  HEAD COACH
1894 2 1 0 .667 — — — — — — John C. Futrall
1895 1 0 0 1.000 — — — — — — John C. Futrall
1896 2 1 0 .667 — — — — — — John C. Futrall
1897 2 0 1 .833 — — — — — — B.N. Wilson
1898 2 1 0 .667 — — — — — — B.N. Wilson
1899 3 1 1 .700 — — — — — — Colbert Searles
1900 2 1 1 .625 — — — — — — Colbart Searles
1901 3 5 0 .375 — — — — — — Charles Thomas
1902 6 3 0 .667 — — — — — — Charles Thomas
1903 3 4 0 .429 — — — — — — D.A. McDaniel
1904 4 3 0 .571 — — — — — — A.D. Brown
1905 2 6 0  .250  — — — — — A.D. Brown
1906 2 4 2 .375 — — — — — — F.C. Longman
1907 3 4 1 .438 — — — — — — F.C. Longman
1908 5 4 0 .556 — — — — — — Hugo Bezdek
1909 7 0 0  1.000 — — — — — — Hugo Bezdek
1910 7 1 0 .875 — — — — — — Hugo Bezdek
1911 6 2 1  .722 — — — — — — Hugo Bezdek
1912 4 6 0  .400 — — — — — — Hugo Bezdek
1913 7 2 0 .778 — — — — — — E.T. Pickering
1914 4 5 - .444 — — — — — — E.T. Pickering
SOUTHWEST CONFERENCE PLAY BEGINS
1915 4 2 1 .643 1 1 0 .500 T2 — T.T. McConnell
1916  4  4  0  .500  0  2  0  .000  T5  —  T.T. McConnell
1917 5 1 1 .786 0 1 1 .250 6 — Norman Paine
1918 3 2 0 .600 0 1 0 .000 T6 — Norman Paine
1919 3 4 0 .429 1 2 0 .333 5 — J.B. Craig
1920 3 2 2 .571 2 0 1 .833 2 — G.W. McLaren
1921 5 3 1 .611 2 1 0 .667 3 — G.W. McLaren
1922 5 4 0 .556 1 3 0 .250 6 — Francis Schmidt
1923 6 2 1 .722 2 2 0 .500 T4 — Francis Schmidt
1924 7 2 1 .750 1 2 1 .375 7 — Francis Schmidt
1925 4 4 1 .500 2 2 1 .500 T4 — Francis Schmidt
1926 5 5 0 .500 2 2 0 .500 T3 — Francis Schmidt
1927 8 1 0 .889 3 1 0 .750 3 — Francis Schmidt
1928 7 2 0 .788 3 1 0 .750 2 — Francis Schmidt
1929 7 2 0 .778 3 2 0 .600 3 — Fred Thomsen
1930 3 6 0 .333 2 2 0 .500 5 — Fred Thomsen
1931 3 5 1 .389 0 4 0 .000 7 — Fred Thomsen
1932 1 6 2 .222 1 4 0 .200 7 — Fred Thomsen
1933 7 3 1 .682 4 1 0 .800 1* Dixie Fred Thomsen
1934 4 4 2 .500 2 3 1 .417 5 — Fred Thomsen
1935 4 5 1 .450 2 4 0 .333 5 — Fred Thomsen
1936 7 3 0 .700 5 1 0 .833 1 — Fred Thomsen
1937 6 2 2 .700 3 2 1 .583 3 — Fred Thomsen
1938 2 7 1 .250 1 5 0 .167 T6 — Fred Thomsen
1939 4 5 1 .450 2 3 1 .417 5 — Fred Thomsen
1940  4  6  0  .400  1  5  0  .167  6  —  Fred Thomsen
1941 3 7 0 .300 0 6 0 .000 7 — Fred Thomsen
1942 3 7 0 .200 0 6 0 .000 7 — George Cole
1943 2 7 0 .200 1 4 0 .200 T5 — John Tomlin
1944 5 5 1 .500 2 2 1 .500 3 — Glen Rose
1945 3 7 0 .300 1 5 0 .167 7 — Glen Rose
1946 6 3 1 .650 5 1 0 .833 T1 Cotton John Barnhill
1947 6 4 1 .590 1 4 1 .250 T5 Dixie John Barnhill
1948 5 5 0 .500 2 4 0 .333 5 — John Barnhill
1949 5 5 0 .500 2 4 0 .333 6 — John Barnhill
1950 2 8 0 .200 1 5 0 .167 7 — Otis Douglas
1951 5 5 0 .500 2 4 0 .333 6 — Otis Douglas
1952 2 8 0 .200 1 5 0 .167 7 — Otis Douglas
1953 3 7 0 .300 2 4 0 .333 5 — Bowden Wyatt
1954 8 3 0 .727 5 1 0 .833 1 Cotton Bowden Wyatt
1955 5 4 1 .550 3 2 1 .583 4 — Jack Mitchell
1956 6 4 0 .600 3 3 0 .500 4 — Jack Mitchell
1957 6 4 0 .600 2 4 0 .333 T5 — Jack Mitchell
1958 4 6 0 .400 2 4 0 .333 T5 — Frank Broyles
1959 9 2 0 .818 5 1 0 .833 T1 Gator Frank Broyles
1960 8 3 0 .727 6 1 0 .857 1 Cotton Frank Broyles
1961 8 3 0 .727 6 1 0 .857 T1 Sugar Frank Broyles
1962 9 2 0 .818 6 1 0 .857 2 Sugar Frank Broyles
1963 5 5 0 .500 3 4 0 .429 4 — Frank Broyles
1964  11  0  0  1.000  7  0  0  1.000  1  Cotton/National Champs Frank Broyles
1965  10  1  0  .909  7  0  0  1.000  1  Cotton  Frank Broyles
1966 8 2 0 .800 5 2 0 .714 T2 — Frank Broyles
1967 4 5 1 .450 3 3 1 .500 5 — Frank Broyles
1968 10 1 0 .909 6 1 0 .857 T1 Sugar Frank Broyles
1969 9 2 0 .818 6 1 0 .857 2 Sugar Frank Broyles
1970 9 2 0 .818 6 1 0 .857 2 — Frank Broyles
1971 8 3 1 .708 5 1 1 .786 2 Liberty Frank Broyles
1972 6 5 0 .546 3 4 0 .429 T4 — Frank Broyles
1973 5 5 1 .500 3 3 1 .500 T4 — Frank Broyles
1974 6 4 1 .591 3 3 1 .500 T4 — Frank Broyles
ALL-TIME OVERALL RECORDS
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 ALL GAMES CONFERENCE GAMES
YEAR W L T  PCT. W L T PCT. FINISH BOWL  HEAD COACH
1975 10 2 0 .833 6 1 0 .859 T1 Cotton Frank Broyles
1976 5 5 1 .500 3 4 1 .438 6 — Frank Broyles
1977 11 1 0 .917 7 1 0 .875 2 Orange Lou Holtz
1978 9 2 1 .792 6 2 0 .750 T2 Fiesta Lou Holtz
1979 10 2 0 .833 7 1 0 .875 T1 Sugar Lou Holtz
1980 7 5 0 .583 3 5 0 .375 T6 Hall of Fame Lou Holtz
1981 8 4 0 .667 5 3 0 .625 4 Gator Lou Holtz
1982 9 2 1 .792 5 2 1 .688 3 Bluebonnet Lou Holtz
1983 6 5 0 .546 4 4 0 .500 5 — Lou Holtz
1984 7 4 1 .636 5 3 0 .625 T3 Liberty Ken Hatfield
1985 10 2 0 .833 6 2 0 .750 T2 Holiday Ken Hatfield
1986 9 3 0 .750 6 2 0 .750 T2 Orange Ken Hatfield
1987 9 4 0 .692 5 2 0 .714 T2 Liberty Ken Hatfield
1988 10 2 0 .833 7 0 0 1.000 1 Cotton Ken Hatfield
1989 10 2 0 .833 7 1 0 .875 1 Cotton Ken Hatfield
1990 3 8 0 .273 1 7 0 .125 7 — Jack Crowe
1991 6 6 0 .600 5 3 0 .625 T2 Independence Jack Crowe
SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE PLAY BEGINS
1992 3 7 1 .318 3 4 1 .438 4 West — Jack Crowe/Joe Kines
1993 6 4 1 .591 4 3 1 .438 T2 West — Danny Ford
1994 4 7 0 .364 2 6 0 .250 T4 West — Danny Ford
1995 8 5 0 .615 6 2 0 .750 1 West CarQuest Danny Ford
1996 4 7 0 .363 2 6 0 .250 5 West — Danny Ford
1997 4 7 0 .363 2 6 0 .250 5 West — Danny Ford
1998 9 3 0 .750 6 2 0 .750 T1 West Citrus Houston Nutt
1999 8 4 0 .667 4 4 0 .500 T3 West Cotton Houston Nutt
2000 6 6 0 .500 3 5 0 .375 T5 West Las Vegas Houston Nutt
2001 7 5 0 .583 4 4 0 .500 T3 West Cotton Houston Nutt
2002 9 5 0 .643 5 3 0 .625 T1 West Music City Houston Nutt
2003 9 4 0 .692 4 4 0 .500 4 West Independence  Houston Nutt
2004 5 6 0 .455 3 5 0 .375 T3 West — Houston Nutt
2005 4 7 0 .364 2 6 0 .250 4 West — Houston Nutt
2006 10 4 0 .714 7 1 0 .875 1 West Capital One Houston Nutt
2007 8 5 0 .615 4 4 0 .500 T3 West Cotton Houston Nutt/Reggie Herring
2008 5 7 0 .416 2 6 0 .250 T4 West — Bobby Petrino
2009 8 5 0 .615 3 5 0 .375 T4 West Liberty Bobby Petrino
2010 10 3 0 .769 6 2 0 .750 T2 West Sugar Bobby Petrino
2011 11 2 0 .846 6 2 0 .750 3 West Cotton Bobby Petrino
2012 4 8 0 .333 2 6 0 .250 6 West — John L. Smith
2013 3 9 0 .250 0 8 0 .000 7 West — Bret Bielema
2014 7 6 0 .538 2 6 0 .250 7 West Texas Bret Bielema
2015 8 5 0 .615 5 3 0 .625 T3 West Liberty Bret Bielema
ARKANSAS ALL-TIME COACHING RECORDS    
COACH TENURE (SEASONS) CONFERENCE W-L-T (PCT.) OVERALL W-L-T (PCT.)     BOWLS 
John C. Futrall 1894-96 (3) -  5-2-0 (.714)  -
B.N. Wilson 1897-98 (2) -  4-1-1 (.750)  -
Colbert Searles 1899-1900 (2) -  5-2-2 (.667)  -
Charles Thomas 1901-02 (2) -  9-8-0 (.529)  -
D.A. McDaniel 1903 (1) -  3-4-0 (.429)  -
A.D. Brown 1904-05 (2) - 6-9-0 (.400)  -
F.C. Longman 1906-07 (2) -  5-8-3 (.406)  -
Hugo Bezdek 1908-12 (5) -  29-13-1 (.686)  -
E.T. Pickering 1913-14 (2) -  11-7-0 (.611)  -
T.T. McConnell 1915-16 (2) 1-3-0 (.250)  8-6-1 (.567)  -
Norman Paine 1917-18 (2) 0-2-1 (.167)  8-3-1 (.708)  -
J.B. Craig 1919 (1) 1-2-0 (.333)  3-4-0 (.429)  -
G.W. McLaren 1920-21 (2) 4-1-1 (.750)  8-5-3 (.594)  -
Francis Schmidt 1922-28 (7) 14-13-2 (.517)  42-20-3 (.669)  -
Fred Thomsen 1929-41 (13) 26-42-3 (.387)  56-61-10 (.480)  1
George Cole 1942 (1) 0-6-0 (.000)  3-7-0 (.300)  -
John Tomlin 1943 (1) 1-4-0 (.200)  2-7-0 (.222)  -
Glen Rose 1944-45 (2) 3-7-1 (.318)  8-12-1 (.405)  -
John Barnhill 1946-49 (4) 10-13-1 (.438)  22-17-3 (.560)  2
Otis Douglas 1950-52 (3) 4-14-0 (.222)  9-21-0 (.300)  -
Bowden Wyatt 1953-54 (2) 7-5-0 (.583)  11-10-0 (.524)  1
Jack Mitchell 1955-57 (3) 8-9-1 (.472)  17-12-1 (.583)  -
Frank Broyles 1958-76 (19) 91-36-5 (.708)  144-58-5 (.708)  10
Lou Holtz 1977-83 (7) 37-18-1 (.670)  60-21-2 (.735)  6
Ken Hatfield 1984-89 (6) 36-10-0 (.783)  55-17-1 (.760)  6
Jack Crowe^ 1990-91 (2+) 6-10-0 (.375)  9-15-0 (.375)  1
Joe Kines# 1992 (1) 3-4-1 (.438)  3-6-1 (.350)  -
Danny Ford 1993-97 (5) 16-23-1 (.413)  26-30-1 (.465)  1
Houston Nutt 1998-2007 (10) 42-38-0 (.525)  75-48-0 (.610)  8
Reggie Herring*  2007  -   0-1-0 (.000)  -
Bobby Petrino 2008-11 (4) 17-15-0 (.531)  34-17-0 (.667)  3
John L. Smith 2012 (1)  2-6-0 (.250)  4-8-0 (.333)  -
Bret Bielema 2013-Present (3) 7-17-0 (.125) 18-20-0 (.400) 2
TOTALS 1894-2015 (122) 336-298-18 (.529) 702-480-40 (.591) 41
^ Including first game of 1992 season; # Interim head coach after first game of the season;
* Reggie Herring served as interim head coach during the 2008 Cotton Bowl
ARKANSAS COACHING SUPERLATIVES 
SEASONS
19 Frank Broyles  1958-76
13 Fred Thomsen  1929-41
10 Houston Nutt  1998-2007
7 Francis Schmidt  1922-28
7 Lou Holtz  1977-83
6 Ken Hatfield  1984-89
5 Hugo Bezdek  1908-12
5 Danny Ford  1993-97
WINS
144 Frank Broyles  144-58-5 [.708]
75 Houston Nutt  75-48-0 [.610]
60 Lou Holtz  60-21-2 [.735]
56 Fred Thomsen  56-61-10 [.480]
55 Ken Hatfield  55-17-1 [.760]
42 Francis Schmidt  42-20-3 [.669]
WINNING PERCENTAGE (MIN. 4 SEASONS)
.760 Ken Hatfield  55-17-1, 6 seasons
.735 Lou Holtz  60-21-2, 7 seasons
.708 Frank Broyles  144-58-5, 19 seasons
.686 Hugo Bezdek  29-13-1, 5 seasons
.669 Francis Schmidt  42-20-3, 7 seasons
.667 Bobby Petrino  34-17-0, 4 seasons
BOWLS
10 Frank Broyles 19 seasons
8 Houston Nutt  10 seasons
6 Lou Holtz 7 seasons
6 Ken Hatfield  6 seasons
3 Bobby Petrino  4 seasons
2 John Barnhill  4 seasons
2 Bret Bielema 3 seasons
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NOTES: Home games in ALL CAPS. Rankings at time of 
game, beginning in 1936, are from The Associated Press.
JOHN C. FUTRALL
3 SEASONS | 1894-96 | 5-2
John C. Futrall served as both manager and head coach 
of the Arkansas football program during its first three 
years of existence. For the next 16 years, Futrall served 
as the team’s manager, chairman of the school’s athletic 
committee, or both.
1894 • (2-1) 
Captain: Wright Lindsey
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 13 FORT SMITH (ARK.) HS   W   42 0
Oct. 27 FORT SMITH (ARK.) HS   W   38 0
Nov. 22 at Texas    L  0 54
1895 • (1-0) 
Captain: Herbert Fishback
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 12 FORT SMITH (ARK.) HS   W   30 0
1896 • (2-1) 
Captain: Herbert Fishback
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 3 FORT SMITH (ARK.) HS   W   10 0
Oct. 10 at Fort Smith (Ark.) HS   W   6 2
Oct. 24 at Drury    L  0 34
B.N. WILSON
2 SEASONS | 1897-98 | 4-1-1
The second head coach in the history of Arkansas football, 
B.N. Wilson guided his teams to two wins in three games in 
each of his two seasons at the helm.
1897 • (2-0-1) 
Captain: Herbert Fishback
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Nov. 6 FORT SMITH (ARK.) HS   W   12 0
Nov. 20 at Drury     T 6 6
Nov. 25 at Ouachita Baptist   W   24 0
1898 • (2-1) 
Captain: Edward Martin
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 22 DRURY   W   17 0
Nov. 5 at Drury   W   12 6
Nov. 19 at Fort Scott (Kan.) HS    L  8 36
COLBERT SEARLES
2 SEASONS | 1899-1900 | 5-2-2
Colbert Searles directed the Arkansas football program to 
a 5-2-2 record over a two-year span that included just six 
different opponents.
1899 • (3-1-1) 
Captain: Chester Sloan
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 14 DRURY   W   10 0
Oct. 28 TULSA   W   11 0
Nov. 3 at Tulsa     T 0 0
Nov. 4 at Oklahoma#    L  5 11
Nov. 18 JOPLIN (MO.) HS   W   11 10
 # Shawnee, Okla.
1900 • (2-1-1) 
Captain: Ashton Vincenheller
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 27 WEBB CITY (MO.) HS   W   15 0
Nov. 3 at Joplin (Mo.) HS     T 6 6
Nov. 10 PIERCE CITY (MO.)   W   10 0
Nov. 24 at Drury    L  5 17
CHARLES THOMAS
2 SEASONS | 1901-02 | 9-8
Though the schedules still included several high school 
foes, Charles Thomas’ two seasons at the helm of the UA 
football program were marked by the beginning of the LSU 
series in 1901 and a 6-3 record in 1902 — his second and 
final season.
1901 • (3-5) 
Captain: Fred Brown
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 12 PIERCE CITY (MO.)    L  0 5
Oct. 19 DRURY   W   22 0
Oct. 26 FORT SCOTT (KAN.) HS    L  6 17
Nov. 2 at Little Rock (Ark.) HS    L  0 5
Nov. 9 TULSA   W   48 0
Nov. 16 KANSAS CITY MEDICS    L  6 10
Nov. 22 at LSU    L  0 15
Nov. 23 at Louisiana Tech   W   16 0
1902 • (6-3) 
Captain: Lemuel Bryan
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 4 at Neosho (Mo.) HS   W   6 0
Oct. 11 at Kingfisher (Okla.)   W   15 6
Oct. 13 at Oklahoma    L  0 28
Oct. 22 at Tulsa   W   33 0
Nov. 1 TAHLEQUAH SEMINARY   W   50 0
Nov. 8 at State College of Mo.    L  5 15
Nov. 10 at Pierce City (Mo.)    L  2 24
Nov. 17 FORT SCOTT (KAN.) HS   W   16 0
Nov. 27 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   11 0
D.A. MCDANIEL
1 SEASON | 1903 | 3-4
While Arkansas managed just three wins in its only 
season under D.A. McDaniel, one of those victories was 
its first over Oklahoma — a 12-0 win over the Sooners in 
Fayetteville in the season finale.
1903 • (3-4) 
Captain: Henry Ragland
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 10 ST. COLLEGE OF MO.    L  5 10
Oct. 16 at Missouri-Rolla    L  6 17
Oct. 17 at Drury   W   10 6
Oct. 30 at Texas    L  0 15
Oct. 31 at Texas A&M    L  0 6
Nov. 7 FORT SMITH (ARK.) HS   W   17 9
Nov. 21 OKLAHOMA   W   12 0
A.D. BROWN
2 SEASONS | 1904-05 | 6-9
After a 4-3 record in its initial campaign under A.D. Brown, 
Arkansas managed just two wins in the second and final 
season of his tenure.
1904 • (4-3) 
Captain: Jess Moore
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 15 DRURY    L  0 12
Oct. 22 FORT SCOTT (KAN.) HS   W   22 0
Nov. 4 at Dallas Medics    L  0 5
Nov. 5 at Baylor    L  6 17
Nov. 12 WICHITA STATE   W   12 6
Nov. 19 at Fort Smith (Ark.) HS   W   11 5
Nov. 26 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   11 10
1905 • (2-6) 
Captain: William Jett
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 7 KANSAS    L  0 6
Oct. 14 at Washington (Mo.)    L  0 6
Oct. 16 at Drury    L  0 12
Oct. 26 CHILOCCO (KAN.)   W   6 0
Oct. 31 TEXAS    L  0 4
Nov. 12 TRANSYLVANIA    L  0 6
Nov. 17 at Missouri-Rolla    L  0 16
Nov. 30 KANSAS CITY MEDICS   W   26 0
F.C. LONGMAN
2 SEASONS | 1906-07 | 5-8-3
F.C. Longman was the final faculty member to 
serve as the football program’s volunteer coach. 
Though the Cardinals suffered five shutouts 
during his tenure, they also earned a shutout 
win at Tulane and began Arkansas’ series with Tennessee during the 
1907 season.
1906 • (2-4-2) 
Captain: John S. Wood
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 29 CHILOCCO (KAN.)    L  0 6
Oct. 8 DRURY     T 0 0
Oct. 13 at Kansas    L  5 37
Oct. 30 TEXAS    L  0 11
Nov. 6 SE MISSOURI ST.+   W   12 0
Nov. 10 at Missouri    L  0 11
Nov. 24 at Tulane   W   22 0
Nov. 30 at LSU     T 6 6
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1907 • (3-4-1) 
Captain: Clinton Milford
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 5 HASKELL INDIAN NATIONS     T 0 0
Oct. 12 DRURY   W   23 0
Oct. 19 at Drury   W   17 6
Oct. 26 at Saint Louis    L  6 42
Nov. 2 TEXAS    L  6 26
Nov. 9 LSU+    L  12 17
Nov. 16 vs. Tennessee#    L  2 14
Nov. 23 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   7 5
 + Little Rock, Ark. 
 # Memphis, Tenn.
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HUGO BEZDEK
5 SEASONS | 1908-12 | 29-13-1
The first full-time, paid coach in Arkansas football history, 
Hugo Bezdek guided the Cardinals to a 5-4 campaign in his 
first season. In 1909 he led UA to what is widely regarded 
as the program’s breakthrough season — a 7-0-0 campaign 
during which Arkansas outscored its foes 186-18. Upon the team’s return from a win 
over LSU in Memphis, Tenn., that season, Bezdek told students his team had played 
“like a wild band of razorback hogs.” The students liked the nickname and officially 
adopted it prior to the 1910 season.
1908 • (5-4) 
Captain: Willis Nelson
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 3 HASKELL INDIAN NATIONS   W   6 0
Oct. 10 OLE MISS   W   33 0
Oct. 17 at Saint Louis    L  0 24
Oct. 24 HENDERSON (ARK.) ST.   W   51 0
Oct. 31 at Oklahoma    L  5 27
Nov. 7 at Texas    L  0 21
Nov. 14 PITTSBURG (KAN.) ST.   W   42 12
Nov. 21 OUACHITA BAPTIST   W   73 0
Nov. 26 LSU+    L  4 36
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1909 • (7-0) 
Captain: Stanley Phillip
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 2 HENDERSON (ARK.) ST.   W   24 0
Oct. 16 at Drury   W   12 6
Oct. 23 (3) FAIRMOUNT   W   22 6
Oct. 30 OKLAHOMA   W   21 6
Nov. 13 vs. LSU#   W   16 0
Nov. 15 at Ouachita Baptist   W   55 0
Nov. 25 WASHINGTON (MO.)+   W   34 0
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
1910 • (7-1) 
Captain: Steve Creekmore
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 1 DRURY   W   33 0
Oct. 9 HENDERSON (ARK.) ST.   W   63 0
Oct. 15 KANSAS STATE    L  0 5
Oct. 22 SOUTHWESTERN (TEX.)   W   13 12
Oct. 29 TEXAS A&M   W   5 0
Nov. 5 at Washington (Mo.)   W   50 0
Nov. 15 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   6 2
Nov. 24 LSU+   W   51 0
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1911 • (6-2-1) 
Captain: Dan Estes
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 30 MISSOURI STATE   W   100 0
Oct. 7 DRURY   W   65 5
Oct. 14 HENDRIX   W   45 0
Oct. 21 at Texas    L  0 12
Oct. 28 at Southwestern (Texas)     T 0 0
Nov. 4 vs. Missouri-Rolla^   W   44 3
Nov. 11 at Kansas State#    L  0 3
Nov. 18 at Washington (Mo.)   W   3 0
Nov. 23  LSU+   W   11 0
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Kansas City, Mo.
 ^ Joplin, Mo.
1912 • (4-6) 
Captain: Percy Hinton
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 28 HENDERSON (ARK.) ST.   W   39 6
Oct. 5 HENDRIX   W   52 0
Oct. 12 OKLAHOMA STATE    L  7 13
Oct. 18 vs. Texas A&M#    L  0 27
Oct. 19 at Baylor    L  0 7
Oct. 26 SOUTHWESTERN (TEX.)   W   25 0
Nov. 2 at Wisconsin    L  7 64
Nov. 9 LSU+    L  6 7
Nov. 16 at Washington (Mo.)   W   13 7
Nov. 21 at Texas    L  0 48
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Dallas, Texas
E.T. PICKERING
2 SEASONS | 1913-14 | 11-7
After beginning his tenure 5-0 en route to a 7-2-0 debut season, E.T. Pickering’s second 
and final season at the helm of the UA program is best known for a contest against 
Ole Miss that is still disputed more than a century later. Arkansas claims a 1-0 forfeit 
victory due to the Rebels’ use of an ineligible player; Ole Miss denies the allegation and 
claims a 13-7 win on the field. The dispute led to the suspension of the series until 1924.
1913 • (7-2) 
Captain: Russell May
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 3 HENDERSON (ARK.) ST.   W   3 0
Oct. 11 HENDRIX   W   26 0
Oct. 18 OKLAHOMA STATE   W   3 0
Oct. 25 BAYLOR   W   34 0
Nov. 1 AUSTIN^   W   26 7
Nov. 8 vs. LSU#    L  7 12
Nov. 15 OLE MISS+    L  10 21
Nov. 17 at Ouachita Baptist   W   14 3
Nov. 27 at Tulane   W   14 0
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
 ^ Fort Smith, Ark.
1914 • (4-5)
Captain: James Rudd
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 3 HENDRIX   W   13 7
Oct. 10 OUACHITA BAPTIST    L  9 15
Oct. 17 SAINT LOUIS   W   26 0
Oct. 24 MISSOURI-ROLLA    L  0 44
Oct. 31 OKLAHOMA SATTE    L  0 46
Nov. 7 vs. LSU#   W   20 12
Nov. 14 OLE MISS+   W~   1 0
Nov. 21 at Oklahoma^    L  7 35
Nov. 28 at Drury    L  7 28
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
 ^ Oklahoma City, Okla.
 ~ Arkansas victory by forfeit
T.T. MCCONNELL
2 SEASONS | 1915-16 | 8-6-1
The beginning of T.T. McConnell’s tenure as head coach at 
Arkansas coincided with the inaugural season of Southwest 
Conference football. After a 4-2-1 debut in 1915 and four-
consecutive wins to open the 1916 season, McConnell’s tenure 
culminated with consecutive losses to LSU, Texas, Oklahoma and Mississippi State.
ARKANSAS BEGINS SOUTHWEST CONFERENCE PLAY
1915 • (4-2-1, 1-1 SWC – T-3rd)  
Captain: James Rudd
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 2 HENDRIX   W   41 0
Oct. 9 OUACHITA BAPTIST   W   13 9
Oct. 16 OKLAHOMA STATE*^   W   14 9
Oct. 30 at Saint Louis     T 0 0
Nov. 6 vs. LSU#    L  7 13
Nov. 14 OKLAHOMA*    L  0 24
Nov. 20 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   46 0
 * Southwest Conference game
 # Shreveport , La.
 ^ Fort Smith, Ark.
 
1916 • (4-4, 0-2 SWC – T-5th) 
Captain: Chris Reichardt
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 30 PITTSBURG (KAN.) ST.   W   34 20
Oct. 7 HENDRIX   W   58 0
Oct. 14 EASTERN OKLAHOMA STATE   W   82 0
Oct. 21 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   60 0
Nov. 4 vs. LSU#    L  7 17
Nov. 18 at Texas*    L  0 52
Nov. 23 OKLAHOMA*^    L  13 14
Nov. 25 vs. Mississippi State&    L  7 20
 *Southwest Conference game 
 # Shreveport , La.
 ^ Fort Smith, Ark.
 & Memphis, Tenn.
NORMAN PAINE
2 SEASONS | 1917-18 | 8-3-1
Only a loss at Texas in the season finale prevented Norman 
Paine from an undefeated record in his first season, which 
began with five consecutive wins. His 1917 win over LSU 
was Arkansas’ only victory against the Tigers in six games 
from 1915 to 1921. After playing the Sooners to a scoreless tie in 1917, Paine’s 1918 
team suffered the worst defeat in school history — a 103-0 loss at Oklahoma.
1917 • (5-1-1, 0-1-1 SWC – 6th)  
Captain: Gene Davidson
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 6 CENTRAL MISSOURI ST.   W   34 0
Oct. 13 HENDRIX   W   19 0
Oct. 20 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   32 0
Oct. 27 TULSA   W   19 7
Nov. 3 vs. LSU#   W   14 0
Nov. 10 OKLAHOMA*^     T 0 0
Nov. 17 at Texas*    L  0 20
 * Southwest Conference game
 # Shreveport , La.
 ^ Fort Smith, Ark.
1918 • (3-2, 0-1 SWC – T-6th) 
Captain: Paul Gold
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 28 CAMP PIKE    L  0 6
Oct. 5 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   6 0
Oct. 19 at Oklahoma*    L  0 103
Oct. 26 TULSA   W   23 6
Nov. 2 at Missouri State   W   12 6
 * Southwest Conference game
J.B. CRAIG
1 SEASON | 1919 | 3-4
Although J.B. Craig’s only season included a lopsided 63-7 
loss to Tulsa (then known as Henry Kendall), it concluded 
with a 7-6 win over Oklahoma in the Razorbacks’ most 
recent home meeting with the Sooners. The win avenged 
the 103-0 loss in Norman, Okla., the year before.
1919 • (3-4, 1-2 SWC – 5th) 
Captain: James Coleman
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 11 HENDRIX   W   7 0
Oct. 18 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   20 0
Oct. 25 vs. LSU#    L  0 20
Nov. 1 TULSA    L  7 63
Nov. 8 at Texas*    L  7 35
Nov. 15 OKLAHOMA*   W   7 6
Nov. 22 at Rice*    L  7 40
 * Southwest Conference game
 # Shreveport , La.
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G.W. MCLAREN
2 SEASONS | 1920-21 | 8-5-3
G.W. McLaren’s Razorback teams yielded just 19 points in 
the six Southwest Conference games during his two-year 
tenure. His inaugural Arkansas team in 1920 shutout SWC 
foes SMU, Phillips and Rice en route to a 2-0-1 league mark. 
Because the SWC did not count ties toward winning percentage until 1925, the 1920 
team is credited with a 1.000 league winning percentage but was not credited with 
a share of the league title won by Texas with a 5-0 conference mark.
1920 • (3-2-2, 2-0-1 SWC – T-1st) 
Captain: J. Tate McGill
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 9 HENDRIX     T 0 0
Oct. 16 TCU    L  2 19
Oct. 23 at SMU*   W   6 0
Oct. 30 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   14 0
Nov. 6 vs. LSU#    L  0 3
Nov. 13 at Phillips*   W   20 0
Nov. 20 at Rice*     T 0 0
 * Southwest Conference game
 # Shreveport , La.
1921 • (5-3-1, 2-1 SWC – 3rd) 
Captain: Ben Winkleman
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 1 HENDRIX   W   28 0
Oct. 8 DRURY   W   40 0
Oct. 15 vs. Ouachita Baptist+   W   28 0
Oct. 22 at Oklahoma State*    L  0 7
Oct. 29 SMU*^   W   14 0
Nov. 5 vs. LSU#    L  7 10
Nov. 12 PHILLIPS     T 0 0
Nov. 19 BAYLOR*   W   13 12
Nov. 24 at TCU    L  14 19
 * Southwest Conference game 
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
 ^ Fort Smith, Ark.
FRANCIS SCHMIDT
7 SEASONS | 1922-28 | 42-20-3
Led by George Cole, Glen Rose and Wear Schoonover, 
Francis Schmidt ’s 1927 Razorback team won a then-
school-record eight games. After guiding the Hogs to a 
7-2 campaign in 1928, Schmidt left UA to take over the TCU 
program.
1922 • (5-4, 1-3 SWC – 6th) 
Captain: Clarence Smith
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 30 HENDRIX   W   39 0
Oct. 7 DRURY   W   22 0
Oct. 14 vs. Ouachita Baptist+    L  7 13
Oct. 21 at Baylor*    L  13 60
Oct. 28 vs. LSU#   W   40 6
Nov. 4 TULSA~   W   1 0
Nov. 11 at Rice*    L  7 31
Nov. 18 SMU (HC)*   W   9 0
Nov. 30 OKLAHOMA STATE*^    L  0 13
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
 ^ Fort Smith, Ark.
 ~ Arkansas victory by forfeit
1923 • (6-2-1, 2-2 SWC – T-4th) 
Captain: Sam Coleman
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 29 CENTRAL ARKANSAS   W   32 0
Oct. 6 DRURY   W   26 0
Oct. 13 RICE*   W   23 0
Oct. 20 BAYLOR*    L  0 14
Oct. 27 vs. LSU#   W   26 13
Nov. 3 OUACHITA BAPTIST (HC)     T 0 0
Nov. 10 at SMU*    L  6 13
Nov. 24 vs. Phillips&   W   32 0
Dec. 1 OKLAHOMA STATE*^   W   13 0
 * Southwest Conference game
 # Shreveport , La.
 & Muskogee, Okla.
 ^ Fort Smith, Ark.
1924 • (7-2-1, 1-2-1 SWC – 7th) 
Captain: Yandell Rogers
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 27 NORTHEASTERN STATE   W   54 6
Oct. 4 MISSOURI STATE   W   47 0
Oct. 11 HENDRIX   W   34 3
Oct. 18 at Baylor*    L  0 13
Oct. 25 OLE MISS+   W   20 0
Nov. 1 vs. LSU#   W   10 7
Nov. 8 SMU (HC)*     T 14 14
Nov. 15 PHILLIPS^   W   28 6
Nov. 21 at Oklahoma State*    L  0 20
Nov. 27 TCU*   W   20 0
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
 ^ Fort Smith, Ark.
1925 • (4-4-1, 2-2-1 SWC– T4th) 
Captain: Brad Scott
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 3 at Iowa    L  0 26
Oct. 10 OKLAHOMA BAPTIST    L  0 6
Oct. 17 at Rice*    L  9 13
Oct. 24 PHILLIPS   W   45 0
Oct. 31 vs. LSU*#   W   12 0
Nov. 7 at SMU*     T 0 0
Nov. 14 at TCU*    L  0 3
Nov. 21 OKLAHOMA STATE (HC)*   W   9 7
Nov. 26 at Tulsa   W   20 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 # Shreveport , La.
NOTE: The LSU and Oklahoma State games were officially recognized as conference 
games
1926 • (5-5, 2-2 SWC – T-3rd) 
Captain: Herman Boozman
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 26 CENTRAL ARKANSAS   W   60 0
Oct. 2 OLE MISS*   W   21 6
Oct. 9 at Oklahoma    L  6 13
Oct. 16 vs. Hendrix+   W   14 7
Oct. 23 CENTENARY*   W   33 6
Oct. 30 at Kansas State    L  7 16
Nov. 6 vs. LSU*#    L  0 14
Nov. 12 TCU (HC)*    L  7 10
Nov. 19 at Oklahoma State   W   24 2
Nov. 25 at Tulsa    L  7 14
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
NOTE: The Ole Miss, Centenary and LSU games were officially recognized as 
conference games
1927 • (8-1, 3-1 SWC – 3rd) 
Captain: Eusell Coleman
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Oct. 1 COLLEGE OF THE OZARKS   W   32 0
Oct. 8 BAYLOR*   W   13 6
Oct. 15 at Texas A&M*    L  6 40
Oct. 22 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   34 0
Oct. 29 LSU*#   W   28 0
Nov. 5 at TCU*   W   10 3
Nov. 12 OKLAHOMA STATE (HC)   W   33 20
Nov. 19 AUSTIN   W   42 0
Nov. 26 vs. Hendrix+   W   20 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
NOTE: The LSU game was officially recognized as a  conference game
1928 • (7-2, 3-1 SWC – 2nd) 
Captain: Alva Winters
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 29 at Ole Miss    L  0 25
Oct. 6 COLLEGE OF THE OZARKS   W   21 0
Oct. 13 vs. Baylor*^   W   14 0
Oct. 27 at Texas*    L  7 20
Oct. 29 TEXAS A&M (HC)*   W   27 12
Nov. 3 vs. LSU*#   W   7 0
Nov. 17 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   45 6
Nov. 24 OKLAHOMA BAPTIST   W   57 0
Nov. 29 RHODES COLLEGE   W   73 0
 *Southwest Conference game
 # Shreveport , La.
 ^ Texarkana, Ark.
NOTE: The LSU game was officially recognized as a  conference game
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FRED THOMSEN
13 SEASONS | 1929-41 | 56-61-10
Still the second-longest tenured head coach in Arkansas 
football history, Fred Thomsen was an offensive innovator 
who made the passing game an integral part of the UA 
attack. He led the Hogs to what would have been their first 
Southwest Conference title in 1933 only to vacate the championship for using an 
ineligible player. All-SWC performances by Jack Robbins and Jim Benton helped the 
Hogs to the SWC crown in 1936 and a tie for 18th in the final Associated Press poll 
in its first year of existence.
1929 • (7-2, 3-2 SWC – 3rd) 
Captain: Clarence Gels
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 28 COLLEGE OF THE OZARKS   W   37 0
Oct. 5 HENDERSON (ARK.) ST.   W   30 7
Oct. 12 TEXAS*    L  0 27
Oct. 19 at Baylor*    L  20 31
Oct. 26 at Texas A&M*   W   14 13
Nov. 2 LSU#*   W   32 0
Nov. 9 EAST CENTRAL OKLAHOMA   W   52 7
Nov. 16 CENTENARY (HC)   W   13 2
Nov. 28 at Oklahoma State*   W   32 6
 * Southwest Conference game
 # Shreveport , La.
NOTE: The LSU and Oklahoma State games were officially recognized as conference 
games
1930 • (3-6, 2-2 SWC – T-4th) 
Captain: Milan Creighton
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 27 COLLEGE OF THE OZARKS   W   27 0
Oct. 4 at Tulsa    L  6 26
Oct. 11 at TCU*    L  0 40
Oct. 18 RICE (HC)*   W   7 6
Oct. 25 TEXAS A&M*+   W   13 0
Nov. 1 vs. LSU#    L  12 27
Nov. 8 OKLAHOMA STATE    L  0 26
Nov. 15 BAYLOR*    L  7 22
Nov. 27 at Centenary    L  6 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
1931 • (3-5-1, 0-4 SWC – 7th)
Captain: Earl Secrest
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 26 COLLEGE OF THE OZARKS   W   13 6
Oct. 3 HENDRIX   W   19 0
Oct. 10 SMU*    L  6 42
Oct. 17 at Baylor*    L  7 19
Oct. 24 vs. LSU#    L  6 13
Oct. 31 TCU (HC)*    L  0 7
Nov. 3 at Chicago     T 13 13
Nov. 21 at Rice*    L  12 26
Nov. 26 at Centenary   W   6 0
 * Southwest Conference game
 # Shreveport , La.
1932 • (1-6-2, 1-4 SWC – 7th) 
Captain: Judson Irwin
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 24 HENDRIX     T 0 0
Oct. 1 MISSOURI-ROLLA    L  19 20
Oct. 8 at TCU*    L  12 34
Oct. 15 BAYLOR*+   W   20 6
Oct. 22 vs. LSU#    L  0 14
Nov. 5 RICE (HC)*    L  7 13
Nov. 12 at SMU*    L  7 13
Nov. 18 TEXAS*    L  0 34
Nov. 26 at Centenary     T 0 0
 * Southwest Conference game  
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
1933 • (7-3-1, 4-1 SWC – 1st) 
Captain: Lewis Johnson
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 23 COLLEGE OF THE OZARKS   W   40 0
Sept. 30 OKLAHOMA BAPTIST   W   42 7
Oct. 7 TCU*   W   13 0
Oct. 14 BAYLOR*+   W   19 7
Oct. 21 at LSU#    L  0 20
Oct. 28 SMU (HC)*   W   3 0
Nov. 11 at Rice*    L  6 7
Nov. 18 HENDRIX   W   63 0
Nov. 24 at Texas*   W   20 6
Nov. 30 at Tulsa    L  0 7
Jan. 1 vs. Centenary>     T 7 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark. 
 # Shreveport , La.
 > Dixie Classic (Dallas, Texas)
NOTE: No SWC champion recognized in 1933.
1934 • (4-4-2, 2-3-1 SWC – 5th) 
Captain: W. R. Benton
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 29 COLLEGE OF THE OZARKS   W   13 0
Oct. 6 at TCU*   W   24 10
Oct. 13 BAYLOR*+   W   6 0
Oct. 20 vs. LSU#    L  0 16
Oct. 27 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   20 0
Nov. 3 at Texas A&M*     T 7 7
Nov. 10 RICE (HC)*    L  0 7
Nov. 17 at SMU*    L  6 10
Nov. 23 TEXAS*    L  12 19
Nov. 29 at Tulsa     T 7 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La. 
1935 • (5-5, 2-4 SWC – 5th) 
Captain: Choice Rucker
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 28 PITTSBURG (KAN.) ST.   W   12 0
Oct. 5 TCU*    L  7 13
Oct. 12 at Baylor*    L  6 13
Oct. 19 vs. LSU#    L  7 13
Oct. 26 COLLEGE OF THE OZARKS   W   51 6
Nov. 2 TEXAS A&M*+   W   14 7
Nov. 8 at Rice*    L  7 20
Nov. 16 SMU (HC)*    L  6 17
Nov. 22 at Texas*   W   28 13
Nov. 28 at Tulsa   W   14 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 # Shreveport , La.
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1936 • (7-3, 5-1 SWC – 1st) 
SWC CHAMPION • T-18th AP 
Captain: Clifford Van Sickle
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 26 PITTSBURG (KAN.) ST.   W   53 0
Oct. 3 at TCU*    L  14 18
Oct. 10 BAYLOR*   W   14 10
Oct. 16 at George Washington    L  6 13
Oct. 24 vs. LSU# NR/13   L  7 19
Oct. 31 at Texas A&M*   W   18 0
Nov. 7 RICE (HC)*   W   20 14
Nov. 14 at SMU* NR/19  W   17 0
Nov. 26 at Tulsa   W   23 13
Dec. 3 TEXAS*+ 18/NR  W   6 0
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
1937 • (6-2-2, 3-2-1 SWC – 3rd) 
T-14th AP 
Captains: Jack Robbins, Jim Benton
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 25 CENTRAL (OKLA.) ST.   W   25 0
Oct. 2 TCU*     T 7 7
Oct. 9 at Baylor*    L  14 20
Oct. 16 at Texas*   W   21 10
Oct. 23 SMU*^   W   13 0
Oct. 30 TEXAS A&M (HC)* 20/NR  W   26 13
Nov. 6 at Rice* 16/NR   L  20 26
Nov. 13 vs. Ole Miss# 20/NR  W   32 6
Nov. 20 GEORGE WASHINGTON+     T 0 0
Nov. 25 at Tulsa   W   28 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark. 
 # Memphis, Tenn.
 ^ Fort Smith, Ark.
1938 • (2-7-1, 1-5 SWC – 7th) 
Captain: Lloyd Woodell
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 24 OKLAHOMA STATE   W   27 7
Oct. 1 at TCU*    L  14 21
Oct. 8 BAYLOR*    L  6 9
Oct. 15 TEXAS*+   W   42 6
Oct. 22 at Santa Clara NR/6   L  6 21
Oct. 29 at Texas A&M*    L  7 13
Nov. 5 RICE (HC)*    L  0 3
Nov. 12 at SMU*    L  6 19
Nov. 16 Ole Miss#    L  14 20
Nov. 24 at Tulsa     T 6 6
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
1939 • (4-5-1, 2-3-1 SWC – 5th) 
Captains: Kay Eakin, Ray Cole
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 23 OKLAHOMA STATE   W   32 6
Sept. 30 vs. Mississippi State#    L  0 19
Oct. 7 TCU*   W   14 13
Oct. 14 at Baylor*    L  7 19
Oct. 21 at Texas*    L  13 14
Oct. 28 at Villanova    L  0 7
Nov. 4 TEXAS A&M (HC)* NR/5   L  0 27
Nov. 11 at Rice*     T 12 12
Nov. 17 SMU*+ NR/17  W   14 0
Nov. 30 at Tulsa   W   23 0
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
1940 • (4-6, 1-5 SWC – 6th) 
Captains: A.J. Yates, Howard Hickey
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 28 E. CENT. (OKLA.) ST.   W   38 0
Oct. 5 at TCU*    L  0 20
Oct. 12 BAYLOR*   W   12 6
Oct. 19 TEXAS*+ NR/14   L  0 21
Oct. 26 vs. Ole Miss#   W   21 20
Nov. 2 at Texas A&M* NR/5   L  0 17
Nov. 9 RICE (HC)*    L  7 14
Nov. 16 at SMU* NR/20   L  0 28
Nov. 21 at Fordham NR/15   L  7 27
Nov. 28 at Tulsa   W   27 21
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
1941 • (3-7, 0-6 SWC – 7th) 
Captain: Daryl Cato
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 27 E. CENTRAL (OKLA.) ST.   W   56 0
Oct. 4 TCU*    L  0 9
Oct. 11 at Baylor*    L  7 20
Oct. 18 at Texas* NR/2   L  14 48
Oct. 24 at Detroit   W   9 6
Nov. 1 TEXAS A&M*+ NR/5   L  0 7
Nov. 8 at Rice*    L  12 21
Nov. 15 SMU (HC)*    L  7 14
Nov. 22 vs. Ole Miss#    L  0 18
Nov. 27 at Tulsa   W   13 6
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
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GEORGE COLE
1 SEASON | 1942 | 3-7
The first of just two Arkansas graduates to serve as head 
football coach at his alma mater, George Cole went on to 
serve as athletic director at the school from 1970 to 1972. 
An All-Southwest Conference quarterback and a shortstop 
on the UA baseball team during his collegiate career, Cole began his administrative 
career as a line coach for the Razorbacks in 1936 and served as assistant athletic 
director under John Barnhill. Arkansas’ baseball facility, Baum Stadium at George 
Cole Field, bears his name.
1942 • (3-7, 0-6 SWC – 7th ) 
Captains: Clayton Wynne, Robert Forte
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 26 WICHITA STATE   W   27 0
Oct. 3 at TCU*    L  6 13
Oct. 10 BAYLOR*    L  7 20
Oct. 17 TEXAS*+ NR/20   L  6 47
Oct. 24 vs. Ole Miss#   W   7 6
Oct. 31 at Texas A&M*    L  0 41
Nov. 7 RICE (HC)*    L  9 40
Nov. 14 at SMU*    L  6 14
Nov. 21 at Detroit   W   14 7
Nov. 26 at Tulsa NR/6   L  7 40
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
JOHN TOMLIN
1 SEASON | 1943 | 2-7
The Razorbacks managed just two wins and tied for fifth 
place in the Southwest Conference in their only season 
under John Tomlin. His brief tenure ended with one of the 
most lopsided losses in UA history, a 61-0 loss at Tulsa.
1943 • (2-7, 1-4 SWC – T-5th) 
Captains: Lamar Dingler, Ben Jones
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 25 MISSOURI-ROLLA   W   59 0
Oct. 2 TCU*+    L  0 13
Oct. 9 MONTICELLO NAVY    L  12 20
Oct. 16 at Texas*    L  0 34
Oct. 30 TEXAS A&M (HC)* NR/19   L  0 13
Nov. 6 at Rice*    L  7 20
Nov. 13 at SMU*#   W   14 12
Nov. 19 OKLAHOMA STATE^    L  13 19
Nov. 25 at Tulsa NR/20   L  0 61
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # San Antonio, Texas
 ^ Fort Smith, Ark.
GLEN ROSE
2 SEASONS | 1944-45 | 8-12-1
While guiding the Razorback football program through 
the final years of the World War II era, Glen Rose recorded 
back-to-back wins over Ole Miss and directed the Hogs in 
their most recent game against an in-state opponent — a 
41-0 win over Arkansas-Monticello (then known as Arkansas A&M)  in the 1944 
season finale.
1944 • (5-5-1, 2-2-1 SWC – 3rd) 
Captains: Lamar Dingler, James Young
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 23 at Missouri^   W   7 6
Sept. 29 at Oklahoma State&    L  0 19
Oct. 7 at TCU*     T 6 6
Oct. 14 NORMAN NAVY    L  7 27
Oct. 21 TEXAS*+    L  0 19
Oct. 28 vs. Ole Miss#   W   26 18
Nov. 4 at Texas A&M*   W   7 6
Nov. 11 RICE (HC)*   W   12 7
Nov. 18 at SMU*    L  12 20
Nov. 23 at Tulsa    L  2 33
Dec. 2 ARKANSAS-MONTICELLO   W   41 0
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
 ^ St. Louis, Mo.
 & Oklahoma City, Okla.
1945 • (3-7, 1-5 SWC – 7th) 
Captains: Earl Wheeler, Henry Ford
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 22 at Barksdale AFB#   W   12 6
Sept. 29 OKLAHOMA STATE    L  14 19
Oct. 6 TCU*   W   27 14
Oct. 13 at Baylor*    L  13 23
Oct. 20 TEXAS*+ NR/10   L  7 34
Oct. 27 vs. Ole Miss^   W   19 0
Nov. 3 TEXAS A&M (HC)*    L  0 34
Nov. 10 at Rice*    L  7 26
Nov. 17 at SMU*    L  0 21
Nov. 23 at Tulsa NR/17   L  13 45
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
 ^ Memphis, Tenn.
JOHN BARNHILL
4 SEASONS | 1946-49 | 22-17-3
Widely credited with uniting the state of Arkansas behind 
the Razorback program, John Barnhill led UA to a share of 
the Southwest Conference title and its first Cotton Bowl 
berth in the first of his four seasons before retiring from 
coaching to focus on his duties as athletic director. His coaching tenure included 
the debut of War Memorial Stadium in Little Rock, Ark., the Hogs’ second and third 
bowl appearances and the recruitment of 1948 All-American and Olympic silver 
medal winner Clyde Scott.
1946 • (6-3-2, 5-1 SWC – T-1st) 
SWC CO-CHAMPION • 16th AP 
Captain: Joyce Pipkin
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 21 N’WESTERN (LA.) ST.   W   21 14
Sept. 28 at Oklahoma State     T 21 21
Oct. 5 at TCU*   W   34 14
Oct. 12 BAYLOR* 18/NR  W   13 0
Oct. 19 at Texas* 14/3   L  0 20
Oct. 26 vs. Ole Miss#    L  7 9
Nov. 2 at Texas A&M*   W   7 0
Nov. 9 RICE*+ NR/5  W   7 0
Nov. 16 SMU (HC)* 17/NR  W   13 0
Nov. 28 at Tulsa 10/NR   L  13 14
Jan. 1 vs. LSU> 16/8    T 0 0
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
 > 1947 Cotton Bowl (Dallas, Texas)
1947 • (6-4-1, 1-4-1 SWC – T-5th) 
Captain: James Minor
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 20 N’WESTERN (LA.) ST.   W   64 0
Sept. 27 NORTH TEXAS+   W   12 0
Oct. 4 TCU*   W   6 0
Oct. 11 at Baylor*    L  9 17
Oct. 18 vs. Texas*# NR/3   L  6 21
Oct. 25 vs. Ole Miss#   W   19 14
Nov. 1 TEXAS A&M (HC)*     T 21 21
Nov. 8 at Rice*    L  0 26
Nov. 15 at SMU* NR/4   L  6 14
Nov. 27 at Tulsa   W   27 13
Jan. 1 vs. William & Mary> NR/14  W   21 19
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
 > 1948 Dixie Bowl (Birmingham, Ala.)
1948 • (5-5, 2-4 SWC – 5th) 
Captain: Clyde Scott
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 18 ABILENE CHRISTIAN+   W   40 6
Sept. 25 EAST TEXAS STATE   W   46 7
Oct. 2 at TCU*  NA W   27 14
Oct. 9 BAYLOR* 13/NR   L  7 23
Oct. 16 at Texas*    L  6 14
Oct. 30 at Texas A&M*   W   28 6
Nov. 6 RICE*+    L  6 25
Nov. 13 SMU (HC)* NR/7   L  12 14
Nov. 20 TULSA+   W   55 18
Nov. 27 WILLIAM & MARY+ NR/20   L  0 19
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1949 • (5-5, 2-4 SWC – 6th) 
Captain: Alvin Duke
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 24 NORTH TEXAS+   W   33 19
Oct. 1 TCU*   W   27 7
Oct. 8 at Baylor*    L  13 35
Oct. 15 TEXAS*+ NR/16   L  14 27
Oct. 22 at Vanderbilt   W   7 6
Oct. 29 TEXAS A&M (HC)*   W   27 6
Nov. 5 at Rice* NR/8   L  0 14
Nov. 12 at SMU* NR/12   L  6 34
Nov. 19 WILLIAM & MARY+    L  0 20
Nov. 26 TULSA   W   40 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
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OTIS DOUGLAS
3 SEASONS | 1950-52 | 9-21
Despite personnel that included future NFL stars Fred 
Williams, Dave “Hawg” Hanner, Pat Summerall, Lamar 
McHan, Floyd Sagely and Lewis Carpenter, the Razorbacks 
managed just nine wins during Douglas’ three-year tenure. 
The highlight of his stay was a 16-14 win over Texas in 1951 — the Razorbacks’ first 
win over the Longhorns in Fayetteville.
1950 • (2-8, 1-5 SWC – 7th) 
Captain: George Eckert
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 23 OKLAHOMA STATE+    L  7 12
Sept. 30 NORTH TEXAS   W   50 6
Oct. 7 at TCU*    L  6 13
Oct. 14 BAYLOR*   W   27 6
Oct. 21 at Texas* NR/7   L  14 19
Oct. 28 VANDERBILT+    L  13 14
Nov. 4 at Texas A&M*    L  13 42
Nov. 11 RICE (HC)*    L  6 9
Nov. 18 SMU*+ NR/14   L  7 14
Nov. 23 at Tulsa    L  13 28
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1951 • (5-5, 2-4 SWC – 6th) 
Captains: Dave Hanner, Pat Summerall
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 22 at Oklahoma State   W   42 7
Sept. 29 ARIZONA STATE   W   30 13
Oct. 6 TCU*+    L  7 17
Oct. 13 at Baylor* NR/12   L  7 9
Oct. 20 TEXAS* NR/4  W   16 14
Oct. 27 SANTA CLARA+ 19/NR   L  12 21
Nov. 3 TEXAS A&M (HC)* NR/18  W   33 21
Nov. 10 at Rice* 20/NR   L  0 6
Nov. 17 at SMU*    L  7 47
Nov. 24 TULSA+   W   24 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1952 • (2-8, 1-5 SWC – 7th) 
Captains: Dean Pryor, Buddy Sutton
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 20 OKLAHOMA STATE+   W   22 20
Sept. 27 HOUSTON    L  7 17
Oct. 4 at TCU*    L  7 13
Oct. 11 BAYLOR*+   W   20 17
Oct. 18 at Texas*    L  7 44
Oct. 25 OLE MISS+    L  7 34
Nov. 1 at Texas A&M*    L  12 31
Nov. 8 RICE*    L  33 35
Nov. 15 SMU (HC)*    L  17 27
Nov. 22 at Tulsa    L  34 44
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
BOWDEN WYATT
2 SEASONS | 1953-54 | 11-10
After an inauspicious 3-7-0 mark in his initial campaign, 
Bowden Wyatt led the “25 Little Pigs” to Arkansas’ second 
Southwest Conference title in 1954. That season also saw 
the Hogs earn their first win at Texas in 17 years, followed 
the next week by a 6-0 upset of Ole Miss on a 66-yard touchdown pass from Bob 
Benson to Preston Carpenter known to Razorback fans as the “Powder River Play.” 
Wyatt left after the 1954 season to coach Tennessee, his alma mater.
1953 • (3-7, 2-4 SWC – 5th) 
Captains: Jim Speering, Ralph Troillett
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 26 OKLAHOMA STATE+    L  6 7
Oct. 3 TCU*   W   13 6
Oct. 10 at Baylor* NR/9   L  7 14
Oct. 17 TEXAS (HC)*    L  7 16
Oct. 24 vs. Ole Miss#  ABC  L  0 28
Oct. 31 TEXAS A&M*+   W   41 14
Nov. 7 at Rice*    L  0 47
Nov. 14 at SMU*    L  7 13
Nov. 21 LSU+    L  8 9
Nov. 28 TULSA   W   27 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
1954 • (8-3, 5-1 SWC – 1st) 
SWC CHAMPION • 10th AP/8th UPI 
Captains: Bobby Proctor, Jim Roth
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 25 TULSA   W   41 0
Oct. 2 at TCU*   W   20 13
Oct. 9 BAYLOR*   W   21 20
Oct. 16 at Texas* 12/NR  W   20 7
Oct. 23 OLE MISS+ 7/5  W   6 0
Oct. 30 at Texas A&M* 4/NR  W   14 7
Nov. 6 RICE*+ 4/15  W   28 15
Nov. 13 SMU (HC)* 4/19   L  14 21
Nov. 20 vs. LSU# 9/NR   L  6 7
Nov. 27 at Houston 13/NR  W   19 0
Jan. 1 vs. Georgia Tech> 10/NR NBC  L  6 14
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
 > 1955 Cotton Bowl (Dallas, Texas)
JACK MITCHELL
3 SEASONS | 1955-57 | 17-12-1
Jack Mitchell led Arkansas to three winning seasons 
and consecutive wins over Texas in 1955 and 1956 and 
consecutive wins over unbeaten Ole Miss teams in 1956 
and 1957 before leaving UA for Kansas following the 1957 
season.
1955 • (5-4-1, 3-2-1 SWC – 4th) 
Captains: Preston Carpenter, Henry Moore
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 17 TULSA   W   21 6
Sept. 24 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 17/NR  W   21 0
Oct. 1 TCU* NR/10   L  0 26
Oct. 8 at Baylor*    L  20 25
Oct. 15 TEXAS*+   W   27 20
Oct. 22 at Ole Miss    L  7 17
Oct. 29 TEXAS A&M (HC)* NR/11    T 7 7
Nov. 5 at Rice*  NA W   10 0
Nov. 12 at SMU*  NA W   6 0
Nov. 19 LSU+    L  7 13
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1956 • (6-4, 3-3 SWC – 4th) 
Captains: Neil Martin, Ted Souter
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 22 HARDIN-SIMMONS   W   21 6
Sept. 29 OKLAHOMA STATE+   W   19 7
Oct. 6 at TCU*  NA  L  6 41
Oct. 13 BAYLOR*    L  7 14
Oct. 20 at Texas*   W   32 14
Oct. 27 OLE MISS+   W   14 0
Nov. 3 at Texas A&M*  NA  L  0 27
Nov. 10 RICE (HC)*   W   27 12
Nov. 17 SMU*+   W   27 13
Nov. 24 vs. LSU#    L  7 21
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La. 
1957 • (6-4, 2-4 SWC – T-5th)
Captains: Jay Donathan, Gerald Nesbit, George Walker
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 21 OKLAHOMA STATE+   W   12 0
Sept. 28 TULSA   W   41 14
Oct. 5 TCU*+ NR/18  W   20 7
Oct. 12 at Baylor* 11/NR  W   20 17
Oct. 19 TEXAS* 10/NR   L  0 17
Oct. 26 vs. Ole Miss# NR/6  W   12 6
Nov. 2 TEXAS A&M (HC)* 11/1   L  6 7
Nov. 9 at Rice* 12/NR NA  L  7 13
Nov. 16 at SMU*    L  22 27
Nov. 23 TEXAS TECH+   W   47 26
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
NOTE: The Texas Tech game was not officially recognized as a conference game 
because Texas Tech was not a full SWC member
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FRANK BROYLES
19 SEASONS | 1958-76 | 144-58-5
Frank Broyles’ arrival at Arkansas prior to the 1958 season 
marked the beginning of a relationship between Broyles and the 
institution. He served as athletic director from 1973-2007. With 144 
wins in 19 seasons, Broyles ranks as the winningest and longest-
tenured head football coach in UA history. His 1964 team went 11-0 to earn the school’s only 
national championship and No. 1 final ranking by the Football Writers Association of America. 
He led the Razorbacks to 10 bowl appearances, including nine New Year’s Day Bowls.
1958 • (4-6, 2-4 SWC – T-5th) 
Captains: Richard Bell, Billy Micheal
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 20 BAYLOR*+    L  0 12
Sept. 27 TULSA    L  14 27
Oct. 4 at TCU*    L  7 12
Oct. 11 RICE*    L  0 24
Oct. 18 TEXAS* NR/7   L  6 24
Oct. 25 OLE MISS+ NR/6   L  12 14
Nov. 1 at Texas A&M*   W   21 8
Nov. 8 HARDIN-SIMMONS+   W   60 15
Nov. 15 SMU (HC)* NR/15  W   13 6
Nov. 22 at Texas Tech   W   14 8
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
NOTE: The Texas Tech game was not officially recognized as a conference game 
because Texas Tech was not a full SWC member
1959 • (9-2, 5-1 SWC – T-1st) 
SWC CO-CHAMPION • 9th AP/9th UPI
Captains: Billy Luplow, James Monroe, Barry Switzer
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 19 TULSA   W   28 0
Sept. 26 OKLAHOMA STATE+   W   13 7
Oct. 3 TCU*   W   3 0
Oct. 10 at Baylor* 19/NR  W   23 7
Oct. 17 TEXAS*+ 12/3   L  12 13
Oct. 24 vs. Ole Miss# 10/4   L  0 28
Oct. 31 TEXAS A&M (HC)* 17/NR NA W   12 7
Nov. 7 at Rice* 16/NR  W   14 10
Nov. 14 at SMU* 20/NR NA W   17 14
Nov. 21 TEXAS TECH+ 13/NR  W   27 8
Jan. 2 vs. Georgia Tech> 9/NR NA W   14 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
 > 1960 Gator Bowl (Jacksonville, Fla.)
NOTE: The Texas Tech game was not officially recognized as a conference game 
because Texas Tech was not a full SWC member
1960 • (8-3, 6-1 SWC – 1st) 
SWC CHAMPION • 7th AP/7th UPI 
Captains: Steve Butler, Wayne Harris
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 17 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 19/NR  W   9 0
Sept. 24 TULSA   W   48 7
Oct. 1 at TCU* 14/NR  W   7 0
Oct. 8 BAYLOR* 20/3   L  14 28
Oct. 15 at Texas* NR/11 ABC W   24 23
Oct. 22 OLE MISS+ 14/2   L  7 10
Oct. 29 at Texas A&M* 12/NR  W   7 3
Nov. 5 RICE*+ 16/10  W   3 0
Nov. 12 SMU (HC)* 9/NR  W   26 3
Nov. 19 at Texas Tech* 7/NR  W   34 6
Jan. 1 vs. Duke> 7/10 CBS  L  6 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1961 Cotton Bowl (Dallas, Texas)
1961 • (8-3, 6-1 SWC – T-1st) 
SWC CO-CHAMPION • 9th AP/8th UPI
Captains: John Childress, Harold Horton, George McKinney
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 23 at Ole Miss# 12/9 ABC-N  L  0 16
Sept. 30 TULSA   W   6 0
Oct. 7 TCU*+ NR/18  W   28 3
Oct. 14 at Baylor* 20/9  W   23 13
Oct. 21 TEXAS* 10/3   L  7 33
Oct. 28 N’WESTERN (LA.) ST.+   W   42 7
Nov. 4 TEXAS A&M (HC)* 22/NR  W   15 8
Nov. 11 at Rice* 18/NR  W   10 0
Nov. 18 at SMU* 14/NR  W   21 7
Nov. 25 TEXAS TECH*+ 9/NR  W   28 0
Jan. 1 vs. Alabama> 9/1 NA-N  L  3 10
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Jackson, Miss.
 > 1962 Sugar Bowl (New Orleans, La.)
1962 • (9-2, 6-1 SWC – 2nd) 
6th AP/6th UPI 
Captains: Billy Moore, Ray Trail
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 22 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 15/NR  W   34 7
Sept. 29 TULSA 11/NR  W   42 14
Oct. 6 at TCU* 15/NR  W   42 14
Oct. 13 BAYLOR* 8/NR  W   28 21
Oct. 20 at Texas* 7/1   L  3 7
Oct. 27 HARDIN-SIMMONS+ 9/NR  W   49 7
Nov. 3 at Texas A&M* 8/NR  W   17 7
Nov. 10 RICE (HC)* 6/NR  W   28 14
Nov. 17 SMU*+ 7/NR  W   9 7
Nov. 24 at Texas Tech* 7/NR  W   34 0
Jan. 1 vs. Ole Miss> 6/3 NBC  L  13 17
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1963 Sugar Bowl (New Orleans, La.)
1963 • (5-5, 3-4 SWC – 4th) 
Captains: Jim Grizzle, Mike Parker
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 21 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 8/NR  W   21 0
Sept. 28 MISSOURI+ 8/NR   L  6 7
Oct. 5 TCU* 12/25  W   18 3
Oct. 12 at Baylor* 12/NR   L  10 14
Oct. 19 TEXAS*+ 12/1   L  13 17
Oct. 26 TULSA 11/NR  W   56 7
Nov. 2 TEXAS A&M*+ 11/NR  W   21 7
Nov. 9 at Rice*  NA  L  0 7
Nov. 16 at SMU*    L  7 14
Nov. 23 TEXAS TECH (HC)*   W   27 20
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1964 • (11-0, 7-0 SWC – 1st) 
NATIONAL CHAMPION • SWC CHAMPION • 1st FWAA/2nd AP/2nd UPI 
Captains: Seniors
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 19 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 11/NR  W   14 10
Sept. 26 TULSA 11/NR NA W   31 22
Oct. 3 at TCU* 11/NR  W   29 6
Oct. 10 BAYLOR*+ 9/NR  W   17 6
Oct. 17 at Texas* 8/1  W   14 13
Oct. 24 WICHITA STATE+ 4/NR  W   17 0
Oct. 31 at Texas A&M* 4/NR  W   17 0
Nov. 7 RICE* 4/NR  W   21 0
Nov. 14 SMU (HC)* 3/NR  W   44 0
Nov. 21 at Texas Tech* 3/NR  W   17 0
Jan. 1 vs. Nebraska> 2/6 CBS W   10 7
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1965 Cotton Bowl (Dallas, Texas)
1965 • (10-1, 7-0 SWC – 1st) 
SWC CHAMPION • 3rd AP/2nd UPI 
Captains: Seniors
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 18 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 6/NR  W   28 14
Sept. 25 TULSA 5/NR  W   20 12
Oct. 2 TCU*+ 4/NR  W   28 0
Oct. 9 at Baylor* 3/NR  W   38 7
Oct. 16 TEXAS* 3/1 NBC-N W   27 24
Oct. 23 NORTH TEXAS+ 1/NR  W   55 20
Oct. 30 TEXAS A&M*+ 2/NR  W   31 0
Nov. 6 at Rice* 2/NR  W   31 0
Nov. 13 at SMU* 2/NR  W   24 3
Nov. 20 TEXAS TECH (HC)* 2/9 NA-R W   42 24
Jan. 1 vs. LSU> 2/15 CBS-N  L  7 14
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1966 Cotton Bowl (Dallas, Texas)
1966 • (8-2, 5-2 SWC – T-2nd) 
13th UPI 
Captains: Seniors
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 17 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 5/NR  W   14 10
Sept. 24 TULSA 6/NR  W   27 8
Oct. 1 at TCU* 7/NR  W   21 0
Oct. 8 BAYLOR* 5/12   L  0 7
Oct. 15 at Texas* 12/NR NBC W   12 7
Oct. 22 WICHITA STATE+ 11/NR  W   41 0
Oct. 29 at Texas A&M* 9/21  W   34 0
Nov. 5 RICE*+ 8/NR  W   31 20
Nov. 12 SMU (HC)* 6/15  W   22 0
Nov. 19 at Texas Tech* 6/NR   L  16 21
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1967 • (4-5-1, 3-3-1 SWC – 5th) 
Captains: Hartford Hamilton, Ernest Ruple, Larry Watkins
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 23 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 11/NR   L  6 7
Sept. 30 TULSA    L  12 14
Oct. 7 TCU*   W   26 0
Oct. 14 at Baylor*     T 10 10
Oct. 21 TEXAS*+  ABC  L  12 21
Oct. 28 KANSAS STATE+   W   28 7
Nov. 4 TEXAS A&M (HC)*    L  21 33
Nov. 11 at Rice*   W   23 9
Nov. 18 at SMU*   W   35 17
Nov. 25 TEXAS TECH*+  NA  L  27 31
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1968 • (10-1, 6-1 SWC – T-1st) 
SWC CO-CHAMPION • 6th AP/9th UPI
Captains: Gary Adams, Jim Barnes
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 21 OKLAHOMA STATE+   W   32 15
Sept. 28 TULSA   W   56 13
Oct. 5 at TCU* 20/NR  W   17 7
Oct. 12 BAYLOR* 14/NR  W   35 19
Oct. 19 at Texas* 9/17   L  29 39
Oct. 26 NORTH TEXAS+ 16/NR  W   17 15
Nov. 2 at Texas A&M* 17/NR  W   25 22
Nov. 9 RICE (HC)* 14/NR  W   46 21
Nov. 16 SMU*+ 10/NR NA W   35 29
Nov. 23 at Texas Tech* 9/NR  W   42 7
Jan. 1 vs. Georgia> 9/4 NBC W   16 2
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1969 Sugar Bowl (New Orleans, La.)
1969 • (9-2, 6-1 SWC – 2nd) 
7th AP/3rd UPI 
Captains: Rodney Brand, Bruce Maxwell, Cliff Powell, Terry Stewart
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 20 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 2/NR  W   39 0
Sept. 27 TULSA 3/NR  W   55 0
Oct. 4 TCU*+ 3/NR  W   24 6
Oct. 11 at Baylor* 3/NR  W   21 7
Oct. 25 WICHITA STATE+ 4/NR  W   52 14
Nov. 1 TEXAS A&M (HC)* 4/NR ABC W   35 13
Nov. 8 at Rice* 4/NR  W   30 6
Nov. 15 at SMU* 4/NR  W   28 15
Nov. 27 TEXAS TECH*+ 2/NR NA W   33 0
Dec. 6 TEXAS* 2/1 ABC  L  14 15
Jan. 1 vs. Ole Miss> 3/13 ABC  L  22 27
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1970 Sugar Bowl (New Orleans, La.)
1970 • (9-2, 6-1 SWC – 2nd) 
11th AP/12th UPI 
Captains: Bill Burnett, Bill Montgomery, Dick Bumpas, Mike Boschetti
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 12 STANFORD+ 4/10 NA  L  28 34
Sept. 19 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 11/NR  W   23 7
Sept. 26 TULSA 12/NR  W   26 7
Oct. 3 at TCU* 11/NR  W   49 14
Oct. 10 BAYLOR*+ 10/NR  W   41 7
Oct. 24 WICHITA STATE+ 9/NR  W   62 0
Oct. 31 at Texas A&M* 8/NR  W   45 6
Nov. 7 RICE* 7/NR  W   38 14
Nov. 14 SMU (HC)* 7/NR  W   36 3
Nov. 21 at Texas Tech* 6/19  W   24 10
Dec. 5 at Texas* 4/1 NA  L  7 42
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1971 • (8-3-1, 5-1-1 SWC – 2nd) • 16th AP/T20th UPI 
Captains: David Hogue, Ronnie Jones, Mike Kelson, Kay Maybry, Bobby Nichols
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 11 CALIFORNIA+ 7/NR  W   51 20
Sept. 18 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 6/NR  W   18 10
Sept. 25 TULSA 7/NR   L  20 21
Oct. 2 TCU* 18/NR  W   49 15
Oct. 9 at Baylor* 17/NR  W   35 7
Oct. 16 TEXAS*+ 16/NR ABC W   31 7
Oct. 23 NORTH TEXAS 9/NR  W   60 21
Oct. 30 TEXAS A&M*+ 8/NR   L  9 17
Nov. 6 at Rice* 16/NR    T 24 24
Nov. 13 at SMU* 18/NR ABC W   18 13
Nov. 20 TEXAS TECH (HC)* 17/NR  W   15 0
Dec. 20 vs. Tennessee> 18/9 ABC  L  13 14
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1971 Liberty Bowl (Memphis, Tenn.)
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1972 • (6-5, 3-4 SWC – T-4th)
Captains: Louis Campbell, Jim Hodge, Tom Reed, Don Wunderly
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 9 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA+ 4/8   L  10 31
Sept. 23 OKLAHOMA STATE+   W   24 23
Sept. 30 TULSA   W   21 20
Oct. 7 at TCU*   W   27 13
Oct. 14 BAYLOR* 20/NR  W   31 20
Oct. 21 at Texas* 17/14 ABC  L  15 35
Oct. 28 NORTH TEXAS+ 18/NR  W   42 16
Nov. 4 at Texas A&M* 20/NR   L  7 10
Nov. 11 RICE*+    L  20 23
Nov. 18 SMU (HC)*    L  7 22
Nov. 25 at Texas Tech* NR/20  W   24 14
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1973 • (5-5-1, 3-3-1 SWC – T-4th)
Captains: Nick Avlos, Jack Ettinger, Steve Hedgepeth, Dickey Morton, Danny Rhodes
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 15 at Southern California NR/1   L  0 17
Sept. 22 OKLAHOMA STATE+  NA  L  6 38
Sept. 29 IOWA STATE   W   21 19
Oct. 6 TCU*+   W   13 5
Oct. 13 at Baylor*   W   13 7
Oct. 20 TEXAS*    L  6 34
Oct. 27 TULSA+   W   20 6
Nov. 3 TEXAS A&M (HC)*   W   14 10
Nov. 10 at Rice*    L  7 17
Nov. 17 at SMU*     T 7 7
Nov. 24 TEXAS TECH*+ NR/12   L  17 24
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1974 • (6-4-1, 3-3-1 SWC – T-4th) 
Captains: Billy Burns, Rollen Smith
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 14 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA+ NR/5  W   22 7
Sept. 21 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 10/NR   L  7 26
Sept. 28 TULSA   W   60 0
Oct. 5 at TCU* 20/NR  W   49 0
Oct. 12 BAYLOR* 14/NR   L  17 21
Oct. 19 at Texas* NR/16 ABC  L  7 38
Oct. 26 COLORADO STATE+   W   43 9
Nov. 2 at Texas A&M* NR/8   L  10 20
Nov. 9 RICE (HC)*   W   25 6
Nov. 16 SMU*+     T 24 24
Nov. 23 at Texas Tech*   W   21 13
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1975 • (10-2, 6-1 SWC – T-1st) 
SWC CO-CHAMPION • 7th AP/6th UPI 
Captains: Scott Bull, Mike Campbell, Ike Forte, Hal McAfee
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 13 AIR FORCE+   W   35 0
Sept. 20 at Oklahoma State 16/NR   L  13 20
Sept. 27 TULSA   W   31 15
Oct. 4 TCU*+   W   19 8
Oct. 11 at Baylor*   W   41 3
Oct. 18 TEXAS* 20/8 ABC  L  18 24
Oct. 25 UTAH STATE+   W   31 0
Nov. 8 at Rice*   W   20 16
Nov. 15 at SMU*   W   35 7
Nov. 22 TEXAS TECH (HC)* 19/NR  W   31 14
Dec. 6 TEXAS A&M*+ 18/2 ABC W   31 6
Jan. 1 vs. Georgia> 18/19 CBS W   31 10
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1976 Cotton Bowl (Dallas, Texas)
1976 • (5-5-1, 3-4-1 SWC – 6th) 
Captains: Seniors
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 11 UTAH STATE+ 13/NR  W   33 16
Sept. 18 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 12/NR  W   16 10
Sept. 25 TULSA 12/NR   L  3 9
Oct. 2 TCU*   W   46 14
Oct. 23 at Houston* 15/14  W   14 7
Oct. 30 RICE (HC)* 14/NR  W   41 16
Nov. 6 at Baylor* 12/NR    T 7 7
Nov. 13 TEXAS A&M*+ 13/16 ABC  L  10 31
Nov. 20 vs. SMU*#    L  31 35
Nov. 27 TEXAS TECH*+ NR/9   L  7 30
Dec. 4 at Texas*  ABC  L  12 29
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
LOU HOLTZ
7 SEASONS | 1977-83 | 60-21-2
One of just three head coaches to lead Arkansas to six 
consecutive bowl appearances, Lou Holtz ’s first Razorback 
team in 1977 recorded one of Arkansas’ two 11-win seasons 
and posted one of the biggest upsets in school history with 
a 31-6 win over No. 2 Oklahoma in the 1978 Orange Bowl.
1977 • (11-1, 7-1 SWC – 2nd) 
3rd AP/3rd UPI
Captains: Leotis Harris, Steve Little, Howard Sampson
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 10 NEW MEXICO STATE+   W   53 10
Sept. 17 OKLAHOMA STATE+ NR/15  W   28 6
Sept. 24 TULSA 16/NR  W   37 3
Oct. 1 at TCU* 12/NR  W   42 6
Oct. 15 TEXAS* 9/2 ABC  L  9 13
Oct. 22 HOUSTON*+ 9/NR  W   34 0
Oct. 29 at Rice* 8/NR  W   30 7
Nov. 5 BAYLOR*+ 8/NR  W   35 9
Nov. 12 at Texas A&M* 8/11  W   26 20
Nov. 19 SMU (HC)* 8/NR  W   47 7
Nov. 24 at Texas Tech* 6/NR NA W   17 14
Jan. 2 vs. Oklahoma> 6/2 NBC W   31 6
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1978 Orange Bowl (Miami, Fla.)
1978 • (9-2-1, 6-2 SWC – T-2nd) 
11th AP/10th UPI
Captains: Ron Calcagni, Ben Cowins, Larry Jackson, Jimmy Walker
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 16 VANDERBILT+ 2/NR  W   48 17
Sept. 23 at Oklahoma State 2/NR  W   19 7
Sept. 30 TULSA 2/NR  W   21 13
Oct. 7 TCU*+ 4/NR ABC W   42 3
Oct. 21 at Texas* 3/8   L  21 28
Oct. 28 at Houston* 9/11   L  9 20
Nov. 4 RICE (HC)* 17/NR  W   37 7
Nov. 11 at Baylor* 16/NR  W   27 14
Nov. 18 TEXAS A&M*+ 13/NR ABC W   26 7
Nov. 25 at SMU* 11/NR  W   27 14
Dec. 2 TEXAS TECH* 8/NR  W   49 7
Dec. 25 vs. UCLA> 8/15 NBC   T 10 10
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1978 Fiesta Bowl (Tempe, Ariz .)
1979 • (10-2, 7-1 SWC – T-1st) 
SWC CO-CHAMPIONS • 8th AP/T9th UPI 
Captains: Jim Howard, Roland Sales
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 15 COLORADO STATE+ 17/NR  W   36 3
Sept. 22 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 15/NR  W   27 7
Sept. 29 TULSA 13/11  W   33 8
Oct. 6 at TCU* 13/NR  W   16 13
Oct. 13 at Texas Tech* 12/NR ABC W   20 6
Oct. 20 TEXAS*+ 10/2  W   17 14
Oct. 27 HOUSTON* 4/6 ABC  L  10 13
Nov. 3 at Rice* 9/NR  W   34 7
Nov. 10 BAYLOR (HC)* 9/17  W   29 20
Nov. 17 at Texas A&M* 8/NR  W   22 10
Nov. 24 SMU*+ 7/NR  W   31 7
Jan. 1 vs. Alabama> 6/2 ABC  L  9 24
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1980 Sugar Bowl (New Orleans, La.)
1980 • (7-5, 3-5 SWC – T-6th) 
Captains: Keith Houfek, George Stewart
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 1 at Texas* 6/10 ABC  L  17 23
Sept. 20 OKLAHOMA STATE+ 17/NR  W   33 20
Sept. 27 TULSA 15/NR  W   13 10
Oct. 4 TCU* 14/NR  W   44 7
Oct. 11 WICHITA STATE 15/NR  W   27 7
Oct. 25 at Houston* 15/NR   L  17 24
Nov. 1 RICE*+    L  16 17
Nov. 8 at Baylor* NR/16 NA  L  15 42
Nov. 15 TEXAS A&M (HC)*  ABC W   27 24
Nov. 22 at SMU*    L  7 31
Nov. 29 TEXAS TECH*+   W   22 16
Dec. 27 vs. Tulane>  NA W   34 15
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1980 Hall of Fame Bowl (Birmingham, Ala.)
1981 • (8-4, 5-3 SWC – 4th) 
16th UPI 
Captains: Darryl Mason, Teddy Morris
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 12 TULSA   W   14 10
Sept. 19 NORTHWESTERN+   W   38 7
Sept. 26 at Ole Miss#   W   27 13
Oct. 3 at TCU* 18/NR   L  24 28
Oct. 10 at Texas Tech*  ABC W   26 14
Oct. 17 TEXAS* NR/1  W   42 11
Oct. 24 HOUSTON*+ 12/NR   L  17 20
Oct. 31 at Rice* 20/NR  W   41 7
Nov. 7 BAYLOR*+ 19/NR ESPN W   41 39
Nov. 14 at Texas A&M* 16/NR ABC W   10 7
Nov. 21 SMU (HC)* 16/6   L  18 32
Dec. 28 vs. N. Carolina> NR/10 ABC  L  27 31
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Jackson, Miss.
 > 1981 Gator Bowl (Jacksonville, Fla.)
1982 • (9-2-1, 5-2-1 SWC – 3rd) 
9th AP/8th UPI/8th USA Today 
Captains: Gary Anderson, Jessie Clark, Richard Richardson, Billy Ray Smith
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 11 TULSA 13/NR  W   38 0
Sept. 18 NAVY+ 9/NR  W   29 17
Sept. 25 OLE MISS+ 9/NR  W   14 12
Oct. 2 TCU*+ 10/NR TBS W   35 0
Oct. 9 TEXAS TECH* 9/NR  W   21 3
Oct. 23 at Houston* 6/NR CBS W   38 3
Oct. 30 RICE (HC)* 5/NR  W   24 6
Nov. 6 at Baylor* 5/NR   L  17 24
Nov. 13 TEXAS A&M*+ 10/NR  W   35 0
Nov. 20 at SMU* 9/2 ABC   T 17 17
Dec. 4 at Texas* 6/12 ABC  L  7 33
Dec. 31 vs. Florida> 14/NR Mizlou W   28 24
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1982 Bluebonnet Bowl (Houston, Texas)
1983 • (6-5, 4-4 SWC – 5th) 
Captains: Ron Faurot, Mark Mistler, Milton Fields
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 10 TULSA   W   17 14
Sept. 17 NEW MEXICO+   W   17 0
Sept. 24 at Ole Miss#  NA  L  10 13
Oct. 1 at TCU*   W   38 21
Oct. 15 TEXAS*+ NR/2 CBS  L  3 31
Oct. 22 HOUSTON*   W   24 3
Oct. 29 RICE*+   W   35 0
Nov. 5 BAYLOR (HC)*    L  21 24
Nov. 12 at Texas A&M*    L  23 36
Nov. 19 SMU*+ NR/6 ABC  L  0 17
Nov. 26 at Texas Tech*   W   16 13
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Jackson, Miss.
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
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KEN HATFIELD
6 SEASONS | 1984-89 | 55-17-1
One of just two Arkansas graduates to serve as head 
football coach at his alma mater, Ken Hatfield posted a 
UA-best .760 winning percentage and averaged better than 
nine wins per season during his six-year tenure. Hatfield 
led the Razorbacks to a bowl game all six years.
1984 • (7-4-1, 5-3 SWC – T-3rd) 
Captains: Marcus Elliott, Mark Lee
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 15 OLE MISS+     T 14 14
Sept. 22 TULSA   W   18 9
Sept. 29 NAVY+  ESPN W   33 10
Oct. 6 TCU*    L  31 32
Oct. 13 TEXAS TECH*+   W   24 0
Oct. 20 at Texas* NR/3   L  18 24
Oct. 27 at Houston*   W   17 3
Nov. 3 RICE*+   W   28 6
Nov. 10 at Baylor*   W   14 9
Nov. 17 TEXAS A&M (HC)*    Raycom W   28 0
Nov. 24 at SMU*  ESPN  L  28 31
Dec. 27 vs. Auburn> NR/11 KATZ  L  15 21
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1984 Liberty Bowl (Memphis, Tenn.)
1985 • (10-2, 6-2 SWC – T-2nd) 
12th AP/12th UPI/15th USA Today 
Captains: David Bazzel, Greg Lasker, Nick Miller, Andy Upchurch
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 14 at Ole Miss# 14/NR  W   24 19
Sept. 21 TULSA+ 14/NR  W   24 0
Sept. 28 NEW MEXICO STATE+ 10/NR  W   45 13
Oct. 5 at TCU* 10/NR  Raycom W   41 0
Oct. 12 at Texas Tech* 6/NR  W   30 7
Oct. 19 TEXAS* 4/NR ABC  L  13 15
Oct. 26 HOUSTON*+ 14/NR  Raycom W   57 27
Nov. 2 at Rice* 14/NR  W   30 15
Nov. 9 BAYLOR*+ 12/11 ABC W   20 14
Nov. 16 at Texas A&M* 9/NR ESPN  L  6 10
Nov. 23 SMU (HC)* 18/NR  W   15 9
Dec. 22 vs. Arizona State> 14/NR LSN W   18 17
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Jackson, Miss
 > 1985 Holiday Bowl (San Diego, Calif.)
1986 • (9-3, 6-2 SWC – T-2nd) 
15th AP/16th UPI/17th USA Today 
Captains: James Shibest, Derrick Thomas, Theo Young
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 13 OLE MISS+ 18/NR  W   21 0
Sept. 20 TULSA 12/NR  W   34 17
Sept. 27 NEW MEXICO STATE+ 9/NR  W   42 11
Oct. 4 TCU* 8/NR  Raycom W   34 17
Oct. 11 TEXAS TECH* 8/NR   L  7 17
Oct. 18 at Texas* 14/NR ESPN W   21 14
Oct. 25 at Houston* 14/NR  W   30 13
Nov. 1 RICE (HC)* 13/NR  W   45 14
Nov. 8 at Baylor* 10/NR  Raycom  L  14 29
Nov. 15 TEXAS A&M*+ 17/7 ABC W   14 10
Nov. 22 at SMU* 11/NR  W   41 0
Jan. 1 vs. Oklahoma> 9/3 NBC  L  8 42
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1987 Orange Bowl (Miami, Fla.)
1987 • (9-4, 5-2 SWC – T-2nd)
Captains: Chris Bequette, Tony Cherico, Greg Thomas, Rickey Williams
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 12 at Ole Miss# 13/NR  W   31 10
Sept. 19 TULSA 12/NR NA W   30 15
Sept. 26 MIAMI (FLA.)+ 10/5 ESPN  L  7 51
Oct. 3 at TCU*   W   20 10
Oct. 10 at Texas Tech* 20/NR  W   31 0
Oct. 17 TEXAS*+ 15/NR ESPN  L  14 16
Oct. 24 HOUSTON*   W   21 17
Oct. 31 at Rice*  NA W   38 14
Nov. 7 BAYLOR (HC)*   W   10 7
Nov. 14 at Texas A&M* 20/19   L  0 14
Nov. 28 NEW MEXICO+   W   43 25
Dec. 5 at Hawaii  ESPN W   38 20
Dec. 29 vs. Georgia> NR/15  Raycom  L  17 20
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Jackson, Miss.
 > 1987 Liberty Bowl (Memphis, Tenn.)
1988 • (10-2, 7-0 SWC – 1st) 
SWC CHAMPION • 12th AP/13th UPI/14th USA Today
Captains: Steve Atwater, John Bland, Odis Lloyd, Kerry Owens
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 3 PACIFIC (CALIF.)+   W   63 14
Sept. 10 TULSA   W   30 26
Sept. 17 OLE MISS+   W   21 13
Oct. 1 TCU*  Raycom W   53 10
Oct. 8 TEXAS TECH*+ 20/NR  W   31 10
Oct. 15 at Texas* 17/NR HSE W   27 24
Oct. 22 at Houston* 13/NR  Raycom W   26 21
Oct. 29 RICE*+ 11/NR  W   21 14
Nov. 5 at Baylor* 11/NR HSE W   33 3
Nov. 12 TEXAS A&M (HC)* 11/NR HSE W   25 20
Nov. 26 at Miami (Fla.) 8/3 CBS  L  16 18
Jan. 2 vs. UCLA> 8/9 CBS  L  3 17
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1989 Cotton Bowl (Dallas, Texas)
1989 • (10-2, 7-1 SWC – 1st) 
SWC CHAMPION • 13th AP/13th UPI/13th USA Today
Captains: Anthoney Cooney, Elbert Crawford, Tim Horton, Michael Shepherd
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 16 TULSA 9/NR  W   26 7
Sept. 23 at Ole Miss# 8/NR  W   24 7
Sept. 30 TEXAS-EL PASO+ 8/NR  W   39 7
Oct. 7 at TCU* 7/NR  W   41 19
Oct. 14 at Texas Tech* 7/NR  W   45 13
Oct. 21 TEXAS* 7/NR  Raycom  L  20 24
Oct. 28 HOUSTON*+ 18/12  W   45 39
Nov. 4 at Rice* 11/NR  Raycom W   38 17
Nov. 11 BAYLOR (HC)* 10/NR ESPN W   19 10
Nov. 24 at Texas A&M* 9/14 CBS W   23 22
Dec. 2 SMU*+ 9/NR  W   38 24
Jan. 1 vs. Tennessee> 10/8 CBS  L  27 31
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Jackson, Miss.
 > 1990 Cotton Bowl (Dallas, Texas)
JACK CROWE
2+ SEASONS | 1990-92 | 9-15
Arkansas’ final head coach of the Southwest Conference 
era, Jack Crowe directed the Razorbacks to a 14-13 win in 
their last meeting with rival Texas as league foes and an 
Independence Bowl berth in 1991.
1990 • (3-8, 1-7 SWC – 8th) 
Captains: Quinn Grovey, Chad Rolen
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 15 TULSA 15/NR  W   28 3
Sept. 22 OLE MISS+ 13/NR  Raycom  L  17 21
Sept. 29 COLORADO STATE+ 23/NR  W   31 20
Oct. 6 TCU*+ 21/NR   L  26 54
Oct. 13 TEXAS TECH (HC)*    L  44 49
Oct. 20 at Texas* NR/19  Raycom  L  17 49
Oct. 27 at Houston* NR/6   L  28 62
Nov. 3 RICE*+    L  11 19
Nov. 10 at Baylor*   Raycom  L  3 34
Nov. 17 TEXAS A&M*    L  16 20
Nov. 24 at SMU*   W   42 29
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1991 • (6-6, 5-3 SWC – T-2nd) 
Captains: Kirk Collins, Mark Henry
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Aug. 31 MIAMI (FLA.)+ NR/3 ABC  L  3 31
Sept. 7 SMU*+   W   17 6
Sept. 21 LOUISIANA-LAFAYETTE   W   9 7
Sept. 28 at Ole Miss#    L  17 24
Oct. 5 at TCU*   W   22 21
Oct. 12 HOUSTON (HC)*   W   29 17
Oct. 19 TEXAS*+ 25/NR  Raycom W   14 13
Nov. 2 BAYLOR* 24/21 ABC  L  5 9
Nov. 9 at Texas Tech*    L  21 38
Nov. 16 at Texas A&M* NR/13 ESPN  L  3 13
Nov. 23 RICE*+   W   20 0
Dec. 29 vs. Georgia> NR/24 ABC  L  15 24
 * Southwest Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Jackson, Miss.
 > 1991 Independence Bowl (Shreveport , La.)
ARKANSAS JOINS SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE
1992 • (3-7-1, 3-4-1 SEC – 4th/West)
Captains: Darwin Ireland, E.D. Jackson, Owen Kelly
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 5 THE CITADEL    L  3 10
JOE KINES
1 SEASON | 1992 | 3-6-1
Named interim head coach after the first game of the 1992 
season, Joe Kines’ 10-game tenure included Arkansas’ first 
Southeastern Conference win and the Razorbacks’ first win 
at Tennessee.
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 12 at South Carolina*   W   45 7
Sept. 19 ALABAMA*+ NR/9   L  11 38
Sept. 26 at Memphis    L  6 22
Oct. 3 GEORGIA (HC)* NR/16 JP  L  3 27
Oct. 10 at Tennessee* NR/4 JP W   25 24
Oct. 17 OLE MISS*+    L  3 17
Oct. 31 at Auburn*     T 24 24
Nov. 7 at Mississippi State* NR/19 JP  L  3 10
Nov. 21 SMU+    L  19 24
Nov. 27 LSU*  ESPN W   30 6
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
DANNY FORD
5 SEASONS | 1993-97 | 26-30-1
The architect of Clemson’s 1981 national championship, 
Danny Ford directed Arkansas to its first Southeastern 
Conference Western Division title and first SEC 
championship game appearance in 1995. His tenure 
included two on-the-field wins at Alabama, his alma mater, and another win over 
the Crimson Tide by NCAA sanction.
1993 • (6-4-1, 4-3-1 SEC – 2nd/West) 
Captains: Kirk Botkin, Tyrone Chatman
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 4 at SMU   W   10 6
Sept. 11 SOUTH CAROLINA* NR/19  W   18 17
Sept. 18 at Alabama*@ NR/2 JP W   3 43
Sept. 25 MEMPHIS+    L  0 6
Oct. 2 at Georgia*   W   20 10
Oct. 9 TENNESSEE*+ NR/11 JP  L  14 28
Oct. 16 at Ole Miss*#  JP  L  0 19
Oct. 30 AUBURN (HC)*    L  21 31
Nov. 6 MISSISSIPPI STATE*+     T 13 13
Nov. 13 TULSA   W   24 11
Nov. 27 at LSU*  ESPN W   42 24
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Jackson, Miss.
 @ Arkansas victory by NCAA-imposed forfeit
NOTE: SEC Western Division championship vacated by Alabama per NCAA sanction 
in 1993.
1994 • (4-7, 2-6 SEC – T-4th/West) 
Captains: Jason Allen, Willie Johnson
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 3 SMU+   W   34 14
Sept. 10 at South Carolina*    L  0 14
Sept. 17 ALABAMA* NR/12 ABC  L  6 13
Sept. 25 at Memphis    L  15 16
Oct. 1 VANDERBILT*+   W   42 6
Oct. 8 at Tennessee*    L  21 38
Oct. 15 OLE MISS (HC)*   W   31 7
Oct. 29 at Auburn* NR/4 JP  L  14 31
Nov. 5 at Mississippi State* NR/24 JP  L  7 17
Nov. 12 NORTHERN ILLINOIS   W   30 27
Nov. 26 LSU*+    L  12 30
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
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1995 • (8-5, 6-2 SEC – 1st/West) 
SEC WESTERN DIVISION CHAMPION
Captains: Steve Conley, Barry Lunney Jr.
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L T UA OPP
Sept. 2 at SMU    L  14 17
Sept. 9 SOUTH CAROLINA*   W   51 21
Sept. 16 at Alabama* NR/13 JP W   20 19
Sept. 23 MEMPHIS+   W   27 20
Sept. 30 at Vanderbilt* 23/NR  W   35 7
Oct. 7 TENNESSEE (HC)* 18/10   L  31 49
Oct. 14 at Ole Miss*#   W   13 6
Oct. 28 AUBURN*+ NR/11 ESPN W   30 28
Nov. 4 MISSISSIPPI STATE*+ 18/NR JP W   26 21
Nov. 11 LOUISIANA-LAFAYETTE 15/NR  W   24 13
Nov. 18 at LSU* 14/NR ABC  L  0 28
Dec. 2 vs. Florida< 23/2 ABC  L  3 34
Dec. 30 vs. North Carolina> 24/NR TBS  L  10 20
 * Southeastern Conference
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Memphis, Tenn.
 < 1995 SEC Championship Game (Atlanta, Ga.)
 > 1995 CarQuest Bowl (Miami, Fla.)
1996 • (4-7, 2-6 SEC – 5th/West) 
Captains: Scott Rivers, Mark Smith
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 7 SMU    L  10 23
Sept. 21 ALABAMA*+ NR/13 JP  L  7 17
Sept. 28 LOUISIANA-MONROE   W   38 21
Oct. 5 FLORIDA* NR/1 JP  L  7 42
Oct. 12 LOUISIANA TECH+   W   38 21
Oct. 19 at South Carolina*    L  17 23
Nov. 2 at Auburn*  ESPN2  L  7 28
Nov. 9 OLE MISS (HC)*   W   13 7
Nov. 16 at Tennessee* NR/12 JP  L  14 55
Nov. 23 at Mississippi State*     W   (OT) 16 13
Nov. 29 LSU*+ NR/19 CBS  L  7 17
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
1997 • (4-7, 2-6 SEC – T-5th/West) 
Captains: Ken Anderson, Anthony Eubanks
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 6 LOUISIANA-MONROE   W   28 16
Sept. 13 vs. SMU#    L  9 31
Sept. 20 at Alabama* NR/11 JP W   17 16
Sept. 27 LOUISIANA TECH+   W   17 13
Oct. 4 at Florida* NR/1 ESPN2  L  7 56
Oct. 18 SOUTH CAROLINA*+    L  13 39
Oct. 25 AUBURN (HC)* NR/11 ESPN2  L  21 26
Nov. 6 at Ole Miss*  ESPN  L  9 19
Nov. 15 TENNESSEE*+ NR/5 ESPN2  L  22 30
Nov. 22 MISSISSIPPI STATE* NR/14  W   17 7
Nov. 28 at LSU* NR/17 CBS  L  21 31
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 # Shreveport , La.
HOUSTON NUTT
10 SEASONS | 1998-2007 | 75-48
Houston Nutt was the third Arkansas head coach to take 
the Razorbacks to a bowl game in each of his first six 
seasons. He led the Hogs to three SEC Western Division 
crowns, eight bowl games, two bowl victories, three final 
national rankings and four nine-win seasons. Nutt ’s 8-0 start in 1998 marked the 
best debut ever for a UA head coach and helped UA reach its first New Year ’s Day 
game since 1990. In 2001 and 2006, Nutt was voted SEC Coach of the Year by the 
Associated Press and league coaches.
1998 • (9-3, 6-2 SEC – T-1st/West)
SEC WESTERN DIVISION CO-CHAMPION • 16th AP/17th USA Today
Captains: Brandon Burlsworth, Grant Garrett, Ryan Hale, Madre Hill
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 5 LOUISIANA-LAFAYETTE   W   38 17
Sept. 19 SMU+   W   44 17
Sept. 26 ALABAMA* NR/22 ESPN2 W   42 6
Oct. 3 KENTUCKY*+ 22/NR ESPN2 W   27 20
Oct. 10 at Memphis 20/NR FX W   23 9
Oct. 17 at South Carolina* 17/NR  W   41 28
Oct. 31 at Auburn* 14/NR  W   24 21
Nov. 7 OLE MISS (HC)* 11/NR JP W   34 0
Nov. 14 at Tennessee* 10/1 CBS  L  24 28
Nov. 21 at Mississippi State* 9/NR JP  L  21 22
Nov. 27 LSU*+ 13/NR CBS W   41 14
Jan. 1 vs. Michigan> 11/15 ABC  L  31 45
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 1999 Florida Citrus Bowl (Orlando, Fla.)
1999 • (8-4, 4-4 SEC – T-3rd/West)
17th AP/19th USA Today 
Captains: David Barrett, Kenoy Kennedy, Anthony Lucas, Clint Stoerner
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 4 at SMU 18/NR  W   26 0
Sept. 18 LOUISIANA-MONROE+ 15/NR  W   44 6
Sept. 25 at Alabama* 14/NR CBS  L  28 35
Oct. 2 at Kentucky* 20/NR   L  20 31
Oct. 9 MIDDLE TENNNESSEE ST.   W   58 6
Oct. 16 SOUTH CAROLINA*+   W   48 14
Oct. 30 AUBURN (HC)*  JP W   34 10
Nov. 6 at Ole Miss* NR/23 ESPN2  L  16 38
Nov. 13 TENNESSEE* NR/3 JP W   28 24
Nov. 20 MISSISSIPPI STATE*+ 22/12 ESPN2 W   14 9
Nov. 26 at LSU* 17/NR CBS  L  10 35
Jan. 1 vs. Texas> 24/14 Fox W   27 6
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 2000 Cotton Bowl (Dallas, Texas)
2000 • (6-6, 3-5 SEC – T-5th/West)
Captains: Quinton Caver, Randy Garner, Michael Snowden, Rod Stinson
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 2 MISSOURI STATE+   W   38 0
Sept. 16 BOISE STATE+   W   38 31
Sept. 23 ALABAMA*  ESPN2 W   28 21
Sept. 30 GEORGIA* NR/25 JP  L  7 38
Oct. 7 LOUISIANA-MONROE (HC)   W   52 6
Oct. 14 at South Carolina* NR/24 JP  L  7 27
Oct. 28 at Auburn* NR/25   L  19 21
Nov. 4 OLE MISS*    L  24 38
Nov. 11 at Tennessee*  JP  L  20 63
Nov. 18 at Mississippi State* NR/13  W  (OT) 17 10
Nov. 24 LSU*+ NR/24 CBS W   14 3
Dec. 21 vs. UNLV>  ESPN2  L  14 31
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > Las Vegas Bowl IX (Las Vegas, Nev.)
2001 • (7-5, 4-4 SEC – T-3rd/West)
Captains: Curt Davis, Carlos Hall, Kenny Sandlin, La’Zerius White
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Aug. 30 UNLV+  ESPN W   14 10
Sept. 8 TENNESSEE* NR/8 ESPN2  L  3 13
Sept. 22 at Alabama*  CBS  L  10 31
Sept. 29 at Georgia*  ESPN2  L  23 34
Oct. 6 WEBER ST.   W   42 19
Oct. 13 SOUTH CAROLINA*+ NR/9 CBS W   10 7
Oct. 27 AUBURN* NR/17 JP W   42 17
Nov. 3 at Ole Miss*  ESPN2 W  (7 OT) 58 56
Nov. 10 UCF (HC)   W   27 20
Nov. 17 MISSISSIPPI STATE*   W   24 21
Nov. 23 at LSU* 24/NR CBS  L  38 41
Jan. 1 vs. Oklahoma> NR/10 Fox  L  3 10
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 2002 Cotton Bowl (Dallas, Texas)
2002 • (9-5, 5-3 SEC – T-1st/West)
SEC WESTERN DIVISION CO-CHAMPION
Captains: Richie Butler, Chuck Nalley, Sparky Hamilton, Raymond House, 
Fred Talley, Gavin Walls
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 7 BOISE STATE   W   41 14
Sept. 14 SOUTH FLORIDA+   W   42 3
Sept. 28 ALABAMA*  ESPN  L  12 30
Oct. 5 at Tennessee* NR/10 ESPN  L (6 OT) 38 41
Oct. 12 at Auburn* NR/24 JP W   38 17
Oct. 19 KENTUCKY*    L  17 29
Oct. 26 OLE MISS (HC)*   W   48 28
Nov. 2 TROY+   W   23 0
Nov. 9 at South Carolina*  JP W   23 0
Nov. 16 LOUISIANA-LAFAYETTE   W   24 17
Nov. 23 at Mississippi State*   W   26 19
Nov. 29 LSU*+ NR/18 CBS W   21 20
Dec. 7 vs. Georgia< 22/4 CBS  L  3 30
Dec. 30 vs. Minnesota>  ESPN  L  14 29
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 < 2002 SEC Championship Game (Atlanta, Ga.)
 > 2002 Gaylord Hotels Music City Bowl (Nashville, Tenn.)
2003 • (9-4, 4-4 SEC – 4th/West)
Captains: Jimmy Beasley, Tony Bua, Bo Lacy, Caleb Miller, Justin Scott, George Wilson
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 6 TULSA   W   45 13
Sept. 13 at Texas NR/5 ABC W   38 28
Sept. 20 NORTH TEXAS+ 14/NR  W   31 7
Sept. 27 at Alabama* 9/NR CBS W  (2 OT) 34 31
Oct. 11 AUBURN (HC)* 7/NR JP  L  3 10
Oct. 18 FLORIDA* 11/NR CBS  L  28 33
Oct. 25 at Ole Miss* 21/NR ESPN2  L  7 19
Nov. 1 at Kentucky*  ESPN2  W  (7 OT) 71 63
Nov. 6 SOUTH CAROLINA*+  ESPN W   28 6
Nov. 15 NEW MEXICO STATE   W   48 20
Nov. 22 MISSISSIPPI STATE*   W   52 6
Nov. 28 at LSU* NR/3 CBS  L  24 55
Dec. 31 vs. Missouri>  ESPN W   27 14
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 2003 Mainstay Independence Bowl (Shreveport , La.)
2004 • (5-6, 3-5 SEC – T-3rd/West)
Captains: DeCori Birmingham, Arrion Dixon, Steven Harris, Jeb Huckeba, Matt 
Jones, Marcus Whitmore
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 4 NEW MEXICO STATE   W   63 13
Sept. 11 TEXAS NR/7 ESPN  L  20 22
Sept. 18 LOUISIANA-MONROE+   W   49 20
Sept. 25 ALABAMA*  CBS W   27 10
Oct. 2 at Florida* NR/16 CBS  L  30 45
Oct. 16 at Auburn* NR/4 CBS  L  20 38
Oct. 23 GEORGIA (HC)* NR/6 ESPN2  L  14 20
Nov. 6 at South Carolina*  JP  L  32 35
Nov. 13 OLE MISS*  JP W   35 3
Nov. 20 at Mississippi State*   W   24 21
Nov. 26 LSU*+ NR/12 CBS  L   14 43
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
2005 • (4-7, 2-6 SEC – 4th/West)
Captains: Pierre Brown, Kyle Dickerson, Brandon Kennedy,  Kyle Roper, Vickiel Vaughn
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 3 MISSOURI STATE   W   49 17
Sept. 10 VANDERBILT*    L  24 28
Sept. 17 at Southern California^ NR/1 FSN  L  17 70
Sept. 24 at Alabama*^  JP  L  13 24
Oct. 8 LOUISIANA-MONROE+   W   44 15
Oct. 15 AUBURN* NR/21   L  17 34
Oct. 22 at Georgia* NR/4 JP  L  20 23
Nov. 5 SOUTH CAROLINA (HC)*  JP  L  10 14
Nov. 12 at Ole Miss*   W   28 17
Nov. 19 MISSISSIPPI STATE*+   W   44 10
Nov. 25 at LSU* NR/3 CBS  L  17 19
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 * Southeastern Conference game
 ^  USC and Alabama later vacated wins due to NCAA Committee on 
Infractions penalty
2006 • (10-4, 7-1 SEC – 1st/West)
15th AP/16th USA Today 
Captains: Keith Jackson, Sam Olajubutu, Desmond Sims, Zac Tubbs, Tony Ugoh, 
Darius Vinnett
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 2 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA NR/6 ESPN  L  14 50
Sept. 9 UTAH STATE   W   20 0
Sept. 16 at Vanderbilt*  LFS W   21 19
Sept. 23 ALABAMA* NR/22 CBS W  (2 OT) 24 23
Oct. 7 at Auburn* NR/2 CBS W   27 10
Oct. 14 SE MISSOURI ST. (HC) 17/NR  W   63 7
Oct. 21 OLE MISS* 15/NR LFS W   38 3
Oct. 28 LOUISIANA-MONROE+ 13/NR ESPNU W   44 10
Nov. 4 at South Carolina* 12/NR ESPN W   26 20
Nov. 11 TENNESSEE* 11/13 ESPN2 W   31 14
Nov. 18 at Mississippi State* 5/NR  W   28 14
Nov. 24 LSU*+ 5/9 CBS  L  26 31
Dec. 2 vs. Florida< 8/4 CBS  L  28 38
Jan. 1 vs. Wisconsin> 12/6 ABC  L  14 17
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 < 2006 SEC Championship Game (Atlanta, Ga.)
 > 2007 Capital One Bowl (Orlando, Fla.)
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
SEASON-BY-SEASON RESULTS
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2007 • (8-5, 4-4 SEC – T-3rd/West)
Captains: Weston Dacus, Marcus Harrison, Robert Johnson, Marcus Monk, 
Matterral Richardson, Kevin Woods
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 1 TROY 21/NR  W   46 26
Sept. 15 at Alabama*^ 16/NR ESPN  L  38 41
Sept. 22 KENTUCKY* NR/21 ESPN2  L  29 42
Sept. 29 NORTH TEXAS   W   66 7
Oct. 6 CHATTANOOGA+   W   34 15
Oct. 13 AUBURN* NR/22 ESPN  L  7 9
Oct. 20 at Ole Miss*   W   44 8
Oct. 27 FIU (HC)   W   58 10
Nov. 3 SOUTH CAROLINA* NR/23 ESPN2 W   48 36
Nov. 10 at Tennessee* NR/22 LFS  L  13 34
Nov. 17 MISSISSIPPI STATE*+   W   45 31
Nov. 23 at LSU* NR/1 CBS W   (3 OT) 50 48
Jan. 1 Missouri>& 25/7 FOX  L  7 38
 * Southeastern Conference game 
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 > 2008 Cotton Bowl (Dallas, Texas)
 & Reggie Herring served as interim head coach
 ^  Alabama later vacated win due to NCAA Committee on Infractions   
penalty
BOBBY PETRINO
4 SEASONS | 2008-11 | 34-17
Bobby Petrino was introduced as the head coach of the 
Razorbacks on Dec. 11, 2007. In just his third season, he led 
Arkansas to the first BCS game in school history against 
Ohio State in the Allstate Sugar Bowl. In his final season, 
he took the Razorbacks to a school-record-tying 11 wins and the first top-five AP 
finish since 1977.
2008 • (5-7, 2-6 SEC – T-4th/West) 
Captains: Casey Dick, Jonathan Luigs, Jamar Love, Malcolm Sheppard
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Aug. 30 WESTERN ILLINOIS   W   28 24
Sept. 6 LOUISIANA-MONROE+  RSP W   28 27
Sept. 20 ALABAMA* NR/9 Raycom  L  14 49
Sept. 27 at Texas  NR/7 ABC  L  10 52
Oct. 4 FLORIDA* NR/12 Raycom  L  7 38
Oct. 11 at Auburn* NR/20 RSP W   25 22
Oct. 18 at Kentucky*  ESPNU  L  20 21
Oct. 25 OLE MISS*  RSP  L  21 23
Nov. 1 TULSA (HC) NR/19 RSP W   30 23
Nov. 8 at South Carolina*  ESPN  L  21 34
Nov. 22 at Mississippi State*    L  28 31
Nov. 28 LSU*+  CBS W   31 30
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
2009 • (8-5, 3-5 SEC – T-4th/West) 
Captains: Adrian Davis, Wendel Davis, DeMarcus Love, Ryan Mallett, Malcolm 
Sheppard, Michael Smith 
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 5 Missouri State+  RSP W   48 10
Sept. 19 Georgia* NR/23 ESPN  L  41 52
Sept. 26 at Alabama* NR/3 CBS  L  7 35
Oct. 3 vs. Texas A&M^  ESPN2 W   47 19
Oct. 10 Auburn* NR/17 ESPN W   44 23
Oct. 17 at Florida* NR/1 CBS  L  20 23
Oct. 24 at Ole Miss*  SEC-R  L  17 30
Oct. 31 EASTERN Michigan (HC)  ESPNU W   63 27
Nov. 7 South Carolina*  SEC-R W   33 16
Nov. 14 TROY  CSS W   56 20
Nov. 21 Mississippi State*+  SEC-R W   42 21
Nov. 28 at LSU*  ESPN  L  (OT) 30 33
Jan. 2 vs. East Carolina>  ESPN W   (OT) 20 17
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 ^ Arlington, Texas
 > 2010 Liberty Bowl (Memphis, Tenn.)
2010 • (10-3, 6-2 SEC – T-2nd/West)
12th AP/12th USA Today
Captains: Jake Bequette, Ramon Broadway, Jerry Franklin, DeMarcus Love, Ryan 
Mallett, D.J. Williams
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 4 Tennessee Tech 17/NR RSP W   44 3
Sept. 11 LOUISIANA-MONROE+ 14/NR FSN W   31 7
Sept. 18 at Georgia* 12/NR ESPN W   31 24
Sept. 25 Alabama* 10/1 CBS  L  20 24
Oct. 9 vs. Texas A&M^ 11/NR ABC W   24 17
Oct. 16 at Auburn* 12/7 CBS  L  43 65
Oct. 23 Ole Miss* 21/NR SEC-R W   38 24
Oct. 30 Vanderbilt (HC)* 19/NR FSN W   49 14
Nov. 6 at South Carolina* 17/18 ESPN W   41 20
Nov. 13 UTEP 14/NR ESPNU W   58 21
Nov. 20 at Mississippi State* 13/22 ESPN W   (2OT) 38 31
Nov. 27 LSU*+ 12/6 CBS W   31 23
Jan. 4 vs. Ohio State>& 8/6 ESPN  L  26 31
 * Southeastern Conference Game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 ^ Arlington, Texas
 > 2011 Sugar Bowl (New Orleans, La.)
 & Ohio State later vacated win due to NCAA investigation
2011 • (11-2, 6-2 SEC – 3rd/West)
5th AP/5th USA Today
Captains: Jake Bequette, Knile Davis, Jerry Franklin,  Jerico Nelson, Tyler Wilson, 
Jarius Wright
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 3 MISSOURI STATE 15/NR RSP W   51 7
Sept. 10 NEW MEXICO+ 14/NR ESPNU W   52 3
Sept. 17 TROY 14/NR CSS W   38 28
Sept. 24 at Alabama* 14/3 CBS  L  14 38
Oct. 1 vs. Texas A&M^ 18/14 ESPN W   42 38
Oct. 8 AUBURN* 10/15 ESPN W   38 14
Oct. 22 at Ole Miss* 10/NR SEC-R W   29 24
Oct. 29 at Vanderbilt* 8/NR SEC-R W   31 28
Nov. 5 SOUTH CAROLINA (HC)* 8/10 ESPN W   44 28
Nov. 12 TENNESSEE* 8/NR ESPN2 W   49 7
Nov. 19 MISSISSIPPI STATE*+ 6/NR CBS W   44 17
Nov. 25 at LSU* 3/1 CBS  L  17 41
Jan. 7 vs. Kansas St.> 7/11 FOX W   29 16
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 ^ Arlington, Texas
 > 2012 Cotton Bowl (Arlington, Texas)
JOHN L. SMITH
1 SEASON | 2012 | 4-8
On April 23, 2012, John L. Smith returned to Arkansas as the 
Razorbacks’ head coach for the 2012 season. Smith, who 
was an assistant at Arkansas from 2009-11, was named a 
head coach for the sixth time in his career after stops at 
Idaho, Utah State, Louisville, Michigan State and Weber State.
2012 • (4-8, 2-6 SEC – 6th/West)
Captains: Alfred Davis, Knile Davis, Alonzo Highsmith, Travis Swanson, Tyler 
Wilson, Tenarius Wright
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 1 JACKSONVILLE ST. 10/NR PPV W   49 24
Sept. 8 LOUISIANA-MONROE+ 8/NR ESPNU  L (OT) 31 34
Sept. 15 ALABAMA* NR/1 CBS  L  0 52
Sept. 22 RUTGERS  ESPNU  L  26 35
Sept. 29 at Texas A&M*  SEC-R  L  10 58
Oct. 6 at Auburn*  ESPN2 W   24 7
Oct. 13 KENTUCKY*  FSN W   49 7
Oct. 27 OLE MISS*+  SEC-R  L  27 30
Nov. 3 TULSA (HC)  SEC-R W   19 15
Nov. 10 at South Carolina* NR/12 CBS  L  20 38
Nov. 17 at Mississippi State*  SEC-R  L  14 45
Nov. 23 LSU* NR/8 CBS  L  13 20
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
BRET BIELEMA
3 SEASONS | 2013-PRESENT | 18-20
On Dec. 4, 2012 the University of Arkansas captivated 
the world of college football by naming Bret Bielema the 
32nd head coach in Razorback history. Bielema, who had 
spent seven years at Wisconsin, represented the three 
qualities Arkansas was looking for: a leader of young men who holds student-
athletes academically responsible and a coach who has a proven record of winning 
championships.
2013 • (3-9, 0-8 SEC – 7th/West)
Captains: Kiero Small, Travis Swanson, Chris Smith, Robert Thomas
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Aug. 31 LOUISIANA-LAFAYETTE  FSN W   34 14
Sept. 7 SAMFORD+  PPV W   31 21
Sept. 14 SOUTHERN MISS  SEC-R W   24 3
Sept. 21 at Rutgers  ESPN  L  24 28
Sept. 28 TEXAS A&M* NR/10 ESPN2  L  33 45
Oct. 5 at Florida* NR/18 ESPN2  L  10 30
Oct. 12 SOUTH CAROLINA (HC)* NR/14 SEC-R  L  7 52
Oct. 19 at Alabama* NR/1 ESPN  L  0 52
Nov. 2 AUBURN* NR/8 ESPN2  L  17 35
Nov. 9 at Ole MIss*  SEC-R  L  24 34
Nov. 23 MISSISSIPPI STATE*+  SEC-R  L  (OT) 17 24
Nov. 29 at LSU* NR/15 CBS  L  27 31
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
2014 • (7-6, 2-6 SEC – 7th/West)
Captains: Brandon Allen, Brey Cook, Trey Flowers, Alan Turner
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Aug. 30 at Auburn* NR/6 SECN  L  21 45
Sept. 6 NICHOLLS  SECN-Alt W   73 7
Sept. 13 at Texas Tech  ABC W   49 28
Sept. 20 NORTHERN ILLINOIS  ESPNU W   52 14
Sept. 27 vs. Texas A&M*^ NR/6 CBS  L  (OT) 28 35
Oct. 11 ALABAMA* NR/7 ESPN2  L  13 14
Oct. 18 GEORGIA*+ NR/10 SECN  L  32 45
Oct. 25 UAB (HC)  SECN W   45 17
Nov. 1 at Mississippi State* NR/1 ESPN2  L  10 17
Nov. 15 LSU* NR/20 ESPN2 W   17 0
Nov. 22 OLE MISS* NR/8 CBS W   30 0
Nov. 28 at Missouri* NR/17 CBS  L  14 21
Dec. 29 vs. Texas>  ESPN W   31 7
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 ^ Arlington, Texas
 > 2014 AdvoCare V100 Texas Bowl (Houston, Texas)
2015 • (8-5, 5-3 SEC – 3rd/West)
Captains: Brandon Allen, Jonathan Williams, Brooks Ellis, JaMichael Winston
DATE OPPONENT UA/OPP RK TV W L OT UA OPP
Sept. 5 UTEP 18/NR ESPNU W   48 13
Sept. 12 Toledo+ 18/NR SECN-Alt  L  12 16
Sept. 19 Texas Tech  ESPN2  L  24 35
Sept. 26 vs. Texas A&M*^ NR/14 ESPN  L (OT) 21 28
Oct. 3 at Tennessee*  ESPN2 W   24 20
Oct. 10 at Alabama* NR/8 ESPN  L  14 27
Oct. 24 Auburn*  SECN W  (4 OT) 54 46
Oct. 31 UT-Martin  SECN W   63 28
Nov. 7 at Ole Miss* NR/18 CBS W  (OT) 53 52
Nov. 14 at LSU* NR/9 ESPN W   31 14
Nov. 21 Mississippi State*  ESPN  L  50 51
Nov. 27 Missouri*  CBS W   28 3
Jan. 2 Kansas State>  ESPN W   45 23
 * Southeastern Conference game
 + Little Rock, Ark.
 ^ Arlington, Texas
 > 2016 Autozone Liberty Bowl (Memphis, Tenn)
2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
AGAINST 2016 OPPONENTS
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LOUISIANA TECH
Arkansas leads the series 3-0
DATE UA/OPP RNK SITE RESULT
Nov. 3, 1901  Ruston, La. W, 16-0
Oct. 12, 1996  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 38-21
Sept. 27, 1997  Little Rock, Ark. W, 17-13
TCU
Arkansas leads the series 43-23-2
DATE UA/OPP RNK SITE RESULT
Oct. 16, 1920  Fayetteville, Ark. L,2-19
Nov. 24, 1921  Fort Worth, Texas L, 14-19
Nov. 27, 1924  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 20-0
Nov. 14, 1925  Fort Worth, Texas L, 0-3
Nov. 12, 1926  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 7-10
Nov. 5, 1927  Fort Worth, Texas W, 10-3
Oct. 11, 1930  Fort Worth, Texas L, 0-40
Oct. 31, 1931  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 0-7
Oct. 8, 1932  Fort Worth, Texas L, 12-34
Oct. 7, 1933  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 13-0
Oct. 6, 1934  Fort Worth, Texas W, 24-10
Oct. 5, 1935  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 7-13
Oct. 3, 1936  Fort Worth, Texas L, 14-18
Oct. 2, 1937  Fayetteville, Ark. T, 7-7
Oct. 1, 1938  Fort Worth, Texas L, 14-21
Oct. 7, 1939  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 14-13
Oct. 5, 1940  Fort Worth, Texas L, 0-20
Oct. 4, 1941  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 0-9
Oct. 3, 1942  Fort Worth, Texas L, 6-13
Oct. 2, 1943  Little Rock, Ark. L, 0-13
Oct. 7, 1944  Fort Worth, Texas T, 6-6
Oct. 6, 1945  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 27-14
Oct. 5, 1946  Fort Worth, Texas W, 34-14
Oct. 4, 1947  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 6-0
Oct. 2, 1948  Fort Worth, Texas W, 27-14
Oct. 1, 1949  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 27-7
Oct. 7, 1950  Fort Worth, Texas L, 6-13
Oct. 6, 1951  Little Rock, Ark. L, 7-17
Oct. 4, 1952  Fort Worth, Texas L, 7-13
Oct. 3, 1953  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 13-6
Oct. 2, 1954  Fort Worth, Texas W, 20-13
Oct. 1, 1955 NR/10 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 0-26
Oct. 6, 1956  Fort Worth, Texas L, 6-41
Oct. 5, 1957 NR/18 Little Rock, Ark. W, 20-17
Oct. 4, 1958  Fort Worth, Texas L, 7-12
Oct. 3, 1959  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 3-0
Oct. 1, 1960 14/NR Fort Worth, Texas W, 7-0
Oct. 7, 1961 NR/18 Little Rock, Ark. W, 28-3
Oct. 6, 1962 15/NR Fort Worth, Texas W, 42-14
Oct. 5, 1963 12/25 Fayetteville, Ark. W, 18-3
Oct. 3, 1964 11/NR Fort Worth, Texas W, 29-6
Oct. 2, 1965 4/NR Little Rock, Ark. W, 28-0
Oct. 1, 1966 7/NR Fort Worth, Texas W, 21-0
Oct. 7, 1967  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 26-0
Oct. 5, 1968 20/NR Fort Worth, Texas W, 17-7
Oct. 4, 1969 3/NR Little Rock, Ark. W, 24-6
Oct. 3, 1970 11/NR Fort Worth, Texas W, 49-14
Oct. 2, 1971 18/NR Fayetteville, Ark. W, 49-15
Oct. 7, 1972  Fort Worth, Texas W, 27-13
Oct. 6, 1973  Little Rock, Ark. W, 13-5
Oct. 5, 1974 20/NR Fort Worth, Texas W, 49-0
Oct. 4, 1975  Little Rock, Ark. W, 19-8
Oct. 2, 1976  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 46-14
Oct. 1, 1977 12/NR Fort Worth, Texas W, 42-6
Oct. 7, 1978 4/NR Little Rock, Ark. W, 42-3
Oct. 6, 1979 13/NR Fayetteville, Ark. W, 16-13
Oct. 4, 1980 14/NR Fayetteville, Ark. W, 44-7
Oct. 3, 1981 18/NR Fort Worth, Texas L, 24-28
Oct. 2, 1982 10/NR Little Rock, Ark. W, 35-0
Oct. 1, 1983  Fort Worth, Texas W, 38-21
Oct , 6, 1984  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 31-32
Oct. 5, 1985 10/NR Fort Worth, Texas W, 41-0
Oct. 4, 1986 8/NR Fayetteville, Ark. W, 34-17
Oct. 3, 1987  Fort Worth, Texas W, 20-10
Oct. 1, 1988  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 53-10
Oct. 7, 1989 7/NR Fort Worth, Texas W, 41-19
Oct. 6, 1990 21/NR Little Rock, Ark. L, 26-54
Oct. 5, 1991  Fort Worth, Texas W, 22-21
TEXAS STATE
FIRST MEETING
TEXAS A&M
Arkansas leads the series 41-28-3
DATE UA/OPP RNK SITE RESULT
Oct. 31,1903  Arlington, Texas L, 0-6
Oct. 29, 1910  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 5-0
Oct. 18, 1912  Dallas, Texas L, 0-27
Oct. 15,1927  College Station, Texas L, 6-40
Oct. 29, 1928  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 27-12
Oct. 26, 1929  College Station, Texas W, 14-13
Oct. 25, 1930  Little Rock, Ark. W, 13-0
Nov. 3, 1934  College Station, Texas T, 7-7
Nov. 2, 1935  Little Rock, Ark. W, 14-7
Oct. 31, 1936  College Station, Texas W, 18-0
Oct. 30, 1937 20/NR Fayetteville, Ark. W, 26-13
Oct. 29, 1938  College Station, Texas L, 7-13
Nov. 4, 1939 NR/5 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 0-27
Nov. 2, 1940 NR/5 College Station, Texas L, 0-17
Nov. 1, 1941 NR/5 Little Rock, Ark. L, 0-7
Oct. 31, 1942  College Station, Texas L, 0-41
Oct. 30, 1943 NR/19 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 0-13
Nov. 4, 1944  College Station, Texas W, 7-6
Nov. 3, 1945  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 0-34
Nov. 2, 1946  College Station, Texas W, 7-0
Nov. 1, 1947  Fayetteville, Ark. T, 21-21
Oct. 30, 1948  College Station, Texas W, 28-6
Oct. 29, 1949  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 27-6
Nov. 4, 1950  College Station, Texas L, 13-42
Nov. 3, 1951 NR/18 Fayetteville, Ark. W, 33-21
Nov. 1, 1952  College Station, Texas L, 12-31
Oct. 31, 1953  Little Rock, Ark. W, 41-14
Oct. 30, 1954 4/NR College Station, Texas W, 14-7
Oct. 29, 1955 NR/11 Fayetteville, Ark. T, 7-7
Nov. 3, 1956  College Station, Texas L, 0-27
Nov. 2, 1957 11/1 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 6-7
Nov. 1, 1958  College Station, Texas W, 21-8
Oct. 31, 1959 17/NR Fayetteville, Ark.  W, 12-7
Oct. 29, 1960 12/NR College Station, Texas W, 7-3
Nov. 4, 1961 22/NR Fayetteville, Ark. W, 15-8
Nov. 3, 1962 8/NR College Station, Texas W, 17-7
Nov. 2, 1963 11/NR Little Rock, Ark.  W, 21-7
Oct. 31, 1964 4/NR College Station, Texas W, 17-0
Oct. 30, 1965 2/NR Little Rock, Ark. W, 31-0
Oct. 29, 1966 9/21 College Station, Texas W, 34-0
Nov. 4, 1967  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 21-33
Nov. 2, 1968 17/NR College Station, Texas W, 25-22
Nov. 1, 1969 4/NR Fayetteville, Ark. W, 35-13
Oct. 31, 1970 8/NR College Station, Texas W, 45-6
Oct. 30, 1971 8/NR Little Rock, Ark. L, 9-17
Nov. 4, 1972 20/NR College Station, Texas L, 7-10
Nov. 3, 1973  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 14-10
Nov. 2, 1974 NR/8 College Station, Texas L, 10-20
Dec. 6, 1975 18/2 Little Rock, Ark. W, 31-6
Nov. 13, 1976 13/16 Little Rock, Ark. L, 10-30
Nov. 12, 1977 8/11 College Station, Texas W, 26-20
Nov. 18, 1978  13/NR Little Rock, Ark. W, 26-7
Nov. 17, 1979  8/NR College Station, Texas W, 22-10
Nov. 15, 1980   Fayetteville, Ark. W, 27-24
Nov. 14, 1981 16/NR College Station, Texas  W, 10-7
Nov. 13, 1982  10/NR Little Rock, Ark. W, 35-0
Nov. 12, 1983   College Station, Texas  L, 23-36
Nov. 17, 1984   Fayetteville, Ark.  W, 28-0
Nov. 16, 1985  9/NR College Station, Texas  L, 6-10
Nov. 15, 1986  17/7  Little Rock, Ark. W, 14-10
Nov. 14, 1987 20/19 College Station, Texas L, 0-14
Nov. 12, 1988  11/NR  Fayetteville, Ark.  W, 25-20
Nov. 24, 1989  9/14 College Station, Texas  W, 23-22
Nov. 17, 1990   Fayetteville, Ark.   L , 16-20
Nov. 16, 1991  NR/13  College Station, Texas  L, 3-13
Oct. 3, 2009   Arlington, Texas  W, 47-19
Oct. 9, 2010  11/NR  Arlington, Texas  W, 24-17
Oct. 1, 2011  18/14  Arlington, Texas  W, 42-38
Sept. 29, 2012  College Station, Texas L, 10-58
Sept. 28, 2013 NR/10 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 33-45
Sept. 27, 2014 NR/6 Arlington, Texas L, 28-35 (OT)
Sept. 26, 2015 NR/14 Arlington, Texas L, 21-28 (OT)
ALCORN STATE
FIRST MEETING
ALABAMA
Alabama leads the series 18-8
DATE UA/OPP RNK SITE RESULT
Jan. 1, 1961 9/1 New Orleans, La.  L, 3-10
Jan. 1, 1980 6/2 New Orleans, La. L, 9-24
Sept. 19, 1992 NR/9 Little Rock, Ark. L, 11-38
Sept. 18, 1993 NR/2 Tuscaloosa, Ala. W, 3-43@
Sept. 17, 1994 NR/12 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 6-13
Sept. 16, 1995  NR/13  Tuscaloosa, Ala. W, 20-19
Sept. 21, 1996 NR/13 Little Rock, Ark. L, 7-17
Sept. 20, 1997  NR/11  Tuscaloosa, Ala. W, 17-16
Sept. 26, 1998 NR/22 Fayetteville, Ark. W, 42-6
Sept. 25, 1999 14/NR Tuscaloosa, Ala. L, 28-35
Sept. 23, 2000  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 28-21
Sept. 22, 2001  Tuscaloosa, Ala. L, 10-31
Sept. 28, 2002  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 12-3
Sept. 27, 2003  9/NR Tuscaloosa, Ala. W, 34-31 (2 OT)
Sept. 25, 2004  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 27-10
Sept. 24, 2005  Tuscaloosa, Ala. L, 13-24^
Sept. 23, 2006 NR/22 Fayetteville, Ark. W, 24-23 (2 OT)
Sept. 15, 2007 16/NR Tuscaloosa, Ala. L, 38-41^
Sept. 20, 2008 NR/9 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 14-49
Sept. 26, 2009  NR/3 Tuscaloosa, Ala. L, 7-35
Sept. 25, 2010 10/1 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 20-24
Sept. 24, 2011 14/3 Tuscaloosa, Ala. L, 14-38
Sept. 15, 2012 NR/1 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 0-52
Oct. 19, 2013 NR/1 Tuscaloosa, Ala. L, 0-52
Oct. 11, 2014 NR/7 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 13-14
Oct. 10, 2015 NR/8 Tuscaloosa, Ala. L, 14-27
@ Arkansas victory by NCAA-imposed forfeit 
^ Win vacated due to NCAA Committee on Infractions penalty
OLE MISS
Arkansas leads the series 34-27-1
DATE UA/OPP RNK SITE RESULT
Oct. 10, 1908   Fayetteville, Ark. W, 33-0
Nov. 15, 1913  Little Rock, Ark. L, 10-21
Nov. 14, 1914   Little Rock, Ark. W, 1-0
Oct. 25, 1924   Little Rock, Ark. W, 20-0
Oct. 2, 1926  Fayetteville, Ark.  W, 21-6
Sept. 29, 1928  Oxford, Miss. L, 0-25
Nov. 13, 1937  20/NR Memphis, Tenn. W, 32-6
Nov. 16, 1938   Memphis, Tenn. L, 14-20
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Oct. 26, 1940   Memphis, Tenn. W, 21-20
Nov. 22, 1941   Memphis, Tenn. L, 0-18
Oct. 24, 1942   Memphis, Tenn. W, 7-6
Oct. 28, 1944   Memphis, Tenn. W, 26-18
Oct. 27, 1945   Memphis, Tenn. W, 19-0
Oct. 26, 1946   Memphis, Tenn. L, 7-9
Oct. 25, 1947   Memphis, Tenn. W, 19-14
Oct. 25, 1952   Little Rock, Ark. L, 7-34
Oct. 24, 1953   Memphis, Tenn. L, 0-28
Oct. 23, 1954  7/5 Little Rock, Ark. W, 6-0
Oct. 22, 1955   Oxford, Miss. L, 7-17
Oct. 27, 1956   Little Rock, Ark. W, 14-0
Oct. 26, 1957  NR/6 Memphis, Tenn. W, 12-6
Oct. 25, 1958  NR/6 Little Rock, Ark. L, 12-14
Oct. 24, 1959  10/4 Memphis, Tenn. L, 0-28
Oct. 22, 1960  14/2  Little Rock, Ark. L, 7-10
Sept. 23, 1961  12/9 Jackson, Miss. L, 0-16
Jan. 1, 1963  6/3 New Orleans, La. L, 13-17
Jan. 1, 1970  3/13 New Orleans, La. L, 22-27
Sept. 26, 1981  Jackson, Miss. W, 27-13
Sept. 25, 1982  9/NR Little Rock, Ark. W, 14-12
Sept. 24, 1983   Jackson, Miss. L, 10-13
Sept. 15, 1984   Little Rock, Ark. T, 14-14
Sept. 14, 1985  14/NR  Jackson, Miss. W, 24-19
Sept. 13, 1986  18/NR  Little Rock, Ark. W, 21-0
Sept. 12, 1987  13/NR  Jackson, Miss. W, 31-10
Sept. 17, 1988   Little Rock, Ark. W, 21-3
Sept. 23, 1989  8/NR Jackson, Miss.  W, 24-7
Sept. 22, 1990  13/NR  Little Rock, Ark. L, 17-21
Sept. 28, 1991   Jackson, Miss. L, 17-24
Oct. 17, 1992   Little Rock, Ark. L, 3-17
Oct. 16,1993   Jackson, Miss. L, 0-19
Oct. 15, 1994   Fayetteville, Ark. W, 31-7
Oct. 14, 1995   Memphis, Tenn. W, 13-6
Nov. 9, 1996   Fayetteville, Ark.  W, 13-7
Nov. 6, 1997   Oxford, Miss. L, 9-19
Nov. 7, 1998  11/NR  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 34-0
Nov. 6, 1999  NR/23  Oxford, Miss.  L, 16-38
Nov. 4, 2000   Fayetteville, Ark. L, 24-38
Nov. 3, 2001   Oxford, Miss.  W, 58-56 (7OT)
Oct. 26, 2002   Fayetteville, Ark. W, 48-28
Oct. 25, 2003  21/NR  Oxford, Miss. L, 7-19
Nov. 13, 2004   Fayetteville, Ark. W, 35-3
Nov. 12, 2005   Oxford, Miss. W, 28-17
Oct. 21, 2006  15/NR  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 38-3
Oct. 20, 2007   Oxford, Miss. W, 44-8
Oct. 25, 2008   Fayetteville, Ark. L, 21-23
Oct. 24, 2009   Oxford, Miss. L, 17-30
Oct. 23, 2010  21/NR  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 38-24
Oct. 22, 2011  10/NR  Oxford, Miss.  W, 29-24
Oct. 27, 2012  Little Rock, Ark. L, 27-30
Nov. 9, 2013  Oxford, Miss. L, 24-34
Nov. 22, 2014 NR/8 Fayetteville, Ark. W, 30-0
Nov. 7, 2015 NR/18 Oxford, Miss. W, 53-52 (OT)
AUBURN
Auburn leads the series 13-11-1
DATE UA/OPP RNK SITE RESULT
Dec. 27, 1984 NR/11 Memphis, Tenn. L, 15-21
Oct. 31, 1992  Auburn, Ala. T, 24-24
Oct. 30, 1993  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 21-31
Oct. 29, 1994  NR/4  Auburn, Ala. L, 14-31
Oct. 28, 1995 NR/11  Little Rock, Ark. W, 30-28
Nov. 2, 1996  Auburn, Ala. L, 7-28
Oct. 25, 1997  NR/11  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 21-26
Oct. 31, 1998  14/NR Auburn, Ala W, 24-21
Oct. 30, 1999   Fayetteville, Ark. W, 34-10
Oct. 28, 2000  NR/25  Auburn, Ala. L, 19-21
Oct. 27, 2001  NR/17  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 42-17
Oct. 12, 2002  NR/24  Auburn, Ala. W, 38-17
Oct. 11, 2003  7/NR  Fayetteville, Ark.  L, 3-10
Oct. 16, 2004  NR/4  Auburn, Ala. L, 20-38
Oct. 15, 2005  NR/21  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 17-34
Oct. 7, 2006  NR/2  Auburn, Ala. W, 27-10
Oct. 13, 2007  NR/22  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 7-9
Oct. 11, 2008  NR/20  Auburn, Ala. W, 25-22
Oct. 10, 2009 NR/17  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 44-23
Oct. 16, 2010  12/7 Auburn, Ala.  L, 43-65
Oct. 8, 2011  10/15 Fayetteville, Ark.  W, 38-14
Oct. 6, 2012  Auburn, Ala.  W, 24-7
Nov. 2, 2013 NR/8 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 17-35
Aug. 30, 2014 NR/6 Auburn, Ala.  L, 21-45
Oct. 24, 2015  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 54-46 (4OT)
FLORIDA
Florida leads the series 9-1
DATE UA/OPP RNK SITE RESULT
Dec. 31, 1982 14/NR Houston, Texas W, 28-24
Dec. 2, 1995 23/2 Atlanta, Ga.  L, 3-34
Oct. 5, 1996 NR/1 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 7-42
Oct. 4, 1997 NR/1 Gainsville, Fla. L, 7-56
Oct. 18, 2003 11/NR Fayetteville, Ark. L, 28-33
Oct. 2, 2004 NR/16 Gainsville, Fla. L, 30-45
Dec. 2, 2006 8/4 Atlanta, Ga.  L, 28-38
Oct. 4, 2008 NR/12 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 7-38
Oct. 17, 2009 NR/1 Gainsville, Fla. L, 20-23
Oct. 5, 2013 NR/18 Gainsville, Fla. L, 10-30
LSU
LSU leads the series 37-22-2
DATE UA/OPP RNK SITE RESULT
Nov. 22, 1901   Baton Rouge, La. L, 0-15
Nov. 30, 1906   Baton Rouge, La. T, 6-6
Nov. 9, 1907   Baton Rouge, La. L, 12-17
Nov. 26, 1908   Little Rock, Ark. L, 4-36
Nov. 13, 1909   Memphis, Tenn. W, 16-0
Nov. 24, 1910   Little Rock, Ark. W, 51-0
Nov. 23, 1911   Little Rock, Ark. W, 11-0
Nov. 9, 1912   Little Rock, Ark. L, 6-7
Nov. 8, 1913   Shreveport , La.  L, 7-12
Nov. 7, 1914   Shreveport , La.  W, 20-12
Nov. 6, 1915   Shreveport , La. L, 7-13
Nov. 4, 1916   Shreveport , La.  L, 7-17
Nov. 3, 1917   Shreveport , La. W, 14-0
Oct. 25, 1919   Shreveport , La. L, 0-20
Nov. 6, 1920   Shreveport , La. L, 0-3
Nov. 5, 1921   Shreveport , La.  L, 7-10
Oct. 28, 1922   Shreveport , La. W, 40-6
Oct. 27, 1923   Shreveport , La. W, 26-13
Nov. 1, 1924   Shreveport , La. W, 10-7
Oct. 31, 1925   Shreveport , La.  W, 12-0
Nov. 6, 1926   Shreveport , La. L, 0-14
Oct. 29, 1927   Shreveport , La. W, 28-0
Nov. 3, 1928   Shreveport , La. W, 7-0
Nov. 2, 1929   Shreveport , La. W, 32-0
Nov. 1, 1930   Shreveport , La. L, 12-27
Oct. 24, 1931   Shreveport , La. L, 6-13
Oct. 22, 1932   Shreveport , La. L, 0-14
Oct. 21, 1933   Shreveport , La. L, 0-20
Oct. 20, 1934   Shreveport , La. L, 0-16
Oct. 19, 1935   Shreveport , La. L, 7-13
Oct. 24, 1936  NR/13  Shreveport , La. L, 7-19
Jan. 1, 1947  16/8  Dallas, Texas  T, 0-0
Nov. 21, 1953   Little Rock, Ark. L, 8-9
Nov. 20, 1954  9/NR Shreveport , La. L, 6-7
Nov. 19, 1955   Little Rock, Ark. L, 7-13
Nov. 24, 1956   Shreveport , La. L, 7-21
Jan. 1, 1966  7/15 Dallas, Texas  L, 7-14
Nov. 27, 1992   Fayetteville, Ark.  W, 30-6
Nov. 27, 1993   Baton Rouge, La. W, 42-24
Nov. 26, 1994   Little Rock, Ark. L, 12-30
Nov. 18, 1995  14/NR  Baton Rouge, La.  L, 0-28
Nov. 29, 1996  NR/19  Little Rock, Ark.  L, 7-17
Nov. 28, 1997  NR/17  Baton Rouge, La. L, 21-31
Nov. 27, 1998  13/NR  Little Rock, Ark. W, 41-14
Nov. 26, 1999  17/NR  Baton Rouge, La. L, 10-35
Nov. 24, 2000  NR/24  Little Rock, Ark. W, 14-3
Nov. 23, 2001  24/NR  Baton Rouge, La. L, 38-41
Nov. 29 2002  NR/18  Little Rock, Ark. W, 21-20
Nov. 28, 2003  NR/3 Baton Rouge, La. L, 24-55
Nov. 26, 2004  NR/12  Little Rock, Ark. L, 14-43
Nov. 19 2005  NR/3 Baton Rouge, La. L, 17-19
Nov. 24, 2006  5/9 Little Rock, Ark. L, 26-31
Nov. 23, 2007  NR/1 Baton Rouge, La. W, 50-48 (3OT)
Nov. 28, 2008   Little Rock, Ark. W, 31-30
Nov. 28, 2009   Baton Rouge, La. L, 30-33 (OT)
Nov. 27, 2010  12/6 Little Rock, Ark. W, 31-23
Nov. 25, 2011  3/1 Baton Rouge, La. L, 17-41
Nov. 23, 2012 NR/8 Fayetteville, Ark. L, 13-20
Nov. 29, 2013 NR/15 Baton Rouge, La. L, 27-31
Nov. 15, 2014 NR/20 Fayetteville, Ark. W, 17-0
Nov. 14, 2015 NR/9 Baton Rouge, La. W, 31-14
MISSISSIPPI STATE
Arkansas leads the series 15-10-1
DATE UA/OPP RNK SITE RESULT
Nov. 25, 1916   Memphis, Tenn. L, 20-7
Sept. 30, 1939   Memphis, Tenn. L, 19-0
Nov. 7, 1992  NR/19  Starkville, Miss. L, 3-10
Nov. 6, 1993   Little Rock, Ark.  T, 13-13
Nov. 5, 1994  NR/24  Starkville, Miss. L, 7-17
Nov. 4, 1995   Little Rock, Ark. W, 26-21 (OT)
Nov. 23, 1996   Starkville, Miss.  W, 16-13
Nov. 22, 1997  NR/14  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 17-7
Nov. 21, 1998  9/NR Starkville, Miss. L, 21-22
Nov. 20, 1999  22/12  Little Rock, Ark.  W, 14-9
Nov. 18, 2000  NR/13  Starkville, Miss.  W, 17-10 (OT)
Nov. 17, 2001   Fayetteville, Ark.  W, 24-21
Nov. 23, 2002   Starkville, Miss.  W, 26-19
Nov. 22, 2003   Fayetteville, Ark. W, 52-6
Nov. 20, 2004   Starkville, Miss.  W, 24-21
Nov. 10, 2005   Little Rock, Ark. W, 34-10
Nov. 18, 2006  5/NR Starkville, Miss.  W, 28-14
Nov. 17, 2007   Little Rock, Ark.  W, 45-31
Nov. 22, 2008   Starkville, Miss.  L, 28-31
Nov. 21, 2009   Little Rock, Ark.  W, 42-21
Nov. 20, 2010  13/22  Starkville, Miss.  W 38-31 (2OT)
Nov. 19, 2011  6/NR Little Rock, Ark.  W, 44-17
Nov. 17, 2012  Starkville, Miss L, 14-45
Nov. 23, 2013  Little Rock, Ark. L, 17-24
Nov. 1, 2014  Starkville, Miss. L, 10-17
Nov. 21, 2015  Fayetteville, Ark. L, 50-51
MISSOURI
Missouri leads the series 4-3
DATE UA/OPP RNK SITE RESULT
Nov. 10, 1906  Columbia, Mo. L, 0-11
Sept. 23, 1944  Columbia, Mo. W, 7-6
Sept. 28, 1963 8/NR Little Rock, Ark. L, 6-7
Dec. 31, 2003  Shreveport , La. W, 27-14
Jan. 1, 2008 25/7 Dallas, Texas L, 7-38
Nov. 28, 2014 NR/17 Columbia, Mo. L, 14-21
Nov. 27, 2015  Fayetteville, Ark. W, 28-3
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 FIRST LAST
OPPONENT W L T MTG MTG
Abilene Christian 1 0 0 1948 1948
Air Force 1 0 0 1975 1975
Alabama 8 18 0 1961* 2015
Alabama-Birmingham 1 0 0 2014 2014
Arkansas A&M 1 0 0 1944 1944
Arizona State 2 0 0 1951 1985*
Auburn 11 13 1 1984* 2015
Austin College 2 0 0 1913 1927
Barksdale Field 1 0 0 1945 1945
Baylor 35 33 2 1904 1991
Boise State 2 0 0 2000 2002
California 1 0 0 1971 1971
Camp Pike 0 1 0 1918 1918
Centenary 3 1 2 1926 1933*
Central Arkansas  2 0 0 1923 1926
Central Florida 1 0 0 2001 2001
Central Missouri State 1 0 0 1917 1917
Central Oklahoma St. 1 0 0 1937 1937
Chattanooga 1 0 0 2007 2007
Chicago 0 0 1 1931 1931
Chiloco College 1 1 0 1905 1906
The Citadel 0 1 0 1992 1992
College of the Ozarks 8 0 0 1927 1935
Colorado State 3 0 0 1974 1990
Dallas Medics 0 1 0 1904 1904
Detroit 2 0 0 1941 1942
Drury College 13 5 2 1896 1923
Duke 0 1 0 1960* 1960*
East Carolina 1 0 0 2009* 2009*
East Central Oklahoma 4 0 0 1929 1941
East Texas State 1 0 0 1948 1948
Eastern Michigan 1 0 0 2009 2009
Fairmont College 2 0 0 1904 1909
Florida 1 9 0 1982* 2013
Florida International 1 0 0 2007 2007
Fordham 0 1 0 1940 1940
Ft. Scott (Kan.) High 2 2 0 1898 1904
Ft. Smith (Ark.) High 8 0 0 1894 1904
George Washington 0 1 1 1936 1937
Georgia 4 10 0 1968* 2014
Georgia Tech 1 1 0 1954* 1959*
Hardin-Simmons 3 0 0 1956 1962
Haskell College 1 0 1 1907 1908
Hawaii 1 0 0 1987 1987
Henderson State 6 0 0 1908 1929
Hendrix College 15 0 2 1911 1933
    FIRST LAST
OPPONENT W L T MTG MTG
Houston 12 6 0 1952 1991
Iowa 0 1 0 1925 1925
Iowa State 1 0 0 1973 1973
Jacksonville State 1 0 0 2012 2012
Joplin (Mo.) High 1 0 1 1899 1901
Kansas 0 2 0 1905 1906
Kansas City Medics 1 1 0 1901 1905
Kansas State 2 3 0 1910 2015*
Kentucky 3 4 0 1998 2012
Kingfisher College 1 0 0 1902 1902
Little Rock (Ark.) High 0 1 0 1901 1901
Louisiana 5 0 0 1991 2013
Louisiana-Monroe 9 1 0 1996 2012
Louisiana Tech 3 0 0 1901 1997
LSU 22 37 2 1901 2015
Memphis 2 3 0 1992 1998
Miami (Fla.) 0 3 0 1987 1991
Michigan 0 1 0 1998* 1998*
Middle Tennessee 1 0 0 1999 1999
Minnesota 0 1 0 2002* 2002*
Mississippi State 15 10 1 1916 2015
Missouri 3 4 0 1906 2015
Missouri State 7 0 0 1911 2011
Missouri-Rolla 15 4 0 1902 1943
Monticello Navy 0 1 0 1943 1943
Navy 2 0 0 1982 1984
Nebraska 1 0 0 1964* 1964*
Neosho (Mo.) High 1 0 0 1902 1902
New Mexico 3 0 0 1983 2011
New Mexico State 5 0 0 1977 2004
Nicholls 1 0 0 2014 2014
Northeastern  (Okla.) St. 1 0 0 1924 1924
Norman Navy 0 1 0 1944 1944
North Carolina 0 2 0 1981* 1995*
Northern Illinois 2 0 0 1994 1994
North Texas 9 0 0 1947 2007
Northwestern 1 0 0 1981 1981
Northwestern (La.) St. 3 0 0 1946 1961
Ohio State 0 1 0 2010* 2010*
Oklahoma 4 9 1 1899 2001*
Oklahoma Baptist 2 1 0 1925 1933
Oklahoma Mines 1 0 0 1916 1916
Oklahoma State 30 15 1 1912 1980
Ole Miss 34 27 1 1908 2015
Ouachita College 6 2 1 1897 1923
Pacific 1 0 0 1988 1988
    FIRST LAST
OPPONENT W L T MTG MTG
Phillips College 4 0 1 1920 1925
Pierce City College 1 2 0 1900 1902
Pittsburg (Kan.) State 4 0 0 1908 1936
Rhodes College 1 0 0 1928 1928
Rice 35 29 3 1919 1991
Rutgers 0 2 0 2012 2013
Saint Louis 1 2 1 1907 1915
Samford 1 0 0 2013 2013
Santa Clara 0 2 0 1938 1951
South Carolina 13 9 0 1992 2013
South Florida 1 0 0 2002 2002
SE Missouri State 2 0 0 1906 2006
Southern California 1 4 0 1972 2006
Southern Methodist 37 31 5 1920 1999
Southern Miss 1 0 0 2013 2013
Stanford 0 1 0 1970 1970
State College of Missouri 0 2 0 1902 1903
Tahlequah Seminary 1 0 0 1902 1902
Tennessee 5 13 0 1907 2015
Tennessee-Martin 1 0 0 2015 2015
Tennessee Tech 1 0 0 2010 2010
Texas 22 56 0 1894 2014*
Texas A&M 41 28 3 1903 2015
TCU 43 23 2 1920 1991
Texas-El Paso 3 0 0 1989 2015
Texas Southwestern 2 0 1 1910 1912
Texas Tech 29 8 0 1957 2015
 Toledo 0 1 0 2015 2015
Transylvania (Ky.) 0 1 0 1905 1905
Troy 4 0 0 2002 2011
Tulane 3 0 0 1906 1980*
Tulsa 54 15 2 1899 2012
UCLA 0 1 1 1978* 1988*
UNLV 1 1 0 2000* 2001
Utah State 3 0 0 1975 2006
Vanderbilt 7 2 0 1949 2011
Villanova 0 1 0 1939 1939
Washington (Mo.) 4 1 0 1905 1912
Webb City (Mo.) High 1 0 0 1900 1900
Weber State 1 0 0 2001 2001
Western Illinois 1 0 0 2008 2008
Wichita State 6 0 0 1904 1980
William & Mary 1 2 0 1947* 1949
Wisconsin 0 2 0 1912 2006
* Bowl game
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RECORD BY NETWORK
ABC 16-28-1
CBS 19-34
CSS 2-0
ESPN 23-22
ESPN2 13-17
ESPNU 6-3
Fox 2-2
FSN 4-1
FX 1-0
HSE 3-0
JP 12-18
KATZ 0-1
LFS 2-1
LSN 1-0
Mizlou 1-0
NBC 4-3-1
PPV 2-0
Raycom 8-7
RSP 6-1
SEC Network 3-2
SEC Network Alternate 1-1
SEC Network (Regional/Syndicated) 7-7
TBS 1-1
Not Available 14-11
TOTAL 151-161-2 (.484)
ALL-TIME RECORDS
In Season Openers 121 (94-23-4, .793)
On Homecoming 93 (56-33-4, .624)
RAZORBACK FOOTBALL TELEVISION APPEARANCES
RECORD BY SCHOOL
Alabama 8-17
Arizona State 1-0
Auburn 10-10
Baylor 4-4
Duke 0-1
East Carolina 1-0
Eastern Michigan 1-0 
Florida 1-9
Georgia 3-10
Georgia Tech 1-1
Hawaii 1-0
Houston 3-1
Jacksonville State 1-0
Kansas State 2-0
Kentucky 3-2
Louisiana-Lafayette 1-0
Louisiana-Monroe 3-1
LSU 10-14
Memphis 1-0
Miami, Fla. 0-3
Michigan 0-1
Minnesota 0-1
Mississippi State 5-7
Missouri 2-2
Missouri State 2-0
Navy 1-0
Nebraska 1-0
New Mexico 1-0
Nicholls 1-0
North Carolina 0-2
Northern Illinois 1-0
Ohio State 0-1
Oklahoma 1-2
Oklahoma State 0-1
Ole Miss 8-14
Rice 3-2
Rutgers 0-2
Samford 1-0
SMU 4-2-1
South Carolina 8-6
Southern California 0-2
Southern Miss 1-0
Stanford 0-1
Tennessee 5-10
Tennessee Tech 1-0
Texas 10-17
Texas A&M 13-8
TCU 6-1
Texas Tech 6-2
Toledo 0-1
Troy 2-0
Tulane 1-0
Tulsa 4-0
UAB 1-0
UCLA 0-1-1
UNLV 1-1
UTEP 2-0
UT-Martin 1-0
Vanderbilt 3-0
Wisconsin 0-1
TOTAL 151-161-2 (.484)
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1934 DIXIE CLASSIC
Jan. 1, 1934
Dallas, Texas
Centenary, T 7-7
1947 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 1, 1947
Dallas, Texas
LSU, T 0-0
1948 DIXIE BOWL
Jan. 1, 1948
Birmingham, Ala
William & Mary, W 21-19
1955 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 1, 1955
Dallas, Texas
Georgia Tech, L 14-6
1960 GATOR BOWL
Jan. 2, 1960
Jacksonville, Fla.
Georgia Tech, W 14-7
1961 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 1, 1961
Dallas, Texas
Duke, L 7-6
1962 SUGAR BOWL
Jan. 1, 1962
New Orleans, La.
Alabama, L 10-3
1963 SUGAR BOWL
Jan. 1, 1963
New Orleans, La.
Ole Miss, L 17-13
1965 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 1, 1965
Dallas, Texas
Nebraska, W 10-7
1966 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 1, 1966
Dallas, Texas
LSU, L 14-7
1969 SUGAR BOWL
Jan. 1, 1969
New Orleans, La.
Georgia, W 16-2
1970 SUGAR BOWL
Jan. 1, 1970
New Orleans, La.
Ole Miss, L 27-22
1971 LIBERTY BOWL
Dec. 20, 1971
Memphis, Tenn.
Tennessee, L 14-13
1976 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 1, 1976
Dallas, Texas
Georgia, W 31-10
1978 ORANGE BOWL
Jan. 2, 1978
Miami, Fla.
Oklahoma, W 31-6
1978 FIESTA BOWL
Dec. 25, 1978
Tempe, Ariz.
UCLA, T 10-10
1980 SUGAR BOWL
Jan, 1, 1980
New Orleans, La.
Alabama, L 24-9
1980 HALL OF FAME BOWL
Dec. 27, 1980
Birmingham, Ala.
Tulane, W 34-15
1981 GATOR BOWL
Dec. 28, 1981
Jacksonville, Fla.
North Carolina, L 31-27
1982 BLUEBONNET BOWL
Dec. 31, 1982
Houston, Texas
Florida, W 28-24
1984 LIBERTY BOWL
Dec. 27, 1984
Memphis, Tenn.
Auburn, L 21-15
1985 HOLIDAY BOWL
Dec. 22, 1985
San Diego, Calif.
Arizona State, W 18-17
1987 ORANGE BOWL
Jan. 1, 1987
Miami, Fla.
Oklahoma, L 42-8
1987 LIBERTY BOWL
Dec. 29, 1987
Memphis, Tenn.
Georgia, L 20-17
1989 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 2, 1989
Dallas, Texas
UCLA, L 17-3
1990 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 1, 1990
Dallas, Texas
Tennessee, L 31-27
1991 INDEPENDENCE BOWL
Dec. 29, 1991
Shreveport, La.
Georgia, L 24-15
1995 CARQUEST BOWL
Dec. 30, 1995
Miami, Fla.
North Carolina, L 20-10
1999 FLORIDA CITRUS BOWL
Jan. 1, 1999
Orlando, Fla.
Michigan, L 45-31
2000 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 1, 2000
Dallas, Texas
Texas, W 27-6
2000 LAS VEGAS BOWL
Dec. 21, 2000
Las Vegas, Nev.
UNLV, L 31-14
2002 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 1, 2002
Dallas, Texas
Oklahoma, L 10-3
2002 MUSIC CITY BOWL
Dec. 30, 2002
Nashville, Tenn.
Minnesota, L 29-14
2003 INDEPENDENCE BOWL
Dec. 31, 2003
Shreveport, La.
Missouri, W 27-14
2007 CAPITAL ONE BOWL
Jan. 1, 2007
Orlando, Fla.
Wisconsin, L 17-14
2008 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 1, 2008
Dallas, Texas
Missouri, L 38-7
2010 LIBERTY BOWL
Jan. 2, 2010
Memphis, Tenn.
E. Carolina, W 20-17 (OT)
2011 SUGAR BOWL
Jan. 4, 2011
New Orleans, La.
Ohio State, L 31-26^
2012 COTTON BOWL
Jan. 7, 2012
Arlington, Texas
Kansas State, W 29-16
2014 TEXAS BOWL
Dec. 29, 2014
Houston, Texas
Texas, W 31-7
2016 LIBERTY BOWL
Jan. 2, 2016
Memphis, Tenn.
Kansas State, W 45-23
OVERALL BOWL 
RECORD: 15-23-3
^Ohio State later 
vacated win due to 
NCAA penalty
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INDIVIDUAL
MOST CARRIES   
Marius Johnson  North Carolina  1995 Carquest Bowl  29
MOST YARDS GAINED RUSHING   
Roland Sales   Oklahoma   1978 Orange Bowl  205
LONGEST RUN FROM SCRIMMAGE   
Felix Jones   Wisconsin  2007 Capital One Bowl  76
MOST PASSES ATTEMPTED   
Ryan Mallett   Ohio State  2011 Sugar Bowl  47
MOST PASSES COMPLETED   
Ryan Mallett   Ohio State  2011 Sugar Bowl  24
MOST YARDS GAINED PASSING   
Bill Montgomery  Ole Miss  1970 Sugar Bowl  338
MOST TOUCHDOWN PASSES   
Brandon Allen Texas  2014 Texas Bowl 2
Tyler Wilson  Kansas State  2012 Cotton Bowl  2
Ryan Mallett   Ohio State  2011 Sugar Bowl  2
Robby Hampton UNLV 2000 Las Vegas Bowl 2
Clint Stoerner   Michigan  1999 Florida Citrus Bowl  2
Brad Taylor   North Carolina  1981 Gator Bowl   2
Bill Montgomery  Ole Miss  1970 Sugar Bowl  2
MOST CONSECUTIVE PASSES COMPLETED   
Bill Montgomery  Georgia  1969 Sugar Bowl  9
LONGEST PASS COMPLETION   
B. Gray-J. Lamb   Ole Miss  1963 Sugar Bowl  68
MOST PASS RECEPTIONS   
Chuck Dicus   Georgia  1969 Sugar Bowl  12
MOST YARDS GAINED RECEIVING   
Chuck Dicus   Ole Miss  1970 Sugar Bowl  171
Derek Holloway   North Carolina  1981 Gator Bowl  171
MOST TOUCHDOWN RECEPTIONS   
30 players (last: Jeremy Sprinkle 2016 Liberty Bowl)  1
MOST PUNTING YARDS   
Tom Murphy   Centenary  1934 Dixie Classic  572
MOST PUNTS   
Tom Murphy   Centenary  1934 Dixie Classic  13
BEST PUNTING AVERAGE   
Allen Meacham   UCLA  1989 Cotton Bowl  49.2
   (6 punts, 295 yards)
LONGEST PUNT   
Allen Meacham   UCLA  1989 Cotton Bowl  71
MOST INTERCEPTIONS   
Louis Campbell   Tennessee  1971 Liberty Bowl  3
MOST INTERCEPTION RETURN YARDS   
Mel McGaha   William & Mary  1948 Dixie Bowl  70
LONGEST INTERCEPTION RETURN   
Mel McGaha   William & Mary  1948 Dixie Bowl  70
MOST ALL-PURPOSE YARDS   
Alex Collins  Kansas State 2016 Liberty Bowl 259
  (25 plays, 185 yards rushing, 74 kick return yards) 
MOST YARDS GAINED TOTAL OFFENSE   
Bill Montgomery  Ole Miss  1970 Sugar Bowl  360
  (46 plays, 22 yards rushing, 338 yards passing)
MOST PUNT RETURNS   
Reggie Fish Wisconsin 2007 Capital One Bowl 5
   (15 yards)
MOST PUNT RETURN YARDS   
Gary Anderson   Tulane  1980 Hall of Fame Bowl  80
LONGEST PUNT RETURN   
Gary Anderson   Tulane  1980 Hall of Fame Bowl  80
MOST KICKOFF RETURNS   
Felix Jones   Missouri  2008 Cotton Bowl  4
Dedrick Poole Minnesota 2002 Music City Bowl 4
Steven Harris   UNLV  2000 Las Vegas Bowl  4
James Rouse   Georgia   1987 Liberty Bowl  4
Marshall Foreman  Oklahoma  1987 Orange Bowl  4
Lance Alworth   Alabama   1962 Sugar Bowl  4
MOST KICKOFF RETURN YARDS   
Marshall Foreman  Oklahoma  1987 Orange Bowl  92
LONGEST KICKOFF RETURN   
Alex Collins  Kansas State  2016 Liberty Bowl 68
MOST POINTS SCORED   
Alex Collins  Kansas State  2016 Liberty Bowl 18
   (3 TDs)
MOST TOUCHDOWNS SCORED   
Alex Collins  Kansas State  2016 Liberty Bowl 3
MOST FIELD GOALS   
Chris Balseiro   Missouri  2003 Independence Bowl  4
MOST FIELD GOAL ATTEMPTS   
Bob White   Georgia  1969 Sugar Bowl  5
MOST PATS   
Cole Hedlund Kansas State 2016 Liberty Bowl 6
MOST PAT ATTEMPTS   
Cole Hedlund Kansas State 2016 Liberty Bowl 6
LONGEST SCORING RUN   
Felix Jones   Wisconsin  2007 Capital One Bowl  76
LONGEST SCORING PASS   
B. Taylor-D. Holloway  North Carolina  1981 Gator Bowl  66
LONGEST FIELD GOAL   
Kendall Trainor   UCLA  1989 Cotton Bowl  49
LONGEST SCORING INTERCEPTION RETURN   
Mel McGaha   William & Mary  1948 Dixie Bowl  70
LONGEST SCORING PUNT RETURN   
Gary Anderson   Tulane  1980 Hall of Fame Bowl  80
TEAM
MOST FIRST DOWNS   
  Tennessee  1990 Cotton Bowl  31
MOST FIRST DOWNS RUSHING   
  Florida  1982 Bluebonnet Bowl  22
MOST FIRST DOWNS PASSING   
  Kansas State 2016 Liberty Bowl 14
  Ohio State 2011 Sugar Bowl 14
MOST FIRST DOWNS PENALTY   
  Georgia 1991 Independence Bowl 5
MOST YARDS RUSHING   
  Tulane  1980 Hall of Fame Bowl  383
MOST CARRIES   
  Tennessee 1990 Cotton Bowl 72
MOST YARDS PASSING   
  Ole Miss 1970 Sugar Bowl  338
MOST ATTEMPTS PASSING   
  Ohio State 2011 Sugar Bowl 47
MOST COMPLETIONS   
  Ohio State 2011 Sugar Bowl 24
MOST PASSES HAD INTERCEPTED   
  Oklahoma 1987 Orange Bowl 5
  Georgia 1991 Independence Bowl 5
MOST TOUCHDOWN PASSES   
  Texas 2014 Texas Bowl 2
  Kansas State 2012 Cotton Bowl 2
  Ohio State 2011 Sugar Bowl 2
  Minnesota  2002 Music City Bowl 2
  UNLV 2000 Las Vegas Bowl 2
  Michigan 1999 Citrus Bowl 2
  North Carolina 1981 Gator Bowl 2
  Ole Miss 1970 Sugar Bowl 2
MOST YARDS TOTAL OFFENSE   
  Kansas State 2016 Kansas Bowl 569
MOST PLAYS TOTAL OFFENSE   
  Tennessee 1990 Cotton Bowl 94
MOST PENALTIES   
  Wisconsin 2007 Capital One Bowl 12
   (123 yards)
MOST YARDS PENALIZED   
  Wisconsin 2007 Capital One Bowl  123
   (12 penalties)
FEWEST PENALTIES   
  Tulane 1980 Hall of Fame Bowl 1
  Alabama 1980 Sugar Bowl 1
  LSU 1947 Cotton Bowl 1
FEWEST YARDS PENALIZED   
  LSU 1947 Cotton Bowl 5
BOWL RECORDS
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RYAN MALLETT broke the Arkansas bowl 
record for pass attempts and pass completions 
and tied the school record for most passing 
touchdowns in a bowl game at the 2011 Allstate 
Sugar Bowl against Ohio State.
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MOST FUMBLES   
  Georgia 1976 Cotton Bowl 6
MOST FUMBLES LOST   
  Missouri 2008 Cotton Bowl 4
FEWEST FUMBLES   
  Missouri 2003 Independence Bowl 0
  UNLV 2000 Las Vegas Bowl 0
  Texas 2000 Cotton Bowl 0
  Michigan 1999 Citrus Bowl 0
  Auburn 1984 Liberty Bowl 0
  Tulane 1980 Hall of Fame Bowl 0
  Georgia Tech 1955 Cotton Bowl 0
FEWEST FUMBLES LOST   
  11 times (last: Texas, 2014 Texas Bowl) 0
MOST INTERCEPTIONS   
  Tennessee 1971 Liberty Bowl 3
  Georgia 1969 Sugar Bowl 3
MOST INTERCEPTION RETURN YARDS   
  William & Mary 1948 Dixie Bowl 70
MOST PUNT RETURNS   
  Texas 2000 Cotton Bowl 6
MOST PUNT RETURN YARDS   
  Tulane 1980 Hall of Fame Bowl 80
MOST KICKOFF RETURNS   
  Missouri 2008 Cotton Bowl 7
  Minnesota 2002 Music City Bowl 7
MOST KICKOFF RETURN YARDS   
  Missouri 2008 Cotton Bowl 168
MOST POINTS SCORED   
  Kansas State 2016 Liberty Bowl 45
FEWEST POINTS SCORED   
  LSU 1947 Cotton Bowl 0
MOST POINTS ALLOWED   
  Michigan 1999 Citrus Bowl 45
FEWEST POINTS ALLOWED   
  LSU 1947 Cotton Bowl 0
INDIVIDUAL (OPPONENT)
MOST CARRIES   
Dominque Lindsay East Carolina 2010 Liberty Bowl 33
MOST YARDS GAINED RUSHING   
Tony Temple Missouri 2008 Cotton Bowl 281
MOST PASSES ATTEMPTED   
Nickie Hall Tulane 1980 Hall of Fame Bowl 37
MOST PASSES COMPLETED   
Nate Hybl Oklahoma 2002 Cotton Bowl 24
MOST YARDS GAINED PASSING   
Archie Manning Ole Miss 1970 Sugar Bowl 273
MOST TOUCHDOWN PASSES   
Jason Thomas UNLV 2000 Las Vegas Bowl 3
Bob Hewko Florida 1982 Bluebonnet Bowl 3
MOST PASS RECEPTIONS   
Quentin Griffin Oklahoma 2002 Cotton Bowl 9
MOST YARDS GAINED RECEIVING   
Tai Streets Michigan 1999 Citrus Bowl 129
MOST TOUCHDOWN RECEPTIONS   
Dwayne Dixon Florida 1982 Bluebonnet Bowl 3
MOST PUNTS   
Spike Jones Georgia 1969 Sugar Bowl 10
MOST PUNTING YARDS   
Spike Jones Georgia 1969 Sugar Bowl 386
MOST INTERCEPTIONS   
Pat Pinkney East Carolina 2010 Liberty Bowl 2
John Stocco Wisconsin 2007 Capital One Bowl 2
Michael Lehan Minnesota 2002 Music City Bowl 2
Sonny Brown Oklahoma 1987 Orange Bowl 2
George Wilson Alabama 1962 Sugar Bowl 2
MOST INTERCEPTION YARDS RETURNED   
Ian Gold Michigan 1999 Citrus Bowl 46
MOST ALL-PURPOSE YARDS   
Tony Temple Missouri 2008 Cotton Bowl 281
MOST YARDS GAINED TOTAL OFFENSE   
Terrelle Pryor Ohio State 2011 Sugar Bowl 336
MOST PUNT RETURNS   
Curtis Fagan Oklahoma 2002 Cotton Bowl 7
MOST PUNT RETURN YARDS   
Troy Mason UNLV 2000 Las Vegas Bowl 51
MOST POINTS SCORED   
Tony Temple Missouri 2008 Cotton Bowl 24
MOST TOUCHDOWNS SCORED   
Tony Temple Missouri 2008 Cotton Bowl 4
MOST FIELD GOALS MADE   
Dan Nystrom Minnesota 2002 Music City Bowl 5
LONGEST FIELD GOAL   
Taylor Mehlhaff Wisconsin 2007 Capital One Bowl 52
Cloyce Hinton Ole Miss 1970 Sugar Bowl 52
LONGEST RUN FROM SCRIMMAGE   
Chuck Webb Tennessee 1990 Cotton Bowl 78
LONGEST SCORING RUN   
Chuck Webb Tennessee 1990 Cotton Bowl 78
LONGEST PASS COMPLETION   
A. Kelly-A. Morgan Tennessee 1990 Cotton Bowl 84
LONGEST SCORING PASS   
A. Kelly-A. Morgan Tennessee 1990 Cotton Bowl 84
LONGEST INTERCEPTION RETURN   
Eddie Brown Tennessee 1971 Liberty Bowl 47
TEAM (OPPONENT)
MOST RUSHING ATTEMPTS   
  North Carolina 1981 Gator Bowl 65
MOST NET YARDS RUSHING   
  Missouri 2008 Cotton Bowl 323
MOST PASSES COMPLETED   
  Oklahoma 2002 Cotton Bowl 24
  Texas 2000 Cotton Bowl 24
MOST YARDS PASSING   
  Ole Miss 1970 Sugar Bowl 273
MOST TOTAL OFFENSE YARDS   
  Tennessee 1990 Cotton Bowl 470
MOST PUNTS   
  Centenary 1934 Dixie Classic 13
MOST POINTS   
  Michigan 1999 Citrus Bowl 45
MOST FIELD GOALS MADE   
  Minnesota 2002 Music City Bowl 5
FEWEST FIRST DOWNS   
  Texas 2014 Texas Bowl 7
FEWEST FIRST DOWNS RUSHING   
  Texas 2014 Texas Bowl 1
  Wisconsin 2007 Capital One Bowl 1
FEWEST FIRST DOWNS PASSING   
  Alabama 1962 Sugar Bowl 0
MOST FUMBLES   
  Georgia 1969 Sugar Bowl 7
MOST FUMBLES LOST   
  Georgia 1969 Sugar Bowl 5
MOST PENALTIES   
  UNLV 2000 Las Vegas Bowl 12
  Michigan 1999 Citrus Bowl 12
MOST PENALTY YARDS   
  UNLV 2000 Las Vegas Bowl 119
FEWEST RUSHING ATTEMPTS   
  Kansas State 2016 Liberty Bowl 22
FEWEST NET YARDS RUSHING   
  Texas 2000 Cotton Bowl -27
MOST YARDS LOST   
  Georgia 1969 Sugar Bowl 96
FEWEST PASSES COMPLETED   
  Oklahoma 1987 Orange Bowl 2
FEWEST TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS   
  Kansas State 2016 Liberty Bowl 47
FEWEST TOTAL OFFENSE YARDS   
  Nebraska 1965 Cotton Bowl 168
FEWEST PASSES ATTEMPTED   
  Oklahoma 1987 Orange Bowl 5
FEWEST YARDS PASSING   
  Alabama 1962 Sugar Bowl 20
BOWL RECORDS
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ALEX COLLINS may have saved his most 
impressive game for last as he turned 23 
carries into 185 yards and three scores in 
Arkansas’ dominating 45-23 win over Kansas 
State in the AutoZone Liberty Bowl, setting 
bowl records for most all-purpose yards, 
longest kickoff return, most points scored and 
most touchdowns scored.
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OVERTIME GAMES
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Arkansas has established itself as an authority on overtime games.
In 2001, the Razorbacks won the longest game ever played, the 58-56, seven-overtime 
thriller at Ole Miss. In 2003, UA matched that eff ort with another seven-overtime thriller, 
the 71-63 win at Kentucky. Earlier that season, Arkansas claimed a double-overtime 
victory at Alabama. In 2007, the Razorbacks won a 50-48, triple-overtime thriller at No. 
1 LSU. At the 2010 Liberty Bowl, Arkansas topped East Carolina, 20-17, in one overtime 
period. The Razorbacks won 38-31 in double overtime at No. 22 Mississippi State in 2010. 
Arkansas had played extra-period games before those mentioned, but the Ole 
Miss and Kentucky games, and the six-overtime loss at Tennessee in 2002, rank at 
the top of the charts for the most overtimes played in NCAA history.
KEY POINTS REGARDING OVERTIME GAMES
•  The team winning the coin toss has the option of taking the ball first or playing defense 
first. The team losing the coin toss selects the end of the field for both possessions. 
•  The team losing the coin toss has the option of going on off ense or defense first 
for the second overtime while the other team chooses the end of the field.
• Each team gets the ball at the opponent 25-yard line.
•  Beginning with the third overtime period, teams must attempt a two-point 
conversion following a touchdown.
ARKANSAS IN OVERTIME (11-6)
1996 at Miss. State W 16-13 OT
2000 at Miss. State W 17-10 OT
2001 at Ole Miss W 58-56 7 OT
2002 at Tennessee L 41-38 6 OT
2003 at Alabama W 34-31 2 OT
2003 at Kentucky W 71-63 7 OT
2006 Alabama W 24-23 2 OT
2007 at LSU W 50-48 3 OT
2009 at LSU L 33-30 OT
2009 vs. East Carolina W 20-17  OT
2010 at Miss. State W 38-31 2 OT
2012 ULM L 34-31 OT
2013 Miss. State L 24-17 OT
2014 Texas A&M L 35-28 OT
2015 vs. Texas A&M L 28-21 OT
2015 Auburn W 54-46 4 OT
2015 at Ole Miss W 53-52 OT
KNILE DAVIS scored the game-
winning touchdown on a seven-yard 
reception in UA’s 38-31 double-overtime 
win at Mississippi State in 2010.
ARKANSAS 71, KENTUCKY 63 (7 OT)
Nov. 1, 2003 • Lexington, Ky.
Game Notes
• Matches the record for the longest game in NCAA history (UA-Ole Miss in 2001)
•  DeCori Birmingham rushed for a career-best 196 yards and two TDs on 40 carries. At the time it was the 11th-best 
single-game rushing total in school history.
• UA set an NCAA team record for the most points in overtime with 47.
 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1OT 2OT 3OT 4OT 5OT 6OT 7OT TOTAL
ARKANSAS 7 14 0 3 7 7 3 8 6 8 8 71
KENTUCKY 7 0 7 10 7 7 3 8 6 8 0 63
SCORING SUMMARY
1st – UA DeCori Birmingham 10 run (Chris Balseiro kick); UK Andrew Hopewell 6 blocked punt return (Taylor Begley kick)
2nd – UA Richard Smith 26 pass from Matt Jones (Balseiro kick); UA Tom Crowder recovered blocked punt in end zone 
(Balseiro kick)
3rd – UK Alexis Bwenge 51 pass from Jared Lorenzen (Begley kick)
4th – UK Begley 34 field goal; UA Balseiro 37 field goal; UK Chris Benard 13 pass from Lorenzen (Begley kick)
1st OT – UA Mark Pierce 1 run (Balseiro kick); UK Bwenge 2 run (Begley kick)
2nd OT – Bwenge 7 run (Begley kick); UA Jason Peters 7 pass from Matt Jones (Balseiro kick)
3rd OT – UA Balseiro 25 field goal; UK Begley 24 field goal
4th OT – Lorenzen 1 run (Derek Abney pass from Lorenzen); UA Jones 3 run (Pierce pass from Jones)
5th OT – George Wilson 15 pass from Jones (pass failed); UK Lorenzen 2 run (pass failed)
6th OT – Lorenzen 1 run (Tommy Cook pass from Lorenzen); UA Pierce 2 run (Wilson pass from Jones)
7th OT – UA Birmingham 25 run (Peters pass from Jones)
 ARKANSAS KENTUCKY
First Downs 29 29
Rushing 15 13
Passing 14 12
Penalty 0 4
Rushing Attempts-Net Yards 71-334 52-180
Net Yards Passing 271 326
Passing 28-17-0 51-28-1
Total Plays-Total Offense 99-605 103-506
Punts 6-34.3 7-40.0
Fumbles 5-2 2-1
Penalties 12-87 8-60
Possession Time 32:53 27:07
Third-Down Conversions 13-22 10-22
Fourth-Down Conversions 1-1 2-3
Sacks By: Number-Yards 2-13 2-17
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING: UA – DeCori Birmingham 40-196; Matt Jones 15-112; Cedric Cobbs 9-46; Carlos Ousley 1-9; Mark Pierce 2-3; 
Steven Harris 1-(-15); Ryan Sorahan 3-(-17).  UK – Alexis Bwenge 22-89; Jared Lorenzen 15-39; Draak Davis 5-35; Shane 
Boyd 4-17; Derek Abney 1-2; Ronald Johnson 1-1; Team 1-0; Keenan Burton 3-(-3).
PASSING: UA – Matt Jones 25-16-0, 260; Ryan Sorahan 3-1-0, 11. UK Jared Lorenzen 49-28-1, 326; Shane Boyd 2-0-0.
RECEIVING: UA – George Wilson 9-172; Richard Smith 5-69; Carlos Oulsey 1-12; Jared Hicks 1-11; Jason Peters 1-7. UK Derek 
Abney 10-91; Chris Bernard 4-82; Tommy Cook 4-39; Draak Davis 4-13; Jeremi Drobney 2-25; Alexis Bwenge 1-51; Glenn 
Holt 1-17; Keenan Burton 1-7; Shane Boyd 1-1.
ARKANSAS 58, OLE MISS 56 (7 OT)
Nov. 3, 2001 • Oxford, Miss.
Game Notes
• The seven overtimes is an NCAA record.
• The 114 combined points scored is an SEC record.
•  UA All-American linebacker Jermaine Petty made his 20th tackle on his 103rd play of the game when he stopped Ole 
Miss tight end Doug Zeigler two yards short of the end zone on a two-point conversion attempt that would have 
forced an eighth extra period.
•  Quarterback Matt Jones accounted for 116 of UA’s 157 yards of total offense in the extra periods with 61 yards rushing 
and 55 passing. He did not start , but played all of the fourth quarter and all seven overtime periods.
 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1OT 2OT 3OT 4OT 5OT 6OT 7OT TOTAL
ARKANSAS 0 7 3 7 7 0 6 6 6 8 8 58
OLE MISS 7 0 3 7 7 0 6 6 6 8 6 56
SCORING SUMMARY
1st – UM Joe Gunn 1 run (Nichols kick); 
2nd – UA Cedric Cobbs 2 run (O’Donohoe kick)
3rd – UA Brennan O’Donohoe 45 field goal; UM Jonathon Nichols 32 field goal
4th – UA Mark Pierce 2 run (O’Donohoe kick); UM Jason Armstead 3 pass from Eli Manning (Nichols kick)
1st OT – UA Cobbs 16 run (O’Donohoe kick); UM Armstead 11 pass from Manning (Nichols kick)
3rd OT – UA Matt Jones 25 run (rush failed); UM Gunn 1 run (pass failed)
4th OT – UM Bill Flowers 21 pass from Manning (pass failed); UA George Wilson 24 pass from Jones (rush failed)
5th OT – UA Jones 8 run (pass failed); UM Doug Zeigler 12 pass from Manning (pass failed)
6th OT – UM Zeigler 15 pass from Manning (Charles Stackhouse run); UA Pierce 2 run (Peters pass from Jones)
7th OT – UA Pierce 2 run (Birmingham pass from Jones); UM Armstead 3 pass from Manning (pass failed)
 ARKANSAS OLE MISS
First Downs 32 28
Rushing 22 10
Passing 10 17
Penalty 0 1
Rushing Attempts-Net Yards 80-370 50-145
Net Yards Passing 161 312
Passing 26-12-1 42-27-0
Total Plays-Total Offense 106-531 92-457
Punts 5-37.6 5-36.2
Fumbles 1-1 1-1
Penalties 4-40 4-16
Possession Time 33:34 26:26
Third-Down Conversions 16-26 7-17
Fourth-Down Conversions 3-3 2-2
Sacks By: Number-Yards 1-3 0-0
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING: UA – Fred Talley 23-113; Matt Jones 18-110; Cedric Cobbs 22-100; Mark Pierce 11-39; Zak Clark 2-5; DeCori Birmingham 
4-3. UM – Joe Gunn 31-102; Robert Williams 5-34; Charles Stackhouse 8-27; Toward Sanford 1-0; Eli Manning 4-(-9).
PASSING: UA – Zak Clark 9-20-1, 100; Matt Jones 3-6-0, 61. UM – Eli Manning 27-42-0, 312.
RECEIVING: UA – George Wilson 8-105; Mark Pierce 2-19; Nathan Ball 1-23; Marcellus Poydras 1-0. UM – Bill Flowers 7-97; Doug 
Zeigler 5-102; Jason Armstead 5-27; Charles Stackhouse 4-40; Chris Collins 3-15; Omar Rayford 2-19; Robert Williams 1-2.
ARKANSAS’ NCAA RECORDS SET IN OVERTIME
•  Longest games in NCAA history: seven overtimes (Arkansas at Kentucky, 2003; 
Arkansas at Ole Miss, 2001; and North Texas at FIU, 2006)
•  Fourth-longest game in NCAA history: six overtimes (Arkansas at Tennessee, 2002)
•  Most points scored in overtime: 47 at Kentucky, 2003
•  Most points scored in overtime (both teams): 86, UA at Kentucky, 2003
• Most plays in an overtime game (both teams): 202, UA at Kentucky, 2003
• Second-most points scored in an overtime game (both teams): 134, UA at Kentucky, 2003

NFL DRAFT
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2016 TEAM POS RD PICK
Hunter Henry San Diego TE 2 35
Jonathan Williams Buffalo RB 5 156
Alex Collins Seattle RB 5 171
Sebastian Tretola Tennessee G 6 193
Brandon Allen Jacksonville QB 6 201
2015 TEAM POS RD PICK
Trey Flowers New England DE 4 101
Martrell Spaight Washington LB 5 141
Tevin Mitchel Washington CB 6 182
Darius Philon San Diego DT 6 192
AJ Derby New England TE 6 202
2014 TEAM POS RD PICK
Travis Swanson Detroit C 3 76
Chris Smith Jacksonville DE 5 159
Kiero Small Seattle FB 7 227
Zach Hocker Washington K 7 228
2013 TEAM POS RD PICK
Knile Davis Kansas City RB 3 96
Tyler Wilson Oakland QB 4 112
Cobi Hamilton Cincinnati WR 6 197
Chris Gragg Buffalo TE 7 222
2012 TEAM POS RD PICK
Jake Bequette New England DE 3 90
Joe Adams Carolina WR 4 104
Jarius Wright Minnesota WR 4 118
Greg Childs Minnesota WR 4 134
2011 TEAM POS RD PICK
Ryan Mallett New England QB 3 74
D.J. Williams Green Bay TE 5 141
DeMarcus Love Minnesota T 6 168
2010 TEAM POS RD PICK
Mitch Petrus New York Giants G 5 147
2009 TEAM POS RD PICK
Jonathan Luigs Cincinnati C 4 106
2008 TEAM POS RD PICK
Darren McFadden Oakland RB 1 4
Felix Jones Dallas RB 1 22
Marcus Harrison Chicago DT 3 90
Nate Garner New York Jets T 7 211
Peyton Hillis Denver FB 7 227
Marcus Monk Chicago WR 7 248
2007 TEAM POS RD PICK
Jamaal Anderson Atlanta DE 1 8
Chris Houston Atlanta DB 2 41
Tony Ugoh Indianapolis T 2 42
Keith Jackson, Jr. St. Louis DT 7 248
2006 TEAM POS RD PICK
Vickiel Vaughn San Francisco DB 7 254
2005 TEAM POS RD PICK
Matt Jones Jacksonville WR 1 21
Jeb Huckeba Seattle LB 5 159
2004 TEAM POS RD PICK
Shawn Andrews Philadelphia G 1 16
Ahmad Carroll Green Bay DB 1 25
Caleb Miller Cincinnati LB 3 80
Cedric Cobbs New England RB 4 128
Tony Bua Miami LB 5 160
Bo Lacy Pittsburgh T 6 177
NFL DRAFT QUICK FACTS
•  Arkansas has had a player selected in the NFL Draft 
21 straight years. 
•  Highlighted by six over a fi ve-year span from 
2004-08, Arkansas has had 22 players taken in the 
fi rst round of the NFL Draft. 
•  Arkansas is one of just fi ve programs to have at 
least four players selected in each of the last fi ve 
NFL Drafts.
•  Two of the last three running back duos to be 
selected in the top fi ve rounds of the same NFL Draft 
have come from Arkansas. 
•  Since 2011, Arkansas, Notre Dame and Stanford have 
had the most tight ends taken with four.
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2003 TEAM POS RD PICK
Ken Hamlin Seattle DB 2 42
2002 TEAM POS RD PICK
Carlos Hall Tennessee DB 7 240
2001 TEAM POS RD PICK
Quinton Caver Philadelphia LB 2 55
Randy Garner Atlanta DE 6 167
2000 TEAM POS RD PICK
Kenoy Kennedy Denver DB 2 45
Bobbie Williams Philadelphia G 2 61
David Barrett Arizona DB 4 102
Anthony Lucas Green Bay WR 4 114
Emanuel Smith Jacksonville WR 6 196
1999 TEAM POS RD PICK
Brandon Burlsworth Indianapolis G 3 63
Melvin Bradley Arizona DE 6 202
Madre Hill Cleveland RB 7 207
Ryan Hale New York Giants DT 7 225
1998 TEAM POS RD PICK
David Sanders Oakland DE 7 235
1997 TEAM POS RD PICK
Anthony Hicks Green Bay  LB 5 160
1996 TEAM POS RD PICK
Steve Conley Pittsburgh  LB 3 72 
Junior Soli San Diego  DT 5 155
1994 TEAM POS RD PICK
Henry Ford Houston  DT 1 26
Isaac Davis San Diego  G 2 43
1993 TEAM POS RD PICK
Raylee Johnson San Diego  DE 4 95
1991 TEAM POS RD PICK
Derek Russell Denver  WR 4 89
1990 TEAM POS RD PICK
Barry Foster Pittsburgh  RB 5 128
James Rouse Chicago  RB 8 200
Elbert Crawford Los Angeles G 8 216
Anthony Cooney Chicago DB 12 310
1989 TEAM POS RD PICK
Wayne Martin New Orleans DE 1 19
Steve Atwater Denver  DB 1 20
Fred Childress Cincinnati  G 2 55
Kerry Owens Cincinnati  LB 4 89
Richard Brothers Chicago  DB 7 189
Kendall Trainor Phoenix  K 9 234
LaSalle Harper Chicago  LB 9 243
1987 TEAM POS RD PICK
Greg Horne Cincinnati  P 5 139
Theo Young Pittsburgh  TE 12 317
1986 TEAM POS RD PICK
Greg Lasker New York Giants DB 2 53
Ravin Caldwell Washington LB 5 113
Bobby Edmonds, Jr. Seattle WR 5 126
Nick Miller Cleveland  LB 5 127
Kevin Wyatt Miami  DB 5 136
1984 TEAM POS RD PICK
Ron Faurot New York Jets DE 1 15
Keith Kidd Minnesota  WR 9 235
1983 TEAM POS RD PICK
Billy Ray Smith, Jr. San Diego  LB 1 5
Gary Anderson San Diego  RB 1 20
Steve Korte New Orleans  C 2 38
Danny Walters San Diego  DB 4 95
1982 TEAM POS RD PICK
Jeff Goff Washington  LB 12 322
1981 TEAM POS RD PICK
Steve Cox Cleveland  P 5 134
Bobby Duckworth San Diego  WR 6 162
Kevin Evans New Orleans DB 8 215
Hugh Jernigan Detroit  DB 9 238
Trent Bryant Baltimore  DB 10 259
1980 TEAM POS RD PICK
Tom Ginn Detroit  C 5 120
Mike Massey Oakland  LB 11 291
Roland Sales Cleveland  RB 11 294
Kevin Scanlon Los Angeles  QB 12 332
1979 TEAM POS RD PICK
Dan Hampton Chicago  DT 1 4
Jerry Eckwood Tampa Bay  RB 3 60
Vaughn Lusby Cincinnati DB 4 91
Ben Cowins Philadelphia RB 4 94
Michael Forrest Kansas City  RB 12 305
1978 TEAM POS RD PICK
Steve Little St. Louis  K 1 15
Leotis Harris Green Bay  G 6 144
1977 TEAM POS RD PICK
R. C. Thielemann Atlanta  G 2 36
Greg Koch Green Bay  T 2 39
Gerald Skinner New England  T 4 109
Dennis Winston Pittsburgh  LB 5 132
Curtis Townsend San Diego  LB 10 265
1976 TEAM POS RD PICK
Ike Forte New England  RB 2 35
Mike Kirkland Baltimore  QB 5 143
Scott Bull San Francisco  QB 6 177
Richard LaFargue Philadelphia  C 8 216
Rolland Fuchs Pittsburgh  RB 11 319
1975 TEAM POS RD PICK
Rollen Smith Cincinnati  DB 6 145
Floyd Hogan Cleveland  DB 9 215
Marsh White New York Giants RB 12 287
Brison Manor New York Jets DT 15 380
1974 TEAM POS RD PICK
Danny Rhodes Baltimore  LB 6 140
Jack Ettinger Chicago  WR 7 160
Dickey Morton Pittsburgh  RB 11 283
1973 TEAM POS RD PICK
Joe Ferguson Buffalo  QB 3 57
Dave Reavis Pittsburgh  DE 5 106
Tom Reed Atlanta  G 8 195
Mike Reppond Buffalo  WR 9 215
Don Wunderly Pittsburgh  DT 10 258
Mike Griffin Chicago  G 12 291
Jim Hodge Atlanta  WR 17 428
1972 TEAM POS RD PICK
Bill McClard San Diego  K 3 61
Tom Mabry New York Giants T 8 184
Mike Kelson New England  T 9 220
Ronnie Jones St. Louis  LB 11 265
1971 TEAM POS RD PICK
Jerry Moore Chicago  DB 4 89
Chuck Dicus San Diego  WR 7 169
Bill Burnett Baltimore  RB 9 234
Bruce James Philadelphia  LB 16 395
Pat Morrison Buffalo  TE 17 419
1970 TEAM POS RD PICK
Terry Stewart New York Jets DB 6 150
Jerry Dossey Dallas  G 8 205
Bruce Maxwell Detroit  RB 10 253
Bob Stankovich Kansas City  G 10 260
Rodney Brand New York Giants C 14 350
Cliff Powell St. Louis  LB 17 423
1969 TEAM POS RD PICK
Jim Barnes Minnesota  G 5 121
Webster Hubbell Chicago  G 8 197
Gary Adams Philadelphia  DB 12 288
1968 TEAM POS RD PICK
Ernie Ruple Pittsburgh  T 2 36
Ronnie South New Orleans  QB 5 115
1967 TEAM POS RD PICK
Loyd Phillips Chicago  DE 1 10
Harry Jones Philadelphia  RB 1 19
Martine Bercher Atlanta  DB 6 151
Selected with the fourth overall pick in the 2008 NFL Draft by the Oakland Raiders, 
DARREN MCFADDEN (pictured) joined Dan Hampton as the highest choice in program history. 
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1966 TEAM POS RD PICK
James Lindsey Minnesota RB 2 27
Dick Cunningham Detroit T 9 136
Mike Bender Atlanta G 10 141
Bobby Burnett Chicago RB 10 152
Jim Williams Minnesota DE 16 237
Bobby Crockett New York Giants WR 19 282
1965 TEAM POS RD PICK
Glen Ray Hines St. Louis T 6 82
Ronnie Caveness Los Angeles LB 9 121
1964 TEAM POS RD PICK
Wes Bryant Detroit Lions T 7 90
Jerry Lamb St. Louis E 7 93
Gordon Quest Washington QB 20 270
1963 TEAM POS RD PICK
Danny Brabham St. Louis LB 3 30
Billy Moody Los Angeles HB 12 155
Dave Adams Washington G 16 218
Bill Clay St. Louis E 20 269
1962 TEAM POS RD PICK
Lance Alworth San Francisco WR 1 8
John Childress Washington G 10 127
George McKinney Philadelphia B 13 180
Jerry Mazzanti Philadelphia DE 16 223
1961 TEAM POS RD PICK
Paul Dudley Green Bay B 4 54
Jim Collier New York Giants TE 7 95
1959 TEAM POS RD PICK
Charley Sample Green Bay B 20 229
Donnie Stone Chicago HB 21 249
1958 TEAM POS RD PICK
Don Christian San Francisco B 21 251
1957 TEAM POS RD PICK
Billy Ray Smith, Sr. Los Angeles DT 3 26
George Walker Cleveland B 3 28
Ronnie Underwood Baltimore B 5 54
1956 TEAM POS RD PICK
Preston Carpenter Cleveland E 1 13
Henry Moore New York Giants DB 2 19
Buddy Benson Pittsburgh B 27 316
Gerry Nesbitt New York Giants B 27 321
Bill Fuller New York Giants T 28 333
1955 TEAM POS RD PICK
Bud Brooks Detroit G 5 13
A. J. Baker Washington B 27 316
1954 TEAM POS RD PICK
Lamar McHan Chicago QB 1 2
Floyd Sagely San Francisco DB 6 71
Tom Garlington Chicago T 8 90
Sammy Dumas Chicago G 14 158
Jack Troxell Chicago B 17 194
Buster Graves Detroit T 19 229
1953 TEAM POS RD PICK
Lew Carpenter Detroit HB 8 97
John Cole Baltimore B 10 110
Buddy Sutton Baltimore B 15 170
1952 TEAM POS RD PICK
Bob Griffin Los Angeles LB 2 25
Pat Summerall Detroit E 4 45
Dave Hanner Green Bay DT 5 52
Fred Williams Chicago DT 5 56
Billy Jurney Chicago E 8 92
Bill Ward New York Giants G 13 146
Frank Fischel Chicago E 20 232
1951 TEAM POS RD PICK
Jack Richards Philadelphia E 8 93
Louis Schaufele Philadelphia B 10 116
Buddy Brown Washington G 26 221
Buddy Rogers Chicago B 26 312
Fred Williams Cleveland DT 26 315
Marv Stendel Philadelphia E 28 332
Leon Campbell Chicago FB 28 336
1950 TEAM POS RD PICK
Leon Campbell Baltimore FB 2 15
Bill Bass Baltimore B 9 106
John Lunney Los Angeles G 12 155
Billy Hix Philadelphia E 14 183
Alvin Duke Washington B 18 227
Geno Mazzanti Baltimore HB 26 327
1949 TEAM POS RD PICK
John Hoffman Chicago HB 5 49
Ross Pritchard Washington B 17 168
Ed Hamilton Los Angeles E 22 217
Frank Lambright Green Bay G 25 243
1948 TEAM POS RD PICK
Clyde Scott Philadelphia HB 1 8
Jim Minor Detroit T 4 25
Don Richards Green Bay T 5 27
Aubrey Fowler Philadelphia HB 18 162
Floyd Thomas Green Bay C 20 181
Theron Roberts New York Giants G 23 206
1947 TEAM POS RD PICK
Alton Baldwin Boston E 4 25
Earl Wheeler Washington C 15 128
Herm Lubker Green Bay E 26 241
1946 TEAM POS RD PICK
Mike Schumchyk Los Angeles E 9 80
Alton Baldwin Chicago E 29 271
1945 TEAM POS RD PICK
Leon Pense Pittsburgh DB 9 79
Lamar Dingler Green Bay E 9 87
Ben Jones Boston E 11 102
Jim Young New York Giants T 11 108
Bob Boozer New York Giants T 13 130
Marv Lindsey Green Bay B 14 142
Charley Lively Boston T 20 199
Ray Pipkin New York Giants B 29 306
1944 TEAM POS RD PICK
Virgil Johnson Green Bay E 11 104
David Jones Cleveland B 22 229
Paul Paladino Green Bay G 29 302
1943 TEAM POS RD PICK
Bob Forte Green Bay B 11 98
Jay Lawhorn Philadelphia T 23 212
Harry Wynne Pittsburgh E 24 227
Bob Green Brooklyn T 27 254
1942 TEAM POS RD PICK
Firman Bynum Detroit T 16 145
R. C. Pitts Brooklyn E 17 157
1941 TEAM POS RD PICK
Red Hickey Philadelphia E 6 98
Milt Simington Cleveland G 9 74
Maurice Britt Detroit E 13 115
Johnny Frieberger Green Bay E 15 13
1940 TEAM POS RD PICK
Kay Eakin Pittsburgh HB 1 3
Saul Singer Philadelphia T 6 43
Wilfred Thorpe Cleveland G 9 75
Bolo Perdue Washington DE 16 148
1939 TEAM POS RD PICK
Lloyd Woodell New York Giants C 7 60
1938 TEAM POS RD PICK
Jack Robbins Chicago HB 1 5
Jim Benton Cleveland E 2 11
Ray Hamilton Cleveland E 6 41
Dwight Sloan Chicago B 10 85
ALEX COLLINS (left) and JONATHAN WILLIAMS (right) are one of just two running back duos to be 
selected in the first five rounds of the same NFL Draft since 2008 when Arkansas greats Darren 
McFadden and Felix Jones both went in the first round.
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A 
Chad Abernathy Minnesota
Gary Adams Philadelphia [1969] 
Joe Adams Carolina [2012-13], Edmonton (CFL) [2014], Houston [2014], 
 BC (CFL) [2014], Texas (CFL) [2016], San Jose (CFL) [2016]
O’Neal Adams NY Giants [1942-45], Brooklyn (AAFC) 
Anders Akerstrom New Orleans [2005], Hamburg (NFLE) [2006]
Winston Alderson Houston 
Brandon Allen Jacksonville [2016-Present]
Lance Alworth* San Diego [1962-70], Dallas [1971-72]
Gary Anderson* Tampa Bay (USFL), San Diego [1985-88], Tampa Bay  [1990-93], Memphis (CFL), Detroit [1993] 
Jamaal Anderson* Atlanta [2007-10], Indianapolis [2011], Cincinnati [2012-13], Chicago [2013]
Ken Anderson Chicago [1999], Orlando (XFL) 
Shawn Andrews* Philadelphia [2004-2009], New York Giants [2010]
Rick Apolskis NY Giants, Barcelona (WLAF) 
Steve Atwater* Denver [1989-98], NY Jets [1999]
B 
Herman Bagby Brooklyn (AAFC), Cleveland (AAFC)
Alvin Bailey Seattle [2013-2015], Cleveland [2016-Present] 
Alton Baldwin Buffalo (AAFC), Green Bay [1950]
Hubert Barker NY Giants [1942-45] 
David Barrett Arizona [2000-03], NY Jets [2004-08]
Jake Bequette New England [2012-15] 
Jay Bequette Oklahoma (USFL)
Geno Bell NY Jets, Cleveland 
Mike Bender Atlanta
Ken Benson Toronto (CFL) 
Jim Benton Los Angeles (Rams) [1938-40, 42, 44-47], Cleveland, Chicago [1943] 
DeCori Birmingham New England [2005], New York Jets [2005], San Francisco (2006), 
 New York Giants [2006-07], Indianapolis [2007], Carolina [2007-09] 
Kirk Botkin New England, New Orleans [1994-95], Pittsburgh [1996-97]
Danny Brabham Houston [1963-67], Cincinnati [1968] 
Vincent Bradford San Francisco [1997]
Melvin Bradley Arizona [1999], Calgary (CFL) [2002-04] 
Jesse Branch Calgary (CFL), Edmonton (CFL)
Robert Brannon New Orleans [1987] 
Sam Breeden New Orleans [2004], Green Bay [2005]
Jermaine Brooks Dallas [2003-05] 
Richard Brothers Chicago
Anthony Brown Chicago [2007] 
Maurice Britt Detroit [1941]
Jon Brittenum San Diego [1968] 
William Brooks Detroit
Richard Brothers Chicago 
Bill Brown Washington [1951-52], Green Bay [1953-56]
Trent Bryant Kansas City [1982-83, 87], Washington [1981], Chicago (USFL) 
Wes Bryant Minnesota
Tony Bua Miami [2004-05], Cincinnati [2006], Calgary (CFL) [2007] 
Scott Bull San Francisco [1976-78]
Dick Bumpas Memphis (WFL), Pittsburgh, British Columbia (CFL) 
Brandon Burlsworth Indianapolis [1998]
Bobby Burnett Buffalo [1966-67], Denver [1969] 
C 
Ron Calcagni Ottawa (CFL), Edmonton (CFL)
Ravin Caldwell Washington [1987-92] 
Leon Campbell NY Yanks [1950], Chicago [1952-54], Pittsburgh [1955]
Lew Carpenter Detroit [1953-55], Cleveland [1957-58], Green Bay [1959-63] 
Preston Carpenter* Cleveland [1956-59], Pittsburgh [1960-63], Washington [1964-66], Miami [1966], Minnesota [1966]
Ahmad Carroll* Green Bay [2004-05], Jacksonville [2006], Orlando (AFL) [2008], NY Jets [2009] 
Albert Casey St. Louis (Browns)
Daryl Cato Miami (AAFC) 
Ronnie Caveness Houston [1966-68], Kansas City
Quinton Caver Philadelphia [2001-02], Kansas City [2002-04], Dallas [2005-06], Hamilton (CFL) [2007] 
Tyrone Chatman British Columbia (CFL)
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Freddie Childress Cincinnati, Oakland, Dallas, New England [1991], Cleveland, Calgary (CFL), Saskatchewan (CFL) [2006] 
Greg Childs Minnesota [2012-13]
Chrys Chukwuma Dallas, Las Vegas (XFL), Tennessee 
Jessie Clark Green Bay [1983-87], Detroit [1988], Phoenix [1988-89], Minnesota [1989-90]
Thomas Cobb Kansas City, Cleveland, Detroit , Chicago (Cardinals) [1931] 
Cedric Cobbs New England [2004-05], Denver [2006]
Raymond Cole Milwaukee [1940-41] 
James Collier NY Giants [1962], Washington [1963]
Alex Collins Seattle [2016-Present]
Steven Conley Pittsburgh [1996-98], Indianapolis [1998], Saskatchewan (CFL) 
Brey Cook Washington [2015]
Grant Cook Green Bay [2012], Minnesota [2012] 
Anthoney Cooney Chicago, Montreal (WLAF)
D.J. Cooper New Orleans, Memphis (XFL) 
Charles Corgan Kansas City, Hartford, NY Giants
Ben Cowins Philadelphia, Kansas City, Toronto, (CFL) 
Steve Cox Cleveland, Washington [1981-88]
Reggie Craig Kansas City [1975-76], Buffalo [1977], Cleveland 
Elbert Crawford LA Rams, New England [1990-91], Denver
Milan Creighton Chicago (Cardinals) [1931-37] 
Bobby Crockett Buffalo [1966-69]
Tom Crowder Dallas [2004-06]
Dick Cunningham Buffalo [1967-72], Philadelphia [1973], Houston [1973], Detroit 
De’Anthony Curtis Tampa Bay [2012] 
D 
Weston Dacus Kansas City [2008-2009]
Kim Dameron Memphis (USFL) 
Joe Dean Davenport San Francisco, Indianapolis [2001-03]
Andrew Davie New York Jets [2009], Carolina [2009] 
Brandon Davis# Cleveland [2002], Philadelphia [2003]
Curt Davis Atlanta [2001] 
Isaac Davis San Diego [1994-97], New Orleans [1997], Minnesota [1998]
Knile Davis Kansas City [2013-Present] 
AJ Derby New England [2015-Present]
Ron Dickerson, Jr. Kansas City [1993-94] 
Chuck Dicus San Diego [1971-72], Pittsburgh [1973]
Arrion Dixon Kansas City [2005-06] 
Ray Dominguez Green Bay [2011], Carolina [2012], Dallas [2013]
Freddie Douglas Pittsburgh, Tampa Bay [1976] 
Bobby Duckworth San Diego [1982-84], Los Angeles (Rams) [1985-86], Philadelphia [1986]
Paul Dudley NY Giants [1962], Philadelphia [1963] 
E 
Kay Eakin* NY Giants [1940-41], Miami (AAFC)
Jerry Eckwood Tampa Bay [1979-81] 
Bobby Joe Edmonds Seattle [1986-88], Los Angeles (Raiders) [1989], Tampa Bay [1995], Detroit
Anthony Eubanks Dallas 
Jack Ettinger Memphis (WFL)
F 
Ron Faurot NY Jets [1984-85]
Robert Felton Buffalo [2008], Oakland [2008] 
Joe Ferguson Buffalo [1973-84], Detroit [1985-87], Tampa Bay [1988-89], Indianapolis [1990]
Milton Fields Birmingham (USFL), Washington 
Trey Flowers New England [2015-Present]
Henry Ford* Houston/Tennessee [1994-2002] 
Ike Forte NY Giants, Washington [1978-80]
Robert Forte Green Bay [1946-53] 
Barry Foster Pittsburgh [1990-94]
Aubrey Fowler Boston Yanks [1948] 
Jerry Franklin Denver [2012], Carolina [2012], Dallas [2012], Chicago [2013], Kansas City [2014], 
 New Orleans [2014-15], Detroit [2016-Present]
G 
Rohan Gaines Los Angeles [2016-Present]
Nate Garner New York Jets [2008], Miami Dolphins [2008-14]
Randy Garner Atlanta [2001], Jacksonville [2002], Rhein Fire (NFLE) [2004], Denver Broncos [2004] 
Grant Garrett Green Bay, Kansas City
Greg Gatson San Diego [2012-13] 
Tom Ginn Detroit [1980-81]
Jeff Goff Washington 
Brett Goode Jacksonville [2007], Green Bay [2008-15]
Chris Gragg Buffalo [2013-Present] 
Michael Grant Jacksonville [2008], Kansas City [2008], Washington [2008-09], Cleveland [2009]
Oscar Gray Phoenix [1995], Seattle [1996-97] 
Bob Griffin St. Louis [1961], Los Angeles (Rams) [1953-57], Detroit
H 
John Haden NY Giants [1936-38]
Ryan Hale NY Giants [1999-2000] 
Carlos Hall Tennessee [2002-05], Kansas City [2005-06], Denver [2007]
Cobi Hamilton Cincinnati [2013-2014, 14-15], Philadelphia [2014], Miami [2015], Carolina [2016-Present] 
Ray Hamilton Cleveland, Detroit [1939], Los Angeles (Rams) [1938, 44-47], Philadelphia [1940]
Ken Hamlin Seattle [2003-06], Dallas [2007-09], Baltimore [2010], Indianapolis [2010-11]
Dan Hampton* Chicago [1979-90]
William Hampton Montreal (CFL) 
Dave Hanner Green Bay [1952-64]
LaSalle Harper Chicago [1989], NY Giants [1989] 
Corey Harris Atlanta
Elliott Harris Pittsburgh [2005], Houston [2006] 
Leotis Harris Green Bay [1978-83]
Steven Harris Washington [2005-07] 
Wayne Harris Calgary (CFL)
Marcus Harrison Chicago [2008-10] 
Ken Hayden Philadelphia [1942], Washington [1943]
Hunter Henry San Diego [2016-Present]
Chuck Herman Atlanta [1980]
Javontee Herndon San Diego [2014-Present] 
Howard Hickey Pittsburgh [1941], Cleveland, Los Angeles (Rams) [1941, 45-48]
Anthony Hicks Green Bay, Jacksonville 
Alonzo Highsmith Miami [2013], Kansas City [2014], Washington [2015]
Madre Hill Cleveland, Berlin (NFLE), Oakland [2002-03] 
Peyton Hillis Denver [2008-09], Cleveland [2010-11], Kansas City [2012], 
 Tampa Bay [2013], New York Giants [2013-14]
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Glen Ray Hines Houston [1966-70], New Orleans [1971-72], Pittsburgh [1973] 
Bill Hix Philadelphia [1950]
Gary Hobbs Kansas City 
Zach Hocker Washington [2014], Miami [2015], New Orleans [2015], St. Louis [2015], Cincinnati [2016- Present]
John Hoffman Chicago [1949-56] 
Floyd Hogan British Columbia (CFL)
Derek Holloway Michigan, (USFL), Arizona (USFL), Washington [1986], Tampa Bay [1987]
Greg Horne Cincinnati [1987], St. Louis/Phoenix [1987-88], Washington, London (WLAF)
Julian Horton Tennessee [2014] 
Raymond House Atlanta [2003-04], Ottawa (CFL) [2005]
Chris Houston Atlanta [2007-09], Detroit [2010-13], Carolina [2015] 
De’Arrius Howard Kansas City [2006]
Jim Lee Howell NY Giants [1937-42, 46-48], Tampa Bay 
Jeb Huckeba Seattle [2005-06]
I 
Darwin Ireland Chicago [1994-95]
J 
Eddie Jackson Carolina [2004-05], Miami [2006], New England [2007], Washington [2008]
Keith Jackson St. Louis [2007], San Diego [2008]  
Charles Jamerson Hartford
Michael James Dallas 
Cameron Jefferson Chicago [2015], Denver [2015-Present]
Michael Jenkins Toronto (CFL), Houston, Montreal (CFL) [2005], Edmonton (CFL) [2006] 
Dennis Johnson Houston [2013], Cleveland [2013], Brooklyn Bolts (FXFL) [2014-15]
Ray Lee Johnson San Diego [1993-03], Denver [2004-05] 
Felix Jones* Dallas [2008-12], Philadelphia [2013], Pittsburgh [2013]
Harry Jones* Philadelphia [1967-71] 
J.J. Jones Dallas [2001], New Orleans [2002-03], Scottish (NFLE) [2004]
Matt Jones* Jacksonville [2005-2008], Cincinnati [2010] 
K 
Allen Keen  Philadelphia [1937-38]
Randy Kelly Kansas City [2007] 
Kenoy Kennedy Denver [2000-04], Detroit [2005-07]
Carl Kidd Oakland [1995-96], British Columbia (CFL) [2000], Minnesota [2001], British Columbia (CFL) [2002-06] 
Keith Kidd Minnesota [1987]
Denver Kirkland Oakland [2016-Present]
Mike Kirkland Baltimore (Colts) [1976-78] 
Steve Korte New Orleans [1983-90]
Greg Koch Green Bay [1977-85], Miami [1986-87], Minnesota [1987] 
L 
Bo Lacy Pittsburgh [2004], Chicago [2005], Indianapolis [2006], Atlanta [2007]
Jerry Lamb Kansas City 
Sacha Lancaster Hamburg (NFLE) [2005], Rhein (NFLE) [2006], British Columbia (CFL) [2007]
Greg Lasker NY Giants [1986-88], Phoenix [1988], Chicago [1988] 
Homer Ledbetter Chicago Cardinals [1932-33]
Jim Lindsey Minnesota [1966-72] 
Steve Little* St. Louis [1978-80]
Mitchell Loewen New Orleans [2016]
DeMarcus Love Minnesota [2011-13], Jacksonville [2013], New York Giants [2014], 
 New Orleans [2014], Denver [2014], Atlanta [2015] 
Jamar Love New England [2009], Dallas [2009], Tampa Bay [2009], Tennessee [2009]
Anthony Lucas Green Bay, Dallas 
Jonathan Luigs  Cincinnati [2009]
Kenneth Lunday NY Giants [1937-41, 46-47] 
Vaughn Lusby Cincinnati [1979], Chicago [1980]
M 
Isaac Madison Dallas [2012], Detroit [2012]
Ryan Mallett New England [2011-2014], Houston [2014-2015], Baltimore [2015-Present] 
Brison Manor Denver [1977-84], Tampa Bay [1984]
Fred Marshall Calgary (CFL) 
Wayne Martin* New Orleans [1989-99]
Darryl Mason Birmingham (USFL) 
Geno Mazzanti NY Yanks [1950]
Jerry Mazzanti Philadelphia [1963], Detroit [1966], Pittsburgh [1967] 
Bruce Maxwell Detroit [1970]
Darren McFadden* Oakland [2008-14], Dallas [2015-Present] 
Bill McClard San Diego [1972], New Orleans [1973-75]
Lamar McHan* Chicago Cardinals [1954-58], Green Bay [1959-60], Baltimore Colts [1961-63], San Francisco [1963] 
J.J. Meadors Edmonton (CFL)
Peter Merloni Boston Braves 
Caleb Miller Cincinnati [2004-07]
Nick Miller Cleveland 
Tevin Mitchel Washington [2015], Indianapolis [2015-Present]
Braylon Mitchell Oakland [2015] 
Verl Mitchell Atlanta
Marcus Monk Chicago [2008], Carolina [2009] 
Charles Moore Washington [1962]
Henry Moore NY Giants [1956], Baltimore Colts [1957] 
Jerry Moore Chicago [1971-72], New Orleans [1973-74]
Jim Mooty Dallas [1960] 
Alex Mortensen Tennessee [2009]
Dickey Morton Toronto (CFL), Pittsburgh 
Lock Morton Newark
Tom Murphy Chicago Cardinals [1934] 
Wes Murphy Kansas City [2007]
N 
Jerico Nelson New Orleans [2012-13]
Gerald Nesbitt Ottawa (CFL) 
O 
Sam Olajubutu Tampa Bay [2007]
Tony Ollison Indianapolis, San Antonio (USFL) 
Kerry Owens Cincinnati, Cleveland [1989]
P 
Zac Painter Dallas
Stephen Parker Miami [2007] 
Leon Pense Pittsburgh [1945]
Jason Peters Buffalo [2004-08], Philadelphia [2009-Present] 
Mitch Petrus New York Giants [2010-12], New England [2012], Tennessee [2012]
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Jermaine Petty Cincinnati [2002], Green Bay [2003] 
Loyd Phillips* Chicago [1967-69], New Orleans
Darius Philon San Diego [2015-Present] 
Joyce Pipkin NY Giants [1948], Los Angeles
R 
Davis Reavis Pittsburgh [1974-75], Tampa Bay [1976-83]
Mike Reppond Chicago [1973], British Columbia (CFL)
Lawrence Richardson Buffalo [2004], Hamburg (NFLE) [2005]
Matterral Richardson Washington [2008], Houston [2008], Cleveland [2009] 
Danny Rhodes Baltimore Colts [1974]
Jack Robbins* Chicago Cardinals [1938-39] 
Kyle Roper Baltimore [2006]
James Rouse Chicago [1990-91] 
Coy Ernest Ruple Pittsburgh [1968-69]
Derek Russell Denver [1991-94], Houston/Tennessee [1995-97] 
S 
Floyd Sagely Chicago Cardinals [1957]
Roland Sales Toronto (CFL), Montreal (CFL) 
Howard Sampson Green Bay [1978-79]
David Sanders Oakland, San Francisco (XFL) 
Kenny Sandlin Carolina [2002], Minnesota [2003]
Kevin Scanlon Los Angeles Rams [1980], Hamilton (CFL) [1980]  
Clyde Scott* Philadelphia [1949-52], Detroit [1952]
Earl Scott Amsterdam (WLAF) 
Malcolm Sheppard Houston [2010], Tennessee [2010-2011]
Milt Simington Cleveland, Pittsburgh [1942] 
Desmond Sims New Orleans [2007]
Gerald Skinner Green Bay [1978] 
Dwight Sloan Chicago Cardinals [1938], Detroit [1939-40]
Kiero Small Seattle [2014], Cleveland [2014], Baltimore [2014-2015]
Billy Ray Smith Sr. Los Angeles Rams [1957], Pittsburgh [1958-60], Baltimore Colts [1961, 63-70]
Billy Ray Smith Jr.* San Diego [1983-92]
Chris Smith Jacksonville [2014-Present] 
Emanuel Smith Jacksonville [2000]
Mark Smith Kansas City 
Richard Smith Kansas City [2004-05], Washington [2006], Edmonton (CFL) [2007]
Rollen Smith St. Louis 
Michael Snowden Tennessee
Junior Soli San Diego 
Ryan Sorahan New Orleans [2004]
Ronny South New Orleans [1968] 
Martrell Spaight Washington [2015-Present]
Ray Spillers Philadelphia [1937] 
Bob Stankovitch Kansas City
George Stewart Kansas City 
Clint Stoerner Dallas [2000-03], Scottish (NFLE), Miami [2004]
Donnie Stone Denver [1961-64], Buffalo [1965], Houston [1966] 
Pat Summerall Detroit [1952], Chicago Cardinals [1953-57], NY Giants [1958-61]
Buddy Sutton Baltimore  
Travis Swanson Detroit [2014-Present]
T 
Fred Talley Atlanta [2003], Edmonton (CFL) [2004], Montreal (CFL) [2005], Atlanta [2006]
Brad Taylor Edmonton (CFL), Montreal (CFL) 
R.C. Thielemann Atlanta [1977-84], Wash. [1985-88]
Mick Thomas Atlanta 
Robert Thomas Washington [2014-2015], Seattle [2015], New England [2015], Miami [2015], Carolina [2016-Present]
Tramain Thomas Tampa Bay [2012] 
Wilfred Thorpe Cleveland
Curtis Townsend St. Louis [1978], San Diego 
Kendall Trainor Phoenix, Sacramento (WLAF), New York, New Jersey (WLAF)
Sebastian Tretola Tennessee [2016-Present]
Zac Tubbs Buffalo [2007] 
U 
Tony Ugoh Indianapolis [2007-09], Detroit [2010], Indianapolis [2011], 
 New York Giants [2011], Kansas City [2012]
Ron Underwood Chicago 
V 
Jose Valdez Atlanta [2009-11], St. Louis [2012], Saskatchewan (CFL) [2013]
Clyde Van Sickle Green Bay [1932-33] 
Vickiel Vaughn San Francisco [2006], Washington [2007], Denver [2008]
Darius Vinnett St. Louis [2007-08] 
W 
Jimmy Walker Minnesota [1987], Edmonton (CFL), Ottawa (CFL), Birmingham (USFL)
Gavin Walls Minnesota [2003], Scottish (NFLE) [2004], Winnipeg (CFL) [2005-2010], Montreal (CFL) [2010-11]  
Danny Walters San Diego [1983-87]
Charles Washington Green Bay [1987] 
Orlando Watters Seattle [1994]
Tim Webster Green Bay [1971] 
Marsh White NY Giants [1975-77]
Bobbie Williams Philadelphia [2000-03], Cincinnati [2004-11] 
Boo Williams New Orleans [2001-05], NY Giants [2006]
D.J. Williams Green Bay [2011-12], Jacksonville [2013], New England [2013], 
 Tampa Bay [2014], Washington [2015]
Fred Williams Chicago [1952-63], Washington [1964-65]
Jonathan Williams Buffalo [2016-Present]
Patrick Williams New York Jets 
Demetrius Wilson San Diego [2015]
George Wilson Detroit [2004], Buffalo [2005-12], Tennessee [2013-14]  
Tyler Wilson Oakland [2013], Tennessee [2013], Cincinnati [2014]
Ronnie Wingo Jr. Atlanta [2013], Buffalo [2013-14], Atlanta [2014-15] 
Ben Winkleman Milwaukee
Bill Winston New York Jets 
Dennis Winston Pittsburgh [1977-81, 85-86], New Orleans [1982-85]
Jarius Wright Minnesota [2012-Present] 
Don Wunderly Pittsburgh, British Columbia (CFL)
Kevin Wyatt Miami, San Diego [1986] 
Harry Wynne Boston Yanks, NY Giants [1945]
Y 
Theo Young Pittsburgh [1987]
* Drafted first round
# Played basketball at Arkansas 
Years spent with each team not available for all players.
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PLAYER TEAM SUPER BOWL (OPPONENT)
Lance Alworth, WR Dallas VI (Miami)
Steve Atwater, S Denver XXIV (San Francisco) 
  XXXII (Green Bay)  
  XXXIII (Atlanta)
Alvin Bailey, OT Seattle XLVIII (Denver)
  XLIX (New England)
Jake Bequette, DE^ New England XLIX (Denver)
Ravin Caldwell, LB Washington XXII (Denver) 
  XXVI (Buff alo)
Mike Cherry, QB N.Y. Giants XXXV (Baltimore)
Steve Cox, P Washington XXII (Denver)
Henry Ford, DT/DE Tennessee XXIV (St. Louis)
Brett Goode, LS Green Bay XLV (Pittsburgh)
Ryan Hale, DT N.Y. Giants XXXV (Baltimore)
Dan Hampton, DE Chicago XX (New England)
Madre Hill, RB Oakland XXXVII (Tampa Bay)
Tavaris Jackson, QB Seattle XLVIII (Denver)
Cameron Jeff erson, OT^ Denver 50 (Denver)
Raylee Johnson, DE San Diego XXIX (San Francisco)
Greg Lasker, S N.Y. Giants XXI (Denver)
Jim Lindsey, RB Minnesota IV (Kansas City)
Ryan Mallett, QB New England XLVI (N.Y. Giants)
Brison Manor, DE Denver XII (Dallas)
Mitch Petrus, OG N.Y. Giants XLVI (New England)
Dave Reavis, OT Pittsburgh IX (Minnesota) 
  X (Dallas)
Billy Ray Smith, DT Baltimore Colts III (N.Y. Jets) 
  V (Dallas)
R.C. Thielemann, OG Washington XXII (Denver)
Tony Ugoh, OT Indianapolis XLIV (New Orleans)
 N.Y. Giants XLVI (New England)
Bobbie Williams, OG Baltimore XLVII (San Francisco)
Dennis Winston, LB Pittsburgh XIII (Dallas) 
  XIV (Los Angeles Rams)
^ Practice squad
COACH TEAM SUPER BOWL (OPPONENT)
Raymond Berry* New England XX (Chicago)
Don Breaux* Washington XVII (Miami) 
  XVIII (Los Angeles Raiders) 
  XXII (Denver) 
  XXVI (Buff alo)
Pete Carroll* Seattle XLVIII (Denver)
  XLIX (New England)
Joe Gibbs* Washington XVII (Miami) 
  XVIII (Los Angeles Raiders) 
  XXII (Denver) 
  XXVI (Buff alo)
Bill Johnson* New Orleans XLIV (Indianapolis)
Jimmy Johnson Dallas XXVII (Buff alo) 
  XXVIII (Buff alo)
John Mitchell* Pittsburgh XXX (Dallas) 
  XL (Seattle) 
  XLIII (Arizona) 
  XLV (Green Bay)
Pat Ruel* Seattle XLVIII (Denver)
  XLIX (New England)
Barry Switzer Dallas XXX (Pittsburgh)
Fred Von Appen* San Francisco XIX (Miami)  
  XXIII (Cincinnati)
*Coached at Arkansas
OWNER TEAM SUPER BOWL (OPPONENT)
Jerry Jones Dallas XXVII (Buff alo) 
  XXVIII (Buff alo) 
  XXX (Pittsburgh)
JERRY JONES (left) and JIMMY JOHNSON (right) celebrate with the Lombardi 
Trophy after the Dallas Cowboys defeated the Buffalo Bills in Super 
Bowl XXVIII for their second straight Super Bowl victory. 
Inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in the Class of 2002, 
DAN HAMPTON was the fourth overall pick in 1979 by Chicago and won a 
Super Bowl in 1985 with the Bears. 

RUSHING ATTEMPTS
GAME
1. 45 Madre Hill vs. Auburn (186 yards, 1 TD) 1995
2. 42 Brandon Holmes vs. LSU (143 yards, 1 TD) 2000
3. 40 DeCori Birmingham at Kentucky (196 yards, 2 TD) 2003
4. 38 David Dickey vs. SMU (133 yards, 2 TD) 1966
5. 36 Cedric Cobbs at Alabama (198 yards, 1 TD) 2003
 36 Dickey Morton at SMU (189 yards, 0 TD) 1973
7. 35 Michael Smith at Kentucky (192 yards, 1 TD) 2008
 35 Michael Smith at Auburn (176 yards, 1 TD) 2008
 35 Bill Burnett at Baylor (133 yards, 3 TD) 1969
 35 Bill Burnett vs. North Texas (185 yards, 2 TD) 1968
SEASON
1. 325 Darren McFadden (1,830 yards, 16 TD) 2007
2. 307 Madre Hill (1,387 yards, 15 TD) 1995
3. 284 Darren McFadden (1,647 yards, 14 TD) 2006
4. 271 Alex Collins (1,577 yards, 20 TD) 2015
5. 242 Dickey Morton (1,188 yards, 6 TD) 1972
6. 232 Bobby Burnett (947 yards, 16 TD) 1965
7. 227 Cedric Cobbs (1,320 yards, 10 TD) 2003
8. 226 Dickey Morton (1,298 yards, 5 TD) 1973
9. 220 Ben Cowins (1,192 yards, 14 TD) 1977
10. 211 Jonathan Williams (1,190 yards, 12 TD) 2014
CAREER
1. 785 Darren McFadden (4,590 yards, 41 TD) 2005-07
2. 665 Alex Collins (3,703 yards, 36 TD) 2013-15
3. 635 Ben Cowins (3,570 yards, 30 TD) 1975-78
4. 595 Dickey Morton (3,317 yards, 16 TD) 1971-73
5. 589 Cedric Cobbs (3,018 yards, 26 TD) 1999-2003
6. 559 James Rouse (2,887 yards, 38 TD) 1985-89
7. 541 Madre Hill (2,407 yards, 25 TD)  1994-98
8. 526 Bill Burnett (2,204 yards, 46 TD) 1968-70
9. 505 E.D. Jackson (2,061 yards, 9 TD) 1989-92
10. 498 Fred Talley (2,661 yards, 11 TD) 1999-2002
RUSHING YARDS
GAME
1. 321 Darren McFadden vs. South Carolina (34 rushes, 1 TD) 2007
2. 271 Dickey Morton at Baylor (28 rushes, 2 TD) 1973
3. 241 Fred Talley at Auburn (21 rushes, 1 TD) 2002
4. 236 Leon Campbell vs. North Texas (15 rushes, 2 TD) 1949
5. 219 Darren McFadden at South Carolina (25 rushes, 2 TD) 2006
 219 James Rouse vs. New Mexico (19 rushes, 4 TD) 1987
7. 215 Ike Forte vs. Texas Tech (32 rushes, 2 TD) 1974
8. 214 Fred Talley vs. Ole Miss (29 rushes, 2 TD) 2000
9. 212 Alex Collins at Texas Tech (27 rushes, 2 TD) 2014
10. 206 Darren McFadden at LSU (32 rushes, 3 TD) 2007
SEASON
1. 1,830 Darren McFadden (325 rushes, 16 TD) 2007
2. 1,647 Darren McFadden (284 rushes, 14 TD) 2006
3. 1,577 Alex Collins (271 rushes, 20 TD) 2015
4. 1,387 Madre Hill (307 rushes, 15 TD) 1995
5. 1,322 Knile Davis (204 rushes, 13 TD) 2010
6. 1,320 Cedric Cobbs (227 rushes, 10 TD) 2003
7. 1,298 Dickey Morton (226 rushes, 5 TD) 1973
8. 1,192 Ben Cowins (220 rushes, 14 TD) 1977
9. 1,190 Jonathan Williams (211 rushes, 12 TD) 2014
10. 1,188 Dickey Morton (242 rushes, 6 TD) 1972
CAREER
1. 4,590 Darren McFadden (785 rushes, 41 TD) 2005-07
2. 3,703 Alex Collins (665 rushes, 36 TD) 2013-15
3. 3,570 Ben Cowins (635 rushes, 30 TD) 1975-78
4. 3,317 Dickey Morton (595 rushes, 16 TD) 1971-73
5. 3,018 Cedric Cobbs (589 rushes, 26 TD) 1999-2003
6. 2,956 Felix Jones (386 rushes, 20 TD) 2005-07
7. 2,887 James Rouse (559 rushes, 38 TD) 1985-89
8. 2,661 Fred Talley (498 rushes, 11 TD) 1999-2002
9. 2,535 Matt Jones (382 rushes, 24 TD) 2001-04
10. 2,407 Madre Hill (541 rushes, 25 TD) 1994-98
YARDS PER RUSH
SEASON (min. 99 rushes)
1. 8.74 Felix Jones (133 rushes, 1156 yards) 2007
2. 7.62 Jerry Eckwood (104 rushes, 792 yards) 1975
3. 7.58 Felix Jones (154 rushes, 1168 yards) 2006
4. 6.54 Dickey Morton (127 rushes, 831 yards) 1971
5. 6.48 Knile Davis (204 rushes, 1322 yards) 2010
6. 6.34 Ben Cowins (183 rushes, 1162 yards) 1976
7. 6.32 Dennis Johnson (106 rushes, 670 yards) 2011
 6.32 Darren McFadden (176 rushes, 1113 yards) 2005
 6.32 Felix Jones (99 rushes, 626 yards) 2005
10. 6.15 Geno Mazzanti (123 rushes, 757 yards) 1949
CAREER
1. 7.66 Felix Jones (386 rushes, 2956 yards) 2005-07
2. 6.64 Matt Jones (382 rushes, 2535 yards) 2001-04
3. 5.98 Dennis Johnson (345 rushes, 2036 yards) 2008-12
4. 5.85 Michael Smith (359 rushes, 2103 yards) 2006-09 
 5.85 Darren McFadden (785 rushes, 4590 yards) 2005-07
6. 5.72 Jonathan Williams (406 rushes, 2321 yards) 2012-15
7. 5.62 Ben Cowins (635 rushes, 3570 yards) 1975-78
8. 5.57 Alex Collins (665 rushes, 3703 yards) 2013-15
 5.57 Jerry Eckwood (340 rushes, 1895 yards) 1974-76, 78 
 5.57 Dickey Morton (595 rushes, 3317 yards) 1971-73
RUSHING TOUCHDOWNS
GAME
1. 6 Madre Hill vs. South Carolina 1995
2. 5 Alex Collins vs. UT Martin  2015
 5 Jessie Clark vs. Baylor 1981
 5 Gene Davidson vs. Oklahoma Mines 1916
 5 Gene Davidson vs. Hendrix 1915
SEASON
1. 20 Alex Collins  2015
2. 19 Bill Burnett 1969
3. 17 James Rouse 1987
4. 16 Darren McFadden 2007
 16 Bobby Burnett 1965
6. 15 Madre Hill 1995
 15 Bill Burnett 1968
8. 14 Darren McFadden 2006
 14 Ben Cowins 1977
 14 Billy Moore 1962
CAREER
1. 46 Bill Burnett 1968-70
2. 41 Darren McFadden 2005-07
3. 38 James Rouse 1985-89
4. 36 Alex Collins 2013-15
5. 30 Ben Cowins 1975-78
6. 26 Cedric Cobbs 1999-2003
7. 25 Madre Hill 1994-98
 25 David Dickey 1966-68
9. 24 Matt Jones 2001-04
 24 Chrys Chukwuma 1996-99
100-YARD RUSHING GAMES
SEASON
1. 10 Darren McFadden 2007
 10 Alex Collins 2015
3. 7 Darren McFadden 2006
 7 Cedric Cobbs 2003
5. 6 Knile Davis 2010
 6 Felix Jones 2007
 6 Madre Hill 1995
 6 Ben Cowins 1977
 6 Dickey Morton 1973
 6 Dickey Morton 1972
11. 5 Jonathan Williams 2014
 5 Michael Smith 2008
 5 Felix Jones 2006
 5 Darren McFadden 2005
 5 Ben Cowins 1978
 5 Ben Cowins 1976
 5 Jerry Eckwood 1975
 5 Bill Burnett 1969
 5 Bobby Burnett 1965
CAREER
1. 22 Darren McFadden 2005-07
2. 17 Alex Collins 2013-15
3. 16 Ben Cowins 1975-78
4. 15 Dickey Morton 1971-73
5 13 Felix Jones 2005-07
6. 11 Cedric Cobbs 1999-2003
 11 Fred Talley 1999-2002
8. 9 Jonathan Williams 2012-15
 9 Oscar Malone 1992-94, 96 
 9 Bill Burnett 1968-70
11. 8 Matt Jones 2001-04
 8 Madre Hill 1994-98
 8 James Rouse 1985, 87-89
 8 Ike Forte 1974-75
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ALEX COLLINS broke Arkansas’ single-season 
record for rushing touchdowns (20) in 2015, 
while equaling Darren McFadden’s program 
records for 100-yard games (10) and 100-yard 
games in SEC action (6).
INDIVIDUAL RUSHING RECORDS
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PLAYER DATE ATT YDS AVG TD OPPONENT
Darren McFadden 11/3/07 34 321 9.4 1 South Carolina
Dickey Morton 10/13/73 28 271 9.7 2 Baylor
Fred Talley 10/12/02 21 241 11.5 1 Auburn
Leon Campbell 9/24/49 15 236 15.7 2 North Texas
Darren McFadden 11/4/06 25 219 8.8 2 South Carolina
James Rouse 11/28/87 19 219 11.5 4 New Mexico
Ike Forte 11/23/74 32 215 6.7 2 Texas Tech
Fred Talley 11/4/00 29 214 7.4 2 Ole Miss
Alex Collins 9/13/14 27 212 7.9 2 Texas Tech
Darren McFadden 11/23/07 32 206 6.4 3 LSU
Roland Sales 1/1/78 22 205 9.3 2 Oklahoma
Ben Cowins 9/17/77 21 203 9.7 2 Oklahoma State
Madre Hill 9/30/95 29 200 6.9 2 Vanderbilt
Cedric Cobbs 9/27/03 36 198 5.5 1 Alabama
DeCori Birmingham 11/1/03 40 196 4.9 2 Kentucky
Darren McFadden 9/15/07 33 195 5.9 2 Alabama
Michael Smith 10/18/08 35 192 5.5 1 Kentucky
Darren McFadden 10/22/05 31 190 6.1 2 Georgia
Fred Talley 11/10/01 27 189 7.0 2 Central Florida
Dickey Morton 11/17/73 36 189 5.3 0 SMU
Lamar McHan 11/3/51 26 189 7.3 2 Texas A&M
Knile Davis 11/20/10 30 187 6.2 2 Mississippi State
Darren McFadden 11/5/05 32 187 5.8 0 South Carolina
Madre Hill 10/28/95 45 186 4.1 1 Auburn
Ben Cowins 10/23/76 21 186 8.9 1 Houston
Alex Collins 1/2/16 23 185 8.0 3 Kansas State
Bill Burnett 10/26/68 35 185 5.3 2 North Texas
Darren McFadden 9/9/06 20 184 9.2 2 Utah State
E.D. Jackson 11/24/90 29 184 6.3 2 SMU
Knile Davis 11/13/10 11 182 16.5 1 UTEP
Darren McFadden 11/24/06 21 182 8.7 2 LSU
PLAYER DATE ATT YDS AVG TD OPPONENT
Fred Talley 10/19/02 24 182 7.6 0 Kentucky
Darren McFadden 11/11/06 30 181 6.0 2 Tennessee
Ray Parks 10/14/50 21 180 8.6 2 Baylor
Madre Hill 9/9/95 31 178 5.7 6 South Carolina
Marius Johnson 11/13/93 34 177 5.2 2 Tulsa
Knile Davis 10/23/10 22 176 8.0 3 Ole Miss
Michael Smith 10/11/08 35 176 5.0 1 Auburn
Barry Foster 10/7/89 17 176 10.4 2 TCU
Cedric Cobbs 9/16/00 34 174 5.1 2 Boise State
Alex Collins 10/31/15 16 173 10.8 5 UT Martin
Darren McFadden 9/22/07 29 173 6.0 1 Kentucky
Alex Collins 9/7/13 24 172 7.2 1 Samford
Alex Collins 9/19/15 28 170 6.1 1 Texas Tech
Cedric Cobbs 11/28/03 21 169 8.0 1 LSU
Darryl Bowles 11/17/79 16 169 10.6 2 Texas A&M
Ken Holland 9/20/47 9 168 18.7 3 Northwestern (La.) State
E.D. Jackson 9/5/92 29 167 5.8 0 Citadel
Felix Jones 11/3/07 13 166 12.8 3 South Carolina
Chrys Chukwuma 11/27/98 29 166 5.7 2 LSU
Darren McFadden 11/19/05 21 165 7.9 2 Mississippi State
Geno Mazzanti 11/26/49 23 165 7.2 2 Tulsa
Buddy Sutton 11/22/52 21 164 7.8 1 Tulsa
Ben Cowins 9/18/76 17 163 9.6 0 Oklahoma State
Jerry Eckwood 10/4/75 14 162 11.6 1 TCU
Dennis Johnson 10/27/12 27 161 6.0 1 Ole Miss
Fred Talley 10/28/00 26 161 6.2 1 Auburn
Gary Anderson 12/31/82 26 161 6.2 2 Florida
Ike Forte 9/13/75 26 161 6.2 3 Air Force
Dennis Johnson 10/22/11 15 160 10.7 1 Ole Miss
Mark Calcagni 11/2/85 22 160 7.3 1 Rice
Mike Saint 11/20/71 29 160 5.5 0 Texas Tech
Michael Smith 9/6/08 22 157 7.1 2 Louisiana Monroe
Dickey Morton 10/27/72 34 157 4.6 2 Baylor
Gary Anderson 12/27/80 11 156 14.2 1 Tulane
Ben Cowins 9/10/77 17 156 9.2 1 New Mexico State
Jerry Eckwood 9/20/75 20 156 7.8 1 Oklahoma State
Dickey Morton 10/27/73 17 156 9.2 1 Tulsa
Alex Collins 10/3/15 27 154 5.7 2 Tennessee
Madre Hill 10/14/95 26 154 5.9 1 Ole Miss
Jon Richardson 9/18/71 24 154 6.4 2 Oklahoma State
Jonathan Williams 10/25/14 18 153 8.5 1 UAB
Ike Forte 10/26/74 20 153 7.7 2 Colorado State
Knile Davis 11/27/10 30 152 5.1 1 LSU
Alex Collins 9/26/15 26 151 5.8 1 Texas A&M
Jonathan Williams 8/31/13 18 151 8.4 1 Louisiana
Darren McFadden 9/1/07 24 151 6.3 1 Troy
Madre Hill 11/11/95 27 151 5.6 1 Louisiana Lafayette
Oscar Malone 9/3/94 19 151 7.9 2 SMU
Felix Jones 1/1/07 14 150 10.7 2 Wisconsin
Cedric Cobbs 11/22/03 30 150 5.0 2 Mississippi State
Marshall Foreman 10/6/84 21 150 7.1 1 TCU
Ben Cowins 12/2/78 19 148 7.8 2 Texas Tech
Ben Cowins 11/20/76 28 147 5.3 1 SMU
Dickey Morton 11/3/73 27 147 5.4 0 Texas A&M
Jerry Eckwood 9/27/75 19 146 7.7 1 Tulsa
Mike Kirkland 11/16/74 23 146 6.3 1 SMU
Dickey Morton 10/23/71 13 146 11.2 1 North Texas
Jonathan Williams 9/13/14 22 145 6.6 4 Texas Tech
Michael Smith 10/10/09 18 145 8.1 1 Auburn
Darren McFadden 10/7/06 28 145 5.2 1 Auburn
Cedric Cobbs 9/6/03 12 145 12.1 1 Tulsa
Ben Cowins 9/16/78 15 144 9.6 0 Vanderbilt
Jonathan Williams 9/6/14 4 143 35.8 1 Nicholls
Brandon Holmes 11/24/00 42 143 3.4 1 LSU
Oscar Malone 11/27/93 10 143 14.3 2 LSU
Ike Forte 10/25/75 21 143 6.8 2 Utah State
Jerry Eckwood 9/13/75 11 143 13.0 1 Air Force
Fred Talley 11/11/00 27 142 5.3 1 Tennessee
Chrys Chukwuma 9/19/98 17 142 8.4 0 SMU
Alex Colins 11/14/15 16 141 8.8 2 LSU
Felix Jones 10/6/07 13 141 10.8 2 Chattanooga
100-YARD RUSHING GAMES (312)
One of only two players to win the Doak Walker Award twice, DARREN MCFADDEN
owns the two highest season rushing totals in school history with 1,830 yards in 
2007 and 1,647 yards in 2006.
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PLAYER DATE ATT YDS AVG TD OPPONENT
Felix Jones 10/28/06 9 141 15.7 1 Louisiana Monroe
Cedric Cobbs 12/31/03 27 141 5.2 1 Missouri
Oscar Malone 9/11/93 22 141 6.4 1 South Carolina
Russell Cody 10/23/67 33 140 4.2 0 Oklahoma State
Geno Mazzanti 10/22/49 16 140 8.8 0 Vanderbilt
Clyde Scott 10/2/48 17 140 8.2 3 TCU
Knile Davis 1/4/11 26 139 5.3 0 Ohio State
De’Arrius Howard 9/10/05 21 139 6.6 1 Vanderbilt
Darren McFadden 9/29/07 19 138 7.3 2 North Texas
Darryl Bowles 9/18/82 27 138 5.1 1 Navy
Felix Jones 11/24/06 16 137 8.6 1 LSU
Felix Jones 9/3/05 8 137 17.1 1 Missouri State
Dickey Morton 9/29/73 27 137 5.1 1 Iowa State
Dickey Morton 9/30/72 26 137 5.3 0 Tulsa
Fred Talley 10/26/02 20 136 6.8 0 Ole Miss
Marius Johnson 12/30/95 29 136 4.7 0 North Carolina
Peyton Hillis 9/3/05 14 135 9.6 3 Missouri State
Fred Talley 10/6/01 17 135 7.9 1 Weber State
Dickey Morton 11/25/72 33 135 4.1 0 Texas Tech
Broderick Green 10/31/09 9 134 14.9 2 Eastern Michigan
Henry Moore 10/30/54 26 134 5.2 1 Texas A&M
Michael Smith 10/4/08 20 133 6.7 1 Florida
Felix Jones 9/22/07 12 133 11.1 0 Kentucky
James Rouse 11/11/89 28 133 4.8 1 Baylor
James Rouse 10/14/89 19 133 7.0 1 Rice
Dickey Morton 9/23/72 26 133 5.1 1 Oklahoma State
Bill Burnett 10/11/69 35 133 3.8 3 Baylor
David Dickey 11/12/66 38 133 3.5 2 SMU
Felix Jones 9/29/07 7 132 18.9 2 North Texas
Matt Jones 11/15/03 7 132 18.9 3 New Mexico State
Chrys Chukwuma 9/5/98 12 132 11.0 2 Louisiana Lafayette
Bobby Burnett 11/20/65 30 132 4.4 3 Texas Tech
Bobby Burnett 10/23/65 18 132 7.3 3 North Texas
Alex Collins 9/27/14 21 131 6.2 1 Texas A&M
Alex Collins 9/6/14 13 131 10.0 3 Nicholls
Alex Collins 8/31/13 21 131 6.2 0 Louisiana
Matt Jones 11/17/01 10 131 13.1 0 Mississippi State
Ike Forte 9/27/75 17 131 7.7 0 Tulsa
Lance Alworth 11/14/59 15 131 8.7 1 SMU
Alex Collins 11/27/15 30 130 4.3 3 Missouri
Michael Forrest 10/29/77 25 130 5.2 1 Rice
Bill Burnett 11/8/69 25 130 5.2 2 Rice
Bill Burnett 11/23/68 29 130 4.5 2 Texas Tech
Michael Smith 10/25/08 19 129 6.8 1 Ole Miss
Felix Jones 9/1/07 12 129 10.8 1 Troy
Darren McFadden 10/28/06 18 129 7.2 1 Louisiana Monroe
Matt Jones 11/16/02 13 129 9.9 1 Louisiana Lafayette
Lewis Carpenter 11/24/51 20 129 6.5 0 Tulsa
Oscar Malone 10/8/94 15 128 8.5 1 Tennessee
Harry Jones 9/18/65 6 128 21.3 1 Oklahoma State
Alex Collins 9/5/15 12 127 10.6 1 UTEP
Dennis Johnson 11/28/08 18 127 7.1 1 LSU
DeCori Birmingham 9/18/04 14 127 9.1 1 Louisiana Monroe
Ron Calcagni 10/22/77 18 127 7.1 0 Houston
Jonathan Williams 9/7/13 17 126 7.4 1 Samford
Matt Jones 11/13/04 5 126 25.2 1 Ole Miss
Oscar Malone 11/9/96 32 126 3.9 0 Ole Miss
Ben Cowins 9/11/76 16 126 7.9 2 Utah State
Billy Moore 9/29/62 9 126 14.0 2 Tulsa
Geno Mazzanti 11/5/49 15 126 8.4 0 Rice
Darren McFadden 10/8/05 11 125 11.4 2 Louisiana Monroe
De’Arrius Howard 11/20/04 29 125 4.3 1 Mississippi State
Barry Foster 10/28/89 20 125 6.3 0 Houston
James Rouse 10/12/85 14 125 8.9 1 Texas Tech
James Tolbert 11/15/80 29 125 4.3 2 Texas A&M
Henry Moore 10/16/54 13 125 9.6 1 Texas
Lamar McHan 10/3/53 21 125 6.0 0 TCU
Leon Campbell 9/25/48 19 125 6.6 2 East Texas State
Michael Jenkins 9/9/99 9 124 13.8 1 Middle Tennessee State
B.J. Edmonds 10/6/84 13 124 9.5 1 TCU
Oscar Malone 10/19/96 20 123 6.2 0 South Carolina
PLAYER DATE ATT YDS AVG TD OPPONENT
Carlton Calvin 11/27/93 14 123 8.8 2 LSU
Scott Bull 11/15/75 14 123 8.8 1 SMU
Dickey Morton 10/2/71 14 123 8.8 1 TCU
Harry Jones 10/23/65 6 123 20.5 1 North Texas
Gerald Nesbitt 10/20/56 11 123 11.2 2 Texas
Darren McFadden 10/6/07 25 122 4.9 1 Chattanooga
Bruce Maxwell 9/24/66 27 122 4.5 2 Tulsa
Harry Jones 10/2/65 11 122 11.1 2 TCU
Don Christian 10/27/56 23 122 5.3 2 Ole Miss
Jack Robbins 11/26/36 21 122 5.8 1 Tulsa
De’Arrius Howard 11/23/02 25 121 4.8 0 Mississippi State
James Rouse 10/10/87 18 121 6.7 1 Texas Tech
Gary Anderson 11/1/80 14 121 8.6 1 Rice
Ben Cowins 10/30/76 20 121 6.1 1 Rice
Dickey Morton 10/28/72 21 121 5.8 1 North Texas
Jack Brasuell 11/7/64 26 121 4.7 0 Rice
De’Arrius Howard 9/3/05 12 120 10.0 0 Missouri State
Madre Hill 9/26/98 20 120 6.0 1 Alabama
E.D. Jackson 11/23/91 20 120 6.0 0 Rice
Jerry Eckwood 10/11/75 15 120 8.0 1 Baylor
Jim Mooty 10/25/58 14 120 8.6 2 Ole Miss
Mike Kirkland 9/13/75 12 119 9.9 1 Air Force
Bill Burnett 9/20/69 19 119 6.3 1 Oklahoma State
Clyde Scott 9/18/48 10 119 11.9 0 Abilene Christian
Fred Talley 11/29/02 15 118 7.9 1 LSU
Oscar Malone 11/21/92 12 118 9.8 1 SMU
Marshall Foreman 10/13/84 24 118 4.9 0 Texas Tech
Ben Cowins 9/30/78 21 118 5.6 2 Tulsa
Darren McFadden 11/10/07 22 117 5.3 0 Tennessee
Ben Cowins 11/4/78 23 117 5.1 0 Rice
Ben Cowins 9/24/77 16 117 7.3 1 Tulsa
Fred Marshall 10/10/64 23 117 5.1 1 Baylor
100-YARD RUSHING GAMES (312)
During the 1995 season, MADRE HILL became the first Razorback to rush 
for 200 yards in an SEC game, against Vanderbilt, and set a program 
record with six rushing touchdowns against South Carolina.
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PLAYER DATE ATT YDS AVG TD OPPONENT
Gerald Nesbitt 10/13/56 20 117 5.9 0 Baylor
Alex Collins 9/28/13 14 116 8.3 1 Texas A&M
Jonathan Williams 9/14/13 16 116 7.2 1 Southern Miss
Michael Smith 10/14/06 8 116 14.5 2 Southeast Missouri State
Jessie Clark 9/11/82 11 116 10.5 1 Tulsa
Scott Bull 10/11/75 10 116 11.6 2 Baylor
Bobby Burnett 11/6/65 28 116 4.1 2 Rice
Alex Collins 9/14/13 25 115 4.6 1 Southern Miss
Cedric Cobbs 9/13/03 20 115 5.8 1 Texas
Chrys Chukwuma 10/30/99 19 115 6.1 1 Auburn
James Rouse 12/2/89 20 115 5.8 1 SMU
Greg Thomas 9/14/85 24 115 4.8 0 Ole Miss
Ben Cowins 11/19/77 19 115 6.1 2 SMU
Henry Moore 10/15/55 21 115 5.5 0 Texas
Clyde Scott 11/1/47 22 115 5.2 1 Texas A&M
James Rouse 10/28/89 19 114 6.0 1 Houston
Ben Cowins 10/29/77 15 114 7.6 2 Rice
Jon Richardson 11/21/70 31 114 3.7 2 Texas Tech
Fred Talley 11/3/01 23 113 4.9 0 Ole Miss
Oscar Malone 9/17/94 9 113 12.6 0 Alabama
Greg Thomas 11/22/86 16 113 7.1 3 SMU
James Tolbert 10/31/81 12 113 9.4 2 Rice
Ike Forte 11/16/74 17 113 6.6 0 SMU
Dickey Morton 10/9/71 17 113 6.6 1 Baylor
Clyde Scott 10/9/48 16 113 7.1 1 Baylor
Darren McFadden 9/23/06 25 112 4.5 1 Alabama
Matt Jones 11/1/03 15 112 7.5 1 Kentucky
E.D. Jackson 12/29/91 28 112 4.0 2 Georgia
Marshall Foreman 10/27/84 29 112 3.9 1 Houston
Russ Garber 11/7/70 18 112 6.2 0 Rice
Russell Cody 11/8/69 8 112 14.0 0 Rice
John Eichler 10/7/67 15 112 7.5 1 TCU
Jim Mooty 10/31/59 19 112 5.9 2 Texas A&M
Matt Jones 11/6/04 10 111 11.1 1 South Carolina
Fred Talley 10/13/01 33 111 3.4 0 South Carolina
Gary Anderson 9/19/81 14 111 7.9 0 Northwestern
James Tolbert 10/4/80 20 111 5.6 0 TCU
Ben Cowins 11/12/77 30 111 3.7 2 Texas A&M
Bill Burnett 11/16/68 24 111 4.6 3 SMU
Bobby Burnett 10/30/65 25 111 4.4 2 Texas A&M
Danny Brabham 10/6/62 21 111 5.3 2 TCU
Clyde Scott 9/20/47 8 111 13.9 2 Northwestern (La.) State
Knile Davis 11/6/10 22 110 5.0 3 South Carolina
Darren McFadden 10/20/07 22 110 5.0 0 Ole Miss
Matt Jones 11/3/01 18 110 6.1 2 Ole Miss
JuJu Harshaw 10/7/89 16 110 6.9 2 TCU
Ben Cowins 11/11/78 26 110 4.2 0 Baylor
Geno Mazzanti 11/12/49 16 110 6.9 0 SMU
Dennis Johnson 11/3/12 22 109 5.0 2 Tulsa
Ronnie Wingo Jr. 9/17/11 20 109 5.5 2 Troy
De’Arrius Howard 9/18/04 13 109 8.4 1 Louisiana Monroe
Rod Stinson 11/15/97 19 109 5.7 1 Tennessee
Oscar Malone 10/12/96 16 109 6.8 1 Louisiana Tech
Bill Burnett 10/10/70 27 109 4.0 2 Baylor
Alex Collins 11/7/15 17 108 6.4 0 Ole Miss
Jonathan Williams 10/18/14 18 108 6.0 0 Georgia
Darren McFadden 10/15/05 13 108 8.3 2 Auburn
James Rouse 9/19/88 22 108 4.9 2 Tulsa
Bruce Maxwell 1/1/70 8 108 13.5 0 Ole Miss
Bruce Maxwell 10/25/69 18 108 6.0 1 Wichita State
Dennis Johnson 10/17/09 14 107 7.6 0 Florida
Cedric Cobbs 11/13/99 15 107 7.1 0 Tennessee
Roland Sales 9/13/79 20 107 5.4 0 Texas Tech
Kay Eakin 9/24/38 20 107 5.4 1 Oklahoma State
Felix Jones 10/14/06 5 106 21.2 1 Southeast Missouri State
Madre Hill 10/3/98 23 106 4.6 0 Kentucky
Marius Johnson 11/27/93 19 106 5.6 0 LSU
Marshall Freeman 10/4/86 31 106 3.4 1 TCU
Nathan Jones 10/19/82 7 106 15.1 0 Texas Tech
PLAYER DATE ATT YDS AVG TD OPPONENT
Ike Forte 10/11/75 23 106 4.6 2 Baylor
Dickey Morton 11/10/73 26 106 4.1 1 Rice
Fred Marshall 10/10/64 15 106 7.1 1 Baylor
Alex Collins 10/24/15 25 105 4.2 1 Auburn
Jonathan Williams 12/29/14 23 105 4.6 1 Texas
Brandon Barnett 9/29/07 16 105 6.6 1 North Texas
Madre Hill 9/16/95 26 105 4.0 0 Alabama
Quinn Grovey 10/14/89 8 105 13.1 1 Texas Tech
JuJu Harshaw 11/5/88 20 105 5.3 1 Baylor
Dickey Morton 10/21/72 22 105 4.8 0 Texas
Mike Saint 10/24/70 21 105 5.0 1 Wichita State
Gerald Nesbitt 10/22/55 13 105 8.1 0 Ole Miss
Jonathan Williams 11/2/13 15 104 6.9 0 Auburn
Felix Jones 10/7/06 13 104 8.0 1 Auburn
Cedric Cobbs 9/20/03 20 104 5.2 2 North Texas
Chrys Chukwuma 10/12/96 12 103 8.6 1 Louisiana Tech
Barry Foster 11/26/88 8 103 12.9 1 Miami
Derrick Thomas 9/29/84 8 103 12.9 0 Navy
Gary Anderson 9/1/80 9 103 11.4 1 Texas
Jon Richardson 9/11/71 18 103 5.7 0 California
Bill Burnett 11/15/69 26 103 4.0 2 SMU
Felix Jones 10/8/05 14 102 7.3 2 Louisiana Monroe
Matt Jones 9/13/03 12 102 8.5 1 Texas
Bobby Burnett 11/13/65 26 102 3.9 1 SMU
Jack Brasuell 10/10/64 32 102 3.2 1 Baylor
Felix Jones 10/20/07 15 101 6.7 2 Ole Miss
Cedric Cobbs 11/17/01 18 101 5.6 3 Mississippi State
Quinn Grovey 10/15/88 18 101 5.6 1 Texas
Gary Anderson 10/11/80 13 101 7.8 0 Wichita State
Rolland Fuchs 11/15/75 24 101 4.2 0 SMU
Richard Miller 10/27/28 11 101 9.2 0 Texas
Rawleigh Williams III 10/3/15 14 100 7.1 0 Tennessee
Cedric Cobbs 11/3/01 22 100 4.5 2 Ole Miss
Roland Sales 10/29/79 15 100 6.7 2 Tulsa
Jerry Eckwood 9/23/78 14 100 7.1 0 Oklahoma State
Ike Forte 10/12/74 18 100 5.6 0 Baylor
Bill Burnett 11/27/69 20 100 5.0 3 Texas Tech
Gerald Nesbitt 10/26/57 18 100 5.6 0 Ole Miss
100-YARD RUSHING GAMES (312)
FELIX JONES’ career 7.66 yards per carry average is a program record 
and over a yard better than the SEC record set by Bo Jackson, but his 
386 career carries are just short of the minimum of 400.
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PASS ATTEMPTS
GAME
1. 59 Tyler Wilson at Texas A&M 2012
2. 53 Brandon Allen vs. Toledo 2015
3. 52 Tyler Wilson vs. LSU 2012
 52 Clint Stoerner at Alabama 1999
5. 51 Tyler Wilson vs. Texas A&M 2011
 51 Joe Ferguson vs. Texas A&M 1971
7. 47 Ryan Mallett vs. Ohio State 2010
8. 45 Brandon Allen at Ole Miss 2013
 45 Brandon Allen vs. Georgia 2014
10. 44 Ryan Mallett vs. Vanderbilt 2010
SEASON
1. 438 Tyler Wilson 2011
2. 411 Ryan Mallett 2010
3. 403 Ryan Mallett 2009
4. 401 Tyler Wilson 2012
5. 357 Casey Dick 2008
 357 Clint Stoerner 1997
7. 370 Brandon Allen 2015
8. 339 Brandon Allen 2014
9. 317 Clint Stoerner 1999
10. 312 Clint Stoerner 1998
CAREER
1. 1,023 Clint Stoerner 1996-99
2. 1,016 Brandon Allen 2012-15
3. 948 Tyler Wilson 2008-12
4. 856 Barry Lunney Jr. 1992-95
5. 850 Casey Dick 2005-08
6. 814 Ryan Mallett 2009-10
7. 755 Matt Jones 2001-04
8. 644 Brad Taylor 1981-84
9. 611 Joe Ferguson 1970-72
10. 602 Bill Montgomery 1968-70
PASS COMPLETIONS
GAME
1. 33 Brandon Allen at Ole Miss 2015
2. 32 Brandon Allen vs. Toledo 2015
 32 Tyler Wilson vs. Mississippi State 2011
4. 31 Tyler Wilson vs. LSU 2012
 31 Joe Ferguson vs. Texas A&M 1971
6. 30 Tyler Wilson vs. Texas A&M 2011
7. 29 Tyler Wilson at Texas A&M 2012
8. 28 Brandon Allen vs. Georgia 2014
 28 Ryan Mallett vs. Louisiana Monroe 2010
10. 27 Tyler Wilson vs. Vanderbilt 2011
 27 Ryan Mallett at Vanderbilt 2010
 27 Ryan Mallett vs. Texas A&M 2010
 27 Clint Stoerner vs. LSU 1998
SEASON
1. 277 Tyler Wilson 2011
2. 266 Ryan Mallett 2010
3. 249 Tyler Wilson 2012
4. 244 Brandon Allen 2015
5. 225 Ryan Mallett 2009
6. 205 Casey Dick 2008
7. 190 Brandon Allen 2014
8. 180 Barry Lunney Jr. 1995
9. 177 Clint Stoerner 1999
10. 173 Clint Stoerner 1997
CAREER
1. 593 Tyler Wilson 2008-12
2. 583 Brandon Allen 2012-15
3. 528 Clint Stoerner 1996-99
4. 491 Ryan Mallett 2009-10
5. 476 Barry Lunney Jr. 1992-95
6. 473 Casey Dick 2005-08
7. 417 Matt Jones 2001-04
8. 337 Bill Montgomery 1968-70
9. 333 Brad Taylor 1981-84
10. 327 Joe Ferguson 1970-72
COMPLETION PERCENTAGE
GAME (13-19 PASS ATT.)
1. .875 Ryan Mallett (14-16) vs. Eastern Michigan 2009
2. .857 Billy Moore (12-14) vs. Tulsa 1962
3. .846 Brad Taylor (11-13) vs. Tulsa 1984
4. .823 Casey Dick (14-17) vs. Mississippi State 2007
5. .813 Matt Jones (13-16) vs. New Mexico State 2004
6. .812 Clint Stoerner (13-16) vs. South Carolina 1999
7. .800 Mitch Mustain (12-15) vs. Ole Miss 2006
 .800 Kevin Scanlon (12-15) at Texas A&M 1979
 .800 Joe Ferguson (12-15) vs. North Texas 1972
 .800 Bill Montgomery (12-15) vs. Oklahoma State 1970
GAME (MIN. 20 PASS ATT.)
1. .875 Ryan Mallett (21-24) vs. Tennessee Tech 2010
2. .852 Ryan Mallett (23-27) vs. South Carolina 2009
3. .818 Ronny South (18-22) vs. Texas A&M 1967
4. .815 Barry Lunney Jr. (22-27) vs. Tennessee 1995
5. .800 Brandon Allen (20-25) vs. Texas A&M 2015
6. .800 Kevin Scanlon (16-20) vs. Rice 1979
7. .793 Tyler Wilson (23-29) at Mississippi State 2012
8. .773 Ryan Mallett (17-22) vs. Missouri State 2009
 .773 Robby Hampton (17-22) vs. SW Missouri State 2000
10. .769 Brandon Allen (20-26) vs. Kansas State 2015
SEASON (MIN. 100 PASS ATT.)
1. .662 Kevin Scanlon (92-139) 1979
2. .659 Brandon Allen (244-370) 2015
3. .647 Ryan Mallett (266-411) 2010
4. .632 Tyler Wilson (277-438) 2011
5. .625 Jack Robbins (95-162) 1935
6. .621 Tyler Wilson (249-401) 2012
7. .616 Barry Lunney Jr. (180-292) 1995
8. .615 Greg Thomas (67-109) 1986
9. .602 Ron Calcagni (62-103) 1978
10. .592 Ronny South (84-142) 1967
BRANDON ALLEN broke Arkansas’ single-game record with six touchdown passes at Ole Miss 
(Nov. 7, 2015) and his own record two weeks later with seven touchdown passes against Mississippi 
State (Nov. 21, 2015) to equal the SEC record.
INDIVIDUAL PASSING RECORDS
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PASSING YARDS
GAME
1. 510 Tyler Wilson vs. Texas A&M 2011
2. 442 Brandon Allen at Ole Miss 2015
3. 419 Tyler Wilson vs. Rutgers 2012
4. 412 Brandon Allen vs. Toledo 2015
5. 409 Ryan Mallett vs. Vanderbilt 2010
6. 408 Ryan Mallett vs. Georgia 2009
7. 406 Brandon Allen vs. Mississippi State 2015
8. 405 Ryan Mallett vs. Troy 2009
9. 400 Ryan Mallett vs. Louisiana Monroe 2010
10. 387 Clint Stoerner at LSU 1997
SEASON
1. 3,869 Ryan Mallett (266-411, 32 TD, 12 INT) 2010
2. 3,638 Tyler Wilson (277-438, 24 TD, 6 INT) 2011
3. 3,624 Ryan Mallett (225-403, 30 TD, 7 INT) 2009
4. 3,440 Brandon Allen (244-370, 30, 8 INT) 2015
5. 3,387 Tyler Wilson (249-401, 21 TD, 13 INT) 2012
6. 2,629 Clint Stoerner (167-312, 26 TD, 8 INT) 1998
7. 2,586 Casey Dick (205-357, 13 TD, 14 INT) 2008
8. 2,347 Clint Stoerner (173-357, 12 TD, 13 INT) 1997
9. 2,293 Clint Stoerner (177-317, 19 TD, 10 INT) 1999
10. 2,285 Brandon Allen (190-339, 20 TD, 5 INT) 2014
CAREER
1. 7,765 Tyler Wilson 2008-12
2. 7,493 Ryan Mallett 2009-10
3. 7,463 Brandon Allen 2012-15
4. 7,422 Clint Stoerner 1996-99
5. 5,857 Matt Jones 2001-04
6. 5,856 Casey Dick 2005-08
7. 5,782 Barry Lunney Jr. 1992-95
8. 4,802 Brad Taylor 1981-84
9. 4,590 Bill Montgomery 1968-70
10. 4,496 Quinn Grovey 1987-90
TOUCHDOWN PASSES
GAME
1. 7 Brandon Allen vs. Mississippi State 2015
2. 6 Brandon Allen at Ole Miss 2015
3. 5 Tyler Wilson vs. Kentucky 2012
 5 Ryan Mallett vs. UTEP 2010
 5 Ryan Mallett vs. Mississippi State 2009
 5 Ryan Mallett vs. Troy 2009
 5 Ryan Mallett vs. Georgia 2009
8. 4 Brandon Allen vs. Nicholls 2014
 4 Tyler Wilson at Auburn 2010
 4 Ryan Mallett vs. Texas A&M 2009
 4 Casey Dick vs. Mississippi State 2007
 4 Matt Jones vs. Louisiana Monroe 2004
 4 Robby Hampton vs. Louisiana Monroe 2000
 4 Brad Taylor vs. Rice 1983
 4 Joe Ferguson at TCU 1972
 4 Ronny South vs. SMU 1967
SEASON
1. 32 Ryan Mallett 2010
2. 30 Brandon Allen 2015
 30 Ryan Mallett 2009
4. 26 Clint Stoerner 1998
5. 24 Tyler Wilson 2011
6. 21 Tyler Wilson 2012
7. 20 Brandon Allen 2014
8. 19 Clint Stoerner 1999
9. 18 Casey Dick 2007
 18 Matt Jones 2003
 18 Quinn Grovey 1990
CAREER
1. 64 Brandon Allen 2012-15
2. 62 Ryan Mallett 2009-10
3. 57 Clint Stoerner 1996-99
4. 53 Matt Jones 2001-04
5. 52 Tyler Wilson 2008-12
6. 47 Casey Dick 2005-08
7. 33 Barry Lunney Jr. 1992-95
8. 29 Quinn Grovey 1987-90
 29 Bill Montgomery 1968-70
10. 24 Joe Ferguson 1970-72
CONSECUTIVE PASSES W/O INT
1. 184 Tyler Wilson 2011
2. 141 Ryan Mallett 2009
3. 134 Brandon Allen 2014-15
 134 Clint Stoerner 1997-98
5. 123 Barry Lunney Jr. 1992-93
6. 116 Brandon Allen 2014
300-YARD PASSING GAMES
SEASON
1. 9 Ryan Mallett 2010
2. 5 Brandon Allen  2015
 5 Tyler Wilson 2012
 5 Ryan Mallett 2009
5. 4 Tyler Wilson 2011
SEASON - SEC GAMES
1. 6 Ryan Mallett 2010
2. 3 Tyler Wilson 2012
 3 Ryan Mallett 2009
4. 2 Brandon Allen 2015
 2 Tyler Wilson 2011
CAREER
1. 14 Ryan Mallett 2009-10
2. 10 Tyler Wilson 2008-12
3. 5 Bradon Allen 2012-15
4. 4 Clint Stoerner 1996-99
5. 3 Casey Dick 2005-08
CAREER - SEC GAMES
1. 9 Ryan Mallett 2009-10
2. 6 Tyler Wilson 2008-12
3. 4 Clint Stoerner 1996-99
4. 2 Brandon Allen 2012-15
5. 1 Nathan Dick 2008
RYAN MALLETT is one of just six quarterbacks in SEC history to throw 30 or more touchdown 
passes in a single season twice and is Arkansas’ all-time leader with 14 300-yard passing games.
INDIVIDUAL PASSING RECORDS
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PLAYER DATE ATT COMP YARDS TD INT OPPONENT
Tyler Wilson 10/1/11 51 30 510 3 0 Texas A&M
Brandon Allen 11/7/15 45 33 442 6 0 Ole Miss
Tyler Wilson 9/22/12 39 20 419 3 2 Rutgers
Brandon Allen 9/12/15 53 32 412 0 1 Toledo
Ryan Mallett 10/30/10 44 27 409 3 0 Vanderbilt
Ryan Mallett 9/19/09 39 21 408 5 0 Georgia
Brandon Allen 11/21/15 43 30 406 7 0 Mississippi State
Ryan Mallett 11/14/09 30 23 405 5 1 Troy
Ryan Mallett 9/11/10 43 28 400 3 1 Louisiana Monroe
Clint Stoerner 11/28/97 38 18 387 2 0 LSU
Casey Dick 11/1/08 38 25 385 1 1 Tulsa
Ryan Mallett 9/18/10 33 21 380 3 0 Georgia
Tyler Wilson 9/29/12 59 29 373 1 2 Texas A&M
Tyler Wilson 10/13/12 31 23 372 5 0 Kentucky
Tyler Wilson 9/1/12 27 19 367 3 0 Jacksonville State
Tyler Wilson 11/19/11 43 32 365 3 0 Mississippi State
Tyler Wilson 11/23/12 52 31 369 1 1 LSU
Ryan Mallett 9/25/10 38 25 357 1 3 Alabama
Joe Ferguson 10/30/71 51 31 345 0 1 Texas A&M
Bill Montgomery 1/1/70 34 17 338 2 1 Ole Miss
Ronny South 11/25/67 33 18 335 3 2 Texas Tech
PLAYER DATE ATT COMP YARDS TD INT OPPONENT
Clint Stoerner 11/27/98 38 27 334 2 0 LSU
Nathan Dick 11/22/08 43 25 333 3 1 Mississippi State
Tyler Wilson 10/16/10 34 25 332 4 2 Auburn
Ryan Mallett 11/7/09 27 23 329 0 0 South Carolina
Clint Stoerner 10/25/97 43 20 325 2 1 Auburn
Casey Dick 9/2/08 34 22 323 2 0 Louisiana Monroe
Ryan Mallett 11/27/10 23 13 320 3 2 LSU
Casey Dick 8/30/08 41 25 318 2 1 Western Illinois
Tyler Wilson 10/29/11 43 27 316 1 0 Vanderbilt
Clint Stoerner 9/25/99 52 24 316 1 1 Alabama
Brandon Allen 1/2/16 26 26 315 1 1 Kansas State
Ryan Mallett 11/21/09 34 18 313 5 2 Mississippi State
Ryan Mallett 10/9/10 38 27 310 3 1 Texas A&M
Ryan Mallett 9/5/09 22 17 309 1 0 Missouri State
Brandon Allen 9/5/15 18 14 308 4 0 UTEP
Brad Taylor 12/28/81 29 14 307 2 0 North Carolina
Ryan Mallett 11/20/10 26 17 305 3 1 Mississippi State
Joe Ferguson 10/7/72 32 20 304 4 0 TCU
Tyler Wilson 9/17/11 36 23 303 2 1 Troy
Ryan Mallett 11/6/10 30 21 303 1 1 South Carolina
Ryan Mallett 9/4/10 24 21 301 3 1 Tennessee Tech
BRANDON ALLEN’S three 400-yard passing performances in 2015 were 
more than the combined total (1) by the rest of the SEC quarterbacks.
TYLER WILSON holds the school record for single-game passing yards 
with 510 against Texas A&M in 2011.
300-YARD PASSING GAMES (42)
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RECEPTIONS
GAME
1. 13 Jarius Wright vs. Texas A&M (281 yards, 2 TD) 2011
 13 James Shibest at SMU (199 yards, 2 TD) 1984
 13 Wear Schoonover at Baylor (152 yards, 0 TD) 1929
4. 12 Cobi Hamilton vs. Ole Miss (146 yards, 0 TD) 2012
 12 Greg Childs vs. Louisiana Monroe (146 yards, 2 TD) 2010
 12 Mike Reppond at Rice (204 yards, 0 TD) 1971
 12 Chuck Dicus vs. Georgia (169 yards, 1 TD) 1968
8. 11 Cobi Hamilton vs. Tulsa (177 yards, 0 TD) 2012
 11 Cobi Hamilton at Texas A&M (162 yards, 0 TD) 2012
10. 10 Cobi Hamilton vs. LSU (98 yards, 0 TD) 2012
 10 Cobi Hamilton vs. Rutgers (303 yards, 3 TD) 2012
 10 Jarius Wright at Vanderbilt (135 yards, 1 TD) 2011
 10 Lucas Miller at Mississippi State (201 yards, 1 TD) 2008
 10 D.J. Williams vs. Ole Miss (129 yards, 0 TD) 2008
 10 Bobby Joe Edmonds vs. Auburn (68 yards, 0 TD) 1983
 10 Bobby Crockett vs. LSU (129 yards, 1 TD) 1965
SEASON
1. 90 Cobi Hamilton (1,335 yards, 5 TD) 2012
2. 66 Jarius Wright (1,117 yards, 12 TD) 2011
3. 63 Drew Morgan (843 yards, 10 TD) 2015
4. 62 J.J. Meadors (584 yards, 2 TD) 1995
5. 61 D.J. Williams (723 yards, 3 TD) 2008
6. 56 Mike Reppond (986 yards, 3 TD) 1971
7. 54 Joe Adams (625 yards, 3 TD) 2011
 54 D.J. Williams (627 yards, 4 TD) 2010
9. 52 Boo Williams (739 yards, 7 TD) 2000
10. 51 Hunter Henry (739 yards, 3 TD) 2015
 51 Anthony Eubanks (870 yards, 5 TD) 1997
 51 Anthony Eubanks (809 yards, 5 TD) 1996
 51 James Shibest (907 yards, 7 TD) 1984
CAREER
1. 175 Cobi Hamilton (2,854 yards, 18 TD) 2009-12
2. 168 Jarius Wright (2,934 yards, 24 TD) 2008-11
3. 164 Joe Adams (2,410 yards, 17 TD) 2008-11
4. 153 Anthony Eubanks (2,440 yards, 16 TD) 1994-97
5. 152 D.J. Williams (1,855 yards, 10 TD) 2007-10
6. 144 George Wilson (2,151 yards, 16 TD) 2000-03
7. 138 Marcus Monk (2,151 yards, 27 TD) 2004-07
8. 137 Anthony Lucas (2,879 yards, 23 TD) 1996-99
9. 135 Richard Smith (1,858 yards, 17 TD) 2000-03
10. 134 J.J. Meadors (1,651 yards, 10 TD) 1992-95
RECEIVING YARDS
GAME
1. 303 Cobi Hamilton vs. Rutgers (10 catches, 3 TD) 2012
2. 281 Jarius Wright vs. Texas A&M (13 catches, 2 TD) 2011
3. 204 Mike Reppond vs. Rice (12 catches, 0 TD) 1971
4. 201 Lucas Miller at Mississippi State (10 catches, 1 TD) 2008
5. 199 James Shibest at SMU (13 catches, 2 TD) 1984
6. 194 Anthony Lucas at SMU (6 catches, 3 TD) 1999
7. 193 Chuck Dicus vs. Rice (8 catches, 2 TD) 1968
8. 192 Marcus Monk at South Carolina (8 catches, 1 TD) 2006
9. 177 Cobi Hamilton vs. Tulsa (11 catches, 0 TD) 2012
 177 Anthony Lucas at Ole Miss (4 catches 2 TD) 1998
SEASON
1. 1,335 Cobi Hamilton (90 catches, 5 TD) 2012
2. 1,117 Jarius Wright (66 catches, 12 TD) 2011
3. 1,004 Anthony Lucas (43 catches, 10 TD) 1998
4. 986 Mike Reppond (56 catches, 3 TD) 1971
5. 962 Marcus Monk (50 catches, 11 TD) 2006
6. 907 James Shibest (51 catches, 7 TD) 1984
7. 900 George Wilson (50 catches, 6 TD) 2003
8. 897 Derek Russell (43 catches, 8 TD) 1990
9. 894 Greg Childs (48 catches, 7 TD) 2009
10. 870 Anthony Eubanks (51 catches, 5 TD) 1997
CAREER
1. 2,934 Jarius Wright (168 catches, 24 TD) 2008-11
2. 2,879 Anthony Lucas (137 catches, 23 TD) 1995-99
3. 2,854 Cobi Hamilton (175 catches, 18 TD) 2009-12
4. 2,440 Anthony Eubanks (153 catches, 16 TD) 1994-97
5. 2,410 Joe Adams (164 catches, 17 TD) 2008-11
6. 2,151 Marcus Monk (138 catches, 27 TD) 2004-07
 2,151 George Wilson (144 catches, 16 TD) 2000-03
8. 2,066 Greg Childs (133 catches, 15 TD) 2008-11
9. 1,920 James Shibest (97 catches, 10 TD) 1983-86
10. 1,874 Derek Russell (91 catches, 16 TD) 1987-90
RECEIVING YARDS
CONSECUTIVE GAMES
1. 465 Cobi Hamilton (303 vs. Rutgers, 162 at Texas A&M) 2012
2. 367 Derek Holloway (141 vs. North Carolina*, 196 vs. Tulsa) 1981
3. 357 Jarius Wright (281 vs. Texas A&M, 76 vs. Auburn) 2011
4. 349 Anthony Lucas (177 vs. Ole Miss, 172 at Tennessee) 1998
5. 329 Marcus Monk (192 at South Carolina, 137 vs. Tennessee) 2006
6. 323 Cobi Hamilton (146 vs. Ole Miss, 177 vs. Tulsa) 2012
7. 317 Cobi Hamilton (14 vs. Alabama, 303 vs. Rutgers) 2012
 317 Chuck Dicus (146 vs. Texas, 171 vs. Ole Miss**) 1969
9. 308 Mike Reppond (137 at Baylor, 171 vs. Texas) 1971
10. 307 Jarius Wright (26 at Alabama, 281 vs. Texas A&M) 2011
* 1981 Gator Bowl | ** 1970 Sugar Bowl 
TOUCHDOWN RECEPTIONS
GAME
1. 3 Jeremy Sprinkle vs. Mississippi State 2015
 3 Drew Morgan at Ole Miss 2015
 3 Cobi Hamilton vs. Rutgers 2012
 3 Anthony Lucas at SMU 1999
 3 Alton Baldwin vs. TCU 1945
 3 Alton Baldwin vs. Arkansas A&M 1944
SEASON
1. 12 Jarius Wright 2011
2. 11 Marcus Monk 2006
3. 10 Drew Morgan 2015
 10 Anthony Lucas 1998
5. 8 Derek Russell 1990
 8 Chuck Dicus 1968
7. 7 Joe Adams 2009
 7 Greg Childs 2009
 7 Marcus Monk 2005
 7 Richard Smith 2003
 7 George Wilson 2002
 7 Boo Williams 2000
 7 James Shibest 1984
 7 Jim Benton 1937
 7 Wear Schoonover 1929
CAREER
1. 27 Marcus Monk 2004-07
2. 24 Jarius Wright 2008-11
3. 23 Anthony Lucas 1995-99
4. 18 Cobi Hamilton 2009-12
5. 17 Joe Adams 2008-11
 17 Richard Smith 2000-03
7. 16 George Wilson 2000-03
 16 Anthony Eubanks 1994-97
 16 Chuck Dicus 1968-70
 16 Derek Russell 1987-90
100-YARD RECEIVING GAMES
SEASON
1. 5 Anthony Lucas 1998
 5 Anthony Eubanks 1997
3. 4 Cobi Hamilton 2012
 4 Jarius Wright 2011
 4 George Wilson 2003
 4 Mike Reppond 1971
7. 3 Drew Morgan 2015
 3 Joe Adams 2010
 3 Greg Childs 2009
 3 D.J. Williams 2008
 3 Marcus Monk 2006
 3 Anthony Eubanks 1996
 3 Anthony Lucas 1995
 3 Derek Russell 1990
 3 James Shibest 1984
 3 Chuck Dicus 1969
CAREER
1. 11 Anthony Lucas 1995-99
2. 9 Jarius Wright 2008-11
 9 Anthony Eubanks 1994-97
4. 8 Cobi Hamilton 2009-12
5. 7 Joe Adams 2008-11
6. 6 George Wilson 2001-03
7. 5 Greg Childs 2008-11
 5 Derek Russell 1987-90
 5 Chuck Dicus 1968-70
10. 4 Hunter Henry 2013-15
 4 D.J. Williams 2007-10
 4 James Shibest 1983-86
 4 Mike Reppond 1970-72
All three of DREW MORGAN’S 100-yard receiving 
games in SEC play came away from home in 2015, 
and he led the conference with 10 touchdown 
catches during the regular season.
INDIVIDUAL RECEIVING RECORDS
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PLAYER DATE REC YDS TD OPPONENT
Cobi Hamilton 9/22/12 10 303 3 Rutgers
Jarius Wright 10/1/11 13 281 2 Texas A&M
Mike Reppond 11/6/71 12 204 0 Rice
Lucas Miller 11/22/08 10 201 1 Mississippi State
James Shibest 11/24/84 13 199 2 SMU
Anthony Lucas 9/4/99 6 194 3 SMU
Chuck Dicus 11/9/68 8 193 2 Rice
Marcus Monk 11/4/06 8 192 1 South Carolina
Cobi Hamilton 11/3/12 11 177 0 Tulsa
Anthony Lucas 11/7/98 4 177 2 Ole Miss
George Wilson 11/1/03 9 172 1 Kentucky
Anthony Lucas 11/14/98 8 172 2 Tennessee
Boo Williams 9/16/00 5 171 2 Boise State
Mike Reppond 10/16/71 8 171 1 Texas
Chuck Dicus 1/1/70 6 171 1 Ole Miss
Derek Holloway 9/11/82 5 196 1 Tulsa
Chuck Dicus 1/1/69 12 169 1 Georgia
Anthony Eubanks 10/25/97 9 167 1 Auburn
Derek Russell 10/6/90 8 166 2 TCU
Cobi Hamilton 11/27/10 3 164 2 LSU
Greg Childs 10/16/10 9 164 2 Auburn
Derek Russell 10/28/89 6 164 2 Houston
Cobi Hamilton 9/29/12 11 162 0 Texas A&M
James Shibest 9/29/84 9 156 2 Navy
Chuck Dicus 10/4/69 9 156 2 TCU
Drew Morgan 9/26/15 8 155 1 Texas A&M
Wear Schoonover 10/19/29 13 152 0 Baylor
Jonathan Williams 10/13/12 3 150 2 Kentucky
Chuck Dicus 10/3/70 6 150 0 TCU
Anthony Lucas 10/3/98 6 149 1 Kentucky
Max Peacock 11/25/67 7 149 1 Texas Tech
Gary Stiggers 10/28/78 5 148 0 Houston
Cobi Hamilton 10/27/12 12 146 0 Ole Miss
Greg Childs 9/11/10 12 146 2 Louisiana Monroe
Chuck Dicus 12/6/69 9 146 1 Texas
Anthony Eubanks 11/28/97 4 142 1 LSU
Greg Childs 9/19/09 5 140 2 Georgia
Jarius Wright 9/5/09 6 139 0 Missouri State
Joe Adams 9/4/10 6 138 2 Tenn Tech
Anthony Eubanks 10/12/96 8 138 1 Louisiana Tech
D.J. Williams 11/7/09 7 137 0 South Carolina
Marcus Monk 11/11/06 8 137 2 Tennessee
Anthony Lucas 11/28/97 6 137 1 LSU
Derek Russell 10/1/88 4 137 1 TCU
Mike Reppond 10/9/71 5 137 2 Baylor
Bruce Maxwell 1/1/70 9 137 1 Ole Miss
Derek Russell 11/24/90 5 136 1 SMU
Jarius Wright 10/29/11 10 135 1 Vanderbilt
Greg Childs 10/17/09 4 135 1 Florida
Steven Harris 9/18/04 6 133 2 Louisiana Monroe
Mike Reppond 10/2/71 7 133 0 TCU
Lance Alworth 11/18/61 6 133 1 SMU
Cobi Hamilton 9/10/11 5 132 1 New Mexico
PLAYER DATE REC YDS TD OPPONENT
Jarius Wright 9/25/10 6 131 0 Alabama
Cobi Hamilton 11/21/09 3 131 2 Mississippi State
Joe Adams 9/18/10 6 130 0 Georgia
Anthony Eubanks 9/28/96 8 130 1 Louisiana Monroe
Hunter Henry 11/21/15 7 129 2 Mississippi State
D.J. Williams 11/1/08 6 129 0 Tulsa
D.J. Williams 10/25/08 10 129 0 Ole Miss
Bobby Crockett 1/1/66 10 129 1 LSU
Derek Russell 9/22/90 7 128 0 Tulsa
James Shibest 10/20/84 7 128 1 Texas
J.J. Meadors 9/3/94 5 127 2 SMU
Jim Hodge 9/9/72 7 127 0 Southern California
Richard Smith 10/5/02 3 125 1 Tennessee
Chuck Dicus 10/11/69 4 125 0 Baylor
Joe Adams 10/22/11 4 124 0 Ole Miss
Greg Childs 11/28/09 5 124 0 LSU
D.J. Williams 9/6/08 5 124 2 Louisiana Monroe
Marcus Monk 9/16/06 5 124 1 Vanderbilt
Richard Smith 10/18/03 6 123 1 Florida
David Dickey 11/25/67 6 123 1 Texas Tech
Drew Morgan 11/7/15 9 122 3 Ole Miss
Brandon Mitchell 9/1/12 4 122 0 Jacksonville State
Richard Smith 9/6/03 3 122 1 Tulsa
James Shibest 10/4/86 5 121 0 TCU
Joe Adams 1/4/11 9 120 1 Ohio State
Harry Jones 10/1/66 2 120 2 TCU
Bobby Crockett 10/30/65 5 120 1 Texas A&M
Chris Gragg 11/19/11 8 119 1 Mississippi State
Donny Bobo 9/10/77 2 119 1 New Mexico State
Floyd Sagely 11/28/53 6 118 1 Tulsa
Hunter Henry 9/12/15 8 117 0 Toledo
Jim Benton 11/20/37 8 116 0 George Washington
George Wilson 11/23/01 7 115 1 LSU
Jim Hodge 11/14/70 4 115 0 SMU
Steven Harris 10/2/04 6 114 0 Florida
Anthony Lucas 9/5/98 4 113 2 Louisiana Lafayette
Gerald McMurray 11/7/81 5 113 0 Baylor
Jarius Wright 11/1/08 5 112 0 Tulsa
Cobi Hamilton 11/6/10 7 111 1 South Carolina
George Wilson 9/13/03 5 111 1 Texas
George Wilson 12/30/02 8 111 1 Minnesota
Boo Williams 9/2/00 4 111 1 Southwest Missouri State
Anthony Eubanks 10/5/96 6 111 0 Florida
Anthony Lucas 10/7/95 4 111 2 Tennessee
Drew Morgan 10/3/15 5 110 0 Tennessee
Hunter Henry 10/1/14 7 110 0 Mississippi State
Chris Gragg 9/1/12 7 110 2 Jacksonville State
Joe Adams 10/3/09 3 110 0 Texas A&M
Gary Anderson 10/9/82 4 110 1 Texas Tech
Hunter Henry 9/28/13 4 109 0 Texas A&M
Joe Adams 9/17/11 8 109 1 Troy
Joe Adams 10/31/09 3 109 2 Eastern Michigan
Jarius Wright 9/3/11 6 108 2 Missouri State
Jarius Wright 9/19/09 4 108 1 Georgia
Anthony Eubanks 10/28/95 8 108 1 Auburn
Donnie Centers 11/1/86 3 108 1 Rice
Donnie Centers 9/27/86 4 108 1 New Mexico State
Keon Hatcher 9/20/14 6 107 1 Northern Illinois
Keon Hatcher 9/5/15 6 106 2 UTEP
Anthony Lucas 9/23/95 6 106 1 Memphis
Lewis Carpenter 9/27/52 3 106 1 Houston
Dominique Reed 11/7/15 7 105 2 Ole Miss
Jarius Wright 11/20/10 2 105 1 Mississippi State
George Wilson 11/3/01 8 105 1 Ole Miss
George Wilson 10/25/03 6 104 0 Ole Miss
Anthony Eubanks 9/20/97 7 104 1 Alabama
Jarius Wright 11/5/11 4 103 2 South Carolina
Anthony Lucas 10/14/95 5 103 0 Ole Miss
Anthony Lucas 11/6/99 6 102 0 Ole Miss
Bobby Nichols 10/30/71 9 102 0 Texas A&M
Bobby Crockett 10/16/65 8 102 1 Texas
Cedric Washington 11/20/04 5 101 0 Mississippi State
Anthony Eubanks 11/6/97 7 101 1 Ole Miss
Bobby Duckworth 9/20/80 4 101 1 Oklahoma State
George Wilson 9/20/03 4 100 1 North Texas
Anthony Lucas 9/19/98 3 100 1 SMU
Anthony Eubanks 9/27/97 5 100 1 Louisiana Tech
Donny Bobo 10/1/77 5 100 1 TCU
COBI HAMILTON set the Razorback single-game receiving record with 
303 yards on 10 receptions against Rutgers in 2012. The 303 receiving 
yards is still an SEC record.
100-YARD RECEIVING GAMES (130)
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PLAYS
GAME
1. 62 Tyler Wilson at Texas A&M (3 rushes, 59 passes, 1 TD) 2012
2. 61 Tyler Wilson vs. LSU (9 rushes, 52 passes, 1 TD) 2012
3. 57 Tyler Wilson vs. Texas A&M (6 rushes, 51 passes, 3 TD) 2011
4. 56 Brandon Allen vs. Toledo (3 rushes, 53 passes, 0 TD) 2015
 56 Joe Ferguson vs. Texas A&M (5 rushes, 51 passes, 1 TD) 1971
6. 54 Clint Stoerner at Alabama (2 rushes, 52 passes, 1 TD) 1999  
 54 Clint Stoerner at Ole Miss (15 rushes, 39 passes, 0 TD) 1997
 54 Clint Stoerner vs. Auburn (11 rushes, 43 passes, 2 TD) 1997
 54 Bill Montgomery at Texas (19 rushes, 35 passes, 1 TD) 1968
10. 51 Brandon Allen at Ole Miss (6 rushes, 45 passes, 6 TD) 2015
 51 Ryan Mallett vs. Ohio State (4 rushes, 47 passes, 2 TD) 2010
 51 Quinn Grovey at Houston (13 rushes, 38 passes, 4 TD) 1990
 51 Kevin Scanlon vs. Alabama (12 rushes, 39 passes) 1979
SEASON
1. 498 Tyler Wilson (60 rushes, 438 passes, 28 TD) 2011
2. 461 Ryan Mallett (58 rushes, 403 passes, 32 TD) 2009
3. 455 Ryan Mallett (44 rushes, 411 passes, 36 TD) 2010
4. 442 Tyler Wilson (41 rushes, 401 passes, 21 TD) 2012
5. 438 Clint Stoerner (81 rushes, 357 passes, 14 TD) 1997
6. 429 Casey Dick (72 rushes, 357 passes, 16 TD) 2008
7. 426 Brandon Allen (56 rushes, 370 passes, 31 TD) 2015
8. 404 Barry Lunney Jr. (112 rushes, 292 passes, 15 TD) 1995
9. 381 Brandon Allen (42 rushes, 339 passes, 20 TD) 2014
10. 363 Matt Jones (129 rushes, 234 passes, 21 TD) 2002
 363 Clint Stoerner (51 rushes, 312 passes, 27 TD) 1998
CAREER
1. 1,200 Clint Stoerner (177 rushes, 1,023 passes, 62 TD) 1996-99
2. 1,192 Barry Lunney Jr. (336 rushes, 856 passes, 40 TD) 1992-95
3. 1,151 Brandon Allen (135 rushes, 1,016 passes, 68 TD) 2012-15
4. 1,137 Matt Jones (382 rushes, 755 passes, 77 TD) 2001-04
5. 1,058 Tyler Wilson (110 rushes, 948 passes, 56 TD) 2008-12
6. 978 Quinn Grovey (452 rushes, 526 passes, 50 TD) 1987-90
7. 973 Brad Taylor (329 rushes, 644 passes, 35 TD) 1981-84
8. 959 Casey Dick (105 rushes, 850 passes, 4 rec, 51 TD) 2005-08
9. 916 Ryan Mallett (102 rushes, 814 passes, 68 TD) 2009-10
10. 896 Bill Montgomery (294 rushes, 602 passes, 42 TD) 1981-84
YARDS
GAME
1. 481 Tyler Wilson vs. Texas A&M (-29 rushing, 510 passing, 3 TD) 2011
2. 448 Brandon Allen at Ole Miss (6 rushing, 442 passing, 6 TD) 2015
3. 435 Brandon Allen vs. Toledo (23 rushing, 412 passing, 0 TD) 2015
4. 426 Tyler Wilson vs. Rutgers (7 rushing, 419 passing, 3 TD) 2012
5. 414 Ryan Mallett vs. Georgia (6 rushing, 408 passing, 5 TD) 2009
6. 411 Brandon Allen vs. Mississippi State (5 rushing, 406 passing, 7 TD) 2015
7. 402 Ryan Mallett vs. Vanderbilt (-7 rushing, 409 passing, 3 TD) 2010
8. 401 Ryan Mallett vs. Louisiana Monroe (1 rushing, 400 passing, 4 TD) 2010
9. 397 Tyler Wilson vs. LSU (38 rushing, 359 passing, 1 TD) 2012
10. 386 Ryan Mallett vs. Troy (-19 rushing, 405 passing, 5 TD) 2009
SEASON
1. 3,795 Ryan Mallett (-74 rushing, 3,869 passing, 36 TD) 2010
2. 3,635 Tyler Wilson (-3 rushing, 3,638 passing, 28 TD) 2011
3. 3,595 Ryan Mallett (-29 rushing, 3,624 passing, 32 TD) 2009
4. 3,547 Brandon Allen (107 rushing, 3,440 passing, 31 TD) 2015
5. 3,394 Tyler Wilson (7 rushing, 3,387 passing, 21 TD) 2012
6. 2,695 Matt Jones (622 rushing, 2,073 passing, 21 TD) 2004
7. 2,624 Matt Jones (707 rushing, 1,917 passing, 26 TD) 2003
8. 2,572 Clint Stoerner (-57 rushing, 2,629 passing, 27 TD) 1998
9. 2,535 Casey Dick (-51 rushing, 2,586 passing, 17 TD) 2008
10. 2,285 Brandon Allen (0 rushing, 2,285 passing, 20 TD) 2014
CAREER
1. 8,392 Matt Jones (2535 rushing, 5,947 passing, 77 TD) 2001-04
2. 7,721 Tyler Wilson (-44 rushing, 7,765 passing, 56 TD) 2008-12
3. 7,596 Brandon Allen (133 rushing, 7,463 passing, 68 TD) 2012-15
4. 7,390 Ryan Mallett (-103 rushing, 7,493 passing, 68 TD) 2009-10
5. 7,049 Clint Stoerner (-373 rushing, 7,422 passing, 62 TD) 1996-99
6. 6,242 Quinn Grovey (1756 rushing, 4,496 passing, 50 TD) 1987-90
7. 5,887 Barry Lunney Jr. (105 rushing, 5,782 passing, 40 TD) 1992-95
8. 5,623 Casey Dick (-233 rushing, 5,856 passing, 51 TD) 2005-08
9. 5,145 Brad Taylor (343 rushing, 4,802 passing, 35 TD) 1981-84
10. 5,052 Bill Montgomery (462 rushing, 4,590 passing, 42 TD) 1968-70
TOUCHDOWN RESPONSIBILITY
GAME
1. 7 Brandon Allen vs. Mississippi State 2015
2. 6 Brandon Allen at Ole Miss 2015
 6 Ryan Mallett vs. UTEP 2010
 6 Madre Hill vs. South Carolina 1995
5. 5 Alex Collins vs. UT Martin 2015
 5 Tyler Wilson vs. Kentucky 2012
 5 Ryan Mallett vs. Mississippi State 2009
 5 Ryan Mallett vs. Troy 2009
 5 Ryan Mallett vs. Georgia 2009
 5 Quinn Grovey vs. Houston 1989
 5 Jessie Clark vs. Baylor 1981
 5 Gene Davidson vs. Oklahoma Mines 1916
 5 Gene Davidson vs. Hendrix 1915
SEASON
1. 36 Ryan Mallett (4 rushing, 32 passing) 2010
2. 32 Ryan Mallett (2 rushing, 30 passing) 2009
3. 31 Brandon Allen (1 rushing, 30 passing) 2015
4. 28 Tyler Wilson (4 rushing, 24 passing) 2011
5. 27 Clint Stoerner (1 rushing, 26 passing) 1998
6. 26 Matt Jones (8 rushing, 18 passing) 2003
7. 23 Quinn Grovey (5 rushing, 18 passing) 1990
8. 22 Brandon Allen (2 rushing, 20 passing) 2014
9. 21 Tyler Wilson (0 rushing, 21 passing) 2012
 21 Matt Jones (6 rushing, 15 passing) 2004
 21 Matt Jones (5 rushing, 16 passing) 2002
 21 Clint Stoerner (2 rushing, 19 passing) 1999
CAREER
1. 77 Matt Jones (24 rushing, 53 passing) 2001-04
2. 68 Brandon Allen (4 rushing, 64 passing) 2012-15
 68 Ryan Mallett (6 rushing, 62 passing) 2009-10
4. 62 Clint Stoerner (5 rushing, 57 passing) 1996-99
5. 56 Tyler Wilson (4 rushing, 52 passing) 2008-12
6. 51 Casey Dick (3 rushing, 47 passing, 1 receiving) 2005-08
 51 Darren McFadden (41 rush, 7 pass, 2 rec., 1 ko ret.) 2005-07
8. 50 Quinn Grovey (21 rushing, 29 passing) 1987-90
9. 46 Bill Burnett (46 rushing, 0 passing) 1968-70
10. 42 Bill Montgomery (13 rushing, 29 passing) 1968-70
YARDS PER PLAY
SEASON (MIN. 150 PLAYS)
1. 8.34 Ryan Mallett (455 for 3,795) 2010
2. 8.33 Brandon Allen (426 for 3,547) 2015
3. 8.05 Matt Jones (326 for 2,624) 2003
4. 7.80 Ryan Mallett (461 for 3,595) 2009
5. 7.77 Matt Jones (347 for 2,695) 2004
6. 7.68 Tyler Wilson (442 for 3,394) 2012
7. 7.58 Felix Jones (154 for 1,168) 2006
8. 7.34 Jack Robbins (213 for 1,564) 1935
9. 7.30 Tyler Wilson (498 for 3,635) 2011
10. 7.12 Quinn Grovey (208 for 1,481) 1988
CAREER (MIN. 500 PLAYS)
1. 8.07 Ryan Mallett (916 for 7,390) 2009-10
2. 7.35 Matt Jones (1,137 for 8,352) 2001-04
3. 7.30 Tyler Wilson (1,058 for 7,721) 2008-12
4. 6.60 Brandon Allen (1,151 for 7,596) 2012-15
5. 6.38 Quinn Grovey (978 for 6,242) 1987-90
6. 5.94 Darren McFadden (807 for 4,795) 2005-07
7. 5.91 Jack Robbins (577 for 3,408) 1935-37
8. 5.87 Clint Stoerner (1,200 for 7,049) 1996-99
9. 5.86 Casey Dick (959 for 5,624) 2005-08
10. 5.74 Joe Ferguson (771 for 4,429) 1970-72
INDIVIDUAL TOTAL OFFENSE RECORDS
237
Arkansas’ all-time leader in career yards (8,392) and career touchdowns (77), quarterback 
MATT JONES led the Razorbacks to a 7-1 record when he ran for 100 yards.
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ALL-PURPOSE YARDAGE
GAME
1. 355 Darren McFadden vs. South Carolina (38 plays, 1 TD) 2007
2. 315 Darren McFadden at South Carolina (29 plays, 2 TD) 2006
3. 303 Cobi Hamilton vs. Rutgers (10 plays, 3 TD) 2012
4. 293 Harry Jones vs. Oklahoma State (11 plays, 2 TD) 1965
5. 287 Felix Jones vs. Troy (16 plays, 2 TD) 2007
6. 281 Jarius Wright vs. Texas A&M (13 plays, 2 TD) 2011
7. 271 Dickey Morton at Baylor (28 plays, 2 TD) 1973
8. 259 Alex Collins vs. Kansas State (25 plays, 3 TD)* 2016
9. 253 Michael Smith at Kentucky (40 plays, 2 TD) 2008
10. 252 Dennis Johnson vs. South Carolina (21 plays, 1 TD) 2011
* 2016 AutoZone Liberty Bowl
SEASON
1. 2,310 Darren McFadden (362 plays, 17 TD) 2007
2. 2,058 Darren McFadden (305 plays, 16 TD) 2006
3. 1,990 Felix Jones (171 plays, 13 TD) 2007
4. 1,829 Felix Jones (192 plays, 10 TD) 2006
5. 1,746 Alex Collins (276 plays, 20 TD) 2015
6. 1,604 Dickey Morton (243 plays, 5 TD) 1973
7. 1,583 Madre Hill (330 plays, 16 TD) 1995
8. 1,513 Darren McFadden (202 plays, 11 TD) 2005
9. 1,472 Lance Alworth (169 plays, 5 TD) 1961
10. 1,458 Knile Davis (223 plays, 14 TD) 2010
CAREER
1. 5,881 Darren McFadden (869 plays, 44 TD) 2005-07
2. 5,330 Dennis Johnson (527 plays, 20 TD) 2008-12
3. 5,099 Felix Jones (488 plays, 27 TD) 2005-07
4. 4,535 Gary Anderson (630 plays, 19 TD) 1979-82
5. 4,057 Alex Collins (698 plays, 36 TD) 2013-15
6. 4,070 Dickey Morton (647 plays, 17 TD) 1971-73
7. 3,750 Ben Cowins (662 plays, 30 TD) 1975-78
8. 3,657 Cedric Cobbs (636 plays, 28 TD) 1999-2003
9. 3,610 DeCori Birmingham (403 plays, 13 TD) 2001-04
10. 3,583 James Rouse (614 plays, 39 TD) 1985-89
SCORING - POINTS
GAME
1. 36 Madre Hill vs. South Carolina (6 TD) 1995
2. 33 Gene Davidson vs. Oklahoma Mines (5 TD, 3 PAT) 1916
3. 33 Gene Davidson vs. Hendrix (5 TD, 3 PAT) 1915
4. 30 Alex Collins vs. UT Martin (5 TD) 2015
 30 Jessie Clark vs. Baylor (5 TD) 1981
6. 26 Richard Miller vs. Central Missouri (4 TD, 2 PAT) 1927
7. 26 Gene Davidson vs. Central Missouri (4 TD, 2 PAT) 1917
8. 24 Jonathan Williams at Texas Tech (4 TD) 2014
 24 Darren McFadden vs. Florida International (4 TD) 2007
 24 James Rouse vs. New Mexico (4 TD) 1987
 24 Darryl Bowles vs. TCU (4 TD) 1980
SEASON
1. 120 Alex Collins (20 TD) 2015
 120 Bill Burnett (20 TD) 1969
3. 118 Zach Hocker (21 FG, 55 PAT) 2011
4. 109 Alex Tejada (17 FG, 58 PAT) 2007
5. 106 Alex Tejada (16 FG, 58 PAT) 2009
6. 104 Zach Hocker (16 FG, 56 PAT) 2010
 102 Darren McFadden (17 TD) 2007
 102 Kendall Trainor (24 FG, 30 PAT) 1988
 102 James Rouse (17 TD) 1987
10. 98 Darren McFadden (16 TD, 1 PAT) 2006
 98 Todd Wright (20 FG, 38 PAT) 1989
CAREER
1. 354 Zach Hocker (61 FG, 171 PAT) 2010-13
2. 294 Bill Burnett (49 TD) 1968-70
3. 280 Steve Little (53 FG, 121 PAT) 1974-77
4. 268 Darren McFadden (44 TD, 2 two-point) 2005-07
5. 267 Todd Wright (60 FG, 87 PAT) 1989-92
6. 264 Kendall Trainor (51 FG, 111 PAT) 1985-88
7. 252 Todd Latourette (47 FG, 111 PAT) 1995-98
8. 247 Alex Tejada (37 FG, 136 PAT) 2007-10
9. 238 James Rouse (39 TD, 2 two-point) 1985-89
10. 220 Ish Ordonez (44 FG, 88 PAT) 1978-80
MOST TOUCHDOWNS
GAME
1. 6 Madre Hill vs. South Carolina 1995
2. 5 Alex Collins vs. UT Martin 2015
 5 Jessie Clark vs. Baylor 1981
 5 Gene Davidson vs. Oklahoma Mines 1916
 5 Gene Davidson vs. Hendrix 1915
6. 4 13 others (Most recent: J. Williams at Texas Tech) 2014
SEASON
1. 20 Alex Collins 2015
 20 Bill Burnett 1969
3. 17 Darren McFadden 2007
 17 James Rouse 1987
5. 16 Darren McFadden 2006
 16 Madre Hill 1995
 16 Bill Burnett 1968
 16 David Dickey 1967
 16 Bobby Burnett 1965
10. 14 Jonathan Williams 2014
 14 Knile Davis 2010
 14 Ben Cowins 1977
 14 Billy Moore 1962
CAREER
1. 49 Bill Burnett 1968-70
2. 44 Darren McFadden 2005-07
3. 39 James Rouse 1985-89
4. 36 Alex Collins 2013-15
5. 30 Ben Cowins 1975-78
6. 28 Cedric Cobbs 1999-2003
 28 David Dickey 1966-68
8. 27 Felix Jones 2005-07
 27 Marcus Monk 2004-07
 27 Madre Hill 1994-98
DARREN MCFADDEN is Arkansas’ all-time career leader in all-purpose yards (5,881) and is the only 
Razorback to ever accumulate more than 2,000 all-purpose yards in a season (2006 and 2007).
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FIELD GOAL ATTEMPTS
GAME
1. 6 Brennan O’Donohoe at Tennessee (made 3) 2002
 6 Greg Horne vs. Tulsa (made 4) 1984
3. 5 Zach Hocker vs. South Carolina (made 3) 2011
 5 Todd Wright at Tennessee (made 4) 1992
 5 Kendall Trainor vs. Texas A&M (made 5) 1988
 5 Kendall Trainor vs. TCU (made 5) 1988
 5 Steve Little vs. Tulsa (made 3) 1977
 5 Bill McClard vs. SMU (made 3) 1970
SEASON
1. 30 Steve Little (made 19) 1977
2. 27 Zach Hocker (made 21) 2011
 27 Kendall Trainor (made 24) 1988
4. 25 Todd Wright (made 17) 1992
5. 24 Todd Latourette (made 17) 1998
 24 Bruce Lahay (made 19) 1981
7. 23 Alex Tejada (made 17) 2007
 23 Todd Wright (made 20) 1989
 23 Steve Little (made 11) 1976
10. 22 Alex Tejada (made 16) 2009
 22 Greg Horne (made 14) 1983
 22 Ish Ordonez (made 18) 1979
 22 Bill McClard (made 12) 1971
CAREER
1. 89 Steve Little (made 53) 1974-77
2. 79 Zach Hocker (made 61) 2010-13
 79 Todd Wright (made 60) 1989-92
4. 71 Todd Latourette (made 47) 1995-98
5. 69 Kendall Trainor (made 51) 1985-88
6. 62 Ish Ordonez (made 44) 1978-80
7. 54 Alex Tejada (made 37) 2007-10
8. 53 Greg Horne (made 29) 1983-84
9. 46 Bill McClard (made 29) 1969-71
10. 40 Chris Balseiro (made 28) 2002-05 
FIELD GOALS MADE
GAME
1. 5 Kendall Trainor vs. Texas A&M (att. 5) 1988
 5 Kendall Trainor vs. TCU (att. 5) 1988
3. 4 Chris Balseiro vs. Missouri (att. 4) 2003
 4 Todd Wright at Auburn (att. 4) 1992
 4 Todd Wright at Tennessee (att. 5) 1992
 4 Todd Wright vs. UTEP (att. 4) 1989
 4 Kendall Trainor at Houston (att. 4) 1988
 4 Greg Horne vs. Tulsa (att. 6) 1984
 4 Bruce Lahay at Texas Tech (att. 4) 1981
 4 Steve Little at Rice (att. 4) 1975
SEASON
1. 24 Kendall Trainor (att. 27) 1988
2. 21 Zach Hocker (att. 27) 2011
3. 20 Todd Wright (att. 23) 1989
4. 19 Bruce Lahay (att. 24) 1981
 19 Steve Little (att. 30) 1977
6. 18 Ish Ordonez (att. 22) 1978
7. 17 Alex Tejada (att. 23) 2007
 17 Todd Latourette (att. 24) 1998
 17 Todd Wright (att. 25) 1992
10. 16 Zach Hocker (att. 19) 2010
 16 Alex Tejada (att. 22) 2009
CAREER
1. 61 Zach Hocker (att. 79) 2010-13
2. 60 Todd Wright (att. 79) 1989-92
3. 53 Steve Little (att. 89) 1974-77
4. 51 Kendall Trainor (att. 69) 1985-88
5. 47 Todd Latourette (att. 71) 1995-98
6. 44 Ish Ordonez (att. 62) 1978-80
7. 37 Alex Tejada (att. 54) 2007-10
8. 29 Greg Horne (att. 53) 1983-86
 29 Bill McClard (att. 46) 1969-71
10. 28 Chris Balseiro (att. 40) 2002-05
FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE
SEASON (MIN. 10 MADE)
1. .889 Kendall Trainor (24-27) 1988
2. .870 Todd Wright (20-23) 1989
3. .867 Zach Hocker (13-15) 2013
4. .842 Zach Hocker (16-19) 2010
5. .818 Ish Ordonez (18-22) 1979
6. .792 Bruce Lahay (19-24) 1981
7. .786 Todd Wright (11-14) 1990
8. .778 Zach Hocker (21-27) 2011
9. .769 Kendall Trainor (10-13) 1986
10. .750 David Carlton (12-16) 2002
 .750 Steve Little (12-16) 1974
CAREER (MIN. 20 MADE)
1. .772 Zach Hocker (61-79) 2010-13
2. .759 Todd Wright (60-79) 1989-92
3. .739 Kendall Trainor (51-69) 1985-88
4. .710 Ish Ordonez (44-62) 1978-80
5. .700 Chris Balseiro (28-40) 2002-05
6. .688 Brennan O’Donohoe (22-32) 2000-02
7. .682 Alex Tejada (37-54) 2007-10
8. .662 Todd Latourette (47-71) 1995-98
9. .630 Bill McClard (29-46) 1969-71
10. .596 Steve Little (53-89) 1974-77
LONGEST FIELD GOALS
1. 67 Steve Little vs. Texas 1977
2. 61 Steve Little vs. Tulsa 1976
3. 60 Bill McClard vs. SMU 1970
4. 58 Kendall Trainor vs. Miami 1988
5. 57 Steve Little vs. Baylor 1977
 57 Steve Little vs. Oklahoma State 1976
7. 55 Kendall Trainor vs. Tulsa 1986
8. 54 Zach Hocker vs. Mississippi State 2013
9. 53 Zach Hocker vs. Samford 2013
 53 Steve Little vs. Oklahoma State 1976
 53 Bill McClard vs. Wichita State 1970
MOST CONSECUTIVE FGS MADE
1. 24 Kendall Trainor 1988
ZACH HOCKER finished his career in 2013 as Arkansas’ all-time leading scorer, totaling 354 
points. Hocker also holds Razorback records for career field goals and field goal percentage.
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PAT ATTEMPTS
GAME
1. 9 Cole Hedlund vs. UT Martin 2015
 9 John Henson vs. Nicholls 2014
 9 Alex Tejada vs. Eastern Michigan 2009
 9 Alex Tejada vs. North Texas 2007
 9 Jeremy Davis vs. Southeast Missouri State 2006
 9 Chris Balseiro vs. New Mexico State 2004
 9 Kendall Trainor vs. Pacific 1988
 9 Elvin Geiser vs. Hendrix 1933
9. 8 Alex Tejada vs. Troy 2009
 8 Bill McClard vs. North Texas State 1971
 8 Bill McClard vs. Wichita State 1970
 8 Bob White vs. Tulsa 1968
 8 Tom McKnelly vs. Tulsa 1963
SEASON
1. 60 Alex Tejada (made 58) 2007
2. 59 Alex Tejada (made 58) 2009
3. 58 Cole Hedlund (made 58) 2015
4. 57 Zach Hocker (made 55) 2011
5. 56 Zach Hocker (made 56) 2010
6. 51 Bill McClard (made 50) 1970
7. 48 Jeremy Davis (made 46) 2006
8. 44 Bill McClard (made 40) 1969
 44 Ronny South (made 42) 1965
10. 41 Chris Balseiro (made 40) 2004
 41 Chris Balseiro (made 40) 2003
 41 Todd Latourette (made 41) 1998
 41 Bob White (made 36) 1968
CAREER
1. 173 Zach Hocker (made 171) 2010-13
2. 140 Alex Tejada (made 136) 2007-10
3. 133 Bill McClard (made 125) 1969-71
4. 131 Steve Little (made 121) 1974-77
5. 116 Kendall Trainor (made 111) 1985-88
6. 114 Chris Balseiro (made 111) 2002-05
7. 113 Todd Latourette (made 111) 1995-98
8. 93 Ish Ordonez (made 88) 1978-80
9. 91 Todd Wright (made 87) 1989-92
10. 89 Bob White (made 76) 1966-68
 89 Tom McKnelly (made 82) 1962-64
PATS MADE
GAME
1. 9 Cole Hedlund vs. UT Martin 2015
 9 John Henson vs. Nicholls 2014
 9 Alex Tejada vs. Eastern Michigan 2009
 9 Alex Tejada vs. North Texas 2007
 9 Jeremy Davis vs. Southeast Missouri State 2006
 9 Chris Balseiro vs. New Mexico State 2004
 9 Kendall Trainor vs. Pacific 1988
 9 Elvin Geiser vs. Hendrix 1933
9. 8 Alex Tejada vs. Troy 2009
 8 Bill McClard vs. Wichita State 1970
 8 Bob White vs. Tulsa 1968
 8 Tom McKnelly vs. Tulsa 1963
SEASON
1. 58 Cole Hedlund (att. 58) 2015
 58 Alex Tejada (att. 59) 2009
 58 Alex Tejada (att. 60) 2007
4. 56 Zach Hocker (att. 56) 2010
5. 55 Zach Hocker (att. 57) 2011
6. 50 Bill McClard (att. 51) 1970
7. 46 Jeremy Davis (att. 48) 2006
8. 42 Ronny South (att. 44) 1965
9. 41 Todd Latourette (att. 41) 1998
10. 40 Chris Balseiro (att. 41) 2004
 40 Chris Balseiro (att. 41) 2003
 40 Bill McClard (att. 44) 1969
CAREER
1. 171 Zach Hocker (att. 173) 2010-13
2. 136 Alex Tejada (att. 141) 2007-10
3. 125 Bill McClard (att. 133) 1969-71
4. 121 Steve Little (att. 131) 1974-77
5. 111 Chris Balseiro (att. 114) 2002-05
 111 Todd Latourette (att. 113) 1995-98
 111 Kendall Trainor (att. 116) 1985-88
8. 88 Ish Ordonez (att. 93) 1978-80
9. 87 Todd Wright (att. 91) 1989-92
10. 81 Tom McKnelly (att. 89) 1962-64
KICK SCORING
GAME
1. 19 Kendall Trainor vs. TCU (5-5 FG, 4-4 PAT) 1988
2. 17 Alex Tejada vs. Troy (4-4 FG, 5-5 PAT) 2007
3. 16 Alex Tejada vs. Florida International (3-3 FG, 7-7 PAT) 2007
4. 15 Todd Wright vs. Texas-El Paso (4-4 FG, 3-4 PAT) 1989
 15 Kendall Trainor vs. Texas A&M (5-5 FG, 0-0 PAT) 1988
6. 14 Zach Hocker vs. Mississippi State (3-4 FG, 5-5 PAT) 2011
 14 Zach Hocker vs. South Carolina (3-5 FG, 5-5 PAT) 2011
 14 Tony Dodson vs. Louisiana Monroe (3-3 FG, 5-5 PAT) 1999
 14 Todd Latourette vs. SMU (3-3 FG, 5-5 PAT) 1998
 14 Kendall Trainor at Houston (4-4 FG, 2-2 PAT) 1988
 14 Bruce Lahay at Texas Tech (4-4 FG, 2-2 PAT) 1981
 14 Steve Little vs. TCU (3-3 FG, 5-5 PAT) 1976
 14 Bill McClard vs. Wichita State (2-2 FG, 8-8 PAT) 1970
SEASON
1. 118 Zach Hocker (21 FG, 55 PAT) 2011
2. 109 Alex Tejada (17 FG, 58 PAT) 2007
3. 106 Alex Tejada (16 FG, 58 PAT) 2009
4. 104 Zach Hocker (16 FG, 56 PAT) 2010
5. 102 Kendall Trainor (24 FG, 30 PAT) 1988
6. 98 Todd Wright (20 FG, 38 PAT) 1989
7. 94 Steve Little (19 FG, 37 PAT) 1977
8. 92 Todd Latourette (17 FG, 41 PAT) 1998
9. 88 Bruce Lahay (19 FG, 31 PAT) 1981
10. 85 Cole Hedlund (9 FG, 58 PAT) 2015
CAREER
1. 354 Zach Hocker (61 FG, 171 PAT) 2010-13
2. 280 Steve Little (53 FG, 121 PAT) 1974-77
3. 267 Todd Wright (60 FG, 87 PAT) 1989-92
4. 264 Kendall Trainor (51 FG, 111 PAT) 1985-88
5. 252 Todd Latourette (47 FG, 111 PAT) 1995-98
6. 247 Alex Tejada (37 FG, 136 PAT) 2007-10
7. 220 Ish Ordonez (44 FG, 88 PAT) 1978-80
8. 212 Bill McClard (29 FG, 125 PAT) 1969-71
9. 195 Chris Balseiro (28 FG, 111 PAT) 2002-05
10. 137 Greg Horne (29 FG, 50 PAT) 1983-86
ALEX TEJADA registered two of the three highest-scoring seasons in Razorback history in 
2007 and 2009 and was named to Arkansas’ all-decade team for the 2000s.
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PUNTS
GAME
1. 11 Greg Horne at Baylor (445 yards for 40.4 avg) 1984
 11 Bobby Nix at SMU (506 yards for 46.0 avg) 1963
3. 10 Toby Baker at Alabama (402 for 40.2 avg) 2015
 10 Richie Butler vs. UNLV (434 yards for 43.4 avg) 2001
 10 Drew Toole vs. Rice (365 yards for 36.5 avg) 1972
 10 Lance Alworth vs. Tulsa (301 yards for 30.1 avg) 1961
 10 Lamar McHan vs. Santa Clara (395 yards for 39.5 avg) 1951
 10 Lamar McHan vs. Texas (382 yards for 38.2 avg) 1951
 10 George Cole at Oklahoma State (390 yards for 39.0 avg) 1926
 10 Gene Davidson vs. Oklahoma (245 yards for 24.5 avg) 1915
SEASON
1. 70 Matt Wait (2,935 yards for 41.9 avg.) 1997
2. 69 Richie Butler (2,715 yards for 39.3 avg.) 2002
 69 Matt Wait (2,777 yards for 40.3 avg.) 1996
4. 68 Pete Raether (2,938 yards for 43.2 avg.) 1992
5. 67 Richie Butler (2,848 yards for 42.5 avg.) 2001
6. 65 Richie Butler (2,784 yards for 42.8 avg.) 2000
 65 Pete Raether (2,836 yards for 43.6 avg.) 1991
8. 64 Lamar McHan (2,377 yards for 37.1 avg.) 1951
 64 Aubrey Fowler (2,214 yards for 34.6 avg.) 1946
 64 Kay Eakin (2,448 yards for 38.3 avg.) 1939
CAREER
1. 251 Matt Wait (10,177 yards for 40.5 avg.) 1994-97
2. 231 Richie Butler (9,546 yards for 41.3 avg.) 1999-02
3. 219 Dylan Breeding (9,387 yards for 42.9 avg.) 2009-12
4. 192 Jacob Skinner (7,554 yards for 39.3 avg.) 2003-06
5. 180 Greg Horne (8,000 yards for 44.4 avg.) 1983-86
6. 157 Pete Raether (6,743 yards for 42.9 avg.) 1990-92
7. 145 Lamar McHan (5,504 yards for 38.0 avg.) 1951-53
8. 142 Jeremy Davis (5,842 yards for 41.1 avg.) 2004-08
9. 133 Kay Eakin (5,250 yards for 39.5 avg.) 1937-39
10. 129 Bruce Lahay (5,011 yards for 38.8 avg.) 1978-79, 81
LONGEST PUNTS
1. 86 Steve Cox vs. Texas 1986
2. 83 Pete Raether vs. Louisiana Lafayette 1991
 83 Harold Cox vs. SMU 1943
4. 81 Lamar McHan vs. Texas 1951
 81 Kay Eakin vs. TCU 1938
6. 80 Allen Meacham vs. Baylor 1988
7. 79 Sam Irwin-Hill vs. South Carolina 2013
 79 Richie Butler vs. Alabama 2002
 79 Jack Robbins vs. TCU 1937
10. 78 Gerald Nesbitt vs. SMU 1955
 78 Louis Schaufele vs. William & Mary 1948
 78 Louis Schaufele vs. Texas A&M 1948
PUNTING YARDAGE
GAME
1. 506 Bobby Nix at SMU (11 punts) 1965
2. 445 Greg Horne at Baylor (11 punts) 1984
3. 434 Richie Butler vs. UNLV (10 punts) 2001
4. 412 Matt Wait vs. South Carolina (9 punts) 1997
5. 402 Toby Baker at Alabama (10 punts) 2015
6. 395 Lamar McHan vs. Santa Clara (10 punts) 1951
7. 390 George Cole vs. Oklahoma State (10 punts) 1926
8. 389 Richie Butler vs. Alabama (8 punts) 2002
9. 382 Lamar McHan vs. Texas (10 punts) 1951
10. 376 Matt Wait at Florida (9 punts) 1997
SEASON
1. 2,938 Pete Raether (68 for 43.2 avg.) 1992
2. 2,935 Matt Wait (70 for 41.9 avg.) 1997
3. 2,848 Richie Butler (67 for 42.5 avg.) 2001
4. 2,836 Pete Raether (65 for 43.6 avg.) 1991
5. 2,797 Steve Little (63 for 44.4 avg.) 1976
6. 2,784 Richie Butler (65 for 42.8 avg.) 2000
7. 2,777 Matt Wait (69 for 40.3 avg.) 1996
8. 2,715 Richie Butler (69 for 39.3 avg.) 2002
9. 2,460 Jeremy Davis (57 for 41.1 avg.) 2008
10. 2,451 Brad Taylor (60 for 40.9 avg.) 1982
CAREER
1. 10,177 Matt Wait (251 for 40.5 avg.) 1994-97
2. 9,546 Richie Butler (231 for 41.3 avg.) 1999-2002
3. 9,387 Dylan Breeding (219 for 42.9 avg.) 2009-12
4. 8,000 Greg Horne (180 for 44.4 avg.) 1983-86
5. 7,554 Jacob Skinner (192 for 39.3 avg.) 2003-06
6. 6,743 Pete Raether (157 for 42.9 avg.) 1990-92
7. 5,842 Jeremy Davis (142 for 41.1 avg.) 2004-08
8. 5,504 Lamar McHan (145 for 38.0 avg.) 1951-53
9. 5,250 Kay Eakin (133 for 39.5 avg.) 1937-39
10. 5,227 Jacob Skinner (131 for 39.9 avg.) 2003-06
PUNTING AVERAGE
GAME (MIN. 2 PUNTS)
1. 70.0 Steve Cox at Texas (2 punts) 1980
2. 59.0 Allen Meacham at Baylor (2 punts) 1988
3. 58.3 Dylan Breeding vs. Tulsa (3 punts) 2012
4. 57.8 Pete Raether at Texas Tech (4 punts) 1991
5. 57.0 Zach Hocker at Rutgers (3 punts) 2013
6. 56.5 Mike Kirkland at Texas Tech (2 punts) 1972
7. 54.6 Greg Horne at Texas Tech (3 punts) 1983
8. 54.5 Gerald Nesbitt at SMU (2 punts) 1957
9. 53.5 Sam Irwin-Hill vs. South Carolina (4 punts) 2013
 53.5 Richie Butler vs. Boise State (4 punts) 2000
SEASON (MIN. 4 PUNTS PER GAME)
1. 47.2 Greg Horne (49 for 2,313 yards) 1986
2. 46.5 Steve Cox (47 for 2,186 yards) 1980
3. 45.6 Dylan Breeding (53 for 2,416 yards) 2012
4. 45.3 Dylan Breeding (53 for 2,400 yards) 2011
5. 44.4 Steve Little (63 for 2,797 yards) 1976
6. 44.3 Steve Little (48 for 2,127 yards) 1977
7. 43.8 Greg Horne (51 for 2,234 yards) 1984
8. 43.6 Pete Raether (65 for 2,836 yards) 1991
9. 43.2 Jeremy Davis (57 for 2,460 yards) 2008
 43.2 Pete Raether (68 for 2,938 yards) 1992
CAREER (MIN. 85 PUNTS)
1. 45.2 Steve Cox (89 for 4,026 yards) 1979-80
2. 44.4 Greg Horne (180 for 8,000 yards) 1983-86
 44.4 Steve Little (111 for 4,924 yards) 1974-77
4. 42.9 Dylan Breeding (219 for 9,387 yards) 2009-12
 42.9 Pete Raether (157 for 6,743 yards) 1990-92
6. 42.0 Sam Irwin-Hill (104 for 4,364 yards) 2013-14
7. 41.7 Brad Taylor (99 for 4,131 yards) 1981-83
8. 41.3 Richie Butler (231 for 9,546 yards) 1999-2002
9. 41.1 Jeremy Davis (142 for 5,842 yards) 2004-08
10. 40.5 Matt Wait (251 for 10,177 yards) 1994-97
DYLAN BREEDING was a two-time All-SEC punter for the Razorbacks and ranks in the top 10 in 
career punting yardage and punting average.
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INDIVIDUAL RETURN RECORDS
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PUNT RETURNS
GAME
1. 9 Ken Hatfield vs. Rice (89 yards) 1964
2. 8 Bobby Joe Edmonds at Ole Miss (53 yards) 1985
 8 Gary Anderson at Texas Tech (130 yards) 1979
4. 7 Jack Morris vs. North Texas (146 yards) 1971
 7 Gary Adams at TCU (59 yards) 1968
 7 Gary Adams vs. TCU (91 yards) 1967
 7 Gary Adams vs. Oklahoma State (33 yards) 1967
 7 Lance Alworth vs. Tulsa (136 yards) 1961
SEASON
1. 40 Bobby Joe Edmonds (466 yards) 1985
2. 36 Orlando Watters (290 yards) 1992
 36 Vaughn Lusby (294 yards) 1977
4. 34 Gary Anderson (286 yards) 1979
5. 31 Ken Hatfield (518 yards) 1964
6. 29 Gary Anderson (222 yards) 1982
 29 Gary Anderson (252 yards) 1981
 29 Vaughn Lusby (161 yards) 1976
9. 28 DeCori Birmingham (342 yards) 2002
 28 Orlando Watters (157 yards) 1993
 28 Gary Adams (290 yards) 1967
 28 Lance Alworth (336 yards) 1961
CAREER
1. 115 Gary Anderson (1,004 yards) 1979-82
2. 93 Bobby Joe Edmonds (959 yards) 1982-85
3. 86 Vaughn Lusby (625 yards) 1974, 76-78
4. 78 Tim Horton (657 yards) 1986-89
5. 72 Ken Hatfield (1,153 yards) 1962-64
6. 64 Orlando Watters (447 yards) 1991-93
7. 53 Marvin Jackson (594 yards) 2001, 03
8. 52 DeCori Birmingham (546 yards) 2001-04
9. 51 Lance Alworth (690 yards) 1959-61
10. 49 Gary Adams (505 yards) 1966-68
PUNT RETURN YARDAGE
GAME
1. 174 Joe Adams vs. Missouri State (6 returns) 2011
2. 146 Jack Morris vs. North Texas State (7 returns) 1971
3. 136 Lance Alworth vs. Tulsa (7 returns) 1961
4. 134 Terry Stewart vs. Wichita State (4 returns) 1969
5. 130 Gary Anderson at Texas Tech (8 returns) 1979
6. 120 Joe Adams vs. Ole Miss (3 returns) 2010
7. 104 Marvin Jackson at Kentucky (4 returns) 2003
 104 Orlando Watters at South Carolina (5 returns) 1992
9. 102 Marvin Jackson vs. New Mexico State (3 ret.) 2003
 102 Michael James vs. SMU (2 returns) 1991
SEASON
1. 518 Ken Hatfield (31 returns) 1964
2. 466 Bobby Joe Edmonds (40 returns) 1985
3. 395 Aubrey Fowler (23 returns) 1947
4. 375 Martine Bercher (24 returns) 1966
5. 350 Ken Hatfield (21 returns) 1963
6. 342 DeCori Birmingham (28 returns) 2002
7. 336 Lance Alworth (28 returns) 1961
8. 329 Marvin Jackson (26 returns) 2003
9. 321 Joe Adams (19 returns) 2011
10. 307 Lance Alworth (18 returns) 1960
CAREER
1. 1,153 Ken Hatfield (72 returns) 1962-64
2. 1,004 Gary Anderson (115 returns) 1979-82
3. 959 Bobby Joe Edmonds (93 returns) 1982-85
4. 690 Lance Alworth (51 returns) 1959-61
5. 657 Tim Horton (78 returns) 1986-89
6. 642 Aubrey Fowler (45 returns) 1946-47
7. 625 Vaughn Lusby (86 returns) 1974, 76-78
8. 594 Marvin Jackson (53 returns) 2001, 03
 594 Johnny Cole (39 returns) 1950-52
10. 570 Joe Adams (36 returns) 2008-11
PUNT RETURN AVERAGE
SEASON (MIN. 15 RETURNS)
1. 18.31 Johnny Cole (16 for 293 yards) 1950
2. 17.17 Aubrey Fowler (23 for 395 yards) 1947
3. 17.06 Lance Alworth (18 for 307 yards) 1960
4. 16.89 Joe Adams (19 for 321 yards) 2011
5. 16.71 Ken Hatfield (31 for 518 yards) 1964
6. 16.67 Ken Hatfield (21 for 350 yards) 1963
7. 15.63 Martine Bercher (24 for 375 yards) 1966
8. 15.56 Joe Adams (16 for 249 yards) 2010
9. 15.53 Johnny Cole (15 for 233 yards) 1951
10. 14.32 Michael James (19 for 272 yards) 1991
CAREER (MIN. 25 RETURNS)
1. 16.01 Ken Hatfield (72 for 1,153 yards) 1962-64
2. 15.83 Joe Adams (36 for 570 yards) 2008-11
3. 15.63 Johnny Cole (38 for 594 yards) 1950-52
4. 15.32 Martine Bercher (25 for 383 yards) 1965-66
5. 14.27 Aubrey Fowler (45 for 642 yards) 1946-47
6. 13.53 Lance Alworth (51 for 690 yards) 1959-61
7. 12.92 Dean Pryor (25 for 323 yards) 1950-52
8. 11.21 Marvin Jackson (53 for 594 yards) 2001, 03
9. 10.50 DeCori Birmingham (52 for 546 yards) 2001-04
10. 10.31 Bobby Joe Edmonds (93 for 959 yards) 1982-85
 10.31 Gary Adams (49 for 505 yards) 1966-68
KICKOFF RETURNS
GAME
1. 8 Cobi Hamilton at Auburn (142 yards) 2010
2. 7 D’Arthur Cowan at Mississippi State (108 yards) 2012
 7 Fred Talley vs. Boise State (135 yards) 2000
4. 6 Dennis Johnson vs. LSU (103 yards) 2008
 6 Dennis Johnson at Texas (150 yards) 2008
 6 Dennis Johnson vs. Alabama (142 yards) 2008
 6 DeCori Birmingham vs. Alabama (197 yards) 2002
 6 Steven Harris vs. Ole Miss (124 yards) 2000
 6 Rod Stinson vs. Tennessee (109 yards) 1999
 6 Donnie Centers at Baylor (145 yards) 1986
 6 Carl Miller at SMU (111 yards) 1984
An All-SEC selection in 2012, DENNIS JOHNSON holds SEC records in both career kickoff 
returns (119) and career kickoff return yardage (2,784).
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INDIVIDUAL RETURN RECORDS
243
SEASON
1. 41 Dennis Johnson (905 yards) 2008
2. 40 Dennis Johnson (1,031 yards) 2009
3. 28 DeCori Birmingham (638 yards) 2002
4. 25 Cedric Washington (497 yards) 2003
5. 23 Lance Ray (518 yards) 2010
 23 Felix Jones (554 yards) 2006
 23 Barry Foster (445 yards) 1988
8. 22 Felix Jones (652 yards) 2007
 22 Jon Richardson (501 yards) 1972
10. 20 Steven Harris (420 yards) 2000
 20 Ron Dickerson (497 yards) 1992
 20 Barry Foster (445 yards) 1989
 20 Derek Holloway (419 yards) 1981
CAREER
1. 119 Dennis Johnson (2,784 yards) 2008-12
2. 62 Felix Jones (1,749 yards) 2005-07
3. 61 DeCori Birmingham (1,321 yards) 2001-04
4. 55 Derek Holloway (1,209 yards) 1979-82
5. 51 Barry Foster (1,008 yards) 1987-89
6. 43 Carl Miller (1,016 yards) 1983-85
7. 38 Darren McFadden (926 yards) 2005-07
8. 36 Cedric Washington (701 yards) 2003-06
9. 35 Jon Richardson (780 yards) 1970-72
10. 31 Ron Dickerson (776 yards) 1989-92
 31 Lance Alworth (740 yards) 1959-61
KICKOFF RETURN YARDAGE
GAME
1. 197 DeCori Birmingham vs. Alabama (6 returns) 2002
2. 152 Derek Holloway at Houston (4 returns) 1980
3. 150 Dennis Johnson at Texas (6 returns) 2008
4. 147 Felix Jones at Southern California (4 returns) 2005
5. 146 Carl Miller vs. Baylor (3 returns) 1983
6. 145 Dennis Johnson vs. Auburn (3 returns) 2009
 145 Donnie Centers at Baylor (6 returns) 1986
8. 144 Felix Jones vs. Troy (3 returns) 2007
9. 142 Cobi Hamilton at Auburn (8 returns) 2010
10. 142 Dennis Johnson vs. Alabama (6 returns) 2008
SEASON
1. 1,031 Dennis Johnson (40 returns) 2009
2. 905 Dennis Johnson (41 returns) 2008
3. 652 Felix Jones (22 returns) 2007
4. 638 DeCori Birmingham (28 returns) 2002
5. 554 Felix Jones (23 returns) 2006
6. 543 Felix Jones (17 returns) 2005
7. 518 Lance Ray (23 returns) 2010
8. 501 Jon Richardson (22 returns) 1972
9. 497 Cedric Washington (25 returns) 2003
 497 Ron Dickerson (20 returns) 1992
CAREER
1. 2,784 Dennis Johnson (119 returns) 2008-12
2. 1,749 Felix Jones (62 returns) 2005-07
3. 1,321 DeCori Birmingham (61 returns) 2001-04
4. 1,209 Derek Holloway (55 returns) 1979-82
5. 1,016 Carl Miller (43 returns) 1982-85
6. 1,008 Barry Foster (51 returns) 1987-89
7. 926 Darren McFadden (38 returns) 2005-07
8. 780 Jon Richardson (35 returns) 1970-72
9. 776 Ron Dickerson (31 returns) 1989-92
10. 740 Lance Alworth (31 returns) 1959-61
KICKOFF RETURN AVERAGE
SEASON (MIN. 13 RETURNS)
1. 31.94 Felix Jones (17 for 543 yards) 2005
2. 29.64 Felix Jones (22 for 652 yards) 2007
3. 25.78 Dennis Johnson (40 for 1,031 yards) 2009
4. 25.61 Dennis Johnson (18 for 461 yards) 2011
5. 25.57 Marquel Wade (14 for 358 yards) 2011
6. 25.31 Jack Brasuell (13 for 329 yards) 1963
7. 24.85 Ron Dickerson (20 for 497 yards) 1992
8. 24.09 Felix Jones (23 for 554 yards) 2006
9. 23.94 Derek Holloway (17 for 407 yards) 1980
10. 23.60 Thomas Brown (15 for 354 yards) 1978
CAREER (MIN. 20 RETURNS)
1. 28.21 Felix Jones (62 for 1,749 yards) 2005-07
2. 26.14 Dickey Morton (22 for 575 yards) 1971-73
3. 25.03 Ron Dickerson (31 for 776 yards) 1989-92
4. 24.80 Korliss Marshall (28 for 693 yards) 2013-14
5. 24.40 Darren McFadden (38 for 926 yards) 2005-07
6. 23.87 Lance Alworth (31 for 740 yards) 1959-61
7. 23.63 Carl Miller (43 for 1,016 yards) 1983-85
8. 23.39 Dennis Johnson (119 for 2,784 yards) 2008-12
9. 22.48 David Dickey (21 for 472 yards) 1966-68
10. 22.29 Jon Richardson (35 for 780 yards) 1970-72
TOTAL RETURNS
GAME
1. 9 Bobby Joe Edmonds at Ole Miss (8 PR, 1 KR) 1985
 9 Ken Hatfield vs. Rice (9 PR, 0 KR) 1964
3. 8 Cobi Hamilton at Auburn (0 PR, 8 KR) 2010
 8 DeCori Birmingham vs. Alabama (2 PR, 6 KR) 2002
 8 Gary Anderson at Texas Tech (8 PR, 0 KR) 1979
 8 Mike Higgins vs. Ole Miss (4 PR, 1 KR) 1994
7. 7 11 times (most recent: D’Arthur Cowan at Mississippi  State) 2012
SEASON
1. 56 DeCori Birmingham (28 PR, 28 KR) 2002
2. 50 Gary Anderson (34 PR, 16 KR) 1979
3. 46 Orlando Watters (28 PR, 18 KR) 1993
4. 43 Ken Hatfield (31 PR, 12 KR) 1964
5. 41 Dennis Johnson (0 PR, 41 KR) 2008
 41 Bobby Joe Edmonds (40 PR, 1 KR) 1985
 41 Lance Alworth (28 PR, 13 KR) 1961
8. 40 Dennis Johnson (0 PR, 40 KR) 2009
9. 37 Orlando Watters (36 PR, 1 KR) 1992
10. 36 Vaughn Lusby (36 PR, 0 KR) 1977
CAREER
1. 137 Gary Anderson (115 PR, 22 KR) 1979-82
2. 119 Dennis Johnson (0 PR, 119 KR) 2008-12
3. 113 DeCori Birmingham (52 PR, 61 KR) 2001-04
4. 96 Bobby Joe Edmonds (93 PR, 3 KR) 1982-85
5. 91 Vaughn Lusby (86 PR, 5 KR) 1974, 76-78
 91 Ken Hatfield (72 PR, 19 KR) 1962-64
7. 83 Orlando Watters (64 PR, 19 KR) 1991-92
8. 82 Lance Alworth (51 PR, 31 KR) 1959-61
9. 80 Tim Horton (78 PR, 2 KR) 1986-89
10. 63 Felix Jones (1 PR, 62 KR) 2005-07
TOTAL RETURN YARDAGE
GAME
1. 219 DeCori Birmingham vs. Alabama (8 returns) 2002
2. 174 Joe Adams vs. Missouri State (6 returns) 2011
3. 152 Derek Holloway vs. Houston (4 returns) 1980
4. 150 Dennis Johnson at Texas (6 returns) 2008
5. 147 Felix Jones vs. Southern California (4 returns) 2005
6. 146 Carl Miller vs. Baylor (3 returns) 1983
 146 Jack Morris vs. North Texas (7 returns) 1971
8. 145 Dennis Johnson vs. Auburn (3 returns) 2009
 145 Donnie Centers vs. Baylor (6 returns) 1986
10. 144 Felix Jones vs. Troy (3 returns) 2007
SEASON
1. 1,031 Dennis Johnson (40/1031 KR) 2009
2. 980 DeCori Birmingham (28/342 PR, 28/638 KR) 2002
3. 905 Dennis Johnson (41/905 KR) 2008
4. 771 Ken Hatfield (31/518 PR, 12/253 KR) 1964
5. 652 Felix Jones (22/652 KR) 2007
6. 636 Lance Alworth (28/336 PR, 13/300 KR) 1961
7. 635 Lance Alworth (18/307 PR, 14/328 KR) 1960
8. 629 Gary Anderson (34/286 PR, 16/343 KR) 1979
9. 554 Felix Jones (23/554 KR) 2006
 554 Felix Jones (1/11 PR, 17/543 KR) 2005
CAREER
1. 2,784 Dennis Johnson (0/0 PR, 119/2,784 KR) 2008-12
2. 1,867 DeCori Birmingham (52/546 PR, 61/1,321 KR) 2001-04
3. 1,760 Felix Jones (1/11 PR, 62/1,749 KR) 2005-07
4. 1,604 Ken Hatfield (72/1,153 PR, 19/451 KR) 1962-64
5. 1,461 Gary Anderson (115/1,004 PR, 22/457 KR) 1979-82
6. 1,430 Lance Alworth (51/690 PR, 31/740 KR) 1959-61
7. 1,253 Derek Holloway (4/44 PR, 55/1,209 KR) 1979-82
8. 1,020 Bobby Joe Edmonds (93/959 PR, 3/61 KR) 1982-85
9. 1,016 Carl Miller (43/1,016 KR) 1983-85
10. 1,008 Barry Foster (51/1,008 KR) 1987-89
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INDIVIDUAL DEFENSE RECORDS
244
TACKLES
GAME
1. 29 Ronnie Caveness vs. Texas 1963
2. 25 Ronnie Caveness at Texas 1964
3. 24 Cliff Powell vs. Texas 1969
4. 23 Ronnie Caveness vs. Missouri 1963
5. 22 Ken Hamlin vs. Troy State 2002
 22 Quinton Caver vs. Alabama 2000
 22 Loyd Phillips vs. Tulsa 1965
8. 21 William Hampton vs. Oklahoma State 1977
 21 Ronnie Caveness vs. Baylor 1963
10. 20 Jerry Franklin at Mississippi State 2010
 20 Tony Bua at Georgia 2001
 20 Jermaine Petty at Ole Miss 2001
 20 LaSalle Harper vs. UCLA 1988
SEASON
1. 174 Wayne Harris (62 UT, 112 AT) 1960
2. 159 Ken Hamlin (97 UT, 62 AT) 2002
3. 155 Ronnie Caveness (87 UT, 68 AT) 1964
4. 154 Cliff Powell (72 UT, 82 AT) 1968
 154 Ronnie Caveness (34 UT, 120 AT) 1963
6. 140 Jermaine Petty (80 UT, 60 AT) 2001
 140 Rickey Williams (87 UT, 53 AT) 1987
8. 136 Mick Thomas (74 UT, 62 AT) 1990
9. 134 Cliff Powell (70 UT, 64 AT) 1969
10. 133 Caleb Miller (84 UT, 49 AT) 2003
CAREER
1. 408 Tony Bua (248 UT, 160 AT) 2000-03
2. 382 Jerry Franklin (199 UT ,183 AT) 2008-11
3. 381 Ken Hamlin (221 UT, 160 AT) 2000-02
4. 372 Sam Olajubutu (223 UT, 149 AT) 2003-06
5. 368 Caleb Miller (232 UT, 136 AT) 2000-03
6. 367 Cliff Powell (172 UT, 195 AT) 1967-69
7. 357 Ronnie Caveness (133 UT, 224 AT) 1962-64
8. 343 Rickey Williams (210 UT, 133 AT) 1984-87
9. 335 Bert Zinamon (175 UT, 160 AT) 1980-83
10. 330 Mick Thomas (186 UT, 144 AT) 1989-91
TACKLES FOR LOSS
GAME
1. 5 Jermaine Brooks vs. Auburn 2001
 5 Henry Ford vs. Memphis 1993
 5 Mark Smith at Alabama 1993
 5 Wayne Martin vs. Mississippi 1988
5. 4.5 Desmond Sims vs. South Carolina 2005
6. 4 7 times (most recent: Anthony Leon vs. Tennessee Tech) 2010
SEASON
1. 23 Steven Conley (175 yards) 1995
 23 Henry Ford (116 yards) 1993
3. 20.5 Jamaal Anderson (113 yards) 2006
4. 19 Billy Ray Smith Jr. (128 yards) 1981
 19 Jimmy Walker (125 yards) 1978
6. 18 Wayne Martin (110 yards) 1987
 18 Dan Hampton (62 yards) 1978
8. 17 Billy Ray Smith Jr. (86 yards) 1980
 17 Ray Lee Johnson (89 yards) 1992
10. 16 Junior Soli (53 yards) 1995
CAREER
1. 63 Billy Ray Smith Jr. (343 yards) 1979-82
2. 47.5 Trey Flowers (250 yards) 2011-14
3. 46 Henry Ford (224 yards) 1990-93
4. 37 Wayne Martin (189 yards) 1985-88
 37 Jimmy Walker (216 yards) 1975-78
6. 36 Malcolm Sheppard (124 yards) 2006-09
 36 Caleb Miller (116 yards) 2000-03
 36 Johnnie Meadors (157 yards) 1974-76
9. 35 Steven Conley (251 yards) 1992-95
10. 33 Jeb Huckeba (92 yards) 2001-04
SACKS
GAME
1. 5 Wayne Martin vs. Ole Miss 1988
SEASON
1. 14 Steven Conley 1995
 14 Henry Ford 1993
3. 13.5 Jamaal Anderson (95 yards) 2006
4. 13 Wayne Martin 1988
5. 11 Ray Lee Johnson 1992
6. 10 Jake Bequette (88 yards) 2011
7. 9.5 Chris Smith (65 yards) 2012
8. 8.5 Chris Smith (71 yards) 2013
 8.5 Antwain Robinson 2006
10. 8 Deatrich Wise Jr. 2015
 8 Henry Ford 1991
CAREER
1. 25.5 Wayne Martin 1985-88
2. 25 Henry Ford 1990-93
3. 23.5 Jake Bequette (165 yards) 2008-11
4. 21.5 Chris Smith (157 yards) 2010-13
5. 21 Steven Conley 1992-95
6. 19 Marcus Adair 1993-95
7. 18 Trey Flowers (178 yards) 2011-14
 18 Scott Long 1989-92
9. 17.5 Jamaal Anderson (128 yards) 2004-06
10. 16 Ray Lee Johnson 1990-92
INTERCEPTIONS
GAME
1. 5 Wear Schoonover at Texas A&M 1929
2. 3 Michael Grant vs. Louisiana Monroe (0 yards) 2006
 3 David Hogue vs. SMU (20 yards) 1970
 3 Louis Campbell vs. Tennessee (12 yards) 1971
 3 Billy Moore at SMU (4 yards) 1961
 3 Kay Eakin vs. SMU (0 yards) 1937
7. 2 32 times (most recent: Tramain Thomas vs. Auburn) 2011
SEASON
1. 10 Jim Rinehart (106 yards, 0 TD) 1949
2. 7 Louis Campbell (86 yards, 1 TD) 1971
 7 Gary Adams (93 yards, 0 TD) 1966
4. 6 Orlando Watters (185 yards, 2 TD) 1993
 6 Patrick Williams (57 yards, 1 TD) 1988
 6 David Hogue (45 yards, 1 TD) 1970
 6 Tommy Trantham (104 yards, 0 TD) 1967
 6 George Walker (90 yards, 0 TD) 1954
9. 5 13 times (most recent: Tramain Thomas) 2011
CAREER
1. 14 Steve Atwater (99 yards, 1 TD) 1985-88
2. 13 Gary Adams (113 yards, 0 TD) 1966-68
3. 12 Tramain Thomas (131 yards, 1 TD) 2008-11
 12 Orlando Watters (250 yards, 3 TD) 1991-93
 12 Louis Campbell (114 yards, 1 TD) 1970-72
 12 Tommy Trantham (300 yards, 0 TD) 1965-67
7. 11 Anthoney Cooney (53 yards, 1 TD) 1986-89
8. 10 Charles Washington (36 yards, 0 TD) 1983-86
 10 George Walker (130 yards, 0 TD) 1954-57
 10 Jim Rinehart (106 yards, 0 TD) 1949-51
 10 Louis Schaufele (183 yards, 0 TD) 1948-50
INTERCEPTION RETURN YARDAGE
GAME
1. 129 Chris Houston at Mississippi State (2 int.) 2006
2. 100 Rohan Gaines vs. Ole Miss (1 int.) 2014
 100 Jerell Norton vs. North Texas (1 int.) 2007
4. 99 Orlando Watters at LSU (1 int.) 1993
5. 98 James Skillern vs. Hendrix (1 int.) 1915
6. 96 Wear Schoonover vs. Centenary (1 int.) 1929
7. 94 Jimmy Fryer at Texas A&M (1 int.) 1970
8. 93 Danny Walters at Houston (1 int.) 1982
9. 92 Floyd Hogan vs. Southern California (2 int.) 1974
 92 Stu Berryhill vs. Wichita State (1 int.) 1966
SEASON
1. 185 Orlando Watters (6 int.) 1993
2. 174 Jerell Norton (5 int.) 2007
3. 158 Tommy Trantham (4 int.) 1965
4. 129 Chris Houston (3 int.) 2006
5. 106 Jim Rinehart (10 int.) 1949
6. 104 Jerry Moore (5 int.) 1968
 104 Tommy Trantham (6 int.) 1967
8. 100 Rohan Gaines (1 int.) 2014
9. 98 Danny Walters (4 int.) 1981
 98 James Skillern (1 int.) 1915
CAREER
1. 300 Tommy Trantham (12 int.) 1965-67
2. 250 Orlando Watters (12 int.) 1991-93
3. 191 Danny Walters (7 int.) 1981-82
4. 187 Kenoy Kennedy (5 int.) 1996-99
5. 174 Jerell Norton (5 int.) 2006-09
6. 155 Greg Lasker (9 int.) 1982-85
7. 131 Tramain Thomas (12 int.) 2008-11
8. 129 Chris Houston (3 int.) 2004-06
9. 121 Curtis Banks (8 int.) 1988-91
10. 119 David Barrett (7 int) 1996-99
The MVP of the 1989 East-West Shrine Game, 
STEVE ATWATER is Arkansas’ all-time leader 
with 14 career interceptions. Atwater was an 
eight-time Pro Bowl selection with the Denver 
Broncos and won two Super Bowl titles.
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RUSHING
1. 99 Broderick Green vs. Eastern Michigan 2009
2. 92 Joe Adams vs. Auburn 2011
3. 90 Jonathan Williams vs. Nicholls 2014
 90 Billy Moore vs. Tulsa 1962
5. 89 Ben Cowins vs. Houston 1976
6. 86 Ralph LaForge vs. Baylor 1932
7. 85 Felix Jones vs. Southeast Missouri State 2006
 85 Aubrey Fowler vs. SMU 1946
9. 84 Alex Collins at Texas Tech  2014
10. 83 Harry Jones vs. North Texas State 1965
PASSING
1. 92 Matt Jones to Richard Smith vs. Tennessee 2002
2. 89 Ryan Mallett to Jarius Wright vs. Mississippi  State 2010
3. 87 Nathan Dick to Lucas Miller vs. Mississippi State 2008
 87 Clint Stoerner to Anthony Lucas vs. SMU 1998
 87 Jimmy Williams to Derek Russell vs. TCU 1988
6. 85 Ryan Mallett to Cobi Hamilton vs. LSU 2010
 85 Ryan Mallett to Joe Adams vs. Tennessee Tech 2010
8. 84 Gordon Long to Alton Baldwin vs. Tulsa 1946
9. 83 Ryan Mallett to Ronnie Wingo Jr. vs. Troy 2009
10. 82 Robert Reed to Carl Johnson vs. Tennessee 1994
PUNT RETURNS
1. 97 Joe Adams vs. Ole Miss 2010
2. 95 Ken Hatfield vs. Tulsa 1963
3. 90 Terry Stewart vs. Wichita State 1969
4. 87 Orlando Watters vs. South Carolina 1992
5. 81 Ken Hatfield vs. Texas 1964
6. 80 Gary Anderson vs. Tulane 1980
 80 Ken Hatfield vs. Texas Tech 1963
8. 79 Gary Adams vs. Baylor 1968
9. 78 Ken Hatfield vs. Texas Tech 1964
10. 75 Michael James vs. Texas Tech 1991
 75 Aubrey Fowler vs. North Texas 1947
KICKOFF RETURNS
1. 100 Felix Jones vs. Ole Miss 2006
 100 Felix Jones vs. Mississippi State 2005
 100 Madre Hill vs. LSU 1994
 100 Carl Miller vs. Baylor 1983
 100 Jim Mooty vs. Hardin-Simmons 1958
 100 Billy Kyser vs. Hardin-Simmons 1958
 100 Boyd Cypert vs. Missouri School of Mines 1911
 100 Boyd Cypert vs. Drury 1911
9. 99 Oscar Malone vs. Memphis 1992
10. 98 Dennis Johnson vs. South Carolina 2011
 98 Lawrence Richardson vs. Weber State 2001
INTERCEPTION RETURNS
1. 100 Rohan Gaines vs. Ole Miss 2014
 100 Jerell Norton vs. North Texas 2007
3. 99 Orlando Watters vs. LSU 1993
4. 98 James Skillern vs. Hendrix 1915
5. 96 Wear Schoonover vs. Centenary 1929
6. 94 Jimmy Fryer vs. Texas A&M 1970
7. 93 Danny Walters vs. Houston 1982
8. 92 Stu Berryhill vs. Wichita State 1966
9. 91 Herman Bagby vs. Oklahoma State 1923
10. 88 Jermaine Petty vs. Auburn 2001
BLOCKED FG RETURNS
1. 76 Pierre Brown vs. Mississippi State 2004
LONGEST PLAY TOUCHDOWNS
245
JOE ADAMS scored a touchdown on one of Arkansas’ 10 longest pass, rush and punt return plays. His 97-yard punt return touchdown against Ole 
Miss in 2010 is the longest punt return in Razorback history.
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INDIVIDUAL YEARLY LEADERS
246
RUSHING
YEAR PLAYER ATT YDS AVG TD
2015 Alex Collins, Jr. 271 1,577 5.6 20
2014 Jonathan Williams, Jr. 211 1,190 5.6 12
2013 Alex Collins, Fr. 190 1,026 5.4 4
2012 Dennis Johnson, Sr. 137 757 5.5 8
2011 Dennis Johnson, Jr. 106 670 6.3 3
2010 Knile Davis, So. 204 1,322 6.5 13
2009 Broderick Green, So. 104 442 4.2 11
2008 Michael Smith, Jr. 207 1,072 5.2 8
2007 Darren McFadden, Jr. 325 1,830 5.6 16
2006 Darren McFadden, So. 284 1,647 5.8 14
2005 Darren McFadden, Fr. 176 1,113 6.3 11
2004 Matt Jones, Sr. 83 622 7.5 6
2003 Cedric Cobbs, Sr. 227 1,320 5.8 10
2002 Fred Talley, Sr. 197 1,119 5.7 2
2001 Fred Talley, Jr. 164 774 4.7 4
2000 Fred Talley, So. 137 768 5.6 5
1999 Cedric Cobbs, Fr. 116 668 5.8 3
1998 Chrys Chukwuma, Jr. 149 870 5.8 8
1997 Rod Stinson, Fr. 111 413 3.7 2
1996 Oscar Malone, Sr. 197 814 4.1 4
1995 Madre Hill, So. 307 1,387 4.5 15
1994 Oscar Malone, Jr. 99 597 6 3
1993 Oscar Malone, So. 89 555 6.2 5
1992 E.D. Jackson, Sr. 118 466 4 2
1991 E.D. Jackson, Jr. 143 641 4.5 1
1990 E.D. Jackson, So. 155 596 3.8 3
1989 James Rouse, Sr. 163 895 5.3 7
1988 Barry Foster, So. 132 660 5 8
1987 James Rouse, Jr. 182 1,004 5.5 17
1986 Greg Thomas, Jr. 141 461 3.3 8
1985 James Rouse, Fr. 99 550 5.6 8
1984 Marshall Foreman, So. 183 804 4.4 7
1983 Derek Thomas, Fr. 117 432 3.7 4
1982 Daryl Bowles, Sr. 155 619 4 2
1981 Gary Anderson, Jr. 121 616 5.1 1
1980 James Tolbert , Jr. 140 571 4.1 3
1979 Roland Sales, Sr. 138 625 4.6 3
1978 Ben Cowins, Sr. 188 1,006 5.4 6
1977 Ben Cowins, Jr. 220 1,192 5.4 14
1976 Ben Cowins, So. 183 1,162 6.3 7
1975 Ike Forte, Sr. 174 983 5.6 10
1974 Ike Forte, Jr. 187 974 5.3 9
1973 Dickey Morton, Sr. 226 1,298 5.7 5
1972 Dickey Morton, Jr. 242 1,188 4.9 6
1971 Dickey Morton, So. 127 831 6.5 5
1970 Bill Burnett , Sr. 110 445 4.1 12
1969 Bill Burnett , Jr. 209 900 4.3 19
1968 Bill Burnett , So. 207 859 4.1 15
1967 Russell Cody, So. 95 383 4 1
1966 David Dickey, So. 115 447 3.9 8
1965 Bobby Burnett , Sr. 232 947 4.1 16
1964 Jack Brasuell, Jr. 173 542 3.1 3
1963 Jim Lindsey, So. 130 444 3.4 2
1962 Billy Moore, Sr. 131 585 4.5 14
1961 Lance Alworth, Sr. 110 516 4.7 5
1960 Lance Alworth, Jr. 106 375 3.5 3
1959 Jim Mooty, Sr. 93 519 5.6 5
1958 Jim Mooty, Jr. 71 395 5.6 4
1957 Gerald Nesbitt , Jr. 145 624 4.3 7
1956 Gerald Nesbitt , So. 129 663 5.1 7
1955 Henry Moore, Sr. 134 701 5.2 3
1954 Henry Moore, Jr. 153 670 4.4 8
1953 Lamar McHan, Sr. 143 409 2.9 4
1952 Buddy Sutton, Sr. 100 448 4.5 3
1951 Lamar McHan, So. 127 433 3.4 4
1950 Buddy Rogers, Sr. 118 476 4 3
1949 Geno Mazzanti, Sr. 123 757 6.2 3
1948 Clyde Scott 95 670 7.1 6
1947 Clyde Scott 152 659 4.3 6
1946 Ken Holland 112 397 3.5 2
1945 John Hoffman 139 587 4.3 3
PASSING
YEAR PLAYER COMP ATT PCT TD INT YDS
2015 Brandon Allen, Sr. 244 370 .659 30 8 3,440
2014 Brandon Allen, Jr. 190 339 .560 20 5 2,285
2013 Brandon Allen, So. 128 258 .496 13 10 1,552
2012 Tyler Wilson, Sr. 249 401 .621 21 13 3,387
2011 Tyler Wilson, Jr. 277 438 .632 24 6 3,638
2010 Ryan Mallett , Jr. 266 411 .647 32 12 3,869
2009 Ryan Mallett , So. 225 403 .558 30 7 3,624
2008 Casey Dick, Sr. 205 357 .574 13 14 2,586
2007 Casey Dick, Jr. 150 262 .573 18 10 1,695
2006 Casey Dick, So. 65 132 .492 9 6 991
2005 Robert Johnson, So. 89 158 .563 5 6 876
2004 Matt Jones, Sr. 151 264 .572 15 12 2,073
2003 Matt Jones, Jr. 132 230 .574 18 8 1,917
2002 Matt Jones, So. 122 234 .521 16 8 1,592
2001 Zak Clark, So. 88 179 .492 6 4 1,000
2000 Robby Hampton, So. 145 261 .556 3 8 1,548
1999 Clint Stoerner, Sr. 177 317 .558 19 10 2,293
1998 Clint Stoerner, Jr. 167 312 .535 26 8 2,629
1997 Clint Stoerner, So. 173 357 .485 12 13 2,347
1996 Pete Burks, So. 115 224 .513 6 9 1,390
1995 Barry Lunney Jr., Sr. 180 292 .616 12 10 2,181
1994 Barry Lunney Jr., Jr. 101 183 .552 11 6 1,345
1993 Barry Lunney Jr., So. 104 202 .515 6 7 1,241
1992 Barry Lunney Jr., Fr. 91 189 .482 4 5 1,015
1991 Jason Allen, Fr. 48 102 .471 6 6 603
1990 Quinn Grovey, Sr. 120 235 .511 18 10 1,886
1989 Quinn Grovey, Jr. 72 132 .550 5 9 1,149
1988 Quinn Grovey, So. 62 98 .633 4 3 966
1987 Quinn Grovey, Fr. 38 62 .613 2 4 495
1986 Greg Thomas, Jr. 67 109 .615 6 1 1,032
1985 Mark Calcagni, Sr. 27 47 .574 3 2 561
1984 Brad Taylor, Sr. 82 147 .558 7 11 1,166
1983 Brad Taylor, Jr. 139 257 .541 9 8 1,837
1982 Brad Taylor, So. 59 141 .418 6 9 1,073
1981 Brad Taylor, Fr. 53 99 .535 1 4 726
1980 Tom Jones, So. 93 166 .560 6 8 1,161
1979 Kevin Scanlon, Sr. 92 139 .662 9 6 1,212
1978 Ron Calcagni, Sr. 62 103 .602 4 5 807
1977 Ron Calcagni, Jr. 73 137 .533 10 7 1,147
1976 Ron Calcagni, So. 17 57 .300 2 4 366
1975 Scott Bull, Sr. 33 71 .465 3 6 570
1974 Scott Bull, Jr. 14 32 .438 3 1 238
1973 Mike Kirkland, So. 75 151 .497 3 13 990
1972 Joe Ferguson, Sr. 119 254 .469 9 15 1,484
1971 Joe Ferguson, Jr. 160 271 .590 11 12 2,203
1970 Bill Montgomery, Sr. 110 195 .564 10 9 1,662
1969 Bill Montgomery, Jr. 93 173 .538 9 7 1,333
1968 Bill Montgomery, So. 134 234 .573 10 8 1,595
1967 Ronny South, Sr. 84 142 .592 11 8 1,159
1966 Jon Brittenum, Sr. 76 143 .531 7 7 1,103
1965 Jon Brittenum, Jr. 75 149 .503 8 7 1,103
1964 Fred Marshall, Sr. 50 94 .532 4 8 656
1963 Bill Gray, Jr. 34 79 .430 4 5 483
1962 Billy Moore, Sr. 51 91 .560 5 2 673
1961 George McKinney, Sr. 32 68 .471 6 5 426
1960 George McKinney, Jr. 39 90 .433 9 6 728
1959 James Monroe, Sr. 19 30 .633 3 3 202
1958 James Monroe, Jr. 41 96 .427 3 8 512
1957 George Walker, Sr. 35 63 .556 4 4 587
1956 Don Christian, So. 18 53 .340 2 0 260
1955 George Walker, Jr. 22 47 .468 2 3 347
1954 George Walker, So. 45 85 .529 4 9 603
1953 Lamar McHan, Sr. 78 150 .520 8 11 1,107
1952 Lamar McHan, Jr. 55 136 .404 5 17 743
1951 Lamar McHan, So. 53 135 .393 6 14 724
1950 Jim Rinehart , Jr. 59 139 .424 3 15 756
1949 Don Logue, So. 31 79 .392 6 8 374
1948 Gordon Long 32 56 .571 4 4 449
1947 Ken Holland 25 46 .543 5 - 360
1946 Aubrey Fowler 18 40 .450 - - 320
1945 Bud Canada 24 69 .348 2 3 272
1939 Kay Eakin 78 193 .404 5 18 962
1938 Kay Eakin 34 111 .306 3 4 467
1937 Jack Robbins 49 130 .377 8 18 554
1936 Jack Robbins 49 107 .458 4 7 583
1935 Jack Robbins 95 152 .625 7 7 1,219
RECEIVING
YEAR PLAYER REC YDS TD
2015 Drew Morgan, Jr. 63 843 10
2014 Keon Hatcher, Jr. 43 558 6
2013 Javontee Herndon 31 437 4
2012 Cobi Hamilton, Sr. 90 1,335 5
2011 Jarius Wright, Sr. 66 1,117 12
2010 D.J. Williams, Sr. 54 627 4
 Joe Adams, Jr. 50 813 6
2009 Greg Childs, So. 48 894 7
2008 D.J. Williams, So. 61 723 3
2007 Peyton Hillis, Sr. 49 537 5
2006 Marcus Monk, Jr. 50 962 11
2005 Peyton Hillis, So. 38 402 4
 Marcus Monk, So. 35 476 7
2004 Steven Harris, Sr. 37 617 4
 Marcus Monk, Fr. 37 569 6
2003 George Wilson, Jr. 50 900 6
2002 George Wilson, So. 49 626 7
2001 George Wilson, Fr. 40 568 3
2000 Boo Williams, Sr. 52 739 7
1999 Anthony Lucas, Sr. 37 822 5
1998 Michael Williams, Jr. 44 560 5
 Anthony Lucas, Jr. 43 1,004 10
1997 Anthony Eubanks, Sr. 51 870 5
1996 Anthony Eubanks, Jr. 51 809 5
1995 Anthony Eubanks, So. 43 596 4
1994 J.J. Meadors, Jr. 43 613 5
1993 J.J. Meadors, So. 28 429 3
1992 Kirk Botkin, Jr. 33 257 0
 Ron Dickerson, Sr. 32 437 4
1991 Ron Dickerson, Jr. 25 372 3
1990 Derek Russell, Fr. 43 897 8
1989 Tim Horton, Sr. 23 454 0
1988 Tim Horton, Jr. 16 319 1
 Derek Russell, Fr. 15 396 1
1987 Derek Russell, Fr. 16 297 3
1986 James Shibest , Sr. 22 473 0
1985 James Shibest , Jr. 20 446 2
1984 James Shibest , So. 51 907 7
1983 Mark Mistler, Sr. 33 401 2
1982 Gary Anderson, Sr. 26 486 4
 Derek Holloway, Sr. 21 529 2
1981 Gary Anderson, Jr. 26 263 3
 Darryl Mason, Sr. 23 285 3
1980 Gary Anderson, So. 23 153 0
 Bobby Duckworth, Sr. 20 461 2
1979 Gary Stiggers, Jr. 23 221 1
 Robert Farrell, Sr. 21 401 1
1978 Robert Farrell, Jr. 13 229 4
 Jerry Eckwood, Sr. 13 99 0
1977 Donny Bobo, So. 22 454 5
1976 Charles Clay, So. 7 174 1
1975 Freddie Douglas, Sr. 13 232 0
1974 Freddie Douglas, Jr. 15 332 3
1973 Jack Ettinger, Sr. 28 411 1
1972 Mike Reppond, Sr. 36 475 4
1971 Mike Reppond, Jr. 56 986 3
1970 Chuck Dicus, Sr. 38 577 4
1969 Chuck Dicus, Jr. 42 688 4
1968 Max Peacock, Sr. 39 497 2
 Chuck Dicus, So. 38 589 8
1967 Max Peacock, Sr. 30 468 5
1966 Tommy Burnett , Sr. 29 401 2
1965 Bobby Crockett , Sr. 30 487 3
1964 Jim Lindsey, Jr. 24 331 2
1963 Jerry Lamb, Jr. 16 240 2
1962 Jerry Lamb, So. 23 378 4
1961 Lance Alworth, Sr. 18 320 3
1960 Jimmy Collier, Jr. 17 356 3
1959 Steve Butler, Jr. 9 107 2
1958 Charlie Barnes, So. 15 175 2
1957 Billy Kyser, So. 10 179 1
1956 Ronnie Underwood, Jr. 7 154 2
1955 Preston Carpenter, Sr. 11 155 0
1954 Preston Carpenter, Jr. 21 234 2
1953 Floyd Sagely, Sr. 30 542 3
1952 Lewis Carpenter 19 335 2
1951 Pat Summerall, Sr. 24 358 3
1950 Bill Jurney, Jr. 22 335 3
1949 Pat Summerall, So. 17 298 3
1948 Ross Pritchard 17 311 5
1947 Ross Pritchard 15 266 4
1946 Clyde Scott 11 183 0
 Alton Baldwin 10 213 2
1945 John Hoffman 11 196 0
1937 Jim Benton 48 814 7
1936 Jim Benton 35 489 5
1929 Wear Schoonover 33 342 7
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SCORING
YEAR PLAYER TD PAT FG PTS
2015 Alex Collins, Jr. 20 0 0 120
2014 Jonathan Williams, Jr. 14 0 0 84
2013 Zach Hocker, Sr. 0 28 13 67
2012 Zach Hocker, Jr. 0 32 11 65
2011 Zach Hocker, So. 0 55 21 118
2010 Zach Hocker, Fr. 0 56 16 104
2009 Alex Tejada, Jr. 0 58 16 106
2008 Michael Smith, Jr. 10 0 0 60
2007 Alex Tejada, Fr. 0 58 17 109
2006 Darren McFadden, So. 16 1 0 98
2005 Chris Balseiro, Sr. 0 31 13 70
2004 Chris Balseiro, Jr. 0 40 4 52
2003 Chris Balseiro, So. 0 40 11 73
2002 David Carlton, Jr. 0 28 12 64
2001 Brennan O’Donohoe, So. 0 29 12 65
2000 Boo Williams, Sr. 7 1 0 44
1999 Tony Dodson, Sr. 0 31 12 67
1998 Todd Latourette, Sr. 0 41 17 92
1997 Todd Latourette, Jr. 0 20 7 41
1996 Todd Latourette, So. 0 18 9 45
1995 Madre Hill, So. 16 0 0 96
1994 Lance Ellison, Sr. 0 24 6 42
1993 Oscar Malone, So. 5 0 0 30
1992 Todd Wright, Sr. 0 11 17 62
1991 Todd Wright, Jr. 0 14 12 50
1990 Todd Wright, So. 0 24 11 57
1989 Todd Wright, Fr. 0 38 20 98
1988 Kendall Trainor, Sr. 0 30 24 102
1987 James Rouse, Jr. 17 0 0 102
1986 Kendall Trainor, So. 0 39 10 69
1985 James Rouse, Fr. 9 1 0 56
1984 Greg Horne, So. 0 14 10 44
1983 Greg Horne, Fr. 0 16 14 58
1982 Gary Anderson, Sr. 9 0 0 54
1981 Bruce Lahay, Sr. 0 31 19 88
1980 Ish Ordonez, Sr. 0 23 13 62
1979 Ish Ordonez, Jr. 0 26 18 80
1978 Ish Ordonez, So. 0 39 13 78
1977 Steve Little, Sr. 0 37 19 94
1976 Steve Little, Jr. 0 23 11 56
1975 Steve Little, So. 0 32 11 65
1974 Steve Little, Fr. 0 29 12 65
1973 Mike Kirkland, So. 3 5 3 34
1972 Mike Kirkland, Fr. 0 26 8 50
1971 Bill McClard, Sr. 0 35 12 71
1970 Bill McClard, Jr. 0 50 10 80
1969 Bill Burnett , Jr. 20 0 0 120
1968 Bill Burnett , So. 16 0 0 96
SCORING (CONT.)
YEAR PLAYER TD PAT FG PTS
1967 David Dickey, Jr. 16 0 0 96
1966 David Dickey, So. 8 0 0 48
1965 Bobby Burnett , Sr. 16 0 0 96
1964 Tom McKnelly, Sr. 0 29 6 47
1963 Bill Gray, Jr. 5 0 0 30
1962 Billy Moore, Sr. 14 0 0 84
1961 Mickey Cissell, Jr. 1 21 2 33
1960 Mickey Cissell, So. 0 21 2 27
1959 Jim Mooty, Sr. 5 0 0 30
1958 Donnie Stone, Sr. 5 0 0 30
1957 Gerald Nesbitt , Sr. 7 9 0 51
1956 Gerald Nesbitt , Jr. 7 7 0 49
1955 George Walker, Jr. 4 14 1 41
1954 George Walker, So. 7 6 0 48
1953 Lamar McHan, Sr. 4 8 0 32
1952 Lamar McHan, Jr. 4 0 0 24
 Lewis Carpenter 4 0 0 24
1951 Buddy Sutton, Jr. 6 0 0 36
1950 Bill Jurney, Jr. 4 0 0 24
1949 Don Logue, So. 6 0 0 36
1948 Leon Campbell 9 0 0 54
1947 Clyde Scott 6 0 0 36
1946 Aubrey Fowler 3 11 0 29
1945 Alton Baldwin 5 0 0 30
1944 Alton Baldwin 5 0 0 30
1943 Alton Baldwin 5 0 0 30
1942 Bob Forte 3 0 0 18
1941 Frank Delmonego 1 13 1 22
1940 Howard Hickey 3 2 0 20
1939 O’Neil Adams 4 0 0 24
1938 Neil Martin 3 0 0 18
1937 Jim Benton 6 0 0 30
1936 Ralph Rawlings 6 0 0 30
 Jim Benton 6 0 0 30
1935 Allan Keen 6 0 0 30
1934 Elvin Geiser 2 5 1 20
1933 Ralph LaForge 9 3 0 57
1932 Joe Biddle 4 1 0 25
1931 Homer Ledbetter 8 0 0 48
1930 Homer Ledbetter 4 0 0 24
1929 Richard Miller 13 0 0 78
1928 Garland Beavers 13 0 0 78
1927 George Cole 11 16 1 85
1926 George Cole 9 15 1 72
1925 George Cole 3 4 7 43
1917 Gene Davidson 12 5 0 77
1916 Gene Davidson 12 13 0 85
1915 Gene Davidson 3 2 0 20
PUNT RETURNS
YEAR PLAYER NO YDS AVG TD
2015 Jared Cornelius, So. 7 93 13.3 0
 DJ Dean, Jr. 7 93 13.3 0
2014 DJ Dean, So. 11 121 11.0 0
2013 Javontee Herndon, Sr. 9 67 7.4 0
2012 Nate Holmes, Fr. 11 70 6.4 0
2011 Joe Adams, Sr. 19 321 16.9 4
2010 Joe Adams, Jr. 16 249 15.6 1
2009 Jerell Norton, Jr. 9 77 8.6 0
2008 Jarius Wright, Fr. 6 15 2.5 0
2007 Jerell Norton, So. 18 142 7.9 0
2006 Reggie Fish, So. 16 98 6.1 0
2005 Peyton Hillis, So. 16 165 10.3 0
2004 DeCori Birmingham, Sr. 17 115 6.8 0
2003 Marvin Jackson, Sr. 26 329 12.7 1
2002 DeCori Birmingham, So. 28 342 12.2 0
2001 Marvin Jackson, Jr. 27 265 9.8 1
2000 Steadman Campbell, So. 16 103 6.4 0
1999 Rossi Morreale, Jr. 14 79 5.6 0
1998 Rossi Morreale, So. 18 130 7.2 0
1997 Jeromy Flowers, So. 25 157 6.3 0
1996 Anthony Eubanks, Jr. 21 101 4.8 0
1995 J.J. Meadors, Sr. 11 52 4.7 0
1994 Carl Kidd, Sr. 22 165 7.5 0
1993 Orlando Watters, Sr. 28 157 5.6 0
1992 Orlando Watters, Jr. 36 290 8.1 2
1991 Michael James, Sr. 19 272 14.3 1
1990 Michael James, Jr. 8 13 1.6 0
 Dean Peevy, Fr. 5 48 9.6 0
1989 Tim Horton, Sr. 20 124 6.2 0
1988 Tim Horton, Jr. 26 258 9.9 0
1987 Tim Horton, So. 25 224 9.0 0
1986 James Shibest , Sr. 20 211 10.6 0
1985 Bobby Joe Edmonds, Sr. 40 466 11.7 0
1984 Bobby Joe Edmonds, Jr. 25 294 11.8 0
1983 Bobby Joe Edmonds, So. 23 177 7.7 0
1982 Gary Anderson, Sr. 29 222 7.7 0
1981 Gary Anderson, Jr. 29 252 8.7 0
1980 Gary Anderson, So. 23 244 10.6 0
1979 Gary Anderson, Fr. 34 286 8.4 1
1978 Vaughn Lusby, Sr. 21 170 8.1 0
1977 Vaughn Lusby, Jr. 36 294 8.2 0
1976 Vaughn Lusby, So. 29 161 5.6 0
1975 Jerry Eckwood, So. 15 105 7.0 0
1974 Floyd Hogan, Sr. 27 128 4.7 0
1973 Teddy Barnes, So. 11 46 4.2 0
 Floyd Hogan, Jr. 8 64 8.0 0
1972 John Mosely, Sr. 19 182 9.6 0
1971 Jack Morris, Sr. 24 216 9.0 0
1970 Jerry Moore, Sr. 15 191 12.8 0
1969 Terry Stewart , Sr. 19 134 7.1 -
1968 Gary Adams, Sr. 28 215 10.2 2
1967 Gary Adams, Jr. 28 290 10.4 -
1966 Martine Bercher, Sr. 24 375 15.6 -
1965 Jack Brasuell, Sr. 21 285 13.6 -
1964 Ken Hatfield, Sr. 31 518 16.7 -
1963 Ken Hatfield, Jr. 21 350 16.7 -
1962 Ken Hatfield, So. 7 198 28.3 -
 George Rea Walker, So. 7 200 28.6 -
1961 Lance Alworth, Sr. 28 336 12.0 -
1960 Lance Alworth, Jr. 18 307 17.1 -
1959 Lance Alworth, So. 5 47 9.4 -
1958 Jim Mooty, Jr. 9 77 8.5 -
 Freddy Akers, Jr. 8 91 11.4 -
1957 Donnie Stone, Jr. 7 80 11.4 -
 George Walker, Sr. 7 100 14.3 -
1956 Rogers Overby, Sr. 11 121 11.0 -
1955 Don Horton, So. 7 173 24.7 -
1954 George Walker, So. 8 142 17.3 1
1953 Lamar McHan, Sr. 21 233 11.1 -
1952 Johnny Cole, Sr. 8 68 8.5 -
1951 Johnny Cole, Jr. 15 233 15.5 -
1950 Johnny Cole, So. 16 293 18.3 1
1949 Jim Rinehart , So. 21 230 10.9 -
1948 Ross Pritchard 10 203 20.3 -
1947 Aubrey Fowler 23 395 17.1 -
1946 Aubrey Fowler 22 247 11.2 -
1945 Bud Canada 21 264 12.5 -
ALEX COLLINS’ program record 20 rushing touchdowns in 2015 also tied Bill Burnett’s scoring 
record of 120 points set in 1969. 
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KICKOFF RETURNS
YEAR PLAYER NO YDS AVG TD
2015 Eric Hawkins, Sr. 10 223 22.3 0
2014 Korliss Marshall, So. 9 271 30.1 1
2013 Korliss Marshall, Fr. 19 422 22.2 0
2012 Dennis Johnson, Sr. 17 309 18.2 0
2011 Dennis Johnson, Jr. 18 461 25.6 1
2010 Lance Ray, Fr. 23 518 22.5 0
2009 Dennis Johnson, So. 40 1,031 25.8 1
2008 Dennis Johnson, Fr. 41 905 22.1 1
2007 Felix Jones, Jr. 22 652 29.6 2
2006 Felix Jones, So. 23 554 24.1 1
2005 Felix Jones, Fr. 17 543 31.9 1
2004 Cedric Washington, So. 11 204 18.5 0
 DeCori Birmingham, Sr. 10 217 21.7 0
2003 Cedric Washington, Fr. 25 497 19.9 0
2002 DeCori Birmingham, So. 28 638 22.8 0
2001 Lawrence Richardson, Fr. 18 416 23.1 1
2000 Steven Harris, Fr. 20 420 21 0
1999 Cedric Cobbs, Fr. 12 328 27.3 1
1998 Hubert Loudermilk, Jr. 8 155 19.4 0
 Rod Stinson, So. 7 156 22.3 0
1997 Mark Henderson, Fr. 15 284 18.9 0
1996 Ontraia Moss, Fr. 14 296 21.1 0
1995 Cory Nichols, Fr. 19 399 21 0
1994 Madre Hill, Fr. 7 223 31.9 1
1993 Orlando Watters, Sr. 18 392 21.8 0
1992 Ron Dickerson, Sr. 20 497 24.9 0
1991 Freddie Bradley, Jr. 16 388 24.3 0
1990 Tracy Caldwell, Fr. 17 317 18.6 0
1989 Barry Foster, Jr. 20 445 22.3 0
1988 Barry Foster, So. 23 445 19.3 0
1987 James Rouse, Jr. 12 244 20.3 0
1986 Marshall Foreman, Sr. 11 270 24.5 0
 Donnie Centers, Jr. 11 279 25.4 0
1985 Carl Miller, Sr. 14 326 23.3 0
1984 Carl Miller, Jr. 18 390 21.7 0
1983 Carl Miller, So. 11 300 27.3 1
1982 Derek Holloway, Sr. 12 262 21.8 0
1981 Derek Holloway, Jr. 20 419 21 0
1980 Derek Holloway, So. 17 407 23.9 1
1979 Gary Anderson, Fr. 16 343 21.4 0
1978 Thomas Brown, Fr. 15 354 23.6 1
1977 Gary Stiggers, Fr. 7 109 15.6 0
1976 Barnabus White, Jr. 13 256 19.7 0
1975 Teddy Barnes, Sr. 10 218 21.8 Ñ
1974 Barnabus White, So. 7 119 17 Ñ
1973 Dickey Morton, Sr. 12 278 23.2 0
1972 Jon Richardson, Sr. 22 501 22.8 0
1971 Dickey Morton, So. 9 269 29.9 1
1970 Jon Richardson, So. 11 151 22.1 0
1969 Bill Burnett , Jr. 6 134 22.3 0
1968 Bill Burnett , So. 12 206 17.2 -
1967 David Dickey, Jr. 13 294 22.6 -
1966 David Dickey, So. 7 164 23.4 -
1965 Jack Brasuell, Sr. 6 93 15.5 -
1964 Ken Hatfield, Sr. 12 253 21.1 -
1963 Jack Brasuell, So. 13 329 25.3 0
1962 Ken Hatfield, So. 7 198 28.3 -
 George Rae Walker, So. 7 200 28.6 -
1961 Lance Alworth, Sr. 13 300 23.1 0
1960 Lance Alworth, Jr. 14 428 30.6 -
1959 Jim Mooty, Sr. 8 147 18.4 -
1958 Jim Mooty, Jr. 9 210 23.3 -
1957 Donnie Stone, Jr. 8 166 20.7 -
1956 Donnie Stone, So. 11 239 21.7 -
1955 Ronnie Underwood, Jr. 3 121 40.3 -
 Don Christian, So. 3 83 27.7 -
 George Walker, Jr. 3 65 21.7 -
 Don Horton, So. 3 54 18 -
 Joe Thomason, Sr. 3 48 16 -
1954 Buddy Benson, So. 6 110 18.3 -
 George Walker, So. 6 154 25.7 -
1953 Preston Carpenter, So. 5 107 21.4 -
1952 Lewis Carpenter, Sr 11 159 14.4 -
 Jack Troxell, Jr. 7 212 30.3 -
1951 Larry Hogue, Jr. 8 144 18 -
1950 Buddy Rogers, Sr. 9 146 16.2 -
1949 Joe Dugan, So. 6 138 23 -
 Joe Baldridge, So. 6 152 25.3 -
1948 Clyde Scott 8 195 24.4 -
1947 Clyde Scott 8 196 24.5 -
1946 Clyde Scott 6 140 23.3 -
PUNTING
YEAR PLAYER NO YDS AVG
2015 Toby Baker, Jr. 43 1,772 41.2
2014 Sam Irwin-Hill, Sr. 58 2,327 40.1
2013 Sam Irwin-Hill, Jr. 46 2,038 44.3
2012 Dylan Breeding, Sr. 53 2,416 45.6
2011 Dylan Breeding, Jr. 53 2,400 45.3
2010 Dylan Breeding, So. 52 2,212 42.5
2009 Dylan Breeding, Fr. 61 2,359 38.7
2008 Jeremy Davis, Sr. 57 2,460 43.2
2007 Jeremy Davis, Jr. 60 2,403 40.0
2006 Jacob Skinner, Sr. 61 2,327 38.1
2005 Jacob Skinner, Jr. 50 2,091 41.8
2004 Jacob Skinner, So. 29 1,062 36.6
 Jeremy Davis, Fr. 25 979 39.2
2003 Jacob Skinner, Fr. 52 2,074 39.9
2002 Richie Butler, Sr. 69 2,715 39.3
2001 Richie Butler, Jr. 67 2,848 42.5
2000 Richie Butler, So. 65 2,784 42.8
1999 Richie Butler, Fr. 30 1,199 40.0
1998 Chris Akin, Jr. 48 1,883 39.2
1997 Matt Wait , Sr. 70 2,935 41.9
1996 Matt Wait , Jr. 69 2,777 40.3
1995 Matt Wait , So. 59 2,275 38.6
1994 Matt Wait , Fr. 54 2,190 40.6
1993 Doyle Preston, So. 56 2,109 37.7
1992 Pete Raether, Jr. 68 2,938 43.2
1991 Pete Raether, So. 65 2,836 43.6
1990 Pete Raether, Fr. 24 969 40.4
1989 Allen Meacham, Sr. 37 1,398 37.8
1988 Allen Meacham, Jr. 53 2,203 41.6
1987 Kendall Trainor, Jr. 58 2,285 39.4
1986 Greg Horne, Sr. 49 2,313 47.2
1985 Greg Horne, Jr. 54 2,301 42.6
1984 Greg Horne, So. 51 2,234 43.8
1983 Brad Taylor, Jr. 38 1,639 43.1
 Greg Horne, Fr. 26 1,152 44.3
1982 Brad Taylor, So. 60 2,451 40.9
1981 Bruce Lahay, Sr. 63 2,436 38.7
1980 Steve Cox, Sr. 47 2,186 46.5
1979 Steve Cox, Jr. 42 1,840 43.8
1978 Bruce Lahay, So. 54 2,185 40.5
1977 Steve Little, Sr. 48 2,127 44.3
1976 Steve Little, Jr. 63 2,797 44.4
1975 Tommy Cheyne, Sr. 37 1,590 43.0
1974 Mike Kirkland, Jr. 45 1,812 40.3
1973 Tommy Cheyne, So. 63 2,312 36.7
1972 Drew Toole, Jr. 49 1,838 37.5
1971 Drew Toole, So. 45 1,573 34.9
1970 Ken Curry, Sr. 34 1,255 36.9
1969 Cary Stockdell, Sr. 52 1,949 37.5
1968 Cary Stockdell, Jr. 55 2,195 39.9
1967 Paul Conner, Sr. 63 2,249 35.7
1966 Paul Conner, Jr. 52 2,076 40.0
1965 Bobby Nix, Sr. 53 2,158 40.7
1964 Bobby Nix, Jr. 50 1,823 36.5
1963 Tommy Moore, Sr. 51 1,810 35.5
1962 Tommy Moore, Jr. 38 1,467 38.6
1961 Tommy Moore, So. 17 634 37.3
 Lance Alworth, Sr. 32 1,132 35.3
1960 Lance Alworth, Jr. 48 1,602 33.4
1959 Lance Alworth, So. 37 1,313 35.5
1958 Mike Cooney, Sr. 39 1,515 38.8
1957 Gerald Nesbitt , Sr. 32 1,343 41.9
1956 Gerald Nesbitt , Jr. 12 484 40.3
 Don Christian, Jr. 25 975 39.0
1955 Gerald Nesbitt , So. 13 609 46.8
 George Walker, Jr. 47 1,779 37.9
1954 George Walker, So. 49 1,953 39.9
1953 Lamar McHan, Sr. 46 1,851 40.2
1952 Bob St. Pierre 22 844 38.4
 Lamar McHan, Jr. 35 1,276 36.5
1951 Lamar McHan, So. 64 2,377 37.1
1950 Louis Schaufele, Sr. 60 2,316 38.4
1949 Louis Schaufele, Jr. 59 2,273 38.4
1948 Harold Cox 39 1,431 36.7
 Gordon Long 22 881 40.0
1947 Aubrey Fowler 47 1,693 36.0
1946 Aubrey Fowler 64 2,218 34.6
1945 Alton Baldwin 32 1,077 33.6
1943 Harold Cox 42 1,745 41.7
1938 Kay Eakin 41 1,688 41.4
1937 Kay Eakin 28 1,121 40.0
FIELD GOALS
YEAR PLAYER FGM FGA PCT
2015 Cole Hedlund, Fr. 9 15 .600
2014 Adam McFain, So. 7 10 .700
2013 Zach Hocker, Sr. 13 15 .867
2012 Zach Hocker, Jr. 11 18 .611
2011 Zach Hocker, So. 21 27 .778
2010 Zach Hocker, Fr. 16 19 .842
2009 Alex Tejada, Jr. 16 22 .727
2008 Shay Haddock, So. 5 7 .714
2007 Alex Tejada, Fr. 17 23 .739
2006 Jeremy Davis, So. 6 13 .462
2005 Chris Balseiro, Sr. 13 18 .708
2004 Chris Balseiro, Jr. 4 7 .571
2003 Chris Balseiro, So. 11 15 .733
2002 David Carlton, So. 12 16 .750
2001 Brennan O’Donohoe, So. 12 17 .706
2000 Brennan O’Donohoe, Fr. 4 6 .667
1999 Tony Dodson, Sr. 12 18 .667
1998 Todd Latourette, Sr. 17 24 .708
1997 Todd Latourette, Jr. 7 12 .583
1996 Todd Latourette, So. 9 14 .643
1995 Todd Latourette, Fr. 14 21 .667
1994 Lance Ellison, Sr. 6 15 .400
1993 Lance Ellison, Jr. 4 10 .400
1992 Todd Wright, Sr. 17 25 .680
1991 Todd Wright, Jr. 12 17 .706
1990 Todd Wright, So. 11 14 .786
1989 Todd Wright, Fr. 20 23 .870
1988 Kendall Trainor, Sr. 24 27 .889
1987 Kendall Trainor, Jr. 13 20 .650
1986 Kendall Trainor, So. 10 13 .769
1985 Greg Horne, Sr. 5 13 .385
1984 Greg Horne, Jr. 10 18 .556
1983 Greg Horne, So. 14 22 .636
1982 Ernie Villarreal, Fr. 4 10 .400
1981 Bruce Lahay, Sr. 19 24 .792
1980 Ish Ordonez, Sr. 13 21 .619
1979 Ish Ordonez, Jr. 18 22 .818
1978 Ish Ordonez, So. 13 19 .684
1977 Steve Little, Sr. 19 30 .633
1976 Steve Little, Jr. 11 23 .478
1975 Steve Little, So. 11 20 .550
1974 Steve Little, Fr. 12 16 .750
1973 Mike Kirkland, So. 3 12 .250
1972 Mike Kirkland, Fr. 8 16 .500
1971 Bill McClard, Sr. 12 22 .545
1970 Bill McClard, Jr. 10 15 .667
1969 Bill McClard, So. 7 9 .778
1968 Bob White, Sr. 4 7 .571
1967 Bob White, Jr. 3 6 .500
1966 Bob White, So. 5 7 .714
1965 Ronnie South, Jr. 5 - -
1964 Tom McKnelly, Sr. 6 - -
1963 Tom McKnelly, Jr. 1 4 .250
1962 Tom McKnelly, So. 3 - -
1961 Mickey Cissel, Jr. 2 - -
1960 Mickey Cissel, So. 2 - -
1959 Freddy Akers, Sr. 2 - -
1958 None   
1957 None   
1956 None   
1955 George Walker, Jr. 1 - -
1954 Preston Carpenter, Jr. 1 - -
1953 None   
1952 Carl Mazza 2 - -
1951 Pat Summerall, Sr. 4 - -
1950 Pat Summerall, Jr. 1 - -
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TACKLES
YEAR POS PLAYER UA AT TOTAL
2015 LB Brooks Ellis, Jr. 45 57 102
2014 LB Martrell Spaight, Sr. 63 65 128
2013 S Alan Turner, Jr. 37 60 97
2012 S Ross Rasner, Sr. 49 43 92
2011 LB Jerry Franklin, Sr. 46 55 101
2010 LB Jerry Franklin, Jr. 48 52 100
2009 LB Jerry Franklin, So. 51 43 94
2008 LB Jerry Franklin, Fr. 54 33 87
2007 SS Matt Hewitt , Sr. 63 55 118
2006 LB Sam Olajubutu, Sr. 70 45 115
2005 LB Sam Olajubutu, Jr. 69 49 118
2004 FS Vickiel Vaughn, Jr. 47 19 66
2003 LB Caleb Miller, Sr. 84 49 133
2002 FS Ken Hamlin, Jr. 97 62 159
2001 LB Jermaine Petty, Sr. 80 60 140
2000 FS Ken Hamlin, Fr. 57 47 104
1999 FS Kenoy Kennedy, Sr. 58 40 98
1998 FS Kenoy Kennedy, Jr. 66 29 95
1997 NG Melvin Bradley, Jr. 44 27 71
1996 NG Melvin Bradley, So. 51 38 89
1995 LB Mark Smith, Jr. 60 55 115
1994 LB Mark Smith, So. 35 44 79
1993 LB Darwin Ireland, Sr. 37 56 93
1992 LB Kevin Kempf, Jr. 51 51 102
1991 LB Mick Thomas, Sr. 55 42 97
1990 LB Mick Thomas, Jr. 74 62 136
1989 LB Mick Thomas, So. 57 40 97
1988 LB LaSalle Harper, Sr. 61 58 119
1987 LB Rickey Williams, Sr. 87 53 140
1986 LB Rickey Williams, Jr. 67 43 110
1985 LB Nick Miller, Sr. 59 53 112
1984 LB David Bazzel, Jr. 62 51 113
 LB Nick Miller, Jr. 55 58 113
1983 LB Milton Fields, Sr. 57 56 113
1982 LB Bert Zinamon, Jr. 47 63 110
1981 LB Teddy Morris, Sr. 46 26 72
 E Billy Ray Smith, Jr. 50 22 72
1980 T Richard Richardson, So. 40 48 88
1979 LB Mike Massey, Sr. 46 38 84
 LB Teddy Morris, So. 59 25 84
1978 LB Larry Jackson, Sr. 64 38 102
1977 LB Larry Jackson, Jr. 86 37 123
1976 LB Curtis Townsend, Sr. 67 52 110
1975 T Mike Campbell, Sr. 85 35 120
1974 T Jon Rhiddlehoover, Sr. 58 49 107
1973 T Jon Rhiddlehoover, Jr. 81 48 129
1972  not available   
1971  not available   
1970  not available   
1969 LB Cliff Powell, Jr. 70 64 134
1968 LB Cliff Powell, So. 72 82 154
1967 LB Lynn Garner, So. 27 83 110
1966 T Loyd Phillips, Sr. 58 39 97
1965 T Loyd Phillips, Jr. 42 58 100
1964 LB Ronnie Caveness, Sr. 87 68 155
1963 LB Ronnie Caveness, Jr. 34 120 154
1962 E Jim Grizzle, Jr. 19 65 84
1961 LB Danny Brabham, Jr. 25 45 80
1960 LB Wayne Harris 62 112 174
TACKLES FOR LOSS
YEAR POS PLAYER TFL YARDS
2015 DE Deatrich Wise Jr., Jr. 10.5 52
2014 DE Trey Flowers, Sr. 15.5 95
2013 DE Trey Flowers, Jr. 13.5 58
2012 DE Chris Smith, Jr. 13.0 70
 DE Trey Flowers, So. 13.0 76
2011 LB Alonzo Highsmith, Jr. 12.5 51
2010 LB Jerry Franklin, Jr. 13.0 60
2009 DE Malcolm Sheppard, Sr. 11.0 39
2008 DE Malcolm Sheppard, Jr. 14.5 56
2007 DT Ernest Mitchell, Jr. 10.5 46
 DE Malcolm Sheppard, So. 10.5 32
2006 DE Jamaal Anderson, Jr. 20.5 113
2005 LB Sam Olajubutu, Jr. 14.5 40
2004 DE Jeb Huckeba, Sr. 13.0 51
2003 LB Caleb Miller, Sr. 15.0 38
2002 DE Gavin Walls, Sr. 11.0 50
2001 LB Jermaine Petty, Sr. 13.0 30
2000 LB Quinton Caver, Sr. 10.0 36
1999 DE Randy Garner, Jr. 13.0 50
1998 DE Carlos Hall, Fr. 11.0 61
 LB C.J. McLain, Sr. 11.0 55
1997 E Geno Bell, Sr. 10.0 28
 E Ryan Hale, Jr. 10.0 42
1996 NG Melvin Bradley, So. 14.0 60
1995 E Steven Conley, Sr. 23.0 175
1994 E Marcus Adair, Jr. 12.0 77
 E Steven Conley, Jr. 12.0 76
1993 E Henry Ford, Sr. 23.0 116
1992 LB Ray Lee Johnson, Sr. 17.0 89
1991 T Henry Ford, So. 14.0 62
1990 LB Ray Lee Johnson, So. 6.0 20
 NG Owen Kelly, So. 6.0 28
1989 NG Chad Rolen, Jr. 10.0 63
1988 T Wayne Martin, Sr. 18.0 110
1987 T Wayne Martin, Jr. 9.0 32
1986 T Wayne Martin, So. 10.0 47
1985 LB Rickey Williams, So. 7.0 40
 LB David Dudley, Jr. 7.0 36
 LB Nick Miller, Sr. 7.0 15
1984 E Ravin Caldwell, Jr. 10.0 57
 NG Tony Cherico, Fr. 10.0 40
1983 T Ron Faurot , Sr. 10.0 52
1982 E Billy Ray Smith, Sr. 15.0 85
1981 E Billy Ray Smith, Jr. 19.0 128
1980 E Billy Ray Smith, So. 17.0 86
1979 T Jim Elliott , Jr. 13.0 88
1978 T Jimmy Walker, Sr. 19.0 125
1977 T Jimmy Walker, Jr. 15.0 87
1976 E Dennis Winston, Sr. 13.0 50
1975 E Johnnie Meadors, Jr. 10.0 54
1974 E Johnnie Meadors, So. 14.0 59
SACKS
YEAR POS PLAYER SACKS YARDS
2015 DE  Deatrich Wise Jr., Jr. 8.0 43
2014 DE Trey Flowers, Sr. 6.0 71
2013 DE  Chris Smith, Sr. 8.5 71
2012 DE Chris Smith, Jr. 9.5 65
2011 DE Jake Bequette, Sr. 10.0 88
2010 DE Jake Bequette, Jr. 7.0 36
2009 DE  Jake Bequette, So.  5.5 37
2008 DE  Malcolm Sheppard, Jr. 6.5 30
2007 LB Freddie Fairchild, So. 4.5 31
2006 DE  Jamaal Anderson, Jr. 14.0 100
2005 DE  Desmond Sims, Jr. 5.5 33
2004 DE  Jeb Huckeba, Sr. 6.5 41
2003 DE  Justin Scott , Sr. 3.0 14
2002 DE  Gavin Walls, Sr. 6.0 34
2001 DT  Jermaine Brooks, Jr. 3.5 19
2000  Six players tied  2.0 -
1999 E  Randy Garner, Jr. 5.5 28
1998 LB C.J. McLain, Sr.  7.0 48
1997 E  Ryan Hale, Jr. 5.0 26
1996 NG Melvin Bradley, So. 7.0 47
1995 E  Steven Conley, Sr. 14.0 122
1994 E  Steven Conley, Jr. 7.0 63
1993 E  Henry Ford, Sr. 14.0 85
1992 DE  Ray Lee Johnson, Sr. 11.0 73
1991 E  Henry Ford, So. 8.0 50
1990 T  Scott Long, So. 4.0 16
1989 T  Scott Long, Fr. 7.0 41
1988 T  Wayne Martin, Sr. 13.0 –
1987 T  Wayne Martin, Jr. 6.5 –
1986 T  Wayne Martin, So. 6.0 –
1985 LB Rickey Williams, So. 5.0 –
1984 E  Ravin Caldwell, Jr.  5.5 –
1983 T Ron Faurot , Sr. 7.0 –
 E  Marcus Adair, Jr.  7.0 51
INTERCEPTIONS
YEAR POS PLAYER INT INT YDS TDS
2015 CB DJ Dean, Jr. 2 0 0
 S Josh Liddell, So. 2 0 0
2014 LB Brooks Ellis, So. 2 63 0
 CB DJ Dean, So. 2 9 0
 CB Henre’ Toliver, Fr. 2 46 0
 CB Tevin Mitchel, Sr. 2 -7 0
2013 S Alan Turner, Jr. 2 24 0
2012 S Ross Rasner, Sr. 3 34 0
2011 S Tramain Thomas, Sr. 5 70 0
2010 S Tramain Thomas, Jr. 4 24 0
2009 LB Jerry Franklin, Jr. 3 61 0
 S Tramain Thomas, So. 3 37 1
2008 CB Ramon Broadway, So. 2 26 0
 LB Jerry Franklin, Fr. 2 11 0
2007 CB Jerell Norton, So. 5 174 1
2006 CB Chris Houston, Jr. 3 129 1
 FS Michael Grant, Jr. 3 0 0
2005 CB Vickiel Vaughn, Sr. 4 13 0
2004 FS Vickiel Vaughn, Jr. 2 92 0
 SS Lerinezo Robinson, Jr. 2 29 0
 CB Michael Coe, So. 2 7 0
2003 CB Ahmad Carroll, Jr. 3 0 0
2002 FS Ken Hamlin, Jr. 4 33 0
 CB Lawrence Richardson, So. 4 25 0
2001 FS Ken Hamlin, So. 3 33 0
 CB Lawrence Richardson, Fr. 3 45 1
2000  Four with two (one TD, Eddie Jackson) 
1999 FS Kenoy Kennedy, Sr. 3 97 0
 CB David Barrett , Sr. 3 45 1
1998 R Zac Painter, Sr. 5 36 0
1997 B Jeromy Flowers, So. 2 36 0
 CB Ontraia Moss, So. 2 19 0
 CB Marcus Campbell, Sr. 2 (-)2 0
1996 CB Marcus Campbell, Jr. 5 52 0
1995 CB Spencer Brown, Sr. 5 43 0
1994 LB Mark Smith, So. 2 16 0
1993 CB Orlando Watters, Sr. 6 185 2
1992 CB Dean Peevy, So. 5 37 0
1991 CB Michael James, Sr. 5 75 1
1990 CB Michael James, Jr. 2 21 0
1989 CB Anthoney Cooney, Sr. 3 14 0
1988 R Patrick Williams, Jr. 6 57 1
1987 S Steve Atwater, Jr. 4 53 1
1986 CB Charles Washington, Sr. 5 32 0
1985 LB David Dudley, Jr. 3 79 1
 CB Kevin Wyatt , Sr. 3 59 1
1984 CB Kevin Wyatt , Jr. 5 22 0
1983 S Greg Lasker, So. 3 72 0
 DB Greg Gaston, So. 3 7 0
 DB Charles Washington, Fr. 3 0 0
1982 DB Keith Burns, Sr. 4 10 0
1981 DB Danny Walters, Jr. 4 98 1
1980 FS Kevin Evans, Sr. 2 21 0
1979 FS Kevin Evans, Jr. 4 54 0
1978 E William Hampton, Sr. 3 30 0
1977 LB Mike Massey, So. 3 31 0
 FB Vaughn Lusby, Jr. 3 0 0
1976  Six with two (no TDs)   
1975 CB Tommy Harris, Sr. 3 28 0
1974 FS Floyd Hogan, Sr. 2 92 0
1973 CB Rollen Smith, Jr. 4 27 0
1972 SS Mark Hollingsworth, Sr. 4 39 0
1971 CB Louis Campbell, Jr. 7 86 1
1970 HB David Hogue, Jr. 6 45 1
1969 MM Bobby Field, Jr. 4 70 0
1968 HB Jerry Moore, So. 5 104 1
 HB Gary Adams, Sr. 5 6 0
1967 HB Tommy Trantham, Sr. 6 104 0
1966 HB Gary Adams, So. 7 93 0
1965 LB Joe Black, Jr. 4 – –
 HB Tommy Trantham, So. 4 – –
1964 HB Bill Gray, Sr. 3 22 0
1963 HB Ken Hatfield, Jr. 3 45 0
1962 HB Ken Hatfield, So. 3 – –
1961 HB Billy Moore, Jr. 3 – –
1960  George McKinney, Jr. 2 23 0
1959  not available   
1958 HB Don Horton, Sr. 2 24 0
  Jim Mooty, Jr. 2 8 0
1957  George Walker, Sr. 2 18 0
1956  Gerald Nesbitt , Jr. 4 95 0
1955  Don Christian, Jr. 4 83 0
1954  George Walker, So. 6 90 0
1953  Floyd Sagely, Sr. 3 51 0
1952  Johnny Cole, Sr. 3 33 0
  Edsel Nix, Jr. 3 13 0
1951  not available   
1950  not available   
1949  Jim Rinehart , So. 10 106 0
1948  Gordon Long 4 60 0
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PASSES BROKEN UP
YEAR POS PLAYER PBU
2015 CB Jared Collins, Jr. 9
2014 CB Jared Collins, So. 13
2013 S Alan Turner, Jr. 5
 CB Tevin MItchel, Jr. 5
2012 S Ross Rasner, Sr. 6
 CB Kaelon Kelleybrew, Sr. 6
2011 S Tramain Thomas, Sr. 6
2010 CB Ramon Broadway, Sr. 6
2009 CB Ramon Broadway, Jr. 4
 CB Rudell Crim, Jr. 4
2008 CB Ramon Broadway, So. 10
2007 FS Michael Grant, Sr. 20
2006 CB Chris Houston, Jr. 13
2005 CB Michael Coe, Jr. 8
 CB Chris Houston, So. 8
2004 LB Sam Olajubutu, Jr. 4
2003 CB Eddie Jackson, Sr. 10
2002 CB Lawrence Richardson, So. 13
2001 CB Lawrence Richardson, Fr. 20
2000 SS D’Andre Berry, Jr. 12
1999 FS Kenoy Kennedy, Sr. 10
1998 CB David Barrett , Jr. 8
1997 CB Marcus Campbell, Sr. 9
1996 CB Marcus Campbell, Jr. 11
1995 CB Spencer Brown, Sr. 7
1994 CB Tracy Cantlope, Jr. 4
1993 CB Orlando Watters, Sr. 8
1992 CB Dean Peevy, So. 4
1991 CB Orlando Watters, So. 6
1990 CB Curtis Banks, Jr. 3
 CB Pat Burris, Sr. 3
1989 S Aaron Jackson, Jr. 10
1988 S Steve Atwater, Sr. 9
1987 R Odis Lloyd, Jr. 9
1986 S Steve Atwater, So. 12
1985 S Greg Lasker, Sr. 10
1984 S Greg Lasker, Jr. 11
1983 CB Greg Gaston, So. 6
 CB Kevin Wyatt , So. 6
1982 CB Danny Walters, Sr. 7
1981 SS Keith Burns, Jr. 8
1980 CB Trent Bryant, Sr. 6
1979 S Kevin Evans, Jr. 8
1978 CB Brad Shoup, Sr. 6
1977 SS Howard Sampson, Sr. 7
1976  Bo Busby, Sr. 6
  Patrick Martin, Jr. 6
1975  Howard Sampson, Jr. 8
1974  Brad Thomas, Jr. 8
1973  not available 
1972  not available 
1971  not available 
1970  not available 
1969  not available 
1968 HB Jerry Moore, So. 8
1967 HB Tommy Trantham, Sr. 12
1966 HB Gary Adams, So. 8
1965 MM Mike Jordan, Jr. 9
1964 HB Bill Gray, Sr. 9
1963 MM Charles Daniel, Jr. 4
  Tommy Moore, Sr. 4
  Mike Parker, Sr. 4
1962 HB Ken Hatfield, Jr. 5
  Mike Parker, Jr. 5
1961 C Tommy Brasher, So. 5
FORCED FUMBLES
YEAR POS PLAYER FF
2015 DE Deatrich Wise Jr., Jr. 3
2014 LB Martrell Spaight, Sr. 2
LB Brooks Ellis, So. 2
2013 DE Trey Flowers, Jr. 3
2012 S Ross Rasner, Sr. 2
 CB Tevin Mitchel, So. 2
2011 DE Jake Bequette, Sr. 5
2010 S Tramain Thomas, Jr. 4
2009 DE Tenarius Wright, Fr. 3
2008 DE Malcolm Sheppard, Jr. 2
2007 SS Matt Hewitt , Sr. 4
2006  Three with two 2
2005 DE Desmond Sims, Jr. 2
2004  Seven with one 1
2003 LB Caleb Miller, Sr. 3
2002 FS Ken Hamlin, Jr. 4
2001 FS Ken Hamlin, So. 4
2000  Five with one 1
1999 B Jeromy Flowers, Sr. 3
 FS Kenoy Kennedy, Sr. 3
1998 R Zac Painter, Sr. 3
1997 LB C.J. McLain, Jr. 3
1996 LB C.J. McLain, So. 2
1995 E Geno Bell, Jr. 2
 LB Mark Smith, Jr. 2
1994  Four with two 2
1993 E Henry Ford, Sr. 3
1992 LB Tyrone Chatman, Jr. 4
1991  Six players 1
1990 E Ken Benson, Sr. 2
 FS Ben Floor, Sr. 2
1989  Seven players with one 1
1988 T Wayne Martin, Sr. 7
1987 T Wayne Martin, Jr. 2
1986 T Wayne Martin, So. 2
 T David Schell, Jr. 2
 LB Rickey Williams, Jr. 2
1985 T Rodney Beachum, Sr. 4
1984 R Nathan Jones, Sr. 4
 LB Nick Miller, Sr. 4
FUMBLE RECOVERIES
YEAR POS PLAYER FR
2015  Seven Players 1
2014 DT Darius Philon, So. 3
2013  Six Players 1
2012  Five Players 1
2011 LB Jerry Franklin, Sr. 2
2010 S Tramain Thomas, Jr. 2
 CB Darius Winston, So. 2
 LB Freddy Burton, Sr. 2
2009 CB Ramon Broadway, Jr. 3
2008 LB Jerry Franklin, Fr. 2
2007 SS Matt Hewitt , Sr. 3
2006 CB Jerell Norton, Fr. 2
2005 DT Keith Jackson, Jr. 3
2004 LB Pierre Brown, Jr. 2
 CB Dallas Washington, Fr. 2
2003  Seven Players  2
2002  Four Players  2
2001 FS Ken Hamlin, So. 3
2000 DE Carlos Hall, Jr. 2
1999 CB Orlando Green, So. 2
 FS Kenoy Kennedy, Sr. 2
 T Sacha Lancaster, So. 2
1998 E D.J. Cooper, Jr. 2
 CB Rossi Morreale, So. 2
 LB Harry Wilson, Sr. 2
1997 NG Melvin Bradley, Jr. 4
1996 E D.J. Cooper, Fr. 2
 LB C.J. McLain, So. 2
1995 E Marcus Adair, Sr. 2
1994 LB Don Bray, Jr. 2
 E Steven Conley, Jr. 2
 FS Del Delco, Jr. 2
1993 T Henry Ford, Sr. 2
1992 LB Darwin Ireland, Jr. 2
 NG Owen Kelly, Sr. 2
 SS Mike Nunnerley, Fr. 2
1991 CB Michael James, Sr. 3
1990 LB Darwin Ireland, Fr. 5
1989 R Kirk Collins, So. 2
1988 T Wayne Martin, Sr. 3
1987  Seven Players 1
1986 NG Tony Cherico, Jr. 2
 LB Kerry Owens, So. 2
1985 T Rodney Beachum, Sr. 2
1984 DE Ravin Caldwell, Jr. 4
1983 T Ron Faurot , Sr. 3
1982 T Earl Buckingham, Sr. 3
1981 LB Steve Douglas, Jr. 3
1980 LB Jeff Goff, Jr. 3
 LB Ed Jackson, So. 3
 E Billy Ray Smith, So. 3
1979 DB Trent Bryant, Jr. 3
 E Jeff Goff, So. 3
1978 T Dan Hampton, Sr. 3
 LB Mike Massey, Jr. 3
 T Dale White, Sr. 3
1977 T Jimmy Walker, Jr. 3
1976 T Dale White, So. 4
 E Dennis Winston, Sr. 4
1975 E Johnnie Meadors, Jr. 6
1974 E Ivan Jordan, Jr. 5
1973  not available 
1972  not available 
1971  not available 
1970  not available 
1969  not available 
1968 T Gordon McNulty, Jr. 4
1967 HB Gary Adams, Jr. 3
 MG David Cooper, Sr. 3
 LB Lynn Garner, So. 3
1966 T Loyd Phillips, Sr. 3
1965 LB Joe Black, Jr. 4
1964 MG Jimmy Johnson, Sr. 3
1963 T Jim Williams, So. 4
1962  Billy Moore, Sr. 4
1961 G Ray Trail, Jr. 4
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TOTAL OFFENSE
YEAR PLAYER RUSH ATT. RUSH YDS RUSH TD PASS ATT PASS COMP PCT PASS YDS PASS TD INT TOTAL PLAYS TOTAL YDS TOTAL TD
2015 Brandon Allen, Sr. 56 107 1 370 244 .659 3,440 30 8 426 3,547 31
2014 Brandon Allen, Jr. 42 0 2 339 190 .560 2,285 20 5 381 2,285 22
2013 Brandon Allen, So. 29 29 1 258 128 .496 1,552 13 10 287 1,581 14
2012 Tyler Wilson, Sr. 41 7 0 401 249 .621 3,387 21 13 442 3,394 21
2011 Tyler Wilson, Jr. 60 -3 4 438 277 .632 3,638 24 6 498 3,635 28
2010 Ryan Mallett , Jr. 44 -74 4 411 266 .647 3,869 32 12 455 3,795 36
2009 Ryan Mallett , So. 58 -29 2 403 225 .558 3,624 30 7 461 3,595 32
2008 Casey Dick, Sr. 72 -51 3 357 205 .574 2,586 13 14 429 2,535 16
2007 Darren McFadden, Jr. 325 1,830 16 11 6 .545 123 4 0 336 1,953 20
2006 Darren McFadden, So. 284 1,647 14 9 7 .778 69 3 1 293 1,716 17
2005 Darren McFadden, Fr. 176 1,113 11 0 0 .000 0 0 0 176 1,113 11
2004 Matt Jones, Sr. 83 622 6 264 151 .572 2,073 15 12 347 2,695 21
2003 Matt Jones, Jr. 96 707 8 230 132 .574 1,917 18 7 326 2,624 26
2002 Matt Jones, So. 129 614 5 234 122 .521 1,592 16 8 363 2,206 21
2001 Zak Clark, So. 22 -42 0 179 88 .492 1,000 6 4 201 958 6
2000 Robby Hampton, So. 29 -19 1 261 145 .556 1,548 13 8 290 1,529 14
1999 Clint Stoerner, Sr. 27 -60 2 317 177 .558 2,293 19 10 344 2,233 21
1998 Clint Stoerner, Jr. 51 -57 1 312 167 .535 2,629 26 8 363 2,572 27
1997 Clint Stoerner, So. 81 -267 2 357 173 .485 2,347 12 13 438 2,080 14
1996 Pete Burks, So. 92 74 2 224 115 .513 1,464 6 9 316 1,464 8
1995 Barry Lunney Jr., Sr. 112 65 3 292 180 .616 2,206 12 10 404 2,246 15
1994 Barry Lunney Jr., Jr. 91 40 2 183 101 .552 1,345 11 6 274 1,385 13
1993 Barry Lunney Jr., So. 74 140 2 202 104 .515 1,241 6 7 276 1,381 8
1992 Barry Lunney Jr., Fr. 40 -140 0 189 91 .481 1,015 4 5 229 875 4
1991 Jason Allen, Fr. 47 98 0 102 48 .471 603 6 6 149 701 6
1990 Quinn Grovey, Sr. 104 326 5 235 120 .511 1,886 18 10 339 2,212 23
1989 Quinn Grovey, Jr. 120 565 8 131 72 .550 1,149 5 9 251 1,714 13
1988 Quinn Grovey, So. 110 515 7 98 62 .633 966 4 3 208 1,481 11
1987 James Rouse, Jr. 182 1,004 17 0 0 .000 0 0 0 182 1,004 17
1986 Greg Thomas, Jr. 141 461 8 109 67 .615 1,032 6 1 250 1,493 14
1985 Greg Thomas, So. 118 365 1 72 33 .458 554 4 2 190 919 5
1984 Brad Taylor, Sr. 109 135 5 147 82 .558 1,166 7 11 256 1,301 12
1983 Brad Taylor, Jr. 91 -31 3 257 139 .541 1,837 9 8 348 1,806 12
1982 Brad Taylor, So. 74 108 3 141 59 .418 1,073 6 9 215 1,181 9
1981 Tom Jones, Jr. 68 219 3 109 60 .551 684 7 7 177 903 10
1980 Tom Jones, So. 95 178 3 166 93 .560 1,161 6 8 261 1,339 9
1979 Kevin Scanlon, Sr. 120 248 7 139 92 .662 1,212 9 6 259 1,460 16
1978 Ron Calcagni, Sr. 153 448 11 103 62 .602 807 4 5 256 1,255 15
1977 Ron Calcagni, Jr. 125 546 4 137 73 .533 1,147 10 7 262 1,693 14
1976 Ben Cowins, So. 183 1,162 7 0 0 .000 0 0 0 183 1,162 7
1975 Ike Forte, Sr. 174 983 10 0 0 .000 0 0 0 174 983 10
1974 Ike Forte, Jr. 187 974 9 0 0 .000 0 0 0 187 974 9
1973 Dickey Morton, Sr. 226 1,298 5 0 0 .000 0 0 0 226 1,298 5
1972 Joe Ferguson, Sr. 73 68 2 254 119 .469 1,484 9 15 327 1,552 11
1971 Joe Ferguson, Jr. 63 39 6 271 160 .590 2,203 11 12 334 2,242 17
1970 Bill Montgomery, Sr. 86 157 6 195 110 .570 1,662 10 9 281 1,819 16
1969 Bill Montgomery, Jr. 92 66 3 173 93 .538 1,333 9 7 265 1,399 12
1968 Bill Montgomery, So. 116 239 4 234 134 .572 1,595 10 8 350 1,834 14
1967 Ronnie South, Sr. 55 -38 0 142 84 .592 1,159 11 8 197 1,121 11
1966 Jon Brittenum, Sr. 81 168 1 143 76 .531 1,103 7 7 224 1,271 8
1965 Jon Brittenum, Jr. 81 224 6 149 75 .503 1,103 8 7 230 1,327 14
1964 Fred Marshall,Sr. 104 438 3 94 50 .532 656 4 8 198 1,094 7
1963 Bill Gray, Jr. 51 36 5 79 34 .430 483 4 5 130 519 9
1962 Billy Moore, Sr. 131 585 14 91 51 .560 673 5 2 222 1,258 19
1961 George McKinney, Sr. 68 244 4 68 32 .471 426 6 5 136 670 10
1960 George McKinney, Jr. 84 193 1 90 39 .433 728 9 6 174 921 10
1959 Jim Mooty, Sr. 93 519 5 0 0 .000 0 0 0 93 519 5
1958 James Monroe, Jr. 67 174 3 96 41 .427 512 3 8 163 686 6
1957 George Walker, Sr. 34 84 3 63 35 .556 587 4 4 97 671 7
1956 Don Christian, Jr. 96 412 5 53 18 .340 260 2 0 149 672 7
1955 Henry Moore, Sr. 134 701 3 0 0 .000 0 0 0 134 701 3
1954 George Walker, So 79 301 7 85 45 .529 603 4 9 164 904 11
1953 Lamar McHan, Sr. 143 409 4 150 78 .520 1,107 8 11 293 1,516 12
1952 Lamar McHan, Jr. 62 162 4 136 55 .404 743 5 17 198 905 9
1951 Lamar McHan, So. 127 433 4 135 53 .393 724 6 14 262 1,157 10
1950 Jim Rinehart , Jr. 72 142 2 139 59 .424 756 3 15 211 898 5
1949 Geno Mazzanti, Sr. 123 757 3 0 0 .000 0 0 0 123 757 3
1948 Clyde Scott 95 670 6 20 9 .450 198 2 2 115 868 8
1947 Clyde Scott 152 659 6 41 14 .341 258 2 1 193 917 8
1946 Ken Holland 112 397 2 44 - - 242 2 Ñ 156 639 4
1938 Kay Eakin 119 482 4 193 78 .404 962 5 18 312 1,344 9
1937 Jack Robbins 57 195 4 130 49 .377 780 8 18 187 910 12
1936 Jack Robbins 73 315 2 104 54 .519 554 4 7 177 869 6
1935 Jack Robbins 61 345 4 152 95 .625 1,219 7 7 213 1,564 11
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RUSHING ATTEMPTS
GAME
1. 85 TCU (475 yards) 1980
2. 81 at Rice (421 yards) 1981
3. 80 at Ole Miss (370 yards) 2001
 80 Utah State (385 yards) 1975
5. 78 Tulsa (344 yards) 1987
6. 77 Colorado State (410 yards) 1974
 77 Oklahoma State (349 yards) 1969
8. 75 at Houston (296 yards) 1988
 75 TCU (316 yards) 1986
 75 Texas A&M (266 yards) 1984
 75 Texas Tech (527 yards) 1978
 75 Tulsa (365 yards) 1974
SEASON
1. 753 3,196 yards in 11 games 1987
2. 685 2,922 yards in 11 games 1985
3. 680 3,456 yards in 11 games 1989
4. 677 3,119 yards in 11 games 1978
5. 674 2,898 yards in 11 games 1974
6. 668 2,721 yards in 11 games 1986
7. 659 3,523 yards in 11 games 1975
8. 644 2,348 yards in 11 games 1982
9. 643 3,065 yards in 14 games 2002
10. 640 2,420 yards in 11 games 1984
RUSHING YARDS
GAME
1. 594 Pittsburg (Kan.) State (54 rushes) 1936
2. 541 Florida Internat ional (58 rushes) 2007
3. 527 TCU (75 rushes) 1978
4. 512 SMU (73 rushes) 1977
5. 503 Northwestern (La.) State (47 rushes) 1947
6. 502 New Mexico (71 rushes) 1987
7. 501 Air Force (62 rushes) 1975
8. 495 Nicholls (40 rushes) 2014
9. 493 Missouri State (51 rushes) 2005
10. 475 TCU (85 rushes) 1980
SEASON
1. 3,725 625 rushes in 13 games 2007
2. 3,523 659 rushes in 11 games 1975
3. 3,456 680 rushes in 11 games 1989
4. 3,199 539 rushes in 14 games 2006
5. 3,196 753 rushes in 12 games 1987
6. 3,145 626 rushes in 13 games 2003
7. 3,119 677 rushes in 11 games 1978
8. 3,065 643 rushes in 14 games 2002
9. 3,011 604 rushes in 11 games 1977
10. 2,922 685 rushes in 11 games 1985
RUSHING YARDS PER GAME
SEASON
1. 320.3 3,523 yards in 11 games 1975
2. 314.2 3,456 yards in 11 games 1989
3. 286.5 3,725 yards in 13 games 2007
4. 283.5 3,119 yards in 11 games 1978
5. 273.7 3,011 yards in 11 games 1977
6. 266.3 3,196 yards in 12 games 1987
7. 265.6 2,922 yards in 11 games 1985
8. 263.4 2,898 yards in 11 games 1974
9. 247.4 2,721 yards in 11 games 1986
10. 246.7 2,714 yards in 11 games 1988 
YARDS PER RUSH
GAME
1. 12.38 Nicholls (40 for 495 yards) 2014
2. 11.00 Pittsburg (Kan.) State (54 for 594 yards) 1936
3. 10.70 Northwestern (La.) State (47 for 503 yards) 1947
4. 9.73 Eastern Michigan (30 for 292 yards) 2009
5. 9.50 Missouri State (51 for 483 yards) 2005
6. 9.47 at Auburn (45 for 426 yards) 2002
7. 9.33 South Carolina (58 for 541 yards) 2007
8. 9.29 Southeast Missouri (41 for 381 yards) 2006
9. 8.46 Tennessee (30 for 254) 2011
10. 8.28 Louisiana Monroe (40 for 331 yards) 2006
SEASON
1. 5.96 625 for 3,725 yards 2007
2. 5.94 539 for 3,199 yards 2006
3. 5.35 659 for 3,523 yards 1975
4. 5.28 474 for 2,504 yards 2013
5. 5.08 557 for 2,834 yards 2014
6. 5.08 680 for 3,456 yards 1989
7. 5.02 626 for 3,145 yards 2003
8. 5.01 512 for 2,565 yards 2015 
9. 4.99 604 for 3,011 yards 1977
10. 4.96 481 for 2,386 yards 2005
RUSHING TOUCHDOWNS
SEASON
1. 35  1970
2. 34  2003
 34  1989
 34  1978
 34  1965
6. 33  2007
 33  1975
 33  1969
9. 32  1971
10. 31  2015
 31  2014
 31  1988
 31  1987
 31  1974
TEAM RUSHING RECORDS
252
FELIX JONES (pictured) teamed with Darren McFadden and Peyton Hillis in 2007 to create the 
most prolific rushing attack in Razorback history. The trio helped Arkansas rush for 3,725 yards 
on just 625 carries (5.96 avg.), setting school records for total rushing yards and yards per rush.
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TEAM PASSING RECORDS
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PASS ATTEMPTS
GAME
1. 59 at Texas A&M (29 completions) 2012
2. 53 Toledo (32 completions) 2015
 53 LSU (31 completions) 2012
 53 Alabama (24 completions) 1999
5. 51 Texas A&M (30 completions) 2011
 51 Texas A&M (31 completions) 1971
7. 49 at Auburn (35 completions) 2010
 49 at Kentucky (25 completions) 1999
9. 48 Vanderbilt (28 completions) 2010
10. 47 Ohio State (24 completions) 2011
 47 Wichita State (26 completions) 1969
SEASON
1. 471 299 completions 2011
2. 465 301 completions 2010
3. 459 272 completions 2012
4. 443 253 completions 2008
5. 439 247 completions 2009
6. 374 226 completions 2015
7. 371 204 completions 1999
8. 370 177 completions 1997
9. 359 199 completions 2014
10. 352 178 completions 2000
PASS COMPLETIONS
GAME
1. 35 at Auburn (49 attempts) 2010
2. 33 Mississippi State (45 attempts) 2011
3. 32 Toledo (53 attempts) 2015
4. 31 LSU (53 attempts) 2012
 31 Texas A&M (51 attempts) 1971
6. 30 Mississippi State (43 attempts) 2015
 30 Texas A&M (51 attempts) 2011
 30 Missouri State (41 attempts) 2009
9. 29 at Texas A&M (59 attempts) 2012
10. 28 Georgia (45 attempts) 2014
 28 Missouri State (35 attempts) 2011
 28 Vanderbilt (48 attempts) 2010
 28 Louisiana Monroe (43 attempts) 2010
SEASON
1. 301 465 attempts 2010
2. 299 471 attempts 2011
3. 272 459 attempts 2012
4. 253 443 attempts 2008
5. 247 439 attempts 2009
6. 246 374 attempts 2015
7. 204 371 attempts 1999
8. 199 359 attempts 2014
9. 183 300 attempts 1995
10. 179 313 attempts 2007
COMPLETION PERCENTAGE
SEASON
1. .658 246 of 374 2015
2. .647 301 of 465 2010
3. .639 122 of 191 1979
4. .635 299 of 471 2001
5. .610 183 of 300 1995
6. .600 78 of 130 1986
7. .593 272 of 459 2012
8. .580 170 of 293 1971
9. .574 116 of 202 1967
10. .572 179 of 313 2007
PASSING YARDS
GAME
1. 510 Texas A&M (30-51, 3 TD, 0 INT) 2011
2. 447 Missouri State (30-41, 3 TD, 1 INT) 2009
3. 442 at Ole Miss (33-45, 6 TD, 0 INT) 2015
4. 428 at Auburn (35-49, 5 TD, 2 INT) 2010
5. 419 Rutgers (20-39, 3 TD, 2 INT) 2012
6. 417 Vanderbilt (28-48, 3 TD, 0 INT) 2010
7. 412 Toledo (32-53, 0 TD, 1 INT) 2015
8. 408 Georgia (21-39, 5 TD, 0 INT) 2009
9. 406 Mississippi State (30-43, 7 TD, 0 INT) 2015
10. 405 Troy (23-30, 5 TD, 1 INT) 2009
SEASON
1. 4,338 301 of 465 2010
2. 3,909 299 of 471 2011
3. 3,842 247 of 439 2009
4. 3,618 272 of 459 2012
5. 3,486 246 of 374 2015
6. 3,115 253 of 443 2008
7. 2,668 170 of 321 1998
8. 2,576 204 of 371 1999
9. 2,462 167 of 304 2003
10. 2,448 160 of 284 1970
PASSING YARDS PER GAME
SEASON
1. 333.7 4,338 in 13 games 2010
2. 301.5 3,618 in 12 games 2012
3. 300.7 3,909 in 13 games 2011
4. 278.8 3,624 in 13 games 2009
5. 268.2 3,486 in 13 games 2015
6. 259.6 3,115 in 12 games 2008
7. 242.5 2,668 in 11 games 1998
8. 234.2 2,576 in 11 games 1999
9. 225.5 2,448 in 11 games 1970
10. 218.9 3,065 in 14 games 2002
PASSING YARDS PER ATTEMPT
SEASON
1. 9.45 112 for 1,058 1957
2. 9.43 130 for 1,226 1986
3. 9.33 465 for 4,338 2010
4. 9.32 374 for 3,486 2015
 9.32 120 for 1,118 1985
6. 8.99 403 for 3,624 2009
7. 8.96 164 for 1,470 1989
8. 8.70 180 for 1,566 1988
9. 8.62 284 for 2,448 1970
10. 8.31 321 for 2,668 1998
TOUCHDOWN PASSES
GAME
1. 7 Mississippi State 2015
2. 6 at Ole Miss 2015
 6 Pittsburg (Kan.) State 1936
4. 5 Kentucky 2012
 5 UTEP 2010
 5 at Auburn 2010
 5 Mississippi State 2009
 5 Troy 2009
 5 Georgia 2009
 5 Mississippi State 2007
 5 Vanderbilt 1994
SEASON
1. 36  2010
2. 32  2009
3. 31  2015
4. 26  2011
 26  1998
6. 24  2007
7. 23  2012
 23  2006
9. 21  2014
 21  1999
Behind quarterback RYAN MALLETT in 2010, Arkansas led the SEC and ranked in the top six 
nationally in total passing yards (4,338), passing yards per game (333.7) and touchdown passes 
(36), all of which are program records. 
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TEAM OFFENSE RECORDS
254
TOTAL PLAYS
GAME
1. 110 Wichita State (63 rushes, 47 passes, 545 yards, 4 TD) 1969
2. 107 Okla. State (77 rushes, 30 passes, 500 yds, 6 TD) 1969
 107 at Rice (81 rushes, 26 passes, 620 yds, 5 TD) 1981
4. 106 at Ole Miss (80 rushes, 26 passes, 531 yards, 8 TD) 2001
5. 99 at Kentucky (71 rushes, 28 passes, 9 TD) 2003
6. 98 at Texas A&M (39 rushes, 59 passes, 515 yards, 1 TD) 2012
7. 97 at Houston (56 rushes, 41 passes, TD) 1990
 97 TCU (85 rushes, 12 passes, 610 yds, 6 TD) 1980
9. 95 Texas Tech (60 rushes, 35 passes, TD) 1990
 95 TCU (75 rushes, 20 passes, 4 TD) 1986
SEASON
1. 942 643 rushes, 299 passes, 40 TD 2002
2. 938 625 rushes, 313 passes, 57 TD 2007
3. 930 626 rushes, 304 passes, 54 TD 2003
4. 916 557 rushes, 359 passes, 52 TD 2014
5. 893 644 rushes, 249 passes, 33 TD 1982
6. 886 512 rushes, 374 passes, 62 TD 2015
 886 421 rushes, 465 passes, 58 TD 2010
8. 883 412 rushes, 471 passes, 51 TD 2011
9. 879 753 rushes, 126 passes, 34 TD 1987
10. 875 582 rushes, 293 passes, 43 TD 1971
TOTAL YARDS
GAME
1. 859 Pittsburg (Kan.) State (594 rush, 265 pass, 86 plays, 8 TD) 1936
2. 713 North Texas (446 rush, 267 pass, 80 plays, 8 TD) 2007
3. 684 Nicholls (495 rush, 189 pass, 54 plays, 10 TD) 2014
4. 658 at TCU (296 rush, 362 pass, 83 plays, 7 TD) 1970
5. 650 South Carolina (541 rush, 109 pass, 69 plays, 7 TD) 2007
6. 647 Houston (391 rush, 256 pass, TD) 1989
7. 632 New Mexico (259 rush, 373 pass, 81 plays, 6 TD) 2011
8. 620 UTEP (366 rush, 254 pass, TD) 1989
 620 at Rice (421 rush, 199 pass, 107 plays, 5 TD) 1981
10. 613 SMU (512 rush, 101 pass, 82 plays, 6 TD) 1977
SEASON
1. 6,273 1,935 rushing, 4,338 passing, 58 TD 2010
2. 6,051 2,565 rushing, 3,486 passing, 62 TD 2015
3. 5,850 3,725 rushing, 2,125 passing, 57 TD 2007
4. 5,695 1,786 rushing, 3,909 passing, 51 TD 2011
5. 5,607 3,145 rushing, 2,462 passing, 54 TD 2003
6. 5,555 1,713 rushing, 3,842 passing, 55 TD 2009
7. 5,292 3,199 rushing, 2,093 passing, 49 TD 2006
8. 5,278 2,834 rushing, 2,444 passing, 52 TD 2014
9. 5,042 1,424 rushing, 3,618 passing, 35 TD 2012
10. 4,950 3,065 rushing, 1,885 passing, 40 TD 2002
TOTAL YARDS PER GAME
SEASON
1. 482.5 6,273 in 13 games 2010
2. 465.5 6,051 in 13 games 2015
3. 450.0 5,850 in 13 games 2007
4. 447.8 4,926 in 11 games 1989
5. 445.3 4,898 in 11 games 1971
6. 438.1 5,695 in 13 games 2011
7. 431.3 5,607 in 13 games 2003
8. 427.3 5,555 in 13 games 2009
9. 420.2 5,042 in 12 games 2012
10. 414.9 4,564 in 11 games 1970
TOTAL YARDS PER PLAY
GAME
1. 12.67 Nicholls (54 for 684 yards) 2014
2. 10.76 Northwestern (La.) State (49 for 527 yards) 1947
3. 10.33 Eastern Michigan (57 for 589 yards) 2009
4. 9.99 Pittsburg (Kan.) State (86 for 859 yards) 1936
5. 9.42 South Carolina (69 for 650 yards) 2007
6. 9.10 Troy (61 for 592 yards) 2009
7. 9.07 UTEP (54 for 490 yards) 2015
8. 8.95 Tennessee Tech (58 for 519 yards) 2010
9. 8.91 North Texas (80 for 713 yards) 2007
10. 8.76 North Texas (62 for 543 yards) 1965
SEASON
1. 7.08 886 for 6,273 yards 2010
2. 6.83 886 for 6,051 yards 2015
3. 6.66 834 for 5,555 yards 2009
4. 6.45 883 for 5,695 yards 2011
5. 6.29 841 for 5,292 yards 2006
6. 6.24 938 for 5,850 yards 2007
7. 6.10 826 for 5,042 yards 2012
8. 6.03 930 for 5,607 yards 2003
9. 5.84 844 for 4,926 yards 1989
10. 5.80 753 for 4,377 yards 2004
RUSHING FIRST DOWNS
GAME
1. 29 TCU 1980
2. 24 at Texas Tech 2014
 24 Oklahoma State 1969
4. 23 North Texas State 1971
5. 22 South Carollina 2007
 22 at Ole Miss 2001
7. 21 Northwestern (La.) State 1961
 21 at SMU 1959
9. 20 Missouri State 2005
 20 Rice 1956
SEASON
1. 183  1989
 183  1987
3. 172  1978
4. 165  2007
5. 157  1986
 157  1985
7. 156  1975
8. 153  1974
9. 152  1971
10. 150  2002
PASSING FIRST DOWNS
GAME
1. 24 at Ole Miss 2015
2. 21 Mississippi State 2015
3. 20 Toledo 2015
4. 19 Mississippi State 2011
 19 Texas A&M 2011
 19 at Auburn 2010
 19 Louisiana Monroe 2010
 19 Troy 2009
 19 Missouri State 2009
10. 18 New Mexico 2011
SEASON
1. 173  2010
2. 167  2015
3. 166  2011
4. 147  2009
5. 142  2012
6. 134  2008
7. 120  2014
8. 117  2003
9. 111  1999
10. 107  1970
TOTAL FIRST DOWNS
GAME
1. 37 at TCU 1980
2. 35 at Ole Miss 2015
3. 34 New Mexico 2011
 34 South Florida 2002
 34 Navy 1982
 34 at Rice 1981
 34 Oklahoma State 1969
8. 32 at Texas Tech 2014
 32 Ole Miss 2001
 32 Wichita State 1969
10. 31 UTEP 2010
SEASON
1. 305 129 rush, 167 pass, 9 penalty 2015
2. 291 105 rush, 173 pass, 13 penalty 2010
3. 288 146 rush, 120 pass, 22 penalty 2014
4. 279 93 rush, 166 pass, 20 penalty 2011
5. 273 165 rush, 97 pass, 11 penalty 2007
 273 142 rush, 117 pass, 14 penalty 2003
7. 269 152 rush, 103 pass, 14 penalty 1971
8. 261 183 rush, 69 pass, 9 penalty 1989
9. 255 150 rush, 87 pass, 18 penalty 2002
10. 254 89 rush, 147 pass, 18 penalty 2009
Arkansas threw for 3,000 yards and rushed 
for 2,000 yards for the first time in the same 
season in 2015 under first-year offensive 
coordinator DAN ENOS. 
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TEAM PUNTING/RETURN/SCORING RECORDS
255
TOTAL PUNTS
GAME
1. 13 Oklahoma State 1946
2. 12 TCU (442 for 36.8 average) 1959
3. 11 at SMU (506 for 46.0 average) 1965
4. 10 at Alabama (402 for 40.2 average) 2015
 10 at Alabama (358 for 35.8 average) 2009
 10 UNLV (434 for 43.4 average) 2001
 10 at Texas A&M (379 for 37.9 average) 1987
 10 Texas Tech (495 for 49.5 average) 1986
 10 at Rice (349 for 34.9 average) 1963
 10 Tulsa (301 for 30.1 average) 1961
 10 Texas (350 for 35.0 average) 1959
 10 at Baylor (330 for 33.0 average) 1955
SEASON
1. 76 40.5 average 1992
2. 74 36.9 average 2002
3. 73 37.5 average 1955
4. 70 36.7 average 1957
5. 69 40.3 average 1996
6. 68 42.2 average 1991
 68 36.8 average 1958
 68 37.9 average 1949
9. 67 42.5 average 2001
 67 41.7 average 2000
 67 38.1 average 1950
PUNTING YARDS
GAME
1. 506 SMU (11 punts) 1965
2. 495 Texas Tech (10 punts) 1986
3. 442 TCU (12 punts) 1959
4. 434 UNLV (10 punts) 2001
5. 419 Texas A&M (8 punts) 1976
6. 402 at Alabama (10 punts) 2015
7. 401 Houston (8 punts) 1983
8. 389 Alabama (8 punts) 2002
9. 387 at Baylor (9 punts) 1986
10. 379 at Texas A&M (10 punts) 1987
SEASON
1. 3,075 76 for 40.5 average 1992
2. 2,867 68 for 42.2 average 1991
3. 2,848 67 for 42.5 average 2001
4. 2,801 65 for 43.1 average 1976
5. 2,793 67 for 41.7 average 2000
6. 2,791 64 for 43.6 average 1983
7. 2,777 69 for 40.3 average 1996
8. 2,737 73 for 37.5 average 1955
9. 2,729 74 for 36.9 average 2002
10. 2,577 68 for 37.9 average 1949
PUNTING AVERAGE
GAME
1. 61.0 at Texas (3 punts) 1980
2 59.0 at Baylor (2 punts) 1988
3. 58.3 Tulsa (3 punts) 2012
4. 54.0 Texas A&M (1 punt) 1959
5. 53.5 vs. South Carolina (4 punts) 2013
6. 52.5 at TCU (2 punts) 1985
7. 52.4 Texas A&M (8 punts) 1976
8. 52.3 at Rice (3 punts) 1977
9. 52.0 Texas A&M (1 punt) 1959
10. 51.5 at LSU (4 punts) 2013
 51.5 at Texas A&M (2 punts) 1977
SEASON
1. 46.2 54 for 2,493 yards 1986
2. 45.3 53 for 2,400 yards 2001
3. 44.9 51 for 2,234 yards 1984
4. 44.7 54 for 2,416 yards 2012
5. 44.3 48 for 2,127 yards 1977
6. 43.6 64 for 2,791 yards 1983
7. 43.3 54 for 2,340 yards 1980
8. 43.1 65 for 2,801 yards 1976
9. 43.0 37 for 1,590 yards 1975
10. 42.6 58 for 2,468 yards 2008
 42.6 54 for 2,301 yards 1985
TOTAL PUNT RETURNS
GAME
1. 9 North Texas (165 yards) 1971
 9 Rice (89 yards) 1964
3. 8 Missouri State (188 yards) 2011
 8 at Ole Miss (53 yards) 1985
 8 at Texas Tech (130 yards) 1979
 8 TCU (107 yards) 1967
 8 Tulsa (137 yards) 1961
8. 7 Baylor (110 yards) 1970
 7 Wichita State (159 yards) 1969
 7 TCU (59 yards) 1968
 7 Oklahoma State (33 yards) 1967
 7 Tulsa (95 yards) 1957
SEASON
1. 45 700 yards 1950
2. 44 544 yards 1985
3. 43 319 yards 1982
 43 423 yards 1957
5. 41 300 yards 1992
6. 40 305 yards 1977
7. 37 439 yards 2002
 37 433 yards 1967
9. 36 247 yards 1994
 36 291 yards 1979
PUNT RETURN YARDAGE
GAME
1. 188 Missouri State (8 returns) 2011
2. 165 North Texas (9 returns) 1971
3. 159 Wichita State (7 returns) 1969
4. 144 Ole Miss (4 returns) 2010
5. 137 Tulsa (8 returns) 1961
6. 127 at Kentucky (5 returns) 2003
7. 110 Baylor (7 returns) 1970
8. 107 TCU (8 returns) 1967
9. 95 Tulsa (7 returns) 1957
SEASON
1. 700 45 returns 1950
2. 544 44 returns 1985
3. 536 27 returns 1948
4. 534 32 returns 1964
5. 463 33 returns 1962
6. 441 34 returns 2003
7. 439 37 returns 2002
8. 433 37 returns 1967
9. 423 43 returns 1957
10. 421 26 returns 1963
PUNT RETURN AVERAGE
SEASON
1. 19.85 27 for 536 yards 1948
2. 16.69 32 for 534 yards 1964
 16.19 26 for 421 yards 1963
4. 15.96 25 for 399 yards 1955
5. 15.56 45 for 700 yards 1950
6. 15.55 20 for 311 yards 2010
7. 15.00 27 for 405 yards 1966
8. 14.75 28 for 413 yards 1960
9. 14.03 33 for 463 yards 1962
10. 13.67 12 for 164 yards  1954
TOTAL KICKOFF RETURNS
GAME
1. 10 at Auburn (179 yards) 2010
2. 8 Alabama (184 yards) 2008
 8 at LSU (103 yards) 2003
 8 Minnesota (128 yards) 2002
 8 at Tennessee (161 yards) 2000
 8 at Tulsa (222 yards) 1952
7. 7 at Alabama (129 yards) 2013
 7 at Mississippi State (108 yards) 2012
 7 LSU (109 yards) 2008
 7 Missouri (168 yards) 2007
 7 at Tennessee (117 yards) 2007
 7 at Georgia (125 yards) 2001
 7 Boise State (135 yards) 2000
SEASON
1. 54 1,047 yards 2010
 54 1,283 yards 2009
3. 53 1,004 yards 1990
4. 52 1,104 yards 2008
5. 51 1,125 yards 2007
6. 44 872 yards 1952
7. 42 974 yards 2011
 42 872 yards 2002
9. 41 867 yards 2001
 41 688 yards 1987
KICKOFF RETURN YARDAGE
GAME
1. 222 at Tulsa (8 returns) 1952
2. 200 Hardin-Simmons (2 returns) 1958
3. 197 Alabama (6 returns) 2002
4. 194 Stanford (6 returns) 1970
5. 184 Alabama (8 returns) 2008
 184 Southern California (6 returns) 2005
7. 179 at Auburn (10 returns) 2010
8. 178 South Carolina (4 returns) 2011
9. 168 Missouri (7 returns) 2007
10. 163 Troy (4 returns) 2007
SEASON
1. 1,283 54 returns 2009
2. 1,125 51 returns 2007
3. 1,104 52 returns 2008
4. 1,047 54 returns 2010
5. 1,004 53 returns 1990
6. 974 42 returns 2011
7. 965 33 retruns 2005
8. 921 37 returns 2006
9. 872 42 returns 2002
 872 44 returns 1952
KICKOFF RETURN AVERAGE
SEASON
1. 29.20 33 for 965 yards 2005
2. 25.48 29 for 739 yards 1992
3. 25.70 24 for 617 yards 2014
4. 24.89 37 for 921 yards 2006
5. 24.74 19 for 470 yards 1962
6. 23.75 54 for 1283 yards 2009
7. 23.19 42 for 974 yards 2011
8. 23.00 26 for 598 yards 1986
9. 22.29 24 for 535 yards 1980
10. 22.26 23 for 512 yards 1971
TOTAL POINTS
GAME
1. 100 Southwest Missouri State (100-0) 1911
2. 82 Oklahoma Mines (82-0) 1916
3. 73 Nicholls (73-7) 2014
 73 Texas Southwestern (73-0) 1928
5. 72 Ouachita College (72-0) 1908
6. 71 at Kentucky (71-63 7OT) 2003
7. 66 North Texas (66-7) 2007
8. 65 Drury College (65-6) 1911
9. 64 Northwestern (La.) State (64-0) 1947
10. 63 UT Martin (63-28) 2015
 63 Eastern Michigan (63-27) 2009
 63 Southeast Missouri State (63-7) 2006
 63 New Mexico State (63-13) 2004
 63 Pacific (63-14) 1988
 63 Hendrix State (63-0) 1933
 63 Henderson State (63-0) 1910
SEASON
1. 485 13 games 2007
2. 478 13 games 2011
3. 474 13 games 2010
4. 468 13 games 2009
5. 467 13 games 2015
6. 436 13 games 2003
7. 415 13 games 2014
8. 404 14 games 2006
9. 402 11 games 1970
10. 390 12 games 1998
POINTS PER GAME
SEASON
1. 37.3 485 in 13 games 2007
2. 36.8 478 in 13 games 2011
3. 36.5 474 in 13 games 2010
 36.5 402 in 11 games 1970
5. 36.0 468 in 13 games 2009
6. 35.9 467 in 13 games 2015
7. 33.5 436 in 13 games 2003
8. 32.6 261 in 8 games 1916
9. 32.5 390 in 12 games 1998
10. 32.4 389 in 12 games 1977
TOTAL TOUCHDOWNS
GAME
1. 12 Oklahoma Mines 1916
2. 10 Nicholls (6 rush, 4 pass) 2014
 10 Northwestern (La.) State (9 rush, 1 pass) 1947
4. 9 UT Martin (6 rush, 3 pass) 2015
 9 New Mexico State (5 rush, 3 pass, 1 blocked punt) 2004
 9 at Kentucky (5 rush, 3 pass, 1 blocked punt) 2003
 9 North Texas (7 rush, 2 pass) 1971
8. 8 Troy (3 rush, 5 pass) 2009
 8 Eastern Michigan (4 rush, 3 pass, 1 blocked punt) 2009
 8 North Texas (5 rush, 3 pass) 2007
 8 Southeast Missouri State (5 rush, 3 pass) 2006
 8 Pittsburg (Kan.) State (2 rush, 6 pass) 1936
 8 North Texas (7 rush, 1 pass) 1965
 8 Wichita State (3 rush, 3 pass, 1 Int. Ret., 1 punt ret.) 1970
SEASON
1. 62  2015
 62  2007
3. 60  2010
 60  2009
5. 59  2011
6. 56  2014
 56  2003
8. 55  2006
9. 53  1970
10. 47  1968
FIELD GOALS
SEASON
1. 24 1988
2. 21 2011
3. 20 1989
4. 19 1981
 19 1979
 19 1977
7. 18 2002
8. 17 2007
 17 1998
 17 1992
PATS
SEASON
1. 58 2015
 58 2009
 58 2007
4. 56 2010
5. 55 2011
 52 2014
7. 50 2006
 50 2003
 50 1970
10. 44 1998
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TEAM MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS
256
TOTAL PENALTIES
GAME
1. 17 Air Force (144 yards) 1975
2. 15 Tulsa (120 yards) 1963
 15 Texas Tech (142 yards) 1957
4. 14 Texas A&M (112 yards) 2011
 14 at Georgia (97 yards) 2001
 14 at Texas A&M (100 yards) 1964
7. 13 Vanderbilt (130 yards) 2010
 13 Texas A&M (108 yards) 2010
 13 at Kentucky (102 yards) 2008
 13 Troy State (112 yards) 2002
 13 Utah State (112 yards) 1976
 13 Oklahoma State (155 yards) 1956
TOTAL PENALTY YARDS
GAME
1. 155 Oklahoma State (13) 1956
2. 144 Air Force (17) 1975
3. 142 Texas Tech (15) 1957
4. 132 at TCU (12) 1974
5. 130 Vanderbilt (13) 2010
6. 123 Wisconsin (12) 2006
7. 120 Tulsa (15) 1963
8. 119 TCU (12) 1971
9. 117 at Texas A&M (11) 1974
10. 115 Kentucky (12) 1998
 115 Tulsa (9) 1970
Behind quarterback BRANDON ALLEN, Arkansas set a program record with four 50-point scoring performances in 2015, including a record three 
in SEC play. In the four games against Auburn (54), UT Martin (63), Ole Miss (53) and Mississippi State (50), Allen went a combined 96-of-138 for 
1,346 yards and 18 touchdowns through the air. 
HOGS BY THE NUMBERS
Games played: 1,222 in 122 seasons
Games won: 702
Games lost: 480
Games tied: 40
Fayetteville: 300-125-10 (.701)
Little Rock: 166-66-4 (.712)
Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium: 182-90-2 (.668)
War Memorial Stadium: 149-60-4 (.709)
AT&T Stadium: 4-2 (.667)
Home: 473-194-15 (.705)*
Road: 191-231-22 (.452)
Neutral: 38-55-3 (.409)
Overtime Games: 11-6 (.647)
SEC record: 87-103-2 (.458)
Final Southwest Conference record: 249-195-16 (.559)
National championships: 1; 1964 (FWAA and Helms
 Athletic Foundation)
SWC championships: 13; 1936, 1946, 1954, 1959, 1960, 1961, 
 1964, 1965, 1968, 1975, 1979, 1988, 1989
SEC Western Division championships: 4; 1995, 1998,
 2002, 2006 
Longest winning streak: 22, 1963-65
Longest string of games without defeat: 22, 1963-65
Undefeated seasons: 2; 1909, 1964
Untied, unbeaten seasons: 2; 1909, 1964
Undefeated SWC seasons: 4; 1920, 1964, 1965, 1988
Untied, unbeaten SWC seasons: 3; 1964, 1965, 1988
Most victories in one season: 11; 1964, 1977, 2011
Highest game score by Arkansas: 100 (SMS, 1911)
Highest game score by opponent: 103 (Oklahoma, 1918)
Largest victory margin: 100 (100-0, SMS, 1911)
Largest defeat margin: 103 (103-0, Oklahoma, 1918)
Most teams held scoreless by Arkansas: 6, 1923
Fewest games played by Arkansas: 1, 1895
Most games played by Arkansas: 14, 2002, 2006
Consecutive games scoring streak: 188, 1995-2012
Consecutive passes without an interception: 166,
 Texas A&M-South Carolina, 2011
Arkansas has 205 shutouts in 121 years
*  Arkansas’ home record also includes a 6-3-1 mark in 
games played in Fort Smith, Ark. and a 1-0 mark in games 
played in Texarkana, Ark.
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TEAM RUSHING DEFENSE RECORDS
257
RUSHING ATTEMPTS
GAME
1. 15 at South Carolina (51 yards) 2006
 15 South Florida (48 yards) 2002
 15 Auburn (91 yards) 1995
4. 16 at Texas A&M (32 yards) 1966
5. 17 Baylor (89 yards) 1964
 17 Missouri Mines (32 yards) 1943
7. 18 Texas (2 yards) 2014
 18 at Rice (15 yards) 1981
 18 North Texas (14 yards) 1965
10. 19 at Memphis (51 yards) 1998
SEASON
1. 355 (765 yards) 1965
2. 377 (1,294 yards) 1989
3. 382 (907 yards) 1962
4. 388 (997 yards) 1966
5. 390 (1,050 yards) 1998
6. 392 (1,136 yards) 1999
7. 393 (1,198 yards) 1987
8. 394 (1,010 yards) 1988
9. 400 (970 yards) 1964
10. 403 (1,514 yards) 2015
 403 (1,879 yards) 2005
 403 (1,441 yards) 1986
RUSHING YARDS
GAME
1. -27 Texas (25 rushes) 1999
2. -25 at Texas Tech (39 rushes) 1981
3. -23 Tulsa (35 rushes) 1973
4. -20 Pittsburg (Kan.) State (42 rushes) 1936
5. -19 Oklahoma State (22 rushes) 1969
6. -15 at Texas A&M (46 rushes) 1970
7. -9 SMU (22 rushes) 1950
8. -5 Wisconsin (28 rushes) 2006
9. -2 Northwestern (La.) State (23 rushes) 1947
10. 2 Texas (18 rushes) 2014
SEASON
1. 756 355 rushes 1965
2. 907 382 rushes 1962
3. 970 400 rushes 1964
4. 997 388 rushes 1966
5. 1,010 394 rushes 1988
6. 1,050 390 rushes 1998
7. 1,064 420 rushes 1982
8. 1,131 342 rushes 1996
9. 1,136 392 rushes 1999
10. 1,145 428 rushes 1961
RUSHING YARDS PER GAME
SEASON
1. 75.6 756 yards in 10 games 1965
2. 90.7 907 yards in 10 games 1962
3. 91.8 1,010 yards in 11 games 1988
4. 95.5 1,050 yards in 11 games 1998
5. 96.7 1,064 yards in 11 games 1982
6. 97.0 970 yards in 10 games 1964
7. 99.7 997 yards in 10 games 1966
8. 99.8 1,198 yards in 12 games 1987
9. 102.8 1,131 yards in 11 games 1996
10. 103.3 1,136 yards in 11 games 1999
YARDS PER RUSH
GAME
1. -1.08 Texas, (25 for -27 yards) 1999
2. -0.86 Oklahoma State (22 for -19 yards) 1969
3. -0.66 Tulsa (35 for -23 yards) 1973
4. -0.64 at Texas Tech (39 for -25 yards) 1981
5. -0.48 Pittsburg (Kan.) State (42 for -20 yards) 1936
6. -0.41 SMU (22 for -9 yards) 1950
7. -0.33 Texas A&M (46 for -15 yards) 1970
8. -0.18 Wisconsin (28 for -5 yards) 2006
9. -0.09 Northwestern (La.) State (23 for -2 yards) 1947
10. 0.11 Texas (18 for 2 yards) 2014
SEASON
1. 2.13 355 for 756 yards 1965
2. 2.37 382 for 907 yards 1962
3. 2.43 400 for 970 yards 1964
4. 2.53 420 for 1,064 yards 1982
5. 2.56 394 for 1,010 yards 1988
6. 2.57 388 for 997 yards 1966
7. 2.66 461 for 1,226 yards 1951
8. 2.67 468 for 1,250 yards 1978
9. 2.68 428 for 1,145 yards 1961
10. 2.69 390 for 1,050 yards 1998
The Razorback defense moved into the record books following Arkansas’ 31-7 Texas Bowl win 
over Texas in 2014. The Razorbacks allowed just two rushing yards against the Longhorns, the 
10th-best performance in school history. The 0.11 yards per rush allowed also cracked the top 10.
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TEAM PASSING DEFENSE RECORDS
258
PASS ATTEMPTS
GAME
1. 1 at Rice (1 comp) 1961
2. 3 at Texas (1 comp) 1976
 3 at Texas (1 comp) 1972
4. 4 at SMU (0 comp) 1975
5. 5 at TCU (3 comp) 1979
 5 at Texas (3 comp) 1970
 5 Oklahoma State (0 comp) 1953
8. 6 Texas A&M (5 comp) 1976
 6 at Oklahoma State (3 comp) 1975
 6 at Texas A&M (3 comp) 1960
 6 TCU (4 comp) 1955
SEASON
1. 121 57 completions 1961
 121 54 completions 1960
3. 122 48 completions 1954
4. 144 70 completions 1957
 144 73 completions 1953
6. 149 58 completions 1955
7. 161 72 completions 1948
8. 162 61 completions 1950
9. 163 79 completions 1947
10. 164 84 completions 1959
PASS COMPLETIONS
GAME
1. 0 at SMU (4 attempts) 1975
 0 Oklahoma State (5 attempts) 1960
 0 at Texas A&M (8 attempts) 1956
 0 Ole Miss (8 attempts) 1956
 0 Oklahoma State (7 attempts) 1953
 0 at Rice (8 attempts) 1943
SEASON
1. 48 122 attempts 1954
2. 54 121 attempts 1960
3. 57 121 attempts 1961
4. 58 149 attempts 1955
5. 61 162 attempts 1950
6. 70 144 attempts 1957
7. 72 161 attempts 1948
8. 73 144 attempts 1953
9. 75 192 attempts 1974
10. 77 166 attempts 1964
COMPLETION PERCENTAGE
SEASON
1. .377 61 of 162 1950
2. .389 58 of 149 1955
3. .391 75 of 192 1974
4. .393 48 of 122 1954
5. .415 98 of 236 1949
6. .430 80 of 156 1951
7. .432 98 of 227 1977
8. .441 87 of 197 1975
9. .446 54 of 121 1960
10. .447 72 of 161 1948
PASSING YARDS
GAME
1. 0 at SMU (0-for-4) 1975
 0 Oklahoma State (0-for-7) 1960
 0 at Texas A&M (0-for-8) 1956
 0 Ole Miss (0-for-8) 1956
 0 Oklahoma State (0-for-5) 1953
 0 NW Louisiana State 1947
 0 at Rice (0-for-8) 1943
8. 3 Pittsburg (Kan.) State (1-for-14) 1936
9. 6 Houston (1-for-13) 1977
 6 at Rice (1-for-1) 1961
SEASON
1. 538 48 for 122 1954
2. 629 57 for 121 1961
3. 641 54 for 121 1960
4. 797 58 for 148 1955
5. 835 77 for 166 1964
6. 839 72 for 161 1948
7. 866 79 for 163 1947
8. 949 84 for 164 1959
9. 958 73 for 144 1953
10. 964 87 for 185 1956
PASSING TOUCHDOWNS
SEASON
1. 1 1977
2. 2 1973
3. 3 1975
 3 1969
 3 1964
 3 1960
 3 1959
8. 4 1982
 4 1979
 4 1966
MOST INTERCEPTIONS
GAME
1. 9 SMU 1970
2. 8 at SMU 1951
3. 7 at Texas Tech 1968
 7 Rice 1966
5. 6 Mississippi State 2003
 6 at Baylor 1965
 6 at TCU 1964
 6 Tulsa 1963
9. 5 Florida International 2007
 5 Louisiana Monroe 2006
 5 Wichita State 1970
 5 Texas Tech 1969
 5 Texas 1955
 5 at Rice 1949
INTERCEPTION RETURN YARDS
GAME
1. 136 Ole Miss (3 returns) 2014
2. 129 at Mississippi State (2 returns) 2006
3. 114 Tulsa (6 returns) 1963
4. 109 at Texas (2 returns) 1956
5. 105 at Auburn (2 returns) 2001
6. 100 North Texas (2 returns) 2007
7. 94 SMU (9 returns) 1970
8. 90 at Texas Tech (7 returns) 1968
Highlighted by ROHAN GAINES’ school record 100-yard interception return for a touchdown, 
Arkansas set a single-game record with 136 interception returns yards against Ole Miss in 2014.
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FEWEST TOTAL PLAYS
GAME
1. 24 Northwestern (La.) State 1947
2. 39 at Rice 1981
 39 at Rice 1961
4. 40 Kentucky 2012
 40 Baylor 1964
 40 Abilene Christian 1948
7. 41 Tulsa 1961
8. 42 Southwest Missouri State 2000
 42 at TCU 1964
 42 Texas Tech 1959
SEASON
1. 549 428 rush, 121 pass 1961
2. 553 432 rush, 121 pass 1960
3. 566 400 rush, 166 pass 1964
4. 581 382 rush, 199 pass 1962
5. 592 431 rush, 161 pass 1948
6. 610 446 rush, 164 pass 1959
7. 616 421 rush, 195 pass 1963
8. 645 496 rush, 149 pass 1955
9. 646 355 rush, 291 pass 1965
10. 647 461 rush, 186 pass 1951
FEWEST TOTAL YARDS
GAME
1. -17 Pittsburg (Kan.) State (-20 rushing, 3 passing) 1936
2. -2 Northwestern (La.) State (-2 rushing, 0 passing) 1947
3. 40 Abilene Christian (26 rushing, 14 passing) 1948
4. 59 Texas (2 rushing, 57 passing) 2014
5. 64 Northwestern (La.) State (32 rushing, 32 passing) 1946
6. 65 TCU (28 rushing, 37 passing) 1982
7. 74 Northwestern (La.) State (52 rushing, 22 passing) 1961
8. 77 at Rice (71 rushing, 6 passing) 1961
9. 78 Oklahoma State (-19 rushing, 97 passing) 1969
10. 83 Tulsa (62 rushing, 21 passing) 1961
SEASON
1. 1,774 1,145 rushing, 629 passing 1961
2. 1,805 970 rushing, 835 passing 1964
3. 1,971 1,330 rushing, 641 passing 1960
4. 2,001 907 rushing, 1,094 passing 1962
5. 2,136 1,297 rushing, 839 passing 1948
6. 2,209 1,177 rushing, 1,032 passing 1963
7. 2,417 1,468 rushing, 949 passing 1959
8. 2,418 1,226 rushing, 1,192 passing 1951
9. 2,456 756 rushing, 1,700 passing 1965
10. 2,504 997 rushing, 1,507 passing 1966
FEWEST YARDS PER GAME
SEASON
1. 177.4 1,774 in 10 games 1961
2. 180.5 1,805 in 10 games 1964
3. 197.1 1,971 in 10 games 1960
4. 200.1 2,001 in 10 games 1962
5. 213.6 2,136 in 10 games 1948
6. 220.9 2,209 in 10 games 1963
7. 241.7 2,417 in 10 games 1959
8. 241.8 2,418 in 10 games 1951
9. 244.1 2,685 in 11 games 1978
10. 245.6 2,456 in 10 games 1965
RUSHING FIRST DOWNS ALLOWED
GAME
1. 0 Northwestern (La.) State 1947
2. 1 Texas 2014
 1 Wisconsin 2006
 1 Southeast Missouri State 2006
 1 Tulsa 1966
 1 Texas A&M 1965
 1 Texas A&M 1963
 1 at TCU 1964
9. 2 Louisiana Monroe 2008
 2 at Ole Miss 2005
 2 at Georgia 2005
 2 at Mississippi State 2000
 2 Southwest Missouri State 2000
 2 TCU 1982
 2 North Texas 1965
 2 at Baylor 1965
 2 Tulsa 1965
SEASON
1. 53  1965
2. 56  1962
3. 60  1964
 60  1951
5. 65  1985
6. 66  1988
7. 68  1963
 68  1961
 68  1948
PASSING FIRST DOWNS ALLOWED
GAME
1. 0 Chattanooga 2007
 0 Tulsa 1981
 0 Houston 1977
 0 at SMU 1975
 0 Rice 1964
 0 Oklahoma State 1961
 0 Rice 1960
 0 Oklahoma State 1960
 0 Texas A&M 1956
 0 Ole Miss 1956
 0 Oklahoma State 1953
 0 NW (La.) State 1947
 0 Rice 1943
TOTAL FIRST DOWNS ALLOWED
GAME
1. 0 Northwestern (La.) State 1947
2. 2 TCU 1982
3. 4 at Rice 1981
4. 5 at Texas A&M 1962
 5 at Rice 1961
 5 at Northwestern (La.) State 1961
 5 Tulsa 1961
SEASON
1. 104 60 rush, 38 pass, 6 penalty 1951
2. 106 68 rush, 32 pass, 6 penalty 1961
3. 114 68 rush, 41 pass, 5 penalty 1948
4. 117 60 rush, 43 pass, 14 penalty 1964
5. 121 56 rush, 56 pass, 9 penalty 1962
6. 122 81 rush, 32 pass, 9 penalty 1960
 122 86 rush, 28 pass, 8 penalty 1950
8. 129 68 rush, 50 pass, 10 penalty 1963
9. 135 61 rush, 68 pass, 6 penalty 1982
 135 NA rush, 46 pass, NA penalty 1947
POINTS ALLOWED
GAME
1. 0  205 times (Most recent: Ole Miss, 2014)
SEASON
1. 61 11 games 1933
2. 64 11 games 1964
3. 69 10 games 1924
4. 73 10 games 1966
5. 76 10 games 1934
6. 87 11 games 1960
 87 10 games 1936
8. 88 10 games 1926
9. 89 10 games 1937
10. 92 11 games 1946
MOST SACKS
SEASON
1. 40 308 1998
2. 39 N/A 1988
3. 37 229 2010
 37 262 2006
 37 287 1995
6. 33 248 2005
 33 249 1994
 33 248 1989
 33 N/A 1985
10. 31 224 1999
 31 200 1992
MOST TACKLES FOR LOSS
SEASON
1. 103 491 1998
2. 95 378 2010
 95 470 2006
4. 91 389 1999
 91 393 1978
6. 89 262 2001
7. 87 348 2002
8. 86 373 2007
 86 405 2005
10. 85 339 2009
 85 247 2003
Highlighted by giving up just two rushing yards 
to Texas in the 2014 Texas Bowl, Arkansas is 
one of four programs to rank in the top 12 
nationally the last two seasons (2014, 15) in 
rushing defense under defensive coordinator 
ROBB SMITH. 
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Bowl game statistics not counted from 1947-2001. Bowl game statistics included from 2002-present.
YEAR G 1ST DN RUSH ATT RUSH YDS RUSH TD PASS CMP PASS ATT PASS YDS CMP PCT PASS TD INT TOT OFF TOT PTS PUNT PUNT AVG
1947 10 102 — 1,733 — 53 111 818 .477 — — 2,551 191 — 35.8
1948 10 112 441 1,994 25 48 102 784 .471 9 10 2,778 227 66 38.4
1949 10 117 473 2,076 19 53 133 649 .398 6 18 2,725 167 68 37.9
1950 10 145 487 1,776 18 91 226 1,170 .403 5 26 2,946 156 67 38.1
1951 10 144 527 1,842 17 86 210 1,105 .410 8 21 2,947 178 64 37.1
1952 10 148 474 1,589 16 91 226 1,228 .403 8 22 2,817 166 57 37.2
1953 10 127 366 1,149 8 91 186 1,233 .489 9 13 2,382 116 59 37.1
1954 10 120 397 1,585 20 62 118 875 .525 8 10 2,460 189 60 39.7
1955 10 117 474 1,854 14 42 89 531 .472 4 8 2,385 126 73 37.5
1956 10 137 498 2,343 22 28 78 381 .359 2 8 2,724 160 52 37.1
1957 10 146 504 2,046 22 63 112 1,058 .563 6 6 3,104 187 70 36.7
1958 10 121 454 1,814 19 46 117 562 .393 3 10 2,376 147 68 36.8
1959 10 148 512 2,106 17 45 90 532 .500 4 13 2,638 149 53 36.6
1960 10 147 506 1,670 12 53 126 968 .421 12 9 2,638 179 58 33.9
1961 10 164 535 2,189 17 49 113 726 .434 8 10 2,915 180 49 36.0
1962 10 190 570 2,412 28 81 147 1,158 .551 11 7 3,570 286 45 35.2
1963 10 140 464 1,457 19 71 170 980 .418 7 10 2,485 179 60 37.4
1964 10 151 517 1,913 23 65 127 826 .512 6 8 2,739 221 51 36.1
1965 10 191 515 2,262 34 89 176 1,341 .506 10 8 3,603 324 57 40.5
1966 10 156 469 1,677 22 80 159 1,160 .503 8 7 3,837 218 53 39.6
1967 10 168 473 1,546 16 116 202 1,589 .574 11 14 3,135 200 64 35.1
1968 10 220 518 1,982 30 138 248 1,720 .556 13 10 3,702 334 55 39.9
1969 11 237 560 2,122 33 145 272 1,927 .533 12 7 4,049 353 52 37.5
1970 11 240 571 2,116 35 160 284 2,448 .563 15 15 4,564 402 40 36.5
1971 11 269 582 2,571 32 170 293 2,327 .580 11 16 4,898 343 46 34.0
1972 11 216 544 2,033 20 128 273 1,665 .469 9 17 3,698 228 62 35.1
1973 11 173 586 2,206 14 82 165 1,029 .497 3 13 3,235 124 63 36.7
1974 11 186 674 2,898 31 40 96 619 .417 6 5 3,517 285 54 39.4
1975 11 216 659 3,523 33 53 116 837 .457 5 9 4,360 305 37 43.0
1976 11 156 585 2,364 22 38 104 666 .365 3 8 3,030 220 65 43.1
1977 11 213 604 3,011 30 98 194 1,531 .505 13 12 4,542 358 48 44.3
1978 11 241 677 3,119 34 85 157 1,148 .541 6 9 4,267 326 55 40.4
1979 11 210 586 2,428 17 122 191 1,563 .639 11 9 3,991 275 55 40.8
1980 11 192 592 2,318 20 109 201 1,377 .542 7 11 3,695 238 54 43.3
1981 11 225 597 2,553 20 132 249 1,664 .530 11 13 4,217 298 64 38.7
1982 11 236 644 2,348 22 116 249 1,837 .466 11 16 4,185 275 61 41.0
1983 11 199 518 1,506 13 141 260 1,844 .542 9 9 3,350 204 64 43.6
1984 11 210 640 2,420 20 117 211 1,686 .555 11 15 4,106 253 51 43.8
1985 11 209 685 2,922 29 61 120 1,118 .508 7 4 4,040 305 54 42.6
1986 11 221 668 2,721 30 78 130 1,226 .600 7 2 3,947 303 54 46.2
1987 12 240 753 3,196 31 72 126 940 .571 3 7 4,136 283 60 39.3
1988 11 226 631 2,714 31 90 180 1,566 .500 5 5 4,280 346 53 41.6
1989 11 261 680 3,456 34 91 164 1,470 .555 7 11 4,926 358 38 37.1
1990 11 234 553 2,112 14 124 245 1,958 .506 18 10 4,070 263 60 36.5
1991 11 176 538 2,029 6 83 201 1,016 .413 8 12 3,045 160 68 42.2
1992 11 145 415 1,131 7 148 302 1,528 .490 6 12 2,659 172 76 40.5
1993 11 200 498 2,123 14 114 233 1,354 .489 6 10 3,477 165 56 37.7
1994 11 197 513 1,866 12 132 249 1,796 .530 14 10 3,662 212 56 39.1
1995 12 224 546 1,855 20 183 300 2,206 .610 12 11 4,061 274 59 39.6
1996 11 193 486 1,695 15 127 263 1,572 .483 6 15 3,267 174 69 40.3
1997 11 168 344 622 7 177 370 2,381 .478 12 15 3,003 181 71 41.3
1998 11 223 431 1,665 18 170 321 2,668 .530 26 8 4,333 359 50 38.1
1999 11 201 363 1,491 16 204 371 2,576 .550 21 13 4,067 326 51 39.3
2000 11 198 425 1,653 18 178 352 1,916 .506 14 15 3,569 264 67 41.7
2001 11 198 494 1,950 23 133 268 1,613 .496 10 11 3,563 291 67 42.5
2002 14 255 643 3,065 22 148 299 1,885 .495 18 13 4,950 370 74 36.9
2003 13 273 626 3,145 34 167 304 2,462 .549 20 9 5,607 436 54 39.3
2004 11 216 467 2,061 22 162 286 2,316 .566 19 13 4,377 328 54 37.8
2005 11 208 481 2,386 19 150 280 1,581 .536 13 12 3,967 283 50 41.8
2006 14 250 539 3,199 26 154 302 2,093 .510 23 18 5,292 404 63 36.9
2007 13 273 625 3,725 33 179 313 2,125 .572 24 11 5,850 485 61 40.0
2008 12 232 378 1,362 13 253 443 3,115 .571 19 18 4,477 263 58 42.6
2009 13 254 395 1,713 23 247 439 3,842 .563 32 9 5,555 468 65 37.8
2010 13 291 421 1,935 22 301 465 4,338 .647 36 15 6,273 474 54 41.8
2011 13 279 412 1,786 25 299 471 3,909 .635 26 7 5,695 478 53 45.3
2012 12 253 367 1,424 12 272 459 3,618 .593 23 16 5,042 282 54 44.7
2013 12 222 474 2,504 14 150 301 1,783 .498 15 11 4,286 248 53 44.5
2014 13 288 557 2,834  31 199 359 2,444 .554 21 6 5,278 415 59 40.1
2015 13 305 512 2,565 31 246 374 3,486 .658 31 8 6,051 467 44 40.3
Bold indicates all-time best
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Bowl game statistics not counted from 1947-2001. Bowl game statistics included from 2002-present.
YEAR G 1ST DN RUSH ATT RUSH YDS RUSH TD PASS CMP PASS ATT PASS YDS CMP PCT PASS TD INT TOT OFF TOT PTS PUNT PUNT AVG
1947 10 135 — 1,709 — 79 163 866 .485 — — 2,575 145 — 37.1
1948 10 114 431 1,297 — 72 161 839 .447 — 15 2,136 136 71 35.6
1949 10 152 452 1,541 — 98 236 1,407 .415 — 32 2,948 175 66 35.7
1950 10 122 491 1,886 — 61 162 1,068 .377 — 13 2,954 163 82 37.7
1951 10 104 461 1,226 — 80 186 1,192 .430 — 13 2,418 162 80 37.1
1952 10 196 604 2,131 — 96 209 1,599 .459 — 13 3,730 282 43 34.7
1953 10 156 526 2,102 — 73 144 958 .507 — 9 3,060 161 53 34.6
1954 10 156 544 2,260 — 48 122 538 .393 — 17 2,798 90 43 33.8
1955 10 145 496 1,785 — 58 149 797 .389 — 18 2,582 115 58 37.9
1956 10 171 544 2,066 — 87 185 964 .470 — 14 3,030 155 47 36.6
1957 10 153 535 1,880 — 70 144 976 .486 — 8 2,856 134 69 38.9
1958 10 167 487 1,836 — 103 210 1,147 .490 — 12 2,983 150 49 36.3
1959 10 139 446 1,468 10 84 164 949 .512 3 10 2,417 94 56 34.7
1960 10 122 432 1,330 7 54 121 641 .446 3 12 1,971 80 52 38.8
1961 10 106 428 1,145 7 57 121 629 .471 5 10 1,774 87 68 35.5
1962 10 121 382 907 9 95 199 1,094 .477 5 11 2,001 88 60 37.8
1963 10 129 421 1,177 7 89 195 1,032 .456 6 15 2,209 96 63 37.0
1964 10 117 400 970 5 77 166 835 .464 3 15 1,805 57 69 37.1
1965 10 148 355 756 8 154 291 1,700 .529 5 24 2,456 104 61 38.2
1966 10 150 388 997 6 138 288 1,507 .479 4 23 2,504 73 63 39.3
1967 10 160 472 1,415 14 117 230 1,346 .509 6 15 2,761 149 74 38.1
1968 10 204 430 1,380 10 175 312 2,093 .561 16 20 3,473 187 51 38.5
1969 10 151 408 1,202 — 138 297 1,553 .465 3 13 2,755 76 — 38.4
1970 11 170 503 1,353 — 131 278 1,585 .471 5 32 2,938 144 67 37.0
1971 11 140 479 1,419 7 112 239 1,334 .469 11 24 2,753 155 86 37.4
1972 11 176 580 2,344 23 90 197 1,270 .457 5 15 3,614 227 70 37.2
1973 11 177 570 2,208 18 103 190 1,315 .542 2 10 3,523 184 63 37.4
1974 11 169 554 2,024 11 75 192 1,082 .391 5 9 3,106 164 61 39.3
1975 11 190 604 2,086 11 87 197 1,131 .442 3 10 3,217 113 65 38.8
1976 11 186 536 1,719 12 119 224 1,562 .531 11 16 3,281 204 66 41.3
1977 11 165 539 1,741 10 98 227 984 .432 1 17 2,725 95 81 40.7
1978 11 156 468 1,250 10 116 238 1,435 .487 8 11 2,685 137 82 41.9
1979 11 183 519 2,162 7 103 220 1,280 .468 4 13 3,442 108 63 42.8
1980 11 192 556 2,195 22 106 219 1,407 .484 7 7 3,602 221 71 36.8
1981 11 175 467 1,429 11 145 282 1,793 .514 10 17 3,312 188 71 41.7
1982 11 135 420 1,064 8 126 270 1,670 .467 4 14 2,734 115 83 41.9
1983 11 187 510 2,033 15 124 238 1,706 .521 7 13 3,739 172 59 41.1
1984 11 156 417 1,616 8 150 294 1,883 .510 6 15 3,219 138 65 39.8
1985 11 169 425 1,278 2 158 319 1,983 .495 10 20 3,261 129 65 41.5
1986 11 179 403 1,441 10 171 321 1,790 .533 6 22 3,231 142 53 43.3
1987 12 208 393 1,198 9 230 425 2,677 .541 13 22 3,875 199 61 38.2
1988 11 179 394 1,010 12 203 340 2,230 .597 9 21 3,240 173 66 40.2
1989 11 206 377 1,294 8 198 347 2,395 .571 14 15 3,689 199 55 40.0
1990 11 254 475 1,996 17 190 286 2,430 .664 23 6 4,426 360 45 40.9
1991 11 217 467 1,833 16 182 317 2,175 .574 5 17 4,008 179 53 37.2
1992 11 199 495 1,905 14 160 275 1,720 .582 7 17 3,625 209 66 38.9
1993 11 223 463 1,853 13 171 302 2,072 .566 7 13 3,925 208 48 39.1
1994 11 185 442 1,634 14 153 282 1,929 .543 10 6 3,563 213 68 38.6
1995 12 236 424 1,251 15 225 392 2,659 .574 16 16 3,910 263 61 38.8
1996 11 194 379 1,131 12 186 336 2,505 .554 21 11 3,636 267 64 41.7
1997 11 210 419 1,449 12 190 348 2,419 .546 21 9 3,868 284 59 38.2
1998 11 191 390 1,050 6 193 368 2,320 .524 14 17 3,370 182 65 42.5
1999 11 187 392 1,109 14 180 340 2,218 .529 12 12 3,354 208 66 42.2
2000 11 175 412 1,530 15 143 302 1,683 .474 14 10 3,213 258 75 37.5
2001 11 208 420 1,615 13 193 357 2,502 .541 19 17 4,117 269 60 39.7
2002 14 267 504 1,590 11 267 483 3,283 .553 17 19 4,873 277 69 38.8
2003 13 249 505 2,041 14 213 399 2,431 .534 17 17 4,472 305 66 39.2
2004 11 209 435 1,983 15 172 287 2,386 .599 18 6 4,369 270 57 40.0
2005 11 202 403 1,458 13 171 336 2,303 .509 20 12 3,761 271 63 40.2
2006 14 243 461 1,604 10 215 433 2,591 .497 20 16 4,195 256 82 38.3
2007 13 271 503 2,083 18 220 484 2,670 .455 21 20 4,753 345 82 38.2
2008 12 229 461 2,049 20 185 347 2,453 .533 22 11 4,502 374 51 41.8
2009 13 267 501 1,985 15 239 404 3,230 .592 22 13 5,215 326 63 39.4
2010 13 236 522 2,114 21 187 340 2,409 .550 13 11 4,523 304 72 42.1
2011 13 244 505 2,179 21 232 407 2,538 .570 12 12 4,717 289 84 40.0
2012 12 257 440 1,489 21 262 419 3,430 .625 24 6 4,919 365 62 40.9
2013 12 266 458 2,141 21 231 356 2,820 .649 25 8 4,961 369 48 41.9
2014 13 225 429 1,490 11 217 392 2,714 .550 33 12 4,204 250 66 42.8
2015 13 261 403 1,514 25 280 436 3,577 .642 18 11 5,091 356 52 41.8
Bold indicates all-time best
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SEC LEADERS
RUSHING
Year Player YPG
2007 Darren McFadden 140.8
2006 Darren McFadden 117.6
2003 Cedric Cobbs 110.0
PASSING
Year Player YPG
2012 Tyler Wilson 307.9
2011 Tyler Wilson 279.8
2010 Ryan Mallett 297.6
2009 Ryan Mallett 278.8
RECEPTIONS
Year Player RPG
2012 Cobi Hamilton 7.5
RECEIVING YARDS
Year Player YPG
2012 Cobi Hamilton 111.2
2011 Jarius Wright 93.1
YDS PER RECEPTION
Year Player YPR
1998 Anthony Lucas 23.35
TOTAL OFFENSE
Year Player YPG
2011 Tyler Wilson 279.6
2009 Ryan Mallett 276.5
ALL-PURPOSE
Year Player YPG
2008 Michael Smith 141.4
2007 Darren McFadden 177.7
2006 Darren McFadden 147.0
FIELD GOALS
Year Player FGPG
1998 Todd Latourette 1.70
PAT KICK PCT.
Year Player Avg
2012 Zach Hocker 100.0
2010 Zach Hocker 100.0
SCORING
Year Player Pts
2006 Darren McFadden 98
PUNTING
Year Player Avg
2011 Dylan Breeding 45.28
PUNT RET. AVG.
Year Player YPR
2011 Joe Adams 16.9
KICK RET. AVG.
Year Player YPR
2007 Felix Jones 29.6
2005 Felix Jones 31.9
TACKLES
Year Player Tkls
2014 Martrell Spaight 128
TACKLES FOR LOSS
Year Player TFL
1995 Steven Conley 23.0
QB SACKS (AVG.)
Year Player Sacks
2011 Jake Bequette 10
2006 Jamaal Anderson 10
1995 Steven Conley 14
FORCED FUMBLES
Year Player FFPG
2011 Jake Bequette 0.5 
INTERCEPTIONS
Year Player Int
2005 Vickiel Vaughn 4
1998 Zac Painter 5
PASSES BROKEN UP
Year Player PBU
2014 Jared Collins 13
2007 Michael Grant 20
NCAA LEADERS
PASSING
Year Player Class Games Att Com Int Pct Yds TD
1939 Kay Eakin Sr. 10 193 78 18 .404 962 5
RECEIVING
Year Player Class Games Rec Yds TD
1937 Jim Benton Sr. 10 47 754 7
FIELD GOALS
Year Player Class Games FG FGA Pct
1988 Kendall Trainor Sr. 11 24 27 .889 
1981 Bruce Lahay Sr. 11 19 24 .792 
1979 Ish Ordonez Jr. 11 18 22 .818
PUNTING
Year Player Class Games Punts Punt Yds Avg
1986 Greg Horne Sr. 11 49 2,313 47.2 
1980 Steve Cox Sr. 11 47 2,186 46.5 
1943 Harold Cox Fr. 8 37 1,518 41.0
PUNT RETURNS
Year Player Class Returns Yds Avg
1964 Ken Hatfi eld Sr. 31 518 16.7 
1963 Ken Hatfi eld Jr. 21 350 16.7 
1961 Lance Alworth Sr. 28 336 12.0 
1960 Lance Alworth Jr. 18 307 17.1
INTERCEPTION RETURNS
Year Player Class Returns Yds Avg
1949 Jim Rinehart So. 10 106 10.6
SWC LEADERS
RUSHING YARDS
Year Player Yds
1976 Ben Cowins 1,162
1972 Dickey Morton 1,188
1969 Bill Burnett 900
1965 Bobby Burnett 947
1962 Billy Moore 585
1945 John Hoffman 587
RUSHING AVERAGE
Year Player YPC
1976 Ben Cowins 6.3
1969 Bill Burnett 4.3
1965 Bobby Burnett 4.1
1962 Billy Moore 4.5
PASS ATTEMPTS
Year Player Att
1971 Joe Ferguson 271
1953 Lamar McHan 150
1939 Kay Eakin 193
PASS COMPLETIONS
Year Player Comp
1971 Joe Ferguson 160
1953 Lamar McHan 78
1939 Kay Eakin 78
PASSING YARDS
Year Player Yds
1971 Joe Ferguson 2,203
1953 Lamar McHan 1,107
1937 Dwight Sloan 1,074
1935 Jack Robbins 1,219
TOUCHDOWN PASSES
Year Player TDs
1971 Joe Ferguson 11
1953 Lamar McHan 8
COMPLETION PERCENTAGE
Year Player Pct
1988 Quinn Grovey .633
1986 Greg Thomas .615
1980 Tom Jones .560
1979 Kevin Scanlon .662
1971 Joe Ferguson .590
1953 Lamar McHan .520
1937 Dwight Sloan .476
1935 Jack Robbins .625
TOTAL OFFENSIVE PLAYS
Year Player Plays
1953 Lamar McHan 293
1939 Kay Eakin 312
TOTAL OFFENSE YARDS
Year Player Yds
1979 Kevin Scanlon 1,460
1971 Joe Ferguson 2,242
1953 Lamar McHan 1,516
1939 Kay Eakin 1,344
RECEPTIONS
Year Player YPR
1984 James Shibest 51
1971 Mike Reppond 56
1953 Floyd Sagely 30
1937 Jim Benton 47
1929 Wear Schoonover 33
ALL-PURPOSE (RUSH/REC ONLY)
Year Player Yds
1975 Jerry Eckwood 115.0*
1973 Dickey Morton 1,326
1972 Dickey Morton 1,274
1969 Bill Burnett 947
1961 Lance Alworth 836
SCORING
Year Player Pts
1987 James Rouse 102
1979 Ish Ordonez 80
1978 Ish Ordonez 78
1969 Bill Burnett 120
1968 Bill Burnett 96
1967 David Dickey 96
1962 Billy Moore 84
1931 Homer Ledbetter 42
1928 Bevo Beavers 84
TOUCHDOWNS
Year Player TDs
1969 Bill Burnett 20
1968 Bill Burnett 16
1967 David Dickey 16
1962 Billy Moore 14
1957 Gerald Nesbitt 7
CONVERSIONS MADE
Year Player PATs
1971 Bill McClard 35
1960 Mickey Cissel 21
PUNTING
Year Player Avg
1986 Greg Horne 47.2
1980 Steve Cox 46.5
1979 Steve Cox 43.8
1975 Tommy Cheyne 43.0
1955 Gerald Nesbitt 46.9
1953 Lamar McHan 40.2
1943 Harold Cox 41.0
1939 Kay Eakin 38.3
1938 Kay Eakin 41.1
1937 Jack Robbins 39.4
PUNT RETURN YARDS
Year Player Yds
1984 Bobby Joe Edmonds 294
1966 Martine Bercher 375
1965 Jack Brasuell 285
1964 Ken Hatfield 518
1963 Ken Hatfield 350
1962 Ken Hatfield 267
1961 Lance Alworth 366
1960 Lance Alworth 307
1955 Don Horton 173
1953 Lamar McHan 233
KICKOFF RETURN YARDS
Year Player RPG
1982 Derek Holloway 21.7
1980 Derek Holloway 407
1961 Lance Alworth 300
1960 Lance Alworth 328
1946 Clyde Scott 170
1945 Alton Baldwin 242
1944 Alton Baldwin 286
INTERCEPTIONS
Year Player RPG
1988 Patrick Williams 6
1971 Louis Campbell 7
1970 David Hogue 6
1966 Gary Adams 7
1956 Gerald Nesbitt 4
1955 Don Christian 4
1954 George Walker 6
* based on per-game average
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TOTAL OFFENSE
SWC
YEAR GAMES RUSH YARDS PASS YARDS TOTAL YARDS AVG./GAME 
1971 11 2,571 2,327 4,898 445.3 
1965 10 2,262 1,341 3,603 360.3 
1962 10 2,412 1,158 3,570 357.0 
1937 10 NA NA 2,823 282.3
SEC
YEAR GAMES RUSH YARDS PASS YARDS TOTAL YARDS AVG./GAME 
2011 13 1,786 2,909 5,695 438.1
RUSHING OFFENSE
SWC
YEAR GAMES ATTEMPTS RUSH YARDS AVG./GAME
1989 11 680 3,456 314.2
1986 11 668 2,721 247.4
1985 11 685 2,922 265.6
1975 11 659 3,523 320.3
1965 10 515 2,262 226.2
1962 10 570 2,412 241.2
SEC
YEAR GAMES ATTEMPTS RUSH YARDS AVG./GAME
2007 13 625 3,725 286.5
2006 14 539 3,199 228.5
2005 11 481 2,386 216.9
2003 13 626 3,145 241.9
2002 14 643 3,065 218.9
PASSING OFFENSE
SWC
YEAR GAMES ATTEMPTS COMPLETIONS PASS YARDS AVG./GAME
1971 11 293 170 2,327 211.5
1970 11 286 160 2,448 222.5
1937 10 NA NA 1,850 185.0
SEC
YEAR GAMES ATTEMPTS COMPLETIONS PASS YARDS AVG./GAME
2011 13 471 299 3,909 300.7 
2010 13 465 301 4,338 333.7 
2009 13 403 225 3,624 278.8
SCORING OFFENSE
SWC
YEAR GAMES TOTAL POINTS AVG. / GAME
1971 11 343 31.2
1966 10 218 21.8
1965 10 324 32.4
1964 10 221 22.1
1962 10 286 28.6
1960 10 179 17.9
1957 10 187 18.7
1937 10 NA 18.6
1933 10 NA 20.6
1928 9 NA 27.9
SEC
YEAR GAMES TOTAL POINTS AVG. / GAME
2011 13 478 36.8 
2009 13 468 36.0
THIRD DOWN DEFENSE
SEC
YEAR GAMES CONV ATT  PCT
2010 13 62 185 .335
RED ZONE OFFENSE
SEC
YEAR GAMES RED ZONE PCT. TDS RUSH TD/PASS TD FGM-FGA  
2010 13 44-49 .898 34 17/17 10-10 
2009* 13 47-49 .959 35 19/16 12-14
2004 11 35-40 .875 32 20/12 3-5  
TURNOVER MARGIN
SEC 
 —— GAINED —— —— LOST ——  
YEAR GAMES FUM INT TOT FUM INT TOT MARG PER/G
2003 13 16 17 33 13 9 22 +11 0.85
2002 14 17 19 36 6 13 19 +17 1.21
TOTAL DEFENSE
SWC
YEAR GAMES RUSH YARDS PASS YARDS TOTAL YARDS AVG / GAME 
1960 10 1,330 641 1,971 197.1
1962 10 907 1,094 2,001 200.1
1964 10 970 835 1,805 180.5
1966 10 997 1,507 2,504 250.4
1967 10 1,415 1,346 2,761 276.1
1970 11 1,353 1,585 2,938 267.1
1971 11 1,419 1,334 2,753 250.3
1982 11 1,064 1,670 2,734 248.5
1984 11 1,336 1,883 3,219 292.6
SEC
YEAR GAMES RUSH YARDS PASS YARDS TOTAL YARDS AVG / GAME 
2000 11 1,530 1,683 3,213 292.1
RUSHING DEFENSE
SWC
YEAR GAMES ATTEMPTS RUSH YARDS AVG / GAME
1951 10 461 1,226 122.6
1962 10 382 907 90.7
1965 10 355 756 75.6
1966 10 388 997 99.7
1968 10 430 1,380 138.0
1971 11 479 1,419 129.0
1982 11 420 1,064 96.7
1985 11 425 1,278 116.2
1987 12 393 1,198 99.8
1988 11 394 1,010 91.8
SEC
YEAR GAMES ATTEMPTS RUSH YARDS AVG / GAME
1995 12 424 1,251 104.3
PASSING DEFENSE
SWC
YEAR GAMES ATTEMPTS COMPLETIONS PASS YARDS AVG / GAME
1954 10 122 48 538 53.8
1961 10 121 57 629 62.9
1977 11 227 98 984 89.5
SEC
YEAR GAMES ATTEMPTS COMPLETIONS PASS YARDS AVG / GAME
2000 11 302 143 1,683 153.0
SCORING DEFENSE
SWC
YEAR GAMES TOTAL POINTS AVG / GAME
1954 10 90 9.0
1964* 10 57 5.7
1965 10 104 10.4
1966 10 73 7.3
1969 10 76 7.6
1977 11 95 8.6
1982 11 115 10.5
1984 11 138 12.5
1985 11 129 11.7
1986 11 142 12.9
1988 11 173 15.7
KICKOFF RETURNS
SEC
YEAR GAMES RET YARDS TDS AVG
2005* 11 33 965 1 29.2
PUNTING
SEC
YEAR GAMES PUNTS YARDS AVG./PUNT
2012 12 54 2416 44.7
PUNT RETURNS
SEC
YEAR GAMES RET YARDS TDS AVG
2010 13 20 311 1 15.6
PAT KICKING
SEC
YEAR GAMES MADE ATT PCT
2012 12 33 33 100.0
* NCAA Leader
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ATTENDANCE RECORDS
ALL GAMES
Any Game:  107,262 at Tennessee, Nov. 11, 2000
Regular Season Game 107,262 at Tennessee, Nov. 11, 2000 
Season Total 926,552 in 13 games, 2009
  900,982 in 13 games, 2015 
  844,611 in 12 games, 2008
HOME GAMES
Any Game (Fayetteville) 76,808 vs. Alabama, 2010 (DWRRS)
Any Game (Little Rock) 55,912 vs. Alabama, 1992 (WMS) 
Season Total (Fayetteville) 443,368 in 2006 (6 games)
Season Total (Little Rock) 221,686 in 1979 (4 games) 
Season Total (Both) 554,621 in 2006 (8 games)
Season Average (Fayetteville) 73,895 in 2006 
Season Average (Little Rock) 55,757 in 2010
Season Average (Both) 69,328 in 2006 
DONALD W. REYNOLDS RAZORBACK STADIUM
Top 10 Crowds
Rk Opp Date Attendance
1. Alabama Sept. 25, 2010      76,808
2. Tennessee  Nov. 11, 2006        76,728
3. USC Sept. 2, 2006       76,564
4. Texas Sept. 11, 2004        75,671
5. Alabama   Sept. 23, 2006       74,687
6. Alabama   Sept. 15, 2012        74,617
7. Georgia    Sept. 19, 2009      74,210
8. Auburn     Oct. 8, 2011         74,191
9. Ole Miss   Oct. 25, 2008        74,168
10. Auburn     Oct. 11, 2003        74,026
WAR MEMORIAL STADIUM
Top 10 Crowds
Rk Opp Date Attendance
1. Alabama  Sept. 19, 1992      55,912
2. Texas    Oct. 20, 1979     55,838
3. LSU   Nov. 24, 2006     55,833
4. LSU Nov. 27, 1998     55,831
5. LSU   Nov. 26, 2004   55,829
6. North Texas  Sept. 20, 2003    55,825
7. Oklahoma State Sept. 20, 1980    55,822
8. S. Florida Sept. 14, 2002     55.817
9. Oklahoma State Sept. 22, 1979   55,812
10. LSU     Nov. 27, 2010      55,808
ON THE ROAD
Top 10 Crowds
Rk Opp Date Attendance
1. Tennessee  Nov. 11, 2000 107,262
2. Tennessee  Nov. 14, 1998 106,365
3. Tennessee  Oct. 5, 2002    105,688
4. Tennessee   Nov. 10, 2007   104,459
5. Tennessee   Nov. 16, 1996  103,158
6. Alabama Oct. 10, 2015 101,821
 Alabama  Oct. 19, 2013  101,821
 Alabama    Sept. 24, 2011     101,821
9. LSU Nov. 14, 2015 101,699
10. Tennessee Oct. 3, 2015 101,265
YEARLY ATTENDANCE
Year Fayetteville Little Rock Totals 
1944 (3) 10,820 (1) 11043 21,863
1945 (3) 26,908 (1) 13,878 40,786
1946 (4) 35,175 (1) 16,624 51,799
1947 (3) 41,976 (1) 13,934 55,910
1948 (3) 43,440 (4) 96,092 139,532
1949 (3) 45,213 (3) 65,129 110,342
1950 (3) 41,970 (3) 67,017 108,987
1951 (3) 49,563 (3) 54,334 103,897
1952 (3) 38,563 (3) 64,327 102,890
1953 (3) 41,155 (3) 62,231 103,386
1954 (3) 55,189 (2) 70,454 125,643
1955 (3) 60,597 (3) 92,882 153,479
1956 (3) 57,806 (3) 96,127 153,933
1957 (3) 68,482 (3) 92,230 160,712
1958 (3) 71,412 (3) 98,040 169,452
1959 (3) 73,327 (3) 109,997 183,324
1960 (3) 87,200 (3) 120,420 207,620
1961 (3) 82,500 (3) 114,000 196,500
1962 (3) 92,800 (3) 114,200 207,000
1963 (3) 83,230 (4) 163,700 246,930
1964 (3) 92,150 (3) 118,640 210,790
1965 (3) 115,350 (4) 178,500 293,850
1966 (3) 122,900 (3) 135,050 257,950
1967 (3) 121,953 (4) 187,634 309,587
1968 (3) 126,958 (3) 148,221 275,179
1969 (3) 131,355 (4) 170,717 302,072
1970 (3) 123,000 (4) 194,000 317,000
1971 (4) 163,977 (4) 217,244 381,221
1972 (3) 120,015 (4) 209,102 329,117
1973 (3) 120,439 (4) 179,542 299,981
1974 (3) 120,500 (4) 200,309 320,809
1975 (3) 118,460 (4) 201,575 320,035
1976 (3) 121,657 (4) 194,462 316,119
1977 (3) 131,611 (4) 214,991 346,602
1978 (3) 135,284 (3) 164,266 299,550
1979 (3) 132,345 (4) 221,686 354,031
1980 (3) 122,047 (4) 214,874 336,921
1981 (3) 129,991 (3) 163,710 293,701
1982 (3) 132,486 (4) 217,904 350,390
1983 (3) 131,102 (4) 193,160 324,262
1984 (3) 123,908 (4) 219,568 343,476
1985 (2) 104,856 (4) 218,640 323,496
1986 (4) 191,880 (3) 165,248 357,128
1987 (3) 132,734 (3) 137,412 270,146
1988 (3) 138,066 (4) 205,390 343,456
1989 (3) 156,366 (3) 150,464 306,830
1990 (3) 146,650 (4) 199,842 346,492
1991 (3) 131,420 (4) 191,578 322,998
1992 (3) 118,001 (3) 150,505 268,506
1993 (3) 125,946 (3) 155,928 281,874
1994 (3) 139,757 (3) 149,419 289,176
1995 (3) 144,116 (3) 162,835 306,951
1996 (3) 139,549 (4) 172,313 311,862
1997 (3) 127,020 (3) 153,704 280,724
1998 (3) 148,440 (3) 167,157 315,597
1999 (3) 155,844 (3) 165,996 321,840
2000 (4) 203,238 (3) 152,214 355,452
2001 (5) 319,207 (2) 105,727 424,934
2002 (5) 331,832 (3) 154,184 486,016
2003 (5) 333,677 (2) 111,442 445,119
2004 (5) 353,446 (1) 55,829 409,275
2005 (4) 272,149 (2) 109,921 382,070
2006 (6) 443,368 (2) 111,253 554,621
2007 (6) 418,239 (2) 110,021 528,260
2008 (5) 357,113 (2) 110,373 467,486
2009 (5) 344,577 (2) 111,206 455,783
2010 (5) 357,783 (2) 111,513 469,296
2011 (5) 360,566 (2) 108,367 468,933
2012 (6) 420,943 (2) 108,467 529,410
2013 (5) 338,618 (2) 92,556 431,174
2014 (6) 399,124 (1) 54,959 454,083
2015 (6) 421,688 (1) 49,591 471,279
Totals 11,521,027 9,685,868 21,206,895
OPPONENT RECORDS
INDIVIDUAL OFFENSE
Rushing Attempts: 41, Travis Stephens, Tennessee, 2001
Rushing Yards: 281, Tony Temple, Missouri, 2007
Rushing TDs: 4, Tony Temple, Missouri, 2007
Pass Attempts: 67, Kolton Browning, Louisiana Monroe, 2012; Tim Couch, Kentucky, 1998
Pass Completions: 47, Tim Couch, Kentucky, 1998
Passing Yards: 508, Dak Prescott, Mississippi State, 2015 
Completion Percentage: .895 (17-19), Jason Campbell, Auburn, 2004
Interceptions Thrown: 8, Gary Carter, SMU, 1970
TD Passes: 7, David Klingler, Houston, 1990
Receptions: 17, Willie Gosha, Auburn, 1995
Receiving Yards: 222, Willie Gosha, Auburn, 1995
Yards Per Catch: 37.8 (4-151), Edward Pope, Texas A&M, 2014
TD Receptions: 3, J. Armstead, Ole Miss, 2001; Cedrick Wilson, Tennessee, 2000; 
 Reidel Anthony, Florida, 1996; Emanuel Tolbert, SMU, 1976; Don Ellis, Texas A&M, 1952 
Total Offensive Plays: 83, Kolton Browning, Louisiana Monroe, 2012
Total Offensive Yards: 557 (104 rushing, 453 passing), Johnny Manziel, Texas A&M, 2012
Total Punts: 14, Eddie Hare, Tulsa, 1978
Punting Yards: 578, Eddie Hare, Tulsa, 1978
Punting Average: 55.5 (2-111), Brian Diehl, Alabama, 1993
Punt Returns: 8, Robert Dunn (58 yards), Auburn, 2007
Punt Return Yards: 125, Marquis Maze, Alabama, 2011
Interceptions: 4, Jack Boring, Texas A&M, 1952
Interception Return Yards: 98, Eric Berry (2 interceptions), Tennessee, 2007 
Kickoff Returns: 9, Johnny Sears (200 yards), Eastern Michigan, 2009
Kickoff Return Yards: 225, Chris Gulliver (8 returns), South Carolina, 2007 
Touchdowns Responsible For: 7, David Klingler, Houston, 1990
Points Responsible For: 42, David Klingler, Houston, 1990
Extra Points Made: 9, Alex Walls, Tennessee, 2000
Field Goals Attempted: 7, Abby Daigle, Oklahoma State, 1974
Field Goals Made: 5, Dan Nystrom, Minnesota, 2002; Brian Hazelwood, Mississippi State, 1998; 
Jeff Ward, Texas, 1985 
Longest Rushing Play: 97, John Avery, Ole Miss, 1997
Longest Passing Play: 99, Gino Torretta to Horace Copeland, Miami, 1991
Longest Punt Return: 92, Tyrann Mathieu, LSU, 2011; Fred Jacob, Rice, 1942
Longest Kickoff Return: 100, Marlon McClure, UTEP, 2010; Deuce McAllister, Ole Miss, 1999; 
 Arthur Washington, SMU, 1974; Anthony Davis, Southern Cal, 1974 
Longest Punt: 88, Larry Isbell, Baylor, 1950
Longest Field Goal: 58, Russell Erxleben, Texas, 1977
TEAM OFFENSE
First Downs: 34, Baylor, 1983
First Downs Rushing: 26, Texas, 1970
First Downs Passing: 22, Texas A&M, 2012; Louisiana Monroe, 2012
Rushing Attempts: 90, Texas, 1970
Rushing Yards: 505, Rice, 1953
Pass Attempts: 68, Louisiana Monroe, 2012
Pass Completions: 47, Kentucky, 1998
Passing Yards: 508, Mississippi State, 2015
TD Passes: 7, Houston, 1990
Total Offense Plays: 103, Louisiana Monroe, 2012; Kentucky, 2003 (7OT)
Total Offense Yards: 736, Southern California, 2005
Total Punts: 14, Tulsa, 1978
Punt Yards: 578, Tulsa, 1978
Fewest Punts: 0, Northwestern (La.) State, 1947
Punt Returns: 8, Auburn (58 yards), 2007
Punt Return Yards: 125, Alabama, 2011
Kickoff Returns: 11, North Texas (215 yards), 2007
Kickoff Return Yards: 271, UTEP (10 returns), 2010
Total Points: 103, Oklahoma, 1918
Extra Points Made: 10, Southern California, 2005
Field Goals Attempted: 7, Oklahoma State, 1974
Field Goals Made: 5, Minnesota, 2002; Mississippi State, 1998; Texas, 1985
TEAM DEFENSE
Fewest Arkansas First Downs: 3, vs. Baylor, 1958
Fewest Arkansas First Downs Rushing: 0, vs. Florida, 1997
Fewest Arkansas First Downs Passing: 0, 14 times (Last time vs. SMU, 1991)
Fewest Arkansas Rushing Attempts: 19, vs. Rutgers, 2012; at Alabama, 2011
Fewest Arkansas Net Rushing Yards: -56, vs. Florida, 1997
Fewest Arkansas Passes Attempted: 0, vs. Oklahoma State, 1976
Fewest Arkansas Passes Completed: 0, Five times (Last time vs. Texas A&M, 1991)
Most Arkansas Passes Intercepted: 8, vs. SMU, 1951
Most Interception Return Yards: 132, vs. Tennessee (3 interceptions), 2007
Fewest Arkansas Yards Passing: -11, vs. USC, 1974
Fewest Arkansas Total Offensive Plays: 26, vs. Texas, 1947
Fewest Arkansas Total Offensive Yards: 42, vs. UCLA, 1988 (21 rush, 21 pass)
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Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium (DWRRS) will serve as the home of 
Razorback Football for the 79th season during the 2016 campaign. Since opening 
in 1938, the Razorbacks have played 274 games at the current site, winning more 
than 65 percent of their contests.
Located on the western side of campus, DWRRS was formerly known as 
Razorback Stadium before being renamed in 2001 in honor of the late Donald 
W. Reynolds. The playing field is named in honor of former athletic director and 
the winningest, longest-tenured head football coach in UA history, Frank Broyles. 
Upon undergoing many modifications, DWRRS gives the University of Arkansas 
one of the finest football facilities in the nation. The Home of the Razorbacks 
will soon undergo another major transformation. In July 2016, the University of 
Arkansas Board of Trustees approved a $160M stadium renovation and north end 
zone addition scheduled to be completed prior to the 2018 season.
The most recent addition of note is the video display in the north end zone, 
part of the scoreboard renovation in 2012. Built upon LSI’s SMARTVISION® LED 
technology, the 16mm video display is currently the fourth-largest on-campus 
video display in the country. Measuring at nearly 167’ x 38’, nearly doubling the 
dimensions of the former video board, the display gives the stadium a true high 
definition video display area with the actual width exceeding HD resolution.
Prior to the 2001 season, the stadium underwent a dramatic advancement — a 
$110 million project, which included a $20 million gift from the Donald W. Reynolds 
Foundation, increased the seating capacity from 51,000 to 72,000.
The renovation included reconstructed concourses with a brick facade that 
completely enclosed the concrete and steel below the stands. In addition, the 
concourses were widened, and concession areas and restrooms were replaced.
Known as “Championship Alley,” the east concourse displays all 13 conference 
championships, the 1964 national title and every football letterman. The south 
end zone concourse, “All-American Alley,” is dedicated to the 55 Razorback 
All-Americans. The west concourse, “Bowl Alley,” commemorates each of the 
program’s 41 bowl teams.
Another noticeable addition was the enclosure of the south end zone, which 
features chair back seating and the addition of approximately 7,300 total seats as 
well as a food court with vendor space. 
Along with an expanded press box, which includes Orville Henry Press Row, 68 
luxury suites/skyboxes were added, bringing the total to 134. 
The 15,000 square foot Bob and Marilyn Bogle Academic Center and the 
3,800 square foot Wilson Matthews A Club was added on the east side next to a 
6,500-seat upper deck that is complemented by enclosed premium club seating. 
The stadium’s capacity includes 8,950 club seats, inside and out.
One of the first ever expansion projects occurred in 1950 and included the 
construction of a new press box and 5,200 more seats on the west side. Another 
5,200-seat addition to the east side was completed in 1957.
Earlier building eff orts in 1965 and 1969 raised capacity to 42,678 – a figure held 
steady for more than a decade.
Prior to 2001, the last previous expansion occurred before the 1985 season and 
added additional seats and skyboxes, bringing the facility to 50,000 seats. 
Other improvements during the facility’s history include the addition of 
Astroturf in 1969 as well as the construction of the Broyles Athletic center. Since 
its development, the Razorbacks’ game-day locker room resides at the north 
end of the stadium in the facility. The athletic center, which also houses athletic 
administration, underwent renovations in 1994. The DWRRS playing surface then 
returned to natural grass in 1995 prior to its transition to synthetic turf in 2009.
Making its debut on Sept. 24, 1938 as Arkansas defeated Oklahoma A&M, 27-7, the 
stadium was dedicated later that year on Oct. 8 when the Razorbacks hosted Baylor.
Constructed as a Works Progress Administration project with an original 
capacity of 13,500, the facility was first enlarged upon the arrival of John Barnhill 
as athletic director in 1947 when an additional 2,500 seats were added to the north 
end of the east and west grandstands.
Prior to 1938, the Razorbacks played in a 300-seat stadium built in 1901 on land 
atop “The Hill,” now occupied by Mullins Library and the Fine Arts Center.
DONALD W. REYNOLDS RAZORBACK STADIUM
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DWRRS FAST FACTS
CAPACITY: 72,000
FIRST GAME: Sept. 24, 1938 - Arkansas 27, Oklahoma 7
DEDICATED: Oct. 8, 1938 - Baylor 9, Arkansas 6
DWRRS RECORD: 182-90-2 (.668)
FAYETTEVILLE RECORD: 300-125-10 (.701)
ALL-TIME TOP 10 CROWDS
RK OPPONENT DATE ATTENDANCE
1. Alabama.......................................................... Sept. 25, 2010 .............................................76,808
2. Tennessee ........................................................ Nov. 11, 2006 ..............................................76,728
3. Southern California ...................................... Sept. 2, 2006  ............................................ 76,564
4. Texas .................................................................Sept. 11, 2004  ............................................. 75,671
5. Alabama......................................................... Sept. 23, 2006  ............................................ 74,687
6. Alabama........................................................... Sept. 15, 2012  ..............................................74,617
7. Georgia ...........................................................Sept. 19, 2009  ............................................. 74,210
8. Auburn ..................................................................Oct. 8, 2011  .............................................. 74.191
9. Ole Miss............................................................ Oct. 25, 2008  ............................................. 74,168
10. Auburn ............................................................... Oct. 11, 2003  .............................................74,026
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For more than five decades, Frank Broyles helped 
shape intercollegiate athletics as a legendary 
coach, nationally respected administrator and a 
tireless goodwill ambassador for his university and 
state. In July 2014, Broyles stepped away from his 
day-to-day duties with the Razorback Foundation 
after a combined 55 years of service with the 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics and 
Razorback Foundation. Broyles continues to serve as 
Athletics Director Emeritus.   
In his 19-year stint as 
Arkansas’ head coach, 
the Razorbacks posted 
a record of 144-58-5, 
captured seven SWC 
championships, one 
national championship 
and earned 10 bowl 
berths. Broyles was a 
six-time SWC Coach 
of the Year and became the mentor to dozens of 
assistant coaches preparing them for successful 
head coaching careers in both college and pro 
football. His impact on the coaching profession is 
best measured in the development of more than 40 
head coaches. Former Broyles’ assistant coaches 
have combined to win five Super Bowls, five national 
championships, more than 40 conference titles and 
more than 2,000 games. His legacy is celebrated 
annually with the presentation of the Broyles Award 
to the nation’s top assistant football coach.
Broyles assumed the role of athletic director in 
July 1973 and remained in that position long after 
retiring from coaching in 1976. While universally 
recognized for his coaching prowess, it was his 
keen administrative and business skills that allowed 
Broyles to charter a steady course of success for 
the Razorbacks. Broyles laid the groundwork for 
transforming the athletic program into an all sport 
program that produced 41 national championships, 
57 SWC and 48 SEC championships, 22 bowl 
appearances and a bevy of other team and individual 
accomplishments under his tenure. 
On Nov. 3 2007, Frank Broyles Field, the 
on-campus football playing field for the Arkansas 
Razorbacks within Donald W. Reynolds Razorback 
Stadium, was named for the long-time head football 
coach and athletic director. The field was dedicated 
at halftime of the Arkansas-South Carolina game in an 
on-field ceremony that included Broyles once again 
leading former Razorback football lettermen through 
the “A” and a surprise visit from broadcasting legend 
and Broyles’ former ABC Sports broadcasting partner 
Keith Jackson. The dedication culminated a memorable 
weekend that also included a reunion of former football 
lettermen spanning Coach Broyles’ 19-year career as 
the Razorbacks’ head football coach.
On Nov. 23, 2013, a bronze statue was dedicated 
in Broyles honor in front of the Broyles Athletic 
Center. The statue, sculpted by Dr. Gary Renegar, 
stands seven and a half feet and weighs more than 
700 pounds.
FRANK BROYLES
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The Razorbacks’ home venue in Central Arkansas 
for 69 years, War Memorial Stadium/AT&T Field is 
slated to host Arkansas football games until 2018 after 
an extension was signed in 2013. During that span, the 
facility will host one UA game annually.
Three-year UA letterman and Congressional 
Medal of Honor Winner Maurice (Footsie) Britt was 
the featured speaker during dedication ceremonies 
for War Memorial Stadium on Sept. 18, 1948. On that 
day, a crowd of 24,950 (a record football attendance 
in Arkansas at that time) watched the Razorbacks 
defeat Abilene Christian, 40-6.
During its existence, the facility has expanded 
from its original capacity of 31,000 to its current figure 
of 54,120.
A complete lighting system and Astroturf surface 
were added for the 1970 season with a new artificial 
surface to follow in 1974. Ten years later, another 
new layer of artificial turf was installed before a 
return to natural grass was made in 1994. AstroPlay 
was installed for the 2002 season. War Memorial 
Stadium installed a new turf manufactured by 
Field Turf during the summer of 2010 and the field 
was named AT&T Field. In addition, a new $7.5 
million press box that includes 500 club seats was 
constructed for the 2010 football season. The War 
Memorial Stadium Commission, along with the 
University of Arkansas Athletic Department, has 
renovated the Razorback Letterman’s Club and 
Recruit Room. 
In 1974, the press box was honored as the best 
in the nation by the Football Writers Association of 
America, a recognition for the facility and the services 
provided. The press floor is now named for longtime 
sportswriter and an authority on Razorback history, 
Orville Henry.
WAR MEMORIAL STADIUM
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WAR MEMORIAL STADIUM FACTS
Capacity: 54,120
First Game and Dedication: Sept. 18, 1948
 Arkansas 40, Abilene Christian 6
WMS Record: 149-60-4 (.709)
Little Rock Record: 166-67-4 (.712)
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In 2008, Arkansas and Texas A&M off icials agreed 
to enter into an agreement with AT&T Stadium, home 
of the Dallas Cowboys in Arlington, Texas to renew its 
long-time storied rivalry under the name “Southwest 
Classic.”
After a 16-year absence, the 2009 season marked 
the return of the rivalry between the former Southwest 
Conference foes. This time, the Razorbacks and 
Aggies clashed in a non-conference showdown 
where Arkansas claimed a 47-19 victory. The matchup 
followed suit in 2010 and 2011, both resulting in 
Razorback victories. 
Due to scheduling conflicts associated with the 
Aggies’ move to the SEC in 2012, the schools were forced 
to alternate home venues for the 2012 and 2013 contests; 
however, the contest returned to Arlington in 2014 and 
kicked off  the first game of an 11-year agreement.
Arkansas boasts a 4-2 record at AT&T Stadium and 
leads the all-time series versus the Aggies 41-28-3.
One of the most expensive sports venues ever 
built, AT&T Stadium was completed in 2009 and is 
fourth-largest in capacity in the NFL. Capacity can 
expand to seat upwards of 85,000 people. The $1.15 
billion project was spearheaded by Dallas Cowboys 
owner and former co-captain of the UA 1964 national 
championship team Jerry Jones.
Containing the world’s largest column-free interior 
and the fourth largest high definition video screen, 
which hangs from 20-yard line to 20-yard line, the facility 
also serves as a multi-purpose venue for concerts and 
other college and high school athletic events.
AT&T STADIUM
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AT&T STADIUM FACTS
CAPACITY: 71,815
FIRST GAME AND DEDICATION: Oct. 3, 2009 
 Arkansas 47, Texas A&M 19
AT&T STADIUM RECORD: 4-2 (.667)
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The 80,000 square-foot Fred W. Smith Football 
Center opened in 2013 and includes a spacious locker 
room, team meeting rooms, training room, equipment 
room, a student-athlete lounge and study area, coaches’ 
off ices, a recruiting reception area and football displays 
celebrating the tradition of Razorback Football. In the 
fall of 2012 as part of the football center project, two 
new practice fields and a parking deck were completed 
south of the Walker Family Training Center providing the 
football team with spectacular new practice venues and 
university faculty and students with approximately 225 
covered parking spaces.
Arkansas is also one of only six college football 
programs and one NFL team to own a piece 
of training equipment called STriVR, a virtual 
reality training software. The STriVR equipment 
allows the student-athletes to be immersed into a 
first-person 360 degree environment, taking a 
classroom approach to preparation while simulating 
real-time experiences on the football field.
FRED W. SMITH FOOTBALL CENTER
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“It is apparent Fred W. Smith and his family are 
extremely proud of the University of Arkansas 
and all it represents. They have been long-time 
fervent advocates of the Razorbacks and the 
entire state. He is a man of few words and lots 
of action and his generosity has once again 
demonstrated a strong devotion to our mission 
of winning championships. I am a big believer 
in preparing student-athletes for football and 
for life and I am pleased to associate Fred 
W. Smith’s name with the facility that will 
amplify our focus in these areas for countless 
future Razorbacks.”
BRET BIELEMA
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The Jerry and Gene Jones Family Student-
Athlete Success Center will help address the 
academic, nutritional, personal and professional 
development of more than 460 student-athletes in 
an approximately 55,000 square foot facility, creating 
an integrated academic support program focused on 
graduation of all student-athletes at the University 
of Arkansas.
•  31 Tutor Rooms (11 Large rooms for 6-8 people 
and 20 Small rooms for 2-4 people)
• 5,000-square feet of open study / lounge space
•  2,300-square feet of Computer Lab Space 
(2 computer labs — large and small)
• 1,500-square feet of Group Lab Space
• 25 Off ices for staff  and academic counselors
•  1,500-square feet in the Multi-Purpose Room 
with capacity of 90 or more
•  150 Seat Auditorium (Designed for hosting the 
Razorback Leadership Academy, seminars, 
guest speakers, large group presentations and 
other Athletic Academic programming with full 
A/V capabilities).
•  Designated area for Educational Enrichment 
Services
•  Designated area for Student-Athlete 
Development
•  Wellness area with off ices for staff  psychologist 
and nutritionist
•  Dining Hall with full-service kitchen and 
seating for approx. 250 people
JONES FAMILY STUDENT-ATHLETE SUCCESS CENTER
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RAZORBACK COMMUNICATIONS
The Arkansas Communications Off ice appreciates yours interest in Razorback 
football and strives to assist you in your coverage. A list of our staff  members, our 
address and our telephone and fax numbers follows:
OFFICE: 479-575-2751
FAX: 479-575-7481
FAYETTEVILLE PRESS BOX: (479) 575-6622
LITTLE ROCK PRESS BOX: (501) 663-0514
MAILING ADDRESS:
 Razorback Communications
 P.O. Box 7777
 Fayetteville, AR 72701
OVERNIGHT/PHYSICAL ADDRESS:
 University of Arkansas
 Razorback Communications
 350 N. Razorback Rd.
 Fayetteville, AR 72701
FOOTBALL CONTACTS
Patrick Pierson
 Assistant AD/Communications
 Cell ....................................................................................................... (479) 387-8569
 Off ice ...................................................................................................(479) 575-2752
 Email ........................................................................................ pspierso@uark.edu
 Twitter ................................................................................................. @Pierson_SID
Brandon Langlois
 Communications Assistant
 Cell ............................................................................................................................................
 Off ice ..................................................................................................(479) 575-3696
 Email .......................................................................................... langlois@uark.edu
 Twitter ...................................................................................................@BMLanglois
John Thomas
 Assistant Communications Director 
 Cell ........................................................................................................(479) 313-2564
 Off ice .................................................................................................. (479) 575-7430
 Email ........................................................................................ jfthomas@uark.edu
 Twitter ...........................................................................................@John__Thomas
COMMUNICATIONS & DIGITAL STAFF
MEDIA INFORMATION
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DAVID 
BEALL 
ASSOCIATE 
DIRECTOR
JERI 
THORPE
ASSOCIATE 
DIRECTOR
JOY 
EKEMA-AGBAW
ASSISTANT 
DIRECTOR
ZACH 
LAWSON
ASSISTANT 
DIRECTOR
ROLAND 
LIWAG 
CONTENT 
STRATEGIST 
INTERVIEWS
Interviews with our coaches and student-athletes are encouraged, but we require 
all interview arrangements be made via the Arkansas Communications Off ice. 
Coaches and student-athletes are instructed to decline any interviews not pre-
arranged by the Communications Off ice. University of Arkansas football coaches 
and student-athletes are generally available for in-person interviews during 
a game week. All student-athlete and assistant coach interview requests must 
be made at least one day in advance to allow time to facilitate the notification 
process. Telephone interviews can be arranged, but student-athletes’ telephone 
numbers will not be provided and student-athletes are instructed to politely 
decline interviews when contacted by telephone.  Student housing, the training 
room, the weight room and locker rooms are off -limits to members of the media.
DAILY PRACTICE
Following select practice sessions, select members of the coaching staff  or 
student-athletes will be available for group interviews with the media. Video and 
still photographers from accredited media outlets wishing to shoot practices are 
asked to consult with the Communications Off ice for current guidelines prior to 
arrival at the practice field.
WEEKLY PRESS CONFERENCE OPPORTUNITIES
Please consult the Arkansas Communications Off ice for the schedule of weekly 
press opportunities for Coach Bielema and student-athletes. 
SEC WEEKLY COACHES’ TELECONFERENCE
In conjunction with the Southeastern Conference, head coach Bret Bielema will 
participate each week in the league’s teleconference of football coaches. The 
teleconferences will be conducted each Wednesday from Aug. 31 to Nov. 23 from 10 
a.m. CT to 12:10 p.m. CT. Accredited media members only may access the broadcast-
quality teleconference. Callers may participate in the question-and-answer session 
with an individual coach or all SEC coaches. For more information and the 
teleconference number, contact the SEC Media Relations Off ice at (205) 458-3000.
10:00 a.m. Les Miles, LSU 11:10 a.m. Barry Odom, Missouri
10:10 a.m.  Kirby Smart, Georgia   11:20 a.m. Hugh Freeze, Ole Miss
10:20 a.m. Jim McElwain, Florida 11:30 a.m. Kevin Sumlin, Texas A&M
10:30 a.m.  Derek Mason, Vanderbilt 11:40 a.m. Mark Stoops, Kentucky
10:40 a.m. Nick Saban, Alabama 11:50 a.m. Dan Mullen, Mississippi St.
10:50 a.m. Butch Jones, Tennessee Noon Will Muschamp, South Carolina
11:00 a.m. Bret Bielema, Arkansas 12:10 p.m. Gus Malzahn, Auburn
ARKANSAS FTP SITE
An FTP site is available for members of the media. For more information concerning 
the FTP site, contact Michelle Glover (mlglover@uark.edu). 
GAME CREDENTIAL REQUESTS
All requests for media and/or photo credentials must be made online at www.
SportsSystems.com/Arkansas. Requests should be made at least two weeks in advance.
Credentials must be requested and will be granted on a game-by-game basis only. No 
multi-game or full season credentials will be issued. 
Please see media credentialing guidelines online at www.SportsSystems.com/
Arkansas. Space limitations prevent accommodation of weekly media representatives. 
Only fully accredited personnel directly involved in the coverage of the game will 
be admitted. Credentials are non-transferable. The Arkansas Communications Off ice 
reserves the right to revoke any credential: (1) used by an individual other than the one 
for whom it was granted; (2) any individual who refuses to comply with press box and/
or photographic area guidelines; (3) any individual who is not an accredited member of 
the media; (4) any individual under the age of 16. 
Credentials will not be mailed. They may be picked up beginning three hours prior 
to kickoff  at the media will call station at the base of the elevator at both Donald W. 
Reynolds Razorback Stadium in Fayetteville and War Memorial Stadium in Little Rock. 
Photo identification is required when picking up credentials.
GAMEDAY PARKING
Limited parking is available in Fayetteville and Little Rock for media members. 
Those media members needing parking should make the request at least two 
weeks in advance to allow time for mailing.
LIVE STATS
Live in-game stats will be provided for the media at http://arkansas.statbroadcast.com.
WIRELESS INTERNET
The Arkansas press box does have wireless access. Information on accessing the 
internet is available in the game day information packets in the press box.
BRENT 
HULL 
COMMUNICATIONS
ASSISTANT
TAYLOR 
MCGILLIS 
DIGITAL 
STRATEGIST 
MARY LYNN 
GIBSON  
SECRETARY 
 
AUSTIN 
MILLER
COMMUNICATIONS
ASSISTANT
WALT 
BEAZLEY  
PHOTOGRAPHER 
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The University of Arkansas Athletic Department and IMG are in their ninth year of a 
powerful partnership that created Razorback Sports Properties. As the multimedia 
rights-holder, Razorback Sports Properties (RSP) is responsible for the corporate 
marketing and advertising for all 19 sports.
Along with corporate branding through the Razorbacks, RSP also creates new 
programming and publications for Razorback fans. They continue to expand the 
coverage of the Razorback Sports Network. This statewide radio network, consisting 
of 45+ aff iliates, covers all of Arkansas and parts of all six surrounding states.
The off icial radio and television shows of Razorback Football continue to grow in 
attendance and viewership. The radio show is held weekly at the Catfish Hole and 
is aired live on the Razorback Sports Network. The off icial television show is aired 
statewide on Sunday nights and regionally throughout the week during football season.
Inside Razorback Athletics, the off icial magazine of Razorback Athletics continues 
to give Razorback fans a behind the scenes look into the University of Arkansas 
Athletic Department.
CHUCK BARRETT — PLAY-BY-PLAY
Barrett is entering his 10th season as the play-by-play announcer 
for the Razorbacks and he’s no stranger to Arkansas fans 
or the Razorback Sports Network broadcast team. This is his 
22nd year on the broadcast crew, including spending 13 years 
as the executive producer. Prior to taking over play-by-play 
responsibilities in the 2007 season, his duties included hosting 
the pre-game show, halftime and scoreboard shows, and the 
football version of the Razorback Report. He has also worked as the play-by-play man 
for baseball from 1992 to 2014 and added men’s basketball play-by-play to his duties 
prior to the 2010-11 season. Barrett was recognized by the National Sportswriters and 
Sportscasters Hall of Fame as the 2007, 2008 and 2009 Arkansas Sportscaster of the Year.
KEITH JACKSON — COLOR ANALYST
Jackson is in his 17th season as a part of the broadcast 
team. The Little Rock native was a two-time All-American 
at Oklahoma, and a six-time Pro Bowl and three-time 
All-Pro selection, playing in the NFL with Philadelphia, 
Miami and Green Bay, and winning a Super Bowl 
championship with the Packers. Jackson has worked as an 
analyst for TNT and FOX Sports network telecasts.
QUINN GROVEY – CO-HOST & SIDELINE
Grovey is in his 19th year on the broadcast team. The 
former Hog quarterback is a co-host of the pre-game and 
post-game shows, and provides insight during games 
as a sideline reporter. Grovey is a senior manager of 
human resources for Walmart. A three-year starter for the 
Razorbacks, Grovey led Arkansas to Southwest Conference 
titles in 1988 and 1989, and was named to the program’s 
1980s All-Century team. 
RICK SCHAEFFER — CO-HOST
Schaeff er is in his 23rd year with Razorback football. He 
was the color analyst for 10 seasons and is now a co-host 
for the pre-game, halftime and post-game shows. Schaeff er 
worked in the Arkansas Sports Information Department for 
24 years, 21 of those years serving as director. Rick is the 
communications director for the Springdale School District 
and the co-host of Drive Time Sports on 103.7 The Buzz.
SCOTT INMAN — CO-HOST
Inman is in his 10th year as host of the pre-game and postgame 
shows for Razorback football. It’s his 18th overall season with 
the network, having first served as studio host. Inman currently 
is the director of business development for GenWealth Financial 
Advisors and previously was the anchor of the 5 p.m., 6 p.m., 
and 10 p.m. newscasts for KATV in Little Rock. 
RAZORBACK SPORTS PROPERTIES
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2016 AFFILIATES
As Of June 23, 2016
Arkadelphia ......................................................................................................................KYXK-FM 106.9
Batesville ..........................................................................................................................KWOZ-FM 103.3
Berryville ...........................................................................................................................KTHS-AM 1480
Blytheville ..........................................................................................................................KHLS-FM 96.3
Camden ............................................................................................................................... KCXY-FM 95.3
Cherokee Village ..............................................................................................................KSAR-FM 92.3
Crossett ............................................................................................................................. KAGH-AM 800
Crossett ............................................................................................................................KAGH-FM 104.9
De Queen ............................................................................................................................ KDQN-FM 92.1
DeWitt ..................................................................................................................................KDEW-FM 97.3
El Dorado ............................................................................................................................ KMRX-FM 96.1
Fayetteville ........................................................................................................................KAKS-FM 99.5
Fayetteville .......................................................................................................................KUOA-AM 1290
Fayetteville .........................................................................................................................KIGL-FM  93.3
Fayetteville ........................................................................................................................ KQSM-FM 92.1
Forrest City ........................................................................................................................ KBFC-FM 93.5
Fort Smith .......................................................................................................................... KERX-FM 95.3
Glenwood .............................................................................................................................KHGZ-AM 670
Glenwood ............................................................................................................................KHGZ-FM 98.9
Hamburg ............................................................................................................................KHMB-FM 99.5
Heber Springs .................................................................................................................KAWW-AM 1370
Helena .................................................................................................................................KFFA-AM 1360
Helena ................................................................................................................................. KFFA-FM 103.1
Hope ................................................................................................................................... KHPA-FM 104.9
Horseshoe Bend ...............................................................................................................KKIK-FM 106.5
Hot Springs ....................................................................................................................... KLBL-FM 104.5
Jonesboro ......................................................................................................................... KEGI-FM 100.5
Little Rock .........................................................................................................................KABZ-FM 103.7
Magnolia ........................................................................................................................... KZHE-FM 100.5
Marshall ............................................................................................................................KBCN-FM 104.3
Mena ....................................................................................................................................KTTG-FM 96.3
Monett, MO ..........................................................................................................................KKBL-FM 95.9
Monticello...........................................................................................................................KGPQ-FM 99.9
Morrilton ............................................................................................................................KVOM-FM 101.7
Mountain Home .............................................................................................................. KOMT-FM 107.5
Ozark...................................................................................................................................KDYN-AM 1540
Ozark....................................................................................................................................KDYN-FM 96.7
Pocahontas ....................................................................................................................... KPOC-FM 104.1
Pocahontas .......................................................................................................................KPOC-AM 1420
Russellville .........................................................................................................................KCAB-AM 980
Russellville ........................................................................................................................KCJC-FM 102.3
Ruston, LA ..........................................................................................................................KRLQ-FM  94.1
Searcy.................................................................................................................................. KSMD-FM 99.1
Stuttgart ...........................................................................................................................KWAK-FM 105.5
Texarkana, TX ................................................................................................................... KKTK-AM 1400
Wynne .................................................................................................................................KWYN-FM 92.5
Wynne ................................................................................................................................KWYN-AM 1400
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JEFF LONG
Entering his ninth full year as Vice Chancellor and Director of Athletics, Jeff  Long 
has helped transform the University of Arkansas’ Department of Intercollegiate 
Athletics into one of the most successful and mission driven programs in the 
country. Long, the 2015 SportsBusiness Journal (SBJ) and SportsBusiness Daily 
(SBD) Athletic Director of the Year, leads a program that encompasses 19 sports 
and more than 460 student-athletes.  
Long has focused every aspect of the Razorback program on achieving 
the mission of developing student-athletes to their fullest potential through 
intercollegiate athletics.  In the process, he has also emerged as a nationally 
respected leader within intercollegiate athletics and an influential voice on issues 
pertaining to student-athletes and their collegiate experience.  
Long served as the inaugural College Football Playoff  selection chairman for 
the 2014 and 2015 seasons and remains a member of the selection committee 
through 2017. He also currently serves as the athletics director representative on 
the Southeastern Conference’s Executive Committee. 
Even while representing his institution and the state in some of the most prestigious 
leadership positions in college sports, Long has guided the Razorback program to 
unprecedented success. In Long’s tenure, Arkansas has captured 29 conference 
championships and advanced to 123 post-season competitions, including the 
school’s first Bowl Championship Series appearance in football and national titles at 
the 2013 NCAA Men’s Indoor  and the 2015 NCAA Women’s Indoor Track and Field 
Championships and the 2016 NCAA Outdoor Track and Field Championships. In 
2015-16, Arkansas finished among the top 30 in the Learfield Sports Directors Cup for 
the eighth time in nine years, including the top 25 for the seventh time in that span. 
In addition to the second women’s national title in as many years, the Razorbacks 
completed a 2015-16 SEC triple crown in both men’s and women’s track and field 
winning all six team titles in cross country, indoor and outdoor track and field.
In the classroom, the Razorbacks continue to set new standards including posting 
a school record student-athlete grade point average of 3.25 in the fall 2015 semester. 
Arkansas led the conference in selections to the SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll, 
including a league high 40 football student-athletes. Razorback student-athletes 
finished the academic year with a 3.23 GPA in the spring semester marking the 13th 
consecutive term Razorback student-athletes posted a GPA exceeding 3.0. For the 
fourth consecutive year, Arkansas exceeded the national APR multi-year rate in all 
19 sports. Graduation success rates continue to rise with an average of 100 current 
or former Razorback student-athletes graduating each year.
Student-athlete development has also been a priority. A $10.65 million gift from 
the family of former Razorback and Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry Jones, the largest 
gift to athletics in more than two decades, transformed an already nationally 
recognized program into one that rivals any in the country. The Jerry and Gene 
Jones Family Student-Athlete Success Center is a 55,000 square foot facility 
dedicated to the development of more than 460 Razorback student-athletes.
Even before his appointment as the CFP Selection Committee’s Chairman, 
Long’s leadership and unwavering commitment to the student-athletes and 
maintaining integrity within intercollegiate athletics had not gone unnoticed. 
In 2013, Long was named as an Under Armour Athletics Director of the Year for 
the Football Bowl Subdivision. In 2012, Long was named a finalist for the SBJ/
SBD Athletic Director of the Year. In the spring of 2012, the Donald W. Reynolds 
Foundation and longtime chairman Fred W. Smith made a combined gift of 
more than $1.25 million to the program in recognition of Long’s leadership of 
Razorback Athletics. 
A member of the Chancellor’s Executive Committee, Long is helping to chart 
the course for the future of higher education at the University of Arkansas while 
integrating Razorback Athletics into the campus community. Arkansas is one of 
less than 25 institutions in the nation to have a financially self-sustaining athletics 
department. Razorback Athletics receives no state funding and does not collect a 
student fee. In fact, the department routinely gives millions of dollars each year to 
support other campus academic programs.
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JEFF LONG
In each of the past six years, Razorback Athletics has transferred funds totaling 
more than $1 million to support the university’s academic mission. For 2016-17, the 
department’s total support of university and student programs and initiatives will 
include more than $3 million in direct funding of academic programs including 
financial support for Champions Hall, a new classroom and laboratory building, to 
serve the entire University of Arkansas student population.  
Long was selected to replace legendary athletic director and former Razorback 
football coach Frank Broyles and even before he off icially took the reins on Jan. 
1, 2008, Arkansas announced that it would combine its previously independent 
men’s and women’s athletic programs. Long adeptly blended the athletic programs 
into one unified department and established a new administrative structure.
Under Long’s leadership, the program has fortified its financial standing 
ensuring more support for the development of student-athletes. As economic 
indicators were beginning to point toward challenging economic times, Long 
signed Arkansas to a decade long deal with IMG College to form Razorback 
Sports Properties that guaranteed the Razorback program $73 million. Long also 
negotiated an extensive all sports apparel and footwear agreement with NIKE, Inc. 
for all 19 Razorback sports programs. 
In 2010, Long moved to help meet the growing financial needs of fielding a 
nationally competitive all sports program. The athletic department launched the 
“Answer the Call” campaign through the Razorback Foundation which resulted 
in more than 2,600 new members and helped generate more than $6.5 million in 
additional support for Razorback student-athletes.
With an eye towards the future, Long commissioned a comprehensive plan 
to assess the future facility needs of the program. Unveiled in October 2011, the 
Razorback Athletic Facilities Master Plan provided a vision and the road map for 
$320 million of facility renovations and additions that will help all 19 Razorback 
sports remain competitive in the SEC and nationally over the next 30 years. 
Projects already completed as part of the plan include the Fred W. Smith 
Football Center, the Fowler Family Baseball and Track Training Center, extensive 
renovations of the George Billingsley Tennis Center, John McDonnell Field (outdoor 
track and field), Razorback Field (soccer) and the Fred W. Smith and Mary B. 
Smith Golf Training Facility. In the fall of 2015, a Basketball Performance Center 
and the Jerry and Gene Jones Family Student-Athlete Success Center opened to 
Razorback student-athletes. 
In June 2016, the University of Arkansas Board of Trustees approved a $160 
million Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium Renovation and North End Zone 
Addition that will be completed in time for the 2018 football season. No university 
funds, state funds or student fees will be required to complete the project.
According to a recent economic impact study, Razorback Athletics will have 
an estimated economic impact of more than $1 billion in five years. The study 
estimated Razorback Athletics generates $162.7 million annually to the region’s 
economy. In addition, recent athletic construction has generated another $110.9 
million for the region. The Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium Renovation 
and North End Zone Addition is projected to have an estimated economic impact 
of $262.4 million.  
A veteran administrator with a track record of the highest commitment to the 
concept of “student-athlete,” Long has had more than two decades experience 
in athletic administration at the Division I level including at the University of 
Pittsburgh, University of Oklahoma, University of Michigan, Virginia Tech University, 
Eastern Kentucky University and Rice University. Long also understands the 
coach’s perspective from time spent in coaching staff  positions at Duke University, 
University of Michigan and North Carolina State University.
His experience as an athletic director and administrator in five of the six Bowl 
Championship Series conferences — the Big 12, Big Ten, Big East, Atlantic Coast 
and SEC — gives Long a uniquely informed perspective on intercollegiate athletics.
On the forefront of NCAA governance, Long has served on the NCAA 
Management Council, the NCAA’s Sports Wagering Task Force and as a member 
of the Executive Committee of the Division I-A Athletic Directors’ Association. 
Long served on the NCAA Championships/Sports Management Cabinet.
Prior to assuming his current roles at Arkansas, Long served for four years as 
the athletic director at the University of Pittsburgh. Long redefined Pitt athletics, 
most notably through the “Quest for Excellence” campaign that raised nearly $34 
million to enhance the student-athlete experience. During his tenure, the program 
was selected No. 17 in the nation in the 2006 Sports Illustrated on Campus’ 
All-Sport Rankings.
Before arriving at Pitt, Long was senior associate athletic director at Oklahoma 
for two and a half years overseeing external aff airs for the Sooners. In addition, 
Long was the primary administrator for the Sooners’ highly successful football and 
men’s basketball programs, along with sport supervision of baseball, wrestling 
and both golf teams.
Long’s first appointment as a director of athletics was at Eastern Kentucky 
where he served for two and a half years. Prior to Eastern, Long had a brief stay 
with Virginia Tech as an associate athletics director.
He began his career in college athletic administration at Michigan, hired by 
legendary coach and athletics director, the late Bo Schembechler. During his 
seasons with the Wolverines, Long was promoted through a series of posts to the 
position of associate athletics director.
A former two-sport athlete at Ohio Wesleyan, Long earned seven varsity 
letters for the Bishops in football and baseball before completing his degree in 
economics in 1982. He started his post-graduate career in athletics working on 
head coach Tom Reed’s staff  as a graduate assistant football coach at the cradle 
of coaches, Miami University of Ohio. Long earned his master’s in education at 
Miami in 1983, moving on to football staff  positions at Rice, Duke and N.C. State 
prior to joining Michigan.
An Ohio native from Kettering, Long is married to the former Fanny Gellrich 
of Ann Arbor, Mich. The Longs have two daughters, Stephanie and Christina. In 
spring 2016, Stephanie graduated Summa Cum Laude with two degrees from the 
Fulbright College of Arts and Sciences. She is currently enrolled in graduate school 
at the University of Arkansas. Christina is a senior honors student at Fayetteville 
High School. She is also a contributing photographer for Razorback Athletics.
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HEAD COACHES
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DAVE VAN HORN 
BASEBALL
15TH SEASON
MIKE ANDERSON 
MEN’S BASKETBALL 
6TH SEASON
JIMMY DYKES 
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 
3RD SEASON
CHRIS BUCKNAM 
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY/
TRACK & FIELD 
9TH SEASON
LANCE HARTER 
WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY/
TRACK & FIELD 
27TH SEASON
BRET BIELEMA 
FOOTBALL
4TH SEASON
BRAD MCMAKIN 
MEN’S GOLF
11TH SEASON
SHAUNA ESTES-TAYLOR
WOMEN’S GOLF
10TH SEASON
MARK COOK 
GYMNASTICS 
15TH SEASON
COLBY HALE 
WOMEN’S SOCCER
5TH SEASON
COURTNEY DEIFEL 
SOFTBALL 
2ND SEASON
NEIL HARPER 
SWIMMING & DIVING
1ST SEASON
ANDY JACKSON 
MEN’S TENNIS 
4TH SEASON
MICHAEL HEGARTY 
WOMEN’S TENNIS 
14TH SEASON
JASON WATSON 
VOLLEYBALL 
1ST SEASON
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JEFF LONG
VICE CHANCELLOR &
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS
JULIE CROMER PEOPLES
SENIOR ASSOCIATE AD
ADMIN. & SPORT 
PROGRAMS/SWA 
MATT TRANTHAM
SENIOR ASSOCIATE AD 
INTERNAL OPERATIONS
JON FAGG
SENIOR ASSOCIATE 
AD DEVELOPMENT & 
ADMINISTRATION 
CLAYTON HAMILTON
SENIOR ASSOCIATE AD 
BUSINESS OPERATIONS 
& CFO
CHRIS FREET
SENIOR ASSOCIATE AD 
EXTERNAL OPERATIONS 
& STRATEGIC 
COMMUNICATIONS
CHRIS POHL
ASSOCIATE AD 
EVENT MANAGEMENT 
& SPORT ADMIN.
KEVIN TRAINOR
ASSOCIATE AD 
PUBLIC RELATIONS
JUSTIN MALAND
ASSOCIATE AD 
FACILITIES
ELVIS MOYA
ASSOCIATE AD 
MARKETING 
& FAN DEVELOPMENT 
TRACEY STEHLIK
ASSOCIATE AD 
COMPLIANCE
CHARLES SMALL
ASSISTANT AD 
ACADEMIC SERVICES
MICHELLE GLOVER
ASSISTANT AD 
BROADCAST SERVICES
MARCUS SEDBERRY
ASSISTANT AD 
STUDENT-ATHLETE 
DEVELOPMENT & ADMIN.
PATRICK PIERSON
ASSISTANT AD 
COMMUNICATIONS
MARK TAURISANI
ASSISTANT AD FOOTBALL 
OPERATIONS  
CHARLIE ARVISO
ASSISTANT AD 
TICKET SALES 
JOHN GOURLAY
ASSISTANT AD 
DEVELOPMENT 
SCOTT SARGENT
ASSISTANT AD 
FACILITIES 
KANDICE THOMPSON
ASSISTANT AD 
HR & BUSINESS 
OPERATIONS 
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MIKE ADAMS
WOMEN’S GOLF
CAROLINA 
ADKINS
SPIRIT SQUADS
BLAKE 
ANDERSON
SPORTS TURF
JAIME 
ARMBRUST
GYMNASTICS
ROBERT AWTREY
FACILITIES
TONI BAHN
SPECIAL EVENTS
BROOKE BAILEY
SPIRIT SQUADS
TODD BARBOUR
STRENGTH AND 
CONDITIONING
WILL BARTLETT
MEN’S 
BASKETBALL
PATRICK 
BERGER
SPORTS TURF
ANDREA 
BLAKNEY
WOMEN’S 
BASKETBALL
KEVIN BORR
FACILITIES
LEANNE BOWLES
ADMINISTRATION
WHITNEY 
BRANHAM
STRENGTH AND 
CONDITIONING
JEFF BRAZIL
WOMEN’S 
BASKETBALL
NESTOR 
BRICENO
MEN’S TENNIS
RENEE BROCHU
TICKET OFFICE
JAMES BROWN
FACILITIES
KIM BRYAN
FACILITIES
GARRETT 
BURCHAM
FACILITIES
REBECCA BURNS
BUSINESS OFFICE
SHAWN BURNS
SPIRIT SQUADS
PAUL CAILLOUET
FACILITIES
JULIE CAIN
EVENT 
MANAGEMENT 
DEREK 
CAMPBELL
FACILITIES
DOUG CASE
MEN’S TRACK AND 
FIELD
MATHEW CLARK
STRENGTH AND 
CONDITIONING
JASON 
CLENDENDIN
PILOT
T.J. CLEVELAND
MEN’S 
BASKETBALL
ALLEN COOK
SPORTS TURF
ROBERT COX
FACILITIES
MICHAEL 
CRAMER
FACILITIES
AMANDA 
CREAMER
MEN’S 
BASKETBALL
BRANDON 
CREER
FACILITIES
BRIDGET 
CROSSETT
TICKET OFFICE
TARI CUMMINGS
WOMEN’S 
BASKETBALL
TODD CURTIS
IMG
PATRICK DALE
FACILITIES
JEFF DANIELS
MEN’S 
BASKETBALL
BETTY DARROW
FACILITIES
JUSTIN DELILLE
IMG
BOO DE 
OLIVEIRA
SOFTBALL
TOMMY 
DEFFEBAUGH
WOMEN’S 
BASKETBALL
DR. CHRIS ARNOLD
SPORTS MEDICINE 
ORTHOPEDIC 
SURGEON
DR. DAVID CLAY
INTERNAL 
MEDICINE 
PHYSICIAN
KAREN COKER
FACILITIES
BRYAN COMPTON
WOMEN’S TRACK 
AND FIELD
BETHANY 
BUCHOLTZ
TICKETS
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MARJORIE 
DEWITT
BUSINESS OFFICE
JESSAH DIAZ
TICKET OFFICE
LEXY DIAZ
ACADEMICS
DAWN DIDIER
ATHLETIC 
TRAINING
RICHARD 
DUFRENE
FACILITIES
DOYLE 
EASTRIDGE
FACILITIES
SCOTT EBY
FACILITIES
MEGAN ELLIOTT
WOMEN’S 
TRACK AND FIELD
DAVID ENGLAND
ATHLETIC 
TRAINING
HEATHER 
ENGLAND
GUEST SERVICES
AUSTIN 
FREEMAN
SPORTS TURF
ERIC FREY
RAZORBACK 
SPORTS NETWORK
MONICA FRISBY
COMPLIANCE
TRAVIS 
GEOPFERT
MEN’S 
TRACK AND FIELD
KATHI GEORGE
FACILITIES
JT GEREN
MARKETING
KAREN GOBER
ACADEMICS
LUC GODIN
WOMEN’S TENNIS
CLAY GOODWIN
BASEBALL
CHARLES GRUBB
FACILITIES
EVIE HAERTL 
IMG
BETH HAJ
COMPLIANCE
SAVANNAH HALL
ACADEMICS
CHENEL HARRIS
WOMEN’S 
BASKETBALL
MICHAEL 
HARRIS
LICENSING
MITCHELL 
HASKETT
TICKET OFFICE
HAZEM HASSAN
FACILITIES
ANDREA HERD
FACILITIES
MARK HINTON
ATHLETIC 
TRAINING
JEFF HIRSCHEY
FACILITIES
DOUG HOLDER
FACILITIES 
JEFF HOLT
FACILITIES
JACOB HOOPS
ACADEMICS
SCOTT HOUSE
PILOT
RODGER HUNTER
ACADEMICS 
ROY JACOBSON
EVENT 
MANAGEMENT
MARCUS 
JENNINGS
EQUIPMENT
CHRIS JOHNSON
WOMEN’S TRACK 
AND FIELD
MICHAEL 
JOHNSON
SPORTS 
PSYCHOLOGY
WES JOHNSON
BASEBALL
GREYSON JONES
FACILITIES
KEVIN JONES
SPORTS TURF
KRISTI KIELY
SOCCER
ROBERT 
KISABETH
EQUIPMENT
ANDREW KRIES
ATHLETIC 
TRAINING
BRITTA DELAY
ACADEMICS
KAT DEVENPORT
COMPLIANCE
BARRETT LAIS
MEN’S GOLF
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LANCE LEDER
SPORTS TURF
DEBBIE 
LEMASTER
ADMINISTRATION
RAUL LEMUS
FACILITIES
JOSEPH 
LINDQUIST
INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY
AMY LINIMON
IMG
DOUG LOPSHIRE
FACILITIES
WILL LANDRETH
COMPLIANCE
RANNY LOREN
FACILITIES
HILDA MACIAS 
MARTINEZ
FACILITIES
JOSE VALENTIN 
MARTINEZ-VARGAS
FACILITIES
DAVID MARTINO
FACILITIES
TRICIA MATYSAK
ATHLETIC 
TRAINING
LEE MAYBERRY
MEN’S 
BASKETBALL
W.C. MCCAIN
FACILITIES
MICHAEL 
LUSSON
TICKET OFFICE
TAYLOR 
MCGILLIS
NEW MEDIA 
YOLANDA MCRAE
SOFTBALL
JEFFREY 
MELLON
FACILITIES
TERRY MERCER
MEN’S 
BASKETBALL
CHASE MILLER
MARKETING
MARIA MOJICA
FACILITIES
KELLY MOORE
BASEBALL
SUSAN MOORE
COMPLIANCE
BRANDON 
MORRIS
ACADEMICS
TAMESHA MUSE
STUDENT-ATHLETE 
DEVELOPMENT
BRYAN NELSON
PILOT
JON NEWMAN-
GONCHAR
VOLLEYBALL
ELLEN OTIS
ACADEMICS
ALEX PERLMAN
RAZORBACK 
SPORTS NETWORK
COLE PETERSON
ATHLETIC 
TRAINING
ADAM PETWAY
STRENGTH AND 
CONDITIONING
JODY PHILLIPS
SPORTS TURF
MICHAEL 
PHILLIPS
SPORTS TURF
LESLIE POUNDS
BUSINESS OFFICE
MORGAN RAINER 
STREHLOW
ADMINISTRATION
CHRIS RHOADS
RAZORBACK 
SPORTS NETWORK
MARIO RINCON
SOCCER
ANDREW 
ROBERTS
BUSINESS OFFICE
EVENCIO 
RODRIGUEZ
FACILITIES
MEGAN ROSCH
BUSINESS OFFICE
WILL ROTH
IMG
SARAH RUMELY
VOLLEYBALL
FELECIA SAINE
ACADEMICS
JESUS SANCHEZ
FACILITIES
JIMMY SANCHEZ
MARKETING
BLAKE SANDLIN
TICKET OFFICE
DAVID 
SHOEMAKER
IMG
DALE SCHULTZ
SWIMMING AND 
DIVING
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AMBER SHIREY
WOMEN’S 
BASKETBALL
STEPHEN 
SHULTS
FACILITIES
ABBEY 
SIEBENMORGEN
BUSINESS OFFICE
ANDREW SILVIA
RAZORBACK 
SPORTS NETWORK
MICHAEL SISCO
TICKET OFFICE
RICHARD SMITH
ACADEMICS
ANA MARIA 
VAZQUEZ
FACILITIES
TONY VITELLO
BASEBALL
BEATRIZ 
VIZUETH
FACILITIES
OLIVET VIZUETH
FACILITIES
DEANNA 
WALLER
ATHLETIC 
TRAINING
MELVIN WATKINS
MEN’S 
BASKETBALL
HENRY WATKINS
FACILITIES 
TANYA WEBB
BUSINESS OFFICE
DR. TERRY SITES
SPORTS MEDICINE 
ORTHOPEDIC 
SURGEON
PAIGE WILLIAMS
SOFTBALL
MATT WOLFE
RAZORBACK 
SPORTS NETWORK
COREY WOOD
ATHLETIC 
TRAINING
BERT WRIGHT
FACILITIES
CHRISTINE 
ZAMBETTI
GRAPHIC DESIGN
MATT 
ZIMMERMAN
MEN’S 
BASKETBALL
DR. RAMON YLANAN
PRIMARY CARE 
SPORTS MEDICINE 
PHYSICIAN
SAMANTHA 
SNIDER
GYMNASTICS
DAKOTA 
STRANGE
IMG
MELISSA STEELE
SWIMMING AND 
DIVING
REGINA 
STEPHENS
TICKET OFFICE
MIKE STROUHAL
STRENGTH AND 
CONDITIONING
MORGAN 
STUBBS
IMG
JOHNNA 
SWEATMAN
FACILITIES
MARK TAYLOR
EQUIPMENT
WILLIAM TUSTIN
FACILITIES
JERRY THOMAS
FACILITIES
SCOTTY 
THURMAN
MEN’S 
BASKETBALL
ANDREW TOLLEY
TICKET OFFICE
ALYSSA 
TRAXSON
RAZORBACK 
SPORTS NETWORK
NATALIE 
TROTTER
ATHLETIC 
TRAINING
JEREMY THELEN
RAZORBACK 
SPORTS NETWORK
MARK SCOBEY
GUEST SERVICES
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 DONALD R. BOBBITT
SYSTEM PRESIDENT
 DR. JOSEPH E. 
STEINMETZ 
CHANCELLOR
 REYNIE RUTLEDGE
CHAIRMAN
SEARCY (2017)
 DAVID H. PRYOR
VICE CHAIRMAN 
FAYETTEVILLE (2019)
 MORRIL HARRIMAN
SECRETARY
LITTLE ROCK (2024)
 MARK WALDRIP
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
MORO (2020)
SHEFFIELD NELSON 
LITTLE ROCK (2025)
KELLY EICHLER 
LITTLE ROCK (2026)
BEN HYNEMAN
JONESBORO (2018)
 JOHN GOODSON
TEXARKANA (2021)
 STEPHEN 
BROUGHTON, M.D.
PINE BLUFF (2022)
 C.C. “CLIFF” GIBSON III
MONTICELLO (2023)
A MESSAGE FROM 
THE CHANCELLOR, JOE STEINMETZ
Like you, I’m looking forward to another exciting 
season of Razorback football. My first off icial act as 
chancellor was attending the 2016 Liberty Bowl on 
January 2 – a 45-23 victory over the Kansas State 
Wildcats. It was a wonderful introduction to the 
passion and excitement of Razorback football. It was 
also a great way to end the season, start the year, and 
begin my tenure as chancellor. 
Overall, it was another tremendous year for 
Razorback athletics.
Arkansas finished 23rd nationally in the Learfield 
Sports Directors Cup Standings, propelled by the 
women’s and men’s outdoor track teams, which 
finished first and second in the nation, respectively. 
The Directors Cup is a competition that tracks the 
nation’s most successful intercollegiate athletics 
programs over the course of the year. Finishing 23rd 
is even more impressive when you consider that most 
universities finishing above us, like perennial winner 
Stanford University, have 20 teams or more, while 
Arkansas has only 19 varsity teams. Clearly, we are 
doing more with less.
Our Razorbacks are also having great success 
in the classroom. This spring our student athletes 
had a combined GPA of 3.23— the thirteenth 
consecutive semester the department exceeded 
3.0.  More importantly, 76 Razorback student-
athletes were eligible to participate in spring 
commencement ceremonies last May. Combined 
with fall commencement ceremonies, 100 Razorback 
student-athletes added their name to Senior Walk as 
graduates of the University of Arkansas.  I am very 
proud of the fact that our student-athletes excel in 
academics as well as in athletics.
A final point of pride is that our athletics department, 
unlike most departments across the country, is 
fiscally independent and entirely self-sustaining. But 
even with the department’s careful management of 
resources, we are self-sustaining because of great fan 
support. In short, your continued attendance makes 
all of this possible.
So on behalf of the University of Arkansas, thank you 
for your passion, your commitment, and your support 
of Razorback athletics. We can’t do it without you.
Go Hogs!
Sincerely,
Joe Steinmetz
Joseph Steinmetz
Chancellor
Laura Jacobs
Associate Vice Chancellor and Chief of Staff 
Bill Kincaid
Associate General Counsel
Je  Long
Vice Chancellor for Intercollegiate Athletics
Randy Massanelli
Vice Chancellor for Governmental Relations 
Tim O’Donnell 
Vice Chancellor for Finance & Administration
Marcia Overby
Associate Vice Chancellor for Administration
Charles Robinson
Vice Provost for Student Aff airs and
Vice Chancellor for Diversity and Community 
Ashok Saxena
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Aff airs
Chris Wyrick
Vice Chancellor for Advancement
 The Board of Trustees of the University of Arkansas serve as the institution’s governing body. The board is comprised of 10 trustees representing each of the state’s 
four congressional districts. The president is the chief executive off icer of the University of Arkansas System and reports to the Board of Trustees. Each campus has a 
chancellor as its chief executive off icer, reporting directly to the president.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS CAMPUS LEADERSHIP FAYETTEVILLE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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DR. JOSEPH E. STEINMETZ | CHANCELLOR 
Joseph E. Steinmetz became the sixth 
chancellor of the University of Arkansas on 
January 1, 2016.  Prior to this appointment, he was 
Ohio State’s chief academic off icer. As executive 
vice president and provost, he oversaw the 
administration, coordination, and development 
of all academic functions of the university. 
Dr. Steinmetz joined Ohio State in 2009 to 
serve as vice provost for arts and sciences and 
executive dean of the then-new College of Arts 
and Sciences. With his leadership, the former 
five independent colleges of arts and sciences 
were unified into the largest arts and sciences college in the country. 
Before Ohio State, Dr. Steinmetz was dean of the College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences at the University of Kansas, where he was also a university distinguished 
professor.  Before Kansas, Dr. Steinmetz spent 19 years at Indiana University, 
Bloomington where he served as Chair of the Department of Psychology, 
Executive Associate Dean of Arts and Sciences and a Distinguished Professor of 
Psychological and Brain Science. 
A nationally respected behavioral neuroscientist, Dr. Steinmetz was recognized 
in 1996 by the National Academy of Sciences for his contributions to the fields of 
experimental psychology and neuroscience. In 2012 he was named an AAAS Fellow. 
His research interests include neuroanatomical and neurophysiological 
substrates of learning and memory; the eff ects of alcohol on neural and behavioral 
function; neurobiological and behavioral models of fetal alcohol syndrome; and 
the neurobiology of simple human learning, memory, and cognitive function. 
Dr. Steinmetz earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees at Central Michigan 
University and his doctorate at Ohio University. He and his wife, Sandy, have two 
sons and four grandchildren.
UNIVERSITY LEADERSHIP
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DR. SHARON HUNT
FACULTY ATHLETICS REPRESENTATIVE
Former Chancellor G. David Gearhart 
appointed Dr. Sharon Hunt to be the faculty 
athletics representative (FAR) for the University 
of Arkansas in August 2010. 
Dr. Hunt is the first woman and non-lawyer to 
hold the post. Dr. Hunt has been on the University 
of Arkansas faculty since 1990, and she served 
as the department head of the recently renamed 
Department of Health, Human Performance and 
Recreation from July 1, 1990 until June 30, 2011 
except for the 2000-01 academic year, when 
she served as the interim dean of the College of 
Education and Health Professions. On June 30, 2011 Dr. Hunt stepped down as 
department head and returned to the faculty at the rank of Professor giving her 
more time to devote to the FAR position.
A high school athlete, Hunt’s involvement with collegiate athletics dates back 
to her own college days at the University of Arkansas when she played extramural 
sports with the women’s basketball and tennis teams prior to the enactment of 
Title IX. After receiving her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in physical education 
from the university, she went on to earn a Doctor of Education degree from the 
University of Georgia, where she taught a variety of undergraduate courses as 
a graduate assistant. Upon the completion of her doctoral degree, she joined 
the faculty of the University of Kentucky for 13 years, where she taught both 
undergraduate and graduate courses and served as the graduate coordinator for 
the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. In 1990, she and her 
family returned to Fayetteville.
The FAR’s responsibilities lie in three broad areas: academic integrity within 
the athletics program, student-athlete well-being, and institutional control of the 
athletics program. Dr. Hunt is involved in the student-athlete advisory council on 
campus and chairs the Academic Credential Review Committee and Athletic’s 
Academic Integrity Committee, and serves as an ex-off icio member of the 
Faculty Athletics Committee. In addition, she travels to represent the University of 
Arkansas at various SEC and NCAA meetings.
Dr. Hunt was instrumental in establishing the graduate athletic training education 
program in the College of Education and Health Professions, and she has worked 
closely with athletics on that program. The athletics department provides support 
to students in the athletic training education program in the form of a stipend, 
books and travel to the Arkansas Athletic Trainers’ Association annual meeting. 
Two endowed scholarships for athletic training students in honor of longtime 
Razorback trainers Dean Weber and the late Bill Ferrell were established through 
the athletics department. Dr. Hunt has been married to David Hunt since 1973, and 
they have an adult son and daughter as well as one grandson and granddaughter.
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The A Club’s mission is to create and foster enduring relationships with former Razorback student-athletes in all sports to facilitate a 
continued connection with Razorback Athletics and the University of Arkansas.
By cultivating a strong, active and diversified membership, the A Club will pursue its core purpose of making a significant diff erence in 
the lives of current and former student-athletes while strengthening the Razorback spirit and further bolstering the tradition of Razorback 
Athletics. The A Club also provides financial support to ensure a successful and competitive future for Razorback Athletics.
For more information on the A Club, please visit www.razorbackfoundation.com/AClub.aspx or call 479.443.9102
The A Club appreciates and thanks all current members for their support, especially the former student-athletes below who have gone 
above and beyond in their support of the A Club with lifetime memberships.
A CLUB
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Mike Abbiatti
John Abramczyk
Mike Adair
Chris Adams
Gary C. Adams
Gary E. Adams
Tim Adams
Bill Agler
Fred Akers
Joe Paul Alberty
John Alexander
Randy Alexander
Lance Alworth
Bob Anderson
Patrick J. Anderson
Terry Arenz
Edward L. Arnett
Alvin Arnold
Betsy Arnold
Mike Arthur
William (Bill) E.  
 Atkinson
Steve Atwater
John Auff et
Glenn Babb
Tommy Bach
Kim Backus
Richard Back
Ted Bailey, III
John Bailey
Bobby Baker
Terry L. Baker
Bill  Bakewell
Jim Bane
Miller Barber
Ron Barber
Ron Barksdale
James D. Barnes
Daniel Barnett
Ben Barry
Charles Basham 
Neff  Basore
Loui G. Bayne
Barry Bearden
David Beauchamp
David J. Beckman
Richard Bell 
Mike Bender
A.A. “Archie” Bennett
Steve Benoit
Chris Bequette
Jay Bequette
Charles Berry
Scott Binnion 
Joe K. Bissett
Eddie Black
John Blasingame
Sam W. Boellner
Earl Bond 
Jim Bone
George T. Bone
John N. Boozman
Mike Boschetti
William P. Bowden Jr. 
Tommy Boyer
Bill Bracey, Jr.
John Bracken
Carl Bradford
Eddie Bradford
Jim Bradford
Michael Bradford
Job Branch
Jesse Branch
Mike Brand
Rodger Brand
Jason Brandt
Dana Ford Brantley
Tommy M. Brasher
Bill Breeden
Ron C. Brewer
Ronnie Brewer
Ralph Brodie
Chuck Brown
Darrell Brown
James F. Brown
Larry G. Brown
Russell Brown 
Phillip Bryan
Scott Bull
Dick Bumpas
Mike Burlingame
Tommy Burnett
Olan Burns
R. Jerry Burns
Bill Busby
Bo Busby
Larry Butler
Mr. Steve Butler
Sam Butz
Mark Calcagni
Ron Calcagni
R. Patrick Cameron
Johnny Campbell
Dean Campbell
Ray Canode
Donald L. Caple
David Carder
Ed Carey
Jerry Carlton
Bill Carter
Marl Carter
Ernie Caruthers
Marvin Caston
Jim Cauthron
Steve Chastain
Tony Cherico
Tom Cheyne
R.M. “Red” Childress
Lelan Chiles
Don E. Christian
David Chuoke
William Clay
Michael R. Clayton
Mike Cliff ord Jr. 
Gus Clifton
Russ Cody
Marshall Coff man
Charles Cole
Jim H. Cole
Walter C. Coleman III
Mike Coleman
Randy Coleman
Ron Collins
Benton Cone
Jeff  Cook
Mike Cooney
Larry Cope
Philip Cordell III
J. Michael Cormack
Delano Cotton
Jim Counce
Ben Cowins
Robert Cox 
Stephen Cox
Danny Crawford
S. W. Creekmore, Jr.
Bobby Crockett
Scott Crossett
Oren Culpepper 
Dick Cunningham
Bryan J. Curtis
Kevin Danaher
Charles E. Daniel
Joe Dean Davenport
Joe Paul Daves
Duane Davis
Joseph J. Day 
Norm DeBriyn
Jon Dermott
Robert Dew
Tommy Dew
Packard Dewitt
Jay W. Dickey Jr.
Bettye Fiscus Dickey
David Dickey
Lynn Dickey
Joe M. Dickson
Tom Dixon
Tommy Donoho
Libbie Terry Dougan
Steve Douglas
Bill Douglass
Lamar Drummonds
Sean Dunagin
William Robert “Bob”  
 Duncan
Dennis Dunkelgod
Carroll W. Dunn
James Dyke
Delmar “Butch”  
 Edwards
 George Edwards
John Eichler
William C. Eldridge, Sr.
Steve Elliott
Lance Ellison
David England
Marlin Epp 
Thomas Epperson 
Jeff  Estes
Hoover Evans
Fred Farrell
Robert Farrell
James H. Faulkner
Britt Feik
John Ferguson
Joe Ferguson
Greg Fess
Bobby Field
James Finch
Hal Fincher
Frank Fischel
John L. Fletcher
Tom Floyd 
Bill Flynt
John Fong
Jerry J. Ford
Jim Foreman
Ike Forte
Pat Foster 
Steve Fowler
Thomas D. Fowler
Frank Broyles
Luther Franklin
Byron Freeland
Dewey Freeman
Keith French 
Jack Fryer 
Donald Fulcher
Bill D. Fuller
Lynn Garner
Ronnie Garner 
Grant Garrett
Greg Garrison
James Gaston
John M. Gaston
William Gaston
Tyson Gay
Danny Geoghagan
Louis H. George
Jeff  Germany
Lawrence Gibson
Gary W. Gilbert
Bobby E. Gilliam
Katy Nelson Ginder
Pat Girard
Paul E. Givens
Tom Glaze
Jeff  Goff 
Brett Goode
Wendall Goodwin
Nathan Gordon 
Jerry L. Green
Lynn Greenwell 
Larry Grisham
Gary Gross
Quinn Grovey
Gordon Guest
Charles E. Hallum
Glenn Halstead
Preston Hamilton
Ken Hamlin
Ronnie Hammerrs
Bob Hanes
David Hargis
Bev T. Hargraves
Roger A. Harnish
Arvis Harper
David Harper
Gary Harrell
Leotis Harris
Mike Harris
Muskie Harris
Tommy Harris
Dick Hatfield
Ken Hatfield
Russell Hawkins
Mike Haynie
Michael S. Hazlewood
Steve Hedgepeth
Joel Heider
Eric J. Heil 
Stephen A. Heim
Mike C. Hendren
Lowber Hendricks
Brent Henry
Cliff ord Henry
Thomas W. Henry
Al Heringer
Chuck Herman
Joseph Hickey
Anthony Hicks
Sam Hilburn
Tom Hill
Tommy Hill
Glen Ray Hines Sr.
Steve Hockersmith
David Hogue
Jim Hollander
Max Holloway
Corky Holthoff 
Daniel Holtz
Thomas E. Hopper
Don Horton
Harold Horton
David House
Fred Howard
Gary Howard
Jim Howard
Milton H. Howell
Webb Hubbell
Stephen Hudson
Bobby Hudspeth
Art Huff 
Alvin “Bo” Huff man, III
Jackie Hunt
Mike Ihrie
Clark Irwin
Jim Irwin
Terry Irwin
Mark Jackson
Bruce James
Dennis James
Bill Jett
Charles Jinks
Charles A. Johnson
Lee Johnson
Mike Johnson
Edward P. Jones
Jerry Jones
Loyd Jones
Matt Jones
Stephen Jones 
Steve Jones
Bob Jordan
George W. Jordan, Jr.
Ivan Jordan
Jim Jordan
Danny Keeter
Owen Lincoln Kelly
Mr. Mike Kelson
Jimmy Kendrick
William H. Kennedy III
Kenoy Kennedy
Pat Kennedy
 J. G. Kenning
John H. Kerr
Griff  Keyes
Morgan Keyes
Art Kimbrough
Stephen King
Mike Kirkland
Joe Kleine
Trent Knapp
Greg Koch
James Kolb
Phil Kolb
Billy Kyser
Steve W. Lackey
Richard LaFargue
Jerry Don Lamb
Kenneth Landgraf
David E. Lashley
Bill Lavender
J.N. Lawhon
Randy Lawson
Ewell Lee
M. H. Levine
Stanley J. Ley
Jim Lindsey
Keith Line
Jerry Lineberger
John Lineberger
Phil Lineberger
Eric Linson
David J. Lipsmeyer
Frank A. Lisko
Dowell Loggains
Don L. Logue
Jack London
Francis J. Long
Jim Long
Tom Love
Tom Lovell
Glenn Lowe
Arthur Lucky
Jamie Lueders
Jonathan Luigs
Kele Brewer Luigs
David Lundquist
Billy Luplow
John T. Majors
Gary Markland
V. Warner Marks
Fred Marshall
R. A. “Rudy” Martin, Jr.
Herbert Ray Martin
Ty Mason
Mike Massey
Douglas M. Matthews
Walter Mathews
Travis Mauldin
Bill May
Kenneth May
Pat May
Jim L. Mayes
Geno Mazzanti, Jr.
Jerry Mazzanti
Paul Mazzanti
Mack McAlister
Russell McAlister
Richard McCaulley
Bill McClard
John McDonnell
Terry L. McFarland
George F. McKinney
Stephen L. McKissack
J.W. McLendon
George E. McLeod
Jack A. McNulty
Allen Meacham
Harold Measel 
Rickey Medlock
Freddy Melder
Gerald Merritt III
Judy Matthews  
 Michaels
Charles Milam
Mark S. Miller
Richard L. Miller
Jim Minor
Mark Mistler
Marty Mitcham
James Monroe
Bill Montgomery
Billy Moody
Fred Mooney
Jerry Moore
Jim Mooty
Clark Morman
Will Morris
Jim Morrison
Matt Morrison
Pat Morrison
David G. Morrow
Dickey Morton
Hamilton Moses, Jr.
 Cody Mosier
Jim Mote
Jim Mullins
Louis Nalley
Eugene Nash
James E. Necessary
Norman Nero
Gerald Nesbitt
Bill Newton
Chrisopher Mack  
 Newton
Bobby Nichols
Gordon Norwood
Houston Nutt
Tom Oakley
Kelvin O’Brien
Rogers Overbey
Russell Owen
Bobby Owens
Guy Parker
Mike Parker
Sam Parker
Van O. Parker
Mike Parmer 
Gary Parson
Max Peacock
Jim Pender
Cham Percer
Dick Perry
Pat Perry
Stuart Perry
Larkus Pesnell
Jerry Petty 
Loyd Phillips
Terry Don Phillips
Joyce Pipkin
Matthew Pitner
Tommy Polk
Ike Poole
Sam Pope
Jim Porter Jr.
Cliff  Powell Jr.
David Powell
Jim Price
Norman Price
Jeff  Pride
Ross Pritchard
Bobby Proctor
Bobby Pruitt
Grant Pruitt
Dean Pryor
Dennis Pugh
James Pullen
Sterling Paul Ramey
Tommy Rankin
Jan W. Rayder
Stephen Earl Reagan
Tom Reed
John Rees
Richard A. Reid
William Reid
Mike Reinig
Jerry Reith
Ed Renfrow
Alan Rennick
Mike Reppond
Donald Richardson
Ernie Richardson
Barry Ridings
Don Riederer
Richard Rittman
Mike Robards
Gary Robinson
Joe Rodman
Gene Roebuck
Jay Rogers
Ted Rogers
David Roller
Bobby Roper
William Ross
Stephen Rousseau
Eck Rowland
Thomas H. Rowland
Bill Runyan
Gus Rusher
John R. Rutledge, Jr. 
Thomas J. Rystrom
Dennis Sadler 
Floyd E. Sagely
Mike Saint
Brian Sakey
Hallman Sanders
Bob Sauerberg
Kevin Scanlon
Fred H. Schaff er
Louie Schaufele
Mike Schaufele
Doug Scheel
David Schell
David Self
Gerri Shankle
Joe W. Sharp
Raymond Shaw
Michael Shepherd
Travis Simpson
Richard Smart
Dewitt Smith III
Norman Smith
Robin Smith
Rollen Smith
Trey Smith
Michael Snowden
Harold Spain
Stan Sparks
Wallace Spearmon
Edward E. Spencer
Rick Spencer
Joe Staff ord
Bob Stankovich
Harold Steelman
C.C. Stewart Jr.
Terry Stewart
Cary Stockdell
Patrick Storms
Ray Strain 
Sam Strathakis Jr.
J. Tom Suchecki
B. Alan Sugg
Dabbs Sullivan Jr. 
William H. Sutton
David Swain
Barry Switzer
Scott Tabor
Boyd Tackett
Buddy Tackett
Ricky Tanneberger
Randy Taylor
Joe Telford
Greg Temple
Ron Revard
Zealand B. Thigpen III
Brad Thomas
Champ Thomas
Derrick Thomas
W. R. Thomas
Harry Thompson
Daniel B. Thrailkill
Rufus Thrower
Scotty Thurman
Ronnie Tiff ee
Drew Toole
Stuart Towns
Tommy Trantham
Bill L. Tranum
Ron Trusty
Ken Turner
Terry Turner
Ronnie Underwood
Vic Underwood
Moose VanPoucke
Jim Van Dover
Jim Vaughan
Jeannine Vernon 
Rick Vickers
Scott R. Wachter 
Ted Wade
George Walker
Johnny Mike Walker
Carroll E. Walls, Jr.
Steve Walters
Phillip G. Walton
Bob Warren
Earl T. Warren
William Watkins
Donnie Watts
Gary F. Weaver
David Webb
Dean Weber
Jerry Welch
John A. Wells
James E. West
Bruce Westerman
Bud Whetstone
James Whisenhunt
Cannon Whitby
Bob White
Barnubus White
Bryan White
Lyle Wilkerson
Mr. Jarrell Williams
Jim Williams
Robert J. Williams
Greg Williamson
Sha Williamson
George Wilson
Jesse Wilson
Dennis Winston
Gary Winton
Clint Witcher
Bill Woodley
Lloyd Woodman
Patrick Woodruff 
Dan Woods
Bige Wray
Jeff  Wright
John Wright
Tom Wylie
Douglas Yoder
Bob Young
Mitchell Young
Matt Zimmerman 
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RAZORBACK CLUBS
Twenty-two Razorback Clubs uphold the mission of the Razorback Foundation. 
These non-profit clubs hold regular meetings throughout the year that feature 
University of Arkansas coaches, staff  and administrators. Each club hosts 
fundraisers to support the Razorback student-athletes and foster camaraderie 
among the Razorback Nation.
The Razorback Foundation appreciates the contributions of those who 
serve in volunteer leadership positions for each club. The Presidents and their 
boards, along with all volunteers, allow us to connect in a meaningful manner 
with those who love the Razorbacks and support the Razorback Foundation in 
a variety  of ways. Contact information for all Razorback Clubs may be found at 
razorbackfoundation.com.
RAZORBACK FOUNDATION
RAZORBACK CLUBS
Baxter County Razorback Club
President: Nick Coleman
George Billingsley NW Arkansas
Razorback Club
President: Richard Knipple
The Delta Razorback Club
President: Ted Thompson
East Central Arkansas Razorback Club
President: Austin Easley
Fort Smith QB Razorback Club
President: Gerald Skinner
Greater Dallas Razorback Club
President: John Knight
Greater Tulsa Razorback Club
President: Brett Bingham
Greers Ferry Lake Area Razorback Club
President: Ricky Davis
Harrison Area Razorback Club
President: Joe Bowers
Hot Springs Village Razorback Club
President: George LaFargue
Little Rock Razorback Club
President: Richard Hamilton
Memphis-East Arkansas Razorback Club
President: Greg Reece
Mississippi County Razorback Club
President: Mike Huffman
Roy L. Murphy Razorback Club
President: Forrest Spicher
Northeast Arkansas Razorback Club
President: John Roleson
Petit Jean Razorback Club
President: Mike Fleeman
Pine Bluff Razorback Club
President: Mark Maxwell
Saline County Razorback Club
President: Dan Yoakum
Claude Smithey Razorback Club
President: Philip R. Williams
Stone County Razorback Club
President: John Dan Kemp
Texarkana Area Razorback Club
President: Allen Brown
White River Razorback Club
President: Phil Brissey
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ABOUT THE FOUNDATION
As the primary fundraising organization for Arkansas Athletics, the mission 
of the Razorback Foundation Inc. is to support the athletic endeavors of the 
University of Arkansas. The Foundation assists our student-athletes by providing 
financial support for scholarships, facilities and various programs that enable them 
to realize their dreams of achieving a quality college education while participating 
in athletics on a nationally competitive level.
WHY WE NEED YOUR HELP
Through contributions from our members, we are able to provide scholarship 
support for more than 460 student-athletes, funding for facility enhancements and 
financial assistance to other programs designed to elevate student-athletes and 
Arkansas Athletics. 
Being an active Foundation member is not only an investment in our athletic 
program and in the athletic and academic success of our student-athletes, it also 
unlocks many special benefits to you. Those include priority access to season 
tickets, single-game tickets, parking, priority points, membership thank you 
packet, invitations to exclusive member-only events plus more!
JOIN TODAY
There is no better way to support Razorback Athletics than to contribute to the 
Razorback Foundation Annual Fund. Your gift, no matter the size, will significantly 
impact the life of every Razorback student-athlete. Several membership levels are 
available and you may designate your gift(s) to football, men’s basketball, baseball, 
men’s Olympic sports and/or women’s sports. Gifts may be made outright or via 
automatic payment plans. The Foundation also off ers a Collegiate Membership 
for current University of Arkansas students as well as a Young Alumni Program 
for recent graduates.
For more information about membership levels, benefits and other giving 
opportunities, please contact us at 877-436-0013 or gohogs@razorbackfoundation.
com. More information may be found at razorbackfoundation.com.
FOUNDATION STAFF
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SCOTT VARADY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
& GENERAL COUNSEL
BILLYE VETETO
CHIEF FINANCIAL 
OFFICER
JOHN MATSKO 
SENIOR ASSOCIATE 
DIRECTOR
MARVIN CASTON
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF 
DEVELOPMENT
NORM DEBRIYN
DIRECTOR OF 
DEVELOPMENT
SUSIE SHINN
DIRECTOR OF 
DEVELOPMENT
MICA STROTHER
DIRECTOR OF 
DEVELOPMENT
TERRY PRENTICE
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 
OF DEVELOPMENT
HUNTER SAGELY
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
OF DEVELOPMENT
DEAN WEBER
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
OF DEVELOPMENT
CHARLOTTE
FAUCETTE
MEMBER RELATIONS
CASSY JULICH
MEMBER RELATIONS/
RECEPTIONIST
JACKIE ROLLINS
MEMBER RELATIONS/
ASSISTANT TO THE 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
DEBBIE SCOGGIN
MEMBER RELATIONS
JULIA WOODS
MEMBER RELATIONS
HAROLD HORTON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
EMERITUS
ELIZABETH 
SULLIVAN
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 
OF DEVELOPMENT
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These automobile dealers assist the Razorback Athletic Department by providing courtesy vehicles to Arkansas coaches and administrators. These vehicles enhance 
the work of Razorback coaches and staff  as they recruit and conduct important business around the State and region. The automobile program is an integral part of 
Razorback Athletics and their generous contribution is greatly appreciated. For more information on how you may become involved in the Arkansas Roadhogs, please 
call 479-443-9000.
ARKANSAS ROADHOGS
AVIS BAILEY
SUPERIOR 
AUTOMOTIVE
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KEITH COGSWELL
COGSWELL FORD
LARRY CRAIN
CRAIN 
AUTOMOTIVE
CURTIS DALTON
DALTON PONTIAC/
GMC TRUCK
WAYNE ENNS
PARIS, ARK.
DWIGHT EVERETT
EVERETT GROUP
LLC
FRANK FLETCHER
FRANK FLETCHER 
CHEVROLET
KEVIN GROVER
GMC
BILL GWATNEY
GWATNEY
CHEVROLET
BOB LUCKY
LUCKY
CHEVROLET
DAVID NEAL
RHODES
CHEVROLET
GEORGE NUNNALLY
GEORGE NUNNALLY
CHEVROLET
NOT PICTURED
Bale Chevrolet
John Bale
Bokker Used Cars, Inc.
David Bokker
Carlock Nissan of Jackson
Clay Carlock
Jones Motorcars Inc.
Gerald B. Jones
Lucky’s of Monticello
Carl Lucky
Magness Buick/Toyota Co.
Bill Magness
Clay Maxey Ford
Paris Ford
Joe Schluterman
Ramsey Motor Co.
Ronnie Ramsey
Randall Ford
Clyde Randall
Kent Rylee Automotive Solutions
Kent Rylee
The Citizens Bank of 
Batesville Truck Centers
Stanley Wood Chevrolet Co.
Stanley Wood Jr.
Wood Motor Company
Steve Wood
CHANEY MCBRYDE
GEORGE O’CONNOR 
& ASSOC.
BOB RUSSELL
RUSSELL
CHEVROLET
DAVID SLOANE
SUPERIOR 
MITSUBISHI
TED SMITH
SMITH FORD
ORR CHEVROLET 
CADILLAC NISSAN OF 
FORT SMITH  
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 For decades, Razorback Athletics has enjoyed a position of national prominence in college sports. No two individuals have been more instrumental for this success 
than Frank Broyles and Wilson Matthews. In 1989, the Broyles-Matthews Scholarship was established to honor these two Razorback Legends. 
Broyles, the long-time coach and Director of Athletics, put Razorback football on the map. Matthews, the valued assistant coach and administrator, pioneered the 
Razorback Scholarship Fund which enables the Razorbacks to compete with the best.
In 2007, the Broyles-Matthews Scholarship was renamed and divided into three annual membership levels: Broyles-Matthews Platinum ($20,000+), Broyles-Matthews 
Gold ($10,000-19,999) and Broyles-Matthews Silver ($5,000-9,999). These gifts, as well as ALL gifts to the Annual Fund are instrumental to the continued success of 
Razorback Athletics.
ARVEST BANK
Fayetteville, Ark.
BANK OF AMERICA 
Little Rock/
NW Arkansas, Ark.
NEFF AND 
SCARLETT BASORE 
Bella Vista, Ark.
THE BELDEN FAMILY 
Fayetteville, Ark.
THE GEORGE BILLINGSLEY 
NORTHWEST ARKANSAS 
RAZORBACK CLUB
Bentonville, Ark.
MARILYN AND BOB 
BOGLE
Bentonville, Ark.
DAVID BOKKER, 
LEANN B. TRAVIS
Brookland, Ark.
CLAY, LOU ANNE, 
CAMPBELL, TRACE 
AND WESLEY CARLOCK
Jackson, Tenn.
BRAD CARTER FAMILY 
(ZACK, KINZIE, AND PAIGE)
Edmond, Okla.
SAM, HEATHER, 
AVERY, LOGAN AND 
COLEMAN CARTER
Little Rock, Ark.
THE CORMACKS, HOG 
COUNTRY MEDIA LLC
Fayetteville, Ark.
LARRY CRAIN - CRAIN 
AUTOMOTIVE TEAM
Sherwood, Ark.
CRAVENS-CLARK 
INSURANCE
Elaine, Ark.
DOWNSTREAM 
CASINO RESORT
Quapaw, Okla.
DWIGHT EVERETT, 
EVERETT GROUP LLC
Bryant, Ark.
FORT SMITH QB 
RAZORBACK CLUB
Fort Smith, Ark.
FRIDAY, ELDREDGE 
& CLARK
Little Rock, Ark.
GARRISON 
FINANCIAL
Fayetteville, Ark.
GREAT DAY FARMS
Rogers, Ark.
GREERS FERRY LAKE 
AREA RAZORBACK CLUB
Heber Springs, Ark.
THE STEVE AND CATHY 
HORNBECK FAMILY 
White Hall, Ark.
GENE & JEAN 
HUDSON
Pine Bluff, Ark.
JOHNSON & 
JOHNSON
Rogers, Ark.
JOSH, JENNY & 
JOSHUA KILGORE
Fort Smith, Ark.
LEXICON, INC.
Little Rock, Ark.
JIM LINDSEY FAMILY
Fayetteville, Ark.
MCGEORGE CONTRACTING 
CO., INC.
Pine Bluff, Ark.
BRENT, LEIGH, TREY, 
AND RUBY MCGRUDER
Fort Smith, Ark.
PARKHILL CLINIC 
FOR WOMEN 
Johnson, Ark.
PETIT JEAN 
RAZORBACK CLUB
Morrilton, Ark.
RAUSCH 
COLEMAN HOMES
Fayetteville, Ark.
REPLACEMENT PARTS INC. 
(CROW-BURLINGAME/
PARTS WAREHOUSE)
Little Rock, Ark.
REBECCA RICE & 
ASSOCIATES
Little Rock, Ark.
ANGELA RYAN/MCBRIDE 
DISTRIBUTING 
COMPANY, INC. 
Fayetteville, Ark.
SIMMONS BANK
Little Rock, Ark.
TED C. SKOKOS 
Dallas, Texas
SLIM CHICKENS 
RESTAURANTS
Fayetteville, Ark.
DAVID L. 
STARLING 
Fayetteville, Ark.
TRUCK CENTERS OF 
ARKANSAS
North Little Rock, Ark.
KEITH & MINDY WEST, 
HEATHER NUNN, 
BROOKE & FRED 
WEST 
El Dorado, Ark.
PAULINE 
WHITAKER
Rogers, Ark.
BROYLES-MATTHEWS PLATINUM MEMBERS
JUDY BAKER 
MCGRUDER
Fort Smith, Ark.
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WINDSTREAM
COMMUNICATIONS
Rogers, Ark.
DANIEL & JANET 
YEAGER
Rossville, Tenn.
ACE GLASS 
CONSTRUCTION 
CORPORATION
Little Rock, Ark.
RANDY & WHITNEY 
ADKINS,  HATLEY, 
WHITLEY, ZOEY & RHETT
Russellville, Ark.
BOB & BECKY 
ALEXANDER
Rogers, Ark.
DAVID AND 
CINDY ALPHIN
Fayetteville, Ark.
ARKANSAS ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION 
Fayetteville, Ark.
ARMSTRONG BANK
Muskogee, Okla.
BHC INSURANCE 
Fort Smith, Ark.
DR. BRAD, CATHY 
AND BERKLEY BIBB
Jonesboro, Ark.
BOYCE WOOLLARD 
BILLINGSLEY 
Bentonville, Ark.
BERRY & LAURIE 
BISHOP 
Arkadelphia, Ark.
THE BUCKLEY BLEW 
FAMILY 
Fayetteville, Ark.
KEITH, LAURA, HAYDEN 
& GRANT BLYTHE 
Fort Smith, Ark.
BOOZMAN-HOF REGIONAL 
EYE CLINIC, P.A.
Rogers, Ark.
JIM AND DONNA 
BOTTIN
Little Rock, Ark.
DR. & MRS. CALVIN 
BRACY (WELLS, HUDSON 
CLAIRE AND JED)
Hot Springs, Ark.
JOYCE AND 
TAYLOR BROWN
Shreveport, La.
DR. TRAVIS D. 
BURKETT
Drumright, Okla.
BO BUSBY, M.D.
Pine Bluff, Ark.
MICHAEL AND 
KIMBERLY CALHOUN 
North Little Rock, Ark.
CARMAN, INC.
Fort Smith, Ark.
PHIL AND 
PHYLLIS CARRUTH 
Russellville, Ark.
COBB’S WESTSIDE 
PHARMACY, INC.
Russellville, Ark.
JIMMY CONE
Little Rock, Ark.
COOL PET STUFF, LLC
Jonesboro, Ark.
ED & CHARLEEN 
COPELAND
Hot Springs, Ark.
VIRGINIA AND BYRON 
CRAIN 
Germantown, Tenn.
CROWNE PLAZA 
Little Rock, Ark.
JIMMY C. DODD, JR.
Paragould, Ark.
BILLY DUFFIELD & 
JIMMY YOUNTS, BEST 
FRIENDS FOR OVER 
50 YEARS 
Russellville, Ark.
JON DYER 
FAMILY 
Fayetteville, Ark.
MRS. ROBERT 
E. ELLIOTT 
Searcy, Ark.
SUZY AND CHUCK 
FEHLIG 
Cave Springs, Ark.
FENCE BROKERS, INC.
Bryant, Ark.
FIORI FAMILY
Fort Smith, Ark.
FIRST ARKANSAS 
BANK & TRUST 
Jacksonville, Ark.
PLATINUM MEMBERS
NOT PICTURED
Essa & Grace Alley
Sam and Janet Alley Family 
Foundation
APAC - Central Inc.
Arkansas Power 
& Light Company
Arkwest Communications
Mike/Dottie Lou Buffi ngton 
& Glen/Elizabeth Nichols
Crain Family Holdings, LLC
Dillard Department Stores, Inc.
Nick Dozier
Wallace, Chris & Mark Fowler
Ed & Michelle Fryar
Katherine & Scott Galloway
Lynn Garner
Johnelle Hunt
Mike Jordan Company, LLC
Mike & Sherri Long
Doug and Shelley McMillon
David Mee and Elizabeth 
Hardwick
Justin Moore
Northeast Arkansas 
Razorback Club
Patterson Family
Trey & Tiffani Patterson
Kelly D. & Rebecca A. Pope
Rainwater & Cox 
Redman & Associates, LLC
Reliance Health Care
John & Tamara Roberts 
Family
RockTenn
Todd Ross
Travis and Sarah Ruff
Jeff Smithers
David E. Snowden, Jr.
Stonesthrow, LLC
Kirk Thompson
Chris, Suzanne, Whit 
and Emory Turner
BROYLES-MATTHEWS GOLD MEMBERS
FRANK 
FLETCHER, JR.
North Little Rock, Ark.
FORSGREN, INC.
Fort Smith, Ark.
DR. JOSIE FUTRELL & 
DR. MIKE FUTRELL 
Shreveport, La.
GREG & KELLY 
GARRISON 
Papillion, Neb.
TERRY GRAY FAMILY
Delaplaine, Ark.
GREATER DALLAS 
RAZORBACK CLUB 
Richardson, Texas
JIM WILLIAMS & 
GRANDSONS
Plano, Texas
GRANT GARRETT 
EXCAVATING
Hot Springs, Ark.
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NATURAL BUILDING 
SOLUTIONS
Rogers, Ark.
DON & LYNN PARKER
Jonesboro, Ark.
PINNACLE 
STRUCTURES, INC.
Cabot, Ark.
PROFESSIONAL 
BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
Rogers, Ark.
PAUL AND TERRI 
REANO
Huntington, Ark.
RELIABLE POULTRY 
Springdale, Ark.
RGC GLASS, INC.
Fayetteville, Ark.
ROGER AND  MARILYN 
MCMENNAMY
Hot Springs Village, Ark.
MEDICAL PARK 
ORTHOPAEDIC CLINIC, 
P. A./J. D. ALLEN, M.D. 
AND JEFF D. ANGEL, M.D.
Batesville, Ark.
MEMPHIS - EAST 
ARKANSAS 
RAZORBACK CLUB 
Southaven, Miss.
MERCHANTS & 
PLANTERS BANK
Newport, Ark.
JUSTIN & PATRICIA 
MORROW AND MICHAEL 
& SAMANTHA MCCLAIN
Bella Vista, Ark.
MUNSON, ROWLETT, 
MOORE & BOONE, P.A. 
Little Rock, Ark.
JIM NABORS/RYDER 
TRANSPORTATION 
SERVICES
Springdale, Ark.
LEGACY EQUIPMENT 
LLC-TOM KIRK
Paragould, Ark.
LITTLE ROCK 
RAZORBACK CLUB
North Little Rock, Ark.
TERRY & RENA 
LITTLETON FAMILY 
Fort Smith, Ark.
JEFF AND FANNY 
LONG 
Fayetteville, Ark.
HERBERT RAY & 
DARLENE MARTIN
North Little Rock, Ark.
MIKE MAULDEN
Little Rock, Ark.
MARYBETH & MICKY 
MAYFIELD 
Rogers, Ark.
MATT JONES & JASON 
PRATHER, LEGACY 
CAPITAL GROUP 
Little Rock, Ark.
WOOD KAUFMAN
Oklahoma City, Okla.
KEEPSAKES, INC. / DAVID 
AND JANE JUDKINS 
White Hall, Ark.
KEETON INTERNATIONAL 
LLC/BRANDON KEETON
North Little Rock, Ark.
BYRUM KELLY
Hazen, Ark.
BILL & DORIS 
LAWRENCE 
Russellville, Ark.
JIM & JACQUI 
LEFLER
Fayetteville, Ark.
HEBCO, INC. - 
BILLINGSLEY FAMILY
Springdale, Ark.
TODD HORTON 
Fort Worth, Texas
JAMES HUDSON/
HUDSON & ASSOCIATES
Rogers, Ark.
MR. AND MRS. JIMMY 
HUDSON
Rogers, Ark.
DR. JEFF AND MARCIA 
JOHNSON AND FAMILY
Springfi eld, Mo.
DR. ROBERT 
JOLLY, JR.
Sherwood, Ark.
GERALD B. JONES/
JONES MOTORCARS, INC.
Fayetteville, Ark.
GREENWOOD 
GEARHART, INC.
Fayetteville, Ark.
DON AND KRISTINA 
GRISHAM
Cabot, Ark.
KEVIN GROVER 
OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Broken Arrow, Okla.
BILL GWATNEY/
GWATNEY CHEVROLET
Cammack Village, Ark.
CHRIS, MISSY, ABBI & 
FAITH HARLIN
Gainsville, Mo.
HARPS FOOD STORE, 
INC.
Springdale, Ark.
HARRISON ENERGY 
PARTNERS
Little Rock, Ark.
RICHARD, VICKIE AND 
PRYCE ROBERTSON
Camden, Ark.
BOBBY ROWLETT
Germantown, Tenn.
BOB RUSSELL/RUSSELL 
CHEVROLET-HONDA
Sherwood, Ark.
RYERSON 
Little Rock, Ark.
CARL & TAMMY 
SHIPLEY 
Lowell, Ark.
DAVID SLONE
Fayetteville, Ark.
GREENE FAMILY 
FOUNDATIONS
Lowell, Ark.
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KURT WILKIN AND 
SONS
Austin, Texas
DALE & DIANE 
WILLIAMS GRANDKIDS
Conway, Ark.
KENNETH 
WILSON 
Nashville, Ark.
WALT & ELIZABETH 
WILSON 
Nashville, Ark.
LINDA WRAY 
Springdale, Ark.
PATTY AND 
BOBBY WRIGHT
Springdale, Ark.
LELAND AND BETTY 
TOLLETT 
Rogers, Ark.
STEPHEN 
VALENTINE 
Memphis, Tenn.
VOLD VISION, PLLC
Fayetteville/
Bentonville, Ark.
MR. & MRS. JIM 
WALKER 
Sherwood, Ark.
DONALD B. WEIS
Collierville, Tenn.
SUSAN AND RANDY 
WEST 
Lowell, Ark.
THE WHITE FAMILY 
Fayetteville, Ark.
FRED W. SMITH
Las Vegas, Nev.
SMITH HURST, PLC
Fayetteville, Ark.
JAMES AND MONITA 
SPANN
Fort Smith, Ark.
JULIAN 
STEWART 
San Antonio, Texas
MAGGIE BLAIR STONE 
Rogers, Ark.
THE SURGICAL CLINIC OF 
CENTRAL ARKANSAS
Little Rock, Ark.
KIRKLEY THOMAS, 
VP GOVERNMENTAL 
AFFAIRS/ELECTRIC 
COOPERATIVES OF 
ARKANSAS
Little Rock, Ark.
GOLD MEMBERS NOT PICTURED
The Adams Family 
Gary K. Adams
Mike Akin
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette
Arkansas Gastroenterology-North Little Rock
Arkansas Health & Wellness
Arkansas Pulpwood Co., Inc.
Bad Boy Mowers
Bale Chevrolet Co.
David & Michele Baskin
Baxter County Razorback Club
Jeff Beaudette
Mickey Berg
Dr. Sonal Bhakta & Jeff Hooks
Chris & Tracy Brengard
Russell & Jenny Brown
Bruns Development
Dee & Tom Buffi ngton 
The Cashion Company, Inc.
Gerald and Gloria Casteel
Centennial Bank
The Chandler Family
Richard D. Chapman
Choctaw Hotel Pocola
John & Caroline Clarke
Keith Cogswell/Cogswell Motors
Marsha Cohn & Family
Nicholas & Carolyn Cole
CornerStone Health Care/Allen Kilgore
County Line Liquor
Customer Service Quality Transportation
Tim and Teresa DeVore
Drennan Insurance Marketing, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Merritt P. Dyke
Chuck Erwin
Mrs. Sandy Erwin
First N Fiber LLC
The First National Bank of Fort Smith
Grant Garrett Excavating
Pat Gazzola
General Mills
Chad Mollie Collins and Jackson Gentry
John Robert & Sue Ann Graves
Jeff & Nancy Hall
Don and Debra Harris
Mrs. Lacy Harris and Family
Hunter & Melissa Haynes
Jay and Marc Hefl in
Cam & Sandy Horton
Hot Springs Village Razorback Club
Hugg & Hall Equipment
Clayton and Gina Hughes
Bryan and Mandy Hunt
Hyneman & Associates, Inc.
Michael C. Ihrie Family
Edward James Holding Company
Arthur & Shawn Johnson
Jerry Langley
Greg W. and Hannah Lee
Lance, Ashley, Harrison, Lydia Lee
Magness Buick/Toyota Co.
Mahan Enterprises, Dick & Paul Mahan
Mardis Investment, Inc.
Rachelle and David “Smac” McConnell
Rob & Stella McCrary
Don and Carolyn McIntosh
Mississippi County Razorback Club
Bill and Susan Montgomery
Drs. Moore, Mooney, & Coussens 
John and Cindy Morrison
Michael & Constance Morse
Bobby and Pam Nichols
Hutton & Candace Nobles 
Wm. & Theodosia Murphy Nolan Foundation
Ozark Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
Packaging Specialties, Inc. 
Phillips Well Service - Jim Phillips
Michael & Kim Pierce
Plunkett, Boerner & Associates, Inc.
Pruitt Tool Company, Inc.
Regions Insurance
James Reilly
DRCO John R. Reynolds, Sr. 
Gene & Debbie Riley
Porter Rodgers Farms, Inc.
Rogers Medical Center
Betty & Thomas W. Rogers
H.C. Schmieding Produce Co., Inc.
Victoria Seeger
Sharp Properties and Development
Linda Siccardi & Mark D. Wright 
Simpson Family
Kate A. Simpson-Nordyke & Sons
Smackover Pump Co.
Smith Automotive Group
Stephen Stafford
Bob Stegall and Janet Ryan Stegall
Izzy Stephens
Tim & Carol Stith
Jim & Druanne Stockland
David & Laura Stone
Mrs. Leslie Simpson Sydow
Scott & Nicole Tassani
Rodney & Ayasha Thomason
Jody Thornton
Total Market Research
Sean & Renita Trumbo
The Turner Family
Mark and Angela Waldrip
White River Razorback Club
Mark White
Carole & Jim Williamson/Mary and Dr. Andrew Riche’
Ed & Leslie Wilson
Windsor Lake Properties, LLC
The Stanley Wood Family
THE ARNOLD FAMILY
Fayetteville, Ark.
AT&T
Dallas, Texas
BACKYARD PARADISE
Conway, Ark.
AVIS BAILEY/
SUPERIOR AUTOMOTIVE 
Fayetteville, Ark.
MR. BILL G. BALL
Searcy, Ark.
E. J. BALL
Fayetteville, Ark.
THE BANWARTH 
FAMILY
Bentonville, Ark.
1ST EMPLOYMENT 
STAFFING 
Fayetteville, Ark.
LINDA AND WENDALL 
ADAMS - ADAMS 
INVESTMENTS OF NWA, LLC  
Springdale, Ark.
ALL-STORAGE 
PRODUCTS, INC.
Little Rock, Ark.
AMERICA’S 
CAR-MART, INC.
Bentonville, Ark.
AON RISK 
SOLUTIONS
Little Rock, Ark.
ARKANSAS BOX 
Greenwood, Ark.
ARKANSAS SPECIALTY ORTHOPAEDICS/ 
G. THOMAS FRAZIER, M.D., 
C. LOWRY BARNES, M.D., 
MICHAEL M. MOORE, M.D., 
CHARLES E. PEARCE, M.D., 
JAMES C. TUCKER, M.D.
Little Rock, Ark.
BROYLES-MATTHEWS SILVER MEMBERS
ELIZABETH SMALL/
CHESTER PHILLIPS/
PDC COMPANIES
Little Rock, Ark.
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BARBER LAW FIRM, 
PLLC
Little Rock, Ark.
BEHRENTS ENDODONTIC 
SPECIALISTS-NATE, KATHERINE, 
KENDALL AND LUKE BEHRENTS
Fayetteville, Ark.
EDITH W. & J. KEVIN 
BELL
Van Buren, Ark.
HELEN AND BILL 
BENTON
Jonesboro, Ark.
EDDIE D. AND SISSI 
BLACK
Bentonville, Ark.
LORA AND LUKE 
BLAIR 
Cabot, Ark.
RACHEL, J.B., BLAIR, 
HOLDEN AND GRIFFIN 
BLANKENSHIP 
Fayetteville, Ark.
DR. MITCHELL 
COLLINS
Conway, Ark.
COMPSYS, INC.
North Little Rock, Ark.
JOHN H. COOLEY 
Fort Smith, Ark.
MIKE COX FAMILY
Texarkana, Ark.
PAUL & MENDY COX 
AND PAUL & CONNIE 
CHURCH
Bonnerdale, Ark.
THE WESLEY K. COX 
FAMILY
Fayetteville, Ark.
GLYN CRANE FAMILY
Longview, Texas
CHASTAIN FARMS
Rogers, Ark.
THE CITIZENS BANK 
Batesville, Ark.
LAWRENCE CLARK III 
Benton, Ark.
BRANDON COGBURN 
Texarkana, Ark.
DR. AND MRS. 
ANDREW COLE
Conway, Ark.
MICHAEL D. COLEMAN 
FAMILY 
Fort Smith, Ark.
RYAN, JAMI, MAGGIE 
& GRADY COLEMAN 
Fort Smith, Ark.
BRANDON & 
LAURA CATE
Fayetteville, Ark.
CHARLES R. CATE 
MEMORIAL 
Sulphur Springs, Texas
DALE W. CAUDLE 
Fayetteville, Ark.
CHRIS & LORI CAVER, 
CHRIS AND OLIVIA
Springdale, Ark.
CDI CONTRACTORS, 
LLC
Little Rock, Ark.
CENTENNIAL BANK
Conway, Ark.
JOHN ED 
CHAMBERS III
Danville, Ark.
DR. CHARLES 
F. CALE 
Fayetteville, Ark.
RANDY & 
MICHAEL CALE 
Fayetteville, Ark.
JODY CALLAWAY 
FAMILY
Russellville, Ark.
KATHY AND SMOKEY 
CAMPBELL 
Hot Springs, Ark.
STEVEN W. CAPLE
Dallas, Texas
BOB CARNES/
ARKIE LURES, INC.  
Springdale/Rogers, Ark.
KEN AND JOAN 
CARROLL
Fayetteville, Ark.
COACH FRANK 
BROYLES
Fayetteville, Ark.
CARMEN 
LEHMAN BRUCE
Skiatook, Okla.
BRUXVOORT FAMILY
Fort Worth, Texas
DON AND JEAN 
BRYANT 
Rogers, Ark.
E. JAMES 
BUCHANAN, JR.
Johnson, Ark.
KENT AND 
TAMMY BURGER
Bentonville, Ark.
1037 THE BUZZ
Little Rock, Ark.
LEE 
BODENHAMER
Little Rock, Ark.
ERIN, TINA, DAVID 
AND BEN BOGLE 
Bentonville, Ark.
BOYD METALS 
Fort Smith, Ark.
TOMMY AND 
SYLVIA BOYER
Fayetteville, Ark.
JOB AND MARGE 
BRANCH TRUST
Fayetteville, Ark.
BRANDON 
COMPANY
North Little Rock, Ark.
LANEY N. BRIGGS
Little Rock, Ark.
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CROSSLAND HEAVY 
CONTRACTORS, INC.
Columbus, Kan.
CURTIS DALTON/
DALTON MOTORS INC. 
Marianna, Ark.
DANIELSON 
LAW FIRM PLLC 
Fayetteville, Ark.
DALTON, TERESA AND 
LEAH DAVES-PONGMAN 
GOLF (EZGO DEALER)
North Little Rock, Ark.
MARY KATHRYN 
DAVIS PHARM D
Cord, Ark.
ALAN DEAN
Camden, Ark.
IN MEMORY OF DR. JOHN 
DELAMORE AND IN HONOR 
OF DR. GENE JINES 
Little Rock, Ark.
HARRIS AND 
PUTTKAMMER LLC
Rogers, Ark.
TOM HAVENSTRITE-
T.S. DUDLEY LAND 
COMPANY, INC.
Houston, Texas
IN LOVING MEMORY 
OF JERRY & BETTY 
HAYNIE
Little Rock, Ark.
HEMBREE 
FAMILY TRUST
Fort Smith, Ark.
FRANK D. 
HICKINGBOTHAM
Little Rock, Ark.
MIKE & JEANIE HILL 
Fayetteville, Ark.
CHIP AND 
BRENDA HILLIARD
Maumelle, Ark.
DR. AND MRS. 
AL GORDON 
Fayetteville, Ark.
THE JOHN JASON 
GRAMLING FAMILY
Bentonville, Ark.
GRAMMER FAMILY 
SCHOLARSHIP
Fayetteville, Ark.
TIMOTHY W. GROOMS
Little Rock, Ark.
GRETCHEN, PATRICK, 
MABRY AND SCOTT HALL 
OF SCOTT HALL, M.D.
Helena, Ark.
BICCY AND SCOTT 
HAMILTON
Springdale, Ark.
DR. MITCHELL R. 
HARPER
Fort Smith, Ark.
WALT & CAROL 
GILBERTSON, IN MEMORY 
OF RICK RAUH 
Rogers, Ark.
GLASS 
ERECTORS
Little Rock, Ark.
DR. D. BRUCE GLOVER
Fort Smith, Ark.
DASH GOFF
Fayetteville, Ark.
THOMAS B. 
GOLDSBY, JR. 
West Memphis, Ark.
BLAKE, CATHY, CAROLINE, 
AVA GOODMAN
Corning, Ark.
WENDALL 
GOODWIN, M.D.
Fairgrove, Mo.
FRED FARRELL, FALCO 
CHEMICAL, INC.  
Vicksburg, Miss.
THE BANK OF 
FAYETTEVILLE
Fayetteville, Ark.
JOHN & SUSAN 
GARDNER 
Melbourne, Ark.
KEN AND SUSAN 
GARDNER 
Fayetteville, Ark.
JAMES AND CATHY 
GATES
Tulsa, Okla.
GENWEALTH 
FINANCIAL ADVISORS 
Bryant, Ark.
GHIRARDELLI 
CHOCOLATE COMPANY
Rogers, Ark.
EAST CENTRAL ARKANSAS 
RAZORBACK CLUB 
Forrest City, Ark.
J.M. EDINGTON III & 
NATHAN WOOLARD 
FAMILIES
Corning, Ark.
THE ELLIOTT FAMILY
Jonesboro, Ark.
KIRK ELSASS 
Fayetteville, Ark.
ERC PROPERTIES, INC.
Fort Smith, Ark.
JEFF EVANS & FAMILY 
Fort Smith, Ark.
JASON, SARAH, JOSHUA, 
CALEB, HUDSON, TITUS, 
SILAS AND HADDON EVERETT
Roland, Ark.
RANDY & DONNA 
DENNIS
North Little Rock, Ark.
DEANNA WADE DIAL 
AND MICHAEL C. DIAL
Rogers, Ark.
DR. JACOB & PATRICIA 
DICKINSON, JAKE, 
JOSHUA AND ANDREW
Mountain Home, Ark.
JOHN & LINNIE 
DODGE
Flower Mound, Texas
DOUGLAS 
COMPANIES, INC.
Texarkana, Ark.
JOE, CANDY, ANNA, & 
JAKE DUNAWAY 
Clarksville, Ark.
GEORGE H. DUNKLIN 
ASSOC. 
Stuttgart, Ark.
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ROBERT L. HIXON JR.
Dallas, Texas
MAX HOLLOWAY 
TRUST
Muskogee, Okla.
LEE & BILL HUMBLE
Little Rock, Ark.
DAVID, TERRY, TORY 
& JOHN HUNTON
Fort Smith, Ark.
FLOYE AND 
RODGER HURT
Jonesboro, Ark.
SCOTT HUSTON/
CHARLENE & RANDY ORT
Oklahoma City, Okla.
DR. AND MRS. 
JIM MARK INGRAM
Little Rock, Ark.
ANN SHERLAND 
MCCOLLUM AND 
SHANNON SIMMONS DUKE 
Little Rock, Ark.
JAY AND JUDY 
MCDONALD 
Fayetteville, Ark.
ANN, JIM, MARSHALL 
AND SAM MCKENZIE
Bentonville, Ark.
MCLOUD & 
COMPANY, LLC
Rogersville, Mo.
MEEK’S, THE 
BUILDER’S CHOICE 
(NORTHWEST ARKANSAS) 
Springdale, Ark.
METAL BUILDING 
SUPPLY / JIM BRITTON
Gravette, Ark.
ROGER MINNICH 
FAMILY 
Siloam Springs, Ark.
TOM, JEANNIE, TYLER 
& KIRSTEN MARTIN/
RICKY, JAMIE, MADDEN 
& EASON MONROE
Jonesboro, Ark.
HARRY AND 
JANIS MATTISON 
Bossier City, La.
MAXWELL HARDWOOD 
FLOORING
Monticello, Ark.
MAXX AND THEO 
Centerton, Ark.
STEVEN MCAFEE, 
ROGERS IRON & 
METAL CORP.
Rogers, Ark.
GAGE, RYDER AND 
CAIN MCCLAIN/
MCCLAIN ENTERPRISES 
Mountain Home, Ark.
MCCLINTON 
INVESTMENTS
Fayetteville, Ark.
GARY W. LAY 
Little Rock, Ark.
BOBBY AND LAURA 
LESTER FAMILY
Jacksonville, Ark.
TOM LEWIS / 
LEWIS AUTO GROUP 
Fayetteville, Ark.
BOB LUCKY
McGehee, Ark.
MELISSA, TAMMY 
AND STEVE MABRY
Dexter, Mich.
BOB & WENDY 
MARTIN 
Mena, Ark.
MARTY, MARSHA, 
FLETCHER, CHASE, 
MELISSA AND ELLIE 
MARTIN 
Little Rock, Ark.
KNWA-DREW AMMAN, 
ALYSSA ORANGE, 
AARON PETERS, 
MIKE IRWIN
Fayetteville, Ark.
JACKIE AND VICKI 
LACKIE’S LITTLE 
RAZORBACKS
North Little Rock, Ark.
LALMAN, INC. 
(IN MEMORY OF J. 
EDWARD LALMAN) 
West Memphis, Ark.
LARRY LAMBIOTTE/
FALCO CHEMICAL, INC. 
Vicksburg, Miss.
ANNA, CHRISSIE, ASHLEY 
AND TONY LAMKIN 
Jonesboro, Ark.
FRED R. LANGFORD 
Conway, Ark.
DR. TIM LAWRENCE 
AND FAMILY 
Fort Smith, Ark.
A. C. “RUSTY” JOHNS 
& LEE LANE 
Paris, Ark.
JIMMY G. & BETH 
JOHNSON
Allen, Texas
BROOKE AND HEATH 
JOHNSTON 
Rogers, Ark.
JERRY JONES
Arlington, Texas
LANE & DENISE 
KEETER
Heber Springs, Ark.
KINCO 
CONSTRUCTORS, LLC 
Little Rock, Ark.
K-MAC 
ENTERPRISES, INC. 
Fort Smith, Ark.
KEITH INGRAM - KENT 
INGRAM/RAZORBACK 
CONCRETE CO.
West Memphis, Ark.
WANDA IRWIN
Springdale, Ark.
DR. BEN AND NANCY 
ISRAEL 
Fayetteville, Ark.
DAVID JR., JULIA, 
TREY AND SASHA 
JACKSON 
Siloam Springs, Ark.
BILL AND PATTI JAMES/
JAMES LAW FIRM 
Little Rock, Ark.
ROBERT H. JANES
Little Rock, Ark.
MARY AND GARY 
JEFFERSON
Little Rock, Ark.
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MITCHELL’S PARK STREET PHAR-
MACY: MCKENZIE HORTON, EMMA 
MITCHELL, CHLOE KING, CARTER 
HORTON, CAROLINE MITCHELL 
AND JOHN DAVID MITCHELL
Calico Rock, Ark.
JULIA PECK MOBLEY 
Texarkana, Texas
NANCY & ARK 
MONROE III 
Little Rock, Ark.
SHIRLEY MONTGOMERY/
RAZORBACK TOWEL 
SERVICE
Conway, Ark.
ED & EDEN MOODY 
Little Rock, Ark.
BILL AND DENISE 
MORRISON 
Camden, Ark.
JOHN AND 
PAMELA MORTON 
Little Rock, Ark.
DRS. HEATH & 
ADRIANA STACEY, MARY 
VIRGINIA, WHITMAN, 
ANNALISE AND JACK 
Fayetteville, Ark.
BETTE & JERRY C. 
STAMPS
Fayetteville, Ark.
RICHARD A. 
STATON, D.D.S.
Fort Smith, Ark.
KATHY & HANK STONE 
& CHRIS STONE
Magazine, Ark.
LANCE, MACK & 
BLISS STORY 
Malvern, Ark.
STRIBLING 
EQUIPMENT, LLC
Jackson, Miss.
SCOTT & JENNA STUBBS, 
WESTON & MACI, DAVID & MAXINE 
STUBBS, JAMEY & SHANNA 
BOINEY, JASE AND AVERY
Fayetteville, Ark.
MARTIN B. 
SILVERFIELD 
Little Rock, Ark.
CAMERON & MONICA 
SMITH 
Rogers, Ark.
DARWIN & EVA SMITH
Rogers, Ark.
RONNY AND LISA SMITH 
- “COCO AND “LOUIS”
Blytheville, Ark.
VERNON & LYNDA 
CHANCELLOR SMITH 
Arlington, Texas
SOUTHWESTERN 
ENERGY COMPANY 
Conway, Ark.
CHAD, CHARLIE AND 
LILLY SPONER 
Camden, Ark.
SALINE COUNTY 
RAZORBACK CLUB 
Benton, Ark.
CHARLES E. 
SCHARLAU 
Fayetteville, Ark.
SEAMLESS SYSTEMS 
INC. - APPLICATORS 
OF SPECIALTY ROOF 
SYSTEMS 
Memphis, Tenn.
JACOB “JASON” 
SHARP
Olive Branch, Miss.
BOB SHAW
Springdale, Ark.
DENNIS SHAW
Springdale, Ark.
MARY ANNE SHULA
Surfside, Fla.
FRANK AND PATRICIA 
PLAFCAN TRUST 
Little Rock, Ark.
GUS PUGH, SR., 
MEMORIAL
Portland, Ark.
REBEL FISHING 
LURES 
Fort Smith, Ark.
RIDOUT LUMBER 
COMPANIES OF 
ARKANSAS 
Searcy, Ark.
DON AL AND DONNIE 
RINGLER
Temple, Texas
WILLIAM KELLEY 
ROWE - GRANDSON 
OF W. BAYLESS AND 
KAY ROWE 
St. Joe, Ark.
MR. & MRS. JOHN R. 
ROWLAND 
Little Rock, Ark.
JAMES & 
KIMBERLY OTT
Bentonville, Ark.
CHARLES B. 
OWENS
Fayetteville, Ark.
BRADY PADDOCK 
Texarkana, Ark.
DON & JOAN 
PARK
Fayetteville, Ark.
ROSS PENDERGRAFT 
MEMORIAL
Fayetteville, Ark.
PEPPER SOURCE, LTD 
Van Buren, Ark.
PHIL & JUDY 
PHILLIPS AND 
THOMAS LASHLEE 
Springdale, Ark.
DAVID NEAL/RHODES 
CHEVROLET CO.
Van Buren, Ark.
THE NELSON AND 
BEATY COMPANY - 
DR. STEVE NELSON 
AND LANCE BEATY
Fort Smith, Ark.
NEWBERRY GRANDKIDS - 
SAGELY, LAYLA, CAYDEN, 
LINDLEY AND EMERY 
Fayetteville, Ark.
NIX SCREW MACHINE 
PRODUCTS, INC.
Malvern, Ark.
NOBLE 
STRATEGIES
Little Rock, Ark.
GEORGE NUNNALLY 
CHEVROLET, INC./
GEORGE NUNNALLY
Bentonville, Ark.
J.W. NUTT 
COMPANY 
North Little Rock, Ark.
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WES SUTTON 
Little Rock, Ark.
SYNCHRONY 
FINANCIAL
Bentonville, Ark.
TAYLOR AND LUNSFORD 
LAND AND TIMBER
Sheridan, Ark.
BOB & JUDY 
TAYLOR
Russellville, Ark.
DANNY THRAILKILL, 
ATTY. 
Mena, Ark.
PHILLIP, MATT, SCOTT, 
& NEIL TRACY 
Jacksonville, Ark.
CHAD, VIRGINIA AND 
CHARLIE TRAMMELL 
Texarkana, Texas
JOE DAN YEE 
Lake Village, Ark.
ZERO MOUNTAIN, INC.
Fort Smith, Ark.
MYSTIE/JERRY WILLIAMS 
WITH CHILDREN LANDRY, 
RYAN, JULIAN AND 
CRISTON
Little Rock, Ark.
WILSON & 
ASSOCIATES, PLLC
Little Rock, Ark.
WILSON REAL ESTATE 
AUCTIONEERS INC.
Hot Springs, Ark.
NANCY T. & 
JOEL G. WOOD
Germantown, Tenn.
MARK WREN, MD, 
CARLA WREN, KELSEY 
& COLLIN KUHN
Texarkana, Texas
ED PAT, BETSY, KATHERINE 
AND RACHEL WRIGHT
Helena, Ark.
DARRELL YATES 
AUTO MALL
Muskogee, Okla.
JEANNE & SCOTT 
WASHBURN
Rogers, Ark.
SHARON & DAVID 
WASHBURN 
Rogers, Ark.
WATER TECH, INC. 
Fort Smith, Ark.
RICK WATKINS/
THE WATKINS COMPANY 
Little Rock, Ark.
MR. & MRS. JOHN 
KEITH WEST & FAMILY
Pacifi c Palisades, Calif.
THE WHITELAW KIDS - 
WILLIAM, TRACE & HALEY
Fayetteville, Ark.
J. LARRY WIEDEMAN
Corning, Ark.
ELLEN TURNEY, D.D.S.
Conway, Ark.
DR. PAUL AND 
RACHEL VEACH
Maumelle, Ark.
VERIZON
Irving, Texas
JIM AND SUSAN 
VON GREMP
Rogers, Ark.
TED, TANNER 
AND KATHY WADE
Fayetteville, Ark.
WALKER BROS. 
INSURANCE, INC. 
Springdale, Ark.
JUDY WALLER DBA 
U.S. PIZZA COMPANY
Little Rock, Ark.
SILVER MEMBERS NOT PICTURED
Adcock - Pambianchi Trust
Pete and Pat Allen
Dick and Gloria Alpe
Bill Anderson
Bob Anderson
Anthony-Higgs Lumber Co., Inc.
Arkansas National Bank, National 
Home Center, Stephens Media
Arkansas Trailer Mfg. Co., Inc.
Arnold & Associates and in Memory 
of James A. Arnold
Robert L. Arvin III
Ash Grove Cement Co.
Ashley Company
B & B Solutions
Mark and Janie Baber
Mr. & Mrs. James L. Bacon
Todd & Laura Baker
Les and Mina Baledge
BAM Scholarship LLC
Bank of Arkansas
Bank of Little Rock
Daniel Sr. and Sally Barnett
Russ Basham
Gari Lynn Bassett
Dr. & Mrs. David H. Bauer
Baxter Land Co., Inc.
Beasley-Richesin Group
W. Bryan Beasley
Dan Bednyak
Derek & Ashley Bell and Dalton & 
Ally Owens
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Bellingrath 
Gene and Blake Bennett
Steve Benoit
George J. Bequette Family
Brett Bernstein
Brian Bernstein
Brent & Solveig Berry
Big Red Stores
Larry Bittle Insurance Agency, Inc.
The Blank Family
Leonard & Laurie Boen
Pat & Tommy Bond
Gene & Ann Bordelon
Bowers Asset Management Inc.
Jimmy R. Boze
Greg & Tessa Brasher
Hugh and Martha Brewer
Chad Brown
Linda Brown
Ray Brown
Dr. Jim Bryan, Jr. Family 
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Bull
Burford Distributing
Burnett Insurance Corporation
Brad & Mary Burney
Dr. and Mrs. Charles R. Caldwell, Jr.
JC Calvert
Mr. & Mrs. David E. Campbell
Ray, Michelle, Evan, Parker 
& Davis Canode
Dr. Robee & Robyn Carter
Marty & Ginger Casteel
Celebrate Arkansas Magazine-Brian 
Henley
CenterPoint Energy
Century A/C Supply
Dr. Don M. Chaney D.D.S
Pat & Becky Chase
E. J. Chauvin, M.D.
Dr. B. Scott & Stephanie Chism
Choctaw Hotel Pocola
Drs. David & Beth Clay
Dr. & Mrs. Jock Cobb
Coca-Cola Bottling Company 
of Arkansas
Greg & Debbie Cockmon
Marshall Coffman
Julie Colich
Dr. Steven F. Collier
Commercial Bank & Trust Company
Dr. and Mrs. Jon R. Connelley
Consolidated Printing Industries, Inc.
Ken Cook
Patrick Copes
Russell & Kelly Cornelius
Jeannette and Ken Cox 
and Brittany Akers
Cozart & Company
Crabtree R.V. Center, Inc.
Barry Crabtree and Carey Antoon
Wilson Crisler
Carl and Elizabeth Cross
Steve Crumpler
CSI Insurance
CSM Holdings, LLC
Dr. & Mrs. Andrew S. Curry
Calvin & Sissy Czeschin
D & T Company
Chris Dale
Carl Dalrymple, Jr.
Claud Davis & Mike Muntzel
Mickey and Tammy Davis
Dr. and Mrs. Scott A. Davis
Barry Deacon
DECCO Contractors Paving, Inc.
Delta Razorback Club
Carole Denney
DOB Enterprises Inc.
John Dodge, Jr.
Bill Dodson/Steve Gann - 
Lumber One, LLC
James, Denise and Madalyn Dowell
William F. Dudding M.D.
Mr. Dan Dykema
Steve and Kathi Eason
Bill and Carol Eaton
John W. and Laurie B. Eckart 
Marc J. & Lou Anne Emrich
Wayne & Margrit Enns
Rachel Erickson
Pete A. Esch
Brian, Melissa, Laina & Landon Evans
Roy Everett
The Failla Companies
Rosemary Fairhead / Donna Meckfessel
Anthony W. Fakouri
Farrell Brothers
Tim & Peggy Farrell
Don & Steve Farris
Faubelous Hog Fans 
Jim and Joyce Faulkner
Stephen M. Ferguson
Jerry & Karen Fetzer
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SILVER MEMBERS NOT PICTURED
(CONTINUED)
First National Bank of Lawrence County
First Western
The Albert Fischer Family
Bettye Fiscus 
Karen and John Flake
Flintco, Inc.
Tony and Robin Flippin
Mark and Dawn Forbis
Betty & Buddy Formby
Gene and Gaylia Fortson
Tiger and Laura Foust 
Spencer Fox, Greg Fox & Jeff Pierce
Jacquelyn Sue Frigon
John and Linda Fulbright
Robert “Ted” Gammill
Drs. John Garrett and Steve Goss
GastroArkansas
David T. Gates Jr. and Jana Gates
Roy Gean, Inc.
Jeff & Lisa Gearhart
Mr. & Mrs. Don L. Gibson
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Goforth
Bill & Sylvia Goodyear
Gordon Financial Services
James & Angie Graves
Shawn Gray
Great Southern Bank
Michael Green
Dr. and Mrs. G. Stephen Greer
Tom Grunden, LLC
Robert A. Hall - Hall Mfg., Inc.
Erle Hammans, Cherrye Hammans Ellis 
& Garrett Ellis
Elgin and Jennifer Hamner
Nicholas Hamon
The Hancock Family
Carl and Sandy Handley
David & Linda Hargis
Craig & Karyn Harper
David and Carol Harper
Harrison Area Razorback Club
Hank & Cheryl Harrison
Harry L. Hastings, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hawkins
Gary R. Head
Greg Henderson
Mr. & Mrs. Pat Henderson
Walt & Sudie Henderson
Troy & Anne Lynn Henry
Paul Henson Family
Eric Herget
The Heringer Family 
R. Hildebrand
Jim and Aimee Hillis
Hillman Farms
Dr. Richard and Jane Hinkle
Nick & Barb Hobbs
Bill & Melinda Holder
Zach & Collin Holderfi eld
Chance & Gabe Hollingsworth
Rusty & Gayle Honea
Hoover Oil & Gas, Inc.
Horatio State Bank
Chuck Jr. &  Donna Horne
Jerry Horton
Hospice Home Care
Dewaine Hottinger
Industrial Iron Works, Inc.
Michael E. and Evelyn R. Irwin
Stotts & Lori Isbell
Jackson-Young Digital Graphics
Thomas Jacob
James & Bratcher Families
JB Properties, LLC
Gary & Vicki Jech
Dr. Leroy and Connie Jeske
Chris & Meredith Johnson
Larry and Marie Johnson
Mike & Kim Johnson
Drs. Michael  Johnston 
and Bryant Richardson
Jones Family
Henry Jordan, Jr.
Phillip Judd/The Drug Store, Inc.
Charles Jurgensmeyer
Just-Us Printers, Inc.
Keisner Family
Griff & Kenan Keyes
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. King, Jon King, 
& Mickey King
Kipafamily
Joe & Dana Kleine
Kubala Public Adjusters, Inc.
Jimmy & Claire Kuhn 
L and L Metal Fabrication, Inc.
Brent Larsen, D.D.S.
Laser Law Firm, P.A.
Dick Latta
Kellie & Trevor Lavy
Lawrence Electric Co., Inc.
Randy Lawson Family
Lectra Circuits  Inc.
Johnny R. Ledbetter, M.D.
Roberts & Tammy Lee
Carolyn and Leonard LeFevers
Robert & Sandy Lessenberry Family
Randy Levenberg
Toe, Carolyn & Ashley Lienhart
D. C. Lind
Lindsey Software Systems, Inc.
Cynthia Loudenslager
Steve & Sharon Lovett 
and Michael and Lindsey Estes
Judy R. Loving
L-P, Inc.
Carl & Diane Lucky
Homer G. Luther
Lyons Family 
M & M Farm
Deborah Magness
Lance & Tareneh Manning 
Jill and Joe March
Lambert Lynn and Julie Marshall
Carole Martin
Todd & Marti Martin/Casey & Jill Myers
Clay Maxey
David May
Kathryn & Tommy May
Scott & Stephanie McCall
Jimmy and Rebecca McChristian
Sarah McComb
McNair & Associates
Randy McNulty
Jim & Carolyn McWilliams
Frederick A. Meadors, M.D., P.A.
Sonya & Larry Mendelsohn
Larry Middleton
Craig Miller
Raymond P. Miller, Sr.
Mr. Sam Mims
Dr. Raye and Elise Mitchell
Mobley Contractors, Inc.
Paul Moffat
The Moore Family
M.T. Morter/Morter Health System
Brett & Vickie Mosley
Mountain Mechanical Contractors, Inc.
Randall G. Mourot
Scott G. Muller
Dr. & Mrs. Marc Muncy
Roy L. Murphy Razorback Club
Mitch Nawojczyk
Chris Nelson
The Duane Nelson Trust
Susan E. Newton
George R. O’Connor
John and Sondra Oliphant
Omega Solutions, Incorporated 
The O’Neal & Henningsen Families 
Orton & Parham Families
Ozarks Electric Cooperative Corporation
Paris Ford
Rhonda Parish
Joseph W. Park
Dr. and Mrs. Jonathan M. Parker
Mr. Tim Parker
Cal Partee
Hiren Patel
Patton Memorial Scholarship/Sue & 
David Mosley
Robert & Susan Patton
Jim Pender
Dr. Kerry F. and Deborah Pennington
Don R. and Tonya L. Phillips
Kelly & Christy Phipps 
Pine Bluff Razorback Club
Tom & Jackie Poage
PODS of NW Arkansas
Hugh Hart Pollard
Pork Rinds & Pig Skins
Craig and Julie Potter
Powell Family Scholarship
David Powell
Powers of Arkansas-Alan Hope
Premier Dermatology & Skin Renewal Center
Edward E. Prewitt Family
John & Michelle Price 
Chris & Robin Primm
Charlie Provenzano
Ramsey Motor Company
Dr. David G. Ratcliff 
Rector-Phillips-Morse, Inc.
Charlene Reed
Regency Consulting
Regions Bank-Rogers
Jim Reilly
The Revard Family
Kirk A. Reynolds, M.D. 
and Kimberly Reynolds, M.D.
Mike Richardson, Arkansas Region 
President, US Bank
James C. & Susan Rieff
J. A. Riggs Tractor Co.
Mr. & Mrs. Steve J. Rinnert
Donna Hartsfi eld Rippey
R K F & L Insurance, Inc.
Matt Robbins
Roberts Law Firm, P.A.
Robinson Law Firm, L.L.C.
Leno Robinson, Jr.
Kyle and Jane Roper
Rose Law Firm
Roundhouse Sports
RS & 2K, LLC
Roger B. Rucker
Dee, Anna and Jeff Rylee
Kent Rylee Automotive Solutions
Jaden Sanchez
Sandlin Family Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Scanlon
Kendall & Carol Schwindt
Amy Scott & Johnathon Welch
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Fletcher See III
Jeff Seeger 
J.J. & Johnette Seiter
Gary and Kristi Sewell
Pat & Joy Shalmy
Scott & Samantha Shepherd
Mrs. Linda Short
Smith Clinic
Arby and Angela Smith
Okla Bennett Smith
S.T. ‘Ros’ Smith
Steve & Kellye Smith
T.J. Smith
Tim & Cristy Smith
Family of W. Maurice Smith, Jr. 
Claude Smithey White County Razorback Club
Dan Snider & Kim Backus
Don and Jo Soderquist
Larry Sparks
Bill and Marilyn Stanley
Mike & Donna Stec
James & Debbie Stein
Craig & Belinda Stevens
Ed and Dorothy Stevenson 
Dick and Mary Stockland
Stone County Razorback Club 
Storms Agri Ent., Inc.
David and Dr. Darrin Storms
Mike & Laura Stover
Sutton Packaging, Inc.
Erik Sutton and Family
Kenneth Sutton
Nolan Sweeney
Charlie & Brooke Tappan
Philip and Gina Tappan
Tenenbaum Recycling Group, LLC
Texarkana Area Razorback Club
McKenzie Thompason
Thompson / Staley Family 
Steve and Michelle Timmermans
Chuck & Karen Tlapek
Bobby Joe Turner
Kevin & Shelley Turner
The Turner Family
Donald Vaccaro
Scott, Melissa, Nathan & Emily Varady
William L. Varner Family 
Robert Vaught
Andy Vondran
Sam and Karen Vorderstrasse
Chris & Scott Wade
David Wagner
Dr. & Mrs. Jerry E. Wagner
Dr. Eric W. Walker
Mr. James A. Walker, Jr./Susan T. Walker
Johnny & Julia Washburn
Charlie Weaver - L & S Concrete Co., Inc.
Kent & Teresa Webb
Chris & Debby Weiser
Dr. John D. Wells
West Tree Service, Inc.
The Westmoreland Family
Steve & Nancy Jacobi White
Wholesale Electric Supply
Rachael Wich
Kevin Wilcox
The Wild B.O.A.R.S.
Wilkerson Family
Robert J. Wilkerson
Mike & Teresa Wilkins
Bob Williams - Allied Williams Co.’s, Inc.
Jeff & Angela Williams 
Josh & Tami Wilson
Leslie & Ed Wilson
Steve and Michele Wilson
Joe Wimberly
The Woman’s Clinic, P.A.
Carol A. Wood
Dane & Michelle Workman
Michael W. Worysz 
The Wright Family
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wylie
Young & Youngblood Insurance
Tracy and Lisa Young
Robby Zink
SUPER HOG MEMBERS
Kem & Harry Aburrow
Neil Ackerson
Acme Brick Company
Jon Adams
Bunny Adcock
Gary & Melanie Alecusan
Gregg Alford
All State Electric, Inc.
Russell Allison
All-Steel Construction
AMR Construction LLC
Mason Andres
Dustin & Ashley Anhalt
John & Michelle Anthony
Frank Appleberry
John M. Armstrong
Rob & Beth Armstrong
Gary M. Arrington
Patrick & Lauren Arthur
Atchley Family Trust
Athlon Sports
Lisa Austin
Reagan Baber M.D.
Wes Babler
Doug and Luanne Bachman
Michael and Tina Bahn
Mrs. Janet A. Baker
Sam, Johna and Connor Baker
Terry Baker, BSIE 79
Balch Family
Bob Balfe
The Ballard Family
BancorpSouth Bank
Stephen & Carrie Barber
Gary and Ann Barnes
John David Barron
Timothy Barry
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Bass
Mr. & Mrs. Billy W. Batson
Len and Betty Bauman
Grady & Susan Bean
Ray and Sheila Beardsley
The Don Beavers Family
Randy and Stephanie Been
Scott & Judy Belden
Aaron & Alana Bell
Chuck and Beverly Bell
Jerry & Cynthia Beller
Michael and Kim Belue
Steven Berger
Dr. and Mrs. David Bevans III
Meredith and Michael Bishop
Dr. Marcus D. Black
Dr. and Mrs. Bryan Blackshare
Jim and Betty Blaydes
Jason Bohannon
Ben and Cassie Booth
Robert V. and Kay Borg 
Larry and Sandra Bowden
Clay Bradford & Kristi Bradford-Rose
Bill & Stephannie Bradley
Bradley’s Maumelle Pharmacy
Larry & Cathy Brandt
Mr. & Mrs. Barry Brantley 
David and Glenda Brazeale
Jeff Brazzeal
Branden Brewer
Kelly & Susan Bright 
William & Lou Alice Britton
John Brizzolara
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Broughton
Roger & Mary Jane Bryles
Phillip & Teresa Burke
Charles & Jo Ann Burks
William Burks
Cliff and Marcy Cabaness
Caldwell Automotive, Inc.
Renee and Greg Campbell
Rick, Belinda, Brock, Nathaniel 
& Cassi Carpenter
Scott Carroll Family
A. B. Carter, Jr./Carter Farms
Elizabeth Carter
J.T., Erin, Jackson & Samuel Carter 
George Z. Catsavis
Neal & Sara Chilcutt
Mikal Childress
Chris and Marcia Chronister
Ron & Martha Clark
William and Christy Clark 
Donnie & Kathy Clayton
Jonathan Clopton & John O’Daniel
CMM Mechanical
Coakley Company, Inc. Kevin 
and Lisa Coakley
C. Wesley Cole
Ryan Colich
Collier Drug Stores
Matt & Debra Connolly
Sandra & Robert C. Connor
Conway Machine, Inc.
Brandon E. Cooper, Pharm.D.
LaNita and Ed Cooper, Jr.
Corbin Family
The Course at River Oaks
Duane Cousins
Dr. and Mrs. Kent Covert 
Covington Roofi ng Company, Inc.
Steve Cranford
C R Crawford Construction
Dennis and Ellen Crawley 
Dr. and Mrs. Aaron J. Cregger
Louie Crider
Dr. Josh Cross 
Sumner R. Cullom, M.D.
G. Cotter Cunningham
Randy Cutting
Daisy Outdoor Products
Danco Construction Company
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Charles & Rita Daniel
Bob & Rachael Davenport
Davidson Law Firm
Duane, Martha, Raelyn & Denver Davis
Dr. and Mrs. Larry G. Davis
Mike A. Davis Oil & Gas Exploration
Ricky & Cindy Davis Family
Chuck & Cindy Dearman 
Robb & Jennifer Dedman
Andy Devoto
Tommy Deweese
Greg Boyle and Amber Dickson
Robert Dilatush
Tony & Janet Dillon
Chris Dooly
Larry Dormois
Bob, Ron & Jim Dornblaser
Joe & Michelle Doty
Suzanne T. Dougherty
Mike, Cody, & Evelyn Duley
Vivian W. Dunnaway
Lynn & Laura Duran 
B. W. Dykes
Bo and Marilyn Eagan
Mike & Sarah Easley
Marty & Paula Eaton
Educators Consulting Services
Dr. Carl, Stacey, and Mitchell Edwards
Delmar “Butch” & Jim R. Edwards
The Steve Edwards Family
John C. and Celestine Eichler
John Elliott
Matt Emeterio
Entergy Arkansas, Inc. - 
Business Market
Mark Estelle
Clint & Lori Evans
Charles Fallis 
Farm Equipment Co.
Mark & Theresa Fenner
Kent Ferm
Dan, Marsue, & Meredith Fields
Les and Matt Finch
Kathy Gray Findley
First Bank
Tommy, April & Colton Broyles Fisher
Gene and Jana Fitch
Tim, Carla, Jordan and Reagan Fix 
Rick Fleetwood
The Fletcher Firm, Inc. 
Larry and Cindy Forsgren
Fort Smith Tan Company
Brandon & Amanda Fox/
Jeff & Stefani Bess
Bret Franks Construction, Inc.
J.P. Freppon
Todd Freyaldenhoven
Jeff & LaDonna Frost
Tommy & Carrie Galloway
Darryl Gardner
Deena Garner & Nathan Garner
Claire Garrett
Jack & Sherry Gasaway
James E. Gaston & William E. Gaston
Arthur & Jean Gehrki
Anargyros Gianakakos
Marcus & Amber Gibbs 
Greg and Terri Giles
Michelle & Tyler Gill
Ervin L. Glenn
Keith and Tina Goff
Justin Goforth
Mark and Marsha Goings
Mitch & Griffi n Golleher
Larry and Heather Goodwin
Brandan & Tiffany Graham
James O. Graham
Jerry Gramling Trust
Grandeur Fasteners, Inc.
Ryan & Holly Graves, Connie 
& Greg Simpson
Dr. David K. Gray 
Greater Tulsa Razorback Club
Dr. Phillip Green
David & Carla Greenway
Michael & Alison Griffi no
Rex and Carolyn Grimsley
Roy Grimsley
William (Trey) Groce
Dr. Jeffrey and Melanie Hale
Laurence Hammond
Chris Hanahan
Benjamin Hankins
Paul & Hunter Hanshaw
Rob & Kaye Harkness
Tyler Harrell
Harris Ford
Tim, Julie & Luke Harris
Mark & Theresa Hartman
Ray and Kristen Harvey 
James & Jennifer Haskins
Matt Hayden
Bailey Hayes
William M. Heath
Joel Heider
Mr. and Mrs. Kyle Helms
Warner Henderson
Barry Hendrix
Kyle, Lindsay, Sean, 
& Victoria Hennarichs
Henry Family
Pat Henry Chev-Olds
Mitchell & Mary Hicks
Hiland Dairy
Hill & Cox Corporation
Jeremy Hodge
Hogwheels
Marcia Holeman
Skip Holland
Lee & Kim Holmes
Hope Brick Works, Inc.
Keith & Vonda Houchin
Don G. Howard, M.D.
Jamie Huens
Jennifer Hunt
Janet Huntsman
Q. Byrum Hurst, Jr., Attorney at Law
Impact Management Group, Inc.
Dr. & Mrs. Ralph N. Ingram
Innovative Industrial Solutions
International Paper North
The Irwin Agency, Inc.
Scott & Marilyn Irwin
J & B Supply, Inc.
John R. Jackson, Jr
Weldon Jackson, Jr.
Jim Jacobs M.D.
Randy James Construction Co., Inc.
Tom & Mary Jarrett
E. W. “Pete” and Sandra Jenkins
Johnson Family Trust
Harold E. Johnson
Richard Johnson
Drs. Robert & Paulette Johnson 
Sherry & Siegfried Johnson 
Johnson-Daggett Trust
Gerald and Charlotte Johnston
F. Parker Jones III
Hartzell and Marsha Jones
Jim & Peggy Jones
Larry E. Jones
Patrick and Kathy Joyce
Antonio Justice
KATV Television, Inc.
Kellam Family Hog Callers
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Kelly 
& Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kelly
Owen Kelly M.D.
Steve and Francie Kempson
Michael Kendrick
Kenoy & Charressa Kennedy
Kerr Family Scholarship
Rodney & Caroline Kestner
Jerry Kilbury
Kerry and Kindra Kilker
The King Family
E. Keith “Poncho” III & Heather Knight
Donald & Brenda Knoernschild
Kim Kosmitis, D.D.S.
Billy & Debbie Krack
Josh Lakin
Danny & Mary Pat Lambeth
Travis & Jami Lamontagne
Jim & Barbara Landes
Lane Family
Tim Larson
Allison Lasner
Lavaca Telephone Co., Inc.
Paul E. Lawrence, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. J. Larry Lawson
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lawson 
and Donna Lawson
Mike and Billie Lax
Dr. Charles A. Ledbetter
Shawn Lee DDS, PA
Peter Leer and Family 
Ron Lemay
Mike & Marjie Lewis
Charles W. Lock
Stephen Loke
Gordon Long Family
Mitch and Jennifer Loukota
David E. Love
Tom & Dusty Lovell
Douglas H. Lowrey
Lubker Family Scholarship
Mr. & Mrs. F. H. Lyons, Jr.
Kevin Macero
Ricky, Cynthia, Emma and Orrin Mack 
MailCo USA, Inc.
Malvern National Bank
Marrlin Transit, Inc.
Gregory Marrufo
James Mastrangelo
Irma J. & Duell R. Mathis
Matthews, Campbell, Rhoads, 
McClure & Thompson, P.A.
May Construction Co.
Jay & Jenna May
MBM Enterprises, Inc.
J. David McClanahan, M.D. P.A.
McClelland Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Jackie, Brooke, & Jordan McClure 
Dr. & Mrs. Michael B. McClurkan
Ashton P. McCombs
Joey McCutchen
Rob and Beth McEver
Drew & Bunnie McGee 
Michael McGinnis, M.D.
Howard B. McMahon
Ted & Tom McMurray
Mr. & Mrs. D. Malcolm McNair, Jr.
W. A., Bill, & Gary McVey
Doug and Mandy Meador
W. Russell Meeks, III
Robert and Brenda Mendenhall
Meridian Investment Advisors
Merryman Law Firm
Chuck & Carole Meyer
Delbert & Debbie Mickel
Mickle-Wagner-Coleman Engineers
Brad & Carol Milanowski
Dr. Bob G. Mitchell
Dr. Raymond K. Molden 
Will Monahan
Andrew Monfee, M.D.
Jerry & Julie Moody
The Moore Family Trust 2013 
Craig & Terri Moore
Mike Moore
Bob Morey’s Auto Body
Don & Donna Morgan Family
Bill & Marietta Morris 
David E. Morris, Sr.
Jordon Morris
Will Morris
Jim Morrison
Steve and Beverly Morrison
Tommy K. Morrow
Sandy & Larry Morton 
Dennington Moss
Ken Moss
Jeff Mullen
Betty Murphy & Family 
Gary & Debbie Murphy
Richard G. Murphy
Mr. & Mrs. Greg Nall
Dr. & Mrs. Charles C. Nalley
NAPCO
Sheffi eld Nelson
Marjorie H. Niblock
Lanny & Colleen Nickell
Lee and Tiffanee Noack
Bennett & Tammy Nolan
Northwest Arkansas Times
Northwest Control Systems, Inc.
Bill & Linda O’Brien
Greg and Wendy O’Dell
Russ O’Glee
O’Kelley Family Trust, LLC
Pete & Larrisa Opper
Osage Eagle Investments, LLC
Gill Ragon Owen, P.A.
Kyle Papa
Dan Parker
Ross & Johnette Parker 
and Brent Parker
Robert & Joan Parks & Lisa Jostad
Charles Patterson Family 
David B. Peel, Attorney at Law
Trent and Erin Peetoom
Rex and Brenda Pelton 
Dr. & Mrs. C. E. Phillips
Kevin & Sumer Phillips 
Mark and Jessica Phillips
Oaklea Phillps & Justin Phillips
Ronnie A. Phillips
Santy Phommavong
Ted Pickus
Keith & Shelly Pike
Mr. & Mrs. Gary W. Piker and Family
William E. Pinkerton
Sam & Missy Pittman
Dr. Michael Pohlkamp
Dr. & Mrs. Kevin L. Pope
Dr. William H. Porr
Larry & Nansi Porter
Rickie and Nancy Porter & Family
Prairie Seed & Sales
Premium Brands of NWA
Taylor & Mary Prewitt
Prime Care Family Medicine, Inc.
Drs. John & Audra Prince
Mike Pruitt
Kenneth J. Pummill
Doug & Melonie Ramsey
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Rankin
Kelly and Steve Rappeport
Nelson Red
Brian and Stacy Reece
The Reed Family
William L. and Catherine Reid
Relyance Bank, N.A.
Randy Reynolds & William Conrad 
Rheem Manufacturing
Martin M. Rhodes
Richard Ricci
Bruce & Dian Rich
Wayne “Oz” & Paulette Richie 
Carter & Debra Rickman
Rieves & Mayton
Deborah Truby Riordan
Bob and Bev Roach
Richie and Karen Roberts
Former State Representatives 
Johnnie & Tommy Roebuck
Rogers Group, Inc.
Joe & Kristen Rogers
Jerry & Jean Rosenbaum
Ken Rosenzweig, M. D.
Brian Ross
Rick & Bev Russell
S & J Transportation
Floyd E. Sagely
Bill & Betty Ann Sample
Sam Sanchez
Boyed Sanders Construction
Neal C. Sanders
Clement Santi
Dennis & Susan Schuett
Steve & Debbie Scoggin, Lu Burnett
Sealed Air Corporation
Chris & Lori Selby
Paul & Mary Jo Selig
Cherie Seyfarth
Patrick Shields
Tim and Lori Shields
Shipley Family Partnership 
Curtis Shipley
Joe Shrum
Sigma Pi Alums
Simmons Foods
Fred Simmons
Dr. & Mrs. Randy Simpson
Jim & Lisa Singleton
Small & Associates
Smith Family Clinics of Bentonville 
Smith Insurance Agency, Inc.
Smith Pallet Company
Danny Smith
Greg Smith
Greg & Stacy Smith
Stephen D. & Cheryl J. Smith 
Tamara G. and Tom Smith
Adam F. Socia D.D.S.
Meghan Spathis
Tom Spathis
Wallace Spearmon Jr.
Drew & Jill Speed
Randy & Jill Starkey
Jay and Amber Stephens 
Larry G. Stephens
Donal S. (Mike) Stidham
Mike & Mary Stone
Bill and Carolyn Stowers
Dr. & Mrs. Jerry Stringfellow 
and Josh Stringfellow 
John Sturgis
Sutherland Lumber Co.
Eric & Jennifer Sutterfi eld
Martin Coop Swope
Mr. & Mrs. Royce Tandy
Rusty & Nita Taylor
Evan A. Teague  
Jeffrey Thomas
Dr. and Mrs. Brad Tilley
Mark Timmons - Jiffy Mart, Inc.
Roy and Kristi Tobey
Mike Todd
Dick & Nancy Trammel 
TransMontaigne
Bart and Kelli Trickey
Mark & Pamela Troutt
Tune Concrete Company
Pat & Jacquie Turner
Steve Turner
Gary and Susan Underwood
United Bank
United Rentals
The UPS Store -Searcy
Geron Vail
David & Sue Van Bebber
Mr. and Mrs.  James B. Vawter, Jr.
Jeremy & Billye Veteto
Viridian, Inc.
Cheryl and David Wadley and Family
Bill Wakefi eld
Charles M. Walker
Carroll E. Walls, Jr.
Colleen Sue Walls
William Walstad
Michael & Janet Walters
Katlyn Walthall
Bob Walton
Jim Wann
Candy Ward
Larry A. & Sue Ellen Ward
Gary & Lynn Warren
Mary Jane Watkins
Rachel & Brian Wayne 
and Nirvana & Trey Manning
Doug Webb & Forrest Webb
Chris & Margo Weiser
WestRock
Darin & Julie Wewers
Bob Whisnant
Dr. and Mrs. Brad White
David White
Talmage J. & Jaime Whitehead
Lenny Whiteman, III
Whittle Truck Sales
Cheddy & Kelli Wigginton
Wildy Family Farms
Williams Energy Effi ciency LLC
Williams Tractor, Inc.
The Williams Family 
Charles L. Williams
Dr. E. Walden Williams
Josh & Bessie Williams
Ralph Wimpy Farm, Inc
Aaron, Gage & Lexi Windsor
Winter Moving & Storage, Inc.
Dr. Stephen Wood
Tom & Marguerite Woods
Tommy Woodson
Sam & Sharron Wooldridge
Dwight Woolsey & Denver Woolsey
Grady and Jo Hanna Worden
Marvin, Doris, & Rodney Workman
W. Wayne Workman, M.D.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Wright
Larry & Michelle Wright
Mr. & Mrs. Ron D. Wright
Richard & Barbara Yada
Charlie Yancey family 
L. D. & Greg Yarbrough
David Young and family
Derrick Zank
WILD HOG MEMBERS
A & M Food Services, Inc.
Abbott Tachograph, Inc.
Jesse & Heather Abbott
Alan E. Adair and Jeffrey K. Dehnhardt
Richard Alderman
John Forrest Ales
Alice-Sidney Oil Co.
Jason Allen
Alternative Opportunities, Inc.
Mrs. Howard W. Alton Jr.
American Precision Fabricators
Anderson Family
David & Shirley Andrews
Dick Appleton
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Arkansas Aerospace, Inc.
Arkansas Oral & Maxillofacial 
Surgeons, P.A./ Dr. and Mrs. 
Edward P. Cooper
Arkansas Spine & Pain
Dave & Lisa Arlen
Travis C. Arnold 
Adam & Kate Arroyos
Thomas & Phyllis Ashcraft
Tom Atchley
Scott & Carren Audrain 
Barry Autry
Terry Ayecock Farms
Bailey Paint Co. Inc. 
Pat & Dana Baldwin
Charles Balentine
Brett Ball
Steve and Jo Kaye Bandy 
Bob & Joy Barnes
Phil E. Barnes
James Barnhill
Dr. & Mrs. James W. Basinger
Jerry & Helen Bassett
Brad and Hannah Bateman
Erma L. Bateman
Lee Bates
Rick & Dee Bawiec
Charles and Sherrie Bayles
Bear State Financial
Dennis R. Beck, M.D.
Bob and Susan Bell
Jamie and Eric Bell
Mrs. Robert W. Bell
Bella Vista Contractors, Inc.
Brent Bender
Robert & Susan Bendure
Dr. Steven Bennett
Benton Insurance Service, Inc.
Elizabeth Berry & James Hazlewood
Bevans - Jolly Enterprises
Benjamin Biesenthal
John R. Bland, D.D.S.
Derrick Bobbitt & Dr. Susan Averitt - 
In Memory of Cameron Bobbitt
Jeannie & Ray Boeckmann
Sam Bolin
Ryan & Patrice Bolling
Bonanza Family Restaurants
Boone & Boone Sales
David Borchert
Tommy and Sylvia Boyer
Bill Bracey
Dan Bradford & Justin Bradford
John & Yvonne Brandon
Mr. Troy B. Braswell
Gerald & Sylvia Braziel, Jr. 
Andrew Bredow
Finis, Karen, & Abby Brewer 
Larry Brian
Gina M. Briley and Caroleta Martin
Keith Broach
Jerry W. Brooks
Steven & Becky Brothers
Dr. Stephen Broughton MD
Chuck Brown
Matt Brown
Satch Brown and Keith Head 
Jack Browne
Bryce Davis & Co., Inc. - Realtors
BSW Advertising, Inc..
Steve & Donna Buelow, 
Anderson-Frazier Insurance
Jim Burkett Family 
Bart and Blake Burns
The Kelly & Don Burns Family
Chris & Mary Chris Burrow
Michael & Alix Butler
Curt T. Calaway
Bryan & Ramona Caldwell
James H. Caldwell
Randal Caldwell
Cannon Pallet, LLC
Capitol Partners
Becky Carlisle
Joel H. Carlson / Carlson Co.
Carpet One
Joe & Cindy Carr
Mike Carson
Dan & Jean Carter
James I. Carter
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Cassidy
Cate Eye Care Associates
Shawn & Jan Cathey 
Jerry & Fran Cecil 
Central Industrial Electric
Stephen W. Chaffi n
Chet & Kelly Chaney
Ragain & Tiffany Chapman
Dr. and Mrs. Tim D. Chase
Mr. & Mrs. Bobby Cheatwood
Cody Cheek
Chitwood Farms
Don & Celeste Chmura
Frank and Nancy Chudy
Dr. & Mrs. David A. Churchill
Curt & Debbie Doile Clanton
Clark, Long & Associates
Bill & Connie Clark
Roger & Sherma Clark
Charles Clifton, M.D.
Kevin Clifton
Paul Cochran
Jack & Rayanne Coker
Tom and Cherie Coker
James Cole
John Cole Excavations, Inc.
L. Don and Nancy Cole
Melissa and Jeremy Cole 
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Colebank
Coleman’s Children Academy/
Lois & Virgil Coleman
Bill & Carol Coleman
Mr. & Mrs. Walter C. Coleman III
Ritchey and Kelly Collyar
Wade Colwell
Community First Bank
The Computer Hut, LLC
Michael Conley & Susan Conley
Donny & Jennifer Cook
Dr. and Mrs. Joel P. Cook
Randy Cook
Robert M. Cook
Lowell & Denora Coomer
Drs. James & Kathy Cooper
Dr. & Mrs. Scott S. Cooper
Chip Corley
Cornerstone Bank
Bobby & Kay Cornish
Jane Gladden Corrigan
Steve and Donna Cosby
Wesley A. Cottrell, Attorney at Law
John Coulter
In Memory of  Dr. Clifford Councille 
and Elaine Councille and 
Jennifer and Josh Clary
Mr. & Mrs. J. Scott Covington
Dr. Ken Covington
Ken & Elaine Cowling
David and Dolores Cox
Jim & Ouida Cox
Judi & Walter Cox
Roy, Ronald, Wayne, Keith Cox and 
Alan Cole
Cranford Johnson Robinson Woods/
In Honor of Bob Anderson
Harrol L. Cranford, M.D.
Toby Crawford
Paul and Karen Cree
S. W. Creekmore, Jr.
David Croft
Kelli  J. Crossland
Courtney C. Crouch, Jr.
The Culpepper Family
Virgil Cummins Family
Bill and Bimmy Currie
Robert P. Curry
Custom Plastic and Wood
Mr. & Mrs. Aubrey Cuzick
Mr. & Mrs. Terry Dabbs
Columbus Dalmut
Andy, Amy, Dunn & Hayden Daniel
Herbie & Judy Daniell
James E. Darr, Jr.
Davis Lumber Co., Inc.      
George, Pinky & Shirley Davis
J. Lynn Davis
Terry A. Davis
Richard & Ibis Dawson
Rickey J. Day
David DeBoard
Jimmy & Lisa Deen
Deep Impact Consulting
Delta Plastics of the South
Jim Dennie/Dentech Systems, Inc.
Clifford DePriest
Des Arc Implement Co., Inc.
Diamond Center
George and Pearl Dilling Memorial 
by Shelton Cross & Dr. Steve Crow
Jeffrey H. Dixon
The Randy Dodge Family
Don’s Pharmacy
Allyn & Janice Donaubauer
Dustin Douglas
Leroy Douglas, Jr.
Kate, Adrian, Beth & Phil Douglass
Melanie & Chad Dowd
Garrett & Ellen Dowdy
Joann and Tommy Drew
Jerry & Whitney Duncan
Steve K. Dunham
Carroll W. Dunn
Aaron & Ruth Duvall
Susan & Tommy Eanes
Terry Eaves
Mont S. Echols, Jr.
Robert Edwards
Jimmy R. Eidson
F. D. Eldred
John Rolfe Eldridge
Gary & Suzette Elmore
Connor Endsley
Tracy Englebrecht 
and Debb Formanek
Carol Entricken, DVM
Brent Ernst for PPG Pittsburgh Paints
Jeff Estes
James C. Evans
Exchange Capital Corporation
Richard and Suzanne Ezell
Family Stops USA
Mary Sue and Peter Farmer 
Breanna Adams Faught
J. J. Faulkner
Fawcett-Langham
Dennis & Rachel Ferguson
Mr. & Mrs. Steve Ferguson
Fidelity National Bank
Bradley Benjamin Fine
Larry M. Fink & R. L. Martin CLU
First National Bank
J. Daniel Fiscus, Jr. & Martin Fiscus
Fitzhugh Family
Dr. Maxwell U. Fleming, Jr.
Bill Fletcher
The Flowers Family
Dr. Courtney K. Floyd 
Kenni and Sara Floyd
B. J. Ford
Danny & Gail Ford
Randall W. & Sherry Ford
Bill Foreman
Darrell Fortune
Karrol & Vicki Fowlkes
Ben Fox
The Franklin Company
Tommy & Rebecca Free
Byron Freeland
David & Melinda French
John & Michele Freyaldenhoven
David and Tina Frick
Martha Frits
John D. Fullen
Fred and Kathleen Fullerton
Jay & Pam Gadberry
John & Nancy Gaden
Jeremiah & Ginger Gage
Gallagher Merry; A division of 
Arthur J. Gallagher
Linda Gant
Dr. & Mrs. Ellis Gardner Memorial
Jeremy & Jennifer Garner
Juanet Gaskin
Douglas & Lisa Gautier
Joe Gay 
Helen M. George
Sue & Blake Geren
Greg Gibson Family
Randy Gillespie
Robert and Sybrina Gillespie
Loyd, Hope & Bowen Gillison
Marney and Brenda Gillmore
Emmett R. & Ileta Gilmore Memorial
Ronnie & Kathy Glover
Go Hogs
Mark and Sonya Gohman
Goins Plastic Source, Inc.
The Gary Golden Family
Oscar Gonzalez, Jr.
Charles Goodwin
Robert & Jennifer Graham
Grapette International, Inc.
Dr. Gene Graves
Bob Gray Executive Cars
Greenhurst, Inc.
Griffi n & Associates Architects
Keith Griggs
Mr. & Mrs. R. Scott Grigsby
Chris and Donna Grimes
Jeremy and Lindsay Grissom
Reid Grizzle & Gail P. Graves
Michael A. Grounds, D.D.S., P.A.
Beth Gyngell
Jim & Betty Haisten
Brent, Pam and Grant Hall
Richard & Mary Lee Hall and 
Margaret Erwin and Janet Taylor
Daniel Banks Hamby III 
Ray Hamilton
Tricia Hammons
James Scott Hardin
Benny & Tracy Hargrove
Jeanne Harp
Richard F. Harp
Joe Don Harmon
Benny and Lavel Harris 
Jim Harris & Associates, Inc.
G. W. Hart Family
Kevin and Sonia Hart
Wanda Hartz
Paul H. Harvel
David Hays
Rex D. Hearne & Kipp G. Hearne
Dr. Montgomery Heathman
Dale Hefner
Helena Scholarship
Dee Wayne Hency
Dr. & Mrs. R.H. Henderson 
Brent & Lara Henry
Cliff and Judy Henry
John M. Hestir, M.D.
Paul & Linda Hewitt
Daryl & Ginger Hickman
Eddie and Retta Hight
Hill Logistics
Chip & Pam Hill
Heather L. Hill Speech Pathology, PLLC
Keith & Janice Hill
Dr. Mike Hillis
Phil D. Hinch
James G. and Kay Hinkle
Dr. and Mrs. B. R. Hipp
Ronny J. Hissom
Judy Hobson
Debbie Holliman
John & Stacie Holloway
Gayle, Annetta and Blake Holmes
David and Lorri Holz
Kelly and Tonya Horn
E. West Hornor, Jr.
David, Alec, & Will Horton
Houndstooth Clothing Co.
Teresa & Jerry Howell
Clay Hubbard Farms
Mike & Chris Hubbard
Allan Hudson
Gary and Connie Hudson 
Stephen Hudson
Janan Hughes - Skyline Steel, LLC
Kevin Hughes Construction 
Company, Inc.
Sharlotte Hughes
Dr. Anthony and Susan Hui
Dr. Wm. L. Humphries, Jr. 
Gary & Vanessa Hunter
Huntsville Appliance Center
AJ & Cassie Hurtado 
Bill & Donna Huskison
Hutchens Construction Co.
Jim & Judy Irwin
Dr. Art & Randi Isely
Ted & Linda Ivy
J & S Mfg. Co., Inc.
Barrett Jackson
Brooks Jackson Architects, Inc.
Gary, Greg, & Aaron Jackson
Jabez F. Jackson, Jr. M.D.
Steve & Kay Jacoby
Jerry and Shawna Jarrett
Glenn W. Jenkins
Jerry & Dara Jett
Gary D. and Lisa Jiles 
Jim’s Quality Cabinets, Inc.
Joe’s Grocery 
Seth Johns
Ann & Weldon Johnson
Ben Johnson Family
Craig Johnson
James A. Johnson, Jr., M.D.
Perry & Terri Johnson
Terry & Mike Johnson
In Memory of Camilla Jones 
& Jackie Yalowitz
Casey & Ashley Jones
James Eric Jones
Kenny & Rhonda Jones
Matthew Jones
Ron & Trish Jones
Paul and Shirley Joseph
Robert R. Kazmirski
Gary Keen
Randy Keener
Scott & Debbie Keller
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene T. Kelley
Zack and Darci Kent
Ketcher & Company, Inc.
O.B. Kever III
Key Co., Inc. of Arkansas
Kendall Key
The Kilgores
Larry R. Killough, M.D.
Randy and Marsha Kimbrough
Mark & Tracy Kinder
Vaughn E. King
Richard, Cindy & Kathryn Knipple
Dr. Carmella Montez Knoernschild 
- Orthodontist 
Alan & Robin Kraha
Price and Deb Kreul 
Chris, Louise, and Cecelia Lackey
David C. Laffoon
Mark & Dianne Lamberth
Steve J. Landers/Landers Auto Group
R. R. Landes
Dr. and Mrs. Milton J. Lane
Mike, Jess, & Nick Langevin 
John Langham
Don Langston
Scott & Holly Lar
Nathan Large
Jeff Larson
H. T. Larzelere
Hugh and Tamara Laws
Cynthia, Erin, Bridget, Patrick 
& Bernie Leahy
George & Katherine Lease
Jack & Janice Lee
John Lee
The Roy Lefl er Family 
Scott Leibrock
Scott & Christy Lemmons
Mr. & Mrs. Jay R. Lewis
Jim & Theresa Lewis
John & Kim Lewis
James Lee Linder, Jr.
Alan Littlefi eld
Livers Electric Co.
Laura and Todd Lock 
and Richard Harmon
Dr. & Mrs. Charles W. Logan
Jeff & Linda Loggins
Logistic Services Inc.
Kevin W. Lollar, M.D.
Lucas & Sheri Longino
Bob Looney
Larry and Judy Loux 
Cleve “Ed” Lovelace
Lowery Oil Company
John and Lisa Luebker
Brad Lushbaugh
Robert A. & Glynis S. Luter 
Kevin & Lorrel Lyles
Bill, Jeff and Doug Lynch 
Randall and Peggy Lynch
Jessica Mabry
Jim Machen
Brian & Amy Maddox
Lewis J. Maddux
Eva Madison & David Pieper
Paul Makris
Jerry & Jane Maland
Deborah & David Malone 
Ashley Mangham
Joe and Kathy Mann
Matthew Marks
Charles L. Marlin, Jr.
Jeff and Trish Marshall
John and Diana Marshall
Meri Martin
Laura Owen Martindale
Mr. Jeff and Dr. Samaria Mascagni
Massey CPA Group
Brandon and Julie Masters
Brett and Lori Mattison
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Christopher & Amy May
James May
B.J. Mays 
John McAllister & Buddy Owen 
McBrayer Engineering, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. C. Bryan McBryde
Larry & Maureen McCarty
Gary L. McClelland
Terry and Christy McConnell
Mr. & Mrs. W. L. McCulloch, Jr.
Glenn O. McDaniel
Amy McEntire
Tommy E. & Linda D. McFalls
Ronnie & Betty McFarland
Max & Charlene McGaugh
B.R. McGinty Mechanical 
William McIntosh Family
Brock and Natalie McKeel
Mike & Shirley McKeown
McKinney Insurance
John McKuin
Jim McLarty Memorial
McNaughton Realtors
Harris McNeill
D. Ferguson McNiel
Dr. Charles McNutt
Kent & Elita McRae
Andrew B. & Susan K. Meadors
The Menard Family
Mid-South Appliance Parts, Inc.
Miller Coors
Craig Miller
David J. Miller, D.O.
G. H. Millers & Sons
The Milton Family
Jay & Shannon Mirus
Mr. Allan Mishan
MLB Investments, Inc.
Kyle Moery
Mike Moffett
Monarch Enterprises
Diane Monk
Brent Montgomery/
Envirotrac Safety & Erosion, Inc.
Steve and Celia Montgomery
Fred & Kay Mooney
Glenn Moore
Van & Nancy Moore
Ralph Moreland
Mike and Brenda Morrell
Morrison Farms
George and Luann Moschner
Dr. and Mrs. David H. Mosley
The Motorsports Authority
Mott, Mobley, McGowan & Griffi n, P.A.
George & Dayna Mowbray
Michele & Matt Mullen
Randy & Vicky Mullikin 
Timothy W. Murdoch
Michael & Grace Murphree
Chuck, Elizabeth, and Claire Murphy 
Dr. David S. Murphy
Pattie, Ken, Chuck, Elizabeth, 
Christopher and  Courtney Murphy
Kyle Murphy-Nall
Donald and Mauri Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy J. Myers
Nabholz Properties, Inc.
Jorge, Traci, Chris & Camille Nassar
Bruce & Barbara Netherton
Cynthia B. & Michael Neuhofel
Andy & Miguel Newberg
Larry & Stacey Newcomb
Marilyn and Joel Newcome
Ed & Barbara Newsom
John Newton - River Valley Realty
Marshall S. Ney
Damon Nichols
Greg & Kathy Nichols
Norm, Inc.
Tara Reith Norris
Northwest Electric, Inc.
Jerald F. Norton, Jr.
Oaklawn Jockey Club
Brian Odom / Mike Stout
Kim and Jim Oelke
John Ogden Insurance Agency
Kevin and Kimberly O’Neill
O’Reilly Automotive
Ben Onstott
Ouachita Hardwood Flooring
Russell Owen
Ralph & Susan Pack
Jim and Linda Page
Steve and Gailene Park
Larry & Susan Patrick
Robert Patterson
Stephanie Patterson
Marcia A. Patton, R. N. 
Penny K. Patton
Karla Payne
Joe N. Peacock
Dr. Kenneth E. Pearson
James A. Penney III, D.D.S.
Precious Penny
John and Gelynne Perritt 
Memorial / 
Steve & Margaret Perritt Foster
Pat and Sam Perroni 
Mr. George Perry
Don D. Pettigrew
Don and Jan Phillips
Jimmy L. Phillips
Pick-It Construction, Inc.
Senator & Mrs. Bobby Pierce
Jim and Richard Piles
Darlynn & Paul Pittman
Gary & Linda Pitts
Mr. David Platz
Chris Plumlee
John Plyler Home Center
Frank and Lisa Polk
Dr. Jack & Janet Porter
Mr. & Mrs. Jay Pounders
Preformed Line Products, Inc.
Teresa Prewett
Mr. David P. Price
Glenn & Sandy Priebe 
& Jennifer Priebe Booher
Deborah & Terence Prigmore
Professional Therapy Services, Inc.
Dr. & Mrs. Danny L. Proffi tt
Travis Pruitt & Trisha Smith
Jody & Roger Purifoy II
Glynn Puryear, Jr.
Q
R & M Acoustics, Inc.
Jim Ragar
Brian and Susan Raines
John Ramey
Donald P. & Cathy C. Raney
Ray Motors, Inc.
Arthur & Cora Lee Ray
James Ray
John C. Reap
Tom & Gail Reddin
Reed & Associates, Inc.
Chuck & Kathy Reeves
Randal L. Reeves
Retailer Ad Placements
RIC, Inc.
John and Kristy Richardson
Don, Annette and Mike Richey
Marsha and Tony Richmond
John & Marilyn Riley 
Ritchie Family
RLH
Brad Roberts
Dr. Kendall Roberts
Randy Robinette
Gain Robinson
Heath Robinson
Dr. and Mrs. Carlos B. Rocha
Brad Roethlisberger
Roller Funeral Homes
Dean Allen Rollins
Lee Ronnel
David & Autumn Rook
David Rose
John M. Rosso
Justin Ruff
Jason & Lezle Rupert
Carolyn Rush 
& Marshall Morgan Rush
Tammy & Brian Russell
Jennifer and Marty Samuels
Ed & Donna Sanders
Tom & Susan Schallhorn
Matthew & Beverly Schilling
Jim & Suzy Schrantz
Richard E. Schultz
Joel & Frank Schwartz
Scott Sash & Door Co., Inc.
Greg Scott
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Seaberg
Donnie, Sarah, Savannah, Lauren 
& Chase Sealy
Harry Don Seamans
Annmarie Seitz
J. Larry & Julie Shackelford
Sagar Shah
Joe W. Sharp
Steve, Patti & Craig Sharp
Jim Shaver
Mr. & Mrs. John Harris Shearer, Jr.
Ron and Regena Shelby
R. J. Shell - Baldwin 
& Shell Construction Co.
Molly Shepherd
John B. Sher
Ron Sherman Teleproductions
Duane Sherrod MD
Michael Shinn
The Craig Shipp, Jr. Family 
Clyde & Dianne Shirron
H. Dudley Shollmier, Jr.
Matt Short
Steve & Dixie Shrum
Jim, Sue and Jarrod Shults
Michael Sicora
Robert Signorello
Paul & Nancy Simkins
Roy and Crystal Simpson
John Sinclair
Dennis & Shirley Smalling
David & Pamela Smith
David & Shirley Smith 
Mr. & Mrs. Lex Smith
Richard T. Smith
Sam G. Smith
Terry Smith
Walter R. Smith, Jr.
Kristen Marie Snyder
Southtown Sports Goods 2, Inc.
In Memory of Mr. and Mrs. James 
V. Spencer, Jr.
Springdale Women’s Clinic P.A.
Brady Springer
Richard Sprinkle
St. Mary’s Hospital
StageKing
Kelli Stahl
Staley, Inc.
Stallion Transportation Group
Gary & Louise Standridge
The Charles Stein Family
Vikki & Max Stell 
Charles and Marion Stevens
Pamela Jean Stevens, Rodney 
Bristow and Jennifer Fraser
Zach & JoAnn Stevens
Garry & Flo Steward and James 
& Kim Hughes
Mr. Robert W. Stewart
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory R. Stidham
Dr. Amy Fry & Mr. Michael Stimis
Tom and Pam Stockland
Jim & Gail Stockton
Tim D. Stone
Greg W. Storm
Doug and Leah Stovesand
Jono Streit
Ron Stumbaugh
J. T. & Cindi Suchecki
Ben Suddath
Teresa Sutherland
Donna Sutton & Family 
Barry & Linda Swain
Dr. & Mrs. Todd Swann
J. E. Jess Sweere
Jonathan Swift
Kerri and Jeffrey Taake
Philip & Mary Ann Taldo
Mike & Linda Talley
Jennifer Tarnasky
Taylor Law Partners, LLP
John R. Taylor 
Tori Taylor & Brice Taylor 
Technical Machinery
Michael E. Tedder, M.D.
Bill Teeter
A.B. Thompson & Son
E. Rex & Allison P. Thompson
Nick Thompson
Tom & Judy Thorpe
Dr. Rufus & Sarah Thrower
Harlan & Lucille Tiffee
Albert & Ashley Tilley
Murry Toler
Curtis & Terrie Treadway
David Treadwell 
Geoffrey B. Treece
TreeHouse Sales & Solutions, Inc.
Trotter Ford, Inc.
Michael J. Trout
Brad & Ann Truitt 
Wesley  & Suzanne Trussell
Jerry & Tammy Tucker
John E. Tull, Jr.
Turkey Hill Social Club
Chris Turnage & Comprehensive 
Sports Management
Mike Turner
Mike and Karen Turner
Charles Tye and Jeanne Goesl
Nick & Debbie Tyler
Henry & Linda Udouj
Stan Udouj Dental Associates 
Underwood’s Fine Jewelers
Melvin & Judy Uzzell
Edward Valley
Marcus & Patti VanCamp
Bubba, Patti, Olivia & Luke Vance
Jason VanDyke
John, Anne, Jonah, & Lorelei Vargo
Mr. Richard L. Vassar / LVL, Inc.
Tim W. Vaughan
Charles Vester & David Vester
Mark W. Voyles
Ralph W. Waddell
Lyndal & Shirley Waits and Dennis 
& Mary Ann Kellam
Carl & Leigh Ann Walker 
Mr. & Mrs. Don W. Walker
Larry Walker
Robert Walker
Robyn Daley Walker / 
Walker Composites, Inc.
Shawn and Julie Walker
Mr. & Mrs. Luchen Walls, Sr.
Dr. Scott Walsh & Family 
Dr. Greg Walters
Amanda Ward
Warmack Ltd. Partnership/
Mary Faye W. Black
Les & Pam Warren
Tommy Waters
Bill & Lisa Watkins
Terry Weatherford
Dr. Blake Weber
Charles & Lynda Weir
Mark & Camille Weisberger
Jerrod Wesley 
A. D. West
John & Billie Wetzler
Britton and Holly Wheeler
The Wheelis Family
J.Bryan White
White’s Mobile Home Supply
Whitey’s Truck Center
VJ & Linda Whitt
Jeff Wiedner
Erick P. Wiggins
Carl & Kathleen Wikstrom
Gene Wilbourn
Jim L. Wilbourn
Spencer Wiley
Ed Wilkinson
Josh Wilkinson
Shane M. Wilkinson
Mr. Stanhope Means Wilkinson
John & Karen Willett
Dr. Carl and Jacqueline Williams
Cindy Williams
Danny J. and Nancy Williams
Jack L. Williams
Dr. Lowell Williams
Matthew Williams
Philip R. Williams
Rick and Judy Williams
Scott and Cheryl Williams
Wes Williams
William & Donna Willis
Philip M. Wilson, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Steven K. Wilson
Window Mart
Don Wineland
Eric Wolfe
Rufus & Nina Wolff
Dr. Charles S. Wood, Jr.
Jim & Rhonda Woodruff
Dr. & Mrs. Tim Woody
Chuck & Jan Wright
Ben & Brooke Wyatt
Joseph and Leah Yates
Bob & Myra York
Mark W. Young
Dr. & Mrs. Michael C. Young
Young’s Tire & Auto
TUSH HOG MEMBERS
Jordan, Megan, & Chris Abbott
Charlie and Virginia Abernathy 
Tariq Abuelhawa
Tim & Jane Acord
Dr. Edward F. Adair
Brian & Ashleigh Adams
Janis Adams
Jon and Patricia Adams
Gary S. Aday
Jim & Alana Adkins
Chris & Jennifer Ahne
Airways Freight Corp
Angel Alamo & Jaequeline Rivera
Randy & Lisa Alberius
Kirsten Albright
Benjamin & Paula Aldama
The Alexander Boys
Hunter Alexander
James R. Alexander
Mark G. & Lynetta Alexander
Riley Alexander
David W. Allen
J. Larry Allen
Kevin E. Allen and Family
Allied Supply, Inc.
Ryan Allmond
Allred Properties
Sol Alman Co.
Patricia Amason & Gary Sager
The Ameling Family 
American Homes of Russellville, Inc.
Bill and Pam Andelman
Gary & Denise Anderson
Gary V. Anderson 
Mark E. Anderson
Mike L. Anderson Family 
Patrick and Sherry Anderson
Penny, Carolyn and Catherine Anderson
Dr. & Mrs. Jeff Angel
Animal Medical Clinic
Anthony Travel
Phil & Lisa Antinori
Rick Apolskis
Appleton Investments
Apprentice Information Systems, Inc.
Dr. Lee and Nancy Archer 
Bill Ardemagni 
Nino M. Ardemagni
Ark. Lamination Products & Services
Armstrong Family
Bob Arnholz - Malynda McCain 
Ben F. Arnold
Brian and Melanie Arterbury
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Arthur
Dr. Robert M. Ashby
Dr. Mike and Pam Ashcraft
Mr. and Mrs. Tyson W. Ashcraft
Mary and Doug Ask
Dudley and Melissa Astin
Athlon Sports
Jim & Justin Atkins
Kent & Melissa Atkins
The Atkinson Family - 
Jim, Martha, Michael & Scott
John T. Atkinson
Biff and Ann Averitt
Jim and Alana Axe
John G. Ayers
Glenn Babb
Carl Babler
BAC Rentals LLC
David Bahus
Dwight W. Bailey & Nancy L. Russell
Joe & Paula Bailey
Reece & Brooke Bailey
Mrs. Betty W. Baird
Don Baker
Dr. J. R. & Wanette M. Baker
Mike & Amberly Baker
Phillip & Oteeka Baker
Bill Bakewell
Patrick Baldwin
Kathy & Corey Balentine
Susan and Dr. C. Ball
Catherine L. Baltz
Melissa Banks
Dr. & Mrs. David S. Bard
Jody Barham
Barker Excavating Inc.
Howard & Barbara Barnes
Kriston Barnes and Stacy Barnes
Barnett Farm Partnership
Charles R. Barnett
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Brandon & Emmy Barr
Jimmy Bartlett
Paul Bartlett & Nanci Hinds-Bartlett
Pat and Tom Bass
Jerry Dudley & Tannet Bassett
Dr. Robert & Beverly Bassham
Janan & Steve Batchelor
Alice Bates KVRE Radio
Allen Bates
Claudia M. Bates
Kim & Tony Batey
Ronald Battershell
Nikki Battisto and Brent Wetzler
Dennis & Louise Bauer 
Steven & Tam Bauer
Chance Baughn
Dr. J. Andrew Baxter
Dan & Laura Beam
Lisa Bearden
Rick & Claudia Bearden 
Beasley and Williams L.L.P.
Bob & Virginia Beavers
Joe Bebout
Paul Beck
Mr. Tanner Black Bedwell
Kenneth R. Beebe
Glen Beedle 
Douglas Beineman
David and Bobbie Bell 
James L. Bell
Jeff Bell
Drs. Matt and Sarah Bell
Ronnie & Debbie Bell
Lance Belline
Al & Nelda Bender
Dr. George H. Benjamin
Bercher Tire Service
Scott & Jennifer Bergen
Stephen Berger
Bergeson and Douglas Families 
Dick Bernard/Dr. & Mrs. Doug Bernard
Ashley & Marcey Berry
The Berry Family - Jim, Linda, 
Jay, Blake
Mr. & Mrs. Eddy Beshears 
Terry, Allyson and Tonya Bewley 
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Bickford
Jon Bierbaum
Brian Biggs
Dan & Brenda Billingsley
Marcia Bingham
Dorris Binnion
Bryan Binns
Bryan Binz
Orville & Bette Bittle
Randy Bittle
Phillip and Martha Bivin
Bob & Anne Black
Hugh Black
Tommy G. & Rebecca L. Black 
David and Connie Blackmon
George Blackwell & Family
Leslie and Gordon Blackwell 
Marshall & Mary Blain & Mark Smith
Joe & Mary Blair
Scott & MacKenzie Blair
Drs. Jason & Laura Blake
Jack & Teresa Blakley
Daniel & Karen Blasingame
Michael W. & Marty Blinzler 
Phillip Bloodworth
Mike Bock
Michael & Marlena Bond
Bob L. & H. K. Bonds
John Bondurant
Jim & Pat Bone
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Bonner
John Kelly Booker
Jeff Boone
Brad & Jonelle Booth
Marc and Mitzi Booth
Joe Borgognoni, Jr.
Tony P. Borgognoni
The Bost Family 
Larry Bowden
Bill Bowen
Tommy & Kim Bowen
Brian & Valerie Boyce
Charles C. Boyce and Briant Noland
Charles P. & Janet Boyd
Dr. Craig Boyd 
Matt & Janette Boyles
Mrs. Carroll D. Bradley
George Bradley
Johnny R. Bradley
Nikki and Dick Bradley
David R. Bragg
Bill & Missy Brandon
William Paul Brandt
Bransford Family Limited Partnership
Matt & Megan Brasel
Willard Bratton, Jr., D.V.M.
A. Sid Bray
Greg & Kristin Breen
John A. & Trilby Brenner
Jim and Doug Brewer
Mark and Amanda Brewer
Mel Brewster
Brian’s Manufacturing Co.
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Bridgforth
Bright Foot Clinic
Daniel Bright
Dr. & Mrs. Roy Brinkley
Dr. Ashley R. Brooks 
Robert Brose, Jr.
Brown’s Interiors & Exteriors, Inc.
Dave & Jackee Brown
David Brown
Larry G. Brown
Marty & Stephanie Brown
Raymond Brown
Richard D. and Laura Rush Brown
Drs. Robert and Melissa Brown
Shelby Brown
Tim & Vickie Brown
Tommy and Carolyn Brown
Dan & Debra Broyles
Marty Bryan
Kelly Bryan
Stewart and Jessica Bryan
Clovis Bryant
Joe A. Bryant Family
Phillip and Jennifer Bryant
Connie Magie Buckingham 
Brian & Renee Buckley
Steven W. Burch
Al Burke & Jeff Pool
Marty Burnett
Ron Burnett
Bert & Kathy Burns
Blayne & Billy Burns
Ralph  C. Burns
Raymond M. Burns
Mr. & Mrs. Jon B. Burris
Ron and Joy Burroughs
CA Burrow Cattle Farm
Marc and Leslie Burrows 
Shelly Busby
Soulman Bushera
Kara Bushkuhl
Roger and Vickie Busse
Stephen W. Butler P. A.
Richard & Cathy Buzbee
Mr. Randel Byers
Andrew & Beth Byrd
Woody & Terri Byrd
Tim & Dee Dee Cain
Ron & Sue Calaway
B. Scott, Jennifer L. & Katelyn Caldwell
Dwight & Angie Caldwell
Greg & Kim Calhoun, Greg & Nancy 
Waters, Lew & Alicia Hanna 
Calico County Restaurants
Wayne and Diane Callahan
Dr. & Mrs. Michael Callaway
Doug Campbell
Mike Campbell
Randy W. or Brandon Campbell
Camping World RV Sales 
of N. Little Rock 
John Canterbury and Jennifer Frazier
Matt & Teryn Carder
Mark & Cathy Carlson
Ralph & Dixie Carlson
Gary W. Carmack
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Carmichael
Kim and Hannah Carnation 
Kenneth Carnes
Joyce Carpenter
Ryan and Emily Carpenter
Kim Carr
Jean Carrigan
Dr. Hunter & Brittney Carrington
Amy Carroll
Denise Carson
Mr. Garrett Carson
Heather & Seth Carter
Jason and Beth Carter
Thomas H. Carter
Caruth-Hale Funeral Home, Inc.
Rob & Linda Casey
Greg and Donna Cash
Steve Cash & Family
Woody & Melissa Castleberry 
Jason Cate
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Catlett
Sue and Harry Cauthen
Jerry & Valerie Cavness
Randy Center
Michael Cervizzi
Ronald Cescaline
Mark B. & Braden Chadick
Chanley Chambers
David & Barbara Chambers
Billy M. Chandler, M.D.
Jack & Jessica Chandler
Travis & Stephanie Cheney 
Mr. & Mrs. James L. Childers
Robert & Mary Christians
Dr. Amail Chudy
David A. Chumley
Jack Cichos
Jeff & Carrie Cissell
Citgo Petroleum Corporation 
Murray & Kim Claassen
William and Nicole Claesen
Bill & Carolyn Clark
C.L., Gail, Ashley, Corbet, Bethany 
& Leo Clark 
Gary L. Clark
JoAnn Clark
Mrs. John E. Clark, Jr.
Reagan Clark
Mike & Pat Claud 
Phil Clayton 
Tom and Dianne Clemens
Scott Clement Family
Rob Clements 
T.J. Cleveland
Bambi Clifton
Mr. & Mrs. Murry E. Cline
Clinton Ready Mix, Inc.
John, Kristie, Zach, and Emily Coats
Jerry Cobb
Steve Cochran
Mike & Sandy Cockrell
Bill, Marilyn, and Graham Coffelt
Kathy J. Coger
Brett Cohen
Phil Cohen
Dr. and Mrs. Kirk Coker 
Tim & Brenda Colburn
Bob and Melissa Cole
John & Karen Cole / 
Walker Bros. Dry Goods
Joshua Austin Cole
Matt Cole
Bruce and Mabel Coleman
Mr. & Mrs. Randy Coleman
Collier Graphics
Joseph Collier
Kelly & Lori Collier
Jeffrey Collins & Deborah Ledford-Collins
Ron and Diane Collins
Kip Colvin, M.D.
Ben and Kay Combs, Christopher 
and Kathleen
Comet Cleaners
R. Shayne Conine D.D.S.
Kenneth, Sue & Drew Conlee
Carl & Holly Conner
Barry D. Cook
Donnie & Susan Cook
Dustin Cook
Kyle & Jamie Cook
Tony & Heather Cook
Dr. & Mrs. Leslie P. Cooner
Cooper Land & Development Co., Inc.
Arnold Cooper
Jim and Barbara Cooper
Mark F. Cooper
Dr. Preston Cooper
Roger & Debby Cooper
Donald & Cindi Cope
Gary D. Cope
Beth and Angelo Coppola
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Corbin
Dr. William D. Corbin
Robert Barnes & Marty Barnes Cornell
Dee & Sherman Corren
Jimmy Corter
Keith Cottingham
David Couch
Nate Coulter
Richard (Skip) & Barbara Courtney
Cousins Tailgate
Clyde Covington
Ken Covington
Jim Cowan
Ben Cowell
Brad and Heidi Cowell 
The Cowne Family
Pauline Cox and Charlene Scott
Ronnie and Susan Cox
Joe L. Crabb
Terry Crabtree
Elaine, Callie & Daniel Craig
Richard W. and Donna C. Crawford 
William W. Crawford
Aaron Crawley
Jeff Crayton
Robert G. Cress
Phillip & Michele Crippen
Jessica Cross
Michael J. Cross, M.D./
Breast Treatment Associates
Charles E. Crowder
Arlton Coltr Crowell
Crum Insurance Agency, Inc.
Donnie & Sherry Crum
Sam & Dianne Cummings
Ron and Relda Cunningham 
Bonnie Lou Curran Memorial
John I. Curry 
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Curtis
Norma Ellis Cutler 
D & N Construction
Daily & Woods Attorneys
Kelly & LeAnn Dallas
Jim Daniel
Larry & Diana Daniel
W. Peyton Daniel
Keith & Gina Daniell
Shawn Daniels
Mrs. Walter E. Daniels, Jr.
Tim & Laura Daven
Roger & Billie Jean Davenport & 
Trey & Jennifer Hankins Hulse 
& Olivia
Kathi & Ron Davidson
Davis Iron & Metal
Dr. Al & Alice Davis
Blake & Coleman Davis
Brad & Karen Davis
Dallas & Joe B. Davis
Jarrell and Michelle Davis
Peggy & Donny Davis 
and Nadine & Colton
Scott Davis
Sidney P. Davis, Jr.
Kevin & Kim Davison
Charles & Stephanie Dawson
Mr. John H. Dawson, Sr.
Robert T. Dawson
Aroldo De Leon
DeBoard Electronics
Mark and Cassandra DeClerk
Annette Delgado
Mark & Kelly Dellinger
Audie Dennis
Todd and Karen Dennis
Becky, Zach, Barry & Jesse 
Denton, Jr. 
Jon, Courtney, Sharrock 
and Seth Dermott
Bill DeVault
John Dews
Charles Digiacomo
Digital Doc LLC, 
(Your Dental Camera Co.)
Johnny & Terri Dill
Bryant A. Dillard
Tom & Debra Dingler
Keith & Elizabeth Dixon
Doyne Dodd, M.D.
Jennifer Dodge
James Doherty
The Donaldson Family
Mr. & Mrs. R. Gene Dorman
Hugh & Jackie Dorminy
Kent A. and Angela M. Doss
Bob & Sandra Downum
Mark D. Drake
John Drivas
Scott DuBois
Dr. John B. Duckett and Lindsy Duckett
Mr. and Mrs. John  W. Duckett
David Duke
John and Dana Duke
Butch & Beverly Duncan
Max and Susan Duncan
William & Gwen Dunkum
Whitley & Wendy Dunn
Todd Dunnaway
Chadd L. Durrett, Jr.
Russell and Rebecca Dye 
Dyer Electric, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. David Earney
Brad & Cindy Eason
B. J. East
Thomas C. East
Rex M. Easter
Bev Eberle & John Fogelman III
Olen J. Echols Memorial
Howard & Donna Eddins
Jackie Edmonds
Michael W. Edmonson
Cecil O. Edwards
Duane & Linda Edwards
Mike Edwards
Harold W. Edwards 
and Rebecca A. Edwards
Amber, Robbin & James Elbert 
Elite Concrete Services LLC
Elkhart Products Corp.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Ellis
Allison & Jeremy Ellison
Ellison/Fletcher
Roger Dean Elrod
England and Jason L.L.C.
Dr. Daniel and Mindy England 
Paul B English
Sherman & Cindy Eoff
Michael & Malissa Ephlin
Lewis E. Epley, Jr.
Daniel Epperson 
Jim Errickson 
Dr. Deborah Oates Erwin
Michael & Janelle Esch
Mr. Josh Estes
Bob & Ellen Etien
Bob Evans
Bob and Michelle Evans 
Kim & Rocky Evans
Charles and Pam Everett
Ian Ewers
Rodney & Judy Fagan
Ronnie & Sharon Fair
Brad & Lisa Fancher
Myles Farley
Don & Karolyn Farrell
Bill and Susan Farris
Lynn Farris & David Farris
Roger Farris Memorial
Fashion Cleaners
Dennis & Charlotte Fason
David W. Faucett
Robert G. Featherston
David & Tricia Feilke
Mark, Nancy & Natalie Feldman 
Leland and June Felix
Jeff and Monica Fender
Darin and Alison Fett
Fidelity Venture Capital / 
Tom Stanton and Ed Penick, Jr.
Gary Fields
Craig & Jerri Curless Finley
Michael and Toni Fisher Family
Fishers & Schoonovers
Darrell Fleener
Dr. Stuart A. Fleischner
Fletcher Oil Co.
Lawrence & Alice Fletcher
Ronnie Floyd
Thomas, Nicole, Alexa, & Isabella Floyd 
Jerry, Cynthia, David & Amy Fly
Dwayne Flynt
John A. Fogleman
Alan and Deborah Foliart
Bryan & Amy Ford 
Jeffrey Earl Ford 
Tony Ford
Philip Fore
Forterra Pipe & Precast
Bryan & Robin Foshee
 Michael  R. and Mary R. Foster
Tom & Jan Fowler
Tyler & Jennifer Fowlkes
Dr. Michael and Pam Fox
Sue Frank
S. K. Franklin
Jerry Franks
Mel & Joan Fratzke
Rick & Lucy Fredrickson 
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Ed, Ted and Todd Free
Gerald and Sharon Freeman
Larry & Bonnie Freeman
Russ and Pat Freeman
Tim French
Pat & Katy Frizzell
Robert & Mary Frizzell
Julie Furlow
Regina Gabel
Martha Gafford
Dr. Charles Gairhan
Ken and Donna Galchus
Caroline & Bob Galloway
Kevin & Kara Gardenhire
James Garland
Michael C. Garner
Dumas Garrett
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Garrett
Dr. Wes & Sharon Garton 
Garver 
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Gasaway
Steven C. Gassaway Family
Karen Gattis
Mr. & Mrs. E. B. Gee, Jr.
Juanita Geiger
William Gerrard III
Al Getchell
Nathan Getz
Jim & Marilynn Geurin
Kenny & Ann Marie Gibbs 
Tommy & Patricia Gibbs
Buck C. Gibson
Dean & Micah Gibson
Robert & Tracey Gibson
Roy Gibson
Sam Ed and Pamela B. Gibson
Billy Gilbert, Clark Andrew, 
& Craig Smith
Martin G. Gilbert
Stephen R. Giles
Danny & Lynda Gililland 
Pat H. Gillespie
Dennis & Melissa Gilliam 
Graham and Laura Gillis
David F. Gillison, Jr
Joyce, Ted & John Givers
Robert J. Gladwin
Bud Glass
Jim Glidewell
Willie & Jan Glover
Alan & Dewana Gober 
Dr. & Mrs. Gregg Gober
Dr. and Mrs. John C. Gocio
Stanley Goddard
Steve Gooderl
Dean & Cindy Goodman
The Jonathan Goodwin Family
Allen Gordon
Brad and Charlotte Gordon 
Travis and Mickie Gore
Bradley Gorewitz
Michael & Debra Gosnell
Jarod & Karen Gossett
Mr. Michael Gower
Michael & Winnie Gracie
The Graddy Family
Tom Graff
Stephanie Gragg
The Gray Family
Darrell and Stacey Green
Donnie & Pam Green
Pam Green
Keith and Hope Greenhaw
Bill Greenway
Sam H. Greenwood, Jr.
James W. Gregory
William N. Gregory
Don J. & Wade Griffi n 
Lynn and Ken Griffi n
Mike, Susie & Griff Giffi th
Joe, Mary, John & Samantha Grogan
Dave Gross
Mike & Tammy Gross
Scott & Heather Grosze 
Quinn Grovey
Glen & Kay Gulledge
Dr. Robert R. Gullett, Jr.
Tom and Janet Guminsky
Chris and Marti Gurley 
Dean & Nancy Gurley
George and Kimberly Gussy
Becky & Wally Guthrie
Charles W. Hadfi eld, Jr. 
Martha & Mark Haguewood
G. Allen & Jensey F. Hale
Sue Hale
Ben & Elizabeth Hall 
Bill and Janie Hall
Charles and Rochelle Hall
Mrs. Frank P. Hall, Jr.
Kenneth R. & Natalie D. Hall
Mike and Bobbie Hall
Ronnie O. & Jo Neill Hall
Christopher & Christine Halliburton
David A. Hallin
John and Frances Hamilton
John & Mikki Hamilton
Frank S. Hamlin
Kristin Crafton Hammett
Brad B. Hammond
David Hampton
Garon, Londa, Garret 
and Madelyn Hamrick
Matt Hanafi n
Sherrie Hankins
Natalie Hardman
David Hardt
Stephen T. Hargrave
Alan Hargraves
Al & Connie Harkins
Mr. & Mrs. Doyne Harlan
Harms, Gentry, & Davenport Families
Roger A. Harnish
Gay Harp and Maxi Harp Walker
John H. Harp M. D. 
Donald A. Harper
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher Harrell
Bill & Debbie Harris
Bob & Holly Harris
James Harris
Kim Harris
Phil and Penny Harris 
and Jill and Lindsey Harris
Sarah Harris
George & Janey Harrison
Mr. & Mrs. Jess Harrison
Kevin and Meridith Harrison 
Monroe and Pat Harrison
Jeff and Lindsey Hartsell 
Harvey Pediatrics, PLLC
Sykes & Marty Harvey
Steve Hasman
Allan Hatch & Linda Hyde
Rick Hatfi eld 
Crystal Hauk
The Hawkins Law Firm, P.A.
Dean Hawkins
Gary and Kathy Hawkins
Jim & Carol Hawkins 
and Smith Two-Way Radio
Ralph & Wilma Hawkins
Bob & Terri Hayes
David L. Hayes
Gaylan and Patti Hayes
Tom and Kristin Hayes
J. B. and June Hays
Don L. Heckathorn
Terry and Vicki Hedden
Ronny & Sherry Hefner
Michael Heimlich
 Greg & Lyn Helsley
Henbest Family
Mr. and Mrs. Roe Henderson / 
Shelter Insurance
Mrs. Lowber Hendricks
Chris Henry
Glen & June Henry
Rick Henry
August & Barbara Hensiek
L. Joe & Jo Anne Herriman
Bill & Pat Hewitt
Hickman Auto Sales
James Irby Hickman
Scott & Sara Hickman
Davin Hicks
Heather Hicks
Matthew D. Hicks
Steve & Lori Hicks
State Sen. Steve Higginbothom
W. E. Higginbothom, Jr. M.D.
Wade, Kelly, Ava, and Luke Hildebrand
Cameron & Mary Hill
Joe W. Hill
Robert H. Hill
Hinson-Hopkins, Ltd.
Jonathan Hipp
Ray and Maura Hobbs
Glenn Hodges
John & Diane Hogan
HogCall.com
Holiday Inn Express 
Rev. & Mrs. J. Anthony Holifi eld
Mr. & Mrs. David L. Holland
Jay Holland
Andy Hollingsworth
Ivan Holloway
Stephen & Melissa Holman
David & Darlene Holmes
Mary Holmes
Wendell and Melinda Holmes
Rex Holstein
Holt Exterminating and Duff Sturgeon
Ted & Lori Holzwarth
Lawrence Honeycutt
Brian, Bawana Gail,  Zachary 
& Austin Hooper
Steve and Brenda Hopkins
David Hopper 
Mike Horn
Judy K. Horne
John Horner
Mark Horton
Tommy Horton
Greg House & Beverly Block
Jerry, Pamela and Alexandra House 
& J.D. and Kathy Price
Shane House
Carrie Howell
Connie Hubbard
Hadyn and Hollie Huckabee 
Hudson’s Super Markets, Inc.
Lisa G. Brink Hudson
W. D. Hudson, Jr.
Barry & Leah Hudspeth
Bobby & Charlcie Hudspeth
Mike Huffman
Kent and Jill Hulsey
Adam Humphreys
Bob and Betty Humphreys
Mrs. David L. Hunt
Justin and Katy Hunt
Lisa and Jeff Hunter
Marty & Marj Hurlbut
Edward and Kristin Hurley
Bob & Sharon Hurst
Harry S. Hurst, Jr.
Jim Huson 
David Hutchens
Rhett Hutchins
Rusty Hutchins 
Images Print Center
Kevan Inboden
Dwayne & Lori Ingram
Investor Cars
Robert Adair Isham
Ken Ivey
J&B Operating Company
Dr. David C. Jacks, Blake & Mia Jacks
Jackson Brothers of the South
Jason & April Jackson 
Russell and Mary Jackson
Scott and Becca Jackson
Victor Jacuzzi
Prakash Jalihal
Pat V. James
Mike & Pamela Jansen
Jarratt  Orchards
J. P. Jarrell Plumbing Co., Inc.
Dennis and Nancy Jarrett
Nick Jasay
Logan Jean
Carol Kelley Jefferson
Don Jefferson
Jim & Deborah Jefferson
Michael and Linda Jeffrey
Greg & Sheila Jeffries
Harry Jenkins
Martin & Nola Jennen 
Jimmy and Norma Jennings
John H. Jennings, MD
Jeff and Sue Jensen
Carlton G. Jerry
Don, Cindy & Lydia Jett
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Jett
Candice & Michael Johnson
Cherry Johnson
Cliff and Michele Johnson
Dwayne and Amy Johnson
James, Nita, Phil  & Cathy Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Johnson
Jesse Johnson
Joe and Tanya Johnson 
John F. & Mary Lou Johnson
John H. Johnson
Don Johnston
Donna & Don Johnston /
Johnston Engineering, Inc.
James & Johnnie Johnston
Brad Jolly
Anthony & Tobie Jones 
Ms. Caitlin Jones & Ms. Patty Jones
Craig and Sue Jones
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Jones
Jimmy & Susan Jones
Aventis, Joel P. Jones
Jon M. Jones D.D.S.
Kenneth F. Jones
Marcell & Vicky Jones
Randy Jones
Ray Jones
Robert & Tracy Jones
Stephen Jones 
Doug & Amy Jordan
Josh, Liz, Levi & Greg Jordan
John & Marsha Jordin
Jim & Robin Joyner
JSP Development, Inc.
Greg and Jennifer Judkins
Randal Kane
Steve & Charlene Kane
Karnes Family Scholarship
Jim & Kathy Kauffman 
Keen & Co. CPAs, PLLC
Grant and Heather Keenen
Brad Keener DDS
Leroy & Karen Keigley
Ben E. Keith Co.
Dr. Al Keller
Ruth Keller
Dr. & Mrs. James E. Kelly III
Walt Kelly
Ron & Nancy Kemp
Tom Kennedy
Don Kenney
David, Tamara & Ally Kent 
and Alex & Jacob Kelley
Matt and Tessie Kentner
Joe & Jean Kersey
Logan and Jessica Kersey
Forest & Terry Kessinger
Julie & Matt Ketcham 
KFSM-TV5
Peggy B. Kidd 
Roger & Sharon Kidd
Eric Kim
Howard & Sue Kimbrell
Ken & Karen Kimbro
Allen W. Kimbrough
Kimlor Medical Supply and Orthosource
Gene Kimmel
Dr. and Mrs. Matthew Kincade
Adam King & Candice King
Doug King
Mark & Rhonda King
Maud King
Sydney Rushing King
Jerry Wayne Kirby
Allison Kirkner
Scott Kirkner
Bill & Doris Ann Kisor
Kleen Uniforms and Linens of Arkansas
Bob & Theresa Kleinhenz
David Kloss
Mr. & Mrs. George E. Knight
John and Kelly Knight
Nathan & Kim Knight
Arnold and Laura Knox
Tim & Courtney Koch
Jeff and Sara Koenig
Clint & Cindy Kolb
Jon and Amber Krauft
Imogene Kropp
Dr. Billy & Peggy Kyser
Dr. & Mrs. J. Gregory  Kyser
Steve Lackey Co.
Mike Lacurto
David  & Abby Lacy
Corey Ladyman
Robert J. Lambert, Jr.
Greg & Tracey Lancelot
Wayne Landers
Mike & Denita Lands
Steven & Kim Lane; Jerry Black
Mr. & Mrs. David M. Laney
F. G. Larimore
Tommy, Pam & Ryan Lasiter, Toni Davis 
and Allison & Stephen Hester
Christian Latanich
Tyler Latimer
Larry K. Lau
Lipco / Launius Family
Ray & JoEllen LaVoice
Travis and Terri Lawrence
Ike Allen Laws III
Michael Anthony Layton
Ernestine Ledford
Mr. & Mrs. Ewell Lee
Gary & Vicki Lee
Geraldine Lee
Henry Lee
Jackson Lee
Layton and Robin Lee
Lefl er Dental, P. A.
Randy LeFlore
Jessica Leichty
Dan & Katy Leis
Randy Lenci
Sandy Lents
Lester Law Firm 
Gerry Levenberg
Jennifer Levenberg
Linda Levenberg
Lewis, Elliott & Studer Architects
Gene Lewis, Jr.  
Paul & Elaine Lewis
R. Keith Lewis
Tamla & Aricka Lewis
Kevin & Karen Lightner
Jordan Ligon
Sarah Jean Lindsey
Bill and Leta Lines
Mike Linn - 
Arkansas Insulation Company
Mr. Frank A. Lisko
Travis Lively Insurance
Mitchell L. Lockhart
Lock-Wood Electric, Inc.
Buddy and Anita Lockwood
Logan County Ins. Agency, Inc.
Bryan Looney
Charles & Cathryn Looney
L’Oreal Human Resources
Tim Louks
Julie Carolyn Wheat Loveless 
and Carson Wright 
& Jackson Hamilton Wheat
Jason Lumaghini
Gary B. Lunsford
Bill Lupkey, Jr. Family
Richard and Sandra Lusby
Bruce Luttrell
Don Lyall
Paul & Jill Lynch
John and Kim Lytle 
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Mabry, Jr.
Jerry D. & Carrie E. Mackey
John & Leslie Mackey
Roger Maddox
Justin, Leslie, and Garrett Madick 
Les Magee-Better Hearing 
& Balance Connection
Nate & Ann-Marie Magre
Timothy Maher
Larry & Sandy Mahoney
Joe & Shari Mains
Becky Mallard
Gabriel & Ellen Mallard 
Adam Mankoff
Gerald & Gaye Manning
Sue Manning
Timothy A. Mardian
Peyton Marie
Marlar Engineering Co., Inc.
Richard Boyd Marlar
Matt Marney & Eric Sales
Mr. Wm. C. Marris
James W. Marsh, M.D.
Tom Martfeld & Associates
Andy & Lisa Martin
Ben & Marcille Martin
Bryan Martin
Mr. and Dr. Jay & Dawn Martin
Marty & Dana Martin 
Neal and Christina Martin
Wayne and Claudia Martin
Dr. Michael A. Martinez
Chris Masingill
William J. Mason, Jr.
Joseph Massanelli
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph O. Massey, Jr.
Brandon T. Mathis
Marilyn Mathis
Matlock Custom Homes, Inc.
Travis Mauldin
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Phillip L. Maxwell
Craig and Chris May
Susan Mayes
William R. Mayfi eld
Mayo Family
Mazzio’s Pizza
Shaun McCaffrey
Howard & Rachael McCain
McCizer Pipeline Inc.
Jerald & Pat McClain
Nicole McClellan
Joe & Chrys McClung, Jr.
Herschel & Mardell McClurkin
Lloyd G. McCollum
Tommy McCormick Family 
Dale McCoy
Dr. & Mrs. George McCrary - 
In Memory of Son George
Chip & Brooke McCulley 
Richard & Bonnie McDade
Mr. Drew McDaniel
Mitch, Kerri & Adrianne McDaniel
Brent McDiarmid
Dennis & Debra McDonald
Mitch McDonald
Libby McElroy
Al McEwen
Mike and Kim McFarland
Macy McElroy and Donna McGaha
Will McGehee
Randy & Carolyn McGinnis
Robert L. McGinnis
Jim McGuire
Brian McGunnigle
Kyle Mchan
Charles E. McIllwain
Frank & Nancy McIllwain
Mr. & Mrs. William R. McKamey
David and Morrie McKinney
Don McKinnie
Drew McKinnon
Jimmie Don McKissack
Justin Mcleland
Bill McLeod
Brittney McVay
Dillon & Jacob Meaders
Dennis Meadors
John & Joyce Meadors
John N. Meadors, M.D.
Chris and Jenny Meier
Dimitris Mellos
O. J. “Bud” Melton
John A. Merck, Inc.
Chris & Pete Mergenschroer
Bryan Merrick, M.D.
Raymond & Michelle Merrill
Dr. James M. Merritt
Tyler Merritt
Bill Mesplay
Dan & Gina Messersmith
Edgar H. “Ned” Metcalf
S. Metheny and K. Crutchfi eld
Peter & Marj Metzger
Mr. Courtney Michael
Justin & Jessica Michael 
Mid-Continent Concrete Company
Midwest Sporting Goods
Bill and Lisa Miller
Bob & Nancy Miller
Linda Miller
Sammeria Miller
Scott & Angela Miller
Family of Jason Mills
Dr. J. R. Minish 
Jason & Jessica Minton
Mister Sparky
Benjamin Mitchel
Dr. Bennie & Carolyn Mitchell
Martin & Penny Mitchell
H.W. and Janet Mitchener
Dale & Peggy Mize
David & Lisa Mizer
E. P. Molitor
Leslie & John Monroe 
Elvis and Jan Moody 
Michael Moody, M.D.
Shirley Moon
Chelsea Nicole Moore
Dennis Moore
E. C. Moore, Jr.
Ed & Janice Moore
Elizabeth Moore
Mr. & Mrs. Frankie L. Moore
Harold & Janna Moore & Billie Bariola
Ira Moore-Pulpwood Suppliers, Inc.
Lance & Natalie Moore
Michael A. Moore
Michael D. Moore
Martin Moreno
Moreton Land & Cattle Co. 
Clark Morgan, Steve Blevins 
& Jim Clark
Jerry W. Morgan, Jr. 
& Cindy Morgan
Scott Morgan
Steven K. Morgan
Leigh & Tyler Morgenthaler
Art & Diane Morris 
Greg Morris
Nathan Morris
Paul & Stephanie Morris
Terry and Lesley Morrison
Jeff Morrow
Michael M. Morse II 
and Maria Gloria Morse
Paul, Lisa & Lena Morstad
Don Moseley
Kevin and Brooke Moseley 
Cody and Gara Mosier
Tony & Karen Mosier
Dr. Everett C. Moulton, III 
and Dr. Allyson W. Moulton 
Joe & Betsey Mowery 
Mr. and Mrs. Jason 
and Kathrine Mowrey 
The Tom Muccio Family
Brian Mueller
Jerell & Barbara Mullens
Mullins Library/Offi ce of the Dean
Jim & Donna Mullins
Multi-Craft Contractors
Munsey Products, Inc.
Michael M. Murders
DeAnne Boas Murphy
Jim & Barbara Murphy
Doug & Jill Musteen
Bruce Myers
Jack & Carla Myers
Zachary Myers
Dr. James & Kimberly Myshka
Nabholz Construction
Stephanie C. Nagel
Mike & Jean Nail
NATCO Communications, Inc. 
Curtis & Gail Nebben
Jeff Necessary
Jim & Marilyn Necessary
Kevin and Denise Necessary
Neeley Forestry Service, Inc.
Russell and Sue Neese 
Robert L. Neighbors
Don Nelms
In Honor of Jacqueline M. Nelson
Rick L. & Tracy Nelson
Doug Newcomb
J.R. Newcomb
Jim Newcomb
Matt Newcomb
Patrick Newcomb
Jon K. Newsum, M.D.
Newton’s Jewelers / Kelly Newton
Newton’s Processing
Dr. & Mrs. Rick Nichols
Susan E. Nichols
Deborah and Steve Nipper 
David Nix & Stacy Jones M.D.
Kevin & Robin Nolder
Dennis Nooner
D. David Norman
Rob Norman Family “Go Hogs”
North Ark. Radiology Associates, P. A.
Randy Northam
Northwest Arkansas Mobile 
Storage, Inc.
Timothy Norvell
R. P. Norwood
Michael C. Nowakowski
John C. Nowell
Russell W. Nugent, Jr.
Joel A. Nunneley
NWA Realty Group LLC
NWAHomesToday.com
Phil & Tammy O’Dell
O’Fallon Veterinary Service, Inc.
Jim O’Hern, P.A.
Odom and Elliott
Frank & Donna Oldham
Mr. & Mrs. Phil Olinghouse
Oliver Family Limited Partnership
Jason Orlicek
David Orr
Ron and Carolyn Osborne
Cindy and Gene Osment
Ellen Treece Outlaw
W. T. Outlaw
Mr. Thomas Overbey
Danny & Michelle Owens
Ozark Sales & Marketing
Thomas Pablo
Tim Paetz
Paladino Family 
Ralph & Kathryn Panek
Tommy & Christy Papasan 
Frank and Karen Paris
Dr. & Mrs. Steve M. Parker
Tom & Brenda Parker 
Ken & Glynda Parks 
& Michael Singleton
James R. Parks
Stephen L. Parr
David Parrish
Laurie Pascale
Robert & Mary Patrick
James C. & Ellen M. Patridge
Don & Kyle Pattillo
David L. Payne
Pearcy Auto Sale, Inc.
James E. Pearson, Jr.
Ken & Joni Pearson 
Jerry L. Peavy
Lee E. Peden
Pediatric Dental Associates 
& Orthodontics 
Mark Peer
Mr. Colin W. Pelton
Richard M. Pence, Jr.
Jay & Betsy Penix
Charles S. Pennington
Steve Perdue
Larry Perkin
Kathy and Fred Perkins
C. C. & Janet Perry
Johnny & Julie Peters
Chris Peterson
Don & Marilyn Kay Peterson
Buck & Pat Petray
Josh & Deanna Petree 
Allen M. Pettit
Gerald & Julie Pevey
Leda J. Pfl eeger
Bill & Preston Phillips 
Bill P. Phillips, Scott C. Phillips 
& Rebecca Mills
Mr. David A. Phillips and Family 
Don Phillips
John and Glenda Phillips
Steven and Becky Phillips 
Randy & Carolyn Philpot
Phoenix Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Jeff & Ginger Pierce
Randy & Gretchen Pierce
Walton & Angel Pigott
Mr. Charles Pilcher & family
Jessica and Jackson Pillow
Paul & Linda Pinneo
Gary D. Pinson
Ben & Amber Pinter
Pitts Sugar Hill Ranch
Justin and Traci Pitts
Travis Pitts
Dr. Michael and Bettye Platt
Dr. and Mrs. Jason Pleimann
Russel Plumley
Jack Plummer
Josh Plummer
P. T. & Christy Plunkett
Ruth Poemoceah
Polk Stanley Wilcox Architects
Jordan Polk
Robert & Wanda Pomeroy
James Pool
Mary Carol Poole
Rob & Sue Porbeck
Gerald W. Porter Trust
Mr. & Mrs. R. A. Porter
Eric Pounders
Chad Pratt
Mark Prenger
Beth and Hal Prescott
Vernon & Vanessa Pribble
Elizabeth Ann Price
John & Lisa Price
LTC Doug & Barbara Prichard
Carolyn Prickett
Mr. and Mrs.Kevin Primm
Ann Benton Pugh
Seth Purcell
Raymond Purifoy
Tony R. Purtle
Scott Puryear D.D.S., P.A.
Teddy Qualls
Aaron Quattlebaum
Mr. & Mrs. Raffy Quimbo & Family
Jessica Racca
Frank Raible 
Capt. David C. Rains
Christi Ramey
Mario and Laura Ramirez
Alan Ramsey
Bill Ramsey, Jr. Insurance Co.
Dr. and Mrs. Joshua D. Rankin
Matt & Jennifer Rankin
Doug Rashid
Donny and Paula Ray
Reaves, Davis, Harrington Families 
Reaves Enterprises, Inc.
C. B. & Pat Rebsamen
David & Becky Reed
Robert Reed
Ron & Linda Reese
Tommy & Judy Reid
Mr. Christopher Reif
Jennifer Reis
Todd and Kelli Remy
The Rennekers
Jim & Deborah Reynolds 
John & Emily Reynolds
Kevin and Laura Reynolds
Jack Rhea
Mark Rhein
Mr. & Mrs. Jeremy Rhodes
Orin & Patt Ribar
Greg & Sybil Rice
Doug & Cinda Rich
Kay Hon Richard & Kent Brown
Sam & Kim Richardson
Donna & Davis Riddle
Dr. Wayne Ridings & Garrett 
& Gage Ridings
Jim and Clarissa Riedmueller
Blake and Lisa Riley
Frank & Kathy Riley
Raymond and Kathy Rinchuso
Adam Monroe Ritchie 
Donita Hubbard Ritchie
Riverside Petroleum
James E. Roach, Jr.
Tim, Heather, Nash, Mae, & Jack Roach
Bob and KarLynn Roberts
Chris & Beth Roberts
Coy & Cendey Roberts
Doug Roberts
H. L. Roberts
Mr. & Mrs. J. Garry Roberts
Neil and Jena Roberts
Scott & Cathey Roberts Family 
Steve Roberts
F. L. Butch  Robertson/
Northwest Oil Co., Inc.
Shane M. Robertson
Warren Robinette
Stephen T. Robinson
In Memory of Jim Robison
Adam & Kelly Rodery
Mark & Lorie Rodriguez
Brian & Chandra Rogers
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry D. Rogers, III
Rola Trac
Tony & Annette Roller
Charles D. Roscopf
James Rose & Family
Joe & Catherine Ross
Kevin & Christi Rounsavall
Bob and Louanne Rowe
Gerald Rowe
John & Judy Rownak 
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Royston, Jr.
James and Renee Rubach
Rose and Preston Rudisill
Mr. Lee Rudofsky
John Dudley Rumph
Jay and Alice Rush 
Larry and Lee Rush
David & Fenner Russell
Ryan Russell
Richard & Margaret Rutherford
Tim & Kim Rutherford
Ray Rutledge
Archie & Suzanne Ryan
Kyle Ryan
Rob Sabata
Brad and Nichole Sanders
Lynn & Linda Sanders
Mary Sanders
Dr. John W. Sands
Sara Kathryn’s LTD
John Sarratt
Satterfi eld Land Surveyors
Mr. Kyle Satterfi eld
 Rick & B.J. Saunders
Dr. & Mrs. James B. Saviers 
Mark & Vicki Saviers
Matt & Brenda Scantling
Corie Scarborough
Sid & Jean Scarlett
Dennis & Linda Schafer
Beverly & Archie Schaffer III
Kriss Schaffer
David Schell
Erick Schermerhorn
Ray B. Schlegel, J.D. 01
Josh & Heather Schluterman
Steve & Velta Schluterman
David and Jean Schook
Doug & Sharon Schrantz
Howell & Danielle Schroeder
Chip & Kristine Schuchardt
Luke Schuellein
Thomas & Mary Schulz
Pete and Denise Schwartz
Dann Schwinger, Jim & Sue Smith
Frank, Margy, Brad, Mark, 
& Frank H. Scott
Jeff & Lynn Scott
Judge and Mrs. John R. Scott
Ken & Billie Scott
Mike & Barbara Scott
James D. Sears
Lynn Seeger
John & Helen Selig
Kevin Sell
Sam & Melissa Settle
Roger & Cindy Shackelford
J. Wright Shannon III
Megan and Jeff Shannon
The Sharp Family 
Gary Sharp
Matthew Sharp
Sharp, Stalls, Hardman and Associates
C & J Shell
Janet Harper Shelnutt
The Shelor Family
Kevin Shelton
B.W. Shepard
John and Trudy Sher
Dan & Vicki Sherrell
Ben & Lane Shipley
Patty Shipp & Kevin Shipp
David Shirey
Bill and Linda Shirley
Wes Shirley
Dean & Julia Shockley 
Trey Shofner
H. Dudley Shollmier
Mr. & Mrs. Joe C. Short 
Dr. & Mrs. Ken Showalter 
& Dr. and Mrs. Blake Showalter
Farzad Siahmakoun
Lester Silbernagel
Andrew Silver
Alice Ann Simkins
Jim & Debby Simmons
Adam Simon
Karen Simpson
Drew & Vickie Sims
Norris and Jamie Sims
Eric & Tiffany Sitton
Tom & Pam Skipper 
Dr. & Mrs. Theodore Skokos
Slankard / Metcalf 
Brad and Donna Slatton
Roy & Susan Slaughter
Robert Sliva Family 
W. Walker Sloan 
W. Walker & Julie Sloan 
Lisa & Steve Smalling
Smith Two-Way Radio, Inc.
Benton Smith
Cody Smith
David and Patsy Smith
Grayson Smith
Dr. Harvey E. Smith, Jr.
James T. Smith & James M. Smith
James V. and Linda L. Smith
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Jeff Smith
John David & Lesley Smith 
Laura Smith
Dr. & Mrs. Philip Smith
Dr. Scott Smith
Tim & Tammie Smith
Tim Ross Smith
Tom E. C. Smith
Zach Smith and family
Zack Smith
Zoe Smith
Norman O. Snow
Duke Snyder
Ron & Cherl Snyder
Chris and Shannon Soller
Brian & Megan Sorensen 
Dennis Sorrell
Rick and Amy Sorrell
Lyle & Martha Sparkman
Leon Sparks and Associates
Spears Oil Company Inc.
Bob and Nadine Spears
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Speight
Kenny Spence
Greg Spencer
Spider Webb Farm - John Deere
Splash Full Service Carwash 
of Central AR 
Jeff Sprenger
Springdale Family Medical Clinic
SSI Incorporated
Kevin & Diana St. Clair
Mr. Jason Stachey
James Stafford
Joseph F. Stafford, III
Tom Stafford
Mr. and Mrs. Brandon L. Stanley
Heath & Mia Stanley
David & Ginger Stanton
Don & Susie Stanton
James D. Starkey
Adam Starks
Sam & Liz Stathakis
Charlotte Steele
Mike and Mary Lynn Steelman
Bobby W. Stephens
John Stephens III
Gary & Mary Jo Stewart
Dr. Steven B. Stiles
Judith Stillwell
Ed & Vickie Stingley
Kathleen Stingley
Stinson-Ragland Family
Mrs. Anne Stone
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Stone
Wallace & Karen Story
Gordon & Bonnie Stout
Steve & Jane Stout
Glenn & Lee Ann Strong
Gary Stuart
Dave & Sissy Stumbaugh
Jerry & Nancy Stussy 
Styers Electric Company, Inc.
Roger & Theresa Styles
Brian Sugg
Lee Suggs
Tim Sullivan
John Sullivant Family
Paul Summerhill
Roger H. Summers
Ken & Angela Sumner 
Sunset Farm, Inc.
Tia Baker Surles
Suskie Family
Brian & Jovie Swain
Robert Swallow
Dick Sweebe
John & Beth Swenson
Greg Switzer
Scott Tabor Shelter Insurance
Frank & Tooter Taggart
Nicki Taillon
Philip and Lisa Talbert 
Ronald & Alice Talbert
Mary Tanzey
Thomas E. Tarpley
Bill and Peggy Tate
Taylor Plastic Surgery Institute
Alice Louise Taylor & Mike Taylor
Beth & Scott Taylor
Dr. David Taylor
Frank C. Taylor 
Harve J. Taylor
Landon Taylor
Roger and Becky Taylor
Tanya Taylor
Troy B. & Lori Taylor, Troy & Zeke 
William & Karen Taylor & Megan Taylor
TCM Enterprises 
Teasley Drug
John Tenney
Scott and Sandy Tennyson 
Terry Family LLC
Janis H. and Jeffrey D. Thatcher 
Michael Thessing
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Thibault
Cheryl & Ben Thigpen
Bill, Heather, and Haileigh Thomas
Bill and Peggy Thomas
James R. Thomas
Jim & Lesli Thomas
Steve & Lea Ann Thomas
Danny & Debbie Thomason
Jerry Thomasson
Don Thompson
Don & Brenda Thompson 
& Bob Thompson
Marvin Thompson
Dr. Steve Thompson
Ted Thompson
Dr. Garland Thorn
Michael D. Thornton
Richard Bruce & Janet Thrasher 
Jeff & Sage Thurlby
Dana Anthoni Tidwell
Brad Tillotson
Times/Herald Publishing Co.
James and Joan Tinsley
Bob & Cary Tobey
Today’s Bank
Steven C. Toler and James H. Toler
Lucas Tollefson
Tolleson Family
Johnny & Amber Tollett
Lark, Robert & Craig Tommey
Mr. and Mrs. David G. Toothaker
Torchinsky Family
Stuart & Helen Ruth Towns
Townsell-Hill Corporation
Marc & Debbie Townsend
Neil Tracy
Lawrence G. Jr. & Judith E. Trammel
Wesley Travis
Ludene Treadway 
and Jeremy Whittenburg
Donald Treat
Phil Treat
Tyler Treat
Treece Technologies, Inc.
Andrew Treece
Dana & Kelley Troutt
Greg Trulock
Brandy & Erik Tuft
Ray & Janice Turnage
Jeffrey B. Turner
Tush Hog Donor 
John Twarog
Rick Twist
Steven, Stephanie & Seth Tyer
Mike & Phil Tygart
Charlotte Tyler
Tom & Linda Tyler
Carla Tyson
Walter and Dana Tyson
Bob Tzotzolis
Drs. John and Stan Udouj
Jeffrey R. Underwood
Ms. Arlene Urquizu
Jerre M. Van Hoose
Vance Management 
Chuck & Denise Vance 
Larry Vancuren
Delbert Vanlandingham
Glenn & Judy Vasser & Vicki Vasser
Audwin Vaughan
Jerry & Laura Vaughn
Monica & Eric Vaughn
Randall and Holly Veasey 
Steve Vicary
Michael & Elke Vickers
Village Academy Booster Club
John & Libby Vines 
Vino Cellars
Terry Vinston
The Vollmer Girls
Don and Sherry Vowell
Barry & Teresa Waddell
Paul and Suzanne Waddell
Robert and Kristi Waddell
Amanda Wagner
Darin & Connie Wagner
Chuck and Trina Walden
Brent & Peri Gay Walker
Michael L. Walker
Tara Walker
Dennis L. & Sandy Wallace
Virginia Walls State Farm Insurance
Bryan and Diane Walsh
Steve Walters
Sam M. Walton College of Business
Dr. Charles R. Ward
Steven Ward
Dr. Tim & Peggy Ward 
Mr. Charles W. Warren
Tom & Christy Warren 
Tommy Warren
Jim and Donna Waselues
Connie Waters
Chris S. Watkins 
Eric Watkins
Joe and Alice Ann Watkins
John E. Watkins
Phillip, Cassie, & Peyton Watkins
Jeff Watson
Jim and Angela Watson
Marvin Watson
Jacob T. Watts
Nick Wear
Burk and Nikki Weatherly 
Dr. Larry and Kay Weathers
Jason & Lesly Webb
Jim & Ann Webb
Dean Weber
Sheila Weddington
Charles L. “Buddy” Weems Memorial
Andy Weidman
Robert C. Weiler, Jr.
Dale and Lisa Welch
The Welcome Mat Magazine
Phillip J. Wells
Rob Wells
Bob and Kathy Welsh
Chris Wenzler
Nicholas Wernimont
Mr. & Mrs. Robbie Westphal
Joseph W. Wewers, Sr.
Charles Scott Wheeler
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Wheeler
Randy E. Wheeler
Scott A. Wheeler
Mark and Janet Whiddon
Kenny & Debbie Whillock 
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Whillock-Esch
Rep. David Whitaker
Brian White
Dr. Charles and Rebecca White
Danny & Bette White
Jeffrey L. White
Sean P. White
Keith and Babs Whitehead 
William Whitehead
Ronnie & Christy Whiteley
Andrea Whitfi eld & Stephanie Painter 
Bill Whiting
Paul & Beth Whitley
E. B. “Doc” & Frances Whitsell
Charles, Sandra and Wade Whittington
Whole Hog Cafe
Conley Wicker 
Jeff & Allison Wike
Dorvan & Mikie Wiley
Bryan Wilhelm
Paul & Mary Wilkerson
Larry H. Wilkins
Greg and Rebecca Willhite
Ann Williams & Chris Leslie
Bobby & Jessica Williams
Dan & Ellen Williams
Dennis Williams
Doug Williams
Herbert & Gary Williams
Kraig Williams
Nancy J. Williams
Mr. Robert Williams
Rodney H. Williams 
& Matthew L. Williams
Sean & Leslie Williams
Tod, Jennifer & Paisley Williams 
Tyler & Jaclynn Williams
Marilyn Elder Williamson
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Willis
George Willoughby
Rex M. Wilmans
John R. & Shelley Wilmoth
Deborah & John Wilson
Jason K. and Rebecca T. Wilson
Jayme Wilson
Perry Wilson
Richard & Beth Wilson
Royce & Rita Wilson
Steve and Jo Wilson
Terry Wilson
Russell B. Winburn
Jeff & Tina Winham 
Luther Winkle & Amy Weatherly
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Winn
Heather Winston
Tim Winston Builders, Inc.
Rob & Kelli, Lindsey Kate & Lily Winters
Todd and Janice Wisdom
Jeff S. Wisener, DDS, PA
Jonathan and Margaret Wish
Marty Wolfe Construction
Jim Wolfi nbarger
Scott & Suzanne Wolters
Brooke and Wes Womack
Gurvis W. Wood Family
Mr. Kurt Wood
Woodco Turning Co., Inc.
Perry Ann & Woody Woodell 
and Scott Woodell
Mr. and Mrs. Denton Woods
Tina, David, Stephanie, Mark Woods
Dennis & Jean Woody
Kim & Frank Woosley
Alan and Carol Sue Wooten
Brad Workman
David B. Workman
Wendell J. Workman
Alan, Annette & John Wright
Birch Wright
Damon L. Wright
Rick & Debbie Wright
Terry and Janet Wrinkle
Chad & Kristi Yarnall
Robb Yarnell Family 
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Yates
Roddy & Becky Yates
Bobbie Sue, Leann, & Megan Yeager
Young Family
Danna Young
Gary, Mavis, Jeremiah, Spencer, 
Tara, and Colton Young 
Paul and Dorothy Young
Robert & Mary Jane Young
Wade & Cynthia Young
Gene & Peggy Zajac
Steve & Michael Ziegler
BIG HOG MEMBERS
Lee Abbott
ABC Block
Dennis & Patti Abell
Chris Acosta
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Adair
Don C. Adams
Gary C. Adams
Aaron & Brittany Adcock
Fredrick E. Adkins III, CFP
AEO on the GO, LLC
Robert W. Ahrent
James & Shirley Albaugh
Mr. & Mrs. John Albritton
Diane Goldberg Aldin
Philip and Christie Alexander
Tom Alexander
Mr. & Mrs. Virgil Alexander
Alford Engineering Co., Inc.
Dr. Boyce Alford
Dr. Chris Allbritton
Christopher Allen
Jay & Terri Allen
Ms. Mary Allen
Austin Allison
Randy Lee Allsup
Jeffrey Alter
Senator Denny Altes
Alan & Carol Altom 
Americom Construction Co., Inc.
Dr. Perry Amerine
Sam & Mary Amerson
Monika Amick
Jeff Amos
AMP Sign & Banner
Daniel Anderson
Ed Anhalt
Salvador Anzualda
Robert Applegarth
Kevin Applegate
The Applegets, Donald, Duane, 
Haley & Martha
Steve & Susan Armstrong
Mark Arnold
Around the World Travel
Ashley Artis
Charlie Arviso
Tim Atchity
Michael & Emily Atkins
Rodney Atkinson
John & Mary Aubrey
Mark Ausbrooks
Don “Tank” Austin and Wanda Austin 
Josh Austin
Warren Kelly Austin & Dr. Kristy Austin
B & K Farms
B & M Oil Co., Inc.
Babb Enterprises, Inc.
Back 2 Back Medical, Inc. 
Larry Backs
Claude E. & Valerie J. Badgett
Dr. & Mrs. H. A. Ted Bailey
Jacob Bailey
Kenneth Bailey
Rick & Deborah Bailey
Aaron Baker
Mr. & Mrs. Darryl Baker
Rob Baker
Bud Baldwin, Jr.
Bale Motor Company
John L. Ballard
Christopher Balster
Joe E. Baltz
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Banks
Kelly Bankston
Jake & Jennifer Barfi eld
Blake Barnes
Jan Barnes
Scott & Raegon Barnes
J.P. & Amy Barnett
Kenneth W. Barnett
Shawn Barnett
Matthew Barr
Milosh Barrows
Mrs. J. E. Bass
David & Amy Bates
Suzie Baucom
Charles, Jolly, and Cassie Baugh 
Melinda Baureis
David Bays
Matt Beard
Kevin & Jill Beasley, Andrew 
& Carrie Beasley
Blair Beaty
Darren & Kelli Beavers
Terry Beavers
Don & Maxine Bechtel
Don & Lee Bell
Geno Bell
Michelle Annette Bell
Sharon & Jeff Bell
Steven M. Bell
William B. Belvin
Senator Paul Benham, Jr.
David E. Bennett
Gary & Paula Bennett
John & Lynda Bennett
Lynn Bennett’s Plumbing / 
Lynn & Jane Bennett
Mr. & Mrs. Tom A. Bennett
Marshall R. Benton
Jeanne Benz 
Patty Berley
Gimo Berry
John R. Berry
Loren Berry
Melinda Berry
Jessica Beshears
Doug Best
Best Western Limetree Inn
John & Renee Bethel
Mike & Bette Bibby
Luke Billingsly
Brett Bingham
Paul & Frankie Bixby
Ralph Black
Tim Blackburn
Andrea Blair
Denis Blake
Joshua Blakeley
Mike Blalock
Jim & Lina Blanchard
Dale and Anne Bland
Karen R. Blankenship 
Charles & Nelda Blaylock
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Amy Bliss
Robert & Deborah Blume
Tony & Melody Blythe
Dr. & Mrs. Jack Bodie
Steve and Cindy Bolejack
Joe & Lynda Bond
Ronald Bond
James Bonds
Elwood & Pat Bonner
Bonsteel Lumber Co.
The Boomer, Spence & Brown Families
Boone-Ritter Insurance
Heath and Nicole Border
Sheri Boule
Carroll Bowden
Betty Bowling
Eric Box
Mr. Robert Boyd
Betty & Eddie Bradford
James and Paula Bradley
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Bradley
Torey Bradley
Betty Bradshaw
Alfred Branch
Ron & Deedra Branscum
James Branson
Dana Ford Brantley
Mr. Tim Brasel
Sumner and Jackie Brashears
Brandy Brazeale-Tobias
Randy & Arleene Breaux
Mark and Callie Breden
Julia Breen & Andrew Patrick
Jim Breese
David & Tracy Brick
Charles Brickey
M. A. & C. E. Bridewell
Burlen & Mary Bridges
Mark & Robbie Brightwell
David Broaddrick
Brookings/Reed/Reid
John and Cambre Brooks
Brandon, Leigh Ann , Ethan and 
Chase Brown and Jeanine Gay
Brenna Brown
Greg Brown
Harvey Brown, IV
Mr. & Mrs. James R. Brown
Jerry Brown
Larry D. Brown
Mike & Karen Brown
Ryan Brown
Steve, Gasha, Josh & Megan Brown
Tom Brown
Mr. & Mrs. Blake Browning, Jr.
Mike and Brenda Brugger
Rich Brya & Kelli Roberts
James M. Bryant 
Mr. Gary Buckner
Mr. Scott Buckner
Gene Buffi ngton
George V. Burch
John and Carrie Burkhead
Ron & Debbie Burks
Nathan Burleson
David & Sue Burnett
Robert Burnett
Pat and Steve Burnham
John & Marilynn Burns
Bruce Burnside
Dale Burroughs
Mrs. Toni Burrows
Jackie Burton
Kris & Paige Busch
Joella and Martin Butrymoicz
Brandon Bynum
Randy & Anne Bynum
The Cake Place Bakery
Tom & Nina Calhoon
Monte & Janice Callicott
Douglas L. Calloway
Greg Campbell
Michael and Nandra Campbell
Nick Campbell
Parry Campbell
Dan & Beth Cantrell
Glenn & Jan Canup
Dale & Brittney Carlton 
Jerry and Ann Carlton
Brian Carroll
Jimmy Carroll, Jr.
Pam & Mike Carroll
James Carter
Mark Carter
Richard Carter Co., Inc
Beth & Rick Carver
Alicia Case
Melissa Casey
Dr. & Mrs. Jerry F. Cash
Bryan Cole Casillas
Susan & Forrest Cassell
Bryon Castleberry
John David & Leigh Castleberry
Dr. Gil Caver
Timothy L. Caver
CCX, Inc.
Terry Cefalu
Thomas W. Center
Rhett and Marisa Chandler
David and Cindy Chappell
Alicia Chesshir
John, Linda, and Jonathan Childers
Marvin and Charisse Childers 
Dick & Cheryl Cisne
Chris Clark
Donnie Clark
Les Clark
Oneil Clark
Pete & Claire Clark
Raymond Clark, M.D.
Robert & Monica Clark
Luke & Dee Clary
Christine Clements
Booker T. Clemons, Jr.
Mike & Brietta Cleveland
Ricky Clifton
Dexter Cobbs
Kevin Cockburn
Brad, Wendy, Peyton & Noah Coffman
Kent & Julia Coffman
John and Megan Coger
John L Colbert
Coldwell Banker Faucette Real Estate
Adam Cole
Amy Y. and Chad A. Cole
Matt Cole
Tamarah Cole
Glen Collins
John Collins
Richard Collins
Carl Combs - Combs Enterprises
Congo Fireplace & Patio
Christy Conrad / Mary C. Rose 
Convoy Logistics, LLC
Amber Cook
James H. Cook
Ron & Judy Cook
Sean & Karen Cook
Carl F. Cooper, Jr.
Sheila Cooper-Russell
Jeff Copeland
Lonnie Copps
Edward E. Corbin
Chancie Cormier
Gilbert Cornwell
Asa Cottrell
Mrs. Harvey C. Couch, Jr.
Countryside Realty, Inc.
Dallas Counts
John & Melinda Covert
Cox Accounting Services LLC
Chuck & Melissa Cox
Doug and Cindy Cox 
Donnie Crabtree
Morse & Carolyn Craig
Patricia Craig
Jesse Craighead
Monica Crane
Kaye Crank
Bob & Christy Crawford
Greg Criner
Amy Cross
Carl and Lynne Crow
David Nathaniel Crow
Anthony Cullins
In Memory of Bonnie Curran
Alan & Jennye Curtis
Cary and Craig Curzon
Amber Cyphers
Dale & Phyllis Dabbs
Boyd R. Daily
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Daily
Jim & Karmen Daly
Mr. David Damron
David Danforth
Benny Daniel
Andrew Daniels
Dr. Scott Darnell
Samantha Daugherty 
Jean West Davenport
Madilyn Nicole 
and Tucker Jack Davenport
Richard David
Drew Davidson/
Metropolitan National Bank
Zachary and Jordan Davidson
Angela Breedlove Davis
Bobbi Davis
Dr. Brandon S. Davis
Derek & Shelly Davis
Gary Davis
James Davis
Jefferson J. Davis
Jennifer Davis
Justin Davis
Krysta Davis
Randall Davis
Rick, Cindy, Wesley, Mollie, Chris 
& Jill Davis
Rick & Roslyn Davis
Scott & Robbi Davis
Sherri Davis
Walt Davis
Jeff Dawson
Michelle Dearing
Mr. & Mrs. Norman DeBriyn
Sandra Decker
William D. Dedman M.D.
Ashley Deed
Stephen DeHan 
Mr. Robert Del Giorno
Susan Delap, M.D.
Robert & Tammie Delong 
& Clint Richards
Ronald Denham
Gary & Evelyn Denton
Gary & Vicki DeYampert
John Diamantopoulos
Sarah & Brandon Dickerson
Scott & Kim Dicus
Ellen Diers
Bill (C. W.) Dill III, D.D.S.
Larry Dillard
Stacy Dillion
Dennis & Linda Dillon
Karen Dineen
Drew & Melissa Dixon 
Jerry Dixon
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Dobbs
Bob and Karen Dobbs
Joe Dodson
Susan Dolan & Connie Lewis
Martin & Shelly Dominguez
Bruce Donnelly
Dan & Annie Donoghue
Pam and Ken Dose
Mrs. Libbie Terry Dougan
Paul & Kathy Dougan
Dougherty, Stephens & Baker
Chris Dougherty
Tom and Vicki Dougherty
June & Wayne Drain
Lamar & Joy Drummonds
Eric and Carrie Dubbell
Jacob Dubin
Daniel W. DuBose
David, Karin and Elise Dudley
Thurston E. Dudney
Charles & Diana Duell
Cathi & Steve Dunavant
Montie & Marla Duncan 
Jamison and Annette Dunfee
Dunlap family 
J. E. Dunlap
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Dunn
Jim & Suzie Dunn
Matt Dunn
Davis & Barbara Duty
Terry Eagle
W. S. Eagle
Mary Ella Earle
Jeff V. Easley, PE
Andrew Easterling
Mike Ebbert
Dr. Gareth Eck
Theresa James Eddy
Eden Realty, Inc.
Craig and Connie Edmonston 
Crandall Edwards
Richard W. Edwards
Mr. & Mrs. Roderick Edwards, 
Triple-S Alarm 
Todd & Carie Edwards
Ms. Nancy Eisma
William C. Eldridge, Sr.
Elkhart Products Corp. Sales
Renae Elkins
Jeffrey Ellis McKinley
Robert Ellis
Bill Elmore
Jeri & Clayton Elmore
David and Heather England
Daniel Enos
Roy and Carolyn Eoff
Dennis Epperson
Rod Eppley
Roy & Dorothy Erickson Family
Patrick Erwin
ESPN Radio 96.3 Hot Springs/ Mena
Brian and Cheryl Esters 
Blayne Estes
D. Scott Estes, M.D.
Estes Wood Designs
Nick Etter
Jason & Amber Evins
Gregory M. Fair
Jeff & Jan Fairman
Family Fun Pools & Spas
Bob Fant
Steve & Donna Farley 
James Farmer
E. J. & Stacy Farnell
Fashion Park Cleaners
Charlotte and John Faucette
Linda G. Faulkner
Martha Faulkner
Fayetteville Family Practice Clinic
Eric Feltner
Allan & Jo Ferguson
Michael Ferguson
Jack C. Fields & Family
Patrick and Sally Finney 
Finzer Roller Co.
Lynn Fisher & Sam and Polly Fisher
Ray Fitch
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Fitzhugh
Larry, Janet & Robert Fletcher
Wayne Flora
Rick & Meg Flores
Chris Floyd 
Mike & Debra Flynn
E. C. (Butch) & Raney Forbes
John and Kara Lee Ford 
Mr. & Mrs. Michael T. Ford  
Phillip E. Ford
Leigh Anne Forehand
Lisa Forehand
Mitch Forrest
Randy Fortner
John K. Foster
Jim and Janet Neal Fotioo
Charles & Brenda Fox
John E. Fox, Jr.
Louise & Joe Fox 
George E. & Wilma R. Fraley
Franklin & Son Roofi ng
Dr. Larry E. Franks
Mark W. Frazier
David Free Family
Freeman Family Medicine 
Brett and Nicole Freeman
Brian and Beth Freeman 
Max & Dorma Freeman
Christopher Freet
Kevin and Gayle Freier
James French
Marlin & Janet Fretheim
Dr. Carl Friddle
Carolyn Fries
Gregory Fries
Fringe Clothing
Duane & Jennifer Froud
Jim & Bonnie Fulks
Alvis Fuller Memorial
Mr. Clint Fulmer
John W. Fulton
Dusty Funderburg
Darrell Gabbard
Steve & Jennifer Gabbard
Terry & Cindy Gaither
Paul Galyean
Bill Gardella
Kelly Gardella
Sam Gardella
Gardner Family - Avery, Garrett, 
and Parker
Kevin Gardner
Mandy Gardner
Larry Garlington
Christy & Rusty Garner
Russell and Gena Garner
Garrett Demolition, Inc. 
Robert W. Garrett
Amber Gaskill
Melinda B. Gassaway
David and Annie Gates Memorial
Kyle Gatlin
Paul and Beth Gaylo
David & Sherry Gean
Trey Gentry
Douglas George
Kevin and Patricia George
Gerdau Special Steel North America
Carl J. Gessler, Jr., M. D.
Dr. William M. Gibbs III
Nicholas Gibson
Mark and Dana Gieringer
Amy Gilmore
Martin Gipson
Bob Gist
Curtis and Jennifer Gladden 
& Eric and April Webb
Dick & Pat Gladden
Wayne E. Glenn
Todd Glover
Zach L. Glover 
Garth Gneiting
Randy & Elaine Goad
Jason & Jessica Godsey 
Patricia Goines
Thomas Golden
Paul D. Goldsmith
Jeffrey Goodhart
John Goss Family
Dale R. Gossien
Graves & Associates
Dennis & Emma Graves
Robert Gray
Ronnie R. Gray
Adam Green
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Greenhaw
Bill Greenlee
William Greetan
Wayne and Janet Gregory
Gary & Kim Greise
Randy & Janie Gresham 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven R. Griffi n
Jim & Rosemary Griffi th
Douglas Grimes
Mr. William Groom
Group Purchasing Advantage
Danny Gryder
Gerry and Sandra Guillot
Zach & Heather Guynn
Gary and Kina Hagar
Robert Hager
The Haley Family
Patton Halford
Debbie Hall
Thomas E. & Debbie Hall
Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Hallmark, Jr.
Mr. Chuck Hamilton
Clayton M. Hamilton, DDS
Gary & Tarah Hamm
Lee Hammersla
Mr. Dan Hammond
Doyal Hanger
Christopher Hanna
D. J., Dylan and Dennis Hannah 
Charles Hanson
Atif Haque
A. Carter Hardage
Bert Hardin & Allison Glahn Hardin
Hubert Hardin
The Hardin Family
Harold F. Hargrove
Roger & Carla Harmon
Tom Harper, Jr.
Craig Harriman
Dr. Stephen & Gail Harrington
Dr. Daniel Harris
Hannah Harris
James Harris
Jim & Jana Harris
Mike and Ana Thelma Harris - 
Massage Envy
Mike & Shea Harris
Shawna Bailey Harris
Walter C. Harris
Harrison Family Scholarship Fund
Bob & Lynn Harrison
Howard W. Harrison
Dr. William E. Harrison
Bev and David Harwood 
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Theresa Hatcher
John and Traci Hatchett
Jeffrey R. Hathaway
Sharron Havens
Billy & Cyndy Haydon
W. Ducote Haynes, M.D.
Joe & Charlotte Haynie 
Alvy Hays
Mark and Ellen Haywood
Taylor H. Hedrick
Michael Hegarty
Liz & Dick Heil
Kenneth Heiles
Mr. & Mrs. Derrick Hellinga
Russell & Janet Helm
Stephen Helms
Greg & Jana Hemphill
Allen & Jennifer Henderson
Don Henderson
Michael Hendricks
Ron and Eleanor Henley
Jerry and Sally Hennis
Richard W. Henry
Tom & Tommie Hensen
Jason Hensley
Brian Hensman
Whit & Pat Hensman
Roger & Leecie Henson
Heuck Family
Mark Hewett
Hi-D-Ho Drive In
Christa Hibbs
Charlotte Hickey
Mike & Kathryn Hicks
Parker Higgs
Hiland Dairies
Ellen and Chris Hill
Jerry & Karen Hill 
Jim & Thresa Hill
Jimmie Hill
Sam Hill
Regenia Hilton
Henry & Kim Himstedt
Grant Hinch
Steven & Christina Hinds
Tommy Hindsman
Wayne & Carol Hitt
Shannon Hobbs
Curtis D. Hodge
Brad Hodges & Tom Maddox
Kevin & Leah Hodges
Stowe & Mary Martha Hoffi us
Mr. & Mrs. Jamie Hoffman
Blake Hogue
Kimbel Hogue
Brad and Kerry Holcomb
Paula Hollenbeck
Lucy Holler
Dr. Brad Holloway
Rebecca Holloway
John Holmes
Jack Holt
Harvey Holzhauer
Mike & Lisa Honea
Logan Hoopes
Daniel Hopkins
Sally Horm
Frederick R. Horn
Don & Kimberly Horton
Mark and Quinn Hoskyn 
Ray Houser’s Termite 
& Pest Control, Inc.
Steven Hryniewicz
Douglas Huber Family
Frances Huddleston
Wayne & Gina Hudec
Rick and Amy Hudgeons
Robert Hudgins, Attorney
Jeremy Hudson Enterprises, Inc.
Cody Hughes
Danny & Cathey Hughes
Jeffrey & Amber Hughey
Carroll, Teresa, Brent Hull
Bo Hummel
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Hutchinson
Jason Huynh
Kevin Igli
Adam & Rebecca Ingle
Lewis Ingold
Michael Innis, Jr.
Bobby & Lara Irvin
Carla Irvin
J M Supply, Inc
Brian T. Jackson
Darcy L. Jackson
Kenneth Jackson
Paula Jackson
William Jackson
William R. Jackson
Richard K. James
Turner, Kathy, Tripp, Jake 
and Jordan James
Matt Jamison
Alan & Anna Jarrett
Kimberly Jennings
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Jennings
Peter and Wilma Jerry
Anita Johal
Johnson Family
Chris & Carolyn Johnson
Coy & Melanie Johnson
David & Lisa Johnson 
Jeri Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Jimmy D. Johnson
Jimmy & Michelle Johnson 
Joe E. Johnson
Kevin Johnson
Kristie Johnson
Lynn Johnson
Paul L. & Amy Johnson
Robert Benton & Leslie Johnson
Robert & Laurie Johnson
Tommy, Karen, and Robert Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Johnston
Bill & Shirlee Jones
Caroline V. Jones
Christopher L. Jones
Jay and Karyn Jones
Rodney L. & Melody K. Jones
Ryan S. Jones 
Steve Jones
Wade Jones
William Jones
Gary Jordan
Suza and Jim Jordan 
David & Meunda Jorn
Mark and Lisa Jostad
Butch Joyner
John Joyner
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Justus
Dr. Jacob Kaler
Earl Kappler
Robert Karr
Greg Kassaw
Robert Kauffman
Bruce Kaufman
Gary W. Kearney
Jack & Sandra Kearney
Vance & Jennifer Keaton
Casey Kehoe
Danny Kelley
Kenneth and Denise Kelley 
Noel Kelley
Jim & Dot Kelly
John Dan Kemp
Don Kendrick
Richard and Kim Kendrick
Dr. & Mrs. Scott Kensel
Howard & Elaine Kerr
Mr. David Khodayar
Corbin Kidd
Jason & Leslie Kilburn 
David L. Kilgore
Jiggs and Robin Killgore 
Carter Kimbrough & Family
Wade Kimmel 
Billy & Karen King
Courtney King
Drew King
Guy King & Son’s, Inc.
Jack & Diane King
John W. King
Lee & Betsy King
Ron and Susan King
Art & Kim Kinnaman Family
Kirby & Family Funeral Directors
Jennifer Kirby
Scott & Lea Kirkpatrick
Tim Klippert
De’Andre Knight
Sam & Gwen Knight
Stacy & Kellie Knight
Ron Knobloch 
George & Ginny Kobe
Randy Koontz Family
Jim Krajeck
Charlie & Pam Krallman
Bruce Krantz
Dr. Virginia Krauft
K. A. Kraus & Richard Martin
Mal Krim
Richard Kropp
Kayse Krouse
Gerald Kucherich
Kelly & Jonette Kunard
La Paloma Hunting Ranch LLC
John and Susan Lake
John Lambert
Joe & Sherry Lambiotte
William Michael Lambley
Rick Lancaster
Landmark Event Staffi ng Services
Jim Landrum
Mr. Chris Lantz
Lee Larkan and Family
Pattye Lassiter
Bob & Vickie Latham
Linda Lawhon
Lucy & Morris Lawson
Mark D. Lawson
Lyndell Lay Family
Beth Leal
Bill & Kimbra Leatherbury
Rick & Nancy LeCompte
Eddie R. Lee
Tommy & Sue Lee
Troy & Sue Lefl er
Greg Leichty
Gary W. Leis - Leis Investments, Inc.
Gregg Lemaster
Lemley Funeral Service
Steve Lemley
Jason Lenderman
Joseph Lenox
Lephiew Gin Company
Steve and Carla Lesley
Wilhelmina Lewellen
Burchie Lewis
Chuck Lewis
Robert D. Lewis
Robert P. Lewis
Dr. Jim B. Lieblong
Dr. Bill Ligon
Joe & Janet Liles
John & Sheila Lilly
Cynthia Linderman
Norbert Lindig
Jeff Lindsey
Thomas Lindsey
Mike & Jennifer Linton
Ron and Leslie Smith Littell
Clayton Little
Melinda Little
Little Rock Alarm Co., Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Bobby Littlejohn
Brian and Kim Lloyd
Sandra  Harris Lockhart
Charlie andf Heidi Loften
Byron & Valla Long
Cheryl Long
Mr. and Mrs. Brett Loudon & family
James Lovelady
Boyce C. Lovett
Scott Lovett
Dr. & Mrs. James L. Lowry
Mike Lucas
Wendy Lucky
Rob and Mandy Lugo
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy W. Lybyer 
Karen Lynch & Adam
Tony & Debbie Lynn 
Dr. & Mrs. J. E. Lytle
John & Harriet Mack
Chris, Andrea and Maddox Mackey
George Madden
David Maddox
Maggie Moo’s & Great American 
Cookie Company 
Joe D. Magness
Robert G. Magri
MAHG Architecture
Mr. Michael Emon Mahony
Bob & Kathy Major
John A. Mallory, M.D.
Doyle & Linda Mangrum
Donald & Sharon Mann
Alan & Mary Lynn Mantooth
Douglas & Susan Marciniak
Jason Marietta
Mr. & Mrs. Rick Markell
Wilks Marshall
Aaron Martin
Brian & Angela Martin 
Keith, Mila, and Sara Martin 
Mike & Sharon Martin
Virginia Martin
Oscar Martinez
Conway & Lynn Massey
Dean & Leigh Ann Mathews
Robert J. Matlock, D.D.S., P.A.
Curtis Matthews
John B. Mayes
Mr. Dean Mayfi eld
Mr. Todd Mazur
Paul & Ann McAllister
Larry McAnulty
Stacy, Shan, Brooke, and Quinnlin 
McAteer - Go Hogs!!
Martha McBride
Anita and Mike McCarty
Michael & Gretchen McCaskey
James & Cheryl McClain
Sue & Tommy McClain
Tiffany McCloyn
Dan and Vicky McClung
Jeff & Eva McCollough
Dr. L. McCormack
Jon & Susan McCoy
Landon McCoy
Matt and Summer McCoy
Bob McCrackin
Therese & George McCulley 
Marsha McCurry
John and Mare McCutcheon
James McDonald
Scott & Cindy McDoulett
William K. McElduff 
and Joseph K. McElduff
Mark & Lisa McEntire
Jim McGee
Mr. Marc McGuire
Mary Lee McHenry and Bill Sneed
Jonathan Mcillwain
Michael F. McKenzie
Steve and Heber McKissack
Tonia and Brad McMakin
Drew McNatt
Kenneth McNeil
Hannah McNeill and Gary Ritter
Tommy R. , Barbara and Ty McNutt
Ty McNutt
Becky McQuay
Karen McRae
Karen McSpadden
Alan L. Meadors
Mr. & Mrs. Jack E. Meadows, Jr.
Michael Medjuck
Jim & Katie Melton
Lorie Meyer
Steve Meyer
Ben, Zane & Max Milam
Mr. Joe Milhoan & Joetta Milhoan Duke
Bobby Miller
Boyd Miller & Juanita Lankford Miller
Donald F. Miller & Leah Miller
John & Natasha Miller
John “Jack” N. Miller, Sr. 
and Jeffrey Miller
Kevin & Amanda Miller
Michael Miller
Richard L. & Brett Miller
Ron & Jessica Miller 
Justin Mills
Michael & Mary Mills
Thomas D. Milner
Alison Mims
Jay & Lisa Minmier
Aaron L. Mitchell
David S. Mitchell
Dwight and Brandy Mitchell
Steve Mitchell
David & Jana Mix
Ms. Christie Mobley
Mr. Harlon Mobley
Mark J. Mobley Trial Lawyer
David & Carol Moffi s
Moix RV
John Moline
Ken Monahan
Don & Tammy Mongillo
Jim & Lynn Monk
Patrick Monks
Gregg Montgomery
Greg Moody
Sha Moody
Bud Moore
Christopher Moore
Curtis & Tina Moore 
James & Krista Moore
Jerry & Lou Moore
Joe Claude Moore
Judy Moore
Nathan Moore, Dawn Moore 
and Natalia Moore
Ryan Moore
James M. (Buddy) Morgan
Justin Morgan
Daniel Charles Morland
Morris Cattle Co.
Allen Morris, Jr.
Kell & Karla Morris
Randy & Lisa Morris
T. Radford Morris
Alva Morrison
Reece Morrison
Erica Moyers
Brian Mueller
Michael C. Mueller 
Jen Mugno
Mullins Family 
Dr. Patti J. Mullins
Chris and Laura Munos
Chris Murabito
Fred Murphy
Michael L. Murphy, Attorney at Law
Ben & Rhonda Murray
John W. Murry, Jr.
Sridhar Murthy
Drs. Jeff and Martha Ellen Myers
David R. Myhand
Mr. Louis Nalley
Timothy Nash
Brian Naylor
Jeff Neal
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Nelson
Melissa Zoll Nelson
Dee Neroes
Greg Nesmith
Jean E. Neuberger III 
and Stephanie Neuberger
Brian Neumeier
Jim & Vikki Nicholas
Bobby Nichols
Jack & Judie Nickell
Glen & Sandy Nickerson 
Keith Noble
Bob & Anita Noel
Brian D. Noland
Heath Vick Noland
Guy Nolley Agency, Inc.
Carol Norman
Clair M. Norman
Northwest Oil Co., Inc.
Sharon Norton, Beth Brown, 
Lindsey & J.M. Schafer
Brian & Stacie Nutt
Erin Obert
Dave O’Brien
Jennifer Ogburn
Mr. & Mrs. Don Oglesby
Courtney O’Grady
Christopher Ollison
Thomas & Nicole Olmstead
Lee Olsen
Gary and Betsy Orr
Rick Orsbun and Mike & Deanna Sweeten
Paul and Laura Osiecki
Paul Osmon
Trey Ott
Dr. Randle & Amy Overbey
Don & Sue Ann Overstreet
Tom Ozment
Mrs. Jeanette Palmer
Jeff, Janet, Johnathan, Jordan 
and Jason Parker
Richard Parker
Sam & Norween Parker
Robert Parkinson & David Pledger 
Passmore Family 
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Patanus
John Pate
Beth Patterson
Ed / Brian Patterson
Patrick & Christina Patterson
James & Janna Patton
Laci Patton
Mr. Stephen Patton
Ben Paul
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Paul
Timothy Paul
Ron Paulson/Shelter Insurance
James & Orva Peachey, Pam Rossi, 
& Sandra Hingst
Tommy & Betty Claire Peacock
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Garry & Cindy Peevy
Crystal Pelton
Kyle & Shanna Pendergraft
Mr. & Mrs. Foye Penn
Pennington Development, Inc.
Cory Pepper Family 
Brett & Audra Peters
Cathy Pettit
Phil Pettit
Lamar and Donna Pettus
Anita Phillips
The Hodge Phillips Family
J. D. Phillips
Joanne and David Phillips
Mike & Tab Phillips
Rob and Twilla Phillips
Chris Piazza
Michael Pierce
The Pieri Family
Scott Pinckard
Play 2 Win Athletic Consulting 
Bill & Lesa Poe
Paula G. Pollock
Kevin or Ann Pond 
Ken and Tammy Poole
Don & Rhonda Porter
Phillip & Leslie Porter
Tyler Porter
Joshua Potter
Glendolyn & Charles Powell
Greg and Aubrey Powell
Ron Powell
Kelly & Amy Powers 
Jim Prate
John W. Prater
Andrew Prendergast
Larry Prescott
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Prewett
Mr. & Mrs. Donald H. Price
Pride and Joy Preschool & Day Care
Brad and Samantha Prince
Stacy Prince
David Proctor
Ron & Laura Proctor
Rick Pruitt 
Ericka Pulphus
John W. Purtle
Rep. Beverly R. Pyle
Diane Race
Jo Anne and Randy Radcliffe 
Chris Raff
R. Bruce Rainey
Ron Rainey
Mike & Bunny Rainwater
Kevin and Julie Ramey 
Gerome Randle
Jim and Wendy Rankin
Jon Raper
Martin and Christine Ratcliff
Phillip Ratkovic
David Ray
David & Kathy Raymond
Bill and Sally Rector
Tommy & Molly Reddick
Greg, Kerri, Caleb & Dylan Reece
Dale Reed
John P. Reed
Kristy Reed
Brett and Ami Reeves
Doug & Holly Reeves
Bill & Jimmie Reid
Jane Reinert
Amanda C. Restino
Dave Reutzel
Greg, Maribeth & Kaylen Revels
Chris Reynolds
Dale Reynolds
David W. Reynolds
Don N. Reynolds
Patrick Reynolds
William M. Reynolds
Bruce A. Rhoades
Dr. Jason Richey
Tracy Richey
Jason & Stephanie Ridgell
Kathleen Riggs
David Ring
The Ritchie Brothers - 
Pete, Elmer, Robert and Steve
Michael and Jamie Robbins
Ron Roberto
Edward Roberts
Michael Robertson
Blake Robinson
D. K. Robinson
Eric J. Robinson
Colby Roe
Rogers Accounting Firm
Carey Rogers and Mary Johnston
Grady W. (Billy) Rogers 
Jay Rogers
Larry & Bonnie Rogers
Luke Rogers 
Stewart E. Rogers, Jr.
Kyle Rollans
David C. and Marion Roller
Jerry & Janelle Roller
Karen and Bryan Rorex
Matthew Rorie
L. D. Rose
Madeline Clarke Rose
Randy & Kelley Rose
Vincent Rose
Malcolm Rosenthal
Karen S. Ross
Mike Ross
Tim Ross
Tom Ross
Bob & Polly Roten
Kim Rounsaville
Rowan Construction Services, LLC
Alex Rowland
Todd and Robyn Rudisill
Brian Rudolph
Rico Rumph and LaRhonda Sims 
Robert & Melissa Rumple
Vincent B. Runnels, M. D.
Kris & Jennifer Russell
Randon Russell
Tommy and Carla Rutherford 
Dale and Melinda Ryan
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Ryan
John G. & Linda H. Rye
John Sage
Saint Jean Industries
Saline Med-Peds Group
Mackinley Salk
Stan and Linda Salmonson
G. R. “Buzz” Samples, Jr.
Rick Sampson
Alex J. Sanchez
Tom & Sandra Sandberg
Jack Sandridge
Terry Sanford
Rodney Sapp
Paul Sarna
Greg and Cheryl Satterfi eld
Dr. Richard L. & Pamela Scarbrough
Don E. Schaefer
Mr. Keith Scheffl er
Heath Schluterman
Rachel Schluterman
Paul Schmidt, Sr. & William P. Schmidt
Ryan Schmidt
School & Offi ce Products
Michael Schulte
Nick Schultz
Anthony Schulz
Bruce Scoggins
Angela Scott
James Scott
James & Tricia Scott
Jessa DeFoliart Scott
Mark & Karen Scott
Ralph Scott
Randy Scott
Mr. Thomas K. Scroggin
Michele Sears
Mr. Dwight Segraves
Brett Seibert
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Seiter
Jimmy & Linda Shaddock
Mark Shaffer
Shangri La Resort
Allen and Leslie Shanks
Matthew J. Shepherd
Michael & Lara Shepherd
Stuart & Kim Sheppard 
Jack Sheridan
Sherry’s Auto Clinic
Jared Sherwood
Mason & Anna Shillings 
Brad Shipley
Dr. Donna Shipley / 
Shipley & Sills Family Practice 
Caleb Shoaf
Mr. Dwayne Shock
Doug and Pam Shook
Wesley Shook
Mr. John Shore
Shuffi eld Family Scholarship
Adam Shumpert
Craig & April Shy 
Neal Simco
Larry Simpson
Oliver L. Sims III & Family
Roxie Sims
Anthony Sinbandhit
Judy Singleterry 
Lester & Deborah Sisson
Daniel and Heidi Sivils
Tim & Melissa Skinner
Jeff Slaton
Slinkard Construction
Paul Smallwood
Murray & Carolyn Smart
Bill L. & Victoria Smith
Bradley J. and Gale Smith
Dr. & Mrs. Bruce L. Smith, Jr.
Buddy Smith
Christy Smith
Clarence Smith Jr.
Danny F. Smith, Jr.
Doug and Christina Smith
James & Barbara Smith
James N. & Barbara Smith
Jerry Joe & Tammy Smith
Jonathan Smith
Kathryn Smith
Keaton Smith
Margaret Smith, Stephen Smith 
& Nancy Marsh
Megan Smith 
Michael & Leigh Smith
Phillip Smith
Robb Smith
Ronnie & Kit Smith
Scott A. Smith
Thurman Gregory Smith
Wayne & Liz Smith
The Keith W. Smithpeters Family
Penny and Brad Smothers
Tim Snively & Cristi Beaumont
Amy Snow
James E. Snow
Joey & Donna Sorters
Melvin & Mazel Sossamon
Southern Ag
Southern Floors & Blinds 
Southwest Employee 
Assistance Programs
Len W. Sparkman
Stacy Spears
Jesslynn Spence Hale
Robert B. Spencer
Tom Spencer
Gerald & Pauline Spielman
Staff RPH, Inc.
Jim and Lynn Stallcup
Sean & Regena Stalnaker
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry D. Stamps
Billy, Karla & Haley Stanton
Bert & Cornelia Stark
Robert Stassen
Greg Steed
Charles Stegman
Bill and Gina Stephens
Don Stephens
Curtis Stevens
Erica Stevens
Ashley & Josh Stewart
Diana and Erie Stewart
Drew Stewart
Gregory K. Stewart
Jamie Stewart
Mike & Diana Stewart
Van & Regina Stewman
Joshua Still
Zach and Acacia Stinnett
Dan & Jami Stocker
Judy Stokenberry
Mike & Cindy Stophlet
Dewey Strode & Lance Strode
Chip & Margaret Stubbs / 
Rusty & Sherry Jones
James Stueart/James Bibb
Jim Stutmann
Mr. & Mrs. Terry Suen
B. Alan Sugg
Lynn Blair & Mark Sugg
James & Lori Suggs
Blake Suitor
Carolyn, Stephanie, Matt, Kim, 
Brinlee Sullivan
Joe D. Sullivan
Mike Summers, CPA, PA
Robby Summers 
Mr. & Mrs. Bobby C. Sutton, Sr.
Mike and Ruth Swain
Bruce Swan
William G. Swindell, M.D.
John & Ashley Swindle
Audrey Tabler
C.L. “Poley” Tarleton
Adam & Shauna Taylor
Brent & Amanda Taylor 
Dalena Taylor
David & Sandra Taylor
Gale Taylor
Jennifer Taylor
Ralph & Patsy Taylor
Randy Taylor
Shannon Taylor
Bill and Pat Tedford
Michael, Judy & Shea Tedford
Michael Teel
Gina Terry and Andrew Terry
Larry Terry
Larry J. Terry
Bobby & Jennifer Thomas 
Don Thomas and Family
Rick Thomas
Thomas-York
Thompson Rental Properties
In Memory of Burl 
and Dymple Thompson
David Thompson
Edward C. Thompson
John Thompson
Pete Thompson
Wayne Thompson
Bill & Connie Thornton
Steve Thornton
Terry and Jo Ellen Threlkeld
Thrifty Rent-a-Car
Mike & Debi Thurow
Alicia Tilghman
John & Gina Tinsley
Pete Tobler
Kevin and Ruth Trainor 
Joey & Scarlet Travis
Mr. & Mrs. Phil Travis
Mr. Timothy Travis
Cody Trevathan
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Trevillion 
John Trice
Lisa and Mark Trimble
Edward & Kimberly Truelove
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Truemper
Glen A. Truitt
Andy Tu
Shawn Tuccillo
Lisa Tucker
Mike & Debbie Tucker
Robert Tucker
Terry Tucker
Joyce Tuller
Denton and Jane Tumbleson
Turner & Associates
Ken and Cathey Turner
Phil M. Turner, Jr.
Russell Turner
Steve Turner and Anna Turner
Mr. Brian Tutt
Alvin Dale Tyler
Thomas Ubben
US Foods Inc.
Lyn Uto
Andres Valcarcel
Amber Van Dyke
Roger Van Horn
Tifanie Van Laar
Susan and Lynn Vance
Janis Deay Vandiver
Shannon Vann
Barbara Vansandt
Rick & Terri Vassar
Terry S. Vest
Mr. & Mrs. Ray E. Vester
Vice Chancellor for University 
Advancement
Bobby Vick
Becky Joyner Vint
Barbie Violi
Mary Kay Violi
Tony Violi
Carrie Vosburg
Rick & Rosanne Wade
Gary L. Wages & Heather D. Wages
Joseph Wagy
Dick, Jane & Zack Wakefi eld
Lynn & Pam Waldren
Anita Walker 
Chris Walker
Rep. John Walker
R.D. & Johnna Walker
Roy and Royce Walker
William Walker
Ken and Jackie Wallace
T. G. Walsh Family 
T. A. & Vivian Walton
Freddy & Tammy Ward
John D. & Peggy Ward
Bill Warren, Jr.
Gary & Ashley Washam
Justin & Lisa Watkins
William Watkins
Eldon, Jordan & Rhonda Watson
Mike Watson
Gwen Way
Mike & Linda Wear
Weatherguard Roofi ng-
Scott McCown & Ronna Smith 
Kristy Weathers, John & Toni Greer, 
and Cindy Weathers
The Weaver Family
David Weaver & Debbie Howard
Brian R. Webb
Dale and Mary Jane Webb
Pamela Webster
Brian & Bryce Weidrick
Stephen Weir
J.C. & Sondra Welch
Jennifer Welch
Joe Welch
Tim & Amanda Welch
Joe & Reba Wessell
Carroll & Donna West
Darrell & Lydia West
Kelly Westeen
Chad & Cheryl Whatley
Whitney Wheaton
Harry & Dawn Wheeler
Larry Whenrey
Dr. & Mrs. S. B. Whitaker
Gordon & Bonnie Whitbeck
Bob White
Charlie White
Linda White
Melissa White
Mike, Sue, Justin, Vera White
Nick & Connie White
Randy White
Robert White
Timothy & Pamela White
Trey White
Tammy B. Whitehead
William Whitley
Rowland & Diana Whitsell 
Andy Whittington
Rhonda Wieboldt
Marvin L. Wiggins
Randy & Sheila Wilder
Don & Janet Wilkerson
Adam & Stacia Williams
Barry Williams
Cliff & Jan Williams
James & Christy Williams
Jerry Williams
Jerry, Peggy, & David Williams
Jerry W. & Christine C. Williams
John and Maxine Williams
Kenneth Williams
Kyle McLean Williams
Misty Leigh Williams & Marty Fitzjurls
Phillip Williams
Wade Williams
Williamson & Sons Janitorial Service Inc.
Richard Williamson
Ricky Williamson
Tami Williamson
Dick and Linda Willis
Donny Willis
Maurice and Pamela Willis
Toni Willis
Darren Wilson
Don Wilson
Harlis & Regina Wilson
Kenny & Lisa Wilson
Melissa Wilson
Travis & Valerie Wilson
Victor & Monica Wilson
Keith Wingfi eld
Dr. Gary Winseck
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Mark Witham
Sean Withem
Max & Phyllis Wittman
Jim Wofford
Patrick Wolf
Jeff Womack
Clinton Wood
Eddie & Sue Wood
Jerry & Brenda Wood
Matthew Wood
Richard Lynn Wood
Tammy Wood
Phil & Anita Woodard 
Patrick Woodruff
Tom Woodruff
Tim & Deborah Woods
Eddie & Jan Woody
Amy Woole
Daniel & Carol Wooten
David, Buffy, Alicia & Laura Workman
Wright Enterprises, Inc.
Buddy D. & Beverly Wright
David R. Wright
Gunnar & Bridget Wright
Mary Wright
Michael Wright
Ron & Donna Wright
Chris & Elizabeth Yancey
Brad and Meredith Yaney
Ruven Yarbrough
Brenda Yates
Braxton Yeager
York Gary Autoplex
Brandon, Maggie, Kadence 
& Baylee Young
Dan C. Young
Mr. Phil Young
Sara and Scott Young
Charles, Susan & Stewart 
Zimmerman
Robert & Lois Zimmerman
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Zondlak
BIG RED MEMBERS
Paul A. Abdella
Jodie & Carol Ables
Michael Adcock
Adam Adkins
Mae, Skylair, Jessie and Zack Adkins
Admiral Moving Services Inc.
Kevin Agee
Meredith Akins
Al’s Jewelry & Repair
W. Barrett or DeAnna Albright
Kirsten Albright
Allen Rathole, Inc.
Charles & Anne Allen
H. William Allen
Mark Allen
Stan Allen
Mr. & Mrs. William P. Allison
John E. Allmon
Jimmy & Angela Alpe
Edward Amass
Amsler Family
 Rick & Nancy Anders
Bob and Ginny Anderson
Kurt & Jen Anderson
Gary and Phyllis Andrews
Johnny and Cathey Andrews
Beth Anlas
Daniel Apanavicius
Ashley Appling
Archer Engineering, P.A.
Arkansas Dentistry & Braces
Michael Armer 
John and Jeannie Armstrong
Edward & Betty Arnett
Brad & Melissa Arterbury
Shawn Arthurs
Danielle Ashcraft
Larry and Adele Atha
Athlete Plus Physical Therapy 
& Speed Training
Jim Atwell
Jason Aubrey
Sheri Austin
Aviation Design and Technology
Jeremy & Vonda Axe
Ernie and Sarah Ayers 
Mickey and Teresa Baber 
Stuart & Lauren Baber
Tom & Linda Bacon
Scott Bader
Stewart Baguley & Family
Dennis & Karen Bailey
Josh Bailey
Lil Razor Bailey
Rosa Bailey
Steve Bailey
Bailey-Shiver Family
Brad, Mona, Lindsey & Lonna Baker
Christi Baker
Chuck, Jenn & Kimberly Baker
Danette and Eric Baker
Ed & Angie Baker 
John R. Baker
Pamela Baker
Dr. & Mrs. Ronny Aaron Baker
Russell & Alicia Baker 
David Balch
Tyson Baldwin
Alex Ball
Philip and Susan Ball
Derek Balloun
Don Banker
Michael & Jane Banks
Darren Bankston
Joe Baratti, Jr.
Barry D. Barber
Chuck Barker
J T Barlow
Jack Barnard 
Mr. Marty Barnes
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Barnes
Michael & Sandi Barnhart
James Barron
Barry’s Grocery & Market
Heather Bartlett
Larry Bassett
Richard Barry Bassett
Frank and Barbara Battisto
Dennis & Fran Bauer
Ernst Bauer
Richard Baugh
Frank Baughtman
Drew, Laura Beth, Andrew and 
John Robert Baxter
James Baxter
Mrs. Brenda Beam-Ihry
Carl & Beverly Bear, Harrison Schools
Clyde Beard & Son
Robert E. Beard
Mr. & Mrs. James L. Beaty
Russ & Cindy Beavers
Danny Beck 
Barbara Becker
T.J. and Robert Bedard 
Robert Belew
 Austin Bell
Charles N. Bell
Cinda Bell
Cliff Bell
Jack & Ginny Bell
Rick and Mandy Bell
Stacy Bell
Mr. Anthony Bellamy
Mr. & Mrs. Greg Belue
Leslie Benedict
Billy Bennett
Joey Bennett
Kyle and Darah Bennett
Rob & Kim Bennett 
Daniel & Janelle Benninghoff
Jim & Sharon Benson 
Mr. Michael Benson
Mr. Ken Berner
Steve Berner 
John C. Berry Jr
Gary & Regenia Bettis
Dr. James L. Bevans
David & Elizabeth Bickford
Drs. Bobbie Biggs and John Treadway
Jim & Sharon Bilgischer
Chris Birchfi eld
Traci Birkes
Bobby W. Bishop
Matt and Tameron Bishop
Sheila Bivens
John Blackmon
B. E. & Loretta Blackwell
Andrea Blair
Tom Blair
Arlene Blann
Rosemary C. Blasingame
Cody Bleich
Toby and Cara Blevins 
Jeff & Carolyn Block
Adina N. Boatright
Jennifer and Darren Bobbitt 
Debra Lee Boddington
Randall Bogart
Dan & JoAnn Bokermann
William Bolt
Wes & Cathy Bolton 
Jeff Boogaart
Chris and Debbie Booher
Tommy and Margaret Booras
Kevin Boortz
Teresa H. Booth 
Terry, Vicki, and Kari Boothe 
Judy Boreham
Gaylon Boshears, Jr. 
Pete Boudouvas
Cheryl & Garry Bowman 
Mr. Don Boyd
Katie (Werst) Boyd 
Shelly Boyd
Matthew, Nancy, Guy & Rita Boydstun 
Nancy Boyes
Jim and Mary Jo Bradberry
Jesse  and Lee Ann Branch
The Brandon’s, Stocker’s, & Tiller’s
Jason Brandt
Jeff Brandt
Sean Branham
Clyde, Bradley & Bryan Branson
Tommy and Tracey Bratton 
Hollis (Hank) Bray
Dr. Allan Breckenridge
James and Sarah Breedlove
Don R. Brewington, Jr.
Nestor Briceno
Gwen Bridgers
Gary and Ginger Bridges
Jimmy Bridges
Kim and David Bridgforth
Mr. David Briggs
Dorothy Brightwell
Christopher Briley
Katherine and Howard Brill
Ronald Briscoe
Tami Broadway & Caolin Cooper
Allen Brock Family 
Ken Brock, Jeffrey Brock & Vicki 
Brock Sargent - Go Hogs
Michelle & Rusty Brockman
Don Brogdon
Nadine Brooks
Tim Browers
 A. Hayden and Helen Brown 
C. J. Brown
Earnest and Tina Brown
Ms. Gayle Brown
Rebecca Brown
Michael A. Broyles
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Bruce
Art Brunje
James Witt Bryan III
Brent & Gwen Bryant
Daniel Bryant & Family
Gwen Bryant
Ashlee Buchert
Lynn Lewis Buck
T. C. Bull Farms, Inc.
Bobby Bulloch
Stephen A. Bunch
Shannon and Carmen Burasco
Lance & Sherry Burchett
John & Debbie Burchette
David Burgener
Wayne and Susan Burgess
Dr. and Mrs. Wesley Burks
Marty and Vickie Burlsworth
Michael & Jona Burnett
Ms. Courtney Burns
Jared Burns
Larry and Carla Busby
Terry Bushay D.D.S.
Mike Bushkuhl
Lowell and Brenda Butler
Jeffrey & Terry Butler
Stuart Byford
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cabe
 Howard, Jr. and Sharron Cain
Jennifer Cain 
Melinda Caldwell
Mr. & Mrs. Paul H. Caldwell
Stephen and Audrey Caldwell
Steve Calhoun
Calico Trailers Mfg. Co. 
Andy O. Campbell III
John Campbell Ins. Agency
Michael and Jill Campbell
Vladlena Campbell 
Jeff Canada - CPA
Brent and Kristi Caple 
David and Mitzi Carmon 
Lee Carney
Michael Carpenter 
Paul Carr
Jeremiah Carson
Lynna Carson
Terry Q. Carson
James & Angela Carter
James  & DeEdra Carter
Mr. & Mrs. Ken Carter
L. J. Carter
Doug Case
Mike Cashion
Mark Cassady 
Dorothy & Sue Castleberry
Joe T. Catt
Timothy A. Cavell, Ph.D.
Centre Properties Corp.
James Chaffi n
William Cheek
Mike Cherney
Pauline Cherry
Janet Chiang
Alan Christy
David Churchman
Larry J. Cicero
Kay Clancy
Mr. Ian Clark
John R Clark
Margaret Clark
Clarks Building 
and Decorating Center 
Barry & Nioka Clayton and Josh, 
Amber, Jett and Lynley Ferguson
Ken Clement
Dr. Josette Cline
Michael and Marian Clinton
Mr. Ron Cloer
Dr.  Mike Clouatre
Bob Cloud
Jeffery Coates 
Don Cobb, Jr. D.D.S.
Belinda Cobb
Johnny Cobb
Ricky and Schelly Cochran
Ron & Kathy Cockmon
William C. Coffee
Ms. Jeanie Coffelt
Ruth Cohoon
Rick & Karen Coker
Chuck Coldicott
Charles Cole
Dr. Steve and Leslie Cole
Tiffany Cole
Cindy & Caitlin Coleman
Nick Coleman
Mr. Quince H. Coleman
Roosevelt Coleman
Steve and Jennifer Colley
Richard and Sharon Collie
J. E. & JoAnn Collier
Ellis & Beth Collins 
Robin Collins
Steve Collins
Mike & Karen Collins
Richard Colvin
Lane Comeaux
Ed and Barbara Comstock
James Cone
John Conred
Alan & Carrie Cook
David N. Cook
Jon & Nancy Cook
Keith Cook
Robert Cook
The Coomers - Janssen, Tammy, 
Alec, Ashleigh & Aidan
David and Shana Cooper
Eric C. Cooper
Juanita J. Cooper
Greg & Jarrard Copeland
Tracey Corbitt
Levi & Chantell Corkern
Robert L. Cornish
Michael & Tammy Cottingham
In Memory of Fred A. Smith by Len 
& Avis Cotton
Dean Covey
Bonnie Cox
Gene & Judy Cox
Robert Cox
Stephen Cox
Bobby & Barbara Crafford
Crafton Tull Associates
Cab Craig
William L. & Mary Lou Cravens
Allen & Mary Crawford
Gene & Terri Crawford 
Greg Crawford
Mr. Travis Creasey
Nick Crider
Laine Crocker
Stephen Crouch
Crowder Forestry Service
Al & Kathleen Crumby;  
J. W. & DeeDee Watson
Brent Crump
Gary and Susan Culp
Tim Culver
Tari Cumming
Jeff L. Curry
David and Betsy Curtis
Timothy Curtis
Mr. Todd Curtis 
Jeff Curvin
D. & C. Electric, Inc.
Brenda Dacus
John & Carol Dalby
Tom Dame
Leealice Dance
Allen & Tiffany Dark
Charles R. Darling
Data Forms, Inc.
Davidson Enterprises
Bill and Allison Davis 
Dr. Charles M. Davis & The 
Honorable Betty C. Dickey
Chris Davis
Chuck & Melissa Davis & Family
Duane Davis Insurance Agency, Inc.
Dustin and Ashley Davis
Gary & Shirley Davis
George E. Davis
George and Elizabeth Davis 
Jonathan & Laurel Davis
Julie Davis
Steve Davis
Squeaker Davis-Knight
Greg Davlin 4 the Hogs
Nigel Dawson
Vida Day
David Deaderick
Dr. & Mrs. David M. Dean
Lance Dearien 
Doug & Barb Degn
Merle DelSoto Jr. 
Richard & Amanda Delsoto
Norman D. Dennis Jr.
William F. (Bill) & Thelma Derickson
Carrie Desalvo
Tim, Becky and Tyler Desbrow
Jason Despain
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Detmer
Tommy Dew
George Dick
Becky & Ethan Dickard
Doris Dickerson
Nancy and Jim Diffee
Devin Dismuke
Robert Dixon
Wanda K. Dixon
Bob, Kathy, Robert & David Dodson
John & Linda Dominick 
Ray Donathan
Trevor & Beth Dorsey
William F. Doshier
Kevin Doss
Kenny Downes
Betty Downs
Lance and Stephanie Drain 
Doug and Melissa Drummonds 
Brock Duckworth
Stan Duckworth
Barrett & Katie Dudley
Robert Dudley
Sonny and Stacy Dudley 
Dale & Lisa Duell
Steve & Robin Duffy
Elizabeth Dugan
Larry Dugan
Nancy Dugwyler
James E. Duke, D.D.S.
Bill & Mary Kay Dunaway
Steve Dungan
Dunn Insurance Agency
Larry & Rebecca Dunn
Jan Durham
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Sandi Kay Durham & Mike Van Vliet
Mike and Wanda Dye 
Tom and Dana Dykman
Eric Dyson
Marshall Earhart
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Earnheart
Terry, Patsy & Josh Eason
Mike & Angela Eaves 
Scott Eccleston
Becky & Bob Echols
Danny Echols
Ron & Susie Echols
Michael Ederington
The Charles Edmondson Family
Lindy & Sue Edmund 
Alan Edwards
Jacob Edwards
Gary Elliott & Blake Elliott
Thomas Ellis
The Elms Family 
Tom & Sherry Elser 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Emmanuel
Don Endicott
Joel and Frances Engles
Mark S. Enloe
Jeff L. Erickson, DDS
Mr. Larry Esch
Nancy Eslick
ESPN 104.3 Harrison
Jim & Joy Eubanks
Cory Evans
Deanna Evans
Clayton Eversole
Perry Falvo
Lonnie Farrar
Farriester Family
Fast Enterprises, Inc.
Angela Faulkner
Hank Fawcett
Shannon Fawcett
Chad & Ronni Fellers
Ellen Ferguson
Kasey Ferguson
Sherman Ferguson
Fidelity Abstract Co.
Virginia Fields
Kimberly, Houston, and Kari Files
Rhonda Fincher
Mark & Diane Finley
Ralph A. Finney, Jr.
John and Robyn Finney 
Frank & Laury Fiorello
Teresa Thigpen Fischer
Hugh A. Fish
Justin & Jessica Fisher
Terri Maki Fisher
Whitney Key Fitts
Dianne Flees
Steve and Nina Floyd 
Judy Foot
Billy Ford
Bob & Jennifer Ford
Randy & Mona Ford
Forest Products Co., Inc.
David Partee Foster
Lyle D. Foster
Clark Fowler
Jessica Fowler
Jodi Fowler 
Stephen and Rebecca Fowlkes 
David Fox
John and Jessica Fox
Dr. and Mrs. Dave Fraley  
Joe & Monica Frame 
Ryan & Karyn Francis 
E. K. Franks
Thomas Frazier
Kendyal Free
Henry Lewis Frisby II
Gene Fulcher
Coy & Anita Fulfer
Pak F. Fung
Johnny & Denise Furness
Kelsey Furr 
Gary Gaines
Nathan Earl Gairhan, Jr.
Neal Galloway
Delena Gammill
Lynn & Donna Gardner
Jason Garland
John and Georgette Garner
Montie & Donna Jean Garner
Thomas Garner
Mr. Sol M. Garrett III
Dickie and Debbie Garrett
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Garrett 
James & Mary Garrett
Garrison Family Farm
Bruce A. Gartman
Chris Gatling
Jason Gay
Rod Gebhart
Cassandra Genz
Travis Geopfert
Louis “Skip” George
Jon & Sarah Gheen
Jesse & Amanda Gibson 
Grady Giffi n
Gill Custom Application 
Dennis, Angie, Samantha, & Seth Gill
Richard and Mari Gillham
Mark Gillis
John L. Gilmer
Ashton Gilstrap
Roger A. Glasgow
James Goddard
William Goddard
W. P. Godsey
Dillon Goins
Brian Goodheart
Rocky Goodman 
Gail Wise Goodrum
Tommy Goslin
Bobby & Donna Gosser
Charles & Joseph Gothard
Michael R. Gott
Lloyd E. Grace
Donna L. Graham
John and Gina Graham 
Doug and Diana Gramling 
Randy and Janet Granderson
Melvin Gravenmier
Dr. Jesse & Kristin Gray
Randy and Melanie Gray
Joe Greathouse
Benny Green, M.D.
Dale & Marilyn Green
Dr. Christopher A. Greer
Brandon and Andrea Grice
Blair Griffi n
Kenny & Jack Griffi n
Mr. Gene Grigg
Doug Grimm
Jack Grober
Bill Groce 
Bill Groom
Matthew Gross
Wendell E. Grubb
F. W. Gruenewald
Thomas Guarino
Dean Guenrich
Mark Gugino
Sarah Gunter 
Scott Gunter
Richard L. Gustin
Shannon & Geoff Gwinn
Rev. Randal, Brenda & Kaya, 
and Harley Hackworth
Tony Hackworth
Mr. Chris Hahn
Harry & Sally Haislip
Mr. Colby Hale
M. Craig, Thomas, & Treba Hale
Bill Halfmann
Aaron Hall
David  Hamilton
William Craig Hamilton
Scott and Tanya Hammock
Bruno and Leanah Hampton
Jeff Hamrick
Mark & Cathy Hancock
Werner Haney
Chris Hanle
Gerald & Lynnette Hannahs
Clint & Mari Hanson
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Hardister
Stephanie Hardister
Rick and Chris Hardwicke
Alan and Karen Hargis
Vernon Hargreaves
Ron & Dawn Harmon
Zachary Harper
Bob Harriell
David Harris Family 
David & Mandy Harris
Dr. & Mrs. Eric Harris 
Jeffery B. Harris
Ken Harris
Michael & Sue Harris
Muskie Harris
Nathan Harris
Nick Harris
Robert & Sara Harris
Sandra Kay Harris
Sydney and Natalie Harris 
Allen Harrison
Renny Harrison
Cynthia Hart
W. Neill Hart
Harter Investigations - Jim Harter
Coach Lance Harter
James Hartman 
Douglas Hasley
Logan & Derek Hatcher 
Randy Hathaway
Monte Hawes
Anthony Hawk
Mr. Ira Hawley
Wendell & Norma Hayden
Blaine Hayes
Harry & Shelly Haynes
T.J. & Whitney Haynes
Lanny Heater
John (Jack) Hefl in 
Fred Hegi
Helms Chiropractic, P.A.
Paul & Susan Henderson
Suzanne Henderson
KeArus and Wally Henderson 
Ken & Carol Hendrickson
Scott Hendrix
Michael W. Henry
Pat Henry
Greg & Linda Herberger
Mike and Karen Heslep
Ricky & Sharon Hess
Michael & Beth Hickman
Scott Hickman
Jay & Faye Hicks 
Tim Higginbotham
Dylan & Alyssa Higgins
Bill and Sue Higgs
Amber Hill
Braden and Karen Hill
Sonya “Sunny” Hill 
Steven Hill
Tommy & Carolyn Hill
Cooper,  Hayes, and John Alex 
Hillis and Mickie Allen
Tom Hilton
Blaine and Linda Hipes
Randy Hobart
Chris & Susan Hoberock
Ray and Nancy Hobson
Cosby Hodges
James E. Hodges
Roger Hoffman
Jim and Ange Holland
John and Andrea Holland
Charles Holloway
Jill Holman
Thomas Holmes
Mr. & Mrs. Michael T. Holt
Rick, Charlotte, & Caroline Holt
Sally Altman-Holt
Carroll Holzhauer
Roger & Angie Hoofman
John & Jan Hopfner
Leigh Hopkins
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy D. Hopkins
Gary, Sarah, & Nathan Hopper
Stacy Horn
Corey R. Horton
Jennifer Horton
Mrs. Jen Hottinger
Debi & David House
In Memory of Ira House
Houser-Blackiston Sales Company
A. Scott & Alison Houston
Cyndi Hovis
Otis Howe III
Jeff Howell
Thomas O. Howell
Brandon Hubbard
Cindy Hudlow
Derek Hudson
Jacob & Tara Hudson 
Richard & Joanna Hudson
John Huffor
Rowe & Patty Huggins
Hughes Management Group, Inc.
David & Sheila Humphrey 
David and Sharon Hunt
Charles Hunter
Raymond Hunter, Sr. & Family 
Mark Hurst
Pat Hurst
Mary Hurt 
Roger Hutcheson
Aaron & Meritt Hutchison 
Grover & Joyce Hutson
Image One
Steve & Jeannie Inmon
Integrity Capital Wealth Management
Bobby Irvin
Brad Isroff
Mr. Joe & Dr. Jamie Ivy
Sheri Ivy 
Dennis W. Jacks, M.D.
Andy Jackson
Birkhead Jackson Memorial
Jay W. Jackson
Jeff & Dana Jackson
Joshua D. Jacobs & John E. Lang, Sr.
Sonny & Judy James
Johnny & Wilma James
Alan Jamison
Janet Jamison
Jan’s Reallty
Mr. Jerry A. Janes
Terry Jarrett & Beverly Jarrett
Richard Jaye
Roy, Teresa, Ellen & Colin Jeffus
Clay Jennings
Ronald E. Jennings
David and Carolyn Jernigan
Maury A. Joe
Bill Johnson
Curtis Johnson
John Paul & Megan Johnson
Mark & Susan Johnson 
Robin & Kenny Johnson
Sandra Johnson
Scott A. Johnson
Terry & Cheri Johnson
Tim and Beth Johnson
Tod Johnson
Todd R. Johnson
Brian Jay Johnston
Bill F. Jones
Bryan D. Jones
Carl Jones
Don K. & Kathy Jones
Kenneth E. & Carolyn Jones
Kerri Jones 
Mary Jones
Phil and Janis Jones
Ray & Leslie Jones
Steve Jones Insurance
Terik Jones
Dan Jordan
Bill & Jean Jowers
Bill & Trish Brown Joyner 
Brant Joyner
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Joyner
Larry Kardaras, Jr.
Gary & Trudy Karnes
Shana Kasparek
Wilson Kell
Sally Kelley
David & Dianne Kellogg
Joseph Kelly
Mr. Kevin Kelly
Fern Kelsay
Tanya Kemp
Christy and Ryan Kenaga
Carl Kendrick
Mr. Norman Kendrick 
Edwin Kersey Jr.
Chris Kestner & Family
Steve and Carol Kick
Don & Ginger Kidd
Angie & David Kiene
Gerald Kiihnl
Tyler Killingsworth
Bill and Missy Kincaid 
In Memory of Harry King, Jr.
Andy King
Chuck King
Michael and Shannon King
Tyler King
Sandy & Janette King 
Adam Kinney
Sam & Hazel Kitchens
Blake Knight
Steve & Marietta Knight
Brian Kole
Jeremy Koster
Chris Krablin
Jim Kremers
Mark Kroll
J.P. Kwas
The K. Kyle Family
Mason Lace
Cory A. Lacy
Andy & Lisa LaGrone
Lanco Carpet Cleaning
Vanessa Land
Eddie & Rhonda Landreth
William Landthrip
Jay Langston
Charles & Lynetta Lankford
John and Nancy Laster
Scott and Donna Laster
Jennifer Law
Nathan Lawson
Angela Lay
The Le Squad
William R. Lee
Paul M. Leonard
Charles Leroy
Sherrie Lerz
Michael Letow
Ben & Michelle Lewis
Paul Lewis
Lil’ Rog
Dr. Michael Liles
D. R. Lillard
David & Linnea Lillquist
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Lilly 
Paul and Debbie Lindsey 
Ruben & JoAnn Liner
Phillip, Shirley & Allen Lipsmeyer
David Lloyd
Jeffrey Loeffert
Darcey Loggains
Margaret Long
Scott Long
Lee Ann Looney
Pat  & Verna Looper
Paul and Jamie Lothian
W.C. Loudermilk
Tom and Lynda Lovegrove
Jerry and Leslie Lovelace
Larry Lowder
Jon Lucas
Shirley & Andy Lucas
Trey, Tricia & Kamryn Lucas 
and Kat Richardson 
Rick Lucius
Mr. Mike Lundholm
Dax & Nan Luningham
Barry L. Lunney
W.D. Lunsford
Keith & Rosemary Lusby
Adrian & Mike Lutrell
Raymond and Lori Mace
David Scott MacFarlane
Jim Mackey
Stephen L. Maco
Dr. Randy Maddox
Madison County Hardware
Rick and Letha Mahan
John and Tricia Mailer
Bryan Malloy
Mike & Sharron (Deane) Malloy
Larry Malpica
Jerry A. Manis 
Harold & Ann Mann 
Ron & Jane Manning
Darin and Lainie Many
Dave Marks
Mr. Timothy Marks
Jerry Marple
Harry & Ellen Marshall
Lane Marshall 
Matt and Carly Marshall
Micki J. Marshall
Krissena Ramey Marshell
Charles and Iris Martin
Emmette L. & Betty J. Martin
Garth A. Martin
Gerald & Janiel Martin
Gina Martin
Jason Martin and Giulia Martin
LaRhonda Martin
Larry Martin
Richard Martin
Scott Martin
Stephen martin
Thomas Martin
Tom Martin
Vickie Reynolds Martin 
Sandra Martini
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David Martinson
Vic Massanelli, Jr.
Paul W. Massey
Ron Massey
Bill Massingill
Jonathan & Jawanda Mast
The Mathews Family 
Mark Mathisen
John & Casey Matsko
Mr. & Mrs. Phil E. Matthews
Travis & Shannon Mauldin 
Al and Leigh Maxwell
Chad May
Arnold L. Mayersohn, Jr.
Shelby Mayes
Dominic Mayweather
Jim Mazzanti
Debbie Mcalister
Mack and Linda McAlister
Mr. Michael McAllister
Jordan McBride
Searcy & Betty McBurnett
Ross McCain
Matt McCain
Mr. & Mrs. Paul McCarty & Mandy
Joan Powell McCaskill
Pat McClafferty
Matthew McClain
McClelland Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Lewis and Julie McClendon
Petra McCleskey
Mr. & Mrs. Burnell McClure, Jr. - 
Wes McClure, Pharm D. 
Nancy E. McCollum/In Honor of 
Robert H. McCollum, M.D.
Jim McCord
Russ, Nickie & Tali McCoy
Bill & Marla McCrary
Charles S. McCreery
Ricky, Lynn & Reid McDaniel
Gary M. McDonald
Dr. Edward L. McDonnell
Daniel Mcfadden
Michael McFadden
Cherie McFadin
Jereme McFarland 
Rebecca Mcfarland
Roy McFarland, Jr.
Ms. Rachel McGathy
Mark & Beverly McGaughey
Jim Mcgee
Aaron Mcginn
Dennis Mcgrail
Jack McHaney, Jr.
Gary & Judy McKee
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew McKeever 
Chris and Chrissy McKeown
Dr. Nathan McKinney
Donald McKnight
Stan & Jane McLellan 
George E. McLeod
Mark & Shelia McManus
Joe McMinn
Donnie McMurrin
Ron & Leslie McNeill 
Peter McNulty
Rusty, Brandy and J.R. McPhate
McRae Appraisals
G. W. McVay
Mike McWilliams
Joshua C. Meadows-Mahony
Allison Mears
Nathan Medlock
Fred D. Meek
Larry Merriweather
Dr. John Mertz Orthopedic Surgeon
Andy & Sharon Messer
Adrian C. Messina
Brian Messinger
Jeffrey Metz
Midland Const., Inc.
Mark Mikkelsen
Roy Milby
Aaron F. Miller 
Craig Miller
Keith E. and Candy Miller
Mrs. Marion Miller
Pat & Cindy Miller 
Kevin R. Milligan
Edgar S. Milton
April Minnich
Joe and Sharon Misho
Mr. Bill Mitchell
Dennis Mitchell
Doug and Amy Mitchell
Reginald Mitchell
Mark A. Mobbs
Mark & Lisa Mobley 
Billy R. Moore 
Devin Moore
Dick Moore
Mrs. Glenn Moore
Lakyn Moore
Patrick Moore
Ron & Judy Moore     
Robert & Teresa Moorman
Antonio Morales
Bill & Leslie Morgan
Donald Morgan
Michael Morgan
Steve & Cindy Morgan
Bill and Linda Morgan
James and Penny Morphew 
Adam Morris 
Hudson and Mason Morris 
Mike and Connie Morris
Jeff & Miki Morrow
Jimmy J. Mosby
Ray and Dorothy Moseley
Tony Moss
Chris and Lesa Moyer
David Mullican
Elizabeth Murphy & Alvin House, Jr.
Gary and Sandra Murphy
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Murphy
Mr. Shannon Murray
Lynn Murry
Nathan Nailling
David & Chris Nale
Dan & Muriel Nall
Christopher Natale
Dax Neal
James E. Necessary 
Kayla Neja
Sam and Pam Nelson 
Tom and Wendy Nelson
Gerald Nesbitt
Bobby New
J.R. Newcomb
Matt Newcomb
Patrick Newcomb
R. W. Newell, Sr. Memorial
Jerry Newman
Major Kenneth Newton
Wayne Newton
Keith & Terri Nicholas
Dr. Edward L. Nichols
Terry Nichols
James E. Nix
Paul & Eunice Noland 
Steve & Barbara Noland
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan J. Nordin 
Mary Ellen Norman
Becky North
Kirby & Ann Norwood
Jim O’Brien
Chad & Tiffany Oldham
Chris, Ginger and Mattie Oliver
Larry Olliff
John & Linda Olson
Lizabeth Oneal
Richard Orvis and Debbie Johnson
Danny Osburne
Mr. & Mrs. John Oswalt
Ginny Owen
Kirk Owen
Carl and Melodee Owens
Keith & Shelly Owens
Oxner and Wilkison Farms, Inc.
R.Austin Oyler
Steve Oyler
J. David Ozment
John & Kelly Pabst
Greg & Patty Pair 
Kris & Heather Pankey
Paradise Landing & Fishing Village 
- Lake Conway
Doug Parchman
Parker Cadillac
Ashley and Jason Parker
Becky & Craig Parker
Brett & Julie Parker
Keith & Kathy Parker
Randy & Karen Parker
Scott C. Parker
Trisha Parker
Parkway Mazda
Lewis & Wade Partridge 
Jon Pascoe
Lance Pascoe
Pat & Marti Patchell
Ms. Angela Patrick
Bruce A. Patterson
Jerry, Marsha & Matthew Paul
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Paulus
Dr. and Mrs. Josh Payne 
Brad Pearson
Bruce E. & Mary Sue Pearson
Tom Peebles
Macadda Peoples
Jo Ann Pepper
David Perez
Willie E. Perkins, Jr., Attorney at Law
Bryan & Stacy Perry
Mike & Jennifer Perryman 
Dennis Petersen
Ken Petray & Jessica Wayne
Kristi Petrie
Tina Pettey
A. Jake Phillips
Brian Phillips
Jonathan and Jenifer Phillips
Kenneth Phillips
Buddy and Jamie Philpot
Mr. & Mrs. Earl J. Philpott
Francine Phongsavanh
Dan & Melissa Pianalto
Mickey and Lisa Pierce
Tammy Pierce
Jim & Anne Pierson
Donna Pilgrim
Larry and Lisa Pillstrom
Pine Bluff National Bank - Trust Division
Jean Pinkston and Brian Preece
Jean Pinkston
Bobby Pitts
Daniel Plake
Bill & Susan Plunkett
Debbie & Bo Plyler 
Megan Poechhacker
Chris Pohl
Ed & Tish Pohl
Mr. & Mrs. Neal T. Points
Daniel & Elizabeth Pollock
Preston & Ann Polson
Robert Popovitch
Josh Post
Mark Potter
Hugh Potts
Jeff Powell
Mike & Rosemary Power
Dean & Darlene Pratt
Terry Prentice
William Presley
Preston and Company, Inc.
Jordan & Taylor Preston
Charles Price
Olen C. Price
Scott Price
Victor Price
Jeff Priebe 
Logan Prince
Ron & Kathy Proctor
Don Proffi tt and Family
Josh & Lori Proud
David Prueter
Greg Puckett
Shawn and Lori Pumphrey
Doug & Charlotte Purifoy
Benjamin and Joe Purvis
Robert Quinn
Eddie Raber
Mark Rackley
Big Game James Ragar
Betty Raiford
Lindsay Ramey
Raymond Rankin
Jim Rasco and Laura Rasco Reeves
Terry & Hamp Rasco
Ricky Rawlings 
LuAnn & Kent Raymick
Wilma Reed
Don  R. Reeves, Attorney at Law
Neal Reeves
Tom Reeves
Debbie Kay Reginelli
Jerry and Julie Reith
Kelley & Dana Renard
Robert A. Reynolds 
and Robert C. Reynolds
Terry Reynolds
Paul & Vickie Rhoads
Julia and Tom Rhyne
Alan, Kerry, Sarah and Conner Ribble
Dewayne Rice
April Rich
Brice Richard
Allan M. Richards, Attorney at Law
Ben & Allison Richardson
Laticia Richardson
William R. Richmond
Kenny & Barbara Ridgeway
In Memory of Gregg Riley 
(From: Jarrod & Nakita Riley)
Mark E. Risk
Tracey Risley
Lance Ritter
Wayne & Eveline Rivers
Mark & Deborah Robbins
Danny Roberts
David Roberts
Pete Roberts
Mr. Brian Robertson
Mark Robertson
Randy and Kristin Robinson
Tim Robinson & Family
Sean & Caroline Rochelle 
Nell Rockett
Rick and Holly Roderick 
Tena Rodgers
Tim & Tammy Rodgers
Margie & Michael Rodriguez 
Gene Roebuck
Mr. & Mrs. Avery & Diane Rogers 
Jay Rogers
Ted, Cathy & Ross Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Rogerson 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rolleigh
Rickey Roller
Andy Rose
John D. Rosella, IV
Dr. Kenton & Jennifer Ross
Will Roth
Charles and Sandy Rotta
Easton & Darla Rowe
Chuck, Cyndi & Aimee Rowlett
Threasia Rubio
Richard & Barbara Ruble 
Blake Ruff
Steve, Rhonda, Joshua & Grace Rugger
Doug & Nancy Rundle
Mike Rushin
Aaron & Misty Russell
Darrel Russell
Mr. & Mrs. Gail Russell
Jim Russell
Kyle Russell
Mitchell and Donna Russell
Tennie Russell
Keith and Rhonda Rutledge
Sean Ryan
Doug Rye & Assoc., Inc.
Felecia Saine
Richard Salas
Terry M. Salsbury
Peter Sambo
Stuart and Angela Sampels
Keith Sample
Gunita Sanders
John Sassin
Billy and Caley Satterfi eld
Norm & Thelma Sauer
Beth Saviers
Gary & Rebecca Schaefer
Steve and Linda Schay
Mike Schmidt
Chad Schneider
Judy Schwab
Emery & Brittany Scism
John and Mary Scobey Memorial
Andrew K. Scogin - FIJI
Jaison & Brenda Scott
Joey & Amanda Scott
Steve and Elizabeth Scott
Thomas Scott
Utah & Linda Seagraves
Billy Joe Seal
Lloyd & Dorothy Seaton
Robert & Jacque Semple
Robert & Angie Serio 
Rogers Sessions
Dr. Edwin & Margaret Sewell
Bryan and Jennifer Sexton 
Shaddox Tile Inc.
In honor of Larry Shank
Chris Sharp 
Joy Sharp
Mason Shaver
Shear Tek
John Shelby
Frank & Ruth Shelton
Lauri Shelton
Michael D. Shepherd
Wayne Sherrer 
Andrew Sherwood & Kayla Moorse
John H. Shields
Mike Shinn
Amber & Jason Shirey
Jonathan Shively
Ms. Marcia Shobe
Melessa Shock
Bob & Connie Shoemaker
David & Christina Shoemaker
Steve Shrigley
Tony and Courtney Sick
Denise Simmons
Elaine Simmons
Mike Simmons
Rick Simmons
Dr. Russell & Karol Simmons
Terry Simmons
John Sirmon
Valerie Sisk
Ron Skaggs & Sheri Skaggs Brown
Scott & Deborah Skarda
Stephen Skinner
Steve and Marti Skoch
Kristy Slagle
Kevin Small
Larry and Myra Small
Lyndell & Michelle Smedley
Andy Smith
Bryan D. Smith
Cydney E. Smith and Marci Smith (In 
Memory of William R. “Bill” Smith)
Darrel and Dorthy Smith
David L. Smith
Evelyn, Dan, Tonya, Aaron, Wendy 
& Harold Smith
Griffi n Smith
Jayne Smith
Jerry Smith
John Haynes Smith
Mr. Julian E. Smith
Kelly Smith
Kevin & Tryla Smith
Kevin K. Smith
Kyle Smith
Larone and Pat Smith
Phillip & Dr. Mindy Smith
Stephen and Cheryl Smith
Susan Smith
Tamara Smith
William F. Smith
Kylie Smithson
Joe Snavely
Kelly L. Sneed
Regina Sneed
John Southerland, Jr.
Mike Spades, Jr.
Dana Spahn
Nick Spainhour
Charlie Spakes
Joseph Spakes
Cathy & Don Spann
Roger & Tammie Sparks
Steve and Cassie Sparks 
Mr. & Mrs. James Spears
John Speed 
Richard Spellins
Melissa Spence
Kelly Spencer
Dr. Thomas M. Spivey
Lionel St. Martin
Bruce & Cindy Stafford
Kimberly Staley
Mr. Ken Stamatis
Gary & Charlene Standridge
Marc Cupp & Lorre Staretz
Gary Stark
Tom Stark
Andrew Starks
Harold Steelman
Carter C. and Emily Stein
Richard and Sara Stephens 
Jeff Stevens
Jeremy Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Stewart
Terry and Nancy Stewart
Ross Stinchcomb
Gary & Daphne Stone
Jeff Stone
David & Jackie Stoppel
Karen Storey
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Shane Storey
Mike Stormes
Ken & Patsy Story
Ray and Kristen Stout 
Amy & Jason Stoyanov
Strauss-McCaskill Foundation
Jessica Street
Ric Stripling
E. I. Strohm, Jr.
Randy and Beth Strothman
Larry & Kathy Stroud 
Carter & Addison Stuckey 
Danny Stuckey Go Hogs, Oh Yeah!
Stanley R. Stull
Brett Sullenger
Mr. Chris Sullivan
E. O. and Wilma Sumner
Robert & Carol Sumner
John & Peggy Sutey
Daniel E. Sutherland
Lou Ann Sutton
Sweetser Construction, Inc.
Leslie Swilley
Swine Two
Michael & Raven Swint
Phil Swope
Jeff, Sara & Landon Tabor
Dennis Taff and Melanie Yancey
Dr. Jon and Jana Tarpley 
Vernon & Thelma Tarver
Marci and Terry Tate
Mark Taurisani
Bob & Jhonnie Taylor
Charlie & Carole Taylor
Charlotte Taylor & Tim Hudson
Chuck and Carol Tennyson 
Kurt & Teresa Terry 
Mr. Martin Terry
Bart Thessing 
R. C. Thielemann
George L. Thomas, CPA
Mark Thomas
Stan & Kelly Thomas
James & Candy Thomason
Mary Thomason
Terry and Sherry Thomason
Becky Thompson
Gary Thompson
Ms. Heidi Thompson
James Kyle Thompson
Stanley Thompson
Jamie and Nicki Thornton
Bob, Chloe & Blake Thornton
Kenny Thurman
Bill Tibbets & Julie VanDever
Mr. Thomas Tiller
Dr. Jason Timmons
Larry Tims
Laurence Tinkler
Terry Titus
Mark Tocco
Kevin Todd
Steve, Kathleen, Tiffanie, & Amy Toler
Melissia Tomlinson
Will and Kacee Tompkins 
Maurice Torres
Tyler Torres
Tyler Torres
Robert L. Trammel
Ryan Trammell
Jim Tran
Richard Trolinger
Robbie and Janaga Trotter
Keith & Grady Truitt
Antonio Tucker
Bobby and Linda Tucker 
Jennifer Tucker
Mr. Charles Tucker
Melissa Tucker
Jim Tuohey
Mr. Scott Turley
Michelle Turner
Joyce Turney
William D. Turney
Andrew and Jenny Twist
Eric Tyler 
Steve Tyson
U of A Alumni Club of  Houston
Rick and Kellie Upton
Ron Urban
Kevin Van Es
David B. Vandergriff
W. Larry Vann
Varnell Consultiung
Mike & Rosa Vaughan 
Tommy Vaught
Sam and Julie Velez/Medlinc, Inc.
Steve C. Vennerbeck
Terry Viala
Brenda and Bruce Vick
Shane and Allison Vines 
Jerry Virden
Mr. Anthony Vitello
Clell Wade Coaches Directory
Clint Wade
Fred Wages
Shirley Waggoner
Brian & Mindy Wagner
Rhonda Wagnon
Joe Waldrum
Kevin & Kim Waldrum 
Carl D. Walker
Danny Walker
Gabriel Walker
Tammie & Robin Walker
Vic and Donna Walker
Kenneth and Janet Wallace 
Phillip J. Wallace
Douglas Walls
Tammy Walls
Frank & Rudda Ward
Sandy & William C. Ward
Tom and Sarah Ward
David Warren
Kevin and Elizabeth Warren
Rick Warren
Barry & Sarah Waters
Mr. & Mrs. Gene Waters
Mike & Angie Waters 
John, Becky, and Ryan Watkins 
Vicky & Charles Watkins
Ken and Dana Watson 
Mr. James Watson
Jason Watson
Lucas Watson
Rickey A. Watson 
Tracy Watson
Mr. & Mrs. Philip Way
Scott Waymire
Ronny Weaver
James & Sylvia Webb 
Dr. John and Michele Webb
Michael Webb
Tommy & Linnca Weed
Dr. Bob & LeAnn Wells
W. H. Wells
Tom & Deanna Welsh
Rhonda Wenberg 
Hershell West
John West
Dr. Ron West
Drew and Beverly Westlake
John Westman
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wever
Frank & Lyn Whaley 
Jill Wheeler
John M. Wheeler
Richard P. Wheeler, M.D.
Al & Jan White
Bill Ed & Judy White, Harry & Janet Vinson
Brenda White
Bryan and Susan White
G. Todd White
Jim White
Justin White
Mark S. White
Royce E. White
Tim White
Wayne, Marcia and Jessica White
Gary Whiteley
William Whitescarver
Carrie Helen Whiteside-Smalling
Tom & Martha Whiting
Willie, Velma & Caery Whitney
Winston Widner
Brandon & Stephanie Wiechmann
Gina Cox Wiertelak
Austin Wiggins, Jr.
Wight Offi ce Machines, Inc.
Ben Wiley, MBA 1975
Stacy & Derek Wilfong
Rick Wilkins
Yvette Cardenas Wilkins
John Willems
Annie Williams
Cedric Williams
Ivy (Sonny) & Janet Williams 
Johnny & Pam Williams
Matt and Teresa Williams
Michael Williams
Sam & Tamari Williams
Stan & Joyce Williams
Toby Williams
Chuck & Cheryl Wilson
David Wilson
Jeff and Lisa Wilson
Ralph Wilson, Jr.
Robert Wilson
Steve Wilson
Tyler Wilson & Sarah Suttle 
Greg and Angela Wineland 
David Wingfi eld
George and Janice Wingo (Team 
National Independent 
Marketing Directors)
Steven and Dana Winters
Dr. Barry Wisdom
Terri Wiseman
Ron & Deborah Witherspoon
Brent Wittman & Melissa Hicks
Lang & Melissa Wittman
Boyce Wofford
Helene & John Wommack
Brenton Wood 
Charles S. Wood, Sr.
Cricket & Danny Wood
Scott, Sherry, Braden & Heather Wood
Ron and Marti Woodruff
Eddie & Julia Woods
Rex & Linda Woodson
Jeremy and Julie Woody
William Woolverton
Richie & Grace Workman
Susan Stroud Wrenn
Bill Wright
Mr. & Mrs. Roger D. Wright
Timothy Wtitt
James Wyre
Byron and Betsy Yarborough
April Yarbrough
Mark Yarbrough
Billie Yates
James A. Yates
Jeffrey Yeager
Tony S. Yee
Stan & Georgianna Yerton 
Ms. DeAnn York
Young & Hoy, CPA’s
Mark Young
Scott Zanetell
Kenny & Brenda Ziegenfelder 
Matt Zimmerman
Mr. William Zulpo
RAZORBACK MEMBERS
James and Sandra Adams
Rafi  Agalar
Ms. Lindy Alexander
Keenan & Christan Allen
Windell Allen
Bruce Alpe
Anderson Propane
Carolyn  Anderson
Dr. David Andrews
Carl & Darla Arbaugh
Alisa Arnold
Mark Arnold
Ashby Funeral Home
Robert Austin
Loy Bailey
Clay and Shannon Bakker
Shane Barker
Richard or Alicia Barrett
Hal Bass
Blake Batson
John Beavers
David Belken
Tammy Benbrook
Babs Blagg
Mr. Richard Blair
Blind Illusions
Bill & Katherine Block
David Bonarigo
Mildred Bone
Mary Lynn and Michael Bourns
Mary Boushelle
Jack Bracy
William Bradshaw
Billy Bramlett
Brandon Moving & Storage
Max and Amy Braswell 
Joey and Brenda Breckenridge
Gene & Kim Brinkman
Ely Brooks
Mrs. Edward E. Brown
James L. Brown
Jamie Brown
Kelsey and Eric Brown
Nathan Brown
Bradley Brunt
Gloria Bugg
Jason Bunch
Michele Burns
David Burton
Henry Byers
Sheila Byers
Mr. & Mrs. Brad Byrd
Tim Byrd
Melissa Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Carlew
Robert and Laura Carlisle
Keith & Tara Carney
Melissa Carpenter
Dr. Robert H. & Susie Carter
Blair and Suzanne Cartwright
Ms. Sarah Casalman
Wayne Causey
Penny Chanler
Jason and Andrea Childers 
David W. Clemmons
Clark Colbert
Jamye Collins
Pam Collins
Charles Comer
William H. Cook
Helen, Linda & Joe Coots
Don and B. G. Coulter
Jim and Cindy Crocker
Jim & Kathy Crone
Shari Crouch
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Crowell
Larry Crumby
Lou Ann Curran
Dan Danheim
Wayne Davenport
Joe Paul Daves
Clay Davis
Mrs. Clifford R. Davis
Van and Amy Dawson 
Boo & Emerson De Oliveira
Wendell Deal
Marty DeBriyn
Andrew DeClerk
Coach Courtney Deifel
Delk Construction Co.
Jeff DiNicola
Jim Divine
Brad Dodge
Dustin Dowdy
Ray & Carol Drennan
Rachel Duncan
Roger & Kim Easley
Myra Engelkes
Valerie Epley
Scott Erisman
Janell Evans
Keith Evans
Carol C. Faust
First National Bank and Trust
Jean Fitzwater
Brandon Fogerty
Dale Foresythe
Thomas R. Foster
Dr. Justin Franks
Wally Fras
Melanie Frazier
Jon and Linda Fricke
Micah & Terra Fritsche
Jeffrey Fry
Dawn R. Gallaher
Layne Galyean
Benny Gardner
Harry Garman
Anita Garrison
Jamie Gatlin 
Graham Gibbs
Grant Gibbs
Curtis Gibson
Clint Gilbert
Leah Gilbert
Kelli Gills
Rachel Glade
Clay Goodwin
Jim and Linda Graham 
Mr. Bob Greenberg
Rita Griffi n
William R. Grim
Ray Gunter 
Travis Hackelton
Robert Allan Hall
Susan Hall
Todd Hallmark
Holmes Hammett
Bill & Lisa Hankins 
Shellie Hanna
Lester and Rosemary Hany
Ryan G. Hardin 
& Dr. Janice A. Hardin
Janet Harriman
Stephen Harris
Nancy E. Harrison
Dr. Stephen Harrison, D.D.S.
Harvest I.T., Inc.
Mike Harvey
Dr. Matthew and Melissa Haustein 
Philip & Shannon Hays
Molly Heath
Marshall C. Heck
Philip and Tracy Hensley
Donna Herman
Pam J. Herrington
Larry Herron
Bliss Y. & Jan Newton Hicky
Norman Higginbotham
Charles Hitchcock
Robert Hogan
Jennifer Holder
Mayor & Mrs. Rick & Cindy Holland 
Sigourney & Bert Hollis
Tabetha K. Holmes ‘92
Todd and Jill Holmes
Ed  Horsman
Justin Horton
David Howard
Eric Howard
Brian and Sarah Howell 
Todd & Michele Hoyt 
Bill Huber
Dennis Hudgens
Alvin “Bo” Huffman, III
David Huffman
Richard Hughes
Harrison Hefl in Hunt
Zach Hutchens
Mary Ann Hutchison
John James
Molly Jensen
Lynne Jewell
Joyce Jillson
Howard and Mary Johnson
Michael & Ellen Johnson
Michael & Lauren Johnson
Sam Johnston
Cecil Jones
Jimmy Jones
Mr. & Mrs. Johnny Jones
Scott Jones
Skylar and Nancy Jordan
James and Charlene Kaminski
Derek & Lexi Kastner
Bill and Pat Keel
Kristi Kiely
Tammy Kiby 
Art Kimbrough
Donna Kingston
Wendall Kline
David Knoernschild
Joseph Kowalczyk
Kutmasters Barbershop
Charles Lee
David S. Lewis
Brandon Love
Loyal and Royal Army, Inc.
Judy Smith Luper
Tom and Americanna Magness
Cheyne Manning
Robert C. Marquette, Attorney at Law
Jerry L. & Dianne Marshall
R. A. “Rudy” Martin, Jr.
Mike & Debbie Martin
Laurance Masters
Chris Mathews
Cody May
Randi, Ryan, Linda & Bob McCreight 
Harold McKinney
Chris and Mary McNew
Ellis Melton
Robert Menken
Kristen Michaels
Fred Miller
Joe Miller
Ryan O. Miller
James E. Mitchell
Greig Moe
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David & Agnes Moll
Dudley and Sandy Moll
Phillip Montalvo
Russell Moore
Sarah Mordecai
Mary Morton
Jason Moss
Pat Murray
Landon Myers
Donny R. Newberry
Tim and Pat Nickell
Kellar Noggle
Derrek Nokes
Janet Northcutt
John Norton
Jeff & Susan O’Brian
Brendan Oconnell
Colin Oetken
Lawrence R. Oliver
J. Dietz Osborn
Tina Osborne
Marci Ouellette
Bruce W. Owens
Stephanie Paresky
Eric & Elizabeth Parker
Donald Payne
Charles Pence
Bill and Lydia Perrin
Jurdon “Bud” Perry
Richard and Anna Phelan
James Phelps
Phillips, Moudy, Duke Real Estate
Ritchie & Amanda Pinckard
Jaime Pisani
Jason Ponder
Dorothy Pope
Neal Porter
Mr. & Mrs. James Posey
Ellene L. Price
Daniel Pritchett
Kyle & Stephanie Pryor
Tom & Susan Puffer 
Joe Rayburn
Hayden Redd
David Reece
James Rees
Mr. Paul Reesnes
RGL Construction LLC
Howard & Sharon Richard
Rick’s Bakery
Alan Riels
Del and Peggy Roberson
Mike & Meredith Roberts
Tonja Rogers
Henry & Billie Sue Rohrscheib 
“Go Hogs”
Rollins Family
Rick Roper
Jamin & Jessica Ross
John & Stephanie Rowland
James Rueter
Sarah Rumely
James Russell
Shayne Russell
Bruce Sage
Earlton Sanders
Susan Sanders
Canaan Sandy
Charles Saunders
Becky Sayre
Austin Schilling
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Schisler
Maridee Schoenfeld
SEA Farms Incorporated
Rory Segrest
Bill R. Self
Mary Seymore
Kami Sharp
Eric and Stacye Shelnut
Marcus S. Shock
James Lee & Sue Silliman
Mr. Jim Sisco
Charles Small
Joel & Karen Smith
Keith Smith
Kyle & Jessica Smith
Leslie Smith
Michael Smith
Phillip & Terry Smith
Terry Smith
Terry L. Smith
Smith-Caldwell Drug
Snelling Personnel
JoAnn Snider
Alexandra Sorrell
Tami Sorrels
Mike & Amanda Sostrin 
Dr. & Mrs. Jerry Sparrow
Ryan & Emily Stackhouse
Thomas (Stan) Stanley
Scott and Ashley Steely
Magan Steinbeck
Carl and Shelli Stevens
Brett Stockland
Donald Strickland
Don Stroessner
John F. Stroud
Sandy Sullins
John Sutton
Ryan Swofford
A. W. Taylor
Rob Taylor
Dr. Shelly & Mr. Michael Thannum 
Jeri Thorpe
Otis Tolbert
Donald E. Toler
Terry Tomlinson
Amy Stroup Torkelson
Dr. Anthony L. Tortorich
Mr. Todd Tucker
U of A Gymnastics Coach
Rogerio Valdez
Kathryn Varady
Carness & Ashley Vaughan
Paul Vencill
Dwight Vines
Callie A. Wagner
Mr. Bruce Walker
Leigh Walterscheid
Mrs. Gus Walton
Terry Warhurst
Warner
Richard & Jordan Watkins
Ben Weber
Caleb Weber
Eli Weber
Emily Grace Weber
Matt Weber
Robert Weber
Virginia Wells
Paul Westbrook
Ron Wey
Darrell and Sheila Wheeler
Larry Wheelus 
Aaron White
Ray White Lumber Co. 
Marty Wilkins and Jason James
Tim Willis
Melissa & Garrett Wilson 
Rob Wilson
Kory Winning
Isaac Witt
Kenny Wolf
Lindsay Wood
Hunter Woody
Pauleen Wright
Joseph Wyatt
Dan & Sarah Jane Yoakum
Drew and Robin Yoakum
YOUNG ALUMNI MEMBERS
Kristi Abbott
Jaclyn Abramovitz
Alexander Adamec
John Aleshire
Jackie Maigen Anderson
Margot Michelle Anderson
James Barnes
Reagan Barton
Cody Batten
Daniel Garrett Behrman
Lauren Berry
Grant Blodgett
Barnes Bloom Jr
Nicolas Boal
Adam Bolton
James Bradley
Nicholas Brewer
William Browder
Samuel P. Carlton
Caitlyn Christena Carman
Justin Carter
Christopher Loyd Carver
Tripp Cashion
Joseph Castrodale
Colby Austin Clark
Zach Claxton
Elliott Ross Collins
Aaron Cook
Cayce Cossey
Ashley E. Cotroneo
Kaleigh R Crabtree
Emily Crain
Robert David Cummings
Bradley Kent Daniel
Jason Daniel
Jerry Wayne Davenport
Brittany Davis
Matthew Franklin Davis
Ashton Dawson
Thibaut Delage
Michael Dodd
Brandon Doss
Brett Doyel
Samuel Duncan
Jennifer Hirst Eason
Jackson B. Eldridge
Emillie Ellison
Kathryn Evans
Thomas S Faber
Richard Fortier
Dalton Paul Galloway
Diego Garcia
Alex Garner
Rachel N Gatling
Diamond Gaudern
Tyler Gay
Samantha K Genz
Jake Colton Golden
Holden T. Graves
Stephanie Griffi th
Conor Habenicht
Ryan Michael Hagedorn
Emily Halbert
Ryan Halbert
Bailey K. Hamilton
Jacob Hanson
Brian Hardy
Ezekiel Harris
Justin Hays
Jeffrey Hazel
Joshua Henthorne
Michael Herm
Derek Herring
Devon Grace Hill-Larson
Jessica Hollinsworth
William T. Hough
Dakotah A Howard
Sarah Howell
Christopher Hussein
Nicholas Joseph Marco Iacobacci
Timothy D Jenkins
Gena Johnson
John Oliver Jones
Jordan Wayne Jones
Graham Elliott Jordin
David Joseph
Clarke A Kappmeyer
Christian Kardas
Kelsey A Kelton
Blaine Killion
Bethany Knight
Katie Koehler
Alexander Langford
Riley Duane Larkin
Alexis B. Lee
Taylor Allen Lindley
Kelsy Litchenburg
Jacob Earl Loving
Kyle James Lowdermilk
Vincent Bruce Lucas
Kiara Shea Luers
Katherine Sue Lynn
Christopher Maestri
Max Mahler
Ryan Marchewka
Kyle Marsh
Lynzie Martin
Benjamin Matthews
Chase McCreless
Christopher S McDonough
Samuel S. McLellard
Alexis Nicole Meador
Kayla Marie Meeks
Ryan Meeks
Hayden Mercer
Joshua T Milby
Suzanne Miller
Weston E. Minter
Dillon L. Mizer
Ismael Mojica
Derek Moore
Evan Morehart
Tyler Moudy
Caitlin Murphy
Thomas Reid Murry
Gabriel Carlos Nagel
Jaime S Navarro
Cody Neal
Hunter Nunn
Brendan Robert Oman
Jack Panyard
James Richard Parker
Austin Paul
Brennan Ray Paul
Evan Louis Paul
Joshua Paxson
Kenneth Perryman
Samuel Piazza
Noah Aaron Pittman
Brian Platt
Phillip Platt
Andrew Powell
William Jackson Francis Pruss
Richard  Puloma
Carmen R Rainey
Ryan Renard
Alexandrea Riggan
Paul Riggan
Andrew J. Rittenhouse
Alyson Meredith Rohlfi ng
Matthew Russell
Karina Sanders
Amanda Schaffner
Michelle L Schaffner
Kevan Trent Sharp
Allison Shaw
Ryan Shelby
Madeline Frances Sherrod
Christopher Charles 
Siebenmorgen
Austin Nathaniel Sites
Cole Smith
Natalie Weathers Sneed
William McDonald Sneed
Riley Emmons Snell
Jordan Sonnentag
Joseph Charlton Spelman
Michael Robert Storey
Jonathan Strickland
Hayden Summerhill
Sara M. Swearengin
Ryan Wesley Taylor
Chase Teague
Nelson Brad Thomas
Hunter L. Thomasson
Jessica Thornton
Cody Timmermann
Dakota Tyson
Berkley Catherine Vaughan
Samantha Vital
Bailey Madison Waddell
Benjamin Wade
Laramie Wall
Anna Ward
William Durland Watson
Joshua Wick
Jordan Wilhelm
Kayln Williams
Jessica Irene Wilson
Julia Wood
Erica Wortham
Russell Wortham
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GREG SANKEY
COMMISSIONER
SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE
Greg Sankey is the eighth commissioner of the 
Southeastern Conference, assuming that position on 
June 1, 2015, after serving on the SEC staff  for 13 years 
in various leadership roles.
He introduced his concept of “Scholars, Champions, 
Leaders” to describe the impact of the SEC in his first 
major address as commissioner at SEC Football Media 
Days in July of 2015.  
 Now beginning his second year at the helm of the 
SEC, Sankey has quickly established himself as an 
advocate for the student-athlete, creating a framework 
to provide young people in the Conference with new 
leadership opportunities and resources to succeed 
at the highest levels of academic achievement and 
competitive success.
One of Sankey’s early actions as commissioner was 
to create a new position in the SEC off ice for a Director 
of Student-Athlete Engagement, a role now filled by a 
former University of Florida women’s basketball student-
athlete who focuses on creating opportunities for SEC 
current and former student-athletes to participate in 
Conference leadership and prepare for life after their 
intercollegiate athletics participation concludes.
At the May 2016 SEC Spring Meetings, Sankey 
introduced new Student-Athlete Leadership Councils in 
the sports of Football and Men’s and Women’s Basketball 
which, in addition to the Conference’s longstanding 
Student-Athlete Advisory Commissioner, provide 
student-athletes with additional opportunities to engage 
with campus leaders and Conference off ice staff .
Even before his appointment as commissioner of 
the SEC, Sankey led national eff orts to enhance the 
student-athlete experience.  Working in concert with 
former SEC Commissioner Mike Slive, he played a 
central role in crafting the new autonomy governance 
structure of the NCAA, designed to put the student-
athlete first in the development of new legislation.
Upon assuming the role of commissioner, Sankey 
moved swiftly to address issues critical to college 
athletics on the Conference and national levels. He 
appointed a Working Group on Student-Athlete Conduct, 
a collection of campus leaders established to engage in 
a continued conversation on student-athlete issues for 
the purpose of making recommendations for Conference 
policies or institutional best practices to shape student-
athlete behavioral expectations in the SEC.
When Sankey first joined the SEC in 2002, he 
played a central role in former commissioner Mike 
Slive’s eff orts to reshape the SEC’s enforcement and 
compliance program. To renew and strengthen the 
commitment made by league institutions to a culture 
of compliance in the SEC, last year Sankey appointed 
a Working Group on Compliance, Enforcement and 
Governance, designed to review and update principles 
which formed the foundation of the Conference 
membership’s commitment.
Sankey’s first year as commissioner was highlighted 
by a series of “Listen and Learn” visits to each of the 
14 campuses of the SEC.  He met with athletics and 
university administration to build on existing relationships 
between the campuses and the Conference off ice and to 
strengthen the bond of the league’s institutions.
In addition, he spent considerable time on each 
campus with student-athletes to hear first-hand of 
their experiences in competition and in the classroom, 
and their expectations of the college experience and 
the governing bodies that lead college athletics.
Another priority under Sankey’s leadership is to 
eff ectively publicize the success stories of the SEC. 
As a first step, the SEC collaborated with Conference 
institutions and the SEC Network to create a series of 
30-second video spots titled “I Am The SEC” which 
featured compelling off -the-field stories of SEC 
student-athletes in all sports.  The spots run during 
SEC Network events throughout the athletic year.
To build on this initiative for the future, Sankey 
engaged the SEC with The Richards Group, a highly 
successful national branding and marketing agency, 
to develop a comprehensive branding and messaging 
campaign to positively feature the SEC, its student-
athletes, alumni, leaders and fans.
Sankey has solidified the future of the Conference’s 
post-season championship events, reaching an 
agreement with Mercedes-Benz Stadium to host 
the SEC Football Championship in Atlanta through 
2026, and working with the City of Hoover to create 
a unique “baseball campus” to host the SEC Baseball 
Tournament at Hoover Metropolitan Stadium under 
a new agreement that starts in 2017.  In addition, 
Sankey recognized the significance of the removal 
of the Confederate Battle Flag in the state of South 
Carolina by establishing Greenville as the site of the 
SEC Women’s Basketball Tournament in 2017.
In his first year as commissioner, the SEC won five 
national titles, claiming championships by Alabama 
in football, Georgia in women’s swimming & diving, 
Auburn in equestrian and Arkansas in both men’s and 
women’s outdoor track & field.
Sankey remains active within the NCAA committee 
structure, which includes his current service as Chair 
of the NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions.
Sankey, 52, joined the SEC staff  in 2002 as Associate 
Commissioner to oversee the SEC’s governance, 
enforcement and compliance program, and later 
added supervision of the league’s championships staff  
to his responsibilities.  He was elevated to Executive 
Associate Commissioner and Chief Operating Off icer 
for the league off ice in 2012.
Prior to joining the SEC staff , Sankey was 
Commissioner of the Southland Conference for nearly 
seven years.  He joined the Southland Conference 
staff  in 1992 where he served as both assistant and 
associate commissioner before he was named 
commissioner in 1996 at the age of 31.
Prior to his term at the Southland Conference he 
was director of compliance and academic services 
at Northwestern State University in Natchitoches, 
Louisiana. While at Northwestern State, Sankey also 
coached the Demons’ golf teams for two years, earning 
the Golf Coaches Association of America District VI 
Coach of the Year award in 1991. Previous to his tenure 
at Northwestern State, he was the director of intramural 
sports at Utica College in upstate New York. 
A native of Auburn, New York, Sankey earned his 
master’s degree from Syracuse University and his 
undergraduate degree from the State University of 
New York College at Cortland. Sankey and his wife, 
Cathy, reside in Birmingham, Alabama, and have two 
adult daughters, Hannah and Moriah.
SEC NETWORK 
The Southeastern Conference and ESPN signed a 
20-year agreement through 2034 to create and operate 
a multiplatform network which launched August 14, 
2014. The television network and its digital companion 
SEC Network + carry more than 1,500 events annually. 
SEC Network televises over 45 SEC football games, 100 
men’s basketball games, 60 women’s basketball games, 
75 baseball games, and other events from across the 
SEC’s 21 sports annually. Programming includes in-depth 
analysis and storytelling in studio shows, daily news and 
information with SEC Now, original content such as SEC 
Storied and SEC Inside, and more. Hundreds of additional 
live events are off ered exclusively on SEC Network+ 
via WatchESPN and SECNetwork.com.  The network is 
available on 9 of the top 10 cable providers in the US and 
is also available in more than 50 countries throughout 
Europe, Middle East and Africa via ESPN Player, ESPN’s 
sports streaming service in the region. 
Chuck Dunlap
Director of Communications
Cell ..................... (205)-936-9683
Off ice ....................205-458-3000 
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2 0 1 6  R A ZO R B A C K  FO OT B A L L
The SEC’s Western and Eastern Division winners meet in Atlanta’s Georgia Dome 
to battle for the league championship and the right to represent the conference in 
the College Football Playoff . The 25th annual title game is set for Dec. 3 and will be 
nationally televised by CBS Sports. The game is a result of conference expansion, 
which saw Arkansas and South Carolina become the first members added in SEC 
history in 1992. Under NCAA regulations, a conference with 12 members may play 
a 12th football game to determine its champion, provided the regular season is 
played in divisions. The participants of the game are determined each year during 
the eight-game regular-season conference schedule as the teams with the best 
overall SEC winning percentage in each division.
ARKANSAS IN THE SEC CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
2006: Florida 38, Arkansas 28
Florida scored a touchdown with nine minutes left in the game and held on for 
the 38-28 victory over Arkansas. Down 17-7 at the half, Arkansas took a 21-17 
third-quarter lead on a two-yard reception by Felix Jones and a 40-yard interception 
return by Antwain Robinson. Arkansas could have had a chance to build on the 
lead, but the Gators recovered a fumbled punt in the end zone to move back 
in front 24-21 with 3:47 left in the third period. Percy Harvin, who scored on a 
37-yard pass from Chris Leak in the second quarter, scored on a 67-yard run early 
in the fourth to put Florida up 31-21. Jones scored his second touchdown on a 
29-yard pass from Cedric Washington to cut the margin to three. Darren McFadden 
finished with 73 yards on 15 carries and Jones 57 on 13. Casey Dick was 10-of-22 
passing for 148 yards with a touchdown and two interceptions. Harvin had 105 
yards on six carries for Florida, which went on to win the national title at 13-1, while 
Leak was 16-of-30 for 189 yards with a touchdown and two interceptions.
2002: Georgia 30, Arkansas 3
Georgia scored on its first five possessions for a 23-0 halftime lead and posted a 
30-3 victory. Georgia claimed the SEC title just 75 miles from its Athens campus. 
Musa Smith rushed for 106 yards and two touchdowns. David Greene threw for 237 
yards and a score, earning the game’s MVP award. Terrence Edwards had seven 
catches for 92 yards, becoming the SEC’s career leader in receiving yards. Arkansas 
had won six in a row to earn its second trip to the league championship game. The 
Razorbacks had a punt blocked by Decory Bryant on their first possession and 
Thomas Davis scooped up the loose ball and ran to the Arkansas 2-yard line. On 
Georgia’s next possession, Smith, who scored after the blocked punt, finished off  
the drive with a 17-yard scoring run. Georgia’s next three possessions ended with 
field goals by Billy Bennett, who connected from 29, 42 and 39 yards to provide 
the halftime margin. Arkansas led the SEC in rushing off ense with an average of 
243 yards per game but managed just 65 against Georgia. Fred Talley, a 1,000-yard 
rusher, was held to 51 yards on 17 carries while Matt Jones managed only 12 yards 
on nine carries. Jones completed 9-of-17 passes for 60 yards.
1995: Florida 34, Arkansas 3
A prime-time (ABC) television audience and a sell-out crowd (71,325) in the 
Georgia Dome saw Florida post a 34-3 victory. Florida out-gained Arkansas by 
only 97 yards, 396-299, but the Gators committed no turnovers while Arkansas 
lost the ball four times. Arkansas got on the scoreboard first when Todd Latourette 
kicked a 36-yard field goal with 7:26 left in the first quarter. The Razorbacks were 
dealt some bad news on that drive, however. Sophomore running back Madre 
Hill, who finished third in the conference in rushing, was lost for the game with 
a knee injury.
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SEC CHAMPIONSHIP: ALL-TIME RESULTS
 Since the fi rst SEC Championship Game in 1992, there have been record crowds, millions 
of television viewers and eventual national champions.
YEAR RESULT SITE ATTENDANCE
1992 Alabama 28, Florida 21 Birmingham 83,091
1993 Florida 28, Alabama 13  Birmingham 76,345
1994 Florida 24, Alabama 23  Atlanta  74,751
1995 Florida 34, Arkansas 3  Atlanta 71,325
1996 Florida 45, Alabama 30  Atlanta 74,132
1997 Tennessee 30, Auburn 29  Atlanta 74,896
1998 Tennessee 24, Mississippi St. 14  Atlanta 74,795
1999 Alabama 34, Florida 7  Atlanta 74,309
2000 Florida 28, Auburn 6  Atlanta 73,427
2001 LSU 31, Tennessee 20  Atlanta 74,843
2002 Georgia 30, Arkansas 3  Atlanta 74,835
2003 LSU 34, Georgia 14  Atlanta  74,913
2004 Auburn 38, Tennessee 28  Atlanta 74,892
2005 Georgia 34, LSU 14  Atlanta 73,717
2006 Florida 38, Arkansas 28  Atlanta 73,374
2007 LSU 21, Tennessee 14  Atlanta  73,832
2008 Florida 31, Alabama 20  Atlanta 75,892
2009  Alabama 32, Florida 13  Atlanta 75,514
2010 Auburn 56, South Carolina 17  Atlanta  75,802
2011 LSU 42, Georgia 10  Atlanta 75,515
2012 Alabama 32, Georgia 28  Atlanta 75,624
2013 Auburn 59, Missouri 42 Atlanta 75,632
2014 Alabama 42, Missouri 13 Atlanta 73,526
2015 Alabama 29, Florida 15 Atlanta 75,320
2016 SEC Championship • Saturday, Dec. 3 • Georgia Dome; Atlanta, Ga. • Capacity: 71,500 • TV: CBS
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